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OCEAN WASTE MSPOSAL

TTTESDAY, HAEOH 2, l

O?? COMMERCE, 
ON OCEANS AND A'SMOSPHESE,

WtssUngton, D.O.
The subcommittee met at 10 :35 a.m. in room 1115, New Senate Office 

Building, the Hon., Ernest F. Rollings (chairman of the subcom 
mittee) presiding. '.,{ '';•

Senator ROLLINGS. The cojnmittee will come to order, please. 
Mr, Secretary, ladies and gentlemen, welcome. 
Welbegin our hearings on S. 307, a pill to foster oceanic and environ 

mental research and development.
.in integral part of this bill is its provisions regarding oceanic en- 

vironmentel deterioration. Thiese provisions call for a program of re 
search and associated technological development to provide the in 
formation and understanding of tlie changes in ocean en*dronmental

- conditions which result from man's activities.
The research program would include measurement of chemical and 

biological contamination of the ocean and analysis of such information 
to enable prediction of contamination trends.

In order to deal effectively with ocean pollution problems we must 
understand the effects of oceaii contaminants upon ocean life and ma 
rine ecology. We must develop a predictive capability. We must under 
stand the persistence of pollutants in the oceans. And we must have in 
formation and data available for governments and others responsible 
for operating in or managing ocean resources.

To ensure that available* information on ocean contaminants is taken 
into consideration before any permit for ocean dumping is granted 
we have provided that the permit application must be reviewed by the 
Secretary of Commerce, acting through the National Oceanic and At 
mospheric Administration, arid findings must be made on the impact 
of the dumping on natural processes, human health and safety, and 
on the permanence of the activity. 
' . (The bills1 and agency comments follow :) : v 

'- Present :. S&mtore Hollings and Spong.
Staff member assigned to this hearing : H. Crane Miller.

- ' (1)



m'ym- SMATE OF THE UMTED STATES
Mr. HOUJWGS introduced tip following bill, which wuretd twice and referred

ommittee <«j <Qom2a*rc«» ,-x ' ' '

, ; " • . •,/.
To foster oceanic an<l environmenM'iesearch and development,

~ } ' -'-•• > '• , -. •"

s. ....

,1 Be it enacted by *he Senate and House of Represenfa-
2 fives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 .That, the. Act ;ent|tleid "An Act to provide for a eomprehen-
* -- •" - ''-'*"/ ''•• *'.' -• '» - - -'••-
4 sive, long-range, and coordinated national program in marine

n: 5r gsience, Jo, establish a National Council on Marine Resources
* - ,- " - i -

,)5 S; and En^neering development, and, 5a Commission on Ma-

7 rine Science, Enjgmeering, and Resources, and for other pur-

8 poses", approved October 15, 19,66, sas amended, (16 TJ.S.C. 

,,, 9 -1121 et seq,) , is amended by aMn? at the .end thereof the 

10 , following new title: . . 
../-. " '-*••- n . . . ."., • / •



1 "TITUS IV-OCEANIG ANH ENVIKONMBNTAL

2
3 "SHOKE
4 • "&EO. 401. This title may be cited as'the 'National
5 '-Oceanic and Environmental Research Act of 1971*.

6 ' : <: "llNDliraS AM) K>LICY

7; "SfiC. 402. (a) Wise development and use of lihe

6 oceans, estuarine, and other waters' Bordering our Nation

9 rand the1 Great Lakes is seriously hindered by lack of under-

10 standing' and-knowledge of the physical,, chemical, and 

11'biological processes that take place within them and the
Vf * - .- - .

12 consequences of man's unregulated activities upon their
* j *13 ;pfbperties. ,.>„,.,

14 " (b) It js vital fof the Nation'that the'development of
15 Iliese areas 'be undertaken in a way such as to balance wisely ' '
16 competing demands for access to the oceans, estuarine, and

I1? olher Waters as a major source of food, minerals, power 

18 development, transpdrtation, recreation, and other human
1A ' »"*" • • • - • ^ • -' * ' * • •» * ~ t <iy activities.- ' • •••' -* r

20"" - "(c) Competing demands upon the-oceans, estuarine,

21 * and other waters bordering our Nation and the Qreat Lakes
'', ' --'\ ' ' 4. '

22 -caused by population growth and economic development

23 nave already resulted in the serious loss of living marine 

24'^resourcesi wildlife, refereatipnfil'ateas/ J and much of this 

25 loss is permanent, with adverse changes to ecological systems.



The development and use, of our oceans, coastal
2 areas, and adjoining lands requires the ability to measure,
3 observe, and predict- ocean conditions and related environ-
* mental phenomena in order to support the Nation's, eco- 
5 nomic and industrial development of these areas and to 
(* protect the life,,.safety* 4 id property of the general public.
7 " (e) The Congress declares that |t is the policy of the
8 United States to foster a program of oceanic and environ-
^ -mental research- and development which will provide the

1° Tindersjfcandmg, and the capability to understand the con-
** sequences, of natural and manmade activities in the oceans, 
^ estuarine, and other waters. Such understanding and capa~. 
^ bilities can only come from programs directed at under^tand- 

ing the physics, the chemistry, and biology of the oceans,
** and the dynamics of the ocean-atmosphere fluids.
16 " ; .' ?•' .; , .-: "DEFINITIONS

17 , "Sec. 403, For the purposes .of this Act, the term—- 
^ . " (a) 'Secretary' means the Secretary of Commerce.

* "*

"(b) -Oceafls, estuarine, and other waters' means
OA • "« " >* oceans, bays, -gulfs, sounds, salt water lagoons, .salt water 

harbors; estuaries, and other waters where,-the tide ebbs
' 22 * • " •' - " ' ' * "*,and flows, asid the Grealtakes.. J %, •"* -\ , . "

OQ. • -'" ,'-..-'- -.-^ • -,, " (c), 'State' mean§ ̂ the States^ District of Columbia, the
Coimnonweal|k of * Euerto .Sico, the United States Virgin

^ Islands, American gampa\>%am,,th,e territories, and pos-



'.': sessions of the United States, ancl the Trust Territories of the
' ' -. ,-•' - - -. . 

« Pacific Islands. > ,• •

;{ , "OCEAN BNVIRONMENIAIr bETBBIOBATION

•I "{SBC. 404. The Secretary is authorized and directed, to 

<r> -initiate a comprehensive .program of research and associated 

0-technological, development required to provide-1-

-1, . " (a) the information and .understanding o! the 

8 changes in ocean, environmental conditions which result 

^ , from inan's. activities. He is further directed to under-

^ iajke, and feect a comprehensive program to provide

•I?- / the knowledge of the manner in which the -ocean and 

.f^ ., -', \ its life hiteract. Said program shall include, hut not be 

,*^ limited to, the development of systems for the measure- 

34 ment of the state of the chemical and hiolo^cal contam- 

^ . ination of the ocean, and the analysis of such infonna- 

j16 tion to enable prediction of .contamination trends; . 

i*7 ... " (b) the understanding of the effects of ocean eon- 

|8 , *• .tammaiits upon .ocean life,and marine ecology;

*? - "(c) the development, understand^ and capa- 

^9 bility ,to predlist, physical and. chemical properties of

**• the ocean, estuarine, and otner waters in order that po- 

^ . tential !,|^e.cj;s of waste disposal or pollution can be 

: ^v.,, assessed;; . ..-- '•-, - • 

^ " (d) -development of an .understanding of the fate of 

^ various kinds of pollutants in. the ocean; and



6

the data and infonnaiion resulting from these

2 programs to federal. State; and local governments and

3 /to private enterprise responsible for operating or man- -

*4 a^ng the ocean, estuarine, or other waters.

5 'terrjat-AGBHOt OOOBD^AUON Am COOPEBATHXN-
6 "SEC. 405. No license, permit, or authorization to dredge

7 materials or to dispose of waste materials ,or other agents

8 whicK deteriorate or cause; adverse change in the oceans,

9 ; estuarine or other waters-shall,be issued by any officer or 

10' employee of the TTnited States without Mving first con-

-11 'suited with'and received jfindings from tha Secretary eon-

12 cerning the effect and impact of such activity upon the

13 oceans, estuarine and other waters. The Secretary's find- 

H .•= inigs, shall- include, but -not be limited to—;,

15 - ':^^^(l)rthe-impact;'of the. activity;,on Katural proc.-
- •* " * '* -'

16 '-''' Jesses of tne'<)cea^ eStuarme, anfit other waters, includ- 

17'- ing ecological-systems dependent thereon; 

18, '/:.~- •',;";(2). the,impact of the activity on human health, 

19'.''.; safety welfare,-jatnd Mated amenities;' and . 

>2Q,.% "{ty:.ai <assessnient of the;*jersisteiice.,or perma- 

.21 nance of fiieactiivify.''. ; > : •

22 - '' "OOE^T ElfVIEaNl^NTAL.I'jBaEiDlciTIOHr 1 , . ', .

23; .".SEC. 40.6. The Secretary is authorized and directed 

2-%l?tb M%te a comiprfe|iensiye program for-r-;



' 6

1 > "(a) Development of capabilities essential for provid-
j ' * .

2 ing: ocean and related environmental information required
3 for the support of tlie development, coiuHarvation, and pro- 
* tection* of coastal areas of the -United- States. Said program 

5 shaH iiielttdef/^ut not be ; Umited.ttof -the development of 
6' systems for the observation and monitoring of physical,
7 chemical, and" biold^cal phenomena. -.•-> '
8 : '"(b) /Development 'of the ; understanding required to 
&u predict o^eaiiiprand related environmental hazards, and the 

1&' -operation ̂ of warning and information systems necessary to 
il; iprovide for efficient management of coastal areas and the 
3$* prbteciabn*of Hfe- and property 6f the general' public.

* 407. 'The Secrevary is authorized and directed lo 
15 initiate a program; for the enhancement and improvement of
*l%: the marine 'environment. -"Said program shall include, but

- & not be lunited»to^- ^T-l » -^ • / 'M • ^- • - - '- •'• ' • ' 

18 " ^5^) -Studies 'and investigation^ of environmental modi- 

1^ jficatioris -to protect coastal or offshore physical structures,
• ' T " '20 improve beaches, to increase biological productivity, to im"

21 prove living resource, habitats, and to improve man's use of

22 the marine ̂ envilotiment. ^' : -
23 'i "^ Gbnduct of engbieering tests, demonstrations, and

^ model experiments/**) test and demonstrate the feasibility



1 and waseftuenoes of proposed ocean environmental

2 modifications. J ;> _^ ;
' - '. ' ' \ *,

3 :"(c) Famish new date and information services to Fed-

4 eral, State, and local governments, institutions, and private

5 enterprise to assist activities to enhance the marine

6 environment. • , • C ; . -

7 "JTATIONAI. OOEANiG,ANDJBNYlioNMBNTAI. EESEABOH

8 r i . lABORAaPOBr SISTBM t

9 "Sso. 408. The Secretary is authorized to initiate and

1° support a National Oceanic and Environmental Research

H Laboratory System for the purposes o£r- u- , ., ;-^
"~ ' * ~

12 . - , ^(a) carrying out the programs authorized in see-* 

13,: .tionr404,406, and 407 of this title;.

14 v.-;'-. -, ; i "(h) :carrying out scientific investigations of the

15 i - 'characteristics and jpjcocesses of-,the coastal and estuarine 

16 ;: - 1 "zones • pfc tho State or Region inu wMch sach lahoratories 

17 are established in order to provide necessary informa- 

1?» .tion, assistance, and recommendations to appropriate

19 • State, local, regional, or Federal, authorities lesponsible

20 :. for the management of the coastal and,estuarine zones; 

^21 -"(o) carrying out the fundamental.and applied
"\

22 ^ technological research programs provided in section 409

23 .- of this title.; and/ •

" ' -" (d) (jarrying put economic, legal, and other social



1 " studies related to the marine environment and its 
2, resources., •; • y

* 0'

4 "820. 409. The Secretary is authorized amd directed
5 to initiate and undertake a jprogram of fundamental and

- 6 .applied tecnnological research and development to advance
s^ 7 theiiatiional capability to work in and.to use the oceans, and
; 8 in support of the research provided in sections 404, 406,

9 ,an<l 407 of iiis title. The Secretary shall further undertake

10 ."and suppprt a program to assess the impact of the use of 

11' technology,upon the marine environment and its resources.
*T9 tt "• —^ . , ,

13 "SEO. 410. The Secretary, in accordance with his regii-
14 lations, is authorized to make available to a coastal State,

;15 grants up to 50 per centum of the costs of acqrusition, de-

16 velopment, and operation of estuarine sanctuaries for the

17 purpose of creating natural field laboratories to gather data

18 and other long-term studies of the estuarine zones of the

19 TJnite,d States. The number of estuarine sanctuaries provided
20 under this section shall not exceed fifteen and the Federal 

21s, sliare of tiie: cost-of each sanctuary shall not exceed
22 $2,000,000. -'••:'•''•••• ?)- ^ •• '

2& " "EESEABOH AssisTAifOE
2^ "SEC. 411;. The Secretary is authorized and directed, to

25 initiate and support nindamental scientific, technological, and



10

1 social research related to the; purposes of this title, and is
2 jwtho^rized to niake contract^ and other,arrangements (in-
3 eluding; grants, loans and other forms of research assistance)f . - •
4 JK> support su

,{) . > ? 

6 ' "Sax 412, The.,Se6retaiT is authorized (a) to, enoour-
' ''''!"'; ^ t < '

;7- :«ge and support; cwperAiavfe programs under which a single
•'' ' , ~ * . i, t " • " *• ^ , , , > - r

8,'jaatipnal oceajoip and «nyironniental research lahoratorj-may 
,,; 9 /serve two or more States "whose coastal and eetuarine zones,

* f -< "*'* ' - ~
~ . * +' '. ~* f10 or portions thereof, have ay high, degree of similarity; in 

Hy;geogmphic# hjolpgicdj chemical,"..-And,physical eharacter-
12 istics: aa^^j 'require. suhmi§sion,of a satisfactory and de-f. >"<( i *' J ' ' ' . <" •' ~* , f '* ~ ~ ,

13 tailed program of scientifiie'investigation oy such laboratories
li and evidence .that the research program, was planned in
li> consultation with thA governioiental authorities responsible
16 for the management, of .the cpastal,^nd, estuarine zone.

"' \

17, / ^ , , : ^INJEBffATICflUfc COQEEBATIQN

..18 ; "SEC. 413. The. Secretary, p ̂ consultation, with and
;19 jjnder,the,gajdance of the ^Secretary of State, is authorized to.'•-'". ~ ,'>.,,.
:2Q^.p]fQmote international cooperation, and to enter; -into-interna-
21 tional agreements for, cooperative .scientific and technological
22 research programs for the purposes,of thif, tifte-^-, .,
23 " (a)>,by participation in international programs
2^ and by encouraging cooperation in j>cieatific research by
?5 r > personnel of the United States and other countries;



	10
t < • i( (h)' through publication and international dissent

2 nation of research data and results; ?

3 " (o) by cooperation and measures to strengthen

4 research capabilities of developing countries, including

5 the participation of their nati6nals in research programs.

6 . "BEGULATIONS
7 ' "SEC. 414. The Secretary shall develop such rules and

8 regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions

9 of this Act.

10 "PAYMENTS FOB FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
Jl "SEC. 415. Payments by the Secretary to any institution

1^ or agency in any program to be carried out under this Act

•^ may be used for the rental, charter, purchase, construction,

1* preservation, and repair of any buildings, docks, vessels,

1^ and equipment necessary to such program.
	V

16 "APPBOPBIATIONS

1? "SEC. 416. There are authorized to be appropriated—

18 "(1) sums, not to exceed $——-—— as may be

19 necessary fo carry out the provisions of section 404 of

20 thistle; •

21 -., "(g). sums, not to exceed $——'-—— as may be'

22 ,'necessary to carry out the provisions of section 406 of

23 'thistitle;1 - " • -,

(3) sums? not to exceed $-- — —— ias may be<r ?



/_: , ; . , /It": " _ '

•1'.- necessary to carry .out the ^ - Ions of section 4Q7 of

2- this title; and .;;' " <• • ; >v ^

^ : '-.(4) 'S111118* nd* to exceed $———•—— as may be,
* v - " L l

4 necessary to cany out the provisions of section 410 of



13

D2o CONGRESS g\ •* f\f\f\S. 1082

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
MARCH 2 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 17), 1071

Mr. CASE (for himself, Mr. BOMB, Mr. GRAVEL, Mr, MTBKIE, Mr. PACKWOOD, 
and Mr. WILLIAMS) introduced the following bill; which was read twice 
and referred to the Committees on Commerce and Public Works jointly

A BILL
To regulate the discharge of wastes ia territorial ami .international 

, waters until five years after the date of enactment of this Act, 
to prohibit such discharge thereafter, and to authorize re 
search and demonstration projects to determine 'means of 
using and, disposing of such waste. . ;

•

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represefda-

2 fives of tfie United States of America in Congress assembled}

3 That, effective on the date which is five years after the date

4 of enactment of this Act, no owner or master of a vessel may

5 load, or permit the loading of, any waste on such vessel while

6 such vessel ds in any port of the United States, if such waste

,7 is to be discharged in ocean waters. Prior to such date such

8 loading shall be lawful only if suck owner ori master fet— 
n * ,

58-4520—71-
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.' •' ' '-- ' , 2 V-?• " 
**- "'"(•'*

1 (1) obtains a permit from the Administrator of the
~ ' ,•-."""?/'''•"" • «
,2f? Bavironmental Protection i Agency (hereafter referred
3 to in tiMs Act ae the "Administrator") which authorizes 
4. the loading of such jwaste; and

*j'

5 ' , . (2) notices the €oast Chiard of such fading as pre-
11 ' .-.,- ,,^ , %1

6 scribed in section 3. ; .
7 SBO. 2. :(a) The Administrator shall issue to any owner
8 or master of a vessel a permit authorizing the loading of
9 waste on such vessel if the Administrator folds that the dis-

10 charge of such waste in any ocean waters will not damage
11 the ecology of the marine environment. In making any such
12 finding, the Administrator shall consider Hie effect of such 
IB* discharge on Ii-iman health and welfare (incJuding possible
14 aidverse effects on economic, recreational, and esthetic values)
15 and one the marine ecosystem, taking into account the pro- 
16viposed location of such discharge and the concentration and 
17' Volume of--the waste to be discharged. .,; . 
18 ^., ^b) ,In no event shall any permit be issued for the dis- 
19^ charge of any waste Whatever between the Continental .Shelf 

20' and the coast of the United States.- , >, , ,,
21 (z) The Administrator shall have the^ authprky to ban
22 the loading, transporting, arid dumping of any specific mat-
23 ter deemed damaging to the marine environment or to human

24 health and welfare. ".,,..
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3 

tl ;„ .(d) The Aijsainistrator shall;have the authority to des-, i > t j »' • •* ', * ,1 ' ( . t «f», , •- . ~ * 
2 ignate ocean dumping sites. «,.

$,> ,; ; (e).Jfewjh.,permit issued under subsection ,(a) shall

•$> ,-';•: ... ^ (1) the amount and type ,of : waste authorized to

6 be loaded and discharged; •.,»/..,. <.

7 ,.,.,. -(2) ; the^xaci coordinates of the location at which

8 . such -discharge js permitted and a statement of tjbe route 

9; ;• to: iiiat location; ./ . t .•. ,, < :

10 - , *,(5)f such, provisions as the Administrator deems

••H necessary to vinsure 'that such waste will he transported
* ' ~* -"~%r' ""

12 toihe Discharge site without aceidenftal spillage or leak-

<4-* • age; and "'••• i -

14 . ,, (4) such other provisions as the Administrator 

35 ., - deems necessary to carry out the, purposes of this Act.

16 SEC. 3< (a) Any owner or master of a vessel who is

3? issued a permit under section* 2 shall notify the Coast Guard

18 and the Army Corps of Engineers of the exact location

-,49 where the waste covered by such permit is to be discharged.

.20 Such notification must be given to the Coast Guard and the•* >
;21 Army Corps of Engineers in such manner as the Secretary 

22 .oj the Department in which the Coast Guard is operating, 

23. .and the Secretary of the Army, respectively, shall prescribe
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1' and; not later than four hours before the departure of the
'!>

2 vessel. ,
'3' •>•' (b) The Secret&ry of the Department in which the

'tr

.4 Coast Guard fa operating shall conduct surveillance and 
' '5 other appropriate enforcement activity to prevent violations 
,6 of thisAek " -.-'>"

7 7 ' SE& 4. (a) Any owner or master of a vessel who vio-
8 lates'the first section of this Act or whk> violates any pro-
9 vision of a permit issued under section 2 of this Act shall be

10 liable to a civil penalty o£ not niore than $50,000 for the 
ill first violation, and not more than $100,000 for each sub-

12 sequent violation. ITo penalty shall be assessed until the
13 person charged shall have been given notice and an oppor- 

14' tunity for a public hearing on such charge. Upon failure

15 of an offending party; to pay the penalty, the Administrator
\

16 may request •the Attorney General to commence an action
! '17 in the appropriate district court of the United States for such
18' relief as may be appropriate.
19 (b) A vessel, other than a vessel owned or basgeboat

20 chartered by the United States, or other property used in a
21 violation shall be liable in rem for any civil penalty assessed
&2 under this section and may be proceeded against in any dis-
23 trict court* of the United (States haying jurisdictioiL thereof.
24 SEC. 5. As used in this Act—- .- • j
25 • (i) The term "discharge" means to place, release,

« **
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	".-',. 5.

1 , discharge, or by ; anyJm.ean$ whatsoever to dispose, oi
-. • " * t * ' " * »*" *

2 , waste in ocean waters, f ^ .
S-: (2); The term "master" includes any person act-

4 -r -ing jn the capacity of, amaster.

5 . , ,(?) The term "ocean waters" means any estuarine

6 area, coastal waters, Great Lakes, territorial waters,

7 , and ,the high seas adjacent to the territorial waters.

8 (4) The term "owner" includes any private in-

9.-.-/ dividual or corporate owner and any public owner,

10 , whether a-department, agency, or instrumentality of a

11 State or a political subdivision thereof, of ,an interstate

12 , governmental entity, or of the federal Government.

13, (5) The term "United States" means the States,

14 the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto

15 .Bico, Guam, and American Samoa,

16 , , (6) The term "vessel" includes any vessel, scow,

17 or boat, whether or not documented under the laws of

18 the United States, capable of being used to transport

19 waste in ocean waters.
20 (7) The term "waste" means matter of any Mod

21 or description,, including, but not limited to, dredge

22 spoil, spoil waste, garbage, sewage sludge, munitions,

23 chemical, biological and radiological warfare agents,

24 radioactive materials, wrecked or discarded equipment,

25 rock, sand, cellar -dirt, and industrial wastes.
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. i;: -^ ;> S3BO. ; 6.* On and;'after the effective date of this Act, any 

$'% license, permit, or authorization' issued -by airf officer or
%"'<,• _ _ / ' ,'*>,> < s ' • _

>3 effipr6pei'b| the tJiated States under the authority of any 

. 4 other provision, oflaw is 5 tenniMfed and'has no1 'effect what-
',' 'f * » '* iV- T < ' ',

'' 1 "" - J *

|>; sdeyer td' the eiten$ tliat such license, permit, 'or authoma-
?.^ v\;/'.'. ..'"-'"- ^ '' i> • , '•'. "

^*^o:n authorizes an'^r1 activity ft6,wh!ch''this Act applies. 

\, 7 ->* SEO. ; 7. (a) !The Administrator shall condudt, and en 

s' courage, 'cooperate Syith/"aiid render finaricial and other 
-9"assistance'to1'appropriate public (whether federal, State,

10 interstaiej or local)^^^ authorities, agencies, and institutions,
11 >; privat^'1a^en6ies andx institutions, and individuals in. the

" .' * -" 'j • * |. v

12 donduct of, and promote the coordination of, research, inyesti-
-•-'•'",""'''.

, 13' : gations, experiments, training, demonstrations, surveys, and 

^.^8tttcfies :idlf" the'purpose of determining means of recovering

15 useful materials from^ waste and disposing of waste in a

16 ihannfef that* will'not endanger the public health or welfare. 
!£• /, -'.:-. ^ /]B'carrying otit the provisions of the preceding

18 sanction,7 the Admhiistrator is authorized to—

19 (1) collect and make available, .through publica- 

20" : ' -Moiis and-other appropriate means, the results of, and

21 '-••';••• bt2ier information pertaining to;' such research and other

22 ' ; ^'activities, including appropriate recominendations in con- 

23x: • ifectfen therewith;
2> .•-"> :f^' r^)j* bo>perate with public and priVate agencies, 

25 institutidnsp^d -organizations, and with any industries
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_

<4' r' involved, ia the ;prejtoratioii and the conduct of such 

. % •; -resaaJjdk aosA fritter activities^ aad *, 

%: r '-„?/' ^(f&)'$iiflj&(0:i^^
, 'f - . 'r~ ' - ' ' - "' f . *

,4 v ,a!nd institutions; and to jindividuals for research) training 

.5-,, projects, surv0Sy, andi demonstrations (including con-
1 j , ' ' " ' :

§ , -..; itructiQn;;j£)f facilities)j and.pfovide for the conduct .of

•7 • researc.h, training, surveysf, and 'demonstrations by con-

•;/§,., , JJ^pt with;p,iibli,c or priyftte agencies and mstitutions and

9 -with mdividuals; and such contracts for research or

10,^ demonstrations or both (including contracts for con-

W \ struotibn) may be made ittaccordance with and subject

12 to the limitations provided with respect to research oon-

13 tracts of; the mijita,ry deparjments in title 10, United

,14" States Oo'de, section 2353, except that the determination,
I"1 " ,'" rt ' ' - '

15 approval, and .certification required thereby shall be

16 < made.bylhe Adminis.trator. , ,
17 •*. (c) ,Any grant,, agreement, or contract made or en-

18 tered into under this section shall contain, provisions effec- 

'19 tiye to insure,that-all information, uses, processes, patents,
• ', " "* * - • •*•-

?0 and other developments resulting from any activity under-

21 taken pursuant, to such grant, agreement, or .contract will

'- 22 be* made'.readily available on fair and equitable terms to
,. • •>. I-'', •'" ' "=•*.- - ,' '' 1 ' > ' " '

23 industries or, persons utilizing methods of waste disposal

24 and industries or. persons engaging in furnishing devices, 

''J® .facilities, equipment, and suwplies to be used in connection
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1 with waste disposal. In carrying out the provisions of this
2 .section, the Administrator and each department, agency,
3 • and officer' of the federal Government having functions or

:4 duties under this Act shall wake use of and adhere tc the 
5 Statement of Government patent Policy. whicK was promul- 
6;,, gated ! by the President in his memorandum of October 10,

"V, 1963. ;,(a-01ErI96a&uppi,p..238.)
•8 - SEO. 8. This Act shall take effect immediately upon 
9 enactment. - /
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»fc>CONGKESS 
tartan*

SENATE OI1 THE UNITED STATES

Mr. Boooo (for himself, Mr. Cooow, Mr. Atiprr, Mr. BKAZ&, Mr. BAXKX, Mr. 
BATie,Mr.BmHiwrr,Mr.Bw*,Mr.BiickrJc^

/ DOMINIOK, Mr, FAWJOK, Mr. GOU>WATEK, Mr. Omonnr, Mr. HAW, Mr. 
HATPMLD, Mr. HOEIOKW, Mr. H«t78KA, Mr. JAYTW, Mr. JORDAN of Idaho, 
Mr. MAomjflOK, Mr. MATHUS, Mr. MTJSKIK, Mr. PACKWOOO, Mr. PABTOKK, 

; : 2Miv PEABBOX, Mr. Poor, Mr. Pwnmr, Mr. BAXDOC^H, Mr. Rovu, Mr. 
SAXBX, Mr. Scawxpoot, Mr. Soorr, Mr. SPOHO, Mr. TAW, Mr. Towrat, 
and Mr. WKCJUX) introducod the following bill; which TVXS read twice And 
referred to the Committees on Commerce and Public Works jointly

A BILL
To regulate the dumping of material in the oceans, coastal, 

and other waters, and for other purposes.

1 Be U enactedfby the Senate'and Efwue of Represented

2 tines of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Marine Protection Act

4 of 1971". '
5 ENDING, POLIC5T, AND TTJBP08B

* , * ^ " "

6' SEC. 2. (a) Unregulated dumping of roaierial into the 

7 oceans, coastal, and other waters endangers human health,
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• : 2 • ' ——

1 .welfare, and amenities, and the marine environment, eco-
*• ' * -:£ ' ' • - • p ' ' *'

2 logical systems, arid 6eouomic potentialities.

3 (b) Congress declares that it is the policy of the United

i States to regulate the damping of all types "of material hi
, ; * ' • *j<

5 th$ oceans, <$astal, and iother waters and to prevent or

6 vigorously limit the dumping, into the oceans, coastal, and

* Qthei* ̂ waters of jny,, ipi^erial which could adversely affect

§ human health, welfare, or amenities, or the marine environ-

^; ment, ecological systems, or economic potentialities. To this

^ end, it is the purpose of this Act to regulate the transporta-
/ --' - {i, - ' ' -"fV 1 ,' :•: -'••"• . '

•^ tion of material j&om the TJnited States for dumping into the

•^ oceans, coastal, and other waters, and the dumping of mate-

*? rial by any person from any sQiirce if the dumphig occurs in
*** > 
/ tt-

14 waters over which the United States has jurisdiction.

15 DEFINITIONS , -

16 SB0.3.E<>r.th€,ptQ^o^of^Acttih€term--

17 , (a) "Admmistrator" means the Admhustrator of the

18 Environmental jfootection Agency.

19 (b) "Oceans, coastal, and other waters" means oceans,

20 gulfs, bays, salt water lagoons, salt water harbors, other

21 coastal waters4 where the jide ebbs and flows, and the Great

23 (o). "Material" /means, matter of any kina or descrip-

2* tion, including, but not limited to, dredge spoil, solid waste,

25 garbage, sewage sludge, munitions, chemical, 'biological, and
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3

I -radiological jtforfare, agents, radioactive materials, wrecked 

}% or discarded equipment, rock, sand, cellar dirt,, apd industrial

3 waste: Provided, That it does not mean oil within the meaa-

4 ing ,of section 11 of the Federal .Water,pollution Control

5 Act or sewage from vessels within the meaning of section 13

6 ,ofsaid<Act, V-

7 (d) "United States" includes Jthe- several States, the

8 District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Bico, the

9 Canal, Zone, the territories and possessions of .the United 

1° States, and Ae Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.^ .

II , (e) "Person" means aiiy private person or entity, any
*' " , L /**.*-,

;^2 employee, agent, department, agency, or instoimentality of 

^ any State or local unit o| government, or foreign govern-
-* . *

14 ment, and, except as to, the provisions of section 6, any

15 employee, agent, department, agency, or instrumentality of

16 ;the Federal Government,

17 (f) "Bumping" means a disposition of material: Pro-

18 vided, That it does not mean a disposition of any effluent

19 from-any outfall structure, or a routine,'discharge of effluent (

20 , incidentel to die propulsion of vessels: And provided further,

21 That it does not mean the intentional placement of any de-

22 vice in the oceans, coastal, or other waters or on the sub-

23 merged bad rbeneatk^uch -waters,: for-, the purpose of usmg 

..^* such device there to produce an effect attributaWe to other 

25 than its mere,physical presence.
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1 (g) "Distrifct'^ourt of the United States" includes
-'&• District Oourt o! Guam, the District Oourt of the Virgin

3 Islands, the -District Court of the Canal £one, and in the
' 4 case of American Samba and the Trust Territory of the

5 "Pacific Islands, the District Court of the United States for

6 the District of Hawaii, which court shall have jurisdiction

7 over action's arising therein. .
8 : PBOHIBITED ACTS

i

• $• SBO; 4. Except as such transportation or dumping or 

10 both may; 'be authorized in a permit issued by the
11- Administrator—- •""' '; / •

, * i

12- ' (sj no person shall transport material from the

13 United States for the purpose of- dumping it into the

14 oceans, coastal; and other waters, and
15 - (b) no person shall dump material , (1) in that

X

16 part of the ovsans, coastal, and other waters which is

17 within -the territorial jurisdiction of the United States,

18 or, (2) sin. a zone contiguous to the territorial eea of
19 the United- States, extending to a line twelve nautical

•»

20 miles seaward, from the base line, of the territorial sea
21 as provided in article 24 of the Convention on the
22 > Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone, to the extent

23 that it niay affect the territorial sea or the territory
24 of the United States.
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5
i, ; EEBMITS

2 SHO. 5. (a) l%o Administrator may issue permits to

3 transport material for dumping into the oceans, coastal, and

4 other waters, or to dump material into the waters described

5 in subsection 4(b), or both, wheve the applicant presents

6 information respecting the proposed activity which in the

7 judgment of the Administrator, indicates that such trans-
j

8 pprtation, or dumping, or both will not unreasonably degrade

9 or unreasonably endanger human health, welfare, or ameni-

10 ties, or the marine environment, ecological systems, or eco-

11 nomic potentialities. The Administrator shall esL* ,_Ish and

12 apply criteria for reviewing and evaluating such pei^ntt ap-

13 plications, and, in establishing or revising such criteria, shall

14 consider, but not be limited in his consideration to, the

15 following:

16 (1) the likely impact of the proposed dumping

17 on human health, welfare, and amenities, and on the
e

18* marine environment, ecological systems, and economic

19 potentialities, including an assessment of—

20 (A) the possible persistence or permanence

21 ' of the effects of the proposed dumping,
f

22 (£) the volume and concentration of materials

23 involved, and
24 t . (0) the location proposed for the dumping.

25 I (2) alternative locations and methods of disposal,



1 including Jand-based alternatives; the probable impact

2 : of requiring the use of such location^ or methods of dis-

'3, •'* ' ! posal -OH consideration^ affecting "the public interest;

•4 ' : * and tb' probable impact of .issuing or denying pennits

5. on considerations -affecting the public interest.

6 In establishing' or revising such' criteria, the Administrate.*

'!J' : 't snail consult with the Secretaries of Commerce, Interior,

8 Statef ^Defense, Agriculture, Health, Education, and \Yel-

& fare; and Transportation, the Atomic Energy Commission,

10 ;aiid other appropriate Federal, State, and local officials.

11' *\\n$lf respect to such criteria as may affect the civil works

"12 -program of the Department of the Army, the Administrator

13 shall also consult with the Secretary of the Army. In re-

H viewing applications for permits, the Administrator shall

15 nrake such provision for consultation with interested 3?ed-

16 eral and State agencies as he deems useful or necessary. No

17 permit shall be issued for a dumping of material which will

18 violate applicable water quality standards.

19 (b) (1) The Administrator may establish and issue 

^ various categories of pennits, including the general permits

21 described in subsection (e).

22 (2) The Administrator may require an. applicant for

23 a permit under subsection (a) to provide such information 

21* as the Administrator may consider necessary to review and 

25 evaluate such, an application.
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1 (c) Permits issued under subsection (a)may designate

2 and include (1) the type of material authorized to be trans-
\

3 ported for dumping or to be dumped; (2) the amount of

4 material authorized to be transported for dumping or to be 

3- dumped; (3) the location where such transport for dumping 

6 will be terminated or where such dumping will occur; (4) 

' the length of time for which the permits are valid and their 

? expiration date; and (5) such other matters as the Ad- 

9 ministratpr deems appropriate.

(d) ..The Administrator may prescribe such processing 

fees.for permits and such reporting requirements for actions 

taken pursuant to permits issued under subsection (a) as he
•JO

deems appropriate.

14 ' (e) i Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act,

15 the Administrator may issue general permits for the trans-
<*•

16v pprtatioa for dumping, or dumping, or both, of classes of

17 materials ^diich he determines will have a minimal impact,

1$ considering die factors stated in subsection (a).

*9 (f) The Administrator may 'limit or deny the issuance

20 of permits, or may alter or revoke partially or entirely the

21 terms1 of permits issued by him under this Act, for the trans-

^ portation for dumping, or the dumping, or both, of specified 

^material,, where he finds that such material eanaot be

^ dumped consistently irith the criteria established pursuant to

^° subsection (a). No action shall be taken under this sub-
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1 section unless the affected person or permittee shall have

2 fwen given notice and opportunity for hearing on such

3 action as proposed. .

4 (g) The Administrator may, considering the criteria

5 established pursuant to subsection (a) , designate recom-

6 , mended sites for the dumping of specified materials. 

' f ' , (hj Nothing in this Act shall prohibit any transporta- 

8 tion for dumping or dumping of material where such trans- 

.p portation or dumping is necessary, in an emergency, to safe-

*" guard hiunan life. Such transportntiofl or dumping shall be 

reported to the Administrator witliin such times and under 

^ such" conations as he may prescribe by regulation.
1Q
ia PENALTIES

SBC. 6. (a) A person who violates section 4 of this

•** : Act, or regulations promulgated under this Act, or a permit
1R • : ' • •issued under this Act by the Administrator shall be liable to
17- *• 

' a d'vil penalty of not more than $50,000 for each violation
18 to be assessed by the Administrator. No penalty shall be

.•TO ••
assessed uiitii the 'person charged shall have been given no-

<w\

dee and an opportunity for a hearing On such violation.
21 •

Any such civil penalty may be compromised by the Admin-
' 22" •

istrator. In determining the amount of the penalty, or the
23 amount agreed upon in compromise, the gravity of the viola-
24 . •tion and*the demonstrated good faith of the person charged
25 in,' attempting to achieve rapid compliance after notification
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9

1 of a violation shall be considered by said Administrator.

2 Upon failure of the offending party to pay the penalty, the

3 Administrator may request the Attorney General to com-

4 mence an action in (he appropriate district court o? the United

5 States for such jrelief as may be appropriate.

6 (b) In addition to any action which may be brought 

? under subsection (a), a person who knowingly and will-

8 fully violates section 4t of this Act, regulations promulgated

9 under this Act, or a. permit Issued under this Act by the Ad-

10 ministrator shall be fined not more than $50,000 or im-

** prisoned for not more than one year, or both.

*2 (c) For the purpose of imposing civil penalties and

13 criminal fines under this section; each day of a continuing

14 violation shall constitute a separate offense.

15 . (d) The Attorney General or his delegate may bring

16 actions for equitable relief to redress a violation by any per-

17 yon of this Act, regulations promulgated under this Act, 

IS and permits issued uitder this Act by the Administrator, and

19 the district courts of the United States shall have jurisdic-

20 tion to grant such-relief as the equities of the case may

21 require.

22 (e) A vessel, except a public vessel within the meaning

23 of subsection 13 (a) (3) of tie Federal Water Pollution
24 Control Act or other public property of a similar nature,

25 used hi a violation shall be liable in rem for any civil penalty 

\

58-452 O—71——3
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1 assessed or criminal fine imposed and may be proceeded

2 against in any district court of the United States having

3 jurisdiction thereof: Provided, That no vessel shall be liable

4 unless it shall appear that the owner was at the time of

5 the violation a consenting party or privy to such violation.

.6 (f) If die provisions of any permit issued, under sub-

;T section (a) of section 5 are violated, the Administrator may

8 revoke the permit or may suspend the permit for a specified

•* period of time. No permit shall be revoked or suspended

•$ unless the, permittee shall have been given notice and op-

•"• portunity for a hearing on such violation and proposed sus-

. pension or revocation.

13 RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LAWS

. 7., (a) After the effective date of this Act, all

•^ licenses, permits, or authorizations which have been issued 

16 by any officer or employee of the Fnited States under

•^ authority of any other provision of law shall be terminated

•M* and of .110 effect to the extent they authorize any activity

•"* regulated by this Act, Thereafter, except as hereafter pro-
OA- yided, no license, permit, or authority shall be issued by any
01

oflficer or employee of the United States other than the
22 .,, Administrator which would authorize any activity regulated
23 "
„ ky titis Act or the regulationa issued hereunder.

24 . (b) Nothing in this Act shall abrogate or negate any
25 existing responsibility or authority contained in the Atomic
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	11
1 Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and section 4 and sub-

2 section1 7 (a) of this Act shall not apply to any activity

3 regulated by that Act: P.ovided, The Atomic Energy Com-
4 mission shall consult with the Administrator prior to issuing

5 a permit to conduct'any activity which would otherwise
6 be regulated by this Act. In issuing any such permit, the
7 Atomic Energy Commission shall comply witfe standards set
3 by the Administrator respecting limits on radiation ex-
9 posures or levels, or concentrations or quantities of radio-

10 active material. In setting such standards for application to

•^ the oceans, coastal, and other waters, or for specific portions

" of such waters, the Administrator shall consider the policy

^ expressed in subsection 2(b) of this Act and the factors
* stated in subsections 5 (a) (1) and 5 (a) (2) of this Act.

(c) (1) The provisions of subsection (a) shall not 
i/» >f

apply to actions taken before or after the effective date
of this Act under the authority of the Rivers and Harbors 

18 Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C. 401 et seq.).

(2) Except as provided in subsection ll(e), nothing
rt/\

in this Act shall be construed as abrogating or negating any 
existing responsibility or authority contained in the Rivers 
and Harbors Act of 1899: Provided, That after the effective 
date of this Act, no Federal license or permit shall be issued

24 under the authority of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899
25 to conduct any activity otherwise regulated by section 4 of
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^X this Act and the regulations issued hereunder, unless the Ad-

2 miuistrator has, certified ttyvMhe activity proposed to be

3 conducted is, in confpnuity with the provisions of .this Act

4 and with the regulations issued hereunder.

5 (3) Whore a license or permit to conduct an activity

6 has been granted under the authority of subsections (c) (1)

7 and (c) (2) of this section and of the Rivers and Harbors

8 Act of 1899, no separate permit,to conduct such activity

9 .shall be required under this. Act.

10 (d) Prior to issuing any permit under this Act, where

11 it appears to the Administrator that the disposition of the

12 material to be transported for dumping or to be dumped

13 may a&Vct navigation in the navigable waters of the United
v X '- •,'*<','

14 States or may create an artificial island on the Outer Conti-

15 neutal Shelf, the Administrator shall consult with the Secre-
* • , •

16 tary^of the Army and no permit shall be issued if the

17 Secretary of the Army determines that navigation will b.e

18 unreasonably impaired.
" ' " , -4 *

19 (e) Nothing in, this Act shall be construed aS pre-

20 empting any State, Federal territory, or Commonwealth,

21 or subdivision thereof from imposing, any/ requirement or

22 liability. •
1 ' '« , - ' ~ '

23 BNFOEOBMBNT

24 SEO. 8. (a) The Administrator may? whenevear appro-

25 priate, utilize by agreement, the personnel, services, and facil-
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1 ties of other Federal departments, agencies, and instrumen-

2 ilies of other Federal departments, agencies, and instrumen-

3 talities- or State agencies or instrumentalities, whether on a

4 reimbursable or a nonreimbursable basis.

5 ,(b) The Administrator may delegate responsibility

6 and" authority for reviewing and evaluating permit appli-

7 cations/ including the decision as to whether a permit will

8 be issued, to an. officer of the Environmental Protection

9 Agency, or he may delegate, by agreement, such responsi-

ifl bility and authority to '-the iteads of other Federal depart-

11 ments or agencies, whether on a reimbursable or non-

12 reimbursable basis.

13 (c) The Secretary of the department in which the

1^ Coast Guard is operating shall conduct surveillance and 
	<.

15 other appropriate enforcement activity to prevent unlawful

16 transportation of material for dumping or dumping.

17 , KBGtTLATIONS

IS SEC. 9. Iii carrying out the responsibilities and au-

19 thority conferred by this Act, the Administrator is authorized

^ to issue such regulations as he may deem appropriate.

21 INTERNATIONAL COOPEBATION

^2 SEO. 10. The Secretary of State, in consultation with

23 the Administrator, shall seek effective international'action

	and cooperation to insure protection of the marine environ-

	ment, and may for this purpose, formulate, present, or sup-
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1, port specific proposals in the United Nations ,and other com-? 

J?. petent international organizations for.the development of

3 .appropriate internaitqnal rules ,and regulations in. support oft
4 ;the policy of this Act.;<_:-' , ; , „ , „

,-ft'Vfcf.- , REPEAL AND ^SUPERSESSION j

6 SEC. 11. (a) The. second proviso to the last paragraph

7 of section 20 of the Act of March 3, 1899, (30 Stat. 1154),

8 as amended (33 U.S.C, 418), is repealed.

? . " (b) Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 of the Act of 

10 June 29, 1888 (25 Stat; 209), as amended (33 U.S.O. 

11- 441-451h) ;, are repealed.

12 *(c) Section 2 of the Act of August 5, 1886 (24 Stat.

13 320). (33 U.S.C. 407a), is.repealed.

14 \ , ? (d) To the extent that it authorizes action regulated 

15<, >y this Act, section 4 of the Act of March 3,1905 (33 Stat.

16 1147) (33 TJ.S.Q. 419), is superseded.

17 (e) Section 13 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899

18 (30 Stat. 1152), as amended (33 U.S.G. 407), is super-

19 seded insofar as it applies to dumping, as defined hi sub-

20 section 3 (f) of this Act, of material L the waters covered

21 ]>y subsection 4 (b) of this Act.

22 EFFECTIVE DATE AND SAVINGS PEOVISION

23 SEC. 12*. (a). This Act shall take effect six months after

2£ its enactment. .

25 (ib)' No legal action begun, or right of action accrued,
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1 prior to the effective date of this Act shall be affected by any

2 provision of this Act; - ;
>~ ~v - . f

3 AUTHORIZATION FOB APPEOPEIATIONS

4 SEO. 13. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated,

5 otit of any moneys* in the Treasury not otherwise appro-

6 priated, such sums as may <be necessary for the purposes and

7: administration of this Act.
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THE SENATE 01 THE UNITED STATES
MABOH 19,1971

Mr. BOGOS introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred 
to the Committees on Public Works and Commerce jointly

A BILL* v 
To establish an immediate program for the prevention of ocean

pollution. *
1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

x

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
i

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Emergency Water Pollu-

4 tion Prevention Act of 1971".

5 SEC. 2. The Federal Water Pollution Control Act is

6 amended by redesignating sections 22 through 27 as sections

7 23 through 28, respectively, and by inserting after section 21

8 a new section as follows:

. 9 "CONTEOL OP OCEAN POLLUTION

10 "Ssc. 22. (a) In recognition of the fact that the ocean is

11 being used at an ever-increasing rate for the disposal of pol- 
II
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	2

1 lutants the purpose of this section, is to provide (1) an imme-
	* _, %* ? T ' - '

2 diate stop to the loading of vessels with any material for

3 disposal in the oceans, and (2) for the regulation as soon as

. 4 possible of any disposing of materials in the ocean from ves-

5 sels in such a manner as will prevent any pollution harmful

(> to the environment.

7 "(b) Effective immediately upon enactment of thiS

«c section, and notwithstanding any other provision of law or

9 permit issued thereunder, no owner or master of a vessel may

10 load, or permit the loading of, any material on such vessel

11 while such vessel is in'any port or other area under the

12 jurisdiction of the United States if such material is to be dis-

13 charged in ocean waters. After the effective date of regula-

14 tions established pursuant to subsection (c) of this section

^ such loading shall be lawful only if in accordance with a per-

1® mit obtained pursuant to such regulations.

17 « ^j rpne Administrator of the Environmental Protec-

lg tion Agency (hereinafter in this section referred to as the

I9 'Administrator') shall, after appropriate study prescribe, not

•)f later than six months after the effective date of this section,

~l regulations for the control by -the issuance of permits of all

"-1 loading of vessels within the jurisdiction of the. United

** States with any material which is to be disposed of in ocean

2i waters. Such permits shall allow such disposal only (1) when

-5 it will not produce a harmful effect on the .environment, and '
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1 (2) in. areas'outside the territorial waters of the United

2 States and.'beyond tire Continental Shelf which are designated

3 by the Administrator.

4 "(d) The Secretary o. the Department in which the

5 Coast Guard is operating shall conduct surveillance and other

6 appropriate enforcement activity to prevent violations of this

7 section.

8 " (e) (1) Any owner or master of a vessel who violates

9 subsection (b) of this section or w,ho violate? any provision

10 of the regulations or a permit issued pursuant to this section

11 shall be Jiable to a civil penalty of not more than $25,000

12 for each such violation. No penalty shall be assessed until the

13 person charged shall have been given notice and an op-

14 portunity for a public hearing on such charge. Upon failure

15 of an offending party to pay the penalty, the Administrator

IS may request the Attorney General to commence an action

17 in the appropriate district court of the United States for such

18 relief as may be appropriate.

19 "(2) A vessel, other than a vessel owned or chartered

20 by the United States, or other property used in a violation

21 shall be liable,in rem for any civil penalty assessed under

22 this section and may be proceeded against in any district

23 court of the United States having jurisdiction thereof.

24 " (f) As used m this section—
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1 " (1) tlie term 'master* includes pay person acting

2 in. the capacity of a master;
3 " (2) the term 'owner' includes any private indi-

4 vidual or corporate owner and any public owner, whether

5 a department, agency, or instrumentality of a State or
t

6 a political subdivision thereof, of an interstate govern-

7 mental entity, or of the federal Government;

8 " (3) the term 'ocean waters' means any estuarine
f .

® area, the territorial waters of the United >States, and
W . the high seas beyond such territorial waters; and

1 1 " (4) the term 'vessel' includes any vessel, scow,

iil barge, or boai whether or not documented under the

13 laws of the United States, capable of being used to

14 transport any material in ocean waters."
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,
Washington, B.C., April 27,1971. 

B-140845.
Hon. WABBEN 6, MAGNUSOK, 
Chairman, Committee on, Commerce, 
U.8. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR MB. CHAIBMAN : This refers to your letter of February 24,1971, request ing our comments on S. 307, entitled: "A bill tp foster oceanic and environmental research and development, and for other purposes."We have no special information as to the advantages or disadvantages of the proposed legislation and, therefore, we have no comment as to its merits. How ever, we offer the following comments concerning certain provisions of the bill.This bill amends the Marine Resources and Engineering Development Act of 1966 by adding a new title IV. At the present time, there is not a title III to the act; however, H.B. 2439 has been introduced to provide a title III.The act which the bill proposes to amend was approved June 17,1966, and is codified in 33 U.S.C. 1101 et seq. Consequently, lines 8 and 9 on page 1 of the bill should be changed to read "approved June 17,1966, as amended (33 U.S.C. liOl et *eq.), is amended by adding at the end thereof the."Section 408, page 7, authorizes the Secretary to initiate a National Oceanic and Environmental Research Laboratory System to carry out the programs in the bill. The committee may desire that the Secretary use and expand the Department's existing network of Laboratories where possible in lieu of estab lishing an entirely new network.
Several Federal agencies that are currently involved ,in marine activities have programs to combat ocean pollution. This bill would greatly expand the efforts of the Department of Commerce in this area. We suggest that the bill include a provision requiring the Secretary to coordinate its own scientific and technical resources with the technical and operational capabilities of other Government agencies, especially the Environmental Protection Agency.Section 411, page 8, authorizes the Secretary to enter into contracts and other arrangements (including grants, loans, and other forms of research assistance) to support such research. Section 410 provides for grants to coastal States up to 50 percent of the cost of acquisition, development, and operation of estuarine sanctuaries.
Under section 202 of the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968, the Secretary and the Comptroller General would have access for the purpose of audit and examination to any books, records, etc., that are pertinent to the grants-in-aid received by the States. However, nothing in the bill authorizes the Secretary or the Comptroller General to have access to pertinent records of .local public or private agencies, individuals, organizations, etc., nor does section, 202 of the Intergovernmental Cooperation. Act of 1968 authorize access to records of such agencies, individuals or organizations. We recommend, there fore, that the bill be amended to include language which would provide for the Secretary and the Comptroller General or their representatives to have access for the purpose of audit and examination to the books and records of these recipients.
To carry out such recommendation, we suggest that the following section be added te the bill.
"Ssc. -—. (a) Each -recipient of assistance under this Act pursuant to grants, loans or contracts entered into under other than competitive bidding procedures, and other arrangements shul keep such records as the Secretary shall prescribe, including records which fully disclose the amount and disposition by such recip ient of the proceeds of such asblz^ce, the total .cost of the project or under taking in connection with which such assignee is given or used, and the amount of that portion of the cost of the project or undertaking supplied by other source's, and such other records as will facilitate an effective audit
"(b) The Secretary and the Comptroller General of the United States, or any of their duly authorized representatives, shall have access for the purpose of audit and examination to any books, documents, papers, and records of the recipients that are pertinent to the grants, loans, or contracts entered into under this Act under other than competitive bidding procedures, and other arrangements." ,
Section 415 would authorize the use of Federal funds for the purchase, con struction, preservation, and repair of any buildings, docks and vessels necessary to such program. There should be considered the desirability of establishing con-
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ditions or restrictions concerning the use of such buildings similar to provisions 
in various other grant construction Twrograms. See 42 U.S.C. 2695. 

Sincerely yours,
1 ROBERT F.

Assistant Comptroller General of the United, States.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVT, 
1 OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS,

Washington, D.O., May S, 
Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON, 
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, 
U.8. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MB. CHAIRMAN : Your request for comment on S. 307, a bill, "To foster 
oceanic and environmental research and development, and for other purposes," 
has been assigned to this Department by the Secretary of Defense for the prep 
aration of a report expressing the views of the Department of Defense.

The purpose of the bill is to authorize the Secretary of Commerce to under 
take a variety of programs and activities relating to oceanic and environmental 
research and development *

It is noted that Section 402 (d) of the bill provides that the development and 
"use of our-oceans" requires an understanding of them. The only portion of the 
ocean which is "ours" is the territorial sea. Besearch should not be limited to 
this three-mile ^and of ocean nor should the United States give the impression 
we are claiming more of the oceans as "ours" than the .present limits of our 
territorial sea. Substitution of the word "the" for the word "our" would clarify 
this subsection.

Although the bill, if .enacted, would be consistent with One objectives of the 
Marine Resources and Engineering Development Act of 1966, great care would 
have to be exercised to insure that tasks and functions assigned to the Depart 
ment ot. Commerce by this bill do not needlessly duplicate or overlap existing 
programs of other agencies. For example, Section 408 of the bill provides for a 
National Oceanic and Environmental Besearch Laboratory System without 
delineating its interface with emerging state and regional laboratories. Also, the 
ship construction, charter and facility support provisions contained in Section 
415 could duplicate functions now undertaken by the Navy and the National 
Science Foundation.

The Administration's comprehensive bill to regulate the dumping of material 
in the oceans, coastal and other waters, S.-4238, would authorize the Adminis 
trator of the Environmental Protection Agency to issue permits to regulate 
dumping. Section 405 of S. 307 would require the Administrator to consult with 
the Secretary of Commerce trior to the issuance of such a permit. Such a proce 
dure would appear to be an unnecessary duplication of effort.

The enactment of this bill would not have an adverse impact on the Depart 
ment of Defense. Accordingly, the Department of the Navy, on behalf of the 
Department of Defense, defers to other interested agencies as to the merits of 
the bill.

This report has been coordinated within the Department of Defense in accord 
ance with procedures prescribed by the Secretary of Defense.

The Office of Management and Budget advises that, from the standpoint of 
the Administration's program, there is no objection to the presentation of this 
report on S. 307 for the consideration of the Committee.

For the Secretary of the Navy. 
Sincerely yours,

1' ''-' LANDO W. ZEOS, Jr.,
Captain, U.S. Navy, Deputy Chief.

-. DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, D.C., May 20; 1971. 

Hon. WARREN G. MAQNUSON, 
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, " 
U.S. 8enafe,:Washington, D.C.

DEAR MB. C.HAIRMAN : The Secretary has asked me to reply to your letter of 
February 24,1971, requesting this Department's views on S. 307, a bill to foster 
oceanic and environmental research and development, and for other purposes.
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The Department of State lias reviewed S. 307 and suggests tkat two changes 

be made in Sec. 413, The reference to international "agreements" In the first 
sentence of this section should be changed to international "arrangements'*. 
Using the word "arrangements" rather than "agreements" in this situation will 
provide greater flexibility to the Secretary of Commerce and not confuse the 
existing authority of the Secretary of State for entering international agree 
ments on behalf of the United States Government

In .dditlon, the Department would oppose inclusion of snbparagraph (c) in 
Section 413. Efelping to strengthen the research capabilities of developing coun 
tries would be a major purpose of tfiTPresident's recently proposed International 
Development Institute. In carrying out this purpose regarding oceanic matters, 
the new Institute may draw upon the resources of the Department of Commerce, 
but the Department of Commerce should not be given authority to initiate and 
implement independent programs.

The Office of Management and Budget advises that from the standpoint of the 
Administration's program there is no objection to the submission of this report 

Sincerely yours,
DAVID M. ABSHIRE, 

Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations.

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,
Washington, D.C., April 29, 1911. 

B-135945,
Hon. WARREN & MAGHTTSOS, 
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, 
If.8. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : By letter of March 30, 1971, yon requested our com 
ments on S. 1082, which would regulate the discharge, of wastes in territorial and 
international waters until five years after the date of its enactment, prohibit such 
discharge thereafter, and authorize research and demonstration projects to deter 
mine means of using and disposing of such wastes.

We have no special information as to the advantages or disadvantages of the 
proposed legislation, and therefore make no recommendation with respect to its 
enactment .However, there is one aspect of the bill which we wish to bring to 
the committee's attention.

Paragraph (b) (3) of section 7 authorizes the Administrator to make grants-in- 
aid to public or private agencies and institutions and to individuals for research, 
training projects, surveys, and demonstrations. We note that the bill contains no 
requirement that the grantee make the accounting records used to suppprt the 
amount of his grant available for audit by the Administrator of the Environ 
mental Protection Agency or the Comptroller General of the United States. We 
suggest that language to this effect be included. This could be accomplished by 
making the following addition to section 7 of the bill:

"(«) (1) Each recipient of a grant under this Act shall keep such records as 
the Administrator may prescribe, including records »vhieh can be used to support 
fully the amount of his grant, and such records as will facilitate an effective 
audit.

"(2) The Administrator and the Comptroller General of the United States, or 
any of their duly authorized representatives, shall have access for the purpose 
of audit and examination to-any books, documents, papers and records of the 
recipient of any grant under this Act which are pertinent to such grant." 

, Sincerely yours,
ROBERT F. KELLER, 

. Assistant Comptroller General of the United States.

GENERAL COUNSEI. OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,
Washington, D.C., May 12,1971. 

Hon. WARREN G;MAomj60N, 
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, 
TJ.8. Senate, Washington, D.C. . , - .

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Reference is made to your request for the views of the 
Department of Defense on S. 1082, 92d Congress, a bill "To regulate the dis 
charge of wastes in territorial and international waters until five years after
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the date of enactment of, this Act, to prohibit such discharge thereafter, and to 
authorize research and demonstration projects to determine means of using 
and disposing of such waste."

The purpose of the bill is stated in the title. If enacted, no owner or master 
of a vessel could load or permit the loading of waste on such vessel while such 
vessel is in any por£ of .the United States if such waste is to be discharged in 
ocean waters after a date five years from the date of enactment. Pripr to such 
date, such loading would be lawful only if the owner or master first obtained a 
permit from the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency and 
notifies the Coast Guard and the Army Corps of Engineers of his intention to 
load waste for the purpose of disposal. The Coast Guatd would be responsible 
for surveillance, and appropriate enforcement activity, and the bill prescribes 
penalties for violations. ' •

The Department of Defense is deeply concerned about the potential effects of 
unregulated disposal of refuse in the waters that this, bill seeks to protect. By 
letter dated February 10, 1971, the Administrator of the Environmental Protec 
tion Agency transmitted to the Congress the Administration's proposal "To regu 
late the dumping of material in the oceans, coastal, and other waters and for 
other purposes." The proposal was introduced as S. 1238. The Department of 
Defense recommends the enactment of S. 1238 in lieu of S; 1082.

The Office of Management and Budget advises that, from the standpoint of tlte 
Administration's program, there would be no objection to the presentation of this 
report for the consideration of the Committee and that the enactment of S. 1238 
would be in accord with the program of the President 

Sincerely, „ .
J. FBED BTJZHABDT.

DEPARTMENT OP THE INTEBIOB,
OFFICE OF THE SECBETABY, 

Washington, D.C., April 12, 1911. 
Hon. WABBEN G. MAGNUSON, 
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, 
~U,8. Senate, Washington, D.0<

DEAR MB. CHAIRMAN : We respond to your request of March 24 for comment on 
S. 1238, a bill "To regulate the dumping of material in the oceans, coastal, and 
other waters, and for other purposes," the "Marine Protection Act of 1971."

The Department of the Interior strongly recommends enactment of this Ad 
ministration proposal to provide long sought regulation of waste disposal in 
oceaa, coastal, and Greafc lakes -waters of the United States. 
• S. 1238 would vest in the Administrator of the Environmental Protection 
Agency authority to control ocean dumping of waste materials through issuance 
of permits and enforcement of a prohibition against the unauthorized transport 
of dumping of such material. In determining whether or not to approve a permit 
.application, the Administrator would be required to consider (1) the impact of 
dumping on the marine environment and human welfare and (2) other possible 
locations and methods of disposal, including land-based alternatives, but in no 
event would a permit be issued for a dumping *n violation of applicable water 
quality standards. Section 5 provides authority to designate recommended sites 
for the dumping of specified materials, and would allow the Administrator to 
deny, alter or revoke a permit for the disposal of any material that could 
threaten human health or the marine environment. . '

Jurisdiction would extend to all persons, including Federal, State, and for 
eign governmental organizations, who seek to dispose in territorial waters of 
the United States or the adjacent contiguous zone, to the extent that such dis 
posal in the contiguous zone may affect the territorial sea or territory of the 
United States. Section 6 provides a civil penalty of not more than $50,000 for 
each violation of the prohibition against unauthorized transport or disposal 
and criminal sanctions for knowing and willful violations. Surveillance would 
be conducted by the Coast Guard, and legal action taken by the Attorney Gen 
eral upon request of the Administrator. A thorough analysis of its draft bill was 
transmitted to the Congress on February 10 by the Environmental Protection 
Agency;

As you? Committee is aware this Department has frequently expressed its 
opposition to the use of pcean waters for waste disposal. Implicit in our opposi 
tion of aU ocean dumping, however, has been the recognition that feasible
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alternatives ate not always available. Our concern for the environmental effects 
of uncontrolled dumping led to recent studies of the New York Bight and par 
ticipation in the review of ocean dumping generally which preceded the issu 
ance on October, 7,1970 of "Ocean Dumping—A National Policy", a report pre 
paredly the Council on-Environmental Quality.

We participated, too, in the preparation and review of legislation to imple 
ment the Council's recommendations. The bill now pending before your Com 
mittee, S. 1238, is the end result of close cooperation among those several Fed 
eral agencies with responsibility for the protection, conservation and manage 
ment,of our Nation's natural resources. The Department of the Interior will 
provide whatever assistance it can to the" Administrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency under section 5(a) of the Martoe Protection Act of 1971.

President Nixon noted in his'environmental message of February 8 that ocean 
disposal has a number of harmful effects, including destruction of marine life, 
decreased abundance of fish and other economic resources, modification of ma 
rine ecosystems, and impairment of aesthetic values. We urge prompt enact 
ment of S. 1288, as the President suggested, "to assure that our oceans do not 
suffer the fate of so many of our inland waters, and to; provide the authority 
needed to,,protect our coastal waters, beaches, and estuaries".

«The Office of Management and Budget hag advised that ,this report is in 
accord with the program of the President. 

Sincerely yours, _ 
' HABRISON LOESOH,

Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT OP AGKTCITLTURE,
OFFICE OF "• a& SECRETARY, 

Washington, D.G., April 28, 1911.
Hon. WARREN G. MAostraoH, 
Chairman, Committee onOommerce, 
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAB MR. CHAIRMAN I This is in response to your request for a report on 
S. 1238, a bill "To regulate the dumping of material in the oceans, coastal, and 
other waters, and for other purposes."

This Department supports the enactment of S. 1238 which carries out the 
recommendations set forth by the President in his February 8, 1971, message 
on the environment.

Under fttis bill, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency 
would be authorized to issue permits for Jumping materials into oceans, coastal, 
and other waters when, in his judgment, such dumping will not unreasonably en 
danger human health, welfare, or amenities, or the marine environment, eco 
logical systems, or economic potentialities.

The Administrator, BPAJ would be directed to establish criteria for evaluating 
permit applications on the basis of their likely environmental impact includ 
ing (3.) possible persistence of the effects of the proposed dumping, (2) voiunir 
and concentration of materials involved, sand (3) the location proposed for 
dumping. ^,

X)f special interest to this department is the provision (Sec. 5(a)2) that tho 
Administrator, BPA, consider "alternate locations and methods of disposal 
including land-based alternatives,. . ." Since most of the land in the United 
States is ruralland, used for fanning or forestry, this Department is con 
cerned with any land-based alternatives which might.be considered. The De 
partment of Agriculture has information arid expertise relevant to the suita 
bility of various land sites for disposal of solids, eithe? as sanitary landfills 
or through methods by which many solids may be beneficially incorporate'! 
in the soil. We wish to point out that the bill very appropriately provides that, 
in establishing or revising criteria against which dumping "permit applications 
would be approved or 'denied, the Administrator, BPA, will consult with this 
Department, along with several other interested Federal agencies.

The' Office of Management and Budget advises that there is mo objection to 
the presentation of this report from the standpoint of the Administration's 
program, . '-.-', , 

Sincerely, 
\ J. P^HIL CAMPBELL,

Under Secretary.
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U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION,: , Washington, D.G., April 29,1911. 
Hon, WABBEN A. MAGNUSON, * Chairman, Committee on Commerce, 
U.8. Senate, Washington, D.C..

DJEAB SENATOR MAGNUSON : The Atomic Energy Commission is pleased to reply to your letter of March 24, 1971, requesting our views on S. 1238, a bill "[t]o regulate the dumping of material in the oceans, coastal, and other waters, and for other purposes." We note that two bills which are identical to S. 1238 have been introduced in the House,- viz., H.R. 4247 and H.R. 4723.
S. 1238, an Administration bill, would carefully regulate (1) the transporta tion of'materials from the United States for the purpose of disposal in the oceans and coastal and other waters'of the United States, and (2) the dumping of such materials in waters over which the United States has jurisdiction. The term "dumping" and,other Jkey words in these bills are clearly defined. Both trans portation and dumping T?ould be prohibited unless the Administrator of EPA issues an authorizing permit. The Administrator w.ould be empowered to issue such permits "where the applicant presents information respecting the proposed activity which in the judgment of the Administrator indicates that such trans portation, or dumping, or both will not unreasonably degrade or unreasonably endanger turnup health, welfare, or amenities, or the marine environment, ecological systems, or economic potentialities."
In reviewing permit applications the Administrator would be guided,, by cri teria to be established by him in consultation with certain named Federal agencies; including the Atomic Energy Commission, as well as "other appropriate federal, State, and local officials." ,

* The Administrator would, have very broad authority with respect to types and scopes of permits, but no permit could be issued for dumping that would vio late applicable water quality standards. The bill provides that transportation 'or dumping without a permit would be permitted in emergency situations where necessary to safeguard human life; in such exeepted .Instances, reports would have to be furnished to the Administrator "within such time and under such con dition^ as he may prescribe by regulation."
Under the caption "Relationship to Other Laws" the bill provides, among other things,.that:
"(bj Nothing in this Act shall abrogate or negate any existing responsibility or authority contained in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and section 4 and subsection 7(a) of this Act shall not apply to any activity regulated by that Act: Provided, The Atomic Energy Commission shall consult with the Adminis trator prior tp issuing a permit to-conduct any activity which would otherwise be regulated by this Act. In issuing any such permit, the Atomic Energy Com mission shall comply with standards set.by the Administrator respecting limits on radiation exposures or levels, of concentrations or quantities of .radioactive material. In setting such standards for application to the oceans, coastal, and other waters, or for specific portions of such waters, the Administrator shall con sider the policy expressed in subsection. 2(b) of this Act and the factors stated in subsections 5 (a) (1) and 5 (a) (2) of this Act."
This provision recognizes that the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, vests the Atomic Energy Commission with regulatory authority over the construc tion and operation^"of nuclear facilities and .the possession and use of certain de fined nuclear materials, including the disposal of all radioactive materials, ex cept radioactive material produced in accelerators and naturally occurring 

radium andite daughters. , ,. ,,,, , . 'lit our view, the proposed legislation would provide for comprehensive and effective regulation of the discharge of materials into the marine environment. Accordingly, we la vor the enactment .of S. 1238.The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is no objection to the presentation of .this report from the standpoint of the Administration's 
program.

Cordially, , ;* ..- GEENNT. SEABOBG, Chairman.
-,"*"'

Senator ROLLINGS. At the outset this morning >ve shall look into 
some of the factual problems of ocean dumping, specifically Navy 
ocean dumping practices. The dumping of 500,000 gallons of oil off 
Florida; $ie proposal to dump 50,000 tons of conventional munitions

, " 58-452:6—71——-4 .
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in the ()<^n $h%,year; last year'/i Army nerve gas dumping, have all 
g^ven rise to serious questions about military and naval disposal prac 
tices of a wide range of materials. We shall start by looking into some 
of those practices and are glad to welcome the Secretary of the Navy, 
the Honorable. John H;£)hafeer/ ; ;

Secretary Ghafee must leave no later than 11:10 in order to be at 
the White, House by. il:2Q, but I understand that the men with you 
will remain behJixdin case we have additional questions.

Thereafter, w,e shall hear tlfe testimony ;pf Erof. Mr Grant Gross, 
associate director for research^ pf.the Marine Sciences.Research, Center, 
State T3niVersity of New York at Stony BrooL Dr. Gross' extensive 
researcE4rito dumping practices in New York Harbor and the New 
York Bight will be very welcome and helpful in our deliberation on S.:30T. .-•:-• "'.:" " ''' ' -- • •

STATEMENT OIP ON.rOH, (JfiAEEE, SECBETABY OF THE NAVY; 
ACCOMPANIED BY CHAELES L. HI, IH, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO 
THE SECRETARY; AND REAR ADM. NATHAN SGNENSHEIN, 
COMMANIIEB, NAVAL SHIPS SYSTEMS COMMAND
Secretary CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Senator. 1 am delighted 

to haye thfe opportunity to appear before you this morning and to 
testij^ on, Navy ammunition disposal practices .with particular em 
phasis oii i: ocean disposal of conventional ammunition.

3n 5 previous appearances before congressional committees I have 
tried 'to eiftphasize my own personal commitment and the commitment 
of the Navy as an organization to the protection and conservation of 
the environment. We are committed to the spirit of President Nixon's 
envirpnniental pjogpram as well as to the the letter of existing laws 
governing.ehyironmental control. , . , 

4 1 believe' that the^ Navy's efforts, in such areas as smoke elimina- 
tibn ^'our^firefighting sphppls ̂ and incinerators, our program to con 
vert our ships to the tisfe of distillate fuel, together with our expanding 
work in the4 areas of raw sewage disposal and oil separation are im 
portant indications tKat we are actively seeking a cleaner land, sea, 
and air environment. ; .<",;". : ,.

l^e have had, in these programs, fine support from the Congress. 
I want ̂ to particularly stress jfchat. The Navy has received, more ninds 
front Congress f br'environm^ntal activities' than any other department.

The Navy is a fighting force dedicated to the protection of this Na 
tion. In carrying out pur responsibiHties the Navy is required to main 
tain large stocks of ammunition including rockets, bpmbs, projectiles,
min&j and depth charges districted. wprlSlwi^e in depots and aboard' : ' •* : ' v ' ' ''"' '', ... ; ,. ,, •-. - -- 

Like ariy perishable ̂ mmbdity; these stocks, some of which date 
from World War It, have a;sheH"iife.' ^Ve must dispose of ammuni 
tion that becomes unservice^Ble, unsafe or obsolete, just like the super 
markets do with groceries thatJiave spoiled. ,

In recent yeara 'we>haye been accomplishing this through a number 
of means, including demilitarization, which means taking the ammuni 
tion apart, by controlled burning, by exploding, and by ocean dumping.
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It is the Navy's intention, regardless of disposal method used, to 
comply with all public laws for the protection of the environment. 
And we are fully committed to complying with tlie President's desire 
to phase out bceftn dumping at the earliest possible date. 
^ The Kfavy's disposal requirements include, to varying extents, prac 
tically every form of conventional ammunition. Shells, powder, 
bombs, mines and rockets are all involved. The following table will 
give you an idea of, the types of materials involved and the respective 
amounts that we expect we will have to dispose of in 19fl.

Explosive picdjeetiles— &, 5; 7,:8 and 16 inch (10 percent) . 
' Cartridges (complete rounds)— 40 mm., 20 mm., .50 caliber (1 
percent). 
! Smflllarms ammunition— .22 caliber through .45 caliber (1 percent) .

*' Fuses (bomb and projectile), (20 percent).
Detonators (fov projectile and bomb fuses, torpedoes) , (10 percent} . 

" Primers (firing element of gun ammunition cartridges) , (1 percent) . 
; 0renades (hand and rifle), (7 percent).

Fking' devices (for?deimolition)^ (3 percent).
•V' iPyrotechnics jfnaresandsignafe); (15 percent). 

Bjectioii cartridges ; (seat ejectibii; lx>mb ejection), (3 percent). 
Bockets (aircraft forward-firing, and ship-launched), (6 percent). 
Bprnbs (general, purpose; cluster; depth; photpflash), (12 percent). "' " '''

_.
th charges (^percent)., , 

SoMproipeUent .material, (1 percent). .. 
. Mssile iwariieads (5 ; percent)".".
'Oh the, average, from 15 to 20 percent of the gross weight of this 

ammunition is explosive, material, a significant portion of which is 
. TNT, The balance is metal, plastic, or fiberglass. ,

$bw, what are the ways we have used to dispose of our ammunition ? 
Well, we have used burying to a very limited extent. However, we have 
abandoned burying as a disposal methpd because of possible deteriora 
tion of the ammunition to levels which would be unsafe if movement 

'•vyas ever required. .Further, burial of ammunition denies beneficial 
use pf the land area for other purposes.

Pemiliitarizatibn, sonietiines referred to as demiling. Demilitariza 
tion includes the process in whicli we completely obliterate the military 
usefulness of a munition. This is accomplished in various ways— burn 
ing the munition in a funiace or in the air, blowing it apart (explod 
ing), ^yashing out the explosives, or taking the item apart (dis- 
assembly),.Jjet,me expand on each of these demil procedures:

jBurnin

jSrbdiicts mto thjs'^lniospliere. jfexploding d;oes .the same, plus intro- 
chlceg i,noise aiid shock factor. Explosion or burning byproducts gen- 
era;lly include water*, carbon monoxide and dioxicie? metallic oxides and '
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Washout is an effective demilitarization method for explosives and 
munitions which lend themselves to this approach such as mines for 
example, and this has little if arty environmental impact. However, 
the recovered explosives may have to.be burned if not salvageable or 
salable. •.. •;,. .

; -. ' . DISASSEMBLY

; Disassembly per se will not affect the atmosphere unless the muni 
tion should explode in the process. However, we do surround all of 
these operations with safeguards and precautions.

Every possible means of ensuring safety is explored. I must say, de 
spite this, we have had some tragic accidents. In the first part of 
February we had a tragic accident in McAlesiter, (Ma., where three 
men were killed working on "demiling," taking the 20 millimeter am 
munition apart.

Now, when we take the ammunitipn apart, some of the byproducts of 
demilitarization such as scrap metal and certain explosives can be sold.

. OCBAK DUMPING ,

For many years the Navy has used deeg water dumping extensively 
for ammunition disposal. We have experienced no major safety prob 
lems with this method. Since 1964 we have carried out 19 deep-water- 
dump operations in which we scuttled shiploads of ammunition. In 12 
instances explosions occurred, four of which were planned for the bene 
fit of certain research efforts in seismology.

Our oceanographers tell us that any marine life killed in these 
operations will rapidly re-establish itself. Where no explosion has 
occurred the ammunition should have no significant adverse effect 
on the ocean environment.

REWORKING
; ' '

BeworMng is the process in which we remove and replace faulty or 
obsple|e Components. For instance, we might have to replace projectile 
f uses.ivhich have become unserviceable.

While not a disposal method per se, reworking does generate mate 
rial for disposal while returning other material to service use. W® do 
this constantly in our ammunition 'renovation program and we are 
exploring possible expansion of this method.

~r?< " : ; '' "' FDTtJBE PLANS
>- . , -

Up to this point I have attempted to outline the Navy's problems 
of ammunition disposal and what our alternatives have been. I would 
like now to summarize our course of action from this point forward. 

• On February '24th Secretary Laird approved my proposal to sus 
pend all deep \vater dumping of ammunition. Frankly, up until this 
tune, we have 'not been 'able to determine] 'the precise extent to which 
dumping affects the ocean and its animal and plantlif e. To the best 
of bur knowledge the environmental impact of deep water dumping 
is minimal. But because some of these questions remain unanswered
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we have postponed all plans for ocean dumping while we undertake a 
reassessment of all alternative methods of disposal.

I have outlined these alternative methods previously, but we just 
have to look into them to a greater degree than we have in the past. 
I have asked Dr. Frosch, the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for 
Research and Development, to establish a select working group from 
our laboratories and systems commands to examine our disposal prob 
lem and develop a plan for progress.

Because the other services have depended upon the Navy in the 
past to carry out the ocean dumping of their munitions we will work 
closely with the Army and Air Force in this study. We are doing this 
study at the highest level in the Navy to insure results at the earliest 
date possible.. , %

, I will now outline some of the approaches our research and develop 
ment people will be looking into:

IMPROVED AUTOMATION OF DEMILITARIZATION FACILITIES
* ' «

The technologies for remote manipulation operations are well known 
and we presently apply them to some of oar demil operations. We will 
explore ways to improve their safety while broadening their capacity 
and capability. This is referred to as the "brute force" way of derailing 
since we are physically dismantling>the ammunition.

CRYOGENICS TECHNIQUES

It may be possible to significantly reduce the sensitivity of explosive 
compounds by freezing or cooling them prior to demilitarization. We 
will study the properties of our munitions under low-temperature con 
ditions.

SOLVENT TECHNIQUES

gives from, their containers or consideration can be given to dissolving 
the entire round. !

MUNITIONS DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS
I '^ : . I ,

We will study all new munitions designs to insure that a demilitari 
zation capability is built into them at the time they are manufactured. 
In addtion, our studies-will consider whether we can retrofit existing 
munitions with new components such as fuses for example that will 
permit easier (disassembly in the future. In the longrun, we will create 
considerable savings by recycling almost all of the components of the 
munitions.

STUDY OF WORLD WAR H OCEAN-DUMPED MUNITIONS

We are aware of several areas where we can study samples of 
various munitions that have been in the ocean for over a quarter of a 
century. The study of these can provide us with insight into what the



long-term, consequences of ocean dumping might be if unexploded 
materials ar^.jput in the sea.

'"''•' ' ' " CHEMISTRIES OF

Additiona^ studies in this area may lead to improvement in the 
shelf life— in- other words the longevity "of our ammunition— all 
safety factors surrounding the handling for our ammunition.

We also want to'khow more about the byproducts of detonation 
boominairarid-inthesea. ; . .

It may be that proper d&sign will permit us to make simple con 
versions of, obsolete but High-ehergy substances into sources for fuel 
or agricultural fertilizers.

I am convinced that we can solve our problems and, furthermore, I 
feel that what we are doing in the Navy will be considerable benefit 
to our sister services since, as I pointed out earlier, we handle the am 
munitions. Anything we learn will be passed on them as well as to the 
private industrial coinmunity that has similar problems.

In my statement here this morning, I have tried to stress the Navy's 
overall determination to make as large a. contribution as possible to 
the Nation's environmental control efforts. Part of our problem lies 
with technology,, part of it with money. But through studies like the 
one we are undertaking now where! we are reassessing all alternative 
methods of ammunition disposal, the Navy is going to continue to turn 
every rock in the interests of the environment.

At this time I will be happy to answer any questions that you may have, ' ••••'...• -••••• %
As I pointed out, I do have to feave at 11 :10 a.m., but Mr. Ill and 

Admiral Soneiishein will be here and will be pleased to answer any 
additional questions you might have.

Senator Hormras. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. One of the 
principal concerns of the committee, of course, is exactly what is the 
policy of the Depattment of the Navy relative to ocean dumping.

Ifast December, before the Air and Water Pollution Subcommittee 
of Public Works; you testified at that time and Senator Eagleton — 
anbVI quote from the record here.

Tour present policy is certainly no more oil dumping, that is an across-the- 
board blanket prohibition. v . :

SecretaryrCHiyEB^ Bight, no oil is permitted to be collected in port in barges 
lor sea disposal. • -

Senator EAGLETON. And your policy is also for the present no munitions dump 
ing of; any, kind?, .. , , , , ; , 

••' Secretary CHAEEE. Or chemical and biological agents.
And thereafter, by JT^ivuary we heard about the proposal for 00,000 

tons of jtnunitions. The si»ry appeared in the Evening Star relative to 
the Council on Environmental Qualify not giving approval to it, and 
thereafter Secretary Laird's press release, and we announced these 
hearings., : \ .-,- ~.

^PBat is really what we are trying to get at. What is the policy? For
exam'ple, clo you have a copy of that order? How conclusive is the order
;of Secretary Laird? ... . •• • ... , /,;
['•' Secretary : CHAOTB. The order from Secretary Laird, as you will re-

, call, was at my suggestion. I think that was also in the news release.
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Senator HOLDINGS. Bight.
Secretary CHAFEE. It wasn't an order from him, it was an approval 

of the policy we were .proposing of no more ocean dumping of con 
ventional ammunition at this time. We canceled plans for such ocean 
dumping while we explore the other alternatives that I mentioned.

Now, it may turn out that after we have explored alternative meth 
ods that it may be necessary to file an environmental impact statement 
with the Council on Environmental Quality, but we certainly don't 
intend to file a statement at the present time. In other words, we want 
to review all other methods in an effort to find an accepta >le alterna 
tive to the dumping so that we can change the present policy that pro 
vides fqr^a postponement of any dumping plans to a policy simply of 
no dumping.

Senator HOUSINGS. So it is not conclusive^ but a postponement pend 
ing further study? , ,

Secretary CHA^BE. Yes. We hope, it wprks out that we can find alter 
native^ ana that is why we are putting this effort into it.

Senator ROLLINGS. YOU can furnish a copy of J;hat press release for 
the'tecord? Later on your Department can furnish that I am sure.

(The following information was subsequently received for the 
record:), ,,,
STATEMENT FOB THE BECOBD ON OKDEBS ISStJED FOB STOPPING OCEAN DUMPING

OF CONVENTIONAL MUNITIONS
Large scale ocean disposal of conventional munitions was terminated by the 

Navy on August 24,1970., This order was followed up on October 5,1970 with an 
additional suspension of all small scale dumping which, in the past, has been 
carried out in a routine manner from the coastal ammunition depots.

Finally, on October 27, 1970, the Chief of Naval Operations summarized the 
information on the suspension of all ocean dumping of munitions in a message to 
the Navy fleets and activities world-wide.

On February 24,1971, the Secretary of Defense announced to the public that he
had suspended deep water dumping of obsolete unserviceable munitions until all
Alternative methods of disposal have been completely studied. The Navy order

'implementing Mr. Laird's decision was Issued on March 6, 197L (A copy is
attached.)

, - . -. PBESS BBLEASE
. - . FEBBTTABY 24, 1971. 
For correspondents

Secretary of Defense Melvin E. Laird announced today that fee has approved a 
proposal By Navy Secretary John Hf Chafee to suspend deep water dumping of 
obsolete, unserviceable munitions until all alternative methods of disposal have 
been completely studied. ."_'..

.la making his proposal to Secretary Laird, Chafee said: "Too many environ 
mental questions remain unanswered, and for that reason the Navy wishes to 
postpone plans to seek approval at this time for any future ocean dumping 
program." .

The Navy Secretary has also directed an intensive program of research and 
development to seek alternate disposal methods which, will have minimal effect 
on the environment. These alternatives at the same time must provide a safe 
method of disposing of obsolete munitions such as projectiles, bombs, naval mines, 
.fuses, grenades, rocket motors and missiles.

The Navy presently lacks environmentally acceptable alternate disposal meth 
ods for some types of munitions and certain categories of ammunition currently 
cannot safely be demilitarized, i.e., taken apart and disposed of. To find solutions 

.',. to these problems, the Navy will intensify its search for. improved physical and 
' chemical .disposal methods; examine opportunities for biodegradaticn of TNT 

and related compounds;, and, in addition, carry out more extensive research to
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insure that ammunition produced for the Navy and Marine Corps in the future 
will be, capable c ! being demilitarized.

In making his proposal to Secretary Laird, the Navy Secretary also said : "The 
President has made clear his desire for an early phasing out of ocean dumping as 
a nfeans of disposing of ammunition, and I propose this action in an effort to 
support that objective at the earliest possible time."

In effect, Secretary Laird's announcement will put a freeze on ocean dumping 
of all military munitions by, the United States, since the Navy also provides deep. 
dump services of obsolete munitions for all the Armed Services.

On December 3rd of last year, Secretary Chafee issued an order to the Navy 
to cease immediately the discharge in open water of sludges, industrial wastes, 
oil Wastes, trash or rubbish collected in port.

MESSAGE FBOM TH$ CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS TO NAVY FIEET, 
~ABBA, SEA FBONTIEB, DISTBICT AND SYSTEMS COMMANDEBS AND OTHEBS

; . MABCH 6, 1971. 
Subject : Disposal of ammunition by deep water dump.

1. The Chief of Naval Operations' message of August 24, 1970 (241736Z) sus 
pended all large scale deep water dumping of conventional munitions in the oceans 
pending a review of the entire subject. Oa October 5, 1970 (by the Chief of 
Naval Operations' message 051804Z) the suspension was extended to include small 
quantity ocean dumps normally carried out in a routine manner by coast naval 
ammunition activities. The Chief of Naval Operations on October 27, 1970 
(271338Z) r Affirmed to the Fleet Commanders, the ocean dumping of munitions 
suspension ud directed them to notify all their subordinate activities.

2. The pm ose of this message is to provide information on the current Depart 
ment of Defense policy with respect to dumping of conventional munitions in the 
oceans.

8. On February 24, 191(1 the Secretary of Defense approved a proposal by the 
Secretary of the Navy to suspend deep water dumping until all alternative meth 
ods of disposal have been completely studied. The Secretary of the Navy has di 
rected the establishment of a high level group to reassess existing disposal meth 
ods and possibilities. Secretary Laird's action imposes on indefinite freeze on all 
deep water dumping of munitions by the United States at least until after the 
above reassessment has been completed.

4. As munitions for disposal accumulate, It will be necessary to keep them 
under careful scrutiny in order that the development of conditions dangerous to 
life may be detected and acfton taken. It is expected that in some cases there may 
be a need to deep water dump^ certain items as the only safe disposal method. 
Such cases which arise will be reported immediately by message to the Chief 
of Naval Operations, Chief of Naval Material, Commander Naval Ordnance Sys 
tems Command Headquarters for assessment and decision as to further action.

"5; TFnder no circumstances Is the freeze mentioned above to be considered as 
preventing the jettisoning of ammunition at sea when required by misfire or dud 
procedures in accordance with United States Navy ordinance safety precautions of 
Fleet doctrine. In the ammunition area, safety of life remains the first and fore 
most consideration. .

Senator HOLUNGS. Itelative to the report of the Council on En 
vironmental Quality, they reported that the Department of Defense 
estimated conventional munitions planned for disposal in 1970 were 
103,770 tons; in 1971, 88,835 tons; and in 1972, 80,000 tons. What are 
your plans to dispose of those particular quantities of munitions?

Secretary CHAFEE. You mean how are we going to do it?
Senator HOLUENOS. Yes, sir. , ..
Secretary CHAFEE. At this time I can't tell you how we will do it. 

We just don't know. We are holding everything: up. We are not pres 
ently in a crisis situation, but we do have some material on our shelves 
noWthat must be disposed of in the near future. We are hopeful that 
we can handle it through one of our alternative methods. We have 
a breathing space to look into these new possible .alternate methods 
that I talked about.
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Now, about one-half of our accumulating ammunition will be dis 

posed of without a problem through our currently operating demili 
tarization operations. But some of it is going to be more difficult.

Senator KOLUNGS. Are you prepared to state the policy of the Navy 
in the disposal of sludges,'industrial.wasto, oil waste?

Secretary CHAFEE. I testified on that subject previously in Decem 
ber. Itjs a matter of great concern ,to us.

Senator HOLDINGS. What is it, for example ?
Secretary CHAEEE, We are not collecting waste and sludges. Wastes 

that accumulate in our ships ashore or in port in barges for disposal at 
sea are pumped to barges for shore disposal. In Mayport, Fla., for 
instance, we have worked out a new system. The system involves 
pumping oily wastes into tanks, letting it settle, disposing of the water 
from the bottom and then disposing of the residual oil to a disposal 
contractor.

Of .course we have tj follow through on that to make sure ^*it the 
people who take it dispose of it in an appropriate manner.

Senator HOLLINGSV Are you using the load-on-top technique for 
cleaning Navy tankers' tanks? . -..

Secretary CIIAEEE. I am not familiar with that.
(The following information was subsequently received for the 

record:)
The Navy has only used the load-on-top technique to a limited extent because 

it is most effectively applied only when a single petroleum product is, carried 
in a large number of tanks. In Fleet oilers multiple products are frequently 
carried. Laad-on-top procedures can only be employed on those ships which can 
assign a contaminated tank to each oil product carried.

Admiral SONENSHEIN. TH basic method for cleaning oil tanks in 
our tankers is by a process called "butterworthing" which is common 
marine practice worldwide. It, involves cleaning the tanks with high 
pressure treated salt water. This is done whenever the cargo is changed, 
say from one type of oil to another. Butterworthing, under existing 
procedures and methods, creates a discharge on to the sea surface that 
would be in violation of the recently established criteria and laws. We 
are seeking to develop new methods to retain this oily waste in the 
tanker until such time as it comes into port and can off-load it into a 
system such-as the Secretary described.

Senator ROLLINGS. Good. Until that is determined and that tech 
nique is developed, Admiral, what is the policy? Are you continuing 
to aumg it, and not retain it?

Admiral SoNENBHEtN-. Our ships have been instructed to retain this 
waste within inland waters or coastal waters wheia there are facilities 
for reception. On the high seas, however, there are sometimes situa 
tions under current configurations "where it "has. to be disposed of. One

*' . • V /» A ' J '' ¥ •'"* 1 ^ ' 1 1 T " ' 1 1 t

pumping systems that will permit ships to hold this waste until they 
can disppse of it to special facilities in a port or harbor.

Senato;r HOLLINGS. Mr. Secretary, in addition to the holding facili 
ties, sewerage treatment facilities have been attempted, I think, with

Secretary CHAPEE. '-Fes.
Senator HOLDINGS. I understand that mechanism was not satis 

factory.
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Secretary CnAim We have nqt gotten the bugs out of it yet, Sen 
ator. "We don't want to suggest that we are home free with these prob-
3__,».,.* 3«__ __ 'l 'f ... ' .7- TtTTA- , , . .. . . 1 • . ^ i /•»,« .I ? U> _ _ „ J- ^_.__

ifferent techniques. Basically they involve separating the sludges out 
and then getting rid of the sludge by burning it. The equipment we 
have been developing has not proven completely satisfactory to date.

Senator HOLLTNOS. Going back to—excuse me, Admiral. Yes ?
Admiral SONENSHEIN. To amplify on what Mr. Chafee said, with 

regard to the Oanopus installation, that installation was the second 
trial installation we made of sanitary waste disposal units aboard ship. 
The first on' was in the Destroyer Ffobe that was operating in the 
Great Lakes. We are now planning a third installation in the Fulton, 
which is also a submarine tender. We have initiated and are carrying 
out considerable improvements in the 500-man test equipment which 
is made by Fairbanks-Morse. This is the unit which will be installed 
in Fulton. While I don't, want to be overly optimistic, we do have an 
85 percent confidence level that the unit being prepared for installa 
tion in the Fulton will be successful.

This represents, by the way, the culmination of about 5 years of 
effort that the Navy initiated back in 1966. These will meet, we think, 
with a 85 percent confidence level, the first phase draft requirements 
of the Environmental Protection Agency.

Mi*. In,. Excuse me, Admiral. Do you wish to speak a minute about 
the* proposals that you have just gotten in on the second and third 
generation^-—

Senatpr^HoLLiNGS. I wish you would, because you still have about 
700 ships on the high seas dumping raw sewage into the high seas; isn't 
that correct? ,

Admiral SONENSHEIN. Not exactly.
Senator HOLLDTGS. Correct me then. What is the fact?
Admiral SONENSHEIN. Our submarines, of which we have a sub 

stantial number, something like 90 nuclear-powered submarines, and 
another hundred or so conventional, have always had sanitary tanks 
for holding. This has been an,essential feature of submarines for 
tactical reasons. This permits holding sewage so that discharge into 
inlander coastal waters is not required. At sea, however, submarines 
do dispose of their sewage through dumping.

In the last 4 or ,5 "years, since we started attacking this problem in 
1966, we have installed small macerator-chlorinator units in several 
of our smaller ships such as minesweepers,and survey ships. So I 
wouW say something on the order of 150,ships, perhaps 200 ships, 
have some method of holding or treatment already, installed.

However, as Mr. in reminds us, the work with the FisTee, Canopus 
and now tins Fulton is trying to cope with the first, phase of the prob 
lems of thf draft statements. To achieve conformance with the second 
phase requirements, which are inuch more stringent, we are embark- 

? ing orv a very extensive research and development 'program. We have 
received proposals fppm 24 companies, as the Secretary said, for vari 
ous approaches to treating sewage from ships. We have just com 
pleted the selection of four to be funded for an R. & D. effort.

I visualize it will takers another 5 years pi research, development, 
test, correction, installation, and reinstallation, until we evolve suit-
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able shipboard systems for treating sewage and meeting the second 
phase requirements of the Environmental Protection Agency. x

Senator HOHJNGS. That is principally, of course, for the surface 
ships. !&£ we already have it in the su^marines.

Admiral SONENSHBIN. Yes, sir. "We have the holding tanks on our 
submarines. The submarines, however, will need some modification 
with regard to in-port operations. Our plan calls for installing dis 
charge piping and pumping systems in submarines so they can con 
nect to sewage systems at piers in port.

Senator IIoLiiiNGS. Do you have any idea of the relative costs? 
Isn't this one of the big hangups? We in Congress are going to exact 
environmental controls and requirements on everybody nowj you 
.already have it in the submarines, you are trying to develop it for 
the surface ships. Isn't the real hangup the cost of it?

Admiral SONENSHEIN. It is certainly .costly indeed, sir. 
: Senator HOJXTDNTGS. How costly? 1 would like to get an idea.

Admiral SONENSHEIN. We project for the next 5 years as much as 
$300million.

Senator HOLUNGS. $300 million. That is for the next 5 years to 
research and .develop.

Admiral SONENSHEIN. No, that is for installations.
Senator HOLUNOS. The installation will be completed during the 

nextSvears? -. ' •
Admiral SONENSHEIN. Yes, sir.
Secretary CHAFEE. ISven though we have not got the correct equip 

ment yet, in, the ships that we are building we are putting in the pip 
ing in anticipation that we will have the .equipment. That way we will 
hot have \v.q start from scratch when the new ships become operational.

Senator HOLUNGS. Does the order relative to munitions, Secretary 
Chafee, apply to Navy bases worldwide or only to the bases in the 
United States?

Secretary CHAFEE. That is worldwide, yes, sir.
Senator HOIJLJNGS. I. was looking for Commander Walsh. I think 

he went down in the Trieste, mid he ended up on top of a munitions 
dump, and had to get out of there real quick. We have been dumping 
all over the world——

Secretary CHAFSE. That might have been somebody else's dump.
Senator HOLUNGS. It could have been. It could have been Japanese.
Secretary CHAFEE. Yes. Other nations have the same problem.
Senator HOLUNGS. What cooperation do you have with other na 

tions, or coordination? Any at all? Suppose we go and put in $300 
million and everybody else continues to dump. We still have the prob 
lem. Is there any coordination at your level of government?

Secretary CHAISE. The President, in his message, asked that the 
Secretary of .State in coordination with the Council on Environmental 
Quality to develop and pursue international initiatives directed to 
ward the objective of phasing out ocean dumping. I can only assume 
the^ecretary of State is pursuing this task.

Senator HOLUNGS. Mr. Secretary, what provisions are made for dis 
posal of refusb at McMurdo Sound in the Antarctic ?

Secretary CHAFEE. Are jou talking of trasK now ?
Senator HOBLINGS. Mainly.
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Secretary CHAFEE. Ijust don't know.
Senator HOLUJTGS. Can you provide that answer for the record later 

on1, One Senatpr wanted to particularly find out the policy there. 
Does the Navy dispose at sea pesticides or herbicides for itself or 
other services ? Does the Navy do that ?

. Secretary CHAFEE. No, we are not disposing of any pesticides or 
herbicides.

(3?he following information was subsequently received for the 
, reeordi)s

/ » . DISPOSAL OF REFUSE AT McMuRDO
In the past, waste at McMurdo has been collected and piled on the annual ice 

which breaks off and carries it out to sea. Burnable material, however, has been 
burned. Ground burial of waste has not been fea'sible due to perma-frost. Tem 
peratures are never above freezing.

The problem of environmental contamination at McMurdo has been antici 
pated and has been planned for during the past three years. Both a sewage 
treatment plant and an incinerator have been purchased for McMurdo. Construc 
tion on the pads for the two plants is proceeding. Both the sewage plant and the 
incinerator (with minor modifications) will meet stateside standards. The con- 
struction of both facilities should be completed within the next two years.

Senator HOLUNGS. There was one question relative to the Marine 
Protection Act of 1971, proposed by this administration. Have you 
reviewed the Marine Protection Act of 1971 that the administration 
just proposed?

Secretary OHAFEE. I have not.
Senator HoLUjiras. There is some .controversy as to its application 

to the Department of Navy, but as far as you know you have not 
reviewed thai I was going to ask, would you be bound by the provi 
sions regarding ocean dumping and in' what way, but that is moot, 
of course.

Mr. Secretary, would you look at that proposed Act, Marine Pro 
tection Act of 1971 ?

Secretary CHAFEE. Yes, sir, ,
.Senator HOLLINGS. And g^ive us your views on it.
Secretary CHAPEE. Yes, sir%
(The following information was subsequently received for the 

record:)
During 1970 the Administration prepared the Marine Protection Act of 1970. 

Navy comments on this legislative proposal were included in the DOD report on 
the proposal to the Office of Management and Budget. The proposed legislation 
entitled Marine Protection Act of 1971, which was read into the Congressional 
Record on 18 February 1971 by Senator Cooper, is consistent with-the comments 
submitted in the DOD report on the 1970 legislative proposal. Therefore, the 
Navy supports the Marine Protection Act of 1971.

Senator ROLLINGS. Mr. Secretary, it is my understanding that in 
prior Clearings before this subcommittee it was revealed there was some 
123 approved dumping sites in the gulf, Atlantic, and Pacific. How 
many of these are used, for America 1 And would you provide us the 
location of those duniping spots? •--;'
• Perhaps you don't have that information right at hand. I would ap 
preciate that for the record. r-^

Secretary CHAFEE. We nave a chart that I can submit for the record.
(The following information was. subsequently received for the 

record:)



DISCUSSION OF NAVY DUMPING SITKS FOR AMMUNITION
Following TVWII, the Navy conferred with the Department of Interior Pish 

and Wildlife Service to determine a mutually acceptable set of criteria for 
ammunition dumping grounds, so as to obviate the danger of netting explosive 
munitions by Ssherman. It was agreed that within the foreseeable state of the 
art, commercial fishing interests would not be endangered by disposal in a 
minimum depth of 500 fathoms (6000 feet) at sites no closer than 10 miles to any 
land. Accordingly, in early 1946 the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations 
(CNO) initiated a review of all known ammunition dumping grounds used by the 
United States Military Services. As a result of this review use of many such 
areas was terminated because they did not meet the minimum criteria, and new 
ones were established. Generally, one site was either retained or provided for each 
of our coastally-located ammunition depots and overseas bases. This work was 
completed sometime in 1948. Somewhat later, the Chief of Naval Operations 
assigned a ship, LST-519 (USS CALHOUX COUNTIj to the sole task of dump 
ing ammunition from East Coast and Caribbean depots. At this time, more sites 
were added to provide a steaming track for the ship more conserving of time and 
fuel. Since then, occasional requirements for new sites have arisen.

The procedure established by CNO for Navy-designated sites provided that 
the Naval District Commandant, who is the direct locale representative of CNO, 
may designate the site location and report it to the Naval Oceanographic Office 
(previously Eydrographic Office) for publication and the marking of charts, such 
actions being coordinated by the Naval Sea Frontier Commanders. There has not, 
in the past, been any coordination with the Corps of Engineers because all sites 
are located well beyond the area of Engineers' cognizance. Sites presently ap 
proved for ocean dumping of munitions'are all marked on the appropriate nau 
tical charts; as a service to the public and as a warning of possible danger in 
these locations. They are usually square areas ,10 miles on a side, but may be 
smaller or a different shape depending on the charted data available when estab 
lished. Should ocean dumping be resumed, the number of sites will be restricted 
to about 20 world-wide; each site utilized will have been scientifically assessed 
as to its oceanographic features-^type of bottom, currents, bottom communities 
and other biota—by the Oceanographer, and any sites not considered favorable 
for any of these oceanographic considerations will never be utilized again. All 
Navy site selection will be controlled by CNO, with the advice and technical 
assistance of the Oceanographer.

OVERSEAS MUNITIONS

Latitude, longitude

t. WWW, 154»4m. ................

3. 2l°05'N) 156°0!XW..................

5. 5«50'N, >J62S20'W— .......... ......e. i6°30'N, leyww....... ...........
8 11099*111' lonoifi'F
9. 16°37'W, 109°05'E

10 30°2Q'N 131°25'E
11 34°00'N' 141°00'E
19*' MOWN* ITRolQ'WS
13. 51°25'N. m^OW—— ..............
14. 51°4QfN. WWW—-. .... ... ... ...
15. 5600$N) 152JWW.....— .-...„—

17. 7°00'NI '360Od'W_- .................

DISPOSAL SITES UTILIZED BY THE UNITED STATES »

General vicinity of—

— . — ..... .Hawaiian Islands.. _ ........ ____ .
.......... — ......do...................... _ ... _ .
... — ........ Maui Island ____ .......... ____
.............. Midway Island... .............. .........
.............. Palmyra Island..........................
.............. Johnston Island........ _ ... — ........
.............. Guam _____ . __ . _ ....... _ ..
.............. Grande Islend.... .................. — ~
........... _ Vietnam ___ . _ .... _ .... _ . ......
........... — TenegaShima....... _ ........ ——— ..
_ .... _ ... Yokohama _ .. _ . _ ........... _ ..
——— . —— Aleutian Islands.. —— ... — . ——— ..
...................do..— ................... ........ .
............... ....do....,.......................— ..
.... — . _ .. Kodiak Island.......—. _ ... — ... — ..
____ . _ Rnger Bay __ ...... __ .. — ........
____ ....- Cape St Vincent ___________

Water depth 
(fms)

1,500
1,100
2,000
2,750
3,400
2,500
1,700
1 200

450
1,300
2,000

500
» 1,300

1,170
2,200
2,200

500

'All sites current except 13.
* Not a designated disposal site. Shipload of munitions accidentally sank here (ex-SS. R.L Stevenson).
1 Discontinued.
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MUNITIONS DISPOSAL SITES IN THE VICINITY OF NORTH AMERICA

latitude, loniKude

1. 7*32' N, 79*05' W.... ........
2. 7*25'N*79»05'W...————
3. ^SVN., 89*10' W...........
4« 31*40* N 118*30' W
5. 32»40* N., 117»30/ W..,.....,.
6. 33*25' N^ 11*>W W..........
7. 33*20/fC, 111*50' W...... ....
8. 32*50/ N. lirSO/ W.————
9. 33*45' N. IIS'30' W.......,.:

10. yf3V N., 124*4(K W..........
11. 37*40' 11^123*40* W..........
12. 36*40%. 123»40'.W.....—..
13. 36*40' N, 123*30' W..........
14, 38*40/ N.,124'30' W;.........is. ypyy N., 126*00' w..._..
IS. 37*10* H., 122*5(X W.... ......
17. 36*30' N., 125*50' W..........18, 46*oo/ K.II&W w..;,.......
IS. 46*.<W N., 125*30' W.._— ....
20. 48*00' N., 127*00' W..........
21. 47°.W N., 126*40' W....:....,
22 54*50' N 134°30' W
23. 55*00* < 134*20' W.....,.:..
24. 54*44' H.r 55»58' W...........
25. 46*19' N.' 58*39' W_..—.,_..
26. 44»48' N., 55*07' W....4......
27. 44*12' N.;62°42' W..——— ...
28.: 44*3<K^«2*15' W...........
29. 41*33' 1C, 65*33' W .........
30, 40*50' N.,71°00*W........... 
31. 38*30' N. 72*07' W.;,........
32. 39*40' N. 70*00' Wi—— .....
33. 38*50' N., 71°25' W_......._
34. 38*05* N. 72*07' W...,.....^
35. 37*15' N. 74°H' W..——— „,
36. 36*30* N., 74*17' ,W...........
37. 32*16' N., 78*41' W...........
38. 31*40' N. 77*00' W...........
39. 32*25' N.f 64*20' W...........
40. 30*37* N.' 79*52' W...........
41. 29*20' N.,76*(XrW..__.,.__,.
42. 28*15' N., 77*50^....—...
43. 26*00' H., 79*40' Wl.......... 

-44. 24*09' N. 81a50* W.,..:......
45. 23*54' N., 81*54' W...........
46. 23*54' N.81°37'W...,.:.._.,
47. 24*15' N.. 84°35' W».........
48. 27*40' N., 85*05' W...........
49. 27*00' W.4 86*00' W...........
50. 29*20* N. 87*15' W......... .
51. 28*25' N.; 88*55' W^..———. 
52.' 28*30* N., 89°10' W..........
53. 27*i»* N.. 94*30' W..........
54. 27*15* N.. 96*00' W..........
55; 94*5' M., SOW* ........ 
56. 19*38} N., 75*22' W.......... 
57. 18°51} «., S&SV W..........
58. W'SO'N. 65*35' W...... ...
59. 12*05' N..62*05/ W..........
60. 11*55' N.,62°20<W..———..

General vicinity of—

........... Gulf of Panama ——— ..........

................do.........................

........... BSalvador......... ............

........... Cortes Bank.—............ ....

... —— .. Santa Rosa Island...............

....... .........do.........................

....... _ Santa Catalina Island............

. _ ....... Santa Rosa Island _ ............
„:,:. _ ... Santa Cruz Island....... __ ...
....... — Point Conception.,..,... ........
. _ ........ _ do............ __ ........
.... — .... San Francisco Bay...............
.............. .do........ ,..————_.—
-. —— ,.ui; Point Conception... ————— .
——...... North PKific Ocean. ...........
— .... — Pifeon Point —— ....... —— .
...... —— Point Conception.... — ........
...,„.,._... Cape Flattery.— ................
........... THIamook Head...... ...........
_ ....... Cape Flattery.. .................
............ ..do.........................
,——.... Canada..^........ — ..........
................do........ .................
.......... .—.do.................. .......
———..——.do....,..—.. .....——...
..„—— .......do......... ................
—————— do........ ....... ————
...... .... .......do......... ...............
.................do........— .............
.. _ H __ -. Narraiansett Bay.. — __ . _ 
. __ ..... Delaware Bay. __ ........ ....
. _ ... __ . _ do... _ . _ .............
.............. ...do......... ...............
............... ..do............... ... ......
... _ ..... Chesapeake Bay................
.,—_„.... — ..do......... ...............
.. _ . __ . Charleston approach.. —— . —
. _ ... _ Savannah River ——— ... — ..
.. ____ . Bermuda Islands..... — . — ...
.. _ .... _ St Mary's entrance...—. — ...
....... _ .* Cape Canaveral — .. — ..-„...
........ _ . __ do............ — .........
.. _ .... _ East coast of Florida.... — ..... 
.....—..» Key WesL............... ... ...
.................do...————..— .......
........... ......do.....,...—— .........
...;... _ . Guff coast of Florida.. __ ......

. . „ do. . . .. — _ .
Penstcolt

. _____ Mississippi River approach ...... 

............. ....do...... .'..,.. ............

.. _ — _ . Galvesten —— . —————— ..

. ____ .' Aransas Pass — . — ... — ...

. _ . __ Panama Canal ————— ....... 

. ____ .. Guantanamo Harbor. —— ..... 
_____ San Juan Harbor _ —————
..—.,.,— Pusrto Rico.....—.. __ .....
. _____ Grenada Island......... _ — ..
... ..............do—— .... ——— ... ——

Averafe
water Current or

depth (fms) disused

.... 890 Current
560 Do.

1,000 Do.
.... 980 Disused.

1,000 Do.
..... 600 Current

600 Do.
600 Do.

1,000 Disused.
..... 2,200 Current

2,150 Do.
2,000 Disused.
1,750 Do.

.... 1,800 Current
2,300 Disused.
2.000 Do.

..... 2,400 Current.
1,330 Do.

800 Disused.
..... 1,400 Current

800 Disused.
..... 1,100 Current
..... 450 Disused.
..... 1,400 Current
.... . 1,000 Do.

1,300 Do.
..... 830 Do.
..... 720 Do.
.... . 970 Do.

1,250 Do. 
1.280 Do.

,.... 1,240 Disused.
__ 1,280 Current
..... 1,000 Do.
..... 800 Do.
..... 1.100 Do.
..... 220 Disused.
..... 700 Current
..... 2,000 Do.
..... 300 Disused.
..... 2,650 Do.
__ 550 Current

. 400 Disused. ' 
.... . 400 Do.
..... 470 Do.
..... 500 Current

1,700 Do.
1,800 Do.

..... 1,700 Do.

.... . 250 Disused.
500 Current 

..... 275 Disused.

..... "350 Do.
450 Do.

1,170 Current. 
1,950 Do. 

..... 750 Do.

..... 1,470 Do.
750 Disused.
320 Current
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Senator ROLLINGS. That" goes riglit to the licensee who is trying to 
exploit the minerals o| the Pacific off California. He kept dragging 
up explosives every time he tried to exercise his license. In fact, 
I think he is suing the Government now. Do you coordinate with the 
dorps of Engineers as to the exact dumping sites that are approved 
or not approved?

Secretary CHAFEE. I will have to defer that one. Frankly, I just 
don't know. That was before my time.

Senator ROLLINGS. Mr. Secretary, do you wish to add anything 
f urther, because your time is pressing right now.

Secretary CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Senator. I just want to 
say this, tnat as I testified before when we were talking about the 
May port problem, the Navy is making a tremendous effort in this 
area. We have a lot of ships, as you mentioned, and so whatever we 
dp probably comes to the attention of the public rather quickly. But 
we are making an effort not only with our ships but with our shore 
installations.

* I have designated Mr. Ill as my special assistant in charge of this 
entire environmental area. And I think you are going to see the Navy 
taking some pretty exciting steps forward.

It is going to cost money, but I do want to repeat that Congress has 
been very generous. When we have requested funds, Congress has 

f *6me up with them.
Now, you might say why don't we request more funds. Well, we 

have not requested more funds because we have not had the techniques 
"developed yet to require the fy^ds. But we will be asking for the

* funds as we develop the equipment.
Senator HOIJ^NGS. X^qutd you coordinate with the Congress if there 

is a resumption, or a rescinding of the Secretary Laird order against 
munitions dumping in the ocean, if you find "it necessary to do that? 
Could you let the Congress know by correspondence, some ahead of 

1 time, so we would not read it in the paper, have to investigate it, then 
stop it, and go through the whole ritual each time?

Secretary CHAFEE. Of course we have to file statements with the 
Council on Environmental Quality so it isn't a unilateral action.

Senator ROLLINGS. Would you just send us a copy of the letter to 
CEQ when you propose it? I would appreciate it, so we would knowabout it. ".'"''

Secretary CHAFEE. Certainly. I just hope we don't have to.
Senator HOLMNGJ. jFhanjk you very ihucn.-
Senator ROLLINGS. Mri'Ill? your official title, sir, is what?
Mr. ILL, I am a Special Assistant to the Secretary of the Navy.
Senator ROLLINGS. In charge of environmental matters ?
Mr. ILL. I have that as my major responsibility at the present time, 

yes, sir. ' „
Senator ROLLINGS. This is a rather new position, is it? 

„ Mr. ILL. Yes, sir, it is. The Secretary asked me to assume this 
.position about 3 weeks ago, I have been working with the various 
Navy and Marine Corps departments regarding their work to date
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and their current plans so that we can assure as effective coordination 
aspossible.

The Secretary has felt that the environment was so important that 
he wanted to feave his office represented in the decisions that were 
being made and have somebody working full time on the various 
environmental problems. And I nave been working on that.

Senator HOLLINGS. You started 3 weeks ago on a full-time assign 
ment on the environment ?

Mr. ILL. That is correct.
Senator HOLLINGS. Senator Spong, do you have any questions of 

these gentlemen ?
Senator SPOKG. Not at this time.
Senator HOLLINGS. How do you dispose of radioactive elements at sea? "' " -,'''•' " '"'
Mr. ILL. The whole subject of radioactivity and our nuclear- 

powered shi^s is one that we are hot prepared to deal with in detail 
today. This involves a lot of very specialized problems. However, a 
new Navy report issued last week is available and we would be very 
hapj>y to furnish it for the record. It is called "The Environmental 
Monitoring and Disposal of Badioactive, Wastes from U.S. Naval 
Nuclear-Powered Ships and their Support Facilities."

I might read you the synopsis of the report. It is just a short para 
graph. . • '

SenatorHoLLiKGs. Please.
Mr. ILL. This report has been published by Admiral Biekover's 

organization and i am certain that he or members of his staff would 
be very Happy to testify in detail if you so desire.

This report summarizes data on disposal of radioactive waste from U.S. 
Naval nuclear-powered ships and their support facilities and summarizes results 
of environmental monitoring performed to confirm adequacy of waste disposal 
limits and procedures.

The total radioactivity discharged into ail ports and harbors was 0.024 Curie 
, in 1970, less than one-hundredth the total annual discharges of the early 1960's. 
Results of environmental surveys of harbor water and bottom sediment for gross 
radioactivity and for Cobalt 60 show that, (1) no increase in radioactivity has 
been detected in harbor water; (2) discharges of liquid wastes from U.S. Naval 
nuclear-powered ships have not caused a measurable increase in the general 
background radioactivity of the environment; (3) low level cobalt 60 radio 
activity is detectable in localized areas of harbor bottom sediment around a few 
piers at operating bases and shipyards where maintenance and overhaul of 
Naval nuclear-powered ships have been conducted over a period of several years, 
these level&have decreased in recent years.

In effect, this is a detailed, report that the nuclear-powered ship 
building community has been preparing and which is regularly dis 
tributed every year to all,, departments of the Government who have 
an interest in this area. You should certainly have a copy of it also. 
It is extremely interesting and I believe covers the subject very 
adequately.

Senator HOLLINGS. We appreciate that and we will accept a copy 
of that report for the record.

(The following information was subsequently received for the 
record:)

88-452 O—71——5
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SYNOPSIS

This report summarizes data on disposal of radioactive 
vastes from IT. S. Naval nuclear-powered ships and their support 
facilities and summarizes results of environmental monitoring 
performed to confirm adequacy of waste disposal limits and 
procedures. The total radioactivity discharged into all ports 
and harbors was 0.024 curie in 1970, less than one hundredth 
the total annual discharges of the early I960'a. Results of 
environmental surveys of harbor water and bottom sediment for 
gross radioactivity and for cobalt 60 show that (l) no increase 
in radioactivity has been detected in harbor water, (2) dis 
charges of liquid wastes from U. S. Naval nuclear-powered ships 
have not caused a measurable increase in the general background 
radioactivity of the environment, and (3) low-level cobalt 60 
radioactivity is detectable in localized areas of harbor bottom 
sediment around a few piers at operating bases and shipyards 
where maintenance and overhaul of Naval nuclear-powered ships 
have been conducted over a period of several years; these 
levels have, decreased in recent years.

This report confirms that s procedures used by the Navy to 
control discharges of radioactivity from U. S.,Naval nuclear- 
powered ships and their support facilities are effective in 
protecting the health and safety of the general public.
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The radioactivity in wastes discussed in this report originates 
in the pressurized water reactors of U. S, Naval nuclear-powered ships. 
Is of the end of 1970, there were 92 nuclear-powered submarines and A. 
nuclear-powered surface ships in operation. Construction, mainienancs, 
overhaul and refueling of these nuclear propulsion plants involve nine 
shipyards,, eleven tenders, and two submarine bases. This report first 
describes disposal of radioactive liquid wastes, then solid wastes. 
The final section discusses monitoring of the environment to determine 
the effects of radioactive discharges. This report brings up to date 
information in tha Havy's 1959 report, reference 1.*

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID WASTE DISPOSAL •>, .

In the shipboard reactors, pressurised water circulating through 
the reactor core picks up the heat of nuclear reaction. Reactor cool 
ing water circulates through, a closed piping system to heat exchangers 
which transfer the heat to water in a secondary steam system isolated 
from the primary cooling water. The steam is then used as the source 
of power for the propulsion plant as well as for auxiliary, machinery. 
Discharges of radioactivity from ships occur primarily when reactor 
coolant water expands as a result of being heated to operating tempera 
ture; this coolant passes through a purification system ion-exchange 
resin bed prior to discharge.

Liquid wastes discharged by support facilities result from opera 
tions, jjuch, as draining shipboard reactor systems, decontaminating radio- 
aotively, contaminated pip-Jg systems, and laundering anticontandnatiofc 
clothing worn by personnel. These facilities are equipped with process 
ing systems to remove most of the radioactivity from liquid wastes prior 
to discharge, into harbors.

The principal source of radioactivity in liquid wastes is from trace 
amounts of corrosion and wear products from reactor plant metal surfaces. 
Radionuclides with half-lives greater than one day in these corrosion 
and wear products include tungsten 187, chromium 51, hafnium 181, iron 
59, iron 55>,zirconium. 95, tantalraa 182, manganese 54» cobalt 58, and 
cobalt 60. The predominant and also longest lived of these is cobalt 60, 
which has a 5.3 year half-life; cobalt 60 also has the lowest concentra 
tion value for water listed by organizations which set radiological 
standards in references 2, 3 and 4 for these corrosion .and wear radio- 
nuolides. Conservatively therefore, radioactive waste disposal is con 
trolled by assuming that all the long-lived radioactivity is cobalt 60.

* References are listed at end- of report.
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The total amounts of long-lived radioactivity discharged into harbors 
and seas within twelve miles from shore during the past five years are 
listed in Table 1, which updates Information in references 5 through 9. 
Included are data from U. S. Naval nuclear-powered ships and from support 
ing shipyards, tenders, and submarine bases. Locations listed in Table 1 
include-operating bases and home ports in, the U. S. am* -vverseas which 
have been visited by Na?el nuclear-powered ships. The quantities of radio 
activity listed in this table are.reported as if the entire radioactivity 
consisted of cobalt 60, the predominant long-lived radionuolide. .

Although this table shows both gallons and curies .discharged, the 
curie data are the more'Important. In 1970 the gallons shown in Table 1 
for most of these organisations are no more than many single U. S. homes 
discharge to their sewage systems each year. ' N

The,table shows that nearly all the radioactive discharges occur 
where shipyards are overhauling nuclear-powered ships. In 1970, for 
example, a total of 0.024. curie was discharged Into all harbors, includ 
ing those outside the U. 3. Essentially all of this came from shipyards 
overhauling nuclear-powered ships. Less than one percent of the total 
was discharged Into all other harbors entered by U. Si Naval nuclear- 
powered ships in 1970.

This total radioactivity discharged into harbors is less than the 
U. S.-Public Health Service (USPHS) 1'in reference 10,reports most individual 
electrical: power generating nuclear1 reactors discharge each year. Eva3~ 
uation by USPHS, (applicable divisions of which were incorporated in 
Environmental Protection Agency late in 1970) of the small radioactive 
discharges from electrical power generating reactors shows that these 
discharges caused little or no increase in environmental radioactivity.

The 0.024 curie total from the Navy nuclear propulsion program is 
less than the one^curie per year U. S, Atomic Energy Commission (USAEG) 
regulations iff reference 2 permit a licensee to discharge into a single 
sanitary sewage, system.

-' ' 1 f ~ t / '" -

Procedures ff or Liquid. Wastes in Harbor , "--.

Discharge limits for radioactive liquid wastes from U. S'. Naval 
nuclear-powered ships and their support facilities are consistent with 
applicable recommendations issued by the Federal "Radiation Council (in 
corporated in Environmental Protection Agency late in 3970) U. S. Atomic 
Energy Commission, National Council on Radiation Protection and Measure 
ments, International Commission on Radiological Protection, International 
Atomic Energy Agency, and National Academy of Sciences - National Research 
Council (references 2, 3, 4 and 11 through 14)   In consonance with these 
recommendations, the policy of the B< 3. Navy is .to minimize the amounts
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o£ radioactivity discharged within twelve miles from shore including 
into harbors. Keeping discharges small minimizes the radioactivity. 
available to build up in the environment or to concentrate in marine 
life. To implement this policy of minimizing discharges, the Navy 
has issued standard Instructions defining the radioactive waste disposal 
limits and procedures to be used by U. S. Naval nuclear-powered ships 
and their support facilities. .These instructions were reviewed and 
concurred ~in 1)y the U., S. Public Health Service and the IT. S. Atomic

To achieve low; discharges, the waste disposal procedures and limits 
used in the Navy nuclear propulsion program are more stringent than in 
the1 preceding references. The following are some of xthe procedures 
required by /the, Navy in shipyards: .

a. Shipyard management at all levels is required to be involved 
in 'control of radioactive liquid waste.

b. Liquids are segregated to minimize volumes, required to be proc 
essed as radioactive. Liquids with diffwent chemical contents are 
collected separately to , ensure the moist effective waete treatment is 

jused.' Dilution is not permitted as a means of processing wastes.

c. Several stages of filtration using various pore size filters 
are used to remove small size radioactive particles in liquid waste. 
Ion exchange resta and activated carbon are normally used to remove 
radioactivity from; liquid wastes.

d. Each shipyard has,a limit specified for the total amount of 
radloactivityHo be discharged, during the year.

'e. Samples are collected during processing to ensure liquid wastes 
are;"j£ar below the permissible water discharge limits in reference 2. 
Typical limits, used by shipyards are 30 times lower than in reference 2.

f. To ensure against operational error, liquid wastes which have 
been completely processed are transferred to a final clean tank and 
again sampled prior to discharge. Discharge from this tank is through 
a. final'filter. ,>: . "

gV5 Each discharge requires formal approval of a discharge permit 
signed by a designated senior radiological control person.
,,""*," -* 1 " *',* " "*t

h. An: Independent organization within the shipyard audits all aspects 
of radioactive waste processing. This audit group is separate from the 
radiological, control organization which monitors the actual waste proc 
essing work. , : ,
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i, Audits are also performed by representatives from Naval Reactors 
headquarters who are assigned full time at each shipyard.
..',-: ."..",., $ .     , -

j. To ensure .absolute compliance .with even the smallest, detail of 
operating procedures) each discrepancy found is brought to management 
attention for action.! Aggressive action on such minor items prevents 
incidents from occurring.

Other. Radionuclides " .

Reactor coolant also contains short-lived radionuclides with half- 
..lives of .seconds to hours, their highest concentrations ih reactor 
coolant are from nitrogen 16 (7 second half-life), nitrogen 13 (10 min 
ute half-CLife),.. fluorine 18 (1.8 hour half-life), argon 41 (l.8 hour 
half"^Lifeff and -manganese 56 (2.6iour half-life). For the longest- 
lived of these, about one day after discharge from an operating reactor 
the concentration is reduced to one thousandth of the initial concentra 
tion and in about two days the concentration is reduced to one millionth. 
Most discharges from ships, occur during heating up prior to power opera 
tion .of the reactor, when short-lived radionuclides are at low concentra* 
tions in coolant. Total short-lived radioactivity in such a discharge 
is less than 0.001 curie. Because of their small amounts and rapid decay, 
short-lived radionuclides are less important than long lived radionuclides 
for waste disposal considerations.

7 " ".',»   " ! ,   _ ,.

,. fission, products produced, in the reactor are retained metallurgieally 
bound within the fuel alloy.: .The fission gases krypton and xenon are 
also .retained within the fuel elements. However, trace quantities cf 
naturally occurring uranium impurities in reactor structural Materials 
release small amounts of fission products to reactor coolant. Th*e 
concentrations of fission products and the volumes of reactor coolant 
discharged are. so low, however, that the total radioactivity attributed 
to long-Hved-fission product radionuclides strontium 90 and cesium 137 
in discb&'ges from U. S. Naval nuclear-powered ships and their support 
.facilities, has been less than 0.001 curie per year for all harbors 
combined, Fallout of these same fission products has often been more 
than this ill one rainfall in a single harbor.

Small amounts of tritium are formed . reactor coolant systems as 
a result of neutron interaction with the pproximately 0 0015 percent 
of naturally occurring deuterium present in water, and other nuclear r 
Teaotions. Although tritium has a 12 year half-life, the radiation 
produced is of such low^nergy that the .radioactivity concentration 
guide issued by the International Commission on Radiological Protection, 
the USAEG and by other standard-setting organizations is one hundred 
times higher for tritium than .for cobalt 60.   This tritium is in the 
oxide form and therefore .completely soluble in water; it does not 
concentrate significantly in marine life or collect on sediment since 
it is chemically indistinguishable from water.
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Tritium is, naturally proaent in the environment because it is 
gtoefatsd by cosmic radiation in the upper ataosphere. Reference 15 
reports that the production rate from this source "is about six million 
curie« pear year, Which through raiarfall causes a tritium inventory in 
the oceans of about one hunted jnHlion<ntPieB. Because of this naturally 
occui'rin^'';lti<itiuij,large discharges o:f tritium would be required to make a 
measurable 'change in the baclcgrouod tritium concentration.

The total amount of tritium discharged during each of the last 5 
years from all U. S. Naval nuclear powered ships and their supporting 
tenders, bases and shipyards has beet; less than 200 curies. Most of 
thes> :4ischatgesthav"e rbeen in the ocean greater ~tnan twelve miles from 
shore/* TMs^l^ tritium discharged from the entire nuclear Navy is 
less than a single igrpical electrical generating nuclear power station 
discharges each year "treferencelO) . As described above such discharges 
are too sail! to increase measurably the tritium concentration in the 
environment. Therfore tritium has "been excluded from the data' in other 
sections; 'of. this-r^porfc. , ,'^'J ''"'' "''''",, '••>•'

- •   . , - .-  -v  
Radioactive liquid walstes are also discharged at sea under strict

controls.. These ocean discharges are ccrjistent with recommendations 
the Council on Environmental Quality 'made in 1970 to the President in 
reference 16.. Procedures and limits for ocean discharges have been 
consistent with rGCoamendations made by the National Academy of

- ̂ t'loiad Hesesreh Gouneii iB r^erance 12 aa^ V ̂  Jn-teaf 
At6mid;']feerg^^geiicy''ln're^fOT Ship dischai'ges have 
jaich'I;e;ss -raHioactlviV than these ̂ reports considered vould 

be Acceptable. :Tf>teL long-lived ̂ radioactivity .excluding tritium dis 
charged farther than^tweiye idles from shore by ali,U.' S/Saval nuclsar- 
powsr»l ship4 %nd:their supporting tenders is Jhown' lit Table 2 for 
rec'ent^years, ,, .'. V '; *.. x ',*.;'"''..'". ,'-.' '" ' !.'

Radioactive Liquid Waste. Discharged at Sea
by -U* S» Kaval Suclear-Powered Ships. 

'; and Supporting Tenders , ,

" -Curies
1966 • .- 1400 .' :- ' , 1.2
1967 c.   1520- , ... 1.3
1968 : 1630 lil
19S9 .. - x 1570.1.,; - 1.7
'1970 : - -1220 - . 0.8
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Reactor coolant is purified through an ion exchange resin bed. 
This resin becomes expended and periodically requires replacement. 
Expended /resin has been discharged, at sea, but this practice was 
discontinued during 1970,. When discharged at sea, resin sinks and 
as it sinks, the radioactive ions in the resin are rapidly replaced by 
ions of the sea water. Some of the small radioactive particles in the 
resin bed are dispersed in sea water and the rest sink with the resin 
beads. The radioactivity is rapidly dispersed in the ocean due to 
motion of ship during discharge and subsequent action of wind, vaves 
and ocean currents.

Resin discharge at sea was performed in accordance with procedures 
recommended in the National Acadeagr of Sciences - National Research 
Council 'Puoi^ation 658, "RiBaioactive Waste Disposal from Nuclear- 
Powered Ships" reference 12, Consistent with these recommendations,

\ procedures for .resiri : discharge at sea required:

(l) the ship be more that! 12 miles from any land, 

the water depth be greater than 1200 feet,

e'sh^ hot he in known fishing areas, and 

other ships not he nearby and will' not be in.the wajce.

Publication 658 developed these procedures :to assure no adverse, inpact 
on the environment if up to 300 nuclear-powered ships each discharge 
400" curies of ; f a3ioactivity every 2 months off the shores of the United' - ''   " '

Table'3V summarises resin discharges at .sea during the last five 
years; v*These('results show 'that the total radioactivity discharged in 
resin by the entire Navy each year has been less than envisaged in the . 
National Academy of Sciences report for, a single ship. Diluting this 
total radioactivity discharged in a year in a volume as sma^L as one. 
cubic Mle of seawater reduces the concentration of radioactivity to 
less than occurs 'natfflecutly in -toe ocean. Continued effort hy the Navy 
resulted in imprpyements in 1970 which haye permitted discontinuing , , 
discharge of ion exchange resin at sea. Expended resin is now packaged 
for land disposal in TTSi,BC or Sttte licensed 'burial grounds as solid . 
radioactive wastes " . ,



TABLE 3

Radioactive Resin Disposal at Sea by 
H. S. Naval Nuclear-Powered Ships ~   • -. • t~

"' Cubic Jfeet of Resin Curies
1966 119 439
1967 252 259 

. 1968 196 126
1969 406 132 

, 1970 150 '60   .

Two V; S. Navy nuclear powered, submarines have been lost 'at sea in 
the Atlantic Ocean, The submarine THRESHER sank 10 April 1963, 100 
ailes from land in water 8,500 feet deep at latitude 41 £5'N and longi 
tude 65 00'V. The submarine SCORPION sank between 21 and 27 Jfay 1968, 
400 ndles southwest of the Azores in more than 10,000 feet of water. 
The reactors used in all u". S. Naval submarines and surface ships are 
designed to minimise potential hazards to the environment even under 
the most severe casualty conditions such as actual sinking of the ship. 
First, the reactor core is so designed, that it is physically impossible 
for it to explode like a bomb. Second, the reactor fuel elements are 
jnde of materials that are extremely corrosion resistant, even in sea 
water. "The reactor core could remain submerged in sea water for decades 
without release of fission products while the radioactivity decays, 
since the proveoilve cladding on the fuel elements corrodes only a few 
nillionths of an inch per year. Thus in the event of a .serious accident 
where the reactor is completely submerged' in sea water, the fuel elements 
will remain intact for an indefinite period of tine and the radioactive 
material contained in these fuel, elements should not be released* The 
iBMdTOm rate of release and dispersal of the radioactivity in the ocean, 
even if the protective .cladding on the fuel were destroyed, would be so 
low as'.to/be $BSignifleant. -./ . - ...

RaaUoactivfe'inaterial cojild he released from, this" type of reactor only 
If the fuel elements were actually to melt and. in addition the high-

, strength, all-welded reactor system boundary were to rupture. The 
reactor's iany"protective devices and. inherent self-regulating features 
are designed to prevent any" melting of the fuel elements. Flooding of 
*%,->actor' with sea water furnishes additional cooling for the fuel elements 
arsi so provides added protection.against the release of radioactive
.arjaterial. - \

Radiation measurements, water samples, bottom .sediment sampleaand 
'debris collected from the area where THRESHER f^nfr were analyzed for 
radioactivity by various laboratories with highly sensitive equipment. 
Similarly, sea water and bottom sediment samples taken near SCORPION'S 
hull were analyzed for radioactivity. None of these samples showed 
radioactivity: above naturally occurring background levels and none showed 
evidence of radioactivity released from either THRESHER or SCORPION.
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SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL'
\

During maintenance and overhaul operations, solid low-level radio 
active wastes consisting of contaminated rags, plastic bags, paper, 
filters, ion exchange resin and scrap materials are collected by nuclear- 
powered ships and their support facilities. ELghilervol radioactive wastes 
are associated with expended reactor fuel, all of which is transferred to 
the USAEC for processing. Solid Materials from ships are not dumped at 
sea. They are packaged in a support facility or transferred to a ship 
yard for paokr^ing. For ultimate disposal, the packaged solid radio 
active wastes are shipped to burial sites licensed by the USAEC or.a 
State,under agreement wilh USAEC since shipyards and shore facilities 
are not permitted to didpose of radioactive solid wastes by burial on 
their own sites. Table 4 summarizes total radioactivity and volumes of 
radioactive solid waste disposal for the last five years.

Because of efforts to minimize solid waste, total volumes have 
remained nearly constant in spite of increasing work caused by Increas 
ing numbers of ships.. The average annual volume for the entire-Naval 
nuclear propulsion program could be contained in a .cube measuring 
fifteen yards on a side. The radioactivity does not require excessively 
long time care in the. licensed buriel grounds since the principal radio- 
nuclides do not have half-lives longer than five years. In one hundred 
years, such radioactivity will have decayed to one millionth the initial 
radioactivity. In less than two hundred years, the total o'f all radio- 
actiVity :ia Table 4- will have decayed to less than the amount of radio 
activity in,a single luminous watch dial. .

Disposal of solid radioactive, wastes at sea is prohibited by the 
. U. S. Ifavy. There have been two special exceptions to this policy. 
First oft'! -April 1959 the radioactive reactor vessel and reactor plant 
components removed from the sodium-cooled nuclear reactor plant in the 
submarine SEAWOLF were escorted by the U. S. Coast Guard to a disposal 
site in the Atlantic Ocean 120 miles off the East .Coast of the U. S. 
and sunk 4 *> 9,000 feet of water at latitude 38 30«N and longitude 72 06'W. 
The disp was conducted at a site approved for sea disposal of radio 
active waste by USAEC. This disposal site was used by other organizations 
for a number of years for radioactive waste as noted in reference 16. 
,The.SEAWOLF components containing approximately 33,000 curies of radio 
activity were welded into a steel barge and scuttled. The low corrosion 
of this steel container in seawater and the aethod of packaging were 
designed .to prevent any release of radioactivity to the surrounding 
sea, .As of 1970 this radioactivity has decayed to less than 5,000 curies, 
essentially all cobalt 60.   , - '--' ~
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The aeoond exception was required for radioactive solid wastes from 
Pearl Harbor since it was not feasible to establish a burial ground in 
the volcanic jcclqs of Hawaii,. Therefore an ocean disposal area "55 'miles 
from shore was selected with, the agreement of the USJffiC, the U. 8. Public 
Health, Service, and -the Hawaii Department of Health. The Navy Bydro- 
graphic , Office determined that _uoraal ocean currents at this location 
are *way from shore. low-level radioactive waste packaged primarily Joa 
fifty-five gallon steel druas weighted with concrete were disposed .of 
by Peerl, Harbor Naval Shipyard in 15,000 feet of water at this location, 
as Bhown.in Table 5» The radioactivity in this waste was prinarily 
cobalt 60, In June 1968 use of this ocean disposal area was discontinued 
by the Navy and wastes have since been shipped to & US133C or State 
licensed land -.burial ground in the oontinental.tr. S.

Solid Hadioactive Waste Disposal In the Ocean 
at latitude ,20 54'» Longitude 161 06«W

, 
Year ' ~ Disposal Operations cubic feet
1963"'", --  -I". V. --- .
1964   ' '- 1 f  ' >- ' 
X965-- ;-'- - - -i .
1966  -'-. 1 ^
1967 - ? l S

10



ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOBING

Sivironmental Bonitorlng surveys for radioactivity are periodically 
performed in harbors where IT. S. Haval nuclear-powered ships are built 
or overhauled and-where these ships have home ports or operating bases. 
These surreys are perforated to verify the adequacy of liquid waste dis 
posal procedures and limits. To ensure thoroughness and objectivity 
these surveys are made as independent as practicable from waste disposal 
operations. Samples froa each harbor monitored are also checked at least 
annualiy by a #. S. Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC) laboratory to ensure 
analytical procedures are correct and standardised. These USASC labora 
tory1 results ;have been consistent with shipyard results* As a further 
diidependent clieck of environmental monitoring the U. S. Public Health 
Service (USPHS) has conducted detailed surveys of selected harbors 
(references' 17 and 13). tTSPHS has monitored the harbors at Charleston, 
South Carolina? Pearl Harbor, Hawaii; San Diego, California; Vallejo, 
California; New londpn, Connecticut; Newport News, Virginia; and Norfolk, 
Virginia. Navy monitoring results have been consistent with these USPHS 
surveys.   ,.->,'.•

The Navy monitoring program initially emphasized analyzing water 
because it is used by boats and swimmers and because fish live in this 
inter. Surveys were conducted in the harbors before any radioactivity 
,W3 discharged, to establish base levels of gross beta activity of harbor 
water in the .vicinity of bertha to be used by nuclear-powered ships and 
locations where support facilities Might discharge processed water. 
Results showed that superimposed on the naturally occurring radioactivity 
of 0.3 picpcurief of potassium 40 per milliliter of harbor water were 
large variations of other radioactivity from fallout. Rainwater before 
much dilution in harbor water sometimes has measured more than 100 times 
higher than this* In addition rates of .introduction of naturally radio 
active radium, uranium, thorium and their associated radionuclides 
varied* However, in more than ten years of monitoring seawater for 
gross beta activity commencing in 1954 in New London, Connecticut, and 
extending to other ports, no increases la water radioactivity were ever 
discovered which could be attributed to operation of nuclear-powered ships 
or their-oupgort facilities. -

Although the general background radioactivity measurements previously 
used would indicate presence of radioactivity before exceeding concentra 
tions permitted in reference, 2, aore sensitive measurement techniques 
were adopted in 1965* Currently, five water samples are taken in each 
harbor once each quart%r year in areas where nuclear-powered ships berth 
and from upstream and downstream locations. These samples are analyzed

* Cite picocurie equals 1(H2. curie, or one millionth of one millionth 
of a curie*
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for gross gamma radioactivity and for cobalt 60 content. Procedures 
for analysis were selected to detect cobalt 60 if its concentration 
exceeds 0.1 picocurie per milliliter, which is 300 times lover than 
the tJSAEC limit of reference 2, No cobalt 60 has been detected in 
any of the 2560 water samples from 20 harbors monitored.

Harbor bottom sediment contains many of the remnants of water pollu 
tion; the top layer is generally black and has an offensive odor from 

, decomposing organic waste materials* Silt carried by rivers also deposits 
on harbor bottoms, building up in depth from less than one inch per year 
to more than three feet per year. In falling to the bottom, this silt 
carries radioactivity from the water to the bottom* Therefore sampling 
of harbor bottom sediment became part of early Navy environmental 
monitoring programs to provide advance indication of radioactivity 
buildup in the harbor.

Initially, dried samples of harbor bottom sediment were meeaured 
for gross beta radioactivity. Results varied from 10. picocuries per 
gram of' sediment to 300 picocuries per gram, and varied widely from sample 
to sample and from month to month in a single harbor. However, analysis 
of these data;'shoved no harbor had increased its general background 
radioactivity from operations associated with U. 8. 'Naval nuclear- 
powered ships. ,

Commencing in 1963 at Navy request* the USPHS made additional 
analyses of samples from some harbors to identify radionuolides present 
in sedioeuu. These analyses showed cobalt 60 was the predominant 
radionudide added to sediment from nuclear reactor operations. There 
fore Navy monitoring procedures were changed to collect in each harbor 
20 to 120.sediment samples once each quarter year. Standard six inch 
square samplers modified to collect only the top one-half to one inch 
of sediment are used for all sediment collection. The top layer was 
selected because it should be more mobile and more accessible to marine 
life than deeper layers. The samples are analyzed for gross gamma 
radioactivity, and for cobalt 60. Results of the 3070 sediment samples 
from harbors in the IT. S. and possessions for 1970 are summarized in 
Tablet 6. Comparison to previous environmental monitoring data in 
references 5 through 9 shows that environmental cobalt 60 levels have 
been; steadily decreasing.

58-452 Or-71-
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Table 6 shows that some samples taken near liquid waste discharge 
points show cobalt 60 radioactivity. However, the affected areas are 
small and the total cobalt 60 present is small compared to natural 
radioactivity present in harbors*

The first data coluan in Table 6 includes all samples with less 
than three picocuries of cobalt 60 per gram of sediment. These low 
levels are -difficult to measure because the levels of radioactivity 
in sediment from other sources are much higher* The value of 30 
picocuries per gram was selected for the top of the second range of 
data since it corresponds to the upper limit for exposure in references 
2 and 4 even if consumed continuously by members of the general public. 
Although sediment can not be consumed by humans, it might serve as a 
food source for marine life. Data on uptake of cobalt 60 from aedimsnt 
ty' marine life obtained to date show that in the salt water harbor 
bottom, environments, no significant buildup of cobalt 60 occurs in 
marine life. Therefore the third range of up to 300 picocuries per 
graa is selected as a range which would not cause members of the general 
public to receive radiation exposure approaching the values set in 
references-2, 3, 4 and 14. Concentrations of cobalt 60 up to 300 
plOQCuries per gram are so low that the TJS1EC does not require those who 
night possess them to be licensed. If concentration? higher than 300 
pioocutles per gram were to persist over substantial areas of a. harbor 
bottom, further monitoring would be perfumed to determine if any of 
this radioactivity were being taken up by oarine life for eventual con- 
suaptioa in food* Because of -the low concentrations noted in Table 6, 
Monitoring of radioactivity in-marine life haa not been necessary as part 
of the routine environmental, monitoring programs in these harbors.

References 19 and 20 contain evaluations by USAEC laboratories of 
the effects on the environment from the accumulation near points of 
discharge of radionuclides from several other nuclear reactors. These 
reports conclude for thesf other reactors that radioactivity levels 
much greater than shown in Tablfc 6 have caused no significant exposure 
to the general public. , '

In additional part of the environmental analyses has been to compare 
amounts' of radioactivity measured in the environment with amounts dis 
charged, as in the following example. If 0.01 curie were discharged each 
year for more than ten years Into a single harbor, the ma-rlmum total 
inventory of cobalt 60 in this harbor will be 0.1 curie of cobalt 60, 
assuming none of this radioactivity is flushed out with river currents, 
tides, or dredgingi If ait this radioactivity were1 spread uniformly 
over a reasonable area of one 'square kilometer of the harbor bottoa, 
the result would be less than* ten picocuries of cobalt 60 per square centi 
meter. This cobalt 60 will be distributed deeply through the sediment
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over the years, resulting In an average concentration less than one 
picocurie of cobalt 60 per gram of sediment. This is less than the 
amount of cobalt 60 which would be detected by present sensitive 
environmental monitoring techniques. Results of analyses such as 
iheaehelp confirm the environmental monitoring data of Table 6 and 
confirm that the Navy's waste discharge limits are satisfactory.

In all monitored harbors, twice per year shoreline areas uncovered 
at low tide are surveyed for radiation levels with sensitive radiation 
detectors to determit   if any radioactivity from bottom sediment 
washed ashore. All results were the same as background radiation 
levels i& similar areas, 0.01 to 0.04 milll.rem per hour. Thus there 
is no evidence in these ports that radioactivity from sediment is 
washing ashore*

Film badges are continuously posted at locations outside the 
boundaries of areas where radioactive work is performed. These films 
showed that radiation exposure to- the general public outside these 
facilities was not above that received from natural background radia 
tion levels.

Naval nuclear reactors and their support facilities are designed 
to ensure there are no detectable discharges of airborne radioactivi^ 
to the atmosphere. Filtration 'equipment is Installed in support facilities 
to ensure removal of airborne radioactivity .without release to the 
atmosphere. Exhaust stacks at support facilities which could have 
discharged airborne radioactivity have been aonitored. There were 
no discharges of airborne radioactivity to the atmosphere measured 
above concentrations normally present in the atmosphere.

In addition to the locations listed in Table 6, environmental monitor- 
Ing is performed by U. S. Navy submarine tenders which serve as operating 
bases for U. S. Naval nuclear-powered submarines in Rota, Spain and Holy 
Loch, Scotland. Results of the surveys, in, the harbor at Rota, Spain 
have not shown detectable cobalt 60 in harbor bottom sediment samples. 
In 1965 in Holy Loch, more cobalt 60 radioactivity than expected was 
detected ,in harbor bottom sediment and on shoreline mud flat areas 
uncovered at low tide* However, there had been no increaae of harbor 
water radioactivity in Holy Loch above normal background levels. Joint 
IT. S. and British assessments of survey results confirmed that radiation 
levels iix the vicinity of the Holy Loch anchorage were far below those 
which were at all likely to cause an individual to receive radiation 
exposure approaching limits for members of the general public. Environ 
mental monitoring during 1970 showed radioactivity levels in Holy Loch 
are steadily declining and are now less than half the levels In 1965*
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The total radioactivity discharged,into all ports and harhors from 
the TJ. S. Naval nucleer propulsion,program: was 0.024 curie in 1970.

2. No increase of radioactivity above normal background levels has 
been detected in harbor water where U. 3. Nsu-al nuclear-powered 
ships are based, overhauled, or .constructed*

3. Discharges of liquid ; istes from U. S. Naval nuclear-powered ships 
have not caused a measurable increase in the, general background 
radioactivity of the.environment.

4. Low-level cobalt 60 radioactivity in Uarbor bottom sediment is 
detectable around a few piers at operating bases and shipyards 
where nuclear-powered ship maintenance and overhauls have been 
conducted over a period of' several years. Cobalt 60, is not 
detectable above background levels in general' harbor bottom 
areas,away from theee piers. Maximm total radioactivity observed 
in a Uc S. harbor is less than one1 curie of cobalt 60. .Comparison 
to previous environmental monitoring data in references ^through 
9 shows that these environmental cobalt 60 levels have been .

. \ ^steadily decreasing, ' ,
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Disposal^ of- Radioactive" Wastes into Seas, Oceans, and Surface 
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Senator HoLLiNds. Yon talked of the other departments, Mr. 111. 
jfe the Navy setting tlie policy for ocean clumping on radioactive ele- 
inents, nmfiitions, aiid nerve gas? Are you doing that for the Depart 
ment of Arjny, the Air .Force, an^.all of'the other .departments? Or 
are they approaehingit-by themselvell. ,

Mr. If j* We;.aqtually; MV6 the responsibility for preparing major 
ocean damps fdr conventional munitions. I cannot speak for the de 
tails of. theif complete programs. However, we presently have on 
hand several lettets dfrbni the othef ihilltary departments requesting 
that we consider, certain material fpr future dumps, and in the past 
they have normally shipped their material to our bases for prepara 
tion and -placement'4n;-iihe ships to take put fer dumping: -

Senator !3ldi.iJK^.JWKeii you spe^ak of major dmups and having 
Tesponsibi|% fd^.^dge, lidw do you differentiate major dumps, the 
ones yb>; |iave;respdnsibility for, from the ones you do not have re- 
sponsihilityft)^!and who does? . . , ,
^ Sfr.~ Ii&tTh^'ohly Way thJat I caii differentiate there is to s^ay the 

Sepretarj of the Navy has Issued an order that says there will be no 
duniping^by th^JPHvy and Secretary Laird's order provides that there 
will be iiof"djnmpiiig m^hin the entire Defense Department. I person 
ally "am a\dt aware: of orders that have been issued by the Secretary

-. -•_»Y' •' »-• in - ' "» IT r* , i -> • f .T . i - ' -

s. Kight. I understand. Thank you very much.
Admiral^ de^culii^ve anything you would liketpaddf. 

-Adm||al SoirajNSHEiN. ^"p, except pn,e, thought, and that is that 5 
years a^b the JTaVy initiated, on its own, efforts directed towards 
-dealing witli the waste generated by our shijps. We have been pioneer 
ing* in titis field^' and we are very happy to oe leading the parade. 
""Senator HouuiKcs. Well, we appreciate the Navy leading the

Dp you think you are ahead of the civilians with respect to disposal 
ofroil waste and everything else?

Admiral jSQN^NBHErjsr. Yes, sir. The Navy is further advanced with 
respect' to tBe disposal' of garbage, trash, and in the prevention and 
clean-up of oil spills. The most difficult problem, of course, is sewage 
disppsall ", , . / • i

Senator HOLUN'GS. Aiid the part of the Navy that wants to run out 
with 500,000 gallons of 'oil off Florida and dump it, that gives you a 
black eye and makes it look like you are leading in the other direction.

Thank yoii Very riiuch^ Mr. Ill and Admiral Sonenshein. We appre- 
• ciate\ bo% of yoii ̂ ortuirs inisrmorning.

Next we have Prof. M, Gri-ant G£w5, accecis*0 director, Besearch, 
Marine Besearch Centerj »State University of New York ai Stony 
Brbjak. u , , . 

: - 0f, Grpss, wBi you come forward, please.
<JEAHT GKOSS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOE 

(KESEARCH), MARINE SCIENCES RESMRCH CENTER, STATE HITI-
pi1 PW ̂YOEK, STONY fcBOOK, N.Y.

I appreciate this 
opportunity to appear Before you today to present some results of my
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research on "waste disposal in coastal .waters especially those near^the 
New York metropolitan region, and to comment on.some implications 
of thisf work with respect to SI 307. . v : 5 <,/: .

TftTiile this researc^ has been, supported by the State, University of 
New York, by the Bureau of jSglid Waste Management, Pub^c Health 
'Service, anpTlby the Coastal ̂ Engineering Research Center, .ILS., Army 
Corps of Ehgine'ers, I Speak'today as an individual scientist and not on,t i ••*••!»•• Jjs.i P ,- . ' * '~-v»- ' •"- r'~ •, »,.'-, ~n >-'.:-behalf of these drganizationsi ,:;/,.-,: •//.-,. „ , 

During lOWmy group and f surveyed waste deposits in New York 
Harbor, near the designated waste disposal sites in New York Bight, 
those "waters offshore from New York Harbor, and in the western por 
tion of Long Jsland Sound. I will briefly summarize oar results with 
inference to the offshore disposal sites and New york Harbor. In other 
•\yordjs, I wilkignpre Long Island Sound- this morning.

The study wasniade of those wastes 4that accumulate as deposits in
New York Hiarbbr pr on the adjacent, continental shelf. These solid
wastes are important. Because they aratfie long term environmental
debts accumuiaied ' through 300 years of \waste disposal in coastal

-•••'waters.' ", , 'J - '_'• \^' >:, ,, . • "'/- \ • . '' . •.- •
v I should point out thajb our project excluded several important types
of waste materials. For example, we didn't deal with the floatable ma 
terials, refuse, garbage, or with liquid wastes discharged from the

'sewage treatment plants or commercial processes. We are, therefore,
Healing only with those solids that accumulate on the bottom.

1 Turning to the New York region, the largest tonnage ;of wastes
dumped' at sea each year comes from, dred^in^ activities. These are
typically 90 percant sand or ̂ riverborne silts mixed with carbon-rich
solids* These, carBdn-rich Solids apparently come from sewage or re 
lated sources, and are in turn mixecl with a variajble quantity of mefal-
rich%astes apparently from industrial activities. Dredged wastes alone
amount td "about 3,5 million metric tons per year in the New York
metropolitan region; v .

The second largest source of solids is sewage sludge coming from
sewage treatment plants; about "2156,000 metric tons of slu^e solids
arg taken each year ^pm the New York metropoFtan region and
dumped at : sea. "These wastes are, about 55 percent organic matter,
laarbpii-rich maierials, mtced ,wi|h sand and silt carried by sewage
ieoliecijip^ f aci3itie§. There is also a small but significant contribution
jpf inetal-rich ̂ wastes appurently \deriVed, from indpstrial activities.

tn earlieir, years? niore than 1^000 tons of <x>al jash were .dumped
" at sea. Tfifs is diminishjiig in quantity as the asfe is used commercially

and as power plants turn to petroleum or to Jiatural gas for fuel"_. . , . 
FMaEy? tH?re a^. va^ialde^uantitiep of rubble and debris frojai 

coiiitruction aiiSl dempiition^olfviHpS'. ̂ ss^ njilike the materials pre- 
yibu^y mehteon'ed, are used for landfill operations and are dumped 

onlv "when there are no landfill operations convenientlylocated 
«al. I an^ mfprmed, tT&iat during 19Y0 most or all of this ma-'"

, ., .... 
Waste deposits, are common oh the bottom of New York Harbor.

i* 0 - f\ <***.'- ' * l .- * * •- 11 •* in i * t _ T _ .. _ *
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^various pastes, including, unfortunately, 5a large

/V^'-^Merlib^ive^tiie'p^ble^^ai^nig ,from dumping of wastes in 
tl^e jifi^bbr, bffshofe waste otsp^al sites"were, established apparently 
'!^in|iMg^in%&^ate 188Q&, although €he records are rather poor. The 
^ost r^^nt™vdBjposal site was established m'^the late 194Q?s for dis 
posal of acid wast&S'f^ a chemical rectory in, Jfew Jersey. Disposal 
of; carbon-rich materials frbm direjdglng anb? sludges from sewage 

; tifeatment $lanf& have left readily Identifiable deposits on, the conti- 
^m^ shgif; T/fe can use the carbdii ConteKt of these wastes to map

!<•-..• <**•...«'* ... . -.''I'' - , . ,"-,„ •*"

, ; , v . ---, • > , •
Iii -map|iin^ those .wastes comparable to those jn thejiarjbor, we 

otCttd-about? 201 square miles pf ocean Bottom,iiear the disposal sites 
is cpvered by ^t^^rlchwaB^' Effects of waste disposal can be 
detected'<bve^ jfcboulx^O s^uarfe''milesi In shprt, the^area of the conti- 
neiital'shelf covered11^ waste'deposits'is consi^erajjly smaller than 
tliejarea of theiiarbdr cqyei^d'"by ComparabE material. Furthermore, 
Swe 'should remember that the major offshore Disposal sites are 6 to 

s offshore, attd^tlieref<>re much farther removed from popula- 
;i$£^ : , 

w ib addition, tp the carbon and other pxygeA-^emanding sub- 
xVin fhe W4st^s, tfey afep contain copper, lead and silver at COB- 
b^ in tlie same 
i^ 4iipmalbusfconcenfrations c^n also be used to delineate 

'e di^ibiitibnlif th'^e deposits on" the "Kew York Bight. Because of 
|heir: polential tbiid-effecis, we haya given.special attention to these 
.&aii^_. T*-^.r_ a^ tHajt ̂ nlyleadjs^^relaiively easily ̂ racted from the

ofit^hei oceair flobr. €8early we need nipre detailed infDrsaation tp per 
mit ̂ better predictions of Ifche b^hayidr and fate of these wastes in the

; .niarjmeelftvirofimenl. :i ^; /* ,T 
? *iB|fects of Vaste; dejp^iis s o^bentliic (bottom-dwelling) marine or- 
g^^iin^aice'most dramatic wiflun W&\£ York Sarbor. These benthic

: organismsI'cannot^ inbvfe'lpiig distances and jSkus they respond to the
*: eWirPnHMl)|Vai^eirVicinity.' Of-HQ^sediment samples collected in 

the harbor^ ^"^^^alt con|auied^^no .living organisms that we could 
idenltifyMmnH-yptii ^e^ were tinabfeor not equipped to study bacteria, 
But itone^qf tMJar^er drpnisnis wetfe there. Only the .pollution toler- 
ajitrwbk^like^Prg^msiris, "sludge worms" andnematcde^} were found

3 livingtri'^rperCeitib of thesamwes ^TOIJA the harbor; 10 jpercent of the 
«" -—^- -Studied from Hew York Bight were similar to the harbor

, At ''i-^il'-... . __ i •> J,* _ _ _V .-.^ *»' *. "1 it i •* ^ . "i_ *

was 4eypid df ̂ marine p^gcinisinsj,Jfhua, waste deposits are jnore wme- 
^rea^iiJs; the narbor andlheir^effe^ts are more dele;terious,than der;osits

• TllsOT*"*'/iTiMSMyiiwci *-*tX7OOFA rfiTfff^/\£fol QiTiicf ̂  »V> Vvoff* ^*Tncf ^cHno/y^C! /VrtlTT oTxrtti^ An J.JLvC*Jb "« 'u *j£a\fjly* -IfVwOvt? \J^/s?fjyJ^SwJ. DJt.v\70*''JLJLI. LfcvJLvii vIJLIw i^EJliCx/WS vWJ-ly cblL/wuv-*tf/

yeais'bf waMe dis]posal;%'S'ew YOTK Bight as compared to about 300 
yearstKf wasts deposition invthe harbor. ^rthermore^it.is.wprfiiwJiile 
noting^ihat theiiaost'thdrpughly treated wastes are those dumped 
shprje. ^atreafe^ sewage go^ (&?6ctly into the harb'brvand don"" 
we^navemftn^btlierdischarges close te the population centei-s.

~ - -> ,i- "_ i ••' f -^ * *" ^». - " "• ^^ * t ""'* " " ' -1-1 ^ ;
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T!he large area of ocean bottdm'coyei^d%5f waste; ilepesits is jr one 

maMfest&tion 'bf the cdmiplexity of tne'^rpplem at liand. We,are.,aealr 
ing with many waste sources. Efforts to regulate wastes ̂ gping'inio one 
area musfe'be carefully considered to make sure that they donot,simply 
mbye thet£roMem to another area, especially areas closer to popula- '' '' ''' ''' '''"' ""* ' "'..,..- . - -
r"J|j[pw then; do we deal ./with such problems? As efforts are directed 
tb^atd formulation ftjoLdaiiiplementation of a national policy on, waste 
olun^ping.in |he ocean^ careful ai^bB|ifipn tmustbe |riven~tp phasing out 
in an drattrly Jh^nner these operations found to be deleterious to coastal 
w^tefs^ aiiel avoid any action that ^ould.simplv move them t>ack into 
thig'harbbt. ^emu?t_ ̂ member these bffshore disposal sites wereestab-^ 
lished'tp; alleyliite ^prdblems of tlie city and their closure must not lead 
tp^iio:creas^9 waste dfepbsal iii the harbors. Xa other words, while pro- 
tectihg:€h& marme environment we must hot forget the people who
* * ••• ' ^v -- rf' -~? ' ~ ; -jiv^ ji'j _ ^y ' - 1 *y( Oj JW " v» , i' '•'••' "' "' " •"' '•"
•"fi..,am Ipleased to slee ihat S. 307, provides for, a mechanism to 
provide some bf the long-term answers that are needed in this area. As 
one Hetf %br& City pf£cial put it: "The decisions Jor 1971 were made

n-vict' ttf+ri.*. t\\Lt\ rfWt ~ Yt AY^T -ITT.>V*»IW* v% s+ s*in 4-v*f\ i^*rt5«tf* i ln^i^w%r« *^i.*» *t QQl\ AVI «10 ye^rs.agpi^e are,iip^^working oh the installations for 1980 and 
19jsKK"; The e^ii%jme%aiiciiuaries. and National Oceani^ and Envirbn- 
^nitital Iles^^ciLlmlboratory System should be established as soon as 
pe«sible;tb^^^irbvia^tljiV^aJio'&fpiinationjiieeded ip permit this plan- 
niiig and^h^ eyeritlial c^si^ru.ction .to lead'tne desired protection and

6 asp^cfe of IS,, 307 that I, would, like to address. 
]Pir>t,,the esluaTine sanctuaries.. This is a, commendable idea^and I 
su|)^ort^but thiB\|2 million Federal funding limit virtually insures 
that the ̂̂ san6fcuanes,,wili be .smallj undevelojped, and far from urban 

' cehfe,rk In short, will npt.provide estuarine sanctuaries where they .are 
3npj6^Bee|ep!— in and ij^ar citi(^. Work ha^ heen in progress for Hter- 
ally desea^ td'prd^ecit Jianaipii Bay in Ke>v York City hut this small 
amount of money avaHa]ptIe KBre would npt maleriauy suppprt that''" ' •' " '

ic and EnvirOBmeiitalRe- 
, aveat that, it :aeeds to1>e 

ted.with Ihbse^agencies/ac^ivefeworkihg.on problems of 
etital p;rotecitipiiand ̂ enEancenient. This goesbeyond the mat- 

but involves continued and close liaison. Without care-,
ful aitentiprt'iio Iiafebfe4;%e result^ of;iihis laboratory may not be di- 

fe^ inward ihe prbbleins ̂ thiMgnesf priority and the wprk will-" •"•• -- .'^'''f • • ^ • - ^,,. ^ t . . 
1e of close lia|^)n will likely tamper transfer of 

ata frb'm' the labVratdTy jto £he jjeld where it is, to be
t-~r ^' 1 iJt.-i' •T?"i--'! -t •' _..»", if • . ^ * .... !i.x_ .. i. _

an silvispry mmittee might iaclud.alocal respreseatatives

anp! nxjexnbe^ of the ack^miiS community* 
iipw.tp th§ program for such laboratories, the report en- 

tftjed^V^asife ]tfa»ag(inent Concepts for $e. Coastal 2k>ne" recently



issued.by the |?atjonal Aca^^ay of Sciences—National Academy of 
Engineering, jprbyides a will-considered, professionally competent 
evaluation 01 present waste-disposal, technology, along with sugges 
tions about hee.ded imp»royeme;nte,an4 some estimate of the costs there 
of, I strongly recpmmehd the NAS-NAE study for guidance in formu 
lating action programs to be implemented by these laboratories.

Looking now at some other^details of the bill, I note that the general 
tone of section 407 is primarily directed toward preventing further de 
terioration of the'.marine environment. We need such research, but I 
submit it is notenoughby itself. I suggest that the section be broadened 
to put more emphasis on research necessary to improve environmental 
(nialiiy |n marine areas. Such research is needed to plan and conduct 
effective programs to clean up or manage coastal waste deposits, in 
cluding pjlot projects to ctean up waste deposits in selected harbor 
areas, jpor examjple, j>art o£ New York's waterfront might be, made 
usable by residents, perhdps some of those in the ghetto areas, for rec- 
reaction. Such research, in my opinion, must go beyond merely provid 
ing data andmonitbring systems. , V _ ; 

• I am especially pleased to see that settion 408 calls for the very neces 
sary research into epoitibmic, legal, and other social studies related to 

ithe marine environment and its resources. In many urban areas these 
v social .problem^, often underlie environmental problems.

In suitnjtriary, I fecommencl that legislation to deal with waste-solid 
disjposal in the ocean take(the "longer view" as well as the, immediate 
brie. Wl^must be concerned with the problem of the accomulations of 
waste deposi^which, Represent, our long-term debt. We have inherited 
over 300 years at neglect and abuse of the coastal ocean. It will doubt 
less take a large effort to clean it up. S. 307 is a welcome move in that 
direction. , •-

Thank you, Senator, , ' .
Senator'HoLUNGS. Thank you, we appreciate your report.
The statement that you made tliat New York's waterfront might be 

made available for recreation, do you think that is really practical? 
You mentioned that the decisions for 1971 were made 10 years ago, 
and what we research and try .to determine now takes about a 10-year 
leadtinie for implementation. You also talked in terms that $2 million 
was'insufficient for estuarine sanctuaries.,

"We are taUaing about, money, we are talking about time, we are 
talking about terrible pollution. Sio is it practical—I would hope it 
would be, but I would like your comment—$iat NV,w York's water 
front might be made usable by residents for recreation? Can you elab 

orate on that? . , , ^
J)r. GKOSS* I am sure we are all aware ,of the immense difficulties 

that liTban waterfronts face at the present time. I wish I could say 
we coisldjrehabilitate,4ll of it. Cettainly it Would take a long periocl 
of time. I suggest, however, that we might start with small carefully 

"- selected pilot projects such as the Harlem Eiver, for instance, where 
the environmental, quality is no&terribly degraded at present.

In order to get any, immediate results-rand by that I mean within 
• 5 years—we would have to cliobse our areas very carefully^I believe 

there^ye opportunities—we obviously cannot cleanup the entire^water- 
front within any foreseeable period of time iitmy opinion.,
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' "Senator JELdixxtiog. You inacte a Statement about the .raw sewage 

tyn&g dumped in the |arbor Jtself. What proportion oi the city's
. -

' t)r. Gfeoss. You have spine experts coming, according to .the schedule, 
in'tomorrow, and let me just .give you my understanding and they can'"' '"' " '

.
transfer' the niaf»rial to the tre,atnient ,plant, which is already in 
e^istegbe^tq s0metjhmg on 'the order o| 5 years for the complete con- 
sti'ttc*$6n of %jplilitt1)]ti the.Hudson^yer. So we are talking about 2 

^to" 5 fz&rs here to mafe^,,any appyeciaWe,impac,t over much of this re 
gion. This is why 1 say we are, going -to have to choose our areas very ,«" * '~^+, it -1- * ' •* ', <'*. ^ " M • c? -•-•.:>.''"' v -? , - ; •• - vCftreull^-V :<: :, : --.-. . •- -".-- : -,/,: - ,. -^ ,. , , .

. I welcome jrour reference to the KAS-KAE re- 
"^a^6es/l^anageiii,ent Concepts for, the,, jCoastal 2one?" which 

QV ̂ is the' thrust or S. 30f. J. ..want to xead y^ou just one Jbrief para-, 
"grajpln andl^yo^ 4&borate onjEL'We &re saying the same thing, but 

', tliisisifhiitisintettdedliy th^proposecl measure! ,
pne of the greaitespcqntribuQon^ iihat scientists, especially biologists, can 

^afieto conserving misriiie;,ya)ues is. to furnish quantitative guidelines to assist 
the engineeris who have ihe respoiisibility for Resigning waste, treatment and 
disposal systems. ^!he design o:C, -such -systems must become much more scien- 
tificallyL,eri?nt^d thlih In The Mst. Histdricalfy such design has been concerned

, primarily with jjasigtaining aerobic conditions, .in the receiving waters and in 
keepng taese waters" safe for Jpunan, health. Tfis criterion is no longer sufficient. 
Methods are becoming available for assessing a broad range of marine receiving 
water values*.. Thus the engineers' design should become less based on the use 
'of "standard," systems and-instead be tailored to preserve and enhance the spe-

;ei^cre^eivi4g;,water values of concern.
V : 9Boyoxjf,gree^nerally with that?

ri)r. GHOJSS. YJeSj f |r, Tery much. I am convinced that we must have 
s0me means of ^remctmg; i$k qustBtitative, reliable way, the results of 
o^ activities. I understand that*|>feRr Tork City alone is spending 
about 'il1̂  bilHon to construct se^ge treatment facilities. We need a 
means of evaluating the ifiipact of thiSj,so we can have an idea of the, 
return, bpth^from finis system of sewage treatment and projected sys 
tems. ̂ W& need predictive niodels to permit us to come to a thorough 
aii4<quajxtita1ive evaluation. ^ / " ; '• , 

Seiiator Hotsnras. In making those quantitative evaluations, can 
speed ife_up? You testify in. your statement about working on the 

ations now for 1980 and 1990. How would you suggest we sj>eed" "'" • '
_ _

I would suggest jthat, one of tl\8 thin^ is the one I men- 
iibnedl ̂ |her6 /with respect to th& la^oratffic^ system, whit^Js closer 

Cl^ignt now we are sufferyig from a time lag between tine ad- 
that are,,being made, in th?. academic, the scientific and en^- 
't^m^ui^ty, and that that is^actuall^; being put into applica- 

tio% I thinklwe ac«4 very olose commimica^ons here. I think that 
^v^d Be^the/inos^Jnimediate thing ^e^ula do. And this is why I 
Oiir.fc |his j| so.^eitml for the laloya^rj: system set-up ujtider this



, proposal,, that it include; su.ch J|aisoH, very actilye communications
^Senator Ho3o£iiras/The actual in^tftutipnby President Nixon of4*I*A. 'VT'AX-v.M.w* *Jt jT\ >» -. —.«. ~ ^ —-1 J A J.-*- __^_-1_-^__**^" A :!i^_ *" *^.t_ -i.1*^-. ..if*. 1

^ '^§6sj|.'Itic^iftaiily'i&lPe^.'it; is always a problem for cbmrauni* catlp^r1>etweeji t|te|e ̂ cou^S arid we need to worh; |n, every way possible
...... , you say $2 million" ! ^~ •' r
i^'^gg^it^n will, onBjposible way of evaluating this.^We,|might li$>k a^the'Siaid^iit of money being spent on construc-

havjiig Wha]l|; m1ilion (iollajre^sjpfent on con^iijictjion, then $5 million might :M;allocated- for l^iBa|cl!|?Onep6werpiant alone nowadays costs huiadreds '*6f ;mi3ilipns of dpllarai. "We might use something like that*yr '$. <\ , 'i**-"~ ""* '^i*A>l ~?* * * s< *t,t^i*_l __A '-^"*tT * * i"' ** " J' * * ' ' * L *'"

this time an 
certain areas,

_ ,^4e|ly;rela^ Jo the^use and to the impact .nlsgiM^i^^Mg^^^ "/ . . ; . " \aj&£r^li$;i^^ a little further tor go = "with^bur tesMmp^and>iiam6 a figiire in lieu of $2 million, ' :what7?|Il^includeiit-the,bStj£ostead;bf^the $2million? " Dri'^EosSi*"!^ me do twox"fhin^s. First, J will give my estimate^ I would: s%y that piroba^y, if w^ were in the ]fce,ns: of millions in terms " bt^e JFe^e^t^ftl^^WS) wfe would be, I aia afraid, .still short in majiy coastal areas, Second, 1 suggest you might ask some of the gentlemeii who will 1^ heice tpmorrowj. whose knowledge may be more
_ Hptfcmbs. ^ens of fflHIipnis would give you what size

.---.- v;, -. ,., .-. • - -- - -. GKOSS, lJe|^©^fe yeft sbme.-^fcimates; based on our experience. ^at tKe'State tJniverf ity.oi.l^ew l^brk hate a very small salt marsh lajictuaryj a»but 160 aci^, wmiles putfrom Kew York C%, and so f »r -I }«iliev6ihe acquisition <>f lands— C will have fe> give the exact fbr the record-^I believe tibey are on fl&e order of a,
v^SfH iMHion dollars or more. This is a ̂ on,d, and associated sa& marsh. !^jS \^iipth|Bg:bijt an fistulffine ^stem lii the largest sense.o^rl^we^iave^ acres, a half milftbn dollars, so if we scale up,acres, a half milftbn dollars, so if we scale up, we are^; talking &bout; sanctuaries on, the order of a few hundred to prpbably ̂ less.tlja^^ thousand aei$s Jf other areas' cost figures ai-e comparable fe> wfi^t^e esiperieRc^ in the New York region. -^Bnsfcor ̂ ^HoMikfis* l^iat I am getting «t is whether the is so nrinimaf ̂ a^fo really Ibe kidding ourselves that we are ^

., ifsay, JC|hink it would be very ̂ useful to have this amburit of.Jbfibney. We ee|i»uily,have nothing comparable at the preg- tim4, Buil ̂^am.afistt^ it wilLme^a we waijj)04ea)ing •m& only" ' * ^ " * ' ^ " ~ * ^ '''-•'*> ~ ^ ' 
« *
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very small systems. And in terms of the very large problems we would 
like to;get answers oh,1 1 am afraid it will be very limiting. . 

Senator HOLLIJTOS. What size esttjarinp sanctuaries wfould you prp-
,JJUBIOV- -f _. j_ ¥ ; .'V,, -' • ','.-'•,', , .»• ' , x' ..,; ; , • '

Dr, J(>ROSS. The big problem is finding estuarine sanctuaries that are 
even available, even if we had unlimited funds. Some years ago in,a 
moment of enthusiasm at the University of Washington, we sat down 
with; £ m&p' of the State of W&sjiihgtbri «$ trie.4 te locate ppssiole 
coasfeitl sanctuaries.,And. we were uflable to 5nol an are^. So I am afraid 

s ifclus'is»ci ̂ blsl^m inr many coas'ta| areas, ev^n r^-tively undeveloped
. .. .. -. . .., . .- , - 

••- Senator; HOLLINGS; %w ypitare getfiiit to an interesting point. 
Berp^S»%ibh^ daughter, B^le'^aruch,Mt to the State of South, 

- Oard|uia ~wW$ re, were' 'told ':is one of *Jbft few regaining unspoiled 
est|il(r1ne'areas available o*n th^ eastern seabpard/tt is a sizeable jkracfc}..'

.. , - . . - 
•So pei;h^j?s fiicst we sliouTd.have the research, tp map the availability 

and£li<^wew^^ t -,_ _ 
'•^^'(^^^^aa^^i^^4^ MB a very useful first stejj. You are 

Tery;tor^^te: ';iii7Sduth ! 'CJjarbl^ia, to have suph arp.as available. We 
woul3 be "hard pressed to jSnd inat in the jN'ew York . region, or even

^ . ,
'?• 'Mr; '!Sp^^^^.'0«)38ilin' S. 30f as ^esehtly written we have placed 

- :-^i%^ ̂liniiCoi'lf %cstuarine sa^ct%iiries for the, c.oasts of w& "united
A^g^^;';'bV^^|S;';;^1/Vg^v\ ; •/-* ~ •;/ ;-

our iestmibny that we .might be hard, pressed''' f ' ; " '• "' '
':' J)T. '.GiBaaet ;Ifv w^ Waj) onl3r wi|h small ones, I suspect we could find 

: * them. If w§ w^nfe to gq, s^me of ,jtf 0 larger estiiarine systems that would 
be mote; useful^fpr expgrinae^tation in terms of urban problems—I am 

\ urbaii brientedj let me Bbnje^ that to ba^hi with—I think we would be,, 
.) liard^^jgre^d to^fiEdISmediiiin^or istirge-sized sysjbBms. 

• 5fr. Sfiti/EH. "Whetf yoti ssty mediurn to large, sized estuarine sanc 
tuaries; ̂ Hat a«e m^ termsof^acreage areyputallringa|)out? 

|)r» jG^oss. X%>uld say something in excess of a thousand acres I

j. TMfeSium sized is over a ththisand acres? How about a

]pr, GROSS. We a,re probably considermg areas of several square miles'- ' " "' '''' '"--'', , ;,.. 
tiiGii:^

r. SRCWSS. ̂ iet mie:say more; tKin 2^16 3 square miles. 
Senator fioEtBsrcs.. Dr, Gross, we are talking now of the open or un- 

ietterfej brj^nalsanctuary* teV look at Jamaica Bay> which you say 
they hkf e%ri working on. Etow much would Jfc cost to clean that bay>: t^-v;/-^-^^r^ :i : v? ;'-v-.,:^ ft --* '- ^-- *..•'•-.*•*.-- . ,- -

JDr. 0Ross. I comldh't really gjve you a useful number on that. You 
mirfitMdress this question to Mr. Lang tomorrow when he speaks.

The Giiy 6? ̂ 'STew' York Environmental Prbtection Administration 
lias'done quite ^ lot of research on Jamaica Bay. I think they have the 
belt da.i»' available. I could certainly, if you like, look further into 

: ;/: jblie^ue^^ -'**- "' '
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/Senator HoifcmoSi I would appreciate it if you would. 
Mr. MDUUER. I would like to clarify one point in your testimony. 

T$hen you»v?ere peaking about section 407 you said "We need this re 
search, ;but it is not enough. I suggest that section 407 be broadened. 
to' include research necessary to improve environmental quality in

t, ' * - '• i •'- , 1< '''' ','-*, i • ' • J >• ' ':•• l" 4
»I don't Quite understand that in'light of this language,in section 

40?,that says "The Secretary is authorized and directed to initiate a,
* * *lT*'T" * ' * *I * ' ' i Jt * ^ * *•

ean oft your statement, please? , , , ,
.Dr. jGrRoss. I recognize the fact thai tnis language 4oes appear early 

on in iflie language of section 407,Tjut I would like to see more emphasis 
given to JMs proMem. My Reeling is th£t the weight of the section is 
directed in tjie sense of stopping present disposal activities, or regu 
lating them. I would like to see more thrust given to a forward look. 
Itis indeed going to be'difficult to stop Ihe present disposal activities 
that we find undesirable, but I think it will be eyen more difficult to 
reverse the trend and to start to improve tl.e environmental quality. 

• r^ would be. pers6hally"hajp^ier to see more emphasis given to re 
habilitation in this section. „.?'• '' r- . 

;. ; ( Senaior HOIUNGS* As an experienced man in the field of marine 
:scien<;e .research, is it youip" suggestion that M)AA coordinate aE of. 

^tMsi relative; to tfie7 coast and the civil marine ̂ research; and that the 
"iPentagon coordinate the research relative, to ammunition, and oil
', TT...>"S '*~'~* fi* f*i * ">}_ I" '.'*'._.»"«...«.. 'i t'-' -t :*..{ ' -i J1 '«. H '* ' •!• , -i .

research costs:f That is? what I have^in'min
t^ir^g,t»>ee whether, if the^ N av^ls going to coordinate marine

research for the Anny and the Air iFbrc^, t|ien I am asking myself,
f "}$ it a practical approach to say that mariDs^ jresearch should be done
by TOAA, or should ̂ Wlejb the Navy continue on its research relative
to munitions and oil, Jot example, and assigj TOAA to more-or-less

, r .
GROSS. rMk ̂ .Ghairirian, I am, not sure I anj fiilly qualified to 

comment on this jit detail. ^My.exjpp^ence has not been sufficiently 
jnoad to"give me much Knowledge of wliat is going qn in the various 
agencies* „ ; ;,',-',_.;-.-'. -. .. -,;'',-" ; . ,"-'_,; v'.\,

Let me sajr the mpressioh I get from my experience, limited as it is, 
is that the job is sufficiently large, ami we will probably neecL all of 
these agencies worj^rig on lit. In.pther words, we need qualified per- " '

, , , ,, , - -.. . .
Sfow ho^ we achiete the coordii^atiQn.and the savings that accrue 

from well-cpprdinated programs, I don't know. I am afraid I really 
have no sugpstioc^ along those lines, unless I might fall back to my 

:stat4ment of close Eaison., . . , ;; ?, ; \ , ,
As. joujbiow, science is very difficult to coorSmate and it is often 

done best a^ relatively low levels involving. $ie person, who actually is, 
at ̂ the bench doing;the wprt. This can be very effective but it is hard 

•t^;|predict befor^liandi precisely what wffl give you the besi results. 
I ani not sure I can really give you detailed answers on that.
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Senator HOLDINGS. Dr. Gross, w& appreciate very much your ap 
pearance at this time. The committee mil recess until tomorrow's hear 
ing. Thank you very much. i

(The following intorhiatioiti was" subsequently received for the
record:)

MAECH 12,1971. 
HON. EMTEST F. Hot-Euros,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oceans and Atmosphere, 
U.8>.8enate} Washington, D.C.

DEA& SENATOS HoLUffos: During my testimony before the Subcommittee on
Oceans and Atmosphere March 2,1971 you requested that additional information
be inadd available oh the following aspects of Section 410, of S307; including:

Probable costs of estuarine sanctuaries, .vith particular attention given to
New York State's experience;

Recommendations about size and location of estuarine sanctuaries in the 
coastal zonfe of the United States.

Reliable data on land acquisition costs in the coastal zone are difficult to obtain. 
Land prices vary widely depending on the time of purchase, the land involved, 
and competition for the coastal site. Mr. Ned C. Smith, Executive Vice President, 
Open Space Institute, New York informed me that the costs they have encoun 
tered range from $150 to $19,000 per acre. Near Stony Brook on the North Shore 
Of Long Island, prices have been quoted unofficially of approximately $25,000 
per acre.

I have attached a brief statement of the experience of the State of New York 
in the acquisition and development of Flax Pond, a small salt marsh urea on the 
north shore of Long Island which is owned by the state and operated as a coastal 
zone preserve and research facility in much the same way that I understand is 
intended under Section 410 of S. 307.

Despite the active support of local citizen groups and close cooperation between 
state agencies and the relatively simple transaction involved, site acquisition 
alone required about six years. Capital expenditure for iand acquisition and 
laboratory construction (completed and projected) exceed two million dollars. 
Operating costs for the facility are expected to total about $330,000 per year ex 
clusive of the cost of academic programs conducted at the site. Unanswered 
problems of site operation include security for research installations, access for 
class and recreational use, and maintenance and rehabilitation (where needed) 
of the area. In short, acquisition, development, and operation of even a small 
coastal zone site has proven to be time consuming and expensive: the facilities are 
difficult to manage.

Turning now to tht second point. The estuarine sanctuaries established under 
provisions of S. 307 should include systems typical of all ten of the marine bio 
physical zones of the United States as identified by the National Estuarine Pollu 
tion Study (Report of the Secretary of the Intericr to the United States Con 
gress,, pursuant to Public Law 89-753, The Clean Water Restoratj^- Ait of 1966). 
Estuarines within each of these natural marine regions will likely .<;h?ve slightly 
different from systems in other regions. In order to provide the detailed knowledge 
required for planning and operating coastal zone facilities, it is imperative that 
estuarine sanctuaries be available in each of these regions. (Similar areas called 
"Research Preserves" by the TP<wte Management Concepts for the Coastal Zone, 
National.Academy of Sciences-National Academy of Engineering).

Because of the massive environmental problems faced by coastal urban areas, 
I urge that despite high land costs, estuarine sanctuaries be established in the 
heavily populated Middle Atlantic Region and in Southern California, the Great 
Lakes should also be included in this section. (Since the term estuarint does not 
apply in the strictest sense to the coastal waters of the Great Lakes, perhaps the 
terminology in Section 410 might be changed to "Coastal Zone Sanctuaries")

Owing to the probable difficulty in obtaining coastal zone preserves for this 
purpose, I recommend that serious attention be given to development of com 
patible multiple-use agreements with various state, local agencies or other federal 
agencies. For example, coastal areas controlled by the Department of Defense, 
Department of Agriculture (Forest Service), Department of the Interior (Na 
tional Park Lsmce, Bureau of Land Management), Department of Transporta 
tion (Coast Guard), and other federal agencies might be useable for joint use as,

\
58-452—71——1
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research preserves. Areas controlled by state and local agencies might also be 
aVailible. Another possibility is the joint-use of areas used for such purpc^ 3 
as aquaculture might be useable as research preserves or coastal zone sanctuaries 
In short, fl suggest that serious attention be given to a thorough investigation 
of possibilities of obtaining these needed coastal zone areas other than purchase 
of new sites.

Considering the experiences of the State of New York in acquiring and de 
veloping Flax Pond, a small estuarine area, I strongly urge that the upper limit 
on Federal funding under the cost-shaping provisions o* Section 410 be increased 
to ten million dollars. This would permit sites of a few thousand acres to perhaps 
a few square miles to be considered for purchase and development in areas where 
coastal areas are available and land cost within the financial limits of the 
program.

, I hope that this material will bo useful to you and your staff. If additional 
information is required, please feel free to call on me. 

Sincerely yours,
M. GBANT GBOSS, 

Associate Director (Research).
Enclosures.

ACQTJISmON AND DEVELOPMENT OF A COASTAL PEESEBVE AND EESBABCH FACILITY
AT FLAX POND, LONG ISLAND, N.Y.

(By M.'Grant Gross, Associate Director (Research), Marine Sciences Research 
Center, State University of New York, Stony Brook, New York 11790)

Flax 1 ./ad is a small tidal inlet and salt marsh area (Fig. 1) on the North 
Shore of Long Island, Suffolk County, New York about 60 miles northeast of 
Manhattan. The 160-acre wetland site, including a buffer zone along one side of 
the Pond is owned by the State of New York. The State University of New York 
and the Department of Environmental Conservation jointly operate the site as a 
coastal zone preserve and use it for marine research and instructional programs 
carried out by the two organizations, including—

Instruction at undergraduate and graduate level. 
Basic marine research projects. 
Research on fisheries, both fin fish and shellfish. 
Research on wetland management.
Regional research facility for use by investigators and students from 

other campuses in the 70-unifc State University system (possibly >by other 
organizations as well).

The experiences in the acquisition and operation of this site illustrate some 
of the problems involved and may provide insight into difficulties likely to be 
encountered in other coastal areas, especially those near urban centers.

At the time of its acquisition, Flax Pond was considered to be one of the last 
relatively undisturbed wetlands areas available OB the North Shore of Long 
Island. The area has been the subject of several disputes between the local 
village and the proparty owners who at various times wished to develop it for 
homesites, for a marina, and for sand and gravel production.

HISTOBY OF DEVELOPMENT

Efforts to acquire Flax Pond began with the University Master Plan for 1960 
which included development of a Marine Sciences Research Center at the State 
University Center at Stony Brook. With the active cooperation and support from 
local governments and prominent citizens, including Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy, 
curator emeritus of the Museum of Natural History, and Mr. Ward Melville, 
a 146-acre tract including house and adjoining buildings was acquired by the 
State on or about March 15, 1966 at a cost of about $2,684 per acre. Since then 
additional land forming a buffer on one side of the property has been acquired, 
bringing the total area to about 160 acres. The approximate land acquisition cost 
totals about §500,000. The State still does not have complete control of the 
entire wetlands area or its surface drainage basin. Private houses occupy the 
eastern end of the marsh area (Fig. 1) and there are scattered houses within 
the surface drainage basin. Land acquisition programs are now in abeyance. 
I am informed unofficially that the quoted price on a 2-acre undeveloped lot 
near Flax Pond is $50,000, a reflection of i te competition for wetland sited as 
far as 60 miles from New York City.
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/•*-"' , r HISTOBT or rssL arras
Flax Pond has not .gone, undisturbed by man's activities. .Originally a fresh- 

wat.e/ pond, it was connected to Long Island Sound by dredging a channel 
across the gravel barrier beach (Pig. l)~At present, the small inlet connecting 
the Pond with Long Island Sound is protected by stone jetties. Extensive bulk- 
heading and associated dredging has changed the marsh, near the present build 
ings which were used for dairy farming, Remains of the roadbed,and approach 
structures for a narrow-gauge railway connecting the house with the barrier 
beach are still present., Other modifications of the area has taken place in the 
past, including dredging for production of sand, gravel, and shellfish.

The experience of the State of New York has been that the land acquisition 
costs for such a sanctuary, while large, are only a small part of the total cost 
for development and utilization of such a facility. Necessary additional costs 
include:-construction of laboratory, salaries for caretakers and professional 
staff, maintenance costs for the property including periodic cleanup, and costs 
of necessary rehabilitation work. A brief tabulation of the present and projected 
expenditures is given in Table 1.,
TABLE 1.—Approximate costs (present and projected) for acquisition and opera 

tion of Flda Pond, Long Island, New York as an estuarine sanctuary and 
m'arine Research area

•Capital expenditures:
Land acquisition...———„_—1——————„——__„____ $500,000

• Laboratory Construction:
Fisheries Research—_»____________________ 410,000

- Marine Research (planning figure) _________________ 1,170,000
Equipment and access roads__———————————————__—_ 27,000

Total capital expenditures,—————————————————— 2,107,000 
Operating expenses, per year (both labs)———————————_——[ 330,000

" _,PBOBEEMS OF SITE USB AND MANAGEMENT

Despite the small size of Flax Pond, its .relative isolation, and relatively sim 
ple ownership situation, .a number of problems have arisen that are worthy of 
comment in that they^illustrate the problems of using and managing a sanctuary 
or research installation of this type. The first problem is that of security. Al 
though the area, is remote from major roads and little known in the region, 
security has been a problem. Local residents have long used the marsh for 
recreation. The waters are used by small craft; fishing and clamming is regu 
larly done; and the beaches are used for picnics by small boat operators cruising 
ou Long Island Sound. While all these may be commendable activities, they 
definitely lijmit the type of scientific experiment that can be carried out Test 
organisms may be collected by picnickers as souvenirs or equipment vandalized.

Certain uses may be mutually exclusive. Large classes walking across the 
marsh to visit a given spot may damage the marsh or interfere with experiments. 
We have little basis for predicting the marsh's capacity .to sustain such usage 
and still recover. Making parts of the tidal flats accessible has required construc- 

Atioa of a bridge jaccoss. ajtidal creek which itself causes some disturbance.
Because of the circulation of water between the marsh and the Sound, Flax 

Pond collects and retains some refuse floating in nearshore waters. Unless col 
lected and disposed of, these steady accumulations of wastes gradually changes 
the marsh causing its deterioration. This necessitates continued maintenance

An additional expense of site utilization is the cost of background studies to 
unravel the history of the site, and to document 'ts present condition. To date, 
one study has been completed (Hechtel, G. J. 1961, Invertebrate Survey of Flay 
Pond, Suntmer-1961f. Marine Sciences Research Center, Technical Report Series 
No. 1, State University of New York, Stony Brook, 39 p.). As funding for sup 
port of additional studies is available, this background information will be 
collected and made available to those using the site. Lacking this informaton,
use of the site is definitely curtailed. , ' j

- ' 8T7MMABT '•

Acquisition and operation of a coastal preserve and research site on the 
North Shore of Long Island, 60 miles from Manhattan has required more than 
10 years and incurred capital expenditures in excess of two million dollars.
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* Annual operating expenses for two small marine/ research laboratories, is esti mated at, $330,000 per year. Operations of, the site, including security, and the degree of utilization possible without extensiveudamage to the, marsh are sijill Aot completely resolved even fov this small,.relatively isolated site. Use of the site for research activities requires additional funding ,tor necessary background studies.; ,:••; • ,-; - ,. : , • ;

STATEMENTi-OP Da. M. GRANT GROSS, ASSOCIATE DjKEOXOB (BESBABOH), MABINE 
SoXBKeE(*'iRE8BAECH CENTER,, STATE UNIVBBSITT OF NEXT YOBK,, STONY BBOOK,

,_r» Cnaiirman arid members of the subcommittee, I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today to present some results of my research on waste disposal in., coastal water especially .those near the New York Metropolitan Region, and to comment on some implications of this work with respect to S307. ? While this research has been supported by the State University of New York; by tfie"Bureau of Solid "Wiste'Management, Public Health Service; and by the Coastai, Engineering Research Center, U.SV Army Corps of Engineers, I speak today as an individual scientist and not on behalf of these organizations.* During 1970, my group surveyed waste'deposits in New York Harbor, near the designated, waste disposal sites in New York Bight and in the western .portion of Long Island Sound. I will briefly summarize our results.The study was made of those wastes that accumulate as deposits in New York Harbor or on the adjacent continental, shelf. These waste solids are important because they are the long-term environmental debts accumulated through 300 years,of .waste disposalvin coastal, waters. Thi? project excluded several im portant types of w^ste materials including floatable materials (refuse,,garbage), liquid waste discharge from sewage treatment plants or commercial processes. , In the,Kew'York Region the largest t»nnage?ipf wastes dumped at sea each year comes from dredging activities. These are igi$fcaliy,90 percent sand or river- borj^ silts mix^d, with earbon*riclt, #olids, apparently from sewage and related sources, and a variable quantity of'metal-rich, wastes apparently from industrial ac|iyifiies.> .Dredge^ wastes alone amount to about 3.5 million metric tons per year in, the New; York.Metropolitan Region.' . ? , - .T|ie.second largest source of-,solids is sew,age sludge coming from sewage treatment plants; about 550,000 metric tons of sludges are taken each,year from the N,ew',Y,ork Metropolitan legion* and dumped at sea. These wastes are aooufc 55 percent organic mat'ter mixed with sand and silt carried by sewage collection .-facilities, There is- also a small but significant fraction of metal-rich wastes•apparently derived from-industxi&Jia.ctiyJities.f ;, .- < »>•-.,<„. , ,'Iit etarlfej:,;yejarsr more thai} 100^000 tons of coal ash-jwere dumped at sea.-This fs. di-painishin& in, quan#ty.;a$4he ash isr uspdujommefeially and'ias power plants ^rn to,p^troleu^4»dnaturalgasfbj;fuel.'- ,j • ?•> * , ~'? -•'•'• " 'Finally, there ara yattableq^atitie*,of. ̂ «b^lft'and!'d^r$9"|r^mv construction £nd.deir^oliaon activities. These, ttnflkethe«'j»ate^igls^rVvifu^0Baentionedf are used for landfill opera^ons and are usually'dumped at sea wh€p%there are no landflU, operationsr conveniently located for disposal. During i§70, most or all of thlsrmaterfalwenUntolandfi^l. • r, , .-.-,,; --*--.' . m'~"- ""^posits are^poinmbn onr^f-botto^olJNew^Y^feSi^bo^jll^pftdon the
about 40 /pierpent of

'
beginning i^, the late'Sg^vi«?rrW tuHywsu. BH^B were e6cafJusAearaRpai;ent«r Beginning in, tne late §S)'fii(:^ef niogt tepeu^di^o^at^stte.^^? es^diliibed in tfee lat^ IQgffa for dis-. $mfot: ftcid wastei?«fi$ift "a, chemical f^cjkol^ in N,ew* Jersey. iDlisposal^of carbon? Ich sediments from, drpdfirinsr, »Tirt -ffntn.:wiwa«r» _tr»ftt™onf nJantc 'hava t^tt- a

mjOP I^^.QJ jn^ tcarDon7pontentSj mstea compaiaDie-to.^nose torthe Harbor feW$B«U0 ^W£Me? ^i^CpottQaffj^fie .disposal sm/Bftect%o# ^MJf^^Ua^ IJ&Wgteft °X-®^tyffi&W*r§ mto. JTji^r^^e^rea of ^ecoiitlneAtel Shelf pov^4)y^W|4j|8%^ipbnsp!ra^^ tha^.the,AiiAK rf* *VvJ T3Vi'«J,U^ y»U^>tw'^J »,'„' m.i^'^l^iu.'i.t'J*._'5ifi=li!-.-l? *A*i -t* I— •fV 1. . ' «' __» *n . 'ir

w'jV^'^vi^f'^w^ ingteiVfe ju
iste deposits iti the tfarbor.farther removed from popula
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These waste deposits contain copper, lead, and silver at concentration levels 
much higher than the natural sediments in the same area. These anomalous 
concentrations can actually be used to delineate the distribution of these deposits 
on the New York Bight Because pf their potential toxic effects, we have given 
special attention to these metals. It appears that only lead is relatively easily 
extracted from the deposits. Although the evidence is far from conclusive, it 
appears that most.pf the metals in these wastes are likely to remain with the 
deposits on the ocean floor. We need more detailed information, to permit better 
predictions of the behavior and fate of the.se wastes' in the marine environment.

The effect of waste deposits on bottom dwelling marine organisms is <most 
dramatic^within New Yorjc Harbor,, These organisms cannot move long distances 
and thus" they1 fecord the long-term en-^rohment' in their vicinity. Of 110 sedi 
ment samples collected in the Harbor, J percent contained no living organisms 
that we cojcfld identify ; we were, however, unequipped to study bacteria; 'Only 
pollution tolerant worm-like organisms— "sludge worms" and nematodes— were 
found, alive in 44 percent of the samples from the Harbor; 1Q percent of the 29 
samples studied from New York Bight were similar. I think that it is significant 
that no sample we collected from .New York Sight was devoid of marine or 
ganisms. Thus,, waste, deposits are more widespread in the Harbor^ and their 
effects are more deleterious thajt , deposits near offshpre waste disposal sites. 
In part, this reflects only about 45 years of wftste disposal in New York 'Bight 
as compared to, about 300 years of waste deposition in the Harbor. Also', it is 
worthwhile noting that the most, thoroughly treated wastes are those dumped 
offshore. Untreated sewage goes directly into the Harbor, closest to the population centers. -• ,-•"-••- •" . •'•> *'• - : ": ; '' •"'"' •' '•<" •"," '

The' large area covered by .waste deposits is- just one manifestation of the 
complexity of the problem at 'hand. -We are dealing with many waste sources. 
Efforts to regulate wastes going into one area must be carefully examined to 
make sure' that it does not simply move the problem to anbther area, especially 
areas closet to population centers.*. ," ; , * '""',,'"'' 

1 How then do we deal with such problems? As efforts are- directed toward 
formulation and implementation of a national policy on waste dumping in the 
ocean, careful retention must be given to phasing out these operations without 
simply transferring these problems back into the harbor where" they will.be 
close to large population centers^ These offshore waste disposal sites were es 
tablished to alleviate problems of the city and, their closure must npt lead to 
increased waste disposal in the harbors. While protecting' the environment we 
must not.forgetf the peopie-whodiveiiearby. - - ! : " ' . '

I am pleased to see that S. 30 provides for a mechanism to, provide som*5' of the 
long term answers that are needed to' this are£. As one New York City 'official 
put it: "The deeisidns for 1971 were made 'ten years ago. 'We are now working 
on the installations for 1980 and 1990.". The Estuarlne Eanctaaries and National 
Oceanic and Environmental Research. I&tioratory System stiould be established 
as soon as possible to provide the basic Information needed to permit this planning 
and the eventual construction to lead the desired protection and enhancement of ifte marine environment' /'; "' ! I .3f"' 1 ' , '-' • - -. , f ;;.

There are two aspects or S. .307 that I would like Jro.address.' First the. estuarine'

..
port where It is most 'needed^-iit and nearfcitiesT'Wii^c has1 been in progress for 
literally, decades to protect iWirifiica Bay fit New York' City but this small amount 
of money would not support that effort; , -. "' ., . ';.'' , 1 ' 

I r als6 heartily endorse tfi^r*Jfeti6na.l, Oceanic Jtnd^Environmerital Re.seat;ch 
I/aboratory System, again .wilfi a" caveat ithat it1 needs to tie closet^' i^ 
with those1 agerides actively wptfetn^ p;d..p^pDlems of eiivir,pnme 
ai&d enhancement,' Without careftff a'cceriliionfo liajfepn/th'p result 
toryinay no't be dlrecifed tpwarditn'^ifoSlems wftb?nighest priority afld( 
will suffer. Fiur^ermbre^;|ibsence. of/cwse l)ialspir will hamper, the transfer of' ''

,
view of the. i&afcr^effiar^Suc^^^^ might include" loitel 
representatives of fed^.agehciesj'siiai ai.the ̂ Environmental Protection Agency 

d the Corps of 'Engineers ' a'S fellas their counterparts from states ne,ar the
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The report Waste Management Concepts for the Ooastal Zone recently issued 

by tbe National Academy of Sciences-National Academy of Engineering provides 
a wall considered, professionally competent evaluation of present waste-disposal 
technology, along with suggestions about needed improvements and some estimate 
of the costs thereof. I highly recommend this study for guidance in drawing up 
action programs to be implemented at these laboratories.

Looking now at some details of the bill, I note that the general tone of Sec 
tion 40? is primarily directed toward preventing further deterioration of the 
marine environment We need this research but is not enough. I suggest that 
the section be broadened to include research necessary to improve environmental 
quality in marine areas. Such research is needed to plan and conduct effective 
programs to clean up waste deposits. Such research might include pilot projects 
to clean up waste deposits in selected harbor areas. For example, New York's 
waterfront might be made usable by residents for'recreation. In my opinion, 
such research must go beyond merely providing data and monitoring systems.

I am especially pleased to see that Section 408 calls for the very necessary 
research into economic, legal and other social studies related to the marine en 
vironment and its resources. In many urban areas these social problems often 
underlie environmental problems. '

In summary, I recommend that legislation to deal with waste solids take the 
"longer view". We must be concerned with present operations and the older 
waste deposits which are the long-term environmental debt we have inherited 
from more than 300 years of neglect and abuse of the coastal ocean. S. 307 is a 
welcome move in that direction.

(Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m. the hearing was recessed, to reconvene 
at 10 a.m., We^e^a^, MarckS, 1971.) j.«. , <-,
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&CEAN WAS^E MSPiSA-L

, r WEDIJESD&Y;

. • ' : • - . " ; U;& Sritf A-ras,
COMJjOTTEE ON COMMERCE, 

StBCOJjiMrfoiaB'ofr OcJEANS £tfD ATMOSPHERE,
Washington, DIG,

. The subcommittee met at 10 a.m. in room 0202, New Seriate Office 
Building, jEfon. Ernest £. Holllngs, ^chairman of i;he subcommittee) presiding. ,.''-".','" 
, ]Presfent:,SeniatofsiB[ollhigsJa'ni'SteviBn8. .

Senator IloriJasrGS. The <x)ttnnitte> wijl plfeaSe come to ordet. 
. We 'cpritihue iiiis niprnibg oiiif' J0iasidetati6n of JS. i30t, a bill to 
ic^ster d6ea.nic and eriviroinmeiltal !f e^earch. Jn particular, ~we ate con- 
siaernig the nee& for scientific resea'rch, t6' assess areas in 'which 
ejffectiye njanagement of , wastes is currently limited by lackdf knowl 
edge. br, a&.statea by the ISfatibiaal A<4q^y pf Sciences-National 
Academy of Enguiee'rmg Ooasta'l Was^;^ "Management Study :

-Effective :rational Management of the growing Tdlmne and variety of wastes 
generated by our accelerating coastal urbanization requires immediate initia 
tion Of a coordinated, long-term national pWgram of research sEnd investigation 
'' ustry/aricl universities.

'it is no Idftger sufficient 'tha't design of waste treatment an^i disposal 
systems be^ concerned primarily with tfraMtaining aferc>bic cdnditioris

•v^aste treatment and disposal systems, itethoas are available for'asses- 
,sing a broad range of marine receiving water values. • '

Our four w'itneses toda'y each participated in 'the'Cba^tarWastes 
Mfinalgemerit Stuoly of the.Natfdnal Aca'demy o$ Sciences^ratib'rial 
Academy qf Engineering. IBach brin^; a Wealtli of 'eybenence 'and 
toiowle%e in his own field ot engineering or scieiicfe wmcK 'will be"' "'-, . ..,. f1 want to welcome each of you arid express piir 'a^prpciatidn of 'th >> *' * r

4r .. rs^t near f rom,Mr. ̂ lartm Lan£,'the as^ista'nt cbhimissioner, 
Director of Bureau of 'Water Pollution Control, pejiartihent of Water 
Eeso-urces^ Environmental protection AdmijiistrUtion.^ivfew York. 
\,i^r..'Iip^,.youaye^er,yf:^ , ',",,.».

You nave a long title here. It sounds like it was written by one of 
the congressional committees.. , . , : ; V *..

(ibi) ' "
,0!
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STATEMENT OF MARTIN LANG, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER AND 
DIRECTOR OFBUBEAU OF WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, DEPART 
MENT OF WATER RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION' 
ADMINISTRATION, NEW YORE

Mr. LANQ. Mr. .Senific^they gave me a shorter title in this issue 
of the maga?ane which I would luce to show you which just came out.

Senator HOLUNGS. Thank you7~~"""
We w|U be. glad tp^have your statemen^,,,- v -
Mr. LANG,, I do not have a formal prepared statement to read in the 

record. I have givsn,*, short summary statement to the young lady
. _fm t*^*j*. -» v* - * * « * •' tf C3 *f

.,^^) ,, 0 .^ ,M(J \
p4$^$iiy jmiyself ari<|.say,:in what manner I presume to ad-
(^jngiiished Senators on this subject/ 

.^s "direjciior, oj^tfie .bureau of wa^er pollution <?ontrql of the city of 
NeW'Yb]?k? I/ahteiiT^entty charged with implementing a $1.3 billion 
program to ftp£$c&'£& treatment;- of New York'Citf*s drV weather 
waste waterflow, upgrading all, existing facilities and, building new 
facilities, to creat^ t^e aagaljili^y of .treating 1.8 billion gallpias per day. 
(t^ Incite course oflbhis'r ̂ rbgtlm^'tli^n I have to become involved not 
only with'iptgrf a<M^ yn$L Qie,^tatel interstate, and Federal agencies, 
jb.utshave; to^reoccupy myself witji'the mission of wat/er pollution con-- ^ - ; - •*-' ' " •v , , j.. ,. , „ ..

, l|j |S'not ?ewa'ge treajtment.^e^age treaiftent |s merely a tool toward 
foe'erid. We,Ide^e^6ur mission as the protection ari^ enhancement of 
our estuarine waters.

*j ;N6'W;iiiybur kiiid'iilvitation ybu asked me .to address myself to two 
^fefec^s. 'Mrsl, t^'qiiestioii; of ocean disposal, and second, the impli 
cations of the Senate introduction. Actually these aje parts of the 
same picture., Thepe has.beeji.a.tense preoccupation with this highly*
, ! .,,,, ,„,,,
' /pfew jfpi% 0ity^has 'been ;pr,aQticing thfe since ,,1,937. New Tori 
^}^«^'y^«^%.^g^^»..oi^u3^J^t is, 'we destroy over^O 
perpf^t^litej or^Jiije content and ren^r it noH^utrescent. ,

addition .to th^,t we^'are under plose surveillance of the Corps, so 
se^-Jai^e^ojiiGyjIn'^ It is dumped.in a 
. ( 'U^ sample what is .dis-

-\ . \ , \ ,.,-
, , ^erl^eptive; t^|§{ , intense; interest in this one,aspect? 

sludge dumping, Has* soltnenow ma^kietl the' proper interest ron the more 
precious inabor^ estuarine waters.. The estuarine waters are tne' classic 
spawning pounds' of 'marine biota. For example, we know we destroy 
BOD, that, ̂ ,s $ie, jbiochemical oxygen demana, in, the sludge digestion 
prAcesSi ^i,jbotaij!BOD tjiat wk are imposing; on a couple of barren 
squVe-mile of .onsBqje'watej' is "less^th^an one-sixth of that discharged 
in the upperji^or of ̂ ^ew'^ortC^ty frpin bur,aoljacent communities 
•in New Jersey^ where some 30Q'miliion gaiibnsr a day of virtually raw qfcifoflM fatfrhtirffRft' ' l' ' [ ' '' J ";nir«""< •• ' "" i! ' "ti ' -•'' '• <"'-f;r ' ' '
JSOWo/gt} Ife Ul&L>jU<l>igOu.. , r ^ , .• , . v f ,, »'. ,. ,. ' ',

It is like tallnng about a hang,iiai| when there is'a broken leg to be treated. ''•'''•'
In other words, we would welcome an equal preoccupation with the 

quality of the inshore waters.
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. The,sludge dumping that has been in progress,since 1937 ka$ caused 
no grx)ss demonstrable deleterious.effects offshore. There is good recre- ation ar6und there, good.fishing. I am an ardent salt water .fisherman
______!» A __ 3 *i *_. _j_ _ ___*_* •< rt _i_ i_O-_ __ .21 _ _ -£-~^.»._ Xl. _ .». .^.H. A.O.MX «.M.£w*4> >*,•£

seaboard. ^ .... , Nevertheless New, York City does not condone ̂ e. indiscriminate 
continuation ,o^.this practice. We recognize the climate of the times. 
-We recognize the current thinking. We are virtually hi accord with the 
finding ,of the President's, Council on Environmental .Quality that the 
disposal of digested sludge can continue as, an interim measure under 
permit control. Since we are already in that category, we propose to 
.contjbfme in this vein, meanwhile exploring other alternatives. For ex- 
,aipple, we, have already made cost analyses, of moving our marine 
operations from, 12 miles offshore to 25 miles offshore, from 25 miles to 
iOO,mjl6s offshore. And we find that when you get out to distances like 
$b&ifc, other alternatives suggest themseiyes,.sueh a sludge incineration. 
},." As;a matter of fact, New York City is going to show the rest of the 
eastern seaboard one possible mode to go hi the future. We have cur 
rently under design, a 70-million-gallon-per-day facility in Brooklyn, 
the Bed Hook plant, built, on the site of the former Brooklyn Navy 
.Yard. There we,propose, in lieu of digestion, to go for so-called low 
pressure, IQW temperature oxidation of sludge to yield a nonputrescible 
inert product .which is capable; by being dried to a granular condition, 
of being disposed of like municipal rerase in a municipal incinerator,i 1 1. * T ^ • ft * 1 i "i T j i j * * A!

cycling becomes available, we will have an ideal nonputrescible, vir 
tually, pasteurized product fit for return to the soil.

We will do this in a major prototype demonstration, which may 
indicate the w, ay to go in the future.

So .to sum.up our views on sludge disposal, it is economical, it has 
.cost us on the order .of $12 a dry ton contrasted for example with $90 
u.dry.tondn Chicago at this time. • •

To the best of our knowledge, it has no grossly deleterious dis 
cernible'effects on shore. And it will, continue as a viable technique, 
pending the assessment of the technique which we are testing now.

i owever, to revert, to the broader implications of an pceanographic 
research viewpoint, New York City is so in accord with your opening 
statement, Senator, that we have anticipated, we have already put 
money in our capital budget and we are.launching this year a 5-year 
study, the so-called New'York bigEt study^.That is, we are going to 
consider the entire estuarine complex in this huge megalopolis as one 
entity^ all of the way from potable water in the Hudson to a broad arc in tHeogenreaches of therbight. • - ! ; •»- '• .„• •"- • •

We ,will gather all' of the inputs and outputs of this megalopolis on 
tfc&se 'estuarine waters and use the same total systems approach that I 
have already used successfully in Jamaica Bay. 
;L6t fme define wKat I mean by total systems. It is a kind of "in" 

wprd, enginefers take confidence in it,, you know. What it really means 
is' a multidisciplinary aji^rpach. We Bring together a team of sanitary; 
engineers, biologists, chemists', bacteriologists^ nydrologists, mathema-
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, we study the^eMiiB ecosystenrof a giveffestuatme^body. 
We •are-doin^>t£is ri^Iit^o^-ve^sufcce^fuHyTn Jamaica1 Bay. 
Wbtat'ls-the en\l;|>ittauct'df this1 going tobet'Is it going tofbe)aslick 

^hst we- eatefile imt
^?"o, it riias*to*be ilhe/baisis ibrTational decisiolimaking in 

two. decades,
'Sir,' 1 don't know-how to express1 this, but we will admit that many 

of the decisions made in the decades past on the kinds of plants to be 
builtj where they were to b6 located, the land 'of outfalls and^the loca 
tion -of the depths of those outfalls, were more or less visceral deci 
sions, sort of seat-of-the^pants decisions, based on the 'knowledge of 
the art we1 had-then, '' -

* In the last lew years'there are better and better tools. Even though 
H in New York City the decisions of the 1970's have been made already, 
we are committed, the hardware is being designed, contracts»are being 
let, tunnels -are being bored, the foundations are being put down for 

:this vast array of hardware, but still we owe it to the&ext generation 
to provide a more rational basis for the decisions of the 1980's ;said 
1990's. . . • / '

TJiat is what we are doing 'in: Jamaica Bay and that, is what we 
are going-to try to do for the entire New York bight area. 

. [We brought <in the Band Institute to set up, and thev-have set up, 
tne most sophisticated two-dimensional model of its kind, a mathe 
matical model of the Bay, so you don't have -to go, like the old story 
of the legend of the roast pig, you know,*the only way to make-roaslb 
pork was to burn down the pig peri, build the plants -and see what 
happens* We are creating this model and testing this model, and-then 
you can 'plug in, as an exercise, various combinations <of inputs and 
then say the quality of water in 'this -area and in that area will reach 
a Certain standard. - , • .

This is no ephemeral dream, this is a 'reality now «with us. We pro 
pose .to' extend this to the entlre-estuarine complex. In doing-this, since 
this was our dream some years ago, we almost anticipated the findings 
of the NA&-NAE Committee. We urged that this be done in various 
other estuarine cpmplexesi ;

fret me^cite an example." You probably know the Corps of Kngineers 
is interested in advancing the -hurricane .barrier concept for Jamaica 
'Bay. -Other people are interested in certain filling, bulkheading, build 
ing piersy filling in shorelines, dredging, and so on. If each of these 
were treated as 6ne.entity^on«aa adlioc -basis, you know, our ecology 
coul&be successfully whittled-down piecemeal.

* ! Far (bet'tej to create a model iike this, and then input the -hurricane 
barxieriindjthen predict its effects. I diave already had^ome cbnMcts 
with ;thei .Corps of Engineers on this, 'because they have a concrete 
model- in Vicksburg. Of course, the tooubte with .casting your ideas 
in concrete as^there they .-.are, and you, become defensive about -them. 
But la sophisticated mathematical ̂ modeljs capable of -more flexibility, 
a wider range of inputs; ; * , •<•">.•:.:'•• > "};i : , * , .•

* Senator -HoixiNGS. .You -would not ,use the ;Vicksburg model ap- 
,fEoacM That is what I |£pn<3ere,d; asyou .were. talking. Befeg a Mrdr 
nosed engineering jprnctitionerfln ^ie. fpoil^i?>n field, ^ it your -tesfeir . 

that as a practical matfer 5fe Should v
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to each 'one of these particular-coastal #nd estuarine regions and areas^ 
in order to treat them,realistically ? You can get a lot.of these reports 
out anchpufc them on the shelves, but if you.are,really going to do 
something* you have to do it with,this model, practical, qn-the-ground- 
approach for each .of, the areas. Is thafc,what we are talking.about?

-Mr. IiANG. Yes^ sir j because decisionopaaking is a. hard process. If you 
make a decision I will build this plant", I will provide this degree of 
treatmeni>-4nany of! the decisions made, by Federal, State^ and inter 
state agencies on the kinds of plants to be built, or the'degrees of treat- 
merit, I don't kndW'how to phrase it, because 3; don't have the eloquence 
of people -like yourself-—— , ' ;, -, " '

Senator HOUJNGS. You;are 'way ahead of this committee in your 
phraseology, I can tell you that. ...«/.-., i - •-,•'• ;

Mr; LAHTG^I think mat much of these,decisions were made on the 
basis of'public^sentiment and political expediency, by sheer fiat.

To cite an example, at may Be imprudent of me to'takfe on the Fed 
eral Government* tnis way,, but I reraeniber a conference in New York 
Gity where a ireryj distinguished counsel of .the then FWQA, Murray 
Stein, was exhorting us to go for higher and higher degrees .of treat 
ment. He- found it was like punching a pillow, because he wanted to go 
to 90-^plus removaj-, and I mentioned to him I read in 'the newspaper 
the other day that you had a great triumph, the city of St. Louis opened 
up its plant on the Mississippi, a primary treatment plant. That is on 
the main stem of potentially potable water, we are here on salt water, 
and you want us to give you a high degree of treatment. It is not 
consistent; , -.<< •,.;-.' •' .e

Many of these things were not consistent. You find that the easiest 
way to make a decision on the degrees of treatment is to pick the high 
est obtainable level of technology and ask for it across the bo^rd, with 
out any rationale- whatsoever.Juid this is what has been done.

I am not'fighting it, we are acceding to it, we are building ̂ these 
plants. But alii can'say^, sir, is that we owe it to the next generation to 
provide a* mdre rational basis because whatever decisions are made in 
the plant we are'building now, this is a fluid, changing technology.

New York City is located on estuarine salt' water. But maybe over 
the horizon there will be nutrient removal, or maybe eventually terti- 
arytreatment, eventually re-use of effluents.

There is'one thing certain, this world is changing, so we have to be 
prepared for that. "Whatever the State-standards^ the stream standards 
are that were set up by^ the Department of Interior back in 1965, there 
is only'one way they will go, and that is. tip and we haTe to be prepared 
to cope withfifr. '•-.., . , . , . ,.

Senator HOLLINGS. At'this pointj Mr. Lang, at some point in the 
evolving theory you describe, we have to put a figure, in here that is 
realistic. '. , 
t In that content we felt we ha,d to have these hearings in order to 

listen to tkose; experts in the field such as yourself -. . -.
I am wondermg; just hqwv far the Federal Government really, can 

go ip, assisting generallrnn ,researchj p.if whether ..each one of tjiese is 
a ^a^Hormaie, indiyidually planned situation;? Is there any,overall re- 
searcK Jrpm ypur standpoint that the Federal, Government can assist 

Just exkctly^what wojild yqurtestimpny.b^ras to the amount o£
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money or the degree to whiek the Federal Government can participate 
and he);p coordinate? . '

You have already told- me you can't have" one Federal plan for 
pollution in the estuaiin© areas of America. Then what can we have?

Mr. LANG. Let's put a figure on my study. I have estimated some 
thing like $5 million ovar'S years, extrapolating my experience on 
Jamaica'Bay. - - ; 8 •

We are going into year 1 now, which is the phase of organization 
and gathering of data. - l ' ' " '

The city of New York has put up in its capital budget a, million 
dollars to launch it, of which I expect to spend only several hundred 
thousand dollars thisyear, in the hope that this project will generate 
State, and hopefully B*ederal support.

And I think this would be a modest investment. It would be a pro 
totype. There'is nothing unique about the New York Bight area, 
there really isn't. Maybe the hydraulic complexities may be a little 
greater, but it could apply to the gulf coast, the Delaware estuary——

Senator HOMINGS. Does it include the New Jersey side where the 
300 million gallons of effluents are coming out? • <

Mr. LAHTG. Yes, sir; New York City had the courage to put money 
into a study which transcends political and geographical boundaries, 
transcends city, county, and State jurisdictions.

Senator HOLWNGS. Are the New Jersey'authorities cooperating, or 
not? ( i

Mr. LANG. As far as I know, they are not doing anything about it. 
They may generate a study of their own. But we recognized long ago 
that our harbor, a drop 'of water in our harbor doesnr know politics 
or geography. It just knows the stresses placed upon it. If we were 
to wait until -this millennium arrived, where all of the States join 
together mutually for this, we may have to wait a long time. It is 
important for us to get the answers now, so we have decided at this 
time to go it alone, 'hopefully to draw in Federal support.

I have over the past year or two tried to plead the case for this study 
here in Washington and then in regional headquarters in Boston of 
the FWQA. And everybody endorses it, no one ever disputed such a 
study should be done. But the only question is who is going to pay for 
it and how it can be done. > "

So we decided that in this case we would go it alone and hopefully 
generate support from our neighboring States and from the Fed 
eral Government. . ! • • • ;<

Senator HOLDINGS. You talk of a 5-year study. The world changes 
in 5 years. But if you had the money, could you really make it in a 
year and a half, 18 months, or 2 years? Or is it a series of flows and 
ebbing, where it wouldn't be a good or reliable study unless you took 
it over a 5-yearpenod ?

Mr.. LANG. Yes, what I was doing? I was using no theoretical con 
cept, I was using the real hard experience that I had in the New York 
foight, that my counterparts in California had in the bay delta study, 
the problems they had in Galveston, that Mr. Porges had. We don't 
know how long it takes, how much talent there is in the field, how long 
the sampling takes, how much manpower you can deploy, what sea 
sonal and cyclic and climatic variations you have to go through to 
make the results reliable.
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But your comment is very cogent, things change in 5 years. You 'i 
the'harbor, the bight, or Jamaica'Bay, is not cryStauzed like, a"? 
in amber for continual review. Even 'while the study is going oil its, 
changing. We.can't stop all dredging, we can't stop all building, we 
can't stop all filling. But if yoil cre'ate'a mathematical mddel instead 
6f a, physical Concrete model, you can |>lug in these changes.
-'Senator STEVENS.T am'interested to'Miow, Mr. Lang,'where yciu 
are. getting your talent for these studies you are doing ?,
-'-Are you using your in-house'people ?' / ,

Mr. LANG. I am not that blessed to have that array of talent in- 
house, What T have found is this: There is a diversity of talent in this 
field/The universities have been generating it ov&r the past decade in 
all of the sciences. Oceanography, some people specialize in animals, 
some people specialize in the analysis of the long-lived pesticide resid 
uals. But how to bring the whole together, you need good organiza 
tion, and we use consultants' services. But that is another area. The 
academic community is rich in these skills. Bat you have to be careful. 
If we* just say we will turn it over to a university or series of univer 
sities, it might be like everybody getting on a horse and riding off in

vt t« f i * ' *all .directions.
I always worry about some very esoteric academic type who may 

get ̂ interested in the life cycle of one specific dinoflagellate and pur 
sue that ad nauseam. So you have to ride nerd on this.

I think that we will involve in the New York bight study a con 
sortium of top-flight consultants, plus ancillary tasks given out to the 
various skilled people in the academic community. But under close 
direction.

Senator STEVENS. Your article here that you gave.to us, I Imve read 
through it, and it indicates you are operating 19 pollution control 
plants.,

Mr. LANG. There is a proofreading error there. We are operating 
14.'We are treating 1.1 billion gallons a ,day of sewage.

Senator STEVENS. You mentioned you were going into a program 
now that you are boring out new areas for the new plants. How does 
this mw program of sewage treatment fit in i nth this .model you were 
takin%about? , ' •

Mr. LANG. These are two entities, two diifcrent efforts. The pro-" 
gram, that is referred to there, this is a real engineering book, it is 
under design, contract are being let. This decision, was made years 
ago. Under the State Pure Waters Bond Act of 1965, it made a bil 
lion dollars available, with 60-percent support,to. the municipalities.. 
But it made it available only on the basis that you had to have your 
contracts committed by March 1972. It called for a tremendous accel 
eration of decisions and commitment to design. And we have done 
that. But the kinds of study I am making will be of value even after 
this program is completed, because, sir, the lay public of this country 
has .been led to believe that if we only build all of the plants with the 
known technology, all of our streams will revert to the pristine vir 
ginal quality of the days of our ancestors, and some engineers like 
myself say this may not exactly happen. - ; » , •

Senator STEVENS. I still don't understand you^You say the deci 
sions have been made, and you are committed to this program of these 
treatment plants.
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,.. . • ,,
working on this new total

„ .. ..
, you jmplying.tjiat these decisions that

been made may,,iji fa<$ be. .contrary to the, total recommendations you 
are,gpjng tto haye tq work; out for ,the whole area, and you are going'

In other words, you are spending a, billion .dollars that.you are going 
to, tear out an SyearS) w, ith .Federal; money ?
., Il5pf ,!^2re, !&'; $?i&#rB not going to tear them out, sir. What I am 
paying is.the.^eeas.of.wie, future may traiiscend present standards and 
we ha,m to t)i prepared;io move toward them on a, rational basis. 
. Senator STBVENS. Why can'fc you. crank. the new standards into this 
pilan^-r-this It-year, billion-dollar plant? Are we wedded to these do- 
cisijons'ma^e in the past?

'Mr. tiANO. .Well, whenryou ̂ tart a major engineering enterprise, then 
ii.bejcomes like a, atone rolling downhill, you are committed, you, have 
lejt contracts'. Ii£ I were to, say, that I would like to have second and 
third thoughts about my exploiting the State Pure Waters Bond issue 
and. let, you know, some $600 million of State aid go elsewhere, I think 
the city,shpuld look fo;r another.director the next day.

In other words, .there .was one point in time when the money was 
available , to, build, here now. In other words, there was a driving 
ijrgency, a short time table to utilize the bond issue. There was no v 
time f or: introspection, no time for study,.

Senator STEVEISTS. 1 am not being critical, I just wonder if the plan 
you, are working 911 now in any way phases into what you are con 
structing, based dri decisions made 5 years ago?

Mrl LANG. I think they will eventually be compatible and supple 
ment each other. The basic plan now is for over 90 percent BOD sus 
pended' solids removal! ' . t . - <

Senatpr^TEVENS.-What is'tlhat BOD ?
]$r. XIANG. BQD is a nice little "in" word the chemists and bacteri 

ologists lute, to^use.. It is (jailed" biochemical oxygen demand. What it 
boils flown to is this : When you put organic matter into water, and 
that organic matter undergoes any putrescence, decay, any oxidation, 
it utilizes oxygen. And there is a, lab .test where you take a certain sam 
ple, yon p^ut it in a bottle, you. simulate what is supposed to happen. 
You put it in a bottle of water of known, oxygen cont ?^t, put it in an 
incubator for 5 days, determine the oxygen before and after, and you 
determine, to wha(t extent jthis material incubated at that temperature. 

, This" is ., of vital importance, oecaiise we are talking about the dif 
ference between marine, life and death. You know we. all talk about 
dissolved oxygen., But in the waters around New York City the total 
capacity of the water, of t^ie dissolved oxygen, is only 8 parts per 
million. We measure it, in partner million;. In other words, 1 million 
pounds. of water has the capacity to only absorb. 8 pounds of oxygen. 
So. the difference between marine li*e and marine death is only a 
precious'f ewpoiinds iii a railliori ppuii*?J5b;E water. 

. So BOD tests, give you spme vmeasur£ as to_the extent u> which
pollutants* will draw on ihe, dissolved oxygen content of the water.% ?!i !..> • <•;• >,<• : ; »ni» (vv f- v, a-., «, .•"*•./..
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You tr>7 tojiojt in, .a, stereotype test in the lal and try to extrapdlate 
thai, to, wjiat. would, happen when, the stuff is discharged in open water.. •-,... - ;:•.''• , v • < -• ' '•'' ' «,-•••/

Now years ago when I went: to school there used to be a simple 
formula*, we, all studied streams, nice neat streams, finite cores, known 
flow. You put a load in here, and you would compute the so-called 
dissolved oxygen by the famous Streeter-Phelps equation. There is 
only, one trouble, .this simple mathematical approach doesn't work in 
these complex, est/.: irina systems,.and that is wfyy we have to resort to 
^b,ese sophisticated mathematical-techniques. •,

. Jn other words, if I»know the BOD that is going-in, from an in 
dustrial polluter or municipal effluent, raw sewage, that is one thing. 
Bu,t I have to be prepared to come.up with an answer. All right, it 
will go in there, what effect will that have on the dissolved oxygen 
and say, this, is an oscillating target stream like the East River or 
the big mixing chamber like the Upper Harbor of New York. We 
take the, BOD for a start, we have, to resort to elaborate techniques to 
pfedict'the effect,on. theioxygenjcegimen of the waters.

Senator STEVJSNS. Thank you.
Senator ROLLINGS. Mr. Lang, you have to catch a plane, I know. 

One final question. Of course our. primary concern is ocean dumping, 
ocean pollution. Politically we know it is impractical to say there 
shall be no more ocean dumping. But from a desirability and prac 
ticality standpoint of trying to deter and arrest it and put it over to 
the land side. Give us your judgment on that.

How would you say the trend should be and how far can we expect 
to go in cutting down ocean dumping ?

Mr. LANG. I will make the same plea here that I made to the Presi 
dent's Council on Environmental Quality. Don't make any drastic 
traumatic change from a procedure that is working now and which 
will leave us no other alternative. "

If today. I had to stop ocean dumping, the alternative would be shut 
down the plants and discharge over 1.3 billion gallons of raw sewage 
into the precious inner waterways of the city. That is the only alterna 
tive. Because to mount a program for incineration, to mount a pro 
gram for recycling to land fills, you have to allow a reasonable lead- 
time, Senator, of something on the order of 10 to 15 years.

Senator ROLLINGS. That is 10 to 15 years ?
Mr. LANG. Yes, sir.
Senator ROLLINGS. Do you mean we politicians are going to be poli 

ticking for this for the next 15 years and everybody is going to be 
right?.

Mr. LANG. Sir, the word that was used in the report .was to phase, 
and phasing indicates a period of time. For example, in New York 
City, within a couple of years we will have well under construction 
another type of sludge handling process which may point the way to 
go for eventual changeover of the plants. If so, each changeover will 
take place over a period'bf •'years. / '

I have to be realistic-and say 10 or 15 years.
Senator ROLLINGS^ All rignt. What proportion is freing disposed of 

in the ocean and what proportion is being disposed of'oh land in "Hew 
York at the present time ?

58-452—71———8
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put 8s much of.my digested sludge.as.can be accommo 
dated "by the parks,department as a synthetic soil builder'on their 
completed landfills they are converting to park land. But that takes 
only 4x>r 5 percent of my total production. ' • • , . 

t Senator, ROLLINGS. Ninety or 95 percent is going into the ocean and 
rivers men? ,, s ..- * < • •-

Mr. X/AN.G. Yes, sir..
Senator HOLUNGS. And within the next 5 years what can' be prac 

tically done to change that proportion, to put more on land and less in 
the rivers and streams, ^aFticularlyin view of your desire and mine to 
try to protect the estuarine areas ? What should we shoot for as a prac- 
tical.thing? ,

Mr. LANG. I have to come back to the same time frame I cited be 
fore, 10 to 15 years.

Senator ROLLINGS. Then in 10 to 15 years what proportion would you 
have on land and in the water ?

Mr. LANG. I think we could probably reverse the proportion.
Senator ROLLINGS. Ninety percent of it on land and 10 percent in 

the water?
Mr. LANG. Yes, sir. This is based on somehow enough pressure gen 

erated to make a\ lilable land for disposal. I know that your staff and 
yourself are probably aware that Chicago is going into intense efforts 
to get sludge downstate in Illinois. You know the great expense and 
effort involved.

Senator HOLDINGS. I am trying to get ths limits in my mind. For 
instance, why does Chicago have a cost of $90 a dry ton and yours is 
only $12 a dry ton?

Mr. LANG. Because they don't have the Atlantic Ocean. And Chicago 
was trying every technique—and I am sure they can tell you about 
this—they were trying oxidation, trying digestion, they were trying 
incineration, drying, filtration, all of these different techniques ana 
they were creating a nuisance right where they were. And they sought 
to get land downstate, and the farmers say "You are not going to send 
your waste down to us." They had to make a contractual deal. So they 
have to handle, rehandle, dry, reship, put in special cars, and spray 
out and so on.

I run a very tight operation. I have a fleet of 50 oceangoing vessels, 
I like to use the big fast vessels on double headers, the same crew, big 
cargo capacity. I like to use the queen of our fleet, the Newtovfa Greek. 
It has variable pitch propellers, a yacht-like—I would be very pleased 
to take you out to sea on it.

Senator HOLDINGS. You make the garbage vehicles sound very 
attractive. . -

Mr. ̂ LANG, Sir, digested sludge is a very innocuous fluid. I don't 
know if I should take the committee's time to tell—a humorous anec 
dote, but the former chief of the Federal Water Quality Administra 
tion was Joe Moore, a Texan, former chief of the Texas water board. 
One day I persuaded him to come aboard .our^ vessel, because of the 
controversy over Federal aid for the vessel, and it was a brisk morning, 
we came ̂ board, we had the flags flying on the Newtown Creek, and 
he says "This is a fine looking ships"

I said {CWell, you have to see the cargo."
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So I undogged a hatch, on the deck and showed'hinl the digested sludge. ; ! > fl ' • ' ' ' ••,.-,.'.,
'He said "That dofeii't'loolbad.";' , 4 . :„"
I4 said "You really have to see it." I dipped up a bucketful and 

rubbed it in mjr hands like this and said "Here is what it looks like."
He looked at it and turned to my staff man and said "That looks like 

good Texas crude." [Laughter.]
. Someone nudged me and says "Marty, I think you just sold a sludge 
vessel." ;

Senator KOLLENTGS. Thank you very much, Mr. Lang, for your ap 
pearance this morning.

(The following were submitted for the record:)-.,••- 't , • ..
• - , STTMMABY OF STATEMENT OF MAHTIN LA HQ

' x > •»

I.—Recent public criticism of sludge dumping at sea has increased the need 
for thorough evaluation of this method and its alternatives for the vexing prob 
lem of sludge, disposal for our coastal populations. Observations have shown 
no effect on adjacent beaches in the New York area. Other questions recently 
raised are heavy metals and the general effect on marine biota.

The alternatives are considerably more costly and at least an approach to a 
cost-benefit study should be made to evaluate the returns expected for the 
greater outlay before public policy moves away from sea dumping.

Long range rational policies must be established to avoid confusion.
II.—The City of New York not only endorses the concept of a broad regional 

'total systems' approach to the management of an estuary, but has already 
funded, on its own, the initial phase of such a five-year study of the New York 
estuarine complex, extending well out into the New York Bight and up to the 
limit of the estuarine zone of the Hudson Eiver. The gathering of hard data 
and the creation of mathematical models will set the basis for rational decisions, 
not only on offshore marine sludge disposal, but, even more importantly, on in 
shore degrees of treatment and locations of outfalls.

In viewing S. 307, Sec. 405, however laudable the intent, there appears to be 
created still another layer of administration to further complicate an already 
intricately involved jurisdictional morass. A plea is made for a single clear cut 
line of authority.

SLTJDQE DISPOSAL IN NEW YORK CITY
(By M. M. Feldman, P.B., Commissioner, Department of Water Resources,

Now York City)
Sludge disposal is the solid waste problem resulting from liquid waste treat- 

men^ and is subject to all the constraints that apply to solid waste processing 
and disposal in addition to the problems inherent in the high moisture content 
of sludge. We have heard much in the popular press on the solid waste problem 
with many proposed solutions, but the bulk of the problem remains. Lately, 
sludge disposal has come in for its share of public attention, but solutions are 
just as elusive.

It was natural in the history of waste water treatment for cities on tidewater 
to resort to ocean dumping of their sludge as most dependable and economical 
compared wi:h elaborate, undependable and more expensive alternatives involv 
ing dewatering and incineration. New York City started ocean disposal in 1937, 
first by contract and then early in 1938 by the first of a line of tankers especially 
designed for the function. The Wards Island plant, the first involved in ocean 
dumping did not have digesters.

Some months after dumping started, in grounds 12 miles offshore designated 
by the harbor supervisor in about 80 feet of water previously used by other 
municipalities, a six day observation and test was run at 21 sampling points 
In and surrounding the grounds. Results indicated that outside of the immediate 
path of dumping there was virtually no discernible effect on B.O.D., D.O. or 
bacteria count even during the dumping operation. Within 13 hours after dump 
ing no effect was discernible. D.O. was 9.5. B.O.D. 0.7 and total count about 10.
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!|i$r,bi,dity was, cjpse; to-zeuoj.ReteBttng in 194& and 1950 confirmed these' findings. 

Quantities grew as new plants were added. All plants after Wards Island had 
digesters and their sludge output was thoroughly digested. Recent tests indicate 
that digestion reduces the BOD of. the sludge by about 80%, a significant figure 
when considering its "effect o&the D.O.- i»f overlying liquid.. 
\I^lowing.aite some annual.qtmntities: . . .:

•L\ , - ^- " _,|i^|j|_--L-- ___ 'TV, - L . '- - - - ---------- ——— I,-LL__T -__' ^ . .'—— 1-T1——— ' ------ -J- ._r ___ ___ _'-_ -- _-•___:- ii.- ' ___ •_--._•

Yeir - Wet tons ' Dry tons

iqirf
1950..,.—.-— —„.——.—.—,—.—.—.—————
1960:T.i-..KX/..,.,...r ....4,— .'--L..— —i— —.— -.-—
10CQ '

................. 1,619,000

................. .1,754,,000, ,

....:............ 1,958,000

................; 1,989,000

69,350
68,921
98,641
87,400

During this period approximately five million wet tons were deposited on 
filled park land in New York City -to create topsoil for golf course and general 
park use. Were more such land available, it would be an ideal method of dis 
posal, involving-true recycling., - ' •

.Recent public -criticism, of ocean dumping, has raised the question of its ad 
visability. (Unfortunately, much of this criticism has not considered the alterna 
tives with their effects, nor has it considered the total environment of man on 
tidewater. The immediate aqueous, environment is the estuary, and it is to 
protect, the quality of the estuary, that most tidewater plants are built. Over 
emphasis on the oceanic effects to the neglect of the immediate human environ 
ment might be called an unbalanced approach,

It is to be hoped that the recent reorganization of Federal agencies will im 
prove the likelihood of a broad balanced approach.

There has been a dearth of modern unbiased study of the effect of effluents, 
treated and untreated on both estuary and continental shelf. New York City 
is sponsoring and starting a major comprehensive study of both in our vicin 
ity. This is being done with the full realization that suoh a study will hnv« 
no effect on the current massive treatment program of the City but will make 
more certain that decisions made a decade or two irom now will have a greater 
factual basis than now exists for our programs.

The study will be multi-disciplined in the full sense of the word and input 
from oceanography must be fully integrated in the output. Unfortunately. 
much of the work of oceanograpfcers has appeared as a sort of adversary pro 
cedure, pointing out difficulties and pressuring away from involving the ocean 
in the problems of mankind. .So far, the available studies and our information indicate that the dumping 
grounds have had no measurable effect on man's use of the coastline. Colifonn 
counts at ocean beaches are very low, considerably lower than beaches in the 
estuary which are vet within our bathing standards. The estuary water is 
retained long enough to spend its BOD and coliform dieaway curve before 
exiting' to the open sea. The writer is not aware of any report on the overall 
effect of the dumping on the New York Bight. Perhaps one will come out soon.

Thus it can hardly be said that an emergency exists calling for peremntnr* 
action in either changing the dumping point or prohibiting dumping, which 
mav lead to worse environmental results. Now is the time for thorough study 
and evaluation, with the setting of short and long range goals based on thp 
findings, and a ways considering effects of alternatives rather than attemnttn- 
to advance partisan attitudes with respect to air, water or land resources. It 
is all too easy to try to push ones problems onto someone else.

One area that might be investigated is the rate of assimllability of sludge 
on the shelf. It is possible that dispersed dumping may turn out -to > be ̂ accept- 
able. The productivity of the ocean seems to be nutrient Jilted. Juteorts that 
mav produce damage in inland waters may significantly help in the (**«»•

If a broad evaluation indicates that in the long rnn ocean disposal may have 
undesirable effects sufficient to warrant use of alternatives whether because 
of heavv metals, toxic materials or other reasons that may become aponrent on 
further study, a massive demonstration effort must be mounted to develop the 
programs and hardware for other forms of disposal, be they on land or by 
dewatering or oxidative processes, wet or dry followed by land djsnosa 1 Short 
of such an effort, I believe most knowledgeable people will agree that existing
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alternates projected to future £eeds leave a chilling .feeling with lespeet to de-
p(endayiity,,economy,an<J,pu|)iicacceptance . .,/ , '
' Some "alt^inates, dost three to five times present.costs, and justification, for

<tliem must be made frequently in 1 competition with tMe huge needs of the cities
injotfcer .fields,, environmental rand non-environmehtaL

: It may turn out, that a viable long range program for community solid waste
processing and, disposal would "be .able to include, its sludge, properly processed,
r\vithin* Its'scope. 'As was meiitiongd at tb.6 outset, sludge disposal is a solid
waste problem. ' '' • •> •

At the Red Hook plant in New York City, now under design, consideration is 
being given to installation Of equipment which would prepare the sludge for 
incineration in a very large adjacent municipal refuse incinerator, also under 
design. If such an installation is decided upon, it will be the first New Tork
•City plant not "dependent on ocean disposal, and may be used as a. process evalua 
tion ceiilei,'aided by the availability Of huge furnaces almost within the same
•structure. Should a large rail haul refuse landfill -program develop within the 

' northeast corridor, as hds been proposed, perhaps based oh restoring strip, mine 
areast it would be an ideal project to incorporate sludge.disposal on a test basis. 
Per capita "puitputrof sludge solids is considerably below other solid wastes.

'So far as'tfireet land disposal is concerned, it is extremely unlikely that public 
acceptance can be obtained for'the dozens of square miles of land within reason 
able haul required for such application, though undoubtedly some inland cities 
might favor this method if political acceptance could be obtained. '

In summary, though much can be said against ocean disposal of sludge, it must 
be relie'd lipon Tjy major tidewater cities like New York until satisfactory alterna 
tives can be developed and implemented. A long range policy must be established 
to avoid the confusion that results from frequent and unexpected changes of 
standards that can so easily lead to inaction while waiting, for the next change.

' Senator ROLLINGS. The committee will hear at this time from Mr. 
ISForman Hume. ', • , .-

I might announce at this time that the Marine Protection Act of 
1971, has not yet been introduced, nor referred to the committee. The 
details, of course, have not been studied by the witnesses.

Sol am going to ask—and I know Mr. Lang will cooperate—if we 
submit any questions in writing on that ac% that he give us his 
answers.

I am sure this will obtain with all of the witnesses relative to the 
Marine Protection Act of 1971.

Mr. Hume is a member of the State Water Eesources Control Board 
of California.

We are delighted to have you come all of the way here to testify 
this morning. ,

; STATEMENT 02 NORMAN B. HtfME, MEMBER, STATE WATER 
RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD, SACRAMENTO, CALIF.

,» Mr. HUME, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ;
I am pleased to be here to represent the California State Water 

Resources Control Board and hope what I have to say may be of some 
help in your deliberations.

As the State and Federal Governments accelerate their respective 
water quality control programs, it is essential that there be no duplica 
tion of effort and that policy goals be developed to meet common ob 
jectives. The State-Federal standard setting has begun this process, 
and California's 32 interstate and coastal policies, which have already 
bee'n approved will be amplified and included in 16 basin water quality 
control plans due to be completed this spring.
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Oar policies and plans must be -designed to ̂ protect all of; our water 
resources by eliminating, present' g'ollui;ioi^ l^ads 'an<i enhancing exist 
ing 'water quality^ cbri&i^ions as; sppn as ^ossible., present! pollution 
factors can be divided in£o categories including municipal and: indus 
trial waste discharges, •vvaste'sludges; dumping of containerized-or 
other liquids and solids'from vessels,' and, other water quality factors 
such as offshore oirdriiling.' ' ' "'',,, ,

a. \', • • • i* if-' r u , '.-,'•' f .i : s ' -I 
1 •' MUNICIPAL AND' ;INDUSTSfAL WASTE'DISCHARGES ' '"''',

some

of the land, ifc is essential that the" primary control agency or level of

fovernment be that, which also, exercises land use control, namely 
tate and local governments. Federal efforts snould, therefore* supple 

ment the -control functions -of the States and- intervene expeditibusly 
only when States fail to dd the job. ' . . ,' ' / '

We are increasingly aware of the large numbers ,of new, compounds 
that are contained ̂ .municipal wastes* These can, b,e> removed" at the 
'source or by high' degrees of treatment. Treatment of waste disposed 
of to "the ocean must be designed to deal with these special substances, 
including chlorinated hydrocarbons and mercury and not based on 
some arbitrary standards and the use of traditional technology. -

WASTE SLUDGES
j s

Because many compounds, including those I have mentioned, con 
centrate in the solid settleable matter contained in sewage, it is essen 
tial that ̂ solids be removed and not discharged to the ocean. Cali 
fornia will achieve this through a s,taged elimination of such existing 
discharges.

DUMPING OF CONTAINERIZED AND OTHER LIQUIDS AND SOLIDS FROM
VESSELS

direction—have prohibited the dumping of barged liquid and solid 
wastes in areas subject to their 'jurisdiction. As a result of these pro 
hibitions certain former major dischargers of waste into the ocean 
have instituted chemical reclainatidn programs or developed treat*- 
meiitf systems. The State board is investigating similar statewide pro 
hibitions and will act on this subject'soon.

PESTICIDES AND HEAVY'METALS

The.State board just completed a 2-day hearing on the subject of

matic reductions in the amount of DDT that has been discharged* to 
the environment, a large percentage of chlorinated hydrocarbons that
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enter the ocean come from municipal source^. TKe results of this hear 
ing are being reviewed, and we will be implementing further state 
wide restrictions^n..©^ urbaji areas to match those restrictions that 
are now'being imposed by <the ^Department of Agriculture which has 
Reduced; the use of DDTby-90.percent; •»-••.•«• • , 
'•••' .There is-only one crop now uses'X>DT and that is cotton ,and,that is 
in the central valleys cf California.

• The presence of heavy metals,'such as mercury, is of great concern, 
but our preliminary findings have shown that they result primarily 
from runo-ff.from, areas wit& naturally occurring high mercury ores. 
Industrial ̂ discharges of mercury have been discontinued though resi 
dues may remain in some areas. We will Be considering statewide re 
striction on^discharge of mercury, chromium, and other heavy, toxic 
metals within the ne£t few months. Most of the major sources of these 
elements have been restricted through individual regulation.

•>• ' . . ; OFFSHORE OIL DRILLING '

As we move to provide a comprehensive quality enhancement pro 
gram, we are concerned about the reliability of offshore drilling op 
erations. Obviously, we are as much interested in preventing oil spills 
in Federal waters as in State waters because the oil from offshore wells 
invariably spreads into State waters. In California's 3-mile ocean area, 
great care is taken in the selection of araas that are safe for drilling 
arid in enforcing strong State and local regulations to prevent oil spills. 

^The California regional water quality ̂ control boards prescribe in 
dividual waste discharge requirements with respect to all anticipated 
discharges of waste from wells both within and without the 3-mile 
limit as is authorized by State law. The regional boards enjoy a high 
degree of cooperation ior the prevention of possible pollution from 
al1 °tate and local agencies which directly regulate drilling in State 
areas. However, the local representative of the U.S. Geological 
Survey, the agency which administers Federal onshore leases, 
has refused to recognize the State's jurisdiction in this vital area of 
concern and has even advised potential polluters to disregard the 
State's authority.

We believe h'is conduct in this respect is wholly at variance with 
Federal policies a§ expressed in recent legislation and executive or 
ders and that the authority of,the States to prescribe protective regu 
lations for drillers ancl .operators of these wells should be confirmed.

CALIFORNIA. JTJRISDICTIpN TO REGULATE DISCHARGES OF 
,- ... ... WASTE INTO. THE OCEAN

Section 13260 of the California .Water Code authorizes regional 
"Boards to regulate waste discharges into the ocean outside the 3-mile 
limit by a citizen,' domiciJiaTry or political agency or, entity pf the State 
that could affect the quality pf the waters pf the State.'.This State law 
rests' ii$on:Tthe TT.<3. Supreme^Cburt doctrine that a State may govern 
t"Ke'cdnducf of its citizens upon 'the: Jbigh seas iwitli respect to matters 
in wHich, the State has a legitimate interest and where there.is no Conflict witK acts - '"* "'-" —:jj ' "" >Mi " ••-••••--
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Comments printed in the California Assembly Journal on May §, 
.1969, say concerning, section 13260:

It is Intended that the Interpretation given to existing Section 13Q54 be con- 
tin'ued to the effect that reports of discharges of waste to be filed with regional 
"boards relate to discharges that 'could affect the quality of the waters of the 
state/ regardless of whether the discharge takes place inside or outside the 
"boundaries 'of the state.

Section 13000 of the water code, which sets forth California's general 
policy, says among other things that—

The state must be prepared to exercise its full power and jurisdiction to pro- * 
tect the quality of waters in the state from degradation originating inside or
•outside the boundaries of the state.

The authority of the regional'boards in this respect also extends to 
prohibiting any discharge of waste as a part of waste discharge re 
quirements or lira water quality control plan.

The California Water Code says that the United States is subject to 
the provisions of the act "to the extent authorized by Federal law." 
The State attorney general has brought suit against both the command 
ing general of 'Fort Ord and THS. Navy officials for polluting the 
State's waters, in one,case by a sewer outfall at Fort Ord and in the

•other case by oil spills from a Wavy ship.
Jurisdiction is based upon'the taking of property without just com 

pensation in violation of the fifth at - ..dment of the Constitution, 
"violations of the Federal Water 'Pollution Control Act and Federal 
water quality standards which were adopted by the State and approved 
Tyy the Secretary of the Interior, and violations of Executive orders of 
'the President of the United States which, in effect, direct Federal of 
ficials to cooperate and comply with State water pollution control laws. 
Neither of these cases has yet been decided although the State has won 
the first round in the Port Ord case by successfully resisting the Gov 
ernment's motion to dismiss the complaint.

We/believe we stand a very good chance of securing court injunctions 
prohibiting the dumping of wastes into the Pacific Ocean, either in or 
out of the State, to the extent such dumping affects water quality in 
the State and is contrary'to water quality standards adopted by the 
State and approved by the Federal Government.

In conclusion, I want jto emphasize that California has the authority, 
the determination, and the intention to stringently curtail and regulate
•waste discharges to the coastal environment. We also have the respon 
sibility for the promotion of reclamation of water for reuse which will 
result as the program for reduction of ocean discharges is implemented. 
The Secretary of the Environmental Protection Agency recently stated 
In San Francisco that he recognizes California to have a vigorous water 
quality control program.

We*have an excellent cooperative relationship with the Environ 
mental Protection Agency officials in our area, and it has provided the 
basis for effective action which has ended pollution in San Diego Bay, 
Los Angeles Harbor, and is on the way to ending it in San Francisco 
Bay. We would recommend extending this cooperation to other Fed- 
<eral agencies which have authority in offshore waters. More than any- 
tfcrag else, we nee^i Federal support in terms of technical and financial 
assistance to carr ? out the programs I have outlined above. 

"3J8AJlAVAY10DT£3a
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With respect, Mr. Chairman, to your question a moment ago on the 
need for further research efforts that might he helpful on the matter 
pf maintaining the quality of estuarine and ocean waters I have a few 
comments I could make here.

Senator ROLLINGS. I would appreciate it, yes, sir.
Mr. HTTME. One of the things most important, I think, if we are 

going to remove wastes from the ocean and estuaries, we must find 
satisfactory alternatives on land.

The matter of finding adequate places for sludge disposal and meth 
ods to accomplish this, Doth effectively and economically, are of imme 
diate concern. And I would suggest that that be given early consid 
eration.

We are also interested in the matter of accumulating toxic sub 
stances in the water. Due to the accumulative effect of the biota of 
heavy metals, chlorinated hydrocarbons and various other exotic ma 
terial, these substances should not be discharged to marine waters.

Source control appears necessary prior to their discharge into the
environment. Source control process research is needed.<j

Toxicrrr AND BIOSTIMULATION
The problem of toxicity and biostimulation is being studied cur 

rently in the San Francisco Bay-Delta area. This study endeavors to 
relate specific waste discharges to measured effects in the biological 
organisms in the estuary.

We need additional research to evaluate the effect of nutrient, ma 
terials on the chemical, physical and biological environment of the 
ocean.

MARINE BIOLOGICAL MONITORING

A standardized biotic monitoring system for marine waters is 
needed to reduce monitoring costs and sample analysis time as well 
as to acquire productivity, standing'crop data and to develop mean 
ingful indices interpretable by non-biologists.

Research involving the development of an approach keyed on the 
monitoring of a biologic group such as the epif auna is needed to r

(1) reduce sampling error, (2) reduce sample analyses costs, (3) 
acquire data from which can be determined meaningful toxicity and 
biostimulation information, (4) standardize monitoring, analytical 
and reporting procedures and, (5) identify specific environmentally 
harmful substances associated with discharge wastewaters.

THERMAL WASTE DISPOSAL

: . With the> trend towards atomic power generation and the need to 
dissipate large amounts of waste heat the oceans are the prime site 
for location. However, the waste assimilative capacity of the oceans 
for thermal wastes is not known.
. In order jbo protept the beneficial uses of the oceans from' waste-heat 
wjeonusjjlmow: more about it§ capacity to, dissipate heat to. protect ;or 
enhance the life cycle, of marine organisms. We need answers to- 
questions relating to discharges with time, 4ePth, location, and biota* 

Senator STEVENS. I am interested in this reference to the two Fed-
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era! problems, one the geological survey .arid the other Fort Ord. I 
note to begin with that you mentioned'the two principal areas that 
your board is proceeding with in California,-San Francisco and San 
Diego. What happened to Los Angeles ? 

,r. HUME. No, I mentioned Los AnAngeles Harbor, sir. Los Angeles 
Harbor has been recognized to nave been improved 1,000 percent.

Senator STBVENS. But in your statement you said that the San 
Francisco and San Diego regional boards, two of the nine regions 
under your jurisdiction, have prohibited dumping of barge liquid and 
solid'waste in the areas under their jurisdiction. What is Los Angeles 
doing?

Mr. HUME. The regiona.1 board has regulations in a similar manner 
and I think perhaps- the reason—I didn't mention it—I was told orally 
the other day that one other discharger in that area was recently put 
under requirements. He must not discharge within a 3-mile area and 
he must discharge nothing beyond the 3-mile area that would have 
an adverse effect on'the area within the California waters.

Senator STEVENS. Has Los Angeles got as stringent control as San 
Francisco and San Diego today ? Have they exercised their control as 
a regional board over the Los Angeles area ?

Mr. HUME. Yes, they have, sir. Some of .the things that I spoke about 
today will be initiated by the regional board in Los Angeles as soon 
as we aotopt further policies which I expect will happen within the 
next 2 months.

Senator STEVENS. We are familiar with the total actions as far as 
the Federal agencies are concerned and I am sure we cheer your goals, 
but tell us about the Fort Ord situation. Is California moving against 
the Federal Government first ? Is that the idea ?

Mr. HUME. Not at all?< sir. The reason'for moving against Fort Ord 
is because we moved against the cities on the other side of the Monterey 
Bay and they are now in the process of developing comprehensive 
plans and the study in its first phase, has been completed.

Senator STEVENS. As I understand Monterey Bay, what you are try 
ing to do is stop Fort Ord from discharging in the case .of its, outfall 
sewer, but the cities across the bay are being asked to plan to stop it.

MF. HUME. No. The matter of Fort Ord there could best be taker* 
care of "by thei?1 joining the regional system which will encompass the 
other cities on the bay. And the President's Executive order requires 
Fort Ord to consider this also.

Senator STEVENSV My point is are you asking Fort Ord to do some 
thing you are not asking the cities on the bay to do ?

Mr. HUME. Indeed not.
Senator STEVENS. Would a plan from Fort Ord to modify its system, 

showing a reasonable timetable, be acceptable to the State of 
California?'

Mr. HUME. Yes. We have to be reasonable in all these matters.
Senator STEVENS. What about this geological survey matter you 

mentioned here as far as the action that nas been taken by the geologi 
cal survey officials? You say they have advised potential polluters to 
disregard the State's authdnty..Hpw was that done ? 
"Mr. HUME. Those rigs are outside of the State waters. But the mat 

ter of precautions in* connection with oil spills, they could do nothing
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affect the State "waters if it happened. And anticipating those 

kinds of problems, the recent Water Quality Act included the'state 
ment I read here with respect to outside waters. So one of the means 
of enforcement in such a case is set requirements on potential dis 
chargers so that action can be taken under the law expeditipusly. But 
they refused to comment on the requirements that wi set with respect 
to the offshore rigs, on advice of the TJ.S.G.S. representative.

Senator STEVENS. Is this because they are outside of the State's juris 
diction?

Mr. HUMK: Presumably, yes. 
, Senator STEVENS. Beyond the 3-mile limit ?

Mi-. HXJME, They are beyond the 3-mile limit, yes, sir.
Senator STEVENS. And your regulations which you offered for com 

ment pertained to precautions against'oil spills ?
Mr, IfuME. Precautions and, requirements that they not discharge 

oil wnich could be visible or which might get to the shore.
Senator STEVENS. Is this intentional discharging or accidental or both?' " * ' ,
Mr. HITME. Either. I don't believe any discharging is intentional in 

the first instance. 1 think they are careful. But if they are not using 
the proper precautions, careful with the, drilling operations, with re 
spect to the kind and length of casing and so forth, we believe that they 
are running high risks then of the thing that happened with the large 
oil blowout at Santa Barbara., , , • 

t . Senator ̂ STEVENS. Are yp.u familiar with Geological Survey regula 
tions that exist now concerning prevention of pollution ?

Mr. HUME. Personally I am not, sir. I have heard from our people 
who are in the ehf cement, of these regulations within the State that 
the State standards have been tougher on the requirements that the 
Federal. Whether .they ,are at the present time—I think maybe the 
Federal standards have been changed.

Senator STEVENS. Yes, they have been changed substantially. 
_ I just wondered. In Alaska rwe require the pipe to be anchored in 
bedrock. As X understand the old Geological Survey regulations they 
only required 200 feet below the ocean floor, but now they also require 
anchoring in bedrock or demonstration,that there is no fault struc 
ture they are heading into. I just wondered whether this is something 
that happened in the past or whether it is something that has happened 
within, the last 9 months. .,

Mr, HTJME. You mean about their drilling regulations ?
Senator STEVENS. Yes, about your regulations you asked them to 

comment on and they told them to disregard it; when did that happen ?
Mr. HtTME, Let me see. The correspondence in'connection with 

that was dated May 27,1970. v
Senator STEVENS. I have only one other (juestion. How 'are the Fed 

eral agencies complying with the Executive order that they should 
respect your State laws as far as the pnshore plants are concerned? Is 
Fort Ord an example of failure or is there a general pattern of failure 
to comply? * - , . r

Mr. HTJME. No, I.don't believe there is a generalpattern because we 
have taken these matters up through the former FWQA and there are
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liaison people with respect to that. In a couple of instances the matters 
have been taken up and courses have been pursued with respect to tak 
ing care of the problem. And have been done satisfactorily.

Senator STEVENS. Do you bave any instances where California wa 
ters have been polluted by actions that arise in another State or an 
other country? Are you expanding your jurisdiction up into Oregon 
or down into Mexico ?

Mr. HUME. We have one ?iver that flows from Oregon to California 
and the standards that have been set on that river have been in con 
junction with discussions with our counterparts in Oregon.

Some years ago there was a problem with the matter of discharge 
from the city of Tijuana, near Imperial Beach, said San Diego insti 
tuted a comprehensive plan there which in part included Tijuana. San 
Diego City, in its metro system, has a connection to relieve some of the 
problems of Tijuana.

Senator STEVENS. TjVhai if you lose that Fort Ord lawsuit? Would 
you recommend that we consider legislation to make the state laws 
have prima facie if they are tougher than the Federal regulations?

Mr. HUME. Yes^ I think we would. I think that is — we have given 
the rights to our cities and agencies to have a tougher regulation than 

• the State provides and I think it should go one step up the administra 
tive ladder further for the same purpose.

Senator STEVENS. You still navo about 50 percent Federal land in 
California?

Mr. HUME. I have heard that figure, ye&.
Senator STEVENS. Do you have any plans to use Federal lands for 

disposal of waste irom the metropolitan areas ?
Mr. HUME. We institute requirements. We are not an agency that 

acquires property. We define the goals for basin plans and we are in 
the process of doing that. If there are Federal lands that would help 
solve the problem I am sure the request would be made.

Senator STEVENS. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ROLLINGS. Mr. Hume, on the California plans not to dis 

charge solids into the ocean, you say you will achieve this, but 
when? '

Mr. HUME. Well, it is a matter of making this a phaseout proposi 
tion. We would listen to the problems in connection with that and 
get those estimates from the designers of the facilities that would have 
to come into compliance and determine whether they are reasonable or 
not.

i The 'matter of taking this up is a thing 'to come up officially shortly 
bef ore' OUB board, and at that time the basic3 plans' that we have been 
3yorkingion>and»the Federal (3-overnment now requires would include 
those kinds of considerations within them. •-» :

S. You have not projected any time schedule for it • • — " ''•-'. . . 
&IMr.;HtiME/ iNfo. We -have nofrhad heaTmgs-'On what the problems' ' " " • !.

Senator HOLLINGS. Would you hazard a guess? I am ju£ Drying to 
ndont-iwhen'one'lState wouldibe able to accomplish -this,, particularly 

anamportantState/like California.- •• -<i» <! " >" "-• '» • •- ' ' iS
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Mr/ HTJME. I would think that if the go-ahead were given now it 
would be at least 5 years before a major portion of it could be accom 
plished.

Senator HO^LINGS. But ifc could be accomplished in 5 years?
Mr. HTJME. Well, that is going to depend on the money that might 

he forthcoming. These things are no easy accomplishments. For in 
stance, one consideration might be on this to take sludge—I think of 
only one way it might be done practically—and pump it from the sea 
side areas into undeveloped lands even in some instances across the 
coastal mountains.

Senator HOLLIHGS. You talked about cooperation in the Office of 
Water Quality of the Environmentar Protection Agency. Do they ac 
tually provide or support you with dollars in any way for your 
research?

Mr. HukE, Yes, wa received a grant of $700,000, a portion of which 
assists us on our research problems. In the matter of construction of 
treatment plans this year, this past fall the State of California passed 
a $250-million bond issue for the construction of plants and facilities. 
And that is to bo a 5-year program which will represent 20 percent of 
the cost and the Government will put in the balance to make it 80 
percent grant, if Congress provides the funding for the Federal 
program.

Senator SMJVENS. You mentioned the mercury problem. We are quite 
concerned with that problem. Our seals have higher mercury contents 
in their livers than any other living organism, 1 understand. As I un- 
deutand your statement, you find a lot of the mercury is natural run 
off from deposits in the soil in California.

Mr. HUME. That is right. California is the second largest producer
•of mercury in the world.

Senator STEVENS. But this isn't natural runoff. This is a byproduct
•of production of mercury in California; is that right? 

. Mr. HUME. No; not entirely byproduct production. The byproducts 
production are subject to our control and we are now working on it. 
We have put requirements on operating mercury mines to achieve that 
kind of control, ̂ rhere was considerable mercury used in the extraction
•of gold in the 1800's in California. The runoff of that is locked in the 
.sediments of the rivers and the matter of handling those sediments in 
proper dredging of course will be subject to our control also. But the 
mercury from commercial sources and industrial sources is a thing that 
is also subject to our control.

One of the first things that happened when it became apparent that 
mercury was a real problem of concern, the first indication of it in 
living organisms that came to our knowledge, action was taken imme 
diately, and this was by some of the discharging agencies to reduce the 
use of mercury as a laundry disinfectant. ,

The Department of Agriculture, with respect to using mercury for 
fungicide on seeds, has cut, back that use immediately when it was 
found that some pheasants had mercury in concentrations which were 
likely to be harmful to man.

Senator STEVENS. Do ,you have any studies that you can provide us 
with on the source of this mercury in, California and the amount of it 
.that is controllable 2 ,
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I am sure your tuna people are as interested «s my salmou people in 
this.

Mr. HUME. We have just completed a'study en the manner of moni 
toring this, to determine these things. It is verj difficult to get a hold 
of this in a short time. We did first the matter of studying what the 
sources were and so forth. And there is some material on that which we 
would be happy to provide for you.

Senatoi STEVSNS. Thank you very much. I would be happy to see it.
Senator HOLLTNTGS. Thank you very much, Mr. Hume. Unless you 

have something eise to add we have to move on. We appreciate very 
much your appearance.

The committee will next hear from John D. Parkhurst from Los 
Angeles.

STATEMENT 0£ JOHN D. PARKHURST, CHIEF ENGINEER AND 
GENERAL MANAGER, COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICTS, LOS- 
ANGELES COUNTY, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Mr. PARKHURST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would also introduce myself, if I may. I am a professional civil 

engineer with the experience in sanitary or environmental engineer 
ing. In addition to my work as the chtef engineer and general manager 
of the county sanitation districts, 1 have had the opportunity, the 
pleasure, to work on a number of these studies, including the San 
Francisco Bay Delta L.tudy which was sponsored by the State of 
California. I was the chairman of the board of consultants on that 
particular study.

We are doing a major study in Hawaii now on the Island of Oahu 
and I am chairman of the board of advisors for this study.

These are the studies from which we try to learn some of the things 
which you heard Mr. Lang talking about this morning.

I have a prepared statement, Mr, Chairman, and I would then be 
glad to answer questions.

Senator ROLLINGS. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. PARKHURST. I wish to speak today on two topics presently be 

fore you, bill S. 307 and the proposed Marine Protection Act of 1971.
I would like to offer my support and endorse the policy as set forth 

in bill S. 307.1 concur with both the content and substance of the bill.
I feel that the intent to foster oceanograpHc and environmental 

research and development is both commendable and urgently 
necessary.

I feel that the establishment of national laboratories (sec. 408) as a 
technical support group of the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) to provide the capability for a better evaluation of pollution 
problems and to identify the steps necessary to eliminate them is ab 
solutely necessary in order to permit rational, economic and direct 
solutions of current environmental problems.

It will initiate a viable cooperative effort under which scientists will 
be able to furnish quantitative guidelines to the engineers responsible 
for design and operation of treatment and disposal facilities.

It is also necessary to research and develop new techniques for 
monitoring both the arute and long-term effects on discharge of wastes
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on the marine and fresh waters both near shore and in the world 
oceans.

This can best be accomplished by means of a coordinated national 
research program that has been heretofore virtually nonexistent.

Section 404 authorizes the Secretary of Commerce te initiate re 
search and development programs to better understand and cope with 
the interaction of man's activities and the ocean's ecology.

Its intent is parallel to the findings and recommendations of the 
NAS-NAE report, "Waste Management Concepts for the Coastal 
Zone."

I might say that I was a member of the steering committee that 
prepared that report.

This includes the state of chemical and biological contamination, 
the effects on marine ecology, the prediction of possible future effects, 
and the fate of contaminants.

The information developed would be available to all government 
levels. Such a program would greatly augment similar work already 
underway in southern California.

Commencing in 1969 the southern California coastal water re 
search project is being jointly sponsored by the cities of San Diego 
and Los Ar-jeles, the Orange County Sanitation Districts, the Los 
Angeles County Sanitation Districts, and the county of Ventura.

These agencies which collectively discharge approximately 900 
million gallons per day of municipal and industrial waste-water to the 
Pacific Ocean following varying degrees of treatment have budgeted 
for work costing in excess of $1 million for the first 3 years.

This project has received no financial support from either State or 
Federal levels. Section 411 which would provide moneys for assist 
ance in research would be of major importance to such local agencies 
that already have undertaken such investigative effort.

Section 40,5 provides for coordination between EPA and National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NO A A), the former as 
an enforcement arm, in the words of Mr. Kuckelshaus; the latter as 
technical staff and support.

In my opinion the rationale f or^enf orcement can be more readily de 
veloped with the advent of technical expertise as promised in S. SOT.

This scientific knowledge will also provide valid arguments to sup 
port local, State, and National funding io finance construction of the 
necessary treatment and disposal facilities. To date such arguments 
are disjointed, to say the least, and differ from expert to expert.

This work will also offer some assurance that public moneys spent 
for design and construction of facilities will be more wisely invested. 
Unfortunately, this has not always been true for many of the classi 
cal design concepts which have been used by engineers in the past and 
which will not suffice for the future.

I strongly concur in the need for international cooperation as 
suggested in section 413. In this regard reference is made to the Inter 
national Association for Water Pollution Research.

This international association has been increasingly effective

Prague, 1969; and San Francisco, 1970. The next conference is to 
be held in Israel in 1972.
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Participants from approximately 50 countries at each of these 
conferences have utilized the opportunity to share and discuss re 
search in progress in their respective countries and to promulgate 
solutions to water pollution problems.

I would now like to refer to the proposed Marine Protection Act 
of 1971.

It is my understanding that it is the intention of this act to imple 
ment the recommendations of the report of the Council on Environ 
mental Quality released in 1970.

I strongly concur in the conclusion that ,ere is a critical need for 
a national policy on ocean dumping. I am not in complete agreement, 
however, that "in most cases feasible and economic land-based disposal 
methods are available for waste currently being dumped in the ocean."

On Monday and Tuesday, March 1 and 2 of this week, here in 
Washington, D.C., the American. Public ̂ Works Association held a 
"National Conference on Solid Waste Disposal Sites." Participants 
in the conference have generally agreed that while suitable landfill 
sites are available in most areas to dispose of solid waste over a period 
of at least 50 years, the need for acquisition and reservation of such 
sites at the earliest possible date is critical.

Other studies, including those conducted in Los Angeles County, 
indicate that while many of the chemical and industrial wastes con 
tributing to water pollution may be safely deposited in selected land 
fill sites, some of the acutely toxic and other hazardous materials 
such as cyanides and auto-combustible wastes cannot be routinely ac 
cepted at sanitary landfill sites.

This does not mean that such materials cannot best be disposed 
of on land but simply that techniques for doing so have not been de 
veloped in most areas.

It is also apparent that there is a distinct connection between bill 
S. 307, and implementation of the Marine Protection Act of 1971.

Wastes which are currently being dumped at sea will very likely 
be discharged, at least initially, to the municipal sewerage system 
if such dumping is prohibited.

While constraints on industrial discharges will undoubtedly fol 
low, the fact remains that only meager information exists with regard 
to what concentrations and which of the chemicals or toxicants have 
deleterious effects on the marine ecology and what processes can best 
be utilized to treat and/or remove such materials prior to discharge to 
the marine waters.

Although in many instances, even with the present state of knowl 
edge deleterious ejects have been observed, it is not only impractical 
but virtually impossible to completely cease discharge to the marine 
waters from coastal communities.

If harmful effects are to be minimized and hopefully eliminated it 
would appear necessary not only to identify the causative agents but 
also provide a practical method for their treatment and/or removal 
and ultimately a means of land disposal.

I wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to speak 
before your .subcommittee.

Senator HOLLTNGS. Now, this, Mr. Parkhurst, is getting right at the 
issue at hand. We don't want to legislate the impossible or; the im-
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practical. I believe you heard Mr. Lang this morning. Hfe said that 
land disposal really costs nine times the cost of water disposal.

You are saying that we need more information about which chemi 
cals or toxicants have deleterious effects. We need more research on 
the processes themselves. And then there is a shortage, you state, of 
land available for waste .disposal. ' • •' • '

Is that what you are saying ?
Mr. PARKHtnRST. I believe so.
Senator ROLLINGS. Elaborate somewhat along this line. I am trying 

to get into dollar amounts, time amounts, and what should we legislate.
Suppose we pass the Marine Protection Act of 1971. t)o we in a 

sense not only cause chaos, but really have an adverse effect, a counter 
productive effect on'the disposal of waste?

Mr. PAKSHUKST. First, I think I would like to offer that we experts, 
in parentheses, do not have all of the answers. We need to know or 
develop means, techniques, for assessing the effects of waste discharges 
on the marine environment. We have some bioassay techniques whereby 
we can put certain animals in a glass container and put in the type of 
water that particular animal would normally be in, add chemicals, 
toxicants, and try and develop a response and then try to relate that 
to what this particular organism might endure under operating con 
ditions in the ocean or wherever.

And then we try to assess the particular animal's reactions to others, 
say, many thousands of different types of animals which may be under 
different stresses, under similar types of exposure.

So the technology for simply trying to measure, if you please, the 
concentrations and the types of materials that cause difficulties in 
the marine waters, this tecjhnology is just developing. The biological 
scientists and other scientists, the engineers, have been working on 
this.

We did some of this in the Bay Delta study in San Francisco. We 
got a few gross cuts at it, if you please, sir.^In Hawaii we have done 
some further work on this. We are doing this in Los Angeles. We are 
doing, this in most places where these studies are going on.

Likewise, it will, not do any good, of cqurse, as I mentioned, simply 
to prohibit dumping or discharge of these toxicants once they are 
identified, on,ce they are removed from the waters, unless we have a 
place to put them. And we have to put them in a place where they 
are not going to cause additional damage to the, say, ground water 
supplies that may be existent'in the area.

So we have a very closely related problem I think between remov 
ing the materials from one area and finding how to put them in an 
other area without causing difficulty. And quite frankly wa do net 
have the complete technology to remove all of these materials from the 
waste streams or the sludges, if you please, we do riot have the tech 
nology to dewater these sludges to the extent that some of the regula-

This is some of the.technology that will have to be developed before 
we can for instance take liquid sludge, which has a consistency of 
about 6 percent solids and reduce it to a material that can be readily 
incorporated into a sanitary land fill. Otherwise, of course, you are 
trying to transport millions of gallons of liquid sludge somewhere.

58-452—71——9
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Senator HOLWNGS. Therein comes into play the nationally coordi 
nated research, effort. , , :

Mr; PA&RHORST. Yes,sir! • ,
Senator HOUSINGS. National research laboratories in section 408 

which.you.support? . '••'.,'•
Mr. PARKHURST. Yes, sir!
Senator HOLUNGS. Suppose we pass this bill this .afternoon and 

send it to you tomorrow morning to implement. How many labora- 
,tories,,and how much in dollars and cents are you talking about? 
What do you think would be an appropriate coordinated .national 
research laboratoryjaffort?,,

Mr. PARKHURST. I have not addressed myself to that to the extent 
that I could answer that question I think with a great deal of relia 
bility. Certainly you would want at least one of the four major areas 
of the country; I would,say, Northeast, Southeast, Southwest, and 
probably,.Northwest, to look at the different areas.

Now, I would say that would be a minimum.
Senator POLLINGS. None in Alaska? Very good testimony!
Mr. PARKHTJRST. But I would say at least we cut the pie to begin 

with in that manner. And then I think you should realize that the 
funding for these laboratories would have to be quite substantial.

Senator ROLLINGS. What is that? That is really my point. How 
much-is involved?

. Mr. PARKHURST. I thinl? you would have to operate each laboratory 
at a level of several million dollars a year, to be able to staff them and 
begin to develop this expertise that I mentioned.

Because running tests of this tyj.,~ is extremely expensive. One test 
in Los Angeles, a bioassay test, costs $100 to run one test over a 2^-hour 
period. • , ••

Senator ROLLINGS. You had them in San Francisco. How much did 
that cost? Wouldn't a Federal laboratory assimilate that particular 
.effort you made?

Mr. PARKHURST. We had a 3-year study, and that program was a 
first-phase type of program, it was grossly underfunded, if I may say 
so. We spent $8 million. We have a budget for the southern California 
coastal water project of a little over a billion dollars for the first 3 
years, and we expect it to again be somewhat underfunded.
I would say.that either one of these projects should iave had at 

least three times, or used and efficiently used three times the amount 
of funds that were used during that period of time.

If we had that Mnd of monev^ we would have been able to carry out 
.a lot more of the bioassay techniques, and other work that should have 
been done to get a better grasp on some of the things for which we 
still don't have the answers. • ,, .- ..; ;, ••-

Also, the level of personnel that woujd be required to do this type 
of work, the highest level scientific engineering personnel with train 
ing, experience, and so £he staffing operation of this, type of an effort 
is quite expensive and quite difficult to come by.,

Senator SOLLESFGB. And if you h&4 &Htr laboratories as a conse 
quence, at a cost of $10 million each, would that be generally in line 
with an effective or efficient effort or could it be economized upon.?

Mr. PARKHURST. ; I would say at least as a beginning effort, you 
could cut that in half.
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'Senator ROLLINGS. Have four laboratories*"at about a total cost of 
around $20 million, is that right?;•'';' , • «• «'-.-• '"• • " ' T

Mr? PARKHDRBT. Yes, to begin. And then get a better grasp of, the 
work. As this work develops you would hav£ a better rationale, for 
giving some better, figures. - . . <

Senator HOLUNGS. I want to niake as a part of the record at this 
time the southern California coastal water research project, a descrip 
tion of it and the other allied papers you submitted liere. We will put 
them in at tne end of the hearing.*' ' ' v '• • 
« -Neither State nor<Feder^al fundtfare employed there.

Mr; PARKfiirasT. That is'correct. I might say it is not because they 
have not been applied for, they just have not been received.

Senator STEVE&S. Oould I ask a question?
Senator HOLLINGS. Yes.

" Senator 'STEVENS, Mr. Hume mentioned $700,000. None of that 
triclded down to you? .

Mr. PARKHURST. I don't know what he was referring to.
Senator HOLTJNGS. He was talking of the Office of Water Quality 

of the Environmental Protection Agency, and said that they had that 
much assistance but .not-for that particular project.

Mr. PARKHtmsT. No; that is correct. ,
Senator STEVENS. Wnat are the energy requirements of this waste 

disposal concept we are getting into ? Are there greater energy require 
ments for waste disposal of solids on land than'there are at sea?

Mr. PARKHUKST. Yes; .the answer is very definitely, "yes.? Xcan't 
give you a definite factor. But I would say this, that if you disposed of 
sewage solids, or the materials that would be dumped in the ocean on 
land, you would have two choices.

One, you have to dewater,through some rather sqphisticated^means, 
which still needs .development, on which we are doing a lot of research 
to try to develop an efficient way of taking 6-percent solids and increas 
ing that to ,90-perc.ent solids. That will ^take energy, substantial 
amounts of energy, in evaporation, dehydration, possibly centrifuging.

The other way, if,you pump it somewhere inland^ 25 to 100 miles, 
you have to consider the pumping systems that would be require^ to do 
this—of course, puce you get it there, you still have a problem of dis 
posal. What that might be depends on where you take it.

~We> have areas in Palifornia such as the Mojave Desert where you 
could get 2,000 or ij,000 acres an$,put .substantial quantities of this 
material on the land. But! would ppint, out to you gentlemen that the 
materials that jhave,to be! removed, at least in my opinion have to be 
removed beiore you can safely discharge the treated waste waters to 
the,ocean, ar$ tbie same materials that would have,.the toxic effects if 
you tried to grow certain crops and so fortn in it.

Prqbably -you, are looking ,at incorporation ̂ of this chemical waste, 
toxicants, into some^^aid^ffll as a burial process. STow, you can make 
a combination, possibly, make a separation, because they have certain 
organic solids that do have a certain humus value, they nave nitrogen 
contents that can be used jp£ fertilizer^ „ T0 -4U

But we have both o^tnfesej-^e^haVe-tne1 Residue that is probably
i See p. 310 for the material referred to.
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causing the,problems in the ocean, the organic problems are probably 
not so severe as the chemical problems.

Senator .STfsvENS. Do you,have any idea how much energy you use 
under the; present system of disposal ?

Mr. PARKHURST. Actually, both systems in Los Angeles, and there 
<are two systems, one operated by the city of Los Angeles, one by the 
county sanitation districts, these are both major systems, they are 
using the organic .solids, as a source of energy by decomposing them 
in the anaerobic digesters and producing a methane gas which is used 
to operate the engines, manufacture the electricity, to run the pumps.

So in terms of B.tu.'s, I couldn't tell you offhand. But it is pretty 
well self-contained at the present time.

Senator STEVENS. There, would have to be a great influx of energy if 
you were going to use land disposal.

Mr. PARKHDRST. Yes, if you either dewater or pump inland, you 
would have to add substantially a means of power or heat to accom 
plish land disposal. , -

Senator STEVENS. Mr. Chairman,. Alaska is goiiig to be involved in 
some way, that is in respect to .where the energy is coming from. The 
$20 million you are talking about is just research. You are not talking 
about capital plants there, are you ?

Mr. PARKHUBST. No, sir; I am talking about research, learning how 
to do it. , •... • - •

Senator ROLLINGS. That is not bricks and mortar for a facility.
Mr. PAREHURST. JSTo bricks and mortar, sir. Scientific service, devel 

oping of techniques, monitoring capabilities, and then we find out 
whatitcosts. •

Senator ROLLINGS. Ship operation, too ?
Mr. PAjRKHURST. Yes; that is just a laboratory type of procedure.
Senator STEVENS. You mentioned four basic areas. Wouldn't you 

jinelude'the Great Lakes as a basic area also ?
Mr. PARKHURST. Perhaps, if you wanted to include a fresh water 

facility there, it would be the fifth. I would say you certainly want, at 
least initially, you would want to'staff up, to look at the problems and 
.-see where yqu go from there.

Because'it is very, very difficult to crystal ball these things that far
.in advance. . .

Senator STEVENS. The chairman, and I were mentioning what the 
^possibility is that you could recycle some of the brains of these scien 
tific people who are being displaced from various defense agencies and 
other agencies that are going out of business, and use some of those
scientists here. 

Is the retraining period too long before those people could come into
this antipollufeion program?

Mr. PARKHORST. No, sir; I don't believe the period would be too long. 
Certainly I would subscribe to the statement that a retraining period 
wouW be necessary. I think there are many, many capable people that
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could contribute to this kind of a program. I think, however, limited 
as it might be, we have personnel to get the program underway.

What we need is the initiative and funding to get going. Certainly 
the others will be> brought in. But the nucleus of scientific people who 
can do this type of work are available right 20 w, as Mr. Lang men 
tioned to you this morning, this work is already being done at certain 
levels.

We have to develop a lot more expertise. Even the people from the 
universities who have been pure researchers and those applied re 
searchers, take a while to become indoctrinated into a program of this 
type. But they can be readily used. We have a great source of graduate 
students that have completed their education in the past several years 
and as you mentioned we do have a certain number of the high level 
Ph. D. people who have worked on the aerospace programs that could 
be, I think, over a period of time, indoctrinated into this kind of a 
program.

I think it would be a mistake to say they can simply move in, take 
over, put a man on the moon, environmentally speaking. This would 
be I think an oversimplification. But they can be beneficially used over 
a period of tune I think.

Senator STEVENS. Could the laboratory program be used as a por 
tion of the retraining concept in your opinion ?

Mr. PARKHTJRST. Well, I think you are talking about two different 
things. I would hate to confuse them. I think if you are going to get 
the maximum efficiency out of the laboratory program, you don't want 
to spend all of your time trying to train certain people. Although you 
might work one in, if you didn't try to get the production out of the 
training program.

Senator ROLLINGS. Looking at section 411, which you testified in 
support of, which would provide for fundamental scientific, technolog 
ical, and social research related to the environment and pollution, 
what would be a well-rounded research assistance program for the sev 
eral States and communities in your judgment ?

Talking again generally of dollars and cents.
Mr. PARKS-TOST. I think it would be an escalating type of program. 

I think that very few of these studies are currently underway. I men 
tioned one in San Francisco Bay Delta, I mentioned one i-nderway in 
Hawaii that will be completed in another 10 or 12 months.

Mr. Lang spoke this morning of one which was being contemplated 
in New York and they completed one in Jamaica Bay. But I think if 
this type of program were available and research assistance were avail 
able to the local agencies, that you would see the local agencies respond 
first by accepting the responsibility, and seeing that they could con 
tribute their share of some funds to get underway, because I think most 
of the areas recognize that they have a need for this type of work.

The only problem is they have not had the money or the technical 
expertise to do it. I think to begin with, almost any level of funding,
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if you started off at, $5.0 or $10Q million a year to go to local assistance 
to agencies' that you would see, this produce a tremendous amount of

Because as I mentioned, Hawaii is doing the same thing, they are 
funding .their 'whole program and they have had to limit it to a little 
lender a millioii dollars,' because they didn't have the money.

However, if other areas had funds available, not only would tliey 
use it, but the areas that have already commenced operations, like 
southern California, Hawaii, San Francisco Bay, will use it to de 
velop much, needed additional information in order to come up with

We are a long ways from developing the final systems to accomplish 
what all o>f our .people feel they would like to have. And that is the ex 
cellent quality of water that we hear so much about. We are not that 
close yet. ' , •'

Mr= MILLER. Mr. Farkhurst, I want to call your attention to the 
tables in the back of the IS[AS-NAE coastal wastes management re 
port, in chapiter 7, table 12, Priorities and Estimated Initial Minimum 
Effort for Research and Investigation Needed for Improving Waste 
Discharge and Receiving Water Monitoring Progiams, tables 13, 14, 
and 15. Each has in it an estimated minimum total effort in man- 
years for the various elements of research that ought to be conducted. 
\ As to these man-year efforts, do these tables represent the effort 
needed on a national scale or would this be a table that would be appli 
cable to the amount of effort needed, say, for the Los Angeles County 
sanitary districts?

.. Mr. PAEKHDBST. This was intended as a minimum effort on a na 
tional scale.

Mr, MILLER. On a national scale ?
"Mr. PARKHURST, We were trying to sow a seed here, not indicating 

that this is what we would like to see, but this would be the absolute 
minimum we felt.

Mr. MILLER. So if we extrapolated from this total minimum effort 
that the Academies have recommended, we could come up with a reas 
onable dollar figure? -,

Mr. PARKHURST. Yes, I think that would be a pretty good approach 
and the basis is here for it However, I would say of the scientists that 
met and worked out .this report, in a week long work session, there was 
not unanimous, agreement on this being the minimum effort necessary. 
It was a consensus that^ we more. or less agreed upon, but certainly 
many of the scientists felt this would be well below the minimum effort 
that must be .undertaken.

But at least it is a beginning., We are not now making this land of 
effpr^; obviously. ,

Mr.. MILLER. Are > we talking about a continuing research program? 
T^Ti^n you are talking about the research here that is needed, are you 
tKi(jnn|£ ;about a continuing research program of monitoring and sur 
veillance, or are yOu talking about a one-shot type of research?
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Mr. PARKHTJRST. I am very definitely talking about a continuing 
program. Because certainly, if I may justify that, the materials^ that 
are being received from industry, from society, into the receiving 
waters, are changing every day, with new developments, new types of 
materials being discharged.

Arid also I am sure that we are not going to see an automatic break 
through, a clear blue sky come out in front, with all of the problems 
having been solved. This will be a continuing effort over, many many 
years. And*the harder we work at it, the better job we are going to do.

But we are not going to, solve all of these problems overnight. In 
fact, in 10 or 20 years, if we make substantial progress, this will be fine. 
But we are not going to do it overnight, because once we have devel-, 
oped the technology that is necessary, then >ve have to build many fa 
cilities that we don't have. .-Usp, the treatment processes, things like 
this, which have not^at this point been developed or the plants must 
be constructed to utilize them.

Senator HOLMNGS. I want to include at this point in the record 
tables 12, 13, 14, and 15 in chapter 7 of "Waste Management Con 
cepts for the Coastal Zone" by the National Academies of Sciences 
and Engineering.

(The tables follow:)
TABLE 12.-PRIORITIES AND ESTIMATED INITIAL MINIMUM EFFORT FOR RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION NEEDED 

FOR IMPROVING WASTE DISCHARGE AND RECEIVING-WATER MONITORING PROGRAMS t

E 
Research concerned r 

with

Research required to imp'ement the Monitoring program

Uniform sampling procedures: 
Relative to mass emission rates, receiving waters, data 

processinc-. ________ . ___ ........... ....
Floatable matter: 

Method of quantitation __ ... ... .. ..... . ... ... ........
Films: 

Method of quantitation __ .................... _ .....
Persistent pesticides: 

Review method of determination...... _ . _ ... _ .....
Persistent organics: 
" Me'thod of determination, quantitation _ . _ ... _ . ...

Gross heavy metals: 
• Method of quantitation __ — .. _ . _ ....... _ .....

Gross acute toxicity: 
Method of 'quantitation........ ....... _ . _ ...........

Biostimulants: 
Methods and interpretation.................. — _ . ....

Biomass: > 
Method and quantitative description __ ... ___ .....

Community structure-productivity: * 
Methods for long-term effects. _ ........... — _ .....

Trade metals (sediments): » • 
Method.— ..-......._............._-.........._.....

Specific organics: < 
Method of quantitation— trade concentration __ .........

Significant discharge: 
Definition of........... ........ — . — . — .... _ . _ .

Waste 
discharge

X 

X

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X

X 

X

Receiving 
waters *

X 

X 

X 

X 

X

X 

X 

X 

X 

X

5timated 
ninimum 

total 
effort* 
(man- 
years)

11 

11 

11 

11 

13 

7 

7 

34 

27 

50 

11 

13 

4

Priority

A 

A 

A 

B 

B 

B 

A 

A 

A 

B 

C 

C 

A

Comple 
tion time

(0 
0 
(«>

w 
0
0)
(») 
(«> 
(<) 
(')
(')
(») 
«

J The recommended monitoring program itself is not included. 
»Total effort for this program area is 210 man-years.
* Short term (less than 5 years).
* Long term (less than 10 years).
* These? projects must bo-examined In detail for compatibility >vith projects recommended under chsmical factors, and 

biological effects. ' ......
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TABLE II-PRIORITIES AND ESTIMATED INITIAL MINIMUM EFFORT FOR RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION IN

PHYSICAL PROCESSES AND INTERACTIONS '

Estimated 
. ' minimum 

total effort' 
(man- Completion 

Recommended research and investigation years) Priority time

initial dilution and diffuser design _________ — —— . — - ———
Buoyant jet diffusion... ______________ —— _ —————— .
W«te fields.... ...........;................_...............................
Barge dumping of sludge ____ . __ . ______ ——— ... —————— .
Thermal waste... ..... __ . _ ... _ ..... _ ..................... — .
Flow patterns..... — ___ — _ . _____ .... —————————— .
Physical processes in estuaries ________ . __ ....................
Quantitative predictive models _ . _________ ——— . —————— .
Hydrodynamics _ —— ___ — ________ .... —————————— .
Estuary transitions.. — ....... — _ .. ____ ..... — .. —————— ....
Biological and chemical processes....... ___ ...... ——————————— .
Turbulence processes — _ ...... ______ . __ — . ———— . ——— .
Tftbulent (eddy) flux studies...... _ ....... _ ...................... ...
Observational studies —————— ___ . __ .. ———————————— .
Predictive models. ——————— ______ ... — . —————————— .
Subsurface tracer experiments.. — _ ... __ . _ ————— . ———— J..
Physical processes in coastal areas ___________ ... ___ ......
Data collection. ———— ............. _ ........................ — ........
Intermediate-scale current patterns _ . _ ...... ———— . ...................
Large-scale exchange processes... ———— _ — . ———————————— .
Decay of nonconservative constituents as relateJIo physical factors __ ——
Interactions between floatable and settleable components of wastes and physical 

factors. ——————————————— _ ———— . ———— . .....
Character of floatables.. ________________ ... ___ ...... — .
Mechanisms of transport......... ———— ............. — ...................
Reduction of surface concentration __________ — ~ _ — . ——— .
Case studies ___________________ .. —— _ ......... ....

37 ...............
......... B
......... B
......... A
......... B
......... A

185 ............
......... A
......... B
......... A
......... A
......... A

72 ...............
......... A
......... A
......... B

360 ...............
......... A
......... A
......... B

20 A 

46 ...............
......... A
......... B
......... B
......... A

I
i
8(») 
0
3333

1 Total effort for this program area is 720 man-years. 
* Short term (less than 5 years). 
' Long term (less than 10 years).

TAB!.E14.-PRIORITIES AND ESTIMATED INITIAL MINIMUM EFFORT FOR RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION NEEDED
IN CHEMICAL FACTORS

Recommended areas of research and investigation

Estimated 
minimum 

total effort' 
(man- 
years) Priority

Completion

Trace metals......................
Complexing.......................
Inorganic aggregation...............
Organic aggregation................
Diagenesis_________....
Distinguish organic against inorganic. 
Nutrient fluxes——...............
Organic matter distribution..........
Phytoplankton blooms______. 
Anoxic conditions_._____. 
Biochemical concentration____. 
Sublethal effects...................
Oil spillage......_._...._...
Synthetic organics..._______. 
Human physical activities__. _.

5P 
22 
22 
17 
13
22
13
42
17
17
34

134
17
25

A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
C 
C 
B 
A 
B 
B 
A 
A 
A 
C

i Total effort for this program area is 450 man-years.
* Short term (less than 5 years).
* Long term (less than 10 years).

These recommendations, listed as specific projects, are indicative of broad 
areas of investigation, within -which re-emphasis may be desirable in the future.
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PBOQBAM ABEA OF BIOLOGICAL

Priorities and estimated minimum effort for project areas of research and 
, investigation on biological effects are summarized in table 15. <

TABLE 15.-PRIORITIES AND ESTIMATED INITIAL MINIMUM EFFORT FOR RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION IN'
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

' }

Recommended research and investigation

1. Intensive study of outfall areas and effects ______ . ——— ...
2. Public health significance of wastes. _____ ... _ ..............
3. Study of bioIogicJ! concentration mechanisms.*. ____ ............
4. Management of DOT _ '. ___ '. _ ..; _____ ... — . — .....
5. The structure and dynamics of coastal biological ncinmunities, ... ......
4>. Defining tolerable limits for each major use _ . __ .... ———— ,.
7. .Improvement of systems and models ___ .................... — .
-8. Criteria for review of proposals for ecological study requirements... — .
3. Evaluation of new waste products ___ ... _ . _ ...„ ——— ....

Estimated 
minimum 

total 
effort 

(man- 
years) »

620
25
40

370
190
35

Priority

A 
B 
B 
B 
A 
A 
B 
A 
B

Completion 
time

(j 
n

(a

« 
(?)

' Total effort for this program area is 1,280 man-years. 
8 Long term (less than 10 years). 
' Short term (less than 5 years).

/

, Senator ROLLINGS. One final question about the estuarine sanctu- 
iaries, these field laboratories, ai* 1 the assistance being made available 
to the various States under section 410., What are we talking about in 
your judgment in dollars and cents there?

Mr. PARKHURST. Again I think that this is a tvery, very difficult 
question to answer, but certainly the level of activity I think is the 
same. I think we are talking about the same ^classification of person 
nel, the same sophisticated processes, evaluations of toxicants'" effects 
the development of procedures for monitoring effects.

,We don't even have procedures to monitor the effects on the en 
vironment. We take a few analyses and try to relate what effects these 
would have on the other animals in the environment. We need to do a 
lot of work. So I would say that certainly the level of funding for 
this would be, I would think, a laboratory of about the same scope 
as we were previously talking about.

Senator ROLLINGS. And then we would be only limited to how 
far Congress though it wanted to go in the various coastal areas and 
the Great Lakes.

Mr. PARKHURST. Yes. Certainly we need to make a start on ^this. 
We have some limited university work being done. But relatively 
little elsewhere.

Senator STEVENS. I wonder if you have thought at all about how 
the sea grant program might be utilized to dovetail ^with this. Are 
we going to be duplicating that program if we go into this ?

Mr. PARKHURST. I am familiar with the sea grant program, partic 
ularly with the work in Hawaii, and we have tied that in through 
the university and much of the work that has initially been identified 
as needed to be done by the current study will be followed on by 
research projects under the sea grant program at the university.

-i
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I think that tbe*e wifl beTad conflict whatsoever. I think that there 
has been a fine relationship developed by. .those working on the differ 
ent programs. And ad'Of now, it is about the only opportunity to 
follow on some work;in the Hawaiian areas through these sea grants 
that have been developed. -

Senator ROLLINGS. But rather than conflict, is there duplication? 
That is what the.Senator was wondering.

Mr. PASKHURST. I don't think there is duplication. But I think 
there is a very limited amount of work now underway in the sea 
grant program.

Senator ROLLINGS. This would merely be an extension then of the 
sea grant research effort ?

Mr. PARKHURST. No, it would be not an extension, but it would 
be a much broader look than what is being done in the sea grant 
program. The areas we are talking about needing attention are sub 
stantially greater than is being looked at in the sea grant program.

Senator STEVENS. It is a complementary rather than an overlap 
ping program.

Mr. PARKHTJRST. I see no conflict whatsoever.
Senator STEVENS. Thank you.
Senator ROLLINGS. Thank you very much, Mr. Parkhurst.
We 'appreciate your testimony this morning. "We will now hear 

from Mr. Porges,
We welcome you 1 re, Mr. Porges.
Tou may proceed,

STAEGM3ENT OF RALPH PORGES, HEAD, WATER QUALITY BRANCH, 
DELAWARE RIVER BASIN COMMISSION, TRENTON, N.J.

Mr. PORGES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senators.
I would like to present my statement and then follow that with some 

comments.
Throughout the eons of time, oceans have been the ultimate recep 

tacles of the discharges from the myriads of rivers that wash the con 
tinents of the world and of the precipitation which washes the atmos 
phere. This process is continuous and inevitable. The major rivers 
form the cloacae that void to the seas the drained wastes from all the 
lands. This process is worldwide, is occurring now, and will continue 
until the end of time.

The amount of material both organic and inorganic being carried 
by our rivers to the seas defies human appreciation; yet we know that 
the deltas of pur rivers, for example, the classical ones at the mouths 
of the Mississippi and Amazon Rivers have been built up by these enor 
mous quantities of debris. What is swept into the seas can only be 
guessed at.

Superimposed upon this unending history are the municipal and 
industrial wastes, radioactive materials, and exotics resulting from the 
tremendous strides in current technology. Here we are faced with 
new problems brought about by the discharge of these materials into 
the Nation's rivers, estuaries, and coastal waters. Some of the materials 
degrade readily while other substances are only slowly subjected to 
the natural breakdown by chemical and biological forces. In addition,
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there is an enormous range of toxic substances discharged into our 
natural waters. t . .'' '

This statement reflects the opinion of the author and does not neces 
sarily represent the position of the Delaware River Basin Commis 
sion. I am speaking as a private citizen and not as a representative of 
the commission. •

PRESENT CONDITIONS ;

A recitation of the speciuc substances dumped would merely be 
repetitious ojf reports already encompassing this subject. Attached is 
a table from a report in Industrial Water Engineering which sets forth 
this material both in its annual tonnage and the cost for this'type of 
waste handling. In 1968, over 48 million tons of dredging spoils, in 
dustrial wates, refuqe,. sludge construction and demolition debris, and 
explosives were disposed of in marine waters at a cost of approxi 
mately $30 million.

DISCUSSION
It becomes incumbent upon us to evaluate possible damages and even 

benefits of the present practices as it relates to ocean disposal. First, 
the sediment that is brought to the seas by the flowing streams must 
be considered primarily a natural event. Improper land management 
contributes to the natural sediment load. As such, it brings about the 
buildup of wetlands along the coastal areas and contributes to the 
natural balance of the tidal biota. The organic matter, supplemented 
by nutrients and trace elements, washed to the sea do much to support 
the^ocean fishery. In fact, it is in the estuary and tidal exchange reaches 
which forms the nursery for much of our vital deep sea fishery.

The second aspect is discharge of the more exotic substances. The 
question may be raised now, "What is the effect of man-made discharges 
such as sewage sludges, industrial wastes, toxic substances, and other 
materials ?" Dredging spoils have been disposed of by filling in valuable 
estuary lowlands or oy transport to sea. Much of these materials are 
inorganic. Sewage sludges consist generally of an inorganic fraction 
and considerable amount of organic material. It is similar to that ma 
terial normally discharged by rivers, except in a somewhat more con 
centrated form. Where this material is dumped, it is logical to expect 
a small zone to be influenced by the characteristics of the waste. The 
overall effect, however, could well be beneficial, because the organic 
material ultimately will stimulate the biological growths which form 
the food chains for the natural growth of fish and other aquatic life.

Next to sewage sludges and exceeding this in volume are industrial 
wastes. Several dumping sites along the east coast are specified for this 
type of material. Studies and reports on the effects of this particular 
material seems to indicate that there may be no significant degradation 
brought about by this material beyond a. mixing zone. This does not 
mean that the practice of dumping industrial components is the proper 
way to handle this material as will be discussed later.

Toxic materials in dangerous doses should not be dumped. Yet, toxic 
materials remain so only if their concentrations are high. Virtually, 
all toxic materials, if diluted sufficiently, become innocuous or perhaps 
even beneficial, particularly some of the trace elements. Therefore, 
discharges of these materials must be so that they are kept within
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reasonable bounds or they should be prohibited in certain concen 
trations. ' /

Radioactive substances have, in the past, also been consigned to the 
depths of .the ocean. Generally these are placed in containers or in 
corporated into a substance such as concrete so that their containment 
is relatively complete and any release will take place over a period of 
time when presumably their half life has passed and the materials are 
innocuous.

EVALUATION OP AI/FERNATES
* .

Fundamentally, the problem before us is the evaluation of the 
present disposal practices versus various possible alternates and their 
relative effects upon the health and welfare of the human population. 
There are several considerations that must be given to proper dis 
posal of waste materials. The most important consideration is the 
prevention of the waste in the first place. It is here that our utmost 
effort must be devoted so as to reduce or to eliminate the problem be 
fore it occurs. This can bo done with many of the industrial wastes 
such as the acid discharges and the dumping of various metallic com 
pounds. In essence, dumping of these materials .could be looked upon 
as a .wasting of our natural resources.

In the case of sewage sludges, the alternatives to ocean disposal 
are, to land or to the air. Sewage sludges in the wet or dried state can 
be applied to land either by burial or for soil improvement utilizing 
the humus and fertilizing value of the sludges. Even in these insUnces 
we must face the fact that this material can be washed into our 
streams and thus ultimately reach the ocean. This is especially true 
with nutrients such as th,e nitrates and phosphates. Another factor 
related to land application is contamination of our ground waters 
and this is a real problem where some of the ground water resources 
in Long Island and New Jersey have already shown signs of bacterial 
and chemical pollution. In addition, the material is produced in great 
est volume in the most densely populated parts of the country where . 
its use as fill material or as organic fertilizer^ for farmlands is not 
practical. Reclaiming these sludges and distributing them to suit 
able places for land application becomes an expensive "procedure. 
This by no means implies that wherever this procedure becomes prac 
tical, it should not be vigorously pursued.

Another alternate is to burn the sludge produced by sewage plants. 
Here again the residual from burning the ash must still be placed 
upon land for ultimate disposal with the probability that the^ nutrient 
elements will ultimately reach our streams. Even that material going 
up the smoke stack into the air will be washed out by subsequent rain 
fall and again ultimately to reach the oceans.

There remains, of course, intelligently planned, ocean disposal. 
Here we have in mind that' the waste be adequately prepared and 
handled for satisfactory discharge. It may be treated, digested if 
nece^ary to reduce the organic content, and then conveyed by a 
proper means to a specific location and relegated to the ocean depths 
where it does the minimum of harm. It should be monitored to assure 
compliance. This implies that the waste be carried sufficiently off- 
.shore and dumped to such a depth to the so-called dead areas that 

' ', " ,' ' '• ' '
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it will not interfere with beneficial biological growth in the sea. It 
should be placed where it cannot be brought back to the coastal 
areas by upwelling from the ocean depths.

One of the great needs is extensive research so as to permit intelli 
gent handling of the waste problem without appreciable damage to 
the environme.nt and yet utilize fully our natural resources.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To briefly recapitulate, we might think of the ocean as the ultimate 
sink of all wastes emanating from the world continents. In truth,, 
virtually all roads lead to the ocean. The most promising approach 
is salvage and reuse of all possible usable material prior to dumping^ 
Conservation must be unrelentingly pursued* In this way, the dis" 
charge of some waste materials may be eliminated and others kept tcr 
a minimum. It is inevitable that organic materials of low level be> 
discharged to the sea. The alternate to ocean disposal is to land or to7 
air.

Land application must ultimately'be limited because of the lack 
of space and suitable dumping areas. However, even this method does 
not eliminate many^of the constituents from ultimately rea'ching the 
ocean. In addition, it raises the possibility of ground water contami 
nation. The other alternate is incineration witn voiding of much of 
the material to the air. Here again, subsequent rainfall will sweep this 
material to the flowing water courses so that mucih. of the inorganic 
material will again reach the oceans. In addition, the ash residual 
from incineration must again be traced on the land with subsequent 
possibility of the material ultimately reaching the ocean.

RECOMMENDATIONS »

The following recommendations are made:
(a) Federal law be enacted regarding responsibility for offshore 

disposal.
(6) The permit system that has been recommended by the Presi 

dent be implemented so as to control the amount of material dis- 
chargeci, the conveyance method, and the ultimate disposal sites.

(c) Precipitous action to prohibit ocean disposal not to be taken 
so as not to delay a rational logical solution to .the problem.

(d) A location be assigned beyond the Continental Shelf for tem 
porary disposal pending study and evaluation of all of the alternates,

(e) Maximum conservation be practiced so as to conserve to the 
utmost natural resource material as metals, acid, et cetera.

(/) An extensive research program be undertaken to evaluate the 
effects, both good and bad, on ocean disposal of organic wastes.

(g) Land requirements versus ocean requirements for disposal of 
organic wastes be evaluated.

(h) Eeclaim for reuse all toxic materials possible, and restrict the 
discharge of residual toxic materials to amounts disposable by the 
dilution available at the disposal site.

(i) An international conference be set up for the development of 
a mutual, worldwide, control mechanism for ocean disposal.

(The table follows:)
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Mr. FORGES. I would like to make a few other comments in response 
to .your letter, in which you invited comments concerning ocean re 
search concerning pollutants and the problems of local government in 
waste, management. , , ;

I feel that- one. of the main .areas requiring extensive research is re 
source conservation. Whatever I consider or view the discharge of acid. 
wastes or any of the metals that are being discharged, I think this is a 
loss of resources^ this country. I also realize that these materials are 
dilute, Jbufc here is an area for extensive research for reclamation and 
reuse. . • ; • • ,

Another area of extreme importance to us, of course, is the estuaries 
wjiich form the nursing area for much of the Atlantic or the deep 
ocean fishery. In addition, it is the coastal areas that produce .much of 

•the 'aquatic life in our oceans, and are worthy of extreme protection. 
Much5 more ;research is needed to establish and prove the interplay of 
these areas with the oceans.

The next area of concern would be an establishment of the possible 
uses of the, ocean depths, how much they should be protected, and to 
ascertain if these form reasonable places for the disposal and dis 
charge of waste materials.

Now this matter of the impact of the proposed ban on discharges of 
sludgje to sea on local communities, I support Mr. Lang of New York, 
who indicated- that it might 'take some possibly 20 years to develop 
alternate methods. , . ,,

Hook at waste control in a community in about 20- to 25-year cycles. 
For example, if a community were to embark upon a waste treatment 
program — by-.thisjl mean the, construction qf a new or improved sew- 
aga treatment facility— it must provide the engineering study, prelim 
inary plans, JSnanciaf-pianSj it must secure financing, and generally the

. ,
The design of the plant must be, any good engineer would design for 

20 tp$5 ypars.' After the completion of the financing and the engineer- 
i^g,-the coi^tr^clion.i^^es^la^dep^dingjUpon tne size of the com- 
mtniity, Iroift^^S^earsJpr buildmg the plant, and then the plant^ 
prptiaWy is operated that way iPFith.spme minor improvements for 10 
oj|5$5 jeara.fcefore, they .consider rebuilding or major expansion.

So you l^aye about ;a 20- or 25-year cyele. .. >
•So^hat lfey;|iangim«ft^o,ned as possible changes in this program 

might ̂ akel&togp years.,.', , . •
I would li^e-'ta stop* now and answer, any questions you may have.
Senator S^BVEi?8 tp^esidPg)' Wh^t dp you think about the esti 

mate of t^e amount needed: f qr, a program, of this type, including four, 
basic area laboratories, at $20 million a.ye.ar to operate? Is that within

_ , , ^ 
Mr. FORGES. What was that sum again ̂

!$20 mjjipn was the estimate that was given for 
ph a laboratory program.

.,, |,un,de^t^d it- wa^nft Jpr- capital cost.-It was for 
research alone, the scientific aspect of it.

i^siott' spending 
now?
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'Mr.['PoRG'EB<'For what, sir?' ' ' ' ' , .-
Senator STEVEN& Research, in*terms of the total problem involved itfthisbitt; • •«» • • ••'••.•' ; =; =' ••
Mr. FORGES. The Delaware commission does not have responsibility 

for ocean* disposal. We do not operate Outslcfe of the estuarine area and 
thestreains. ' • . /'.'', 

'• Senator STEVE^S. -I-see. ....'..
Your testimony seems to suggest there is a great probability that 

just having an ocean disposal authority and a bill that pertains to that 
aspect would not be sufficient. You would imply that if we are going 
to use land' disposal, that eventually the contaminants are going, to 
r&ich the ocean anyway, arid there ought to be a coordinated land and 
ocean disposal system; is that correct ? • •' ..•'.'

Mr. FORGE'S. Very definitely; yes. In fact I would even expand it 
io say it" should "go into this conservation of materials. I think this is 
where the largest effort should be made, so we don't have the waste to 
start with.Tarn talking primarily of the industrial portion; muni 
cipal "wastes, we will always have the same amounts probably, on a 
unit basis. '^ ,•••:.

Senator STEVENS. Thank you. ( • . • 
' Do; yo'u have' any questions, Mr. Miller ?

tMfk MIL£ER. Yes, I dp, Senator. Thank you.' ' 
' Mr. Forges, on the table that you have submitted, "Estimated Marine 

Disposal Costs for 1968," you have total estimated costs of $29,269,000. 
With thb exception of the Great Lakes, this would seem t5 be a total 
cost nationally. Do you have any estimate of what percentage of that 
to'tal cost for alt waste disposal, the research effort, the monitoring 
effort that you have talked about and recommended, might'cost? ,1. 
wonder if this might not be a way in which we could try to approach 
and reasonably estimate what the Federal contribution could.be, stated 
as a, percentage of the total cost of Waste disposal.,

Mr. FORGES. I doiit think Tcan answer that question. 1 wouldn't have 
any idea what'the^I visualize the research effort tb be much larger 
than just plain monitoring. In fact the problem thai comes up ana I 
think has, been discussed by the .previous .presentations^ is that we do 
not know the effect of these'wastes on the Ocean environment. We 
don't know how. extensive these Meets are, we don't know whether 
they Ur§ all damaging or whether there are s'ome benefits^at might be 
accruing from these organic matters. In other words, if we want to 
harvest,the ocean like'we.harvest our farSas,"we might well want to 
fertilize the oceans' and one oi! the ways would be using sewage sludge, 
which contains appreciable amounts, not excessive amounts, of phos- 
p'Hates that help the aquatic organisms: '•'"-''" - - • a • <.

So I think our research effort must be much greater than directed to 
this one problem of disposal at the present time. -' 

' Senator STEVENS. Ye3: but the effeqts have not been any part of the
• i .» « .-I *, rm T'/ -* •!_• i ' i t 1

solely because it is cheaper, than any other means of disposal, haven' 
we? .; '

Mr. FORGES. Yes; that is correct. And I think this is the evaluation 
that must be made concerning land application or hauling to mine fill-
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ing up, I think we nave to evaluate the damages and the effects and 
the costs'of carrying put the programmes. > i:

Mr. MILLER, I have two more questions. The one is economic, the other.is political. •'>:-.•< ' <• • ' '•• r .- '' ' -^ ".HM < : 
. Do you know where there have been any reliable edoHomic stMieS 
done on the alternate means for disposal? I am aware bf roiie study 
done at MIT, which I understand is under some question. They Have 
also.looked at lanc^ dispbsa! economics, land fills, sanitary land fills, 
and so on. .. *l* ; : •' - .<::•;>»

It would. be very useful to this committee to have goqd economic 
studies available to it in its evaluation of what the Federal 'program 
might be. ;-•. <• >ov j ,;„•',. ,,,!'." • .' . - •..

,MK FORGES; I believe thut'.Mr. Lang, of TSTew. York, can provide you 
with those figures. Tknow lie-has made .competent studies, i . :

Senator STEVENS. What was the source of you'r-ifigures,? 
.,,Mr. EORGES. These, figures.were merely taken from a report from 
Industrial Waste Engineering and is quoted here. ,'." ••.

Senator STEVENS. Was there a similar cost for nonmarine disposal?
Mr. PORGES. No; this is merely a summation of current practices.
Senator STEVENS. But my questions are these: Doesn't this show us 

an estimated marine disposal cost for 1968? Was there an estimated 
disposal cost for nonmarine activities? Obviously the major portion of 
the country is inland; it is not on the coast. There must be a similar 
figure for on-land disposal.

Mr. PORGES. I don't believe that there have been any studies to com 
pare what it would cost to put this on land. I think this is what you 
are asking?

Senator STEVENS. No; I am asking if there are any studies that show 
what it actually costs those who do in fact today dispose on land.

Mr. PORGES. Oh, I am sure that most of the communities that use 
land application will have figures; yes.

Mr.'MILLER. Earlier Senator Stevens asked Mr. Hume whether he 
knew of any plans to have waste disposal on Federal land. I want not 
only to get into that, but also to ask about the problems between large 
urban areas, such as Philadelphia, New York, and so on, and their 
relations with local government in rural areas, where you might have 
to turn for land disposal.

In your experience can you speak generally to the problems that 
the large urban areas have with local government ?

Mr. POKGES. Yes. One of the communities in the Delaware Basin, 
Philadelphia hauls at the present time their digested sludge to sea. 
There was considerable——

First I would like to say that sludge disposal is comparable to a 
solid waste disposal—garbage, trash, and so forth. Philadelphia 
planned and had proposed hauling t^eir solid wastes up to their aban 
doned mine areas, strip mines. And the local reaction in that area was 
such that the whole concept had to be dropped.

We have had other problems. For example, some of the commercial 
operations have ^been using lagoons in some of the areas to handle 
residual industrial wastes. There have been two or three unhappy 
experiences when the dikes holding these land lagoons broke and we 
have had severe contamination of the rivers, particularly Schuylkill

_lo BEST COPY AVAILABLE



is. one, about 2 oy 3, months, ago, where a couple, oil the dikes broke and 
they flooded the areas. There, are one or two left andl the State of Penn- 
syjyai|ia is nox contracting to. haul this material after consultation 
with representatives of New Jersey and Delaware to a designated 
pojnt about 1QQ, miles off t^e coast, to have this waste dumped beyond 

ntinental Shelf » , ,
. Senator S<rj:tfBNS. Thank you very much. We appreciate you g4ntle- 

men coming today and assisting us in this.
Did.you^get a copy of the bill, by the ,way, the Marine Protection 

Act.of 1971?
Mr. PORGE. It came in I think Monday. I got a copy.
•Senator ^TEVENS. If you have any further comments on the bill, we 

would appreciatesreceiving them by letter if you desire to do so.
Thank you Very much.
(Whereupon, at 12 :W p.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to 

the call of the Chair.) • .



OCEAN WASTE DISPOSAL,
••• ' • ' '" '• '\ " • • •

•' ' ' \

<* ' TBCtTBSDAY, APBIJ, 15, 1071 • ,,Ml ' ' ' '

. • U.S. SENATE1,- ' • i • " 
.;.(,. , , COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,

OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERE SimcoMMiTTEE, •)' 
T ( '"..,»• ,"• •.'..<•- Washwgton, D.O,

TheTsiibcommittee met B£ 10 a.m.,'in room 1318, tfew1 Senate Office 
Building, Hon. Ernest FJ'Hollings (cnairman of the subcommittee) 
presiding. «; - i • • •» • • ; ; v 

Present:SenatorsHollings'andSpong. '"" - '* 
-''' ]' "'. >*>*• ' 'j < ' '

OPENIN0 STATEMENT BY THE' GEAlfeMAlf ;
'Senator HOLLINGS. The conimittee will please?come ,to. order.
This morning we are continuing our hearings on ocean dumping, 

and are considering four bills,, S. 307, S. 1082, S. 1238> and S. 1286.
S. 307 is a broad oceanic research authorization bill for the N"a-* 

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which would make 
explicit for ̂ he first tune:NOAA's authority and responsibility to 
conduct ba^ic and applied scientific and,technological research, in- 
'cludihg research on the effects of pollutants in the marine -environ 
ment.

, S. 1082, S. 1238, and S. 1283,are ocean.dumping regulatory bills. 
EacK would,give new,ocean^ dumping regulatory, authority to the 
Environmental ^Protection Agency^ Each takes a different approach 
to this important problem and in the hearings today, on the 21st, 22d, 
and 2&£h, we sh^H^plgre these differences and the problems and 
advantages of eacn.i.v; M > .-.. ••• • ' , /

Not long^ ago the. Bureau of Solid ,Waste Management estimated 
that inunipipal^ti^ and industries in (the Unite4. States produce soli^ 
wastes x>i 360 n}ilH6n tons per year. If iwe add tp thgt fche wastes from 
agriculture, mining, and fossil fuel pro^uctjon, tt)ie estimate rises to 
3.d billioii tons -per. year,, according to ithe Bureau.,. /' .; •.-.„'.,

Th% ocean duinpmg report of the Qouncil on l^vironmental, Qual-r 
ity; est^nat^d that 48<niillion tons of wastes were dumped at.se&iin 
1968,,sopewhafc less,than 2, percent of the total wastes estimated by 
the Bureau of Solid Waste .Management., But iaced^ with more.anqi 
more diffiQulfcy in finding .land disposal ̂ ites, higher^water quality 
standards, and higher, «pstsj^pf wa?te-d^po§al^ many industries and 
iQumcipaUties are3qplgng;tp flie,,sea as,a fiee sink- But we have found 
tfet the oceans; are not *
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The 48 million tons cited by the Council on Environmental Quality 
refers only to direct dumping operations. It does not include the pol 
lutants transported by our rivers to the sea, nor the tons on extra 
sediments attributable to erosion from poor construction practices.

To date there has been broad agreement that unregulated ocean 
dumping cannot continue. Now we turn to the methods and the insti 
tutions proposed to regulate such dumping, and there is less agree 
ment. Serious questions are raised concerning why we should turn to 
a new and additional regulatory program. Why not strengthen exist 
ing programs? Several agencies already have regulatory authority. 
What is the relationship of that authority to the new proposed author 
ity ? ^These and- many other questions will arise in the course of the 
hearings. , . »

I want to weleom'e today Dr. Gordon J. F. MacDonald, member of 
the-Qouncil on Environmental,Quality; Brig Gen. George J. Hayes, 
Bear Adm. $. Beeker, and Brig, Gen. Richard H. Groves, who will 
each present facets of the Department of Defense position.; arid Dr. 
Eugene V. Coan, representing.the 'Sierra. Club. :

Last night I spoke to Governor West of South Carolina, who was 
originally scheduled to appear here today on behalf of the National 
Governors' Conference. The press of legislative business in South 
Carolina prevented his joining us today, but we hope that he will be 
able to join us on April-28;

Dr. MacDonald, we welcome you and will be glad to hear from you at"this time. '••'•' ' '

STATEMENT OF D&'tiOKDOH J. F. MacDONALD, MEMBER, COUNCIL 
03ST ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY;'ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES F.. 

' LETTOW, COUNSEL

Mr. MACDONALD'. Mr. Chairman and Senator Hollings, I appreciate 
the opportunity to meet with your subcommittee and to testify in supr 
port of the President's proposals for the control of ocean dumping as 
embodied in S. 1238. Protection of the marine environment has been 
and continues to be a high priority concern of this administration.

I take particular pleasure in appearing before you ̂ because pro- 
fegsionaHy I have'been involved with questions regarding the ocean 
for many years and have been very appreciative of the wOrfc of this 
Committee in highlighting the importance of the oceans to the Nation. 
0 ' The 'Council on Environmental Quality has been deeply concerned 
about and involved faith ihe problems of ocean dumping from its in- 
cbpti6n slightly'lover one year1 ago. In the President's message to Con 
gress^ of' April 1'5,'1970, on the subject Of Great Lakes and other 
'dumping, the President directed the Council to make a study and 
rejJoriK'On:tinfei ocea?n;dis]poial of solid wastes. '-',,-' 

* Through the summer of last year the Council worked to prepare a 
report to ttief'P]&siden1j'on the subject. On October t, 1970, the.Presi- 
ften^'tra^sn^ttld' rtKe^com}$etejl report to Congress, endorsing the 
Council's recommendations and stating that' specific legislative pro 
posals in the form of a bill would \x> presented to the 92d Congress.
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Senator Boggs.asjS. 1238 oi} March 16, and was .eosponsored by a 
large nuniber of members of the Senate from both parties.

During our |ormal study we became conyineed.that there is a critical 
need for Federal legislation to implement a national policy on ocean 
dumping. Today's testimony provides an opportunity for me to 
present our reasons for reaching this conclusion and for adhering to 
it in the light of our subsequent work. Then, I would like to describe 
our legislative proposal, and comment on several of the other pro 
posals now pending before the Senate and this committee. The closing 
portion of my remarks will deal with some of the international initia 
tives and prospects at this time. -

We have-not taken adequate account of the importance of oceans to 
our land environment. Oceans—14$ million square miles of water sur 
face—cover 70 percent of the earth. They are critical to maintaining 
the world's environment, contributing to the oxygen-carbon dioxide 
balance in .the atmosphere, affecting global climate, and providing the 
base for the world's hydrologic system. .Oceans are economically val 
uable to man, providing among other necessities, food and minerals.

The coastlines of the United States are long and diverse, ranging 
from the tropical waters of Florida to the Arctic coast of Alaska. 
These areas, as biologically productive as any in the world, are the 
habitat for much of our fish and wildlife. They also provide transpor 
tation, recreation, and a pleasant setting i!or more than 60 percent of 
the Nation's population.

These waters are also the final receptacle for many of our wastes. 
Sewage, chemicals, garbage, and other wastes are carried to sea 
through the water courses of the Nation from municipal, industrial, 
and agricultural sources or directly by barges, ships, and pipelines.

The amount of wastes actually transported and dumped in the 
ocean is small in terms of the total volume of pollutants reaching the 
oceans. But even so, the Council estimated that in 1968 slightly over 
,48 million tons of waste were dumped at sea off the shores of the 
United States. Of this total, the main sources of Ocean dumping were: 

(1) Dredge spoils (80 percent of the total by weight);
(2 
(3

Industrial wastes (10 percent) ; 
Sewage sludge (9 percent);
Construction and demolition debris (about 1 percent); 2 
Solid waste, essentially municipal garbage (less than 1 

percent).
And, as we all know, small but environmentally harmful tonnages 

of other materials, such as explosive monitions and chemical warfare 
agents, have been dumped.

Tonnages are not necessarily a good indicator of the effect of the 
dumped material. Dredge spoils, for example, can be contaminated 
with pollutants from industrial, municipal, agricultural, and other 
sources on the bottom of water bodies. If these contaminants are 
oxygen-demanding materials, they can reduce the^ oxygen in the Re 
ceiving waters to Lrels at which certain aquatic life cannot survive.

toxic ^ _
trol odors and pathogens, ̂ can also contain significant concentrations
of heavy metals and of oxygen-demanding materials.
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c- Most -of .the dumping today takes place in designated sites for 
dredge spoils '.ate; Scattered' off the Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts, 
but most :oeeaii disposal of other wastes today is'concentrated in 
Atlantic sites ojf-the heavily ( $bjtalated Northeastern States. The 
effects oj5 dumping in » designated ''area'cah "be disastrous, as studies 
of fihiB'New-Yorl^BigiitttndH}! the areas off Rehoboth Beach indicate. 
' ;fl-he -problem 'that'laces us is not limitfed to the effects of materials 
presently being dumped. The volume of waste dumping is growing 
Tapidly, and the future impact of dumping could increase significantly 
relative'to other sources of pollution in the ocean. 
' Because the capacity of land-based disposal sites is becoming ex 

hausted in some coastal cities, some communities are increasingly 
looMngrto the ocean for disposal.'And, higher water-quality standards 
cpuld lead industries to also turn, to the' ocean for disposal,

A >number of alternatives are presently available for wastes now 
being'dumped at sea. Our Council report discusses these alternatives 
in- detail and also evaluates present efforts to develop other disposal 
options, some of which such as land reclamation and recycling can be 
environmentally beneficial. 
.' Aiffcer an evaluation of the effect of specific types of wastes cur-
-rently being dumped and of the alternatives available to dumping, 
the Council recommended adopting certain dumping policies for given 
types of materials.

Current regulatory activities and authorities are not adequate to 
carry out the recommended policies. The States, the Army Corps of 
Engineers, the Coast Guard, the Atomic Energy Commission, and the 
Environmental Protection Agency each exercise some control, but the 
dispersion of authority along with an accompanying inadequate juris- 
dictional base and lack of statutory standard-setting guidance prevent 
an effective governmental response to ocean dumping problems.

Other Government witnesses who will appear before you will de 
scribe S. 1238 in detail. But in a nutshell, to control ocean dumping 
adequately, the administration bill would provide a ban on the un 
regulated dumping of all materials into the oceans^ estuaries, and 
Great Lakes and would provide authority to limit strictly ocean dis 
posal of any materials harmful to the marine environment.

It would require a permit from the Administrator of Environ 
mental Protection Agency (1) f ir the transportation for dumping in 
estuaries, the Great Lake's, and the oceans anywhere in the world of 
wastes which originate in the United States; and (2) for dumping by 
United States and foreign nationals in our territorial waters and in 
the contiguous zone when the dumping would affect our territory or 
territorial sea.

Under the bill, the Administrator would have the power to ban 
ocean dumping of certain materials and to designate sites for others. 
Transportation for dumping without a permit, or dumping in vio 
lation of a permit would be subject to civil and criminal penalties. 
' Specific considerations are set out for use by EPA in developing 
criteria for ocean dumping. The Environmental Protection Agency 
could refine and modify the criteria as additional knowledge on the
•effects of ocean dumping is gained. In no case could dumping violate
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tfederal-State water quality standards in' the tfnited States territorial' "

The proposal would encourage Federal research on the effects of 
materials dumped bi? Spilled intd^the oceans and the development of 
means of monitoring and conttolling such cftsposal. In developing the 
criteria and the enforcement programs, EfcA would work with the 
Coast Guard anct 'the National' Ocea'nie and Atmospheric 
Administration. • " " '

Our premise is that action is necessary now to avoid a serious na- 
tioMl problem from ocean dumping. Moreover, adequate regulation 
could contribute to tne restoration of many of the presently damaged 
areas.

Congress now has before it a number of other legislative pro 
posals which also seek to control ocean dumping. I would like to 
comment on these proposals briefly, discussing those aspects of the 
bills which involve principles essential to effective control over ocean 
dumping.

I again commend the committee for the interest which you have 
demonstrated in this subject. We would hope that you will consider 
our comments as constructive suggestions and that we could work to 
gether in arriving at the best possible bill.

S. 1082, introduced by Senator Case, would regulate the discharge 
from vessels of wastes originating in the United States. It would re 
quire a permit from the Administrator of the Environmental Pro 
tection Agency before any dumping of such wastes could be made in 
ocean waters.

No discharge of any such wastes could be made in the waters above 
the Continental Shelf adjacent to the United States. Further, the bill 
would ban entirely the discharge of wastes originating in the United 
States, after 5 years from enactment.

We do not support limiting the affected discharges to those occur 
ring only from vessels. Dumping of dredge spoil and other similar 
material often does not take place from vessels. Moreover, we would 
not at present favor an absolute ban on all dumping. We would not 
favor foreclosing the Administrator of EPA from considering a 
disposal option which in a given case may be environmentally the 
most desirable, or put another way, the least undesirable.

We also oppose that portion of S. 1082 which would bar the dis 
charge of wastes in waters between the seaward edge of the Con 
tinental Shelf and the coast of the United States. We do not advocate 
an absolute ban on dumping for any area which is selected only by 
geography and 'not by its ecological characteristics. ^

We certainly agree that specific controls over the biologically pro 
ductive and sensitive areas in our estuaries and territorial sea is es 
sential, arid that many of these areas should be protected from any 
dumping whatsover.

However, not all areas above the Continental Shelf are as suscep 
tible of being harmed by disposal of relatively inert materials as are 
sites such as estuarine breeding and feeding zones. Eelationship of the 
area to alternatives to ocean dumping also is important because many 
materials such as unpolluted dredge spoil can be dumped in the par 
ticular general sea' area from which they originated, and returning
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them to a carefully selected nearby site may be the action most in 
accord with maintaining and preserving the existing land and marine 
environments. , "

S. 307, introduced by you, Mr. Chairman, would provide the Sec 
retary of Commerce and 'thus the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NO A A) with additional authority to engage in 
oceanic research. Through a National Oceanic and Environmental Re 
search Laboratory System, research could be undertaken to determine 
the degree of ocean contamination, to discover and to assess the effects 
of' contaminants on marine ecosystems, to develop the capacity to 
predict the effects on the marine environment of particular conserva- 

' tion, developmental, or waste disposal actions, and to study means of 
improving man's use of the marine environment. '

In our view, NOAA has obtained broad authority for oceanic re 
search and monitoring through the transfers to it in Reorganization 
Plan No, 4 of 1970 of the junctions of the Bureau of Commercial 
Fisheries, the National Sea Grant program, and the Minerals Tech 
nology Center, as well as those functions pertaining to the Coast and 
•GeodeticSurvey. .> .." c f •-i/ ' ^

The functions I have just mentioned, however, do not provide par 
ticular guidance respecting research to support an ocean dumping 
regulatory system. If the committee is interested in the research area, 
it could perhaps consider providing NOAA with specific responsi 
bility for performing research supporting the Environmental Protec 
tion Agency's proposed responsibility as the principal ocean dumping 
regulatory agency.

While the administration bill does not contain any specific grant 
of research"autl}.ority, it was drafted with the expectation that present 
statutory authorities provide a satisfactory basis for action to remedy 
the present serious informational deficiencies which were discussed in 
the Council's ocean dumping report. Indeed, the report noted that 
further research was required in such broad and diverse areas as the 
pathways of waste materials in marine ecosystems and the recycling 
of wastes and the development of alternatives to ocean dumping.

In some cases a new focus is required for research to obtain more 
results applicable to such programs as the proposed ocean dumping 
regulatory program. Some revaluations of research and development 
are now underway; for example, the council is entering u^on a study 
to assess the potentialities of Recycling and some of the policy options.

S. 307 also contains general provisions which would affect the ad 
ministration of a number of other government programs. An example 
is section 405 relating to specific interagency relationships in connec 
tion with "the issuance of ocean dumping permits. We can see poten 
tial administrative problems with the procedures outlined in this sec 
tion. However, on such matters as this we would defer to Mr. Ruckel- 
shaus of the Environmental Protection Agency and to other Govern 
ment witnesses who will be testifying before the committee and who 
are more concerned with operational matters.

Some provisions of S. 307 do not necessarily relate to ocean dump 
ing. For example, the bill contains a provision pertaining to estuarine 
sanctuaries. Section 410 authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to assist 
State acquisitions, development, and operation of estuarine sites for
natural field purposes.,In our. view...prodding for experimental es- * r ?JGM J.;\V.A i 'Ur-,? to...a r
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tuarine sanctuaries is desirable. Such areas could provide the setting 
for new worl; on the characteristics of these transition zones "between 
land and fresh waters and the oceans. Moreover, results of experi 
mental work in such areas could be of value not only to regulatory and

administration's propbsal entitled "National Land Use Policy Act 
of 1971." Nonetheless, because the implications of any system of es- 
tuarine or marine sanctuaries are so broad, and, as I have said, con 
siderably beyond those involved in regulating ocean dumping, we 
suggest that providing for any such sanctuaries should more ap 
propriately be the subject of legislation independent of that estab 
lishing ocean dumping controls.

I will limit my already extensive remarks to a brief further com 
ment on onr international efforts and prospects in this area.

Through domestic legislation such as that which we have proposed, 
in my judgjment very effective action can be taken to curb the present 
and potentially harmful effects of ocean dumping. Further, such action 
can be taken consistent with accepted principles of international law.

Very nearly all of our problems in the United States with ocean 
dumping arise as a result of disposing of waste material which orig 
inates within the United States. In fact, we know of no dumping in 
the waters above the outer Continental Shelf of wastes not orig- 
inating within the United States.

We can and should, through domestic legislation, control the trans 
port for dumping our own wastes. We can and should also control all 
dumping in our tomtorial sea and dumping in our contiguous zone 
which affects our territory or territorial sea. And, as the President 
has stated, we will urge other nations to adopt similar measures and 
enforce them.

But, a completely comprehensive system for the control of ocean 
dumping would involve regulation of at least all harmful materials, 
wherever they may be generated, and wherever and by whomever they 
may be dumped.

The administration bill contains a section requiring the Secretary 
-of State to "seek effective international action and cooperation to in 
sure protection of the marine environment * * *." The Department 
of State, in conjunction with the council and other concerned agen 
cies, is taking steps to assure accomplishment of this objective. We 
anticipate that the 1972 U.N. Stockholm Conference on the Environ 
ment, the 1973 IMCO Conference on Marine Pollution, and the 1973 
Law of the Sea Conference will be all useful fora in this respect.

If the United States is in fact to exercise leadership in this critical 
area, if it is to persuade other nations to control their ocean disposal 
of wastes, then it is essential that the United States first put its own 
hours in order. In my opinion, prompt and favorable action by Con 
gress to establish effective regulation of ocean dumping is a pre 
requisite to action by other nations.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ROLLINGS. Thank you very much, Dr. MacDonald.
Putting our own house in order, let's go back to the nerve gas dump 

ing. li that were proposed again, what would be the seriatum of 
events to prevent the difficulties that resulted then ?" -' '
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/Suppose the.-Navy or £>epartment o^ Defense wanted to dump X 
tons of. nerve gas, 50 miles off the coast of Florida; what would happen 
under t)te present system ? • 

Dr. M4apo?rAiD. Under the present system it is my understanding
LAi, il>- O__—_A___ _iS T1-_e-_-_- 1. _ _ •_ S 1 i • 11 i e

If this b0** did not exist, then, of course——
Senatw HOI/LINGS. Let's assume it does not exist. The Secretary of 

the^avy testified before this subcommittee that that was the present 
policy, subject to change. Unfortunately we always read it in the 
morning papers. Isn't it true really that they have to check with your 
Council? ,-.,.<

Dr. MACDONALD. Under the National Environmental Act of 1969 
the Department of Defense-would have to prepare an environmental 
impact statement discussing the proposed action, detailing the en 
vironmental effects, and, very importantly, describing alternatives to 
the proppsed action. t

This draft statement would then be circulated to other interested 
agencies and may be made available to the public, who would then 
have an opportunity to comment or c.

I would, of course, assume that i would be made available to you 
and to the Congress.

Senator HOLLINGS. If your Council on Environmental Quality dis 
approved it, could they go and dump anyway under the law?

Dr. MAcDoNALD. Yes; under the law they could still proceed. The 
Council has no regulatory authority under law. It is, as you know, an 
advisory body. It would, if it felt the action was not the best course, 
attempt to persuade the Department of Defense to follow an alterna 
tive course and obviously it does have the responsibility of calling to 
the attention of the President any action that it feels is environmental 
harmful and for which an alternative exists.

Senator ROLLINGS. So what we are trying to do with the adminis 
tration bill is fill that gap, to have some regulatory agency charged 
with the responsibility for issuing or denying the issuance of these 
permits. Is that correct ?

Dr.'MAcDotfALB. That is correct. Under the administration bill, the 
- Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency would have 

the responsibility for issuing or denying a permit for the disposal^ of 
any material at sea, with certain exceptions, the principal exception 
being the disposal at sea of oil and oily wastes, which are covered 
under other statutes.

Senator HOLLIJTGS. Perhaps at this point it would be good to clarify 
just exactly what agencies are charged with responsibilities for issuing 
permits" and how many designated dumping sites there are. It has 
been reported to this committee we have approximately 238 approved 
dumping sites. When they use that word "approved," I take it to be by 
the corps or other agencies of the Government. I wish you would 
elaborate on that. I think about half of them, or 104, are in the Great 
Lakes. When we talk about the oceans we are also talking about the
<*reat Lake's. 5 . • ' ' ''••.«

What agencies at the moment are charged with the responsibility 
ior issuing permits and approximately how many uo we have issued
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with respect to approved dumping sites, according to the information 
o"f your Council. • •

Dr. MAcDoNALD. As you have mentioned, the corps has responsi 
bility for issuing permits with regard to dumping within the terri 
torial sea, the Great Lakes, and, as I recall it—and I would have to 
check to get the figures correct—I think there are approximately 240, 
designated dumping sites. Under the 1899 Eefuse Act, the corps would 
issue the permits for dumping within the U.S. territorial waters.

Senator ROLLINGS. Yon see what I am referring to, Dr. MacDonald, 
is an elaboration of that last paragraph on page 6:

The current regulatory activities and authorities are not adequate and there 
is dispersion of authority and a lack of statutory guidance.

What I am asking for is an elaboration of that particular obser 
vation in that paragraph.

Dr. MAcPoNALn., Yes. Specifically, of course, we have the corps as 
I have mentioned, anr1 -^ith regard to the disposal of radioactive ma 
terials, the Atomic Ene^y Commissiqn. The Coast Guard is involved 
in enforcement. The Administrator of the Environmental Protection 
Agency i$ involved. So there is a dispersion of responsibility within 
the Government agencies. Further, we dp not believe there is adequate 
protection in the sense that the current statutes primarily involve only 
the territorial waters of the United States.

We are concerned also with disposal of materials in the high seas, 
and one of the important provisions of the administration's bill is that 
it would govern the disposal of any material that originates within a 
U.S. port, even if the disposal is to take jriace 50 or j.00 miles a_t sea, 
well beyond the territorial sea or the contiguous zone.

Senator ROLLINGS. This bill, S. 1238, you would think then, would 
clarify the dispersion of authority and centralize it in the Environ 
mental Protection Agency?

'Dr. MAcDoNALix Yes. All disposal of materials with the exception, 
as I said, of oil and oily wastes, would come under the authority of the 
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency^ and thus 
centra. , responsibility in one office and we think this is very 
impoi arit.

Senator ROLLINGS. I understand there is a strong feeling on the 
House side relative to the corps. They say they are doing it now, they 
are better equipped to do it, so why not centralize it in the corps. What, 
is your answer to that ?

Dr. MAoDoNALD. Well, the present authority in the corps, as I men 
tioned, extends only in terms of the territorial waters, and^the Great 
Lakes. We think'that that authority needs further extension.

Further, we believe that the Environmental Protection Agency, 
with its responsibilities for water quality under the law, has the re 
sources available to it to make judgments as to whether a particular 
permit should be issued or denied. Therefore we strongly believe that 
authority should be given to the Administrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency rather than to maintain a system in which the corps 
would have that responsibility. - t . <,

Senator ROLLINGS. What resources would be available to the En 
vironmental Protection Agency that' are not available to the corps?
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Pr. MAcDoNALD. Well, of course, the corps could draw upon the 
resources available to the Environmental Protection Agency. How 
ever, we feel that the experience accumulated within the Environ 
mental Protection Agency, its ongoing activities in research and de 
velopment with respect to the maintenance of water quality and to 
alternative means of waste disposal, makes it the logical agency to 
have the authority with regard to the issuance of specific permits.

Senator HOLLINGS. Getting right to the point, -the corps has had the 
responsibility in major part. Do you think they have exercised this 
responsibility adequately?

Dr. MAcDoNALD. I would say tha,, taking into account their dele 
gated responsibility — that is, only within the territorial waters—they 
have, I believe, discharged this responsibility adequately. But our

Sosition is that there is a lot of dumping talcing place outside the 
esignated ,area for the corps and that we need to extend the respon 

sibility of Federal agencies to take into account this larger area.
Senator HOUSINGS. You talk of large areas. Are we differentiating 

between dredge spoil and other pollutants in the ocean? The corpus 
has been mainly charged with the responsibility of dredge spoil 
dumping permits. The fact is that some members of the House ad 
vocate that we should let the corps still maintain their authority. 
What would be your position on that?

Dr. MACDONSLD. We believe we cannot always distinguish between 
dredge spoils and toxic materials. Dredge spoils may be contaminated 
in a variety of ways, with heavy metals or other toxic materials, and 
once they are dumped into the ocean they become available to the food 
chains within the ocean.

Toxic materials per se, such as industrial liquid wastes, can be 
dumped at present without the kind of permits that you require for 
dredge spoils, and we think that both classes of materials should be 
looked at from a unified point of view. They both present potential 
dangers.

One type of dumping is more obvious. When you go out and dump 
arsenic waste, that is a more clear and present danger. But there is 
also danger from the dumping of dredge spoils or sewage sludge 
which contain high levels of heavy metals that are potentially toxic.

Senator ROLLINGS. Isn't one of the primary missions of the corps 
to develop the harbors and ports, and aren't they causing a lot of the 
pollution?

Dr. MAcDoNALD. In t.heir function of maintaining the navigability 
of rivers and harbors, the corps is responsible for a great deal of the 
dredging. In the sense that the dredge spoils are dumped into the 
ocean, they are responsible for part of the problem. Again, one of 
^he very good reasons for transferring authority for regulation away 
from the corps is so you don't have the polluting agent, or potentially 
polluting agent, regulating itself.

As you know, basically the thrust of the reorganization plan that 
set up the Environmental Protection Agency is to separate out the 
regulatory authorities from the developmental authorities.

Senator HOLLWGS. To quote former Vice President Humphrey, that 
would be putting the fox in the chicken coop.

Dr. MAcDoNALD. That is right." '' ' 'O '•..• • ~ 
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Senator ROLLINGS. Let's start now at the beginning with respect to 
the potential for pollutants in the oceans and the Great Lakes. The 
overall potential. Does the Council on Environmental Quality have 
any statistics or facts showing what the enemy is, the size of it? And 
what do they show, if you do have such studies?

Dr. MACDONALD. Yes; we attempted to analyze this in the ocean- 
dumping report which we transmitted to Congress last October. It was 
there that we came up with this figure of 48 million tons of materials 
currently being disposed of within the oceans and at a wide variety 
of sites—well over 200 sites on the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf coasts.

Our concern is not so much in the total material currently being 
dumped, but in the potentialities of this volume of materials growing 
very rapidly over subsequent years.

I mentioned in my testimony that there is, I think, an increasing 
temptation on the part of the municipalities, as available landfill areas 
decrease, and as water quality standards are increased, to look to the 
oceans as a place f or; dumping materials.

Today, we have got a number of municipalities, large cities, that 
are now disposing of some fraction of their solid waste and their 
garbage at sea. We feel that unless we take action now and attempt 
to control it before ocean dumping becomes the accepted disposal 
means, the economic wrench that would result from taking action after 
big cities "such as New York have programed taking its solid waste to 
sea would be so great as to be quite a serious matter. That is, again, one 
of the reasons for asking for regulatory authority now, before the 
problem becomes critical.

We think it is a serious problem today. It is potentially a very 
critical problem for the future. And let's stop; let's control the 
problem. Prevention, I think, in this case will be far more economical 
than trying to cure it after it becomes critical.

Senator HOLLINGS. I want to press a little further with respect to 
all wastes, not just those that are being dumped presently in the 
oceans or Great Lakes, but all wastes. Do we have any true statistical 
findings there? •

Dr. MAcDoNAiD. Yes. First, in terms of solid waste we can say that 
today on a statistical basis every person in the United States generates 
about 6 to 7 pounds of solid waste per day. This waste generation has 
grown rather rapidly in the last 10 years; it has almost doubled in the 
last 30 years. If this trend continues, just in the solid waste area alone 
we are facing very, very serious problems.

At the same time we do not think, as I mentioned in the testimony, 
that total tonnage alone is a sufficient criteria. As our technology be 
comes more advanced, industrial processes become more complex. You 
introduce into the environment, or have to look to the environment to 
dispose of increasingly complex chemical materials, the nature of 
which are not completely understood, nor is their behavior once they 
have reached the environment completely understood. So it is both a 
problem of total mass of materials that we have to dispose of and also 
a question of the nature of the materials we have to dispose of.

We are now producing or getting potentially hazardous materials 
that enter the environment. Wa think we have to take a look at each 
one of these and see what can be done to lessen their impact once they 
reach the environment^^h^ jt.be air, ̂ water^ or the ocean.

DC.*
ehether it be air, water, < 
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t . Senator HOLLERS. Authorities from the New York Bight and other 
areas "appeared .earlier in our hearings on the engineering and cost 
aspects of ocean, dumping.

. Qnce we pass a law> what are we requiring in dollars and cents? 
How would you comply ?

} You state on page 12 of your testimony that a new focus is required 
in Research to obtain more information as ocean-dumping regulatory 
jprograms develop. Who would be carrying that on? Would you be 
carrying that on, or would NOAA, under S. 307, be carrying it on? Or 
you said, for example, in comparing the Corps of Engineers with the 
Environmental Protection Agency^ would they all have a research 
function, or would it bs centralized, as you have now said it should be 
with respect to dumping permits, in EPA?

iPr., MAoDoNAto. The research that specifically looks at alternate 
means of disposal of waste we feel should be conducted primarily by 
the Environmental Protection' Agency under the authorities that came 
to it in the reorganization plans from the Bureau of Solid Waste 
Management of HEW.

, At the same tune, ,we feel that thera is a very great need for research 
on the effects of materials that are placed into the oceans. One of the 
surprising features when we did our study, one that actually disturbed 
,me a great deal, was that we have conducted oceanographic programs 
for the last almost 20 years now and have spent a great deal of money 
in supporting oceanographic research, and yet we have found very 
little in the way of information with regard to what happens to mate 
rials once you place them in the ocean. There is a need for focused re 
search, and S. 307 in this aspect I think is a very valuable contribu 
tion., It would say, to NOAA, as I read it: There are these serious 
problems, you should be conducting research in these areas to deter 
mine what happens when you place mercury compounds, say, into the 
Continental Shelf at a depth of 200 meters. How does it get into the 
water? What happens -to it once it gets in the water? Where does it 
travel within the: food chain? How does it distribute itself. What are 
the long-term effects? It may be that for the disposal of certain classes 
of materials, the oceans offer an alternative that is less environ 
mentally damaging than other means of disposal.

But, until we understand what happens to the materials once they 
reach the ocean, I :think ocean dumping is a hazardous course to 
follow^ Therefore we advocate with the permit system^ that there 
should be an underlying research program that would guide the En 
vironmental Protection Agency in making decisions on whether or not 
to 1 issue a permit, and that the long-term research, quite naturally, 
should- be based within NOAA. • r

At the -same tunes, EPA would probably wish to conduct its own 
research activities with regard to specific disposal methods and sites. 
-But I (thinkrthe longer term research — trving to understand what 
happens to materials when they are placed in the ocean, what are the'

Senlatoi?-HoLLnsr<3s: The-best I can understand, you have them both 
doing research-; is that right? ... \ 
<', Dn MXcI)o*rA£D. I -would say EPA will have to have some, research 
ucliivities. -I^s say it isiaced with a request for a permit for a spe-' '
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,cific dumping activity* It would want to look into % the site, at least 
,tb have some information on "which to make a decision as to whether 
or not that particular permit should be granted.

On the other; hand, there is a very great need for basic information. 
ETOAJV. now has responsibilities for charting the ocean bottom. This 
is critical in detenxuning -whether a site should be used or not. NO AA 
-also ,lias,responsibility for research into various fishery activities. 

„ fWhat I find most interesting about your bill is that it would focus at 
tention of-NOAA on the problem of basic research into ocean pollu 
tion, and^X think this is what we need. We have not, in the past, tied 
much of pur oceanographic research to specific problems that we face 
as a nation and as a society.

Senator HQIJUCN'GS. One of the charges against the establishment of 
isTOAA; was that the Department of Commerce was mission-oriented. 
Then we found that 60 percent of the Department's personnel were 
scientific- and research-oriented, and that all of the attacks the poli 
ticians were making on pollution were based on materials, studies, 
and research emanating from the Department of Commerce.

Are you familiar with the' number of researchers and the size of 
the research endeavor within BPA ?

Dr. M-AcDoNALD. Ntf, I would defer to Mr. Euckelshaus on that 
question.

Senator HOLLDTGS. I want to commend you with respect to that 
proposed arsenic dumping from Eohm & Haas in Philadelphia off the 
coast of New Jersey. The Council on Environmental Quality, under 
your direction, acted very promptly there.

I talked with Mr. Haas, and he said he was going to withhold any 
further action until he checked with you and with the White House. 
Have they done that yet ?

J)r. MAcDoNALD. No; so far they have not* It is my understanding, 
as you have stated it, that the company will not conduct any further 
'operations until and if they have discussed the matter exhaustively 
both witnthe Council and with the Environmental Protection Agency. 

As you know, we were notified by the Coast Guard of the intent of 
the company to dispose of a quantity of a compound of arsenic, cpn- 
tijojiing a practice that they had undertaken some time ago. We im 
mediately requested that they desist from this. They responded af 
firmatively, very promptly, and have agreed not to dump any further 
materials until or and if there is complete agreement with the En 
vironmental Protection Agency and with us.

Senator HoLorMs". Now, let's assume S. 123}. was enacted -and EPA 
was the Agency to issue dumping permits. The corps would continue
-their program under fchef Kivers and Harbors Act of 1889. Where
-would the Environmental Protection Agency-begin and stop its issu 
ing of permits and where would the corps continue its issuing of 
permits? Do you see any conflict between 'the two permit programs?

- 'DrJ MAoDoifAiD. I don't see any cpnflict-here. Under the Admin 
istration bill,'-S. 1238,'the permit granting authority of EPA would 
supersede other permit authoritiesrwith certain exceptions,'among 
them feeing the authorities: granted ta the ASEC under the Atomic; En 
ergy Ack A further exception would be the dredge and fill'activities 

the Rivers and Harbors Acfc.jof 1899. I» -that-ease the' '
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corps would continue to issue permits, but the permits would have 
to satisfy the applicable ocean dumping criteria and a certification to 
this effect would be made by the Administrator of EPA.

Senator ROLLINGS. What ..about the burden of proof, Dr. Mac- 
Donald? Would you favor a provision that would place the burden of 
proof on the person, the industry, or municipality that wishes to 
dump in either the ocean or Great Lakes? Would the burden of proof 
be on them to show it was not of a polluting nature, not deleterious 
to the marine environment? Where would the burden of proof be?

Dr. MAcDoNALD. We think that in section 5 of our proposed legis 
lation we do place the burden of proof on the applicant for the per 
mit: "the applicant presents information respecting the proposed 
activity." Essentially it says he has to establish that it will not un 
reasonably degrade or unreasonably endanger human health, welfare, 
and amenities. I think the intent certainly is to put the responsibility 
on the applicant to establish that he will not be harming the ocean 
environment in an unreasonable way.

Senator HOLLINGS. Would you object to adding a requirement to 
the administration bill requiring EPA to establish tentative guide 
lines for permit issuance within 6 months of the date of the enactment 
of the bill? Thus, after Omonths you would have published guide 
lines, and for all intents and purposes thereafter there would be no 
permits granted unless they were in conformance with those guide 
lines?

Dr. MACDONALD. In the administration of the bill I would expect 
that the Administrator of EPA would indeed have to issue guidelines. 
Whether this should be made part of the law or not, I wouldn't want 

• to comment. The way one would go about providing for issuing of 
permits would be to establish what would be the guidelines or what 
would be the criteria under which permits would be issued or denied.

Senator ROLLINGS. Would you object to a provision requiring con 
sultation with the Administrator of NOAA prior to the issuance of 
a permit in a contested case? •

Dr. MAoiDoNALD. I think as we have worded it, again in section 5, 
the Administrator of EPA in establishing the criteria would have to 
consult with the Secretary* of Commerce, that is, with the Adminis 
trator, of NOAA. • ' ' •

In reviewing applications for permits, the Administrator would 
consult with the interested Federal agencies, so again I think we have 
covered that in section 5. ' -

Senator ROLLINGS. No, that is relative to guidelines, isn't it. Dr. 
MacDonald? ' ' - •

Dr. MAoDoNALD. No, also in reviewing applications for permits the 
bill states that the Administrator shall make such provisions for con 
sultation with interested federal and State agencies that he deems 
useful or necessary. So I think we haven't spelled out specifically that 
that Administrator would have to consult with NOAA on a particular 
permit. But given the fact" that NOAA is the principal Federal 
Agency witk.responsibility for research in the area of the oceans, I 
would expect that .the Administrator would be consulting with NOAA 
on -a .continuing basis,. :with respect to specific permits. And we cer 
tainly do hasvethe language'in here that he shall consult with other 
interested Federal and State agencies.
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And there is a further handle on this through the Fish and Wildlife 

Coordination Act; he would consult with NOAA on any activity that 
would endanger jBsh or wildlife. ,

Senator ROLLINGS. Senator SpongV ' -
Senator SPONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,
Dr. MacDonaljI, tjhefe are those of iis who, over a period of 2 pr 3 

years, have advocated a consolidati6ri of responsibilities in t^ese 
areas. Shaking .only for myself, J am!. beginning to wonder if we 
aren't going to end up with something more complicated than we have,

I listened to the Senator ask yoii if it would be all right if we bring 
in somebody else to consult. AJad I nave tried to follow the role of 
the cprps and EPA. I, want to l?e sure that. I understand this. We had 
four Federal agencies dealing with ocean dumping. We had the 
Federal Water Quality Administration, 'the Atomic Energy Com 
mission, the* Coast Guard, and .the corps. And the thrust of your 
testimony in favor of S.123Q, which I am eosponsoring, is that we 
will be consolidating the responsibilities in EPA. But when we really 
review it, we have excluded the Atomic Energy Commission, we 
have retained in the corps' all of their permit authority under the 
KefuseAct. . , '

1 am wondering if it would /not be desirable1 that we give some 
consideration to the transferring oi all permit authority to EPA. 
I am taking the other side of the coin from Senator Hollings' ques 
tion to you about what he anticipates. I am not saying that it would 
be best. I think we will end up with just as much bureaucracy, con 
sultation, and agencies dealing with each other as we had before.

I wonder that we have really accomplished with all of this except
a lot of rhetoric and some reshuffling of responsibilities, with not
much consolidation. So I would like for you to comment specifically
on the desirability of transferring the authority for all permits to'

. .I have nothing against the corps. It is just that I think we are 
going to end up with the same sort of fractured approach.

Dr. MAdDoNAm Yes, quite frankly I think there is some danger 
of maintaining some of the bureaucractic tangle that we have been 
living with. I would like to make one point though that I think 
is very important. The thrust of the bill is in two directions. One is 
an attempt t» consolidate bureaucractic responsibility; the o'ther is to 
very much enlarge .the regulartory of the Federal Government. And, 
this, I think,,is a very key element.

First, mth respect to the Atomic Energy Commission, certainly 
we exclude, them, but at (the sanle. time, through the reorganization 
plan the radiation standard setting function is within EPA. So even 
though AEO would have the permit authority for disposal of 
radioactive wastes, they would have to meet the standards set by 
EPA. Accordingly in a sense the standard ,setting function is in 
deed centralized. ; .,.'.''

With regard to the -corps, we are looking at permits that would 
involve navigational hazards of one sort or another. This, of course, 
lias been the tra«Bational function of the corps. The authorities under 
the various Eiver.and Habors Act sections have placed this authority 
within the corps. We believe that in those matters dealing with

58-452—71———11
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navigation that it would be wise to retain the permit granting author 
ity within the corps, again operating under the certification by the 
Administrator of EPA that the applicable dumping criteria were 
being met. .

I agree with you tjhat there are some potential administrative 
problems in putting this law into effect. I think they can be lived 
with. I think we can make it work.

Senator SPONG. We are discussing the subject of ocean dumping, 
but the corps, regardless of the creation of EPA, would retain the 
issuance of permits just for discharges under the Refuse Act. Isn't 
that correct f .

]Dr. MAC!)ONALD. Yes. Under the Refuse Act of corps would con 
tinue to have authority for effluents. For dumping, EPA takes over, 
with this* exception regarding navigation and dredge and fill. And 
as you know, for the implementation of the sections of the 1899 
Rivers and Harbors Act other than the Refuse Act, we have put 
in. the provision that the Administrator of EPA has to certify that 
the applicable dumping criteria are being met before the permit is 
granted by the corps.

Senator SBONG. Thank you for your answer. I certainly intend 
to'explore the desirability of further consolidation. I don't know the 
answers, but down the road I am beginning to doubt very seriously 
if we, have simplified it very much.

I have several nitpicking questions about the bill. I am going to 
pubmit; these to you and ask that you answer them for the record.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
•(The-questions and answer thereto follow:)

" Question. Is the definition of ".material" (Section S(c) *i 8. 1288) intended 
to, include bilge from commercial and government vessels f

Answer. Yes, except to the extent that the discharged bilge would constitute 
(1) "oil within the meaning of section 11 of the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act or sewage from vessels wtihin the meaning of section 13 of said 
Act", as expected by the proviso to subsection S(c), and (2) "a routine dis 
charge of effluent incidental to the propulsion of vessels," as excepted by 
subsection 3 (f).

Question. Is the dumping of "bilge intended to be excluded from the scope of 
the "bill under Section S(f) t

Answer. As noted above, a proviso to subsection 3 ((f) exempts from S.1238's 
coverage "a routine discharge of effluent Incidental to the propulsion of vessels". 
The routine discharges which would fall within this proviso are those which take 
place as a direct and accompanying minor occurrence of the propulsion of vessels. 
Accumulation of bilge water and other material and its subsequent dumping 
Would no ordinarily have the requisite direct relationship to vessel propulsion.

Question. What effect, if any, would the permit programs by sport fishermen 
to establish artificial reefs in costal watersa Would artificial reefs be covered by 
the language of Section Sff), beginning at Line 12 on Page S of 8. 12S8f

Answer. Establishing artificial rdefs in coastal waters would require a permit 
under S.1238. The second proviso to subsection (f) states that dumping "does not 
means the intentional placement of any device in the oceans, costal, or other 
waters or on the submerged land beneath such waters, for the purpose of using 
such device there to produce an effect attributable to other than its mere 
physical presence." Building reefs by placing "devices" such as car bodies in 
costal areas would not be exempted from coverage by this second proviso 
because the purpose of placing the car bodies on the sea floor would be to pro 
duce an effect attributabel to their "mere physical presence," i.e., to provide a 
shelter and feeding zone for fish. In .contrast, placement of oi drilling platforms, 
undersea cables and pipelines, oceanographic surveillance equipment, and naviga-
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tion devices In such waters or on the accompanying submerged lands would be 
exempt under the terms of this proviso because such devices are actually used 
there and achieve an effect which is not dependent upon their simply resting 
on the sea Bottom. ' r

Question. Why is language includede in S.12S8 (Section 8(0)) which would 
enable the Administrator to delegate, to other departments or agencies his autho 
rity to review, evaluate and issue permitst Under what circumstances do you 
contemplate such delegations would occuirT

Answer, Subsection 8(b) of S.1238. authorises the Administrator to delegate 
to other departments or agencies his authority to review, evaluate, and issue 
permits. We contemplate that the Administrator might make this delegation to 
another agency such as the Coast Guard when he believed that enforcement 
would be enhanced, when a particular EPA regional office was not conveniently 
located and was unfamiliar witti a particular situation, and when EPA wished 
to rely, specifically on the administrative or technical expertise of another agency.

Question. What is the relationship of the present authority to control ocean 
dumping to the new authority proposed in S.1288T

Answer. Section 7 of S.1238 deals with the reatJonship of this legislation to 
other laws. Generally, except as provided in subsections 7(b) and 7(c), it pro 
vides that after the Act's effective date, existing licenses, permits, or authoriza 
tions would be terminated to the extent they authorize &:tivity covered by this 
proposal, and that further licenses, permits, or authorizations of a similar nature 
could not be issued.

Subsection 7(b) maintains present responsibility and authority contained in 
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, and provides that the provisions of Sections 4 
and 7(a) of the bill do .not apply to actions taken under that Act. However, the 
AEC must consult with the Administrator before issuing a permit to conduct 
any activity otherwise regulated by this proposal. Moreover, the AEC must 
comply with the radioactive-material standards set by the Administrator, and 
the Administrator is directed to consider the policy expressed in subsection 
2(b) of this proposal along with the factors stated in subsections 5(a) (1) and 
5(a) (2) in setting such standards for the waters covered by this proposal.

Subsection 7(c) relates to authorities contained in the Rivers and Harbors 
Act of 1899, respecting dredging, filling, harbor works, and maintenance of navig 
ability. The powers are exercised for the most part by the Secretary of the 
Army and the Chief of Engineers. Except for the limited supersession found in 
subsection 11(e), the Rivers and Harbors Act authorities are not negated or 
abrogated, nor are existing licenses or permits issued under the Act terminated. 
Rather, in situations'where this bill and Act of 1899 both would apply to dump 
ing of material in connection with a dredge, fill or other permit issued by the 
Corps of Engineers, issuance of the permit requires a certification by the 
Administrator of EPA that the activity is in conformity with this proposal 
and any regulations issued under it. The Administrator will not issue separate 
permits in such cases.

The Corps does considerable dredging of its own as a part of navigation pro 
jects which it itself conducts. To the extent that these operations involve oceanic 
or. esturaihe disposal of the dredge spoils, the Corps would be required by 
S.1238' to go directly to EPA for a permit to make the disposal.

Subsection ll(e)'s limited supersession of the Rivers and Harbors Act 
pertains only to Section 13 (the "Refuse Act"). Nonetheless, after this Act be 
comes effective, the Department of the Army's permit program under the Refuse 
Act, which is administered in close cooperation with EPA on all water quality 
matters, will continue tQ regulate the disposition of any effluent covered by the 
Refuse Act from any outfall structure regardless of the waters into which this 
disposition occurs. In addition, the Refuse Act will continue to apply, to all 
depositing of material into those navigable waters of the United States or their 
tributaries which are not covered by subsection 4(b) of this Act.

The objective of the limited supersession is to remove a double permit require 
ment in the area of overlap between S.1238 and the Refuse Act To achieve this 
objective, subsection 11 (e) supersedes the Refuse Act only insofar as it applies 
to dumping as defined in subsection 3(f), of material in the waters covered by 
subsection 4 (b).

One further consideration deserves mention. Simple supersession of part of 
the Refuse Act's covearge would leave an accompanying gap in protection o"f
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navigation. Accordingly, subsection 7(d) provides for consultation by the 
Administrator of EPA wiflf the Secretary of the Army in, cases where the 
Administrator finds; r that j>ropo(sed activity regulated, by the ocean dumping 
system1 may Effect navigation or create' an artificial island on the, outer Con 
tinental Shelf. ,

Besides the provision relating to Eefuse Act, Section 11 contains a number 
of other repeals dr supersessions. Subsections ll(a), and ll(b) repeal the 
Supervisory Harbors Act of 1868, as amended (33 U.S.O. §§ 441-451b), and 
the provision of the Elvers and Harbors Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C. § 418) which 
preserved $he Supervisory Harbors Act from supersession by the' 18S9 Act 
The Supervisory Harbors' Act provides a special authority to control transit 
in and from the harbors of New York, Baltimore, and Hampton Roads, Virginia. 
This authority has been used to regulate ocean dumping. The proposed Act 
would replace the authority. Subsection (c) repeals Section 2 of the Act of 
August 5, 188fl (33 U.S.C. ,§ 407a), which pertains to deposits of debris from 
mines and stamp works. These deposits are covered by this bill or the Refuse 
Act. Lastly Section 4 of the Rivers and Harbors Act; of 1905 (33 U.S.C. § 419), 
which has been used to buttress the Corps of Engineers* authority to regulate 
ocean dumping, is superseded, insofar as it authorizes .action that would be 
regulated by this proposal.

Senator HOLLINOS. Following Senator Spong's line of thought and 
apprehension, assuming that 80 percent of the pollution in ocean 
dumping and the Great Lakes is constituted by dredge spoil—and 
that has been the testimony before this committee—you say the 
corps would still have 80 percent of the problem and EPA under 
the new bill would only have 20 percent ?

Dr. MAoPoNAtD, The corps' own dumping activities, of course, 
Would require a direct EPA permit. That to a large extent would 
cover the 80 percent. As I emphasized in my testimony, 1 don't 
think——

Senator ROLLINGS. To what extent would you not cover it? Let's 
back into it. You say "to a large extent" you would be covering the 
80 percent. Then to what extent would you not be covering it? Where 
would the corps still be on dredge spoil ?

Dr. MAoDoNAik The situation is that it would all be covered. If it 
were a private activity then you would have to go to EPA for a 
certificate on the corps permit for a. dredge, and if it is a corps ac 
tivity, then you, gei 4 a EPA' permit under the ocean dumping Act 
directly. So the activities would all be regulated^

I would like to make one point which I made in the prepared testi- 
m6ny, and that is that I dx>n't think tonnage alone is an adequate 
measure oi the eavjlfonmental/ stress that you are .placing on the 
oceans. The dredge spoils—a large volume of the dredge spoils—are 
unpolluted, so the net effects are rather small. What wejare concerned 
with is the control of the disposal of, say, industrial wastes which are 
in many "cases potentially harmful. And also of course we are very 
much .concerned with the disposal or polluted.spoils and sewage 
sludge.

Senator HOLLENGS. "We learned tliat very vividly with the nerve gas 
problem we had. Let's assume that S. 1238 was the law today, how 
much would the Government be spending? How many more personnel 
would be required in EPA? Assume that, I want to vote for it. It 
costs us how much? What wbuldmy answer be? 

, Dr. MAcDoNALD. I am going to have to defer to, Mr, Ruckelshaus 
onthat. -
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'As I understand it, EPA has developed estimates of what it will 
cost. But I think they will have to testify to that.

Senator HOUSINGS. Let's talk about two more things, Dr. Mac- 
Donald.

With respect to public hearings, what provision under the bill 
should there be for public hearings? Just one disputed cases for per 
mits? Or no public hearings? What is vour testimony with respect 
to the holding of a hearing for the public? And, second^ the citizen's 
right of action, assuming that we all are going to have a citizen's right 
of action to come in and make Government do the job? 

, Is there any thing provided for those ideas in S. 1238?
Dr. MACDONALD. Yes, the bill has no provision requiring public 

hearings. It does have a provision authorizing the Administrator to 
hold public hearings. And I think it will just depend on how the 
head of EPA administers this act.

I would say that certainly in all controversial eases, public hear 
ings would be held. The authorization to hold public hearings is 
specified in the legislation.

Senator ROLLINGS. Would you object to a requirement in contested 
cases of a proviso requiring public hearings £ 
, D,r. MACDONALD. IN o.

Senator ROLLINGS. What, with respect to the citizen's rights of 
action? I don't know who we represent up here? Somebody has an 
idea that the citizens are not represented. Maybe they are right. We 
find that out every election day, But I am asking this because my 
environmental friends are concerned about it. I don't know whether to 
run for office or run for Ralph Nader,

Dr. IlAcDoNALD. Well, as I read the various views in the recent 
cases involving standing, it would seem that if citizens appear at the 
hearings, they can be heard. I think it is as simple as that.

Senator ROLLINGS. But no specific provision is in there?
Dr. MACDONALD. There is no specific provision in our legislation for 

that. .
Senator ROLLINGS. And you don't recommend it.
Dr. MAoEJoNALD. No.
Senator ROLLINGS. Is there anything further you wish to add?
Dr. MACDONALD. No. I think these comments have been very helpful 

to us.
Senator ROLLINGS. It has been very helpful to the committee and 

we appreciate your appearance here this morning.
Thank you very much.
Senator ROLLINGS. I understand that the next appearances will all 

come as a group or team here to present the Department of Defense's 
^position. - ;

We are glad to hear from General Hayes, Admiral Becker, and 
General Groves. Would the three come forward, please.

Who will lead off first ?
General HATES. I will,, sir.
Senator ROLLINGS. We will be glad to hear from you at this time, 

General HayeSi
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STATEMENTS OF BRIG. GEN. GEORGE J. HAYES, DEPARTMENT OP 
DEFENSE; ACCOMPANIED BY REAR ADM. C. BECEER, DEPART 
MENT OF DEFENSE; REAR ADM. THOMAS J. CHRISTMAN, U.S. 
NAVY; AND BRIG. GEN. RICHARD. H. GROVES, DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
t)F CIVIL WORKS, ARMY CORPS. OF ENGINEERS
General HATES. Mr. Chairman and members of the -committee, 

I am Brig. Gen. George J. Hayes, Principal Deputy Assistant Sec 
retary of Defense—Health and Environment.

I welcome the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss 
the views "of the Department of Defense on S. 1238, a bill to regulate 
the dumping of materials in the oceans, coastal and other waters, and 
for other purposes.

I propose to limit my testimony to the environmental issues of the 
bill. Admiral Beeker will subsequently provide testimony concerning 
military operational issues and General Groves will testify on civil
•works functions of the corps.

The Department of Defense is deeply concerned about the adverse 
ecological and environmental effects associated with the unregulated 
discharge of wastes and other materials into the navigable, coastal, and 
ocean waters of the United States. We believe that legislation to 
regulate such activities is desirable.

The Department of Defense has already taken action to initiate 
the implement comparable policy guidance which was first promul 
gated in the report of the Council on Environmental Quality on Ocean 
Dumping—a national policy—and transmitted to Congress by Presi 
dent Nixon on October 7, 1970.

It is clear that some of the provisions of the proposed legislation
•will have a significant influence on some of the functions of the 
Department of Defense but actions are already underway by the 
military departments to exert leadership in cleaning up the oceans.

On February 24, 1971, Secretary Laird approved the U.S.^Navy 
order to suspend deep water dumping of obsolete, unserviceable 
munitions until all alternative methods of disposal have been com 
pletely studied. An intensive research and development program has 
also been directed with the aim of seeking alternative methods of 
disposal which will have minimal impact on the environment. In 
effect, Secretary Laird's announcement put a freeze on ocean dump 
ing of all military munitions by the United States, since the U.S. 
Navy provides deep water dump services of obsolete munitions for all 
the armed services. All chemical munitions disposal ^at sea has been 
terminated, and biological warfare agents or munitions have never 

' been disposed of at sea.
The Department of the Army has assessed in detail ^its proposed 

biological warfare agents and 'munitipns demilitarization program 
and is currently staffing and coordinating with other Federal, State, 
and local authorities its environmental statement in accordance with 
Public Law 91-190 The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. 
The Department of the Army also has draft environmental statements 
under preparation which address the disposal of chemical munitions 
by demilitarization on land. These programs are intended to protect 
the environment during disposition of these materials.
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f The Department of Defense believes that S. 1238 embodies a realis 
tic approach by establishing a regulatory authority rather than by 
prohibiting all ocean disposal or establishing unreasonable deadlines 
for such termination. It is possible that future research and study may 
reveal that some waste materials would contribute to the rehabilita 
tion or enhancement of the marine environment. Absolute prohibition 
of all ocean disposal could result in disposal techniques which pose 
greater hazards to man and his environment than those which cur 
rently exist. In some cases there may be no current technologically 
acceptable alternative. These facts weigh heavily against any proposal 
which would prohibit all such ocean disposal operations. S. 1238 
avoids these difficulties by providing for a balancing of interests that 
would integrate technological or scientific knowledge with operational 
requirements. •* '

It also envisions and accepts current standards which have proven, 
to be effective in protecting human health and the marine environ 
ment. It does so by excluding the regulation of routine discharge of 
effluents from facilities, discharges which are already effectively 
regulated by existing laws.

In summary, the Department of Defense supports S. 1238 in lieu 
of the other bills related to marine protection which we have received. 
This proposal takes a stride forward in the ever expanding effort to 
enhance the quality of our environment—a goal with which the De 
partment of Defense is vitally concerned in our everyday actions, 
wherever we may be located.

If enacted, we believe that the implementing regulations of the 
Department of Defense would be a valuable addition to the more 
general rules that are currently in effect under the National Environ 
mental Policy Act.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony orx behalf of the 
Department of Defense. If there are questions related to the environ 
mental aspects of the Department of Defense program, I would be 
pleased to answer them. Should you have questions concerning the 
operational aspects of the legislation, the military department wit 
nesses to follow will be pleased to answer those questions.

Admiral Becker has a statement which he will read.
Admiral BECKER. Mr. Chairman, I am happy to have the oppor 

tunity to appear before the committee this morning to present the 
Navy's view on several bills that have been proposed regarding the 
regulation of ocean dumping and oceanic research and development, 
including the administration's Marine Protection Act of 1971.

At the outset I want to stress to the committee the overall concern 
the Navy has with regard to all of the environmental aspects of our 
operations. The need to improve and enhance the quality of life in 
all of its forms is receiving a great deal of attention within the 
Navy—from the Secretary's office down through the commands to the 
local activities. , " ., .

We are making every, effort to cooperate with the President's 
•Council on Environmental Quality, the Environmental Protection 
Agency and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 
Also, our pollution abatement programs and projects are designed to 
meet evolving Iqeal, State, and Federal standards and regulations.
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. ( it, conges to the environment, the Navy is confronted with a 
many-faceted jprbblem. Oiir efforts .to date in such areas as smoke 
elimination, at ppwerplants, incinerators and firefighting schools, our 
program to qonvert ships, to cleaner burning distillate fuel together 
w^th.the expanded effort in the construction, or sewage and industrial 
w,aste,ti?Batm(ent .plants we think are important examples of our desire 
to. seek a cleaner and more healthful environment.

We,are hard at work on developing acceptable methods to handle 
sewage, trash, garbage, oil, and other wastes from our ships. Smoke 
and noise abatement from our (planes are also areas in which we are 
cpncentrating.,These problems are receiving the appropriate priority 
wtthin the Navy and we are increasing our effort to develop the 
technology and the equipment required to do this job.

In. recent months, Secretary ,Chafee has taken a number of signifi 
cant initiatives with regar.d to ocean dumping. In December 1970, 
the Secretary, .prohibited the transporting and dumping at sea of 
wastes generated in-port or ashore, such as trash, refuse, oily wastes, 
and industrial sludges. In February of this year, as General Hayes in 
dicated,. Secretary Laird approved Secretory Chafee's proposal to 
suspen^, the .deep water dumping of obsolete and unserviceable con-

i • "t ' ' • j • i • t i TV* * ' *ir •TTiTi * j i *ventional ammunition until the Navy is able to determine the precise 
environmental effects, of these dumps, as well as possible environment 
ally acceptable alternative methods ^of disposal. The deep weter dis 
posal of chemical and biological munitions has been specifically pro 
hibited by Secretary. Laird. •

Each,year the Navy must .dispose of a significant amount of con 
ventional ammunition that becomes unserviceable, unsafe, or obsolete. 
In recent years we have accomplished this through a number of means 
which have included demilitarization—that is, by physically taking 
the ammunit^onr-apart, by controlled burning, by exploding, and by 
ocean dumping,.

hazard with this method. Since. 1964,19 deep water dump operations 
have taken place in which whole shiploads of ammunition, including 
the ship, were scuttled. As I, mentioned, in February we suspended all 
deep.water,dumping.,bf ammunition. While the present evidence indi 
cates ,t]iat the, environmental impact of deep water dumping may well 
bp minimal, some environmental questions remain unanswered. Con 
sequently, plans, for ocean dumping of munitions have been post 
poned until a reassessment of all alternative methods of disposal has 
beencarried, out..., . " 'I, . '".,'<• 
,.The Assistant.Becretary^f tjie Navy for.Research and Development 

has established a. select high-level, working group from our Navy 
laboratories and systems .cpmmands to examine the disposal problem 
and to develop a plan whicn will minimize or, hopefully, eliminate 
the,need.,for pcean, dumping. T«his is behig done in consultation with 
the. Annjr and the. Air Force. Iii addition,, the Navy is ̂ investigating 
the. redesign pf ammimitiofi with the objective of easier, safer de-

.In.^sppsing bi.pur,old ammunitibn,'it is the Navy's intention, 
regardless of the disposal method used, to comply with public laws
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lor the protection, of tlie environment; and to work toward the 
President's goal to, eliminate ocean dumping of munitions at tno 
earliest date. -.-.»•.-

There are few requirements actually for £he Navy or Navy con 
tractors to dispose of Navy-generated materials into the ocean.

Perhaps the most significant situation would involve the disposal 
at sea, of dredge material resulting from maintenance dredging of 
naval port facilities to insure adequate draft for ship' operations. 
These dredging operations are now conducted under the direction and 
approval of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Under the administration's bill, a permit issued by the Environ 
mental Protection Agency would be. .required for the regulated dis 
posal. of Navy dredgings, whether performed' by Navy in-house 
capability or by civilian contractors. Certainly all such disposal will 
be performed in accordance with the standards and criteria to t» 
developed by the .Environmental Protection Agency, In any event, 
obtaining an APA permit for the.relatively small amount of dredging 
in Navy ports should not impose a hardship on the Navy' or on Navy contractors. . ,''"'. ; •-.•>-•••'.

I would-now like to briefly outline the Navy's basic position with 
regard to e?ch of the bills being considered 'here by the committee. 

. It, is the levy's understanding, that the purpose, of S. 80fT is to 
authorize the Secretary of Commerce to undertake a variety of pro 
grams and activities relating to oceanic an<J environmental .research 
and development. Although; the bill, if enacted, would be consistent 
with the objectives of the,Marine Resources and Engineering De*- 
velopment Act of 1966, care must be. exercised not to duplicate avail 
able .and emerging laboratory facilities, shi^ construction capabilities 
and the layering of approvals in the 'administration of the permit
system* ',•:•• • ~- •. •'•••".•• ' '•'' '" : > •'''*• * '•

The enactment of this bill would' not* ham an a%erse intact on 
the Department of 'Defense. Accordingly, .the Department" of the 
Navy, on behalf of the Department .of^ Defense, defers to other in- 
terested.agencies as to the memts of the bill. ,">.- : r<. •'' M«•

The proposed bill S. 1082>would regulate the discharge of wastes in 
territorial and international waters until 5 years after the date of 
enactment of the bill, and then prohibit disposal thereafter. This bill 
would also authorize research and demonstration projects %to deter* 
mine means of using and disposing of such" wastes. It is entirely pos 
sible that the results of this and otitier search being undertaken may 
conclude; that i disposal of certain, w'astes into T the (ocean is'the most 
environmentally, acceptable approach to: : i . <\i •> -\ •'". * j

(a) Protect our already overloaded air jand inland water resources; -and"'- ' - :'--" -r .-• ; ,5'- - <r -,< : -\ •• •« • H-.-• • « ;
(&) Provide a method 6f berieficially recycling nutrierto to certain 

sections of the ocean. "* ' < • r ; .,-• I -•"' • ' •} >n '
In addition, it is possible that more *han five years will be required 

to develop^ and construct! alternate land^disposal methods. The 5-year 
deadline, imposed at .this time in. th^ bill, would preempt the results 
fof :research and development that «tto'uld be1 conducted** - : "

The ^proposed bfll S. 1286 w6uld* require the immediate cessation 
of ^shipping wastes to >sea fotf disposal for a'mmimum 6 month
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runtil the'T^Ehviromnehtal Protection 4 Agency institutes. pro 
visions through vehich permits are issued for dumping. The disposal--" ——L--'— ocean dumping r - - r ••' "• ' •>•*'»

^witholittihe'.^
isfcosal methods;

'.-While the immediate cessation of dumping provided by this bill 
wouldrriot present a*substantial problem" for the Navy, it should be 
noted* thattire- immediate cutoff could cause an insurmountable prob 
lem for'cities tihat.'dispose of'refuse, sludges and other wastes into the oceans. .r,-/•;?•,>< '* •• -••'•• - "

•~ The-(Savy"-supports S. '1238 and the phased and orderly regulated 
approach tto ther'eessation 'of most ocean dumping while alternative 
methbds of disppsalfare1 developed* This bill provides a logical ap- 
|>roach4q'thefmangemeht of tlie ocear which is based on the impact, 
8iiM tradeoffs, of'the total eeosystemis such as human health, welfare 
and, amenities, as well as that of tlie marine environment, 
x In; looking: air-the various, proposals,'itls the Navy's contention that 
an» appropriate "dcean 'dumping act should provide a rational means 
of controlling ocean dumping which is based on the effect of the 
fufcure^-aff "well asr tne effect b'f alternative means of disposal of the 
materials on man's environment. In-other words, discussion of legis- 
lati6n"re^arding'regitlS;tingbceah dumping should include considera 
tion forTnan's*total'enyironment,mt only the ocean environment. We 
iW'that S. r 1238,-'calling for a permit system administered by the 
'Environment,!' Protection Agency*, which is charged with overall 
pfotection of the'environment meets this criteria. -
-f !£'addition,''a* reasonable" ocean dumping act should exclude the 
'day-td'day* operational discharges' froin ships which are properly 
subject to regulation by other laws. ! '•

In summation, the Navy supports S. 1238 as a rational effective 
means to : protecting the'ocean'environment while at the same time 
providhig 'for- con'sideratioir-pf! man's total environment.

Mr. -Chairmany'this concfuaes my prepared statement.
General GROVES. Mr. ChaifmanVlamBrig. Gen. Richard H. Groves, 

Deputy Birectorbf ''Civil Works, 'Office, Chief of Engineers, Depart 
ment;'"of the Army. I •appreciate having this opportunity to testify 
&DJthe bills"'before your" committee concerned with the subject of 
ocean dumping1;: ? > - ;
-Mr. Chairmatf, these bills embody a Tariety of approaches to the 

problems 'associated with thet dumping of waste materials in the 
bceansj Rather than' diseuss each of them in detail, I shall confine 
myself of discussing the administration biH and attempting to answer 
&ny question you have coMcernmg the others bills.

Last year, at the request of the President, the Council on Environ^
•mental Quality itttesfagated the problem 'of ocean pollution and con 
cluded that tnere is a critical need for a national policy" on ocean 
(lumping. !TKe recommendations of the Council were incorporated 
in^the piSpcfeed Marine'Protection' Act of 1971, submitted to the 
(Sragress'by the President ̂ in'd introduced as S. 1238.

transport material from th^ United States for the purpose of dump-
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ing it into the ocean or other -waters covered bv the bill, or dump 
any materials into any such waters which are within the territorial 
jurisdiction of the United States, or dump any material into the 
waters of the contiguous zone to the extent that such dumping may 
affect, the territorial sea or the territory of the United States. The bill 
would apply to all Federal, State, and foreign government organiza 
tions,' employees and agents, as well as-to private persons and entities. 
The waters to which the bill applies would include the Great Lakes. 
It would apply to all^kinds of matter including dredge'Spoil, solid 
waste, sewage sludge, industrial wastes, radioactive' materials, muni 
tions, and chemical, biolbgical and radiological warfare agents.

The Administrator would be authorized to issue permits to dump 
material or to transport them for dumping where in his judgment 
such: activity will not unreasonably degrade or endanger" human 
health, welfare or amenities, or the marine environment, ecological 
syste'mstor economic potentialities. v

He would be required to establish criteria for evaluating permit 
applications, taking into account the likely environmental 'effects of. 
the proposed dumping, as well as alternative locations and methods 
of disposal and the impact on the public interest of issuing or denying 
permits or of requiring such alternative disposal.

The Administrator would be authorized to impose restrictions 
relating to the type and amount of materials to be dumped, and the 
time and place of dumping. He would be authorized to limit, deny, 
alter,: or revoke permits where' he finds that materials cannot be 
dumped consistently with the criteria established for the issuance of 
permits. Civil and criminal penalties of up to $50,000 per violation, 
would be provided for violations !of the act or any regulations or 
permit issued thereunder. The Attorney General would be authorized 
to bring actions for equitable relief to redress such violations. Sur 
veillance and enforcement authority would be given to the Coast 
Guard;
'The corps, under section 13 of the act of March 3,1899—known as 
the Sefuse Act—has authority to regulate the dumping of material 
in the navigable waters of the United States, including the coastal 
waters out'«to>the 3-mile territorial limit. Additionally, unt ,/ our 
Harbor Supervisory Act, 33 U.S.C. 441-451, we can regulate doping 
of materials beyond the 3-mile limit through the exercise of control 
over the destination of a vessel leaving the harbor. This authority, 
however, applies only to the harbors of New York, Baltimore, and 
Hampton Koads.

Since most dumping btecurs more than 3 miles offshore, our author 
ities are not adequate to provide effective regulation. The administra 
tion bill would provide a means of regulating the dumping of ma 
terial "which could adversely affect human health or welfare or the 
environment. We support its enactment.

Mr.'Chiairman, that concludes nrp statement. I will be pleased to 
answer any questions that'the committee may have.

Senator Hotfcnccs. General Groves, you testified that the corps un 
der section 13 nas the authority to regulate the dumping of material 
in thfe navigable waters and coastal waters to the 3-mile limit. Why 
not expand that authority? •••" > • " ' •"' - '" ;
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Genera! GROVES. That is a possibility.

• Senator HoiiiiNGBt Bather than putting it in the Environmental 
Protection Agency. -

What is your comment on that ?
General GROVES. The feeling in the corps, sir, is that this would be 

one log!*101 solution to the present problem.
Sena^r Hoiiztfas. YOJJ are testifying on behalf of the administra 

tion bill, aren't you? "
General GROVES. That is correct, sir.
Senatdr HOMJNGS. So you really think it should be in the Environ 

mental ̂ Protection Agency rather than in the corps?
General GROVES. The administration bill would put it there, yes, 

sir* '• / ; . . •' .
Senator HOLLINGS. I know, I ca'n read. But I asked how you felt 

about it? - . '<
General GROVES. I personally, sir, would believe it would be a 

simpler matter if we, applied to this problem the same solution we 
apply.to the Kef use-Act problem.

Senator HOLUNOS. So you would expand the corps' authority?
General GROVES. The formula that we are applying to the Refuse 

Act, sir, which could be applied here, and again iny own personal 
opinion is it would be simpler from our standpoint. It would require 
for us to issue the permit, in the name of the Secretary of the Army, 
with input'from the Environmental Protection Agency concerning 
the standards4hafc are applicable, which govern our action. In other 
words, if $he-fapplicant does not meet their standards, there is.no 
permit.", -, * -»»..• > :. . • - ' '

We would also receive inputs from the Commerce and Fish and 
Wildlife people of Interior and Commerce with respect to^effects on 
fish and wildlife. Their comments would be carefully considereed.

And finally we consider1 our own responsibilities as they relate to 
maintaining navigation. If all three of these tests are met, the permit 
is issued, and if any'one of them fails, there is no permit. This is the 
fornmla we are applying in the section 13 case. It could be applicable lere. '•• ' - • • * — ' :••-1 .,•'.'

Senator HOJ&INGS. Then^ as jrbur answer indicates, one of the prime 
missions is to maintain na^gation. Concerned with maintaining navi 
gation is" the 'development of port" facilities and keeping the harbors 
dear and clearing ships through channels.

Could thetfebe a'connict between that primary mission of maintain 
ing navigation and also protecting'the environment, and would the 
resolving of that conflict be in favor of the primary mission of main 
taining navigation? Do you see that as a conflict f

<5eneral GROVES. We see conflicts, sir, all over the place in that par 
ticular area. In almost everything we do, we affect the environment. 
The question is tb»3 degree to which you affect it adversely. <.

We routinely apply now to everything we do that has significant 
effects, the provisions of section 102 (c) of the Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969} which causes us to write five-point impact statements. 
We evaluate this very carefully. And eventually we have to decide: 
Is the need for this project worth paying the priqe in the form of 
adverse environmental effects! •
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This is the procedure that we go through ndw routinely. It is obvi 
ous to us that you can't construct anything without affecting the en- 
ykonmen& That is .implicit by definition, that is what confetriiclion is.

The real hard question that we Tiaye to answer is: Is it worth pay-* 
ing, this price? -ASA we.are making a, .very, conscious effort to arrive 
alb reasonable answers to that question; >•. - . •• •

Senator HOIUNGS. General, how has the corps regulated tne dump 
ing in the New York bight under the Harbor Supervisory Act, to take 
a particular case? ,- , . ; •..:; :

General GROVES. The Supervisory Act, as yotiknow, was passed in 
1888. Since £hat time the district engineer in New York has served 
also as harbor master and he regulates the dumping of five basic 
categories of materials in the bight. , ; ,. ;

Many years ago, I think 40 or 50 years .ago, the present sites were 
designated, In effect the designation of these sites is comparable to

the uses, of that, area, may put them there.
, Nowj we ajsp issue in effect what is a permit, but this is an admin 

istrative procedure by which we keep track of who is using these sites. 
Once the site has been set aside for that purpose, in, effect those who 
wish ;tq are,. free- $o put appropriate materials in them. 
.Senator, HOLDINGS. Thank you, sir. ,.,;.< • >, 
Ainir^ Becker, relative to your statement that hi December, of 

1970 tne Secretary prohibited the dumping at sea of wastes generated 
in port or ashore, What is the policy with respect to ships ,at sea? 
, I am not trying to take you off guard, but there has been, some 
correspondence bef^een.Ilear Admiral Beshany and Senator Jnouye 
of this, subcommittee relative to the dumping of waste at sea of trash 
and garbage off Navy ; ships. , . - ' 

._ These are some 70Q Navy ships plying the seas. And we are trying 
to determine rea%4 yfh^t is, the policy regarding the dumping of

orders, they don't do that any more, and yet jbhere have been pic 
tures produced an,d^ forwarded ,tb. Senator Inouye showing garbage 
and solid wastes, with the statement made it was dumped at sea. 

What is' the policy?
• i ' * "" * i «r^ ~r 1

tuyns?,,... , ,
vironmental quality program, policy alad assignment of response

pq - - , . ,Uluct). ^ .'•',•'; i ;< > ' ; ' J ~ • '« .'
I can, speak to that specific point. A paragraph in this CNO basiq 

instruction which was jiistributeA to the entire fleet states:
Iri the routine operation of naval vessels, maximum use is to be made of all 

available port disposal ^facilities, for all wastes prior to getting underway and 
upon returning. No oil of any sort, including sludge from bilges, fuel tanks, lube 
oil tanks, "waste oil, or oily rags.' or trash and rubbish shall tie' pumped or 
thrown overboard within the prohibited zone which for most places is 50 miles from the coastline. ,;••>•.•

d zone refers to the Oil Pollution Act of 1961, as a 
result of an international agreement, prescribing a prohibitive zone 
as 50 miles off the coastline of the United States.
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• Garbage shall not bfi; thrown' overboard within the contiguous aronev which is 

12 miles from the,.
l?hen it goes on to, say .the trash and rubbish at sea should be 

packaged for negative buoyancy. And one final proviso :
These requirements do not exclude the dumping of waste products when an 

emergency situation exists and failure to do so would clearly endanger the 
health and safety of personnel.

This is a recent instruction.
Senator HOLLINGS How recent is that?
Admiral BECKER.' March 2, 1971.
Senator HOLIIKGS. You still then dump some of your garbage, 

trash, and rubbish at sea?
Admiral BECKER. Yes, sir.
Senator HOLLTNGS. With respect to the matter of munitions, the 

order in February by Secretary Chafee says you are going to with 
hold until you are aole to determine the precise environmental effects 
of munitions dumping. Now, what is being done to determine it, how 
long a study will it be, and are we going to read in the morning 
paper "that he did determine it and you are dumping munitions 
again? This keeps us off balance here and it looks like an unsteady 
governmental policy.

Admiral BECKER. There is no doubt but what the Navy understands 
what Mr. Chafee has said. He has said that there will be a suspension 
bf all dumping of conventional ammunition until such time as this 
additional research and development has taken place. And we have 
stopped it, *; -._

As far as what afe we doing in terms of the research and develop 
ment, I mentioned in my testimony that Mr. Chafee set up a high- 
level group of people. The chairman of that |p>up, or the gentleman 
who is monitoring it, is Dr. Frosh, the Assistant Secretary of the 
Nayy for' Research and Development, and the group is worlqng under 
the direct supervision o»f the Director of Navy Laboratories. 
' This group consists of scientists from our Navy Ordnance Lab 
oratory, White, Oak, "Md., our Navy Research Lab, Washington. D.C., 
our Navy Weapons Station', Indian Head, Md., and the Weapons Cen- 
ter^ China Lake, Calif. All, of these gentlemen, are working with 
this group. '

I have seen just briefly, as a matter of fact, .this morning, a pre 
liminary report. I, just had a chance to glance at it and it does look 
encouraging and we expect we would have their report hopefully by mid- June. '',.,••->

And in addition to that specific organization's action, the Chief 
of Naval Operations has directed the Navy Material Command and 
the Oceahographer of the Navy to take immediate steps, in full co 
ordination with the Director of Naval Laboratories group, to find 
new methods of disposal and to thoroughly research the effect of any 
past <x>nventiqnal ammunition dumpings, I mentioned 19 or so ship 
loads we have sunk in the last 7 years to see what effect it has had 
on the environment.

Senator HOLUNGS. Have you found the ships off the coast of New 
Jersey, twp of them, s,unk some 3 years ago in operation CHASE ?
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Admiral BECKER. I think .,w,e &ave,,sir. The're is .-a gentleman here 

from tjhe^Naval, Ordnance, Systems Command.wlio can speak further 
on .that, if you would,like: that, - • ;'. , , »u .-..;•." I; • •'•

Senator HOLLTNGS. I think it would, be good to hear from him ex-

Christman, deputy com 
mander of the Naval Ordnance Systems Command. Getting prepared 
to submit a statement to the Council before the cessation of dumping 
by Mr, Chafee, we did work with JSAVOCEANO and the Woods 
Hole Institute in New England, to make surveys of previous, dumping 
sites. , *•;-.-•. 
, These-sites are about 10 miles square. When those ships were sunk 
jn those 10-mile-square sites, we did not have precise navigation fixes 
on them, although we know they went down within the 10-by-10 miles 
square. . ;

So our initial look-sees with various underseas investigative' units, 
Mizar and other ships, did not precisely in fact pinpoint any specific 
ships. We know we were in the general area of the dump, but we do 
not have positive confirmation that we saw the ships.

Senator ROLLINGS. So we still don't know. What about marine 
biological studies prior to the dumping, and the effect on the marine 
environment thereafter? You have to pretest in order to understand 
the changes shown in posttesting. Is that riot so ?

Admiral CHRISTMAST. This is certainly true, sir. As a matter of 
fact, when all of the concern came about the dumping in the ocean, we 
basically weren't at—well, we basically went at it in two ways. First 
of all, we knew that we had dumped material during these dumpings 
which Admiral Becker talked about. Sq we to6k the oldest site, and 
we took basically two sites, one on each coast, and we did run surveys 
which would simply say here is what that site looks like in the ocean 
today. It was our plan for the dumps which had been planned for 
this year, provided we got app il, to run,.extensive surveys before 
.the dumping, during the dumping and after the dumping on a samp 
ling 'basis to see what the ecological effect had been.

So you are certainly correct that there has not been controlled 
experimentation where there has been a careful examination of the 
site prior to dumping; the dumping occurs, and then we examine 
the site afterward. - . . ,

On the other hand of course there are oceanographic studies which 
have been going on in Florida and in New England, possibly in your 
home State, sir, where they have been studying the bottom effect of 
the ocean and what is going on,with sealife. • ^ ,

What we can say is that at least to the extent that our instruments 
are sophisticated now, the surveys whieli we did make, these two 
.preliminary surveys, did not find any noticeable change in the en 
vironment due to the existence of the munitions.

Senator HoLrnNGs.. Admiral, Dr. MacDonald of the Council on 
Environmental Quality testified just before your appearance about 
$ie -short term research and development endeavor of the Environ 
mental Protection Agency, and'the long term ocean pollution re 
search function of NOAA. You have just spoken about the Oceanog-
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rapheaof rthe i^av^ whdls also engaged in research. And within 'the

ida"dck|ttaey? b&&Use you 'are consult 
day,

prac- 
research or coordinate it better? What would" ift. '«•''• <; -' ' '"' ' '''* - 
. Personally, it would be my opinion that the 

we have whto are qualified studying in the area, the 
better toift': we ̂ are. Ine mostMarige'roiis situation I can visualize is 
^her# we'*get onfev a^eiicy that only looks at it from one viewpoint. 
And wft'treviiot bringing into 'the"ptiblic view all of these various 
facets of effects on ecology.
^ il 'thought; 'that- what wafe described' was a very appropirate ap- 
;prQach,'w,herem NOAA is trying to study long term effects, what is 
j&AppeHing to the environment on the bottom, what are these little 
worms that crawl around there, how they are affected on a long term 
Jbasia by F ithese materials. .'/ '

"Atihe^ame time we face the same problem we do with rivers and 
with .silting' in^tlie rivers and 'harbors. The country is going to have 
to take action- iji' some fashion. So BPA is going to have to come up 
with short term answers pending whatever we can find out on the
•long term- basis.

f We- frankly welcome both investigations and think it quite proper 
to have them in different agencies or at least that would be my per 
sonal* ,r8commendafcion*

-Senator HOLUNGS. And the Oceanographer would also continue to 
conduct his research and development relative to defense needs; is 
that-right? , ;..-' ..'-•: .-- .

Admiral CHRIS'TMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator HO£LESTGS. And you think duplication, if any, is salutory?
Admiral 'CBbRiSTMAif. Yek : 

" > Senator Hooa&as.^Phat we'could and should afford it? -
• Admiral 'Cmasrafoih^ Yes, siri And, of course, you are probably 
well aware better than I that there is a tremendous effort in the Gov 
ernment to make sure these publications are properly made available 
tol everyone; so it won't *be a case o'f one agency holcfing their reports
•to themselves, but'^rather, each agency would be distributing reports 
toothers. « •-•• : r! ' J ' ••'- '

Senator HOLIJNGS. Thank you very muchj Admiral.
"Admiral Becisr, Twant you to elaborate in consonance with your

•colleague's :statem6DLt!(' ; - ' ,
wo!iia;l>e consistent with the objectives of the Marine Re 

sources and Engineering Developments Act of 1966. Care must be exercised not 
e'ttviilableiand emerging laboratory. facilities.

yon' go along ^ith the previous statement'? Do you still 
'mat1, or do 'you find no duplication? That is what we are 

trying tp4etermine^V *' " \ -
Admiral BEOBJER. I tlinik tha^ what w6 were getting at, was if we 

had two agencies "in" '"the act, like the Environmental Protection 
"Agency and TfO^iA, tiiat there should be full coordination and under 
standing of wjiat.the two groups are doing. I am, talking really of an

' ° ' ' - '
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awareness of each. other's']^0|£rains, to prevent* building of additional 
laboratories "where we already have a laboratory that exists. I am 
talking about a coordinated effort. I surely would agree. I see nothing 
wrong* with "two" major agencies.involved.?' ;

Senator HOIXINGS. Then back to your statement where you talk 
about cletermining; tihei precise environmental effects before we re 
sume—if and when-^thfe dumping of munitions in the ocean. You say 
report is due, you think, about June of-this year; is that right?

Admiral BECKER, -I am sure that is going to be a preliminary one, 
sir>I don't think I could even estimate; I have no real feel for the 
timing. I think Mr. Chafee would be satified only when we have 
determined the total effects and, if there is no1 adverse effect on the 
ecology of the ocean, then we could consider making another attempt 
to ;get permission to resume deejpwater dumping.

I don't have that good a feel for it, sir. They are really just getting 
started.

Senator HOLEESTGS. Thank' you very much.
General Hayes, regarding your statement that alternative methods 

of disposal have been completely studied, would you elaborate on 
thatiin light of the Admiral's testimony that a high level group is 
studying this area also? On February 24, Secretary Laird, who has 
the responsibility for all arms and defense, approved the order to 
suspend munitions dumping until all alternative methods of disposal 
were considered.

Are there any alternative methods of disposal being studied, other 
than what this particular group is studying, to which Admiral Becker 
testified? ' -? -- '

General HATES. Yes; there are. The particular areas of concern for 
the Army at the present time, which is the agency that is mostly in 
volved, have been the-demilitarization of biological and chemical 
warefare agents. Progress Has been made and it looks as if there is 
going to be a satisfactory solution 'to the disposal of the chemical 
agents as well as the biological agents, without resorting to deepwater 
dumping. This is still in the developmental phase but the progress so 
far has been very good.

Senator HOLDINGS. Have any studies been made to determine the 
cost factors and the requirement that munitions hereafter employed 
be rable-to be«demilitarized safely and economically?

General HATES. I wouldn't say we have done research in this par 
ticular area. We are trying to find out how we can put this into the 
budget and make a realistic assessment of what the budgetary re 
quirements are going to be. That is as far as the research, is at the moment; ; ' ''•'*". v; ;

Senator HOLLERS. What is going on with respect to nuclear explo- 
-sionsl At one time it was thought, for example, some of the nerve gas 
could be buried in a chamber in the AEC's Nevada test site, and ex 
ploded nucle'arly. Is^fchat'being looked into also-?

General HATES. I don't think the nuclear technique is presently 
being pursued, Mr. Chairman. We think we have an alternate method 
which will achieve the results and not have 'the other complications 
that might develop with the nuclear technique.

58-462—71——12
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Senator HOUSINGS. In the next paragraph, you talk of the Army 
staging and coordinating with other Federal and State authorities in 
the demilitarization ̂ program.

When is that staffing and coordinating to be completed? Do you 
itave copies of that plan you can furnish the committee?: •

General HATES. It will depend when the final plan, which is as I 
say under development, reaches the state where we can say to the 
State or local area "These are the factors that are going to hold." The 
preliminary aspects of this are under consideration already and we 
are now processing environmental statements as required by section 
102(2) of Public Law 91-190. After processing, we will be happy to 
provide the statements to the committee.

Senator ROLLINGS. You state that absolute prohibition of all ocean 
disposal could result in disposal techniques that pose greater hazards 
to man and his environment than those which currently exist. Would 
you expand on that, please?

General HATES. I think the key word there, Mr. Chairman, is 
"could" result. We don't know that they will. But we are trying to be 
cautious both ways. That being the key word, it puts us in'the posi 
tion of saying we don't really want to be boxed into untenable posi 
tions by too narrow legislation.

Senator ROLLINGS. General Groves, do you. think the corps requires 
the obtaining of a permit for its own activities in dumping.

General GROVES. For what, sir?
Senator ROLLINGS. For dumping in the oceans. For the corps itself ?
General GROVES. Presently, sir? x
Senator ROLLINGS. Yes. Under the bill, S. 1238, would you consider 

that the corps would be requiredx to obtain a permit for its own 
dumping?

General GROVES. That is my understanding^ yes, sir.
Senator ROLLINGS. In your budget, I think in the expansion, under 

the Refuse 'Act, of permit activities of the corpS> you are asking for 
some 200 more personnel. Is that correct?

General GROVES. That is to administer the section 13 Refuse Act, 
yes, sir.

Senator ROLLINGS. You are going to take on that many more people 
'because you have that many more applications now. Is that right?

General GROVES. Sir; we have a continuous turnover. I can't answer
-the question at this time. . - •• ,:

Senator ROLLINGS. You couldn't say whether it is from expanded
/demand, or whether it is turnover then? •

General GROVES. We are identifying 200 spaces as being dedicated
to the administration of section 13 of the 1899 River and Harbor Act

-only. Two hundred people and $4 million per year.
Senator ROLLINGS. Do any of you gentlemen wish to add anything

-further? " " ' f • -' '
We appreciate very much your appearance this morning before the 

committee.
- General HATES. No; thank you, sir.

Senator ROLLINGS: Thank you very much.
The committee is very pleased to hear at this time from Dr. Eugene 

V. Coan, of the Sierra Club.
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STATEMENT OP DB. EUGENE V. COAN, THE SEEBBA CLUB

Dr. COAN, We appreciate this opportunity to present our views on 
the question of dumping into the marine environment and the Great 
Lakes, for this has become a matter of growing concern to us. Of our 
many environmental problems, this one appears to hold some espe 
cially grave dangers.

We have reached the time when we can no longer consider the 
ocean and the. Great Lakes to be a dumping grounds of last resort. 
We can no longer indiscriminantly place our waste materials in the 
sea and assume that they will not return to haunt us. As large and 
powerful as the sea may seem, it is surprisingly fragile. It is also 
of growing importance to us.

Given time ,the fresh water of the world can cleanse itself, but the 
sea cannot. Once we put our chemicals and trash into it, they may be 
there for a very long time. We are already familiar with the tragic 
story of DDT, the first recognized and now best understood of a grow 
ing list of materials we have come to call "environmentally hazardous 
substances." It is probable that other chemicals will prove to be as 
long-lived and as harmful, for example other chlorinated hydrocar- 
Ixms. the heavy metals, the petrochemicals lost in oil spills, and radio 
active plutonium.

When we commit environmental injustice on land, it is often within 
our power to undo the damage, given enough time and money. If we 
do further harm to the sea, it will be beyond our power to undo that 
Iharm.

Moreover, we cannot allow the deep sea to be the ultimate carpet 
under which to sweep our trash. We know less about the life of the 
•deep sea and its interrelationships than any other area of our planet. 
Recent work at Woods Hole has begun to show that the creatures of 
the deep sea are more diverse and abundant than we had previously 
.supposed. We have no more right to contaminate and kill the orga 
nisms of the deep sea than those of shallow water simply because they 
:are less well known and more distant from us.

There are three broad, interrelated areas of marine conservation. 
First, the maintenance of water quality. Second, the conservation of 
marine organisms, including fisheries and other wildlife. Third, the 
conservation and planning of the shoreline. Some of our fisheries have 
already declined, and it is increasingly difficult to determine the 
reasons for the declines, whether poor management or the result of 
coastal contamination by dumping and sewage discharge. In some 
ways, the use of our shoreline is dictated by the extent of water pollu 
tion. So, upgrading and maintaining water quality is a key factor 
in marine conseiTvation.

Obviously, the .answer is that we must stop all pollution of the sea. 
The sea is just as insufficient an answer to the problem of waste dis 
posal as food from the sea is a solution to the problems of hunger and 
overpopulation.

We must move now to extract ourselves from this potentially dan 
gerous situation by establishing two basic goals. First, we must set in 
motion the machinery which will enable us to find out what is happen 
ing to the sea and what we can do about it. Then, we must take action 
now where we can.
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Some necessary studies Jiave already Tseeri initiated by the Environ 
mental Protection Agency, by the National Science Foundation, and 
by the sea grant program; noW wider the National Oceanic and At 
mospheric Administration. What is required is a clear, overall set of 
goals, the proper funding for the programs, and coordination among 
the granting agencies involved.

These research goals must be (1) to establish natural levels or the 
existing levels of contamination for as many substances as possible 
over as wide an area as possible; (2} to establish water quality crite 
ria based on extensive testing of a wide array of substances on a wide 
variety of marine organisms. We need to look not only for the im 
mediate toxicity of the substances but their subtle effects on the 
health and reproductive ability of marine organisms for more than 
one generation. We need to have this information about as many orga 
nisms as possible, but certainly for the most important ones both com 
mercially and ecologically. Until we have such exhaustive informa 
tion, we cannot possibly set water quality standards.

In this regard the Environmental Protection Agency has a very 
long way to go.'

(3) Finally, we need to put as much money as possible into fund 
ing ways to reclaim and recycle so-called wastes.

It will only be after we have a substantial amount of information 
in all of these three fields that we can deal adequately and knowledge- 
ably with the problem of dumping.

Needless to say, it will be quite a while before we have the required 
answers. We must act now upon the most serious problems and give 
ourselves deadlines for eliminating marine pollution.

The legislation which should be enacted this Congress should do 
the following things:

(1) Establish a national policy and goal of eliminating environ 
mentally harmful dumping in the sea and the Great Lakes.

(2) Establish a permit system under the Environmental Protection 
Agency for all forms of ocean dumping, including sewage discharge 
with pipes.

As I understand it, the new rules which are being promulgated 
under the 1899 act by the Army Corps will cover industrial effluents 
but not sewage discharge from cities. Very often the industries put 
their effluents into the cities' discharge and, therefore, this would 
escape regulation other than under the water quality standards.

I think we have reached a time when we ought to include sewage 
discharge under some Mnd of permit system, as in S. 192, which is 
before senator MusMe's subcommittee.

(3) Place the burden of proof oh thfe parties wishing to dump ma 
terials, to prove that no environmental harm would be done.

(4) Establish broad criteria for the use of the Environmental Pro 
tection Agency in evaluating dumping permit applications.

As I read the bill, it seems to me that past permits which have been 
issued under the 1899 act ,for dumping are exempted from this legis 
lation. If indeed dumping is a problem, and existing dumping is to 
some extent under the permit system.of the 1899 act, then this bill 
would not be covering the permits which currently exist.

In that case", we are not regulating dumping.
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(5} Allow public hearings when a dumping permit \s contested.
(6) Completely prevent the dumping into the sea or Great Lakes 

of environmentally hazardous substances, being defined as follows: 
substances which persist in the marine environment because of their 
physical, chemical, and biological properties, and/or which become 
widespread in the marine environment because of their physical and 
chemical properties, and/or which tend to become more concentrated 
in living organisms than hi the surrounding environment, and which 
present a danger to living organisms by their direct toxicity or their 
effect on the health or reproductive ability of living organisms or the 
health of man.

With regard to such substancesj we should be properly acting in 
advance of critical threats to marine life in much the same fashion 
as we act-with regard to drugs with dangerous side effects.

(7) Include permit regulation over major construction and earth 
moving on the shoreline which would result in significant erosion and 
silting in the nearby marine environment.

This perhaps ought to be ^art of coastal legislation, but I mention 
this because it is becoming quite a problem and it is, in essence, marine 
•dumping.

(8) Establish fines for parties violating the regulations and estab- 
lisn the necessary enforcement procedures.

(9) Establish, dates after which sewage to be placed into the sea or 
the Great, Lakes must be upgraded. We would expect that much in 
creased Federal assistance will make it possible to meet these dead 
lines. '

In this regard, I refer to H.B. 4359 which contains such a provision.
(10) Enable substantial areas to be set aside in which no dumping 

would., be permitted. These would serve to protect especially fragile 
areas and a significant number of areas to serve as baselines for bio 
logical "studies.

(11) Glearly establish, in this legislation, the basic research goals 
outlined a^ve to produce a long-term solution to the problem, with 
the necessary interagency coordination to carry out the research, and 
the authorization of proper funding levels.

(12)[Establish a national goal for the Department of State to seek 
international cooperation .with regard to .preserving the oceans from 
harmful dumpingt,
. (13) And, finally, we don't think that the Atomic Energy Commis 
sion should be so exclusively left out of the bill, and perhaps certifica 
tion on the part of the Environmental Protection Agency would be 
in order, .<:'••.<:

Senator ROLLINGS. Dr. Coan, to get a little information about your7 
self. What capacity do you have with the Sierra Club?

Dr. CQAN. I am a consultant to the Sierra Club r*i marine conserva 
tion- affairs. •...<,* .

Senator ROLLINGS. So you are the club's consultant. And you have 
studied,the oceans and coastline for the Sierra Club.

Dr. COAN. We are just Ijeguining a study of the problems of the 
marine environment^so we, pan be more, effective in this area. 

. Senator HOLLINGS. As a consultant, can you give us' your educa 
tional background and your experience in this field?
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Dr. COAN. I "have a doctorate from Stanford University. My field 
is Systematic zoology.
• Senator HOIXDTOS. Does the Sierra Club support S. 1238 or not?"
• Dr. COAN. With the modifications I have suggested, we would sup 
port the administration bill.

•Senator ROLLINGS. The modifications being, of course, providing 
for public hearings in disputed permit cases, and the other things 
you outline here.

Now, establishing a permit system under the Environmental Pro 
tection Agency for all forms of ocean dumping, including sewage, why 
not the corps ? What would be you answer to < hat ?

'Dr. COAN! Well, we do appreciate the Department of Defense con 
sidering that environmental pollution is a national enemy, but we 
have established the Environmental Protection Agency, and we would 
like to see as much as possible of environmental protection under the- 
Environmental Protection Agency.

Senator ROLLINGS. Do you think the corps has been doing an ade 
quate job?

Dr. COAN. It is just recently that the corps has gotten into estab 
lishing a permit system with regard to industrial discharge, and we 
don't know how that will work out.

Marine dumping is a problem. That is the reason we are seeking 
legislation. Evidentally then the corps has not done an adequate job 
under the 1899 program in the past with regard to dumping.

Senator ROLLINGS. From your experience as a consultant engaged 
in research, what would be your comment relative to the research con 
ducted by the Environmental Protection Agency, the Oceanographer 
of the Nayy," NOAA under the aegis of the Department of Commerce ? 
Do you think all of them should be engaged in this research, or how 
should it be coordinated?

Dr. COAN. With regard to marine research, in general, I don't think 
we tfeed one agency which has overall responsibility over the seas. 
But if we are attempting to seek an answer to a specific problem, as, 
for instance, marine dumping, we ought to have a great degree of co 
ordination among agencies. If, for instance, we have very adequate 
data generated by the National Science Foundation and by NOAA 
on levels of marine contamination of a number of substances, but we 
have inadequate data on the toxicity of the substances, because the 
Environmental Protection Agency has failed to generate such data, 
then we won't have the picture. !I "

So X think a degree of coordination, either under the Council or 
the Office t of Science, and Technology, with regard to this specific 
problem; would help. . rf> ' ~ *'

Senator ROLLINGS. Your testimony is that the AEC should "be in 
cluded for permits under the bill. Do you have any knowledge of the 
extent, if any, of ocean dumping or within the Great Lakes of nuclear 
fissioriable^material or wastes? • ' ' "' •'-

Dr. COAN. Other than reading'the Council's report,' I^don't.
'Seriator ROLLINGS. Dr. Coan, referring to item No. 6 of your testi 

mony, there yon talk about preventing dumping in the Great Lakes 
and'in the sea of environmentally ."hazardous substances," which are 
defined as substances which persist in the marine environment, be-
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cause of their physical, chemical, and biological properties. Will you 
elaborate on that, because I think it encompasses what we would con 
sider pollutants. I think it is a well stated summary, and I would like 
you to elaborate on that.

Dr. COAN. Well, written into the Federal water quality laws there 
is mention of hazardous substances. But it doesn't c -npletely spell 
out what we are coming to call environmental hazardous substanceo.

Specifically, what WG are talking about here is getting into situ 
ations from which we cannot return, putting things into the sea or 
into time and have harmful effects from which L ^re is no way we can 
withdraw. In those cases, we can prevent further contamination, and 
maybe ameliorate some of the effects, but we can't get away from 
them. I think at least in terms of the consideration the Environmental 
Protection Agency ought to give in granting permits, if not direc 
tions for the kinds of things that ought not to be permitted, we ought 
to write in something like this, which would spell out, at the very 
least, our concern for this category of substances.

Senator HOLUNGS. We appreciate very much your appearance here, 
this morning.

3s there anything you wish to add 2
Dr. COAN. No, sir.
Senator Eor.T.nsrGS. Thank you a lot.
The committee will be in recess until its further hearings on the 

21st.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed until 

Wednesday,A^.21,^, ( ,^ ; . ,.
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OCEAN WASTE DISPOSAL

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 1971

' , , ' U.S.. SENATE,
-,..,. COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,

3tJBCX)MMrrrEE ON OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERE,'
The subconmiittee met at 10:11 a.m. in room 5110, New Senate 

Office Building, Hon. Kobert P. Griffin, presiding. 
Presents-Senators Grriffin and Stevens.

OPiapirG STATEMENT OF SENATOE GRIFFIN
Senator GREBTXN, The subcommittee will be in order. , 
Today the subcommittee will continue hearings on several legis 

lative .-proposals, ̂ endin^ befere it to prohibit unregulated ocean 
dumping of material and to Restrict oean disposal of materials harm-' 
fulitoi' the enTironnienfe, The Chair is keenly aware of the need for 
effective: legislation in this area. I^have viewed with considerable con 
cern the degradation of the quality of the Great Lakes, an<J as one 
who represents ;a< State in that area, I welcome the opportunity to 
actively participate in meaningful deliBSr'atiors such as this to seek 
effective solutions. !;•:>*'.'"''
/.As President Nixon -observed far his message to the Congress on 

February 8, proposing his legislative; 'program, including one of the
1 »11 1 • • /,1 • < .» *t i-.ii .' . ,-tt « 'j«o.7\ t . _ • 1

.._... „ ... „. . , pro^ems we will find 
ihtft difflcolt' choices have -to ri>e made, tfiat substantial costs 'have to he met, 
and that sacrifices have to ̂ be -made. Enviroiomental quality' cannot be achieved 
cheaply or easily, bu^r*ettey,e! the;; American people are ready to do what is 1' "

fmmittee heard from representatives of the 
Council, on .Environniehtel 'Quality and the De- 
-«-in, support of %he administratioli bill, S. 1238. 

J%se wifaiBSses explained the rational£of thelegislation and revealed 
some, §£ its inherent flliffifiulties. We heard also the testimony of Dr. 
Eugene, Qoan of the.Sierra, Club who/raise'd main1 points concerning " -- : • " --'• ••• ' •
., ,-./j?o^ty (we shall heaiJ additional representatives of executive agen- 
caeSciW^are pleased to wfilooinfe Hon. James M/Beggs, Under S'^e- 
tary of Tr.ansportationj «i3compamed by Eear Adm. Robert E. Ham- 
mofld of 'the Coast. Guaxdjvand HoJii John Stevenson, Legal Adviser 
of , the Department o'f iStefce. .BiLDaVid Smith of the DillSagham En-
«>?f,". !, \s J-;.fi'', to -•"'./•!:*»:- IV'. 'to ' "
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vironmental Co., La Jolla, Calif., who performed much of the ocean 
dumping research on which we rely for basic information today, will 
bring welcome expertise to our deliberations. I am pleased, also, that 
Mr. Louis Clapper of the National Wildlife Federation will share 
with us his insights and critique of the pending legislation.

^\ T 1 Tl tt J* j^l ^ * » i 1 * * ^ • ^"* ^^ /-^ i

I
sharpened many of the issues. Is the*legislation"strong enough? 
Should existing regulatory programs and activities of the Corps of 
Engineers, the Atomic Energy Commission, and the Coast Guard be 
strengthened? Or, should the Environmental Protection Agency be 
given regulatory authority over all dumping, excluding other Federal 
agencies except as dumping might affect navigation?

Secretary Beggs, the subcommittee welcomes you and invites you 
to proceed in any way you see fit.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES M. BEGGS, UNDER SECRETARY, DE 
PARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; ACCOMPANIED BY REAR ADM. 
ROBERT E. HAMMOND, CHIEF, OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, TT.S. 
COAST GUARD

•Mr. BEGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify today on S. 1238 and re 

lated bills, all of which are directed at the serious problem of the con 
tamination of our oceans. I would like to introduce Rear Adm. Eobert 
E. Hammond, Chief of the Office of Operations of the Coast Guard, 
wjio is on my right.

Secretary Volpe has said^often that at the Department of Trans 
portation environmental quality is a goal, not a constraint. I am 
pleased to be here today to explore with the subcommittee how the 
Department, through the Coast .Guard, can play a positive and effec 
tive role in regulating ocean dumping.

I graduated from the Naval Academy in 1947. At that time no one 
questioned the capacity of the oceans to absorb our waste. "We now 
realize, however, 'the peril of ocean .dumping on. a major scale. "We 
now understand that we cannot continue to poison our oceans merely 
because.they seem large enough to dilute fchfe poison.

Administrator Ruckelshaus of the Environmental Protetiqn Agency 
and Chairman ;Train of the Council on Environmental Quality will 
testify- during this hearing. Both of these gentlemen will address 
themselves to the environmental concerns involved. I need not reiter 
ate their statement of the problem or thei* commitment to solving it. 
I would like, however^-to assure this subcommittee that iny depart 
ment, through the Coast Guard, stands ready to cooperate immediately 
with the Environmental Protection Agency to carry out those por 
tions of the program which they choose to delegate to us. I can also 
assure the subcommittee that the Coast Guard can today fulfi1! its re 
sponsibilities for .enforcement tinder setion> 8 (c) of S.^1238. • • < > 

In this regard, let-me review for yoirthe capabilities of the Coast 
Guard to carry out this" proposed legislation. I have attached to my 
statement as appendix A a more thorough analysis of what is avi
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able in the wajr of support personnel, materials, and technical exper 
tise to fulfill this mission.

The Coast Guard is already active in the area of ocean dumping 
as an adjunct to its marine environmental protection program. On a 
day-to-day basis they receive information on planned dumping and 
record the location, identity of materials, and persons involved in all 
observed ocean dumping activities. This information is furnished to 
interested agencies such as the Council of Environmental Quality and 
the Environmental Protection Agency. They have also monitored 
many dumping operations upon request.

Based on our experience, we believe effective regulation of ocean 
waste disposal requires three elements: A permit issuing authority, an 
available surveillance and enforcement capability, and effective moni 
toring activity. Clearly the agency vested with the responsibility for 
enforcement should have "ome involvement at each stage of the regu 
lation scheme, particularly the issuance of permits.

S. 1238 makes provision for this in section 8(b), and we have al 
ready begun to discuss with the Environmental Protection Agency 
how we can be most useful to them and to the program. It is self- 
evident that effective surveillance and enforcement calls for knowl 
edge of any permits issued and the terms of those permits.

The Coast Guard engages in a variety of mission areas which would 
support the role of the Environmental Protection Agency in the regu 
lation of ocean, dumping. They have long been established as the Fed 
eral maritime law enforcement agency. Tfteir officers and ,inen are 
trained and experienced in seamanship. The Coast Guard provides 
a substantial Federal maritime force for enforcement of the maritime 
aspects of the Refuse Act and the various other oil pollution laws. 
They also have a long history of involvement with the marine com 
munity in ouch areas as the handling of dangerous cargo and the issu 
ance of permits for various regulated marine activities.

In addition, the Coast Guard has^the facilities to carry out these 
functions, and with little augmentation can utilize these same facili 
ties to participate actively in a program of ocean dumping regula 
tion. Appendix A outlines in detail the Coast Guard units available 
for ocean dumping regulatory activity. As you will note, they cover 
all waters over which the United States has jurisdiction.

The Coast Guard can easily aid the Environmental Protection 
Agency in the issuance of permits, and I have listed in appendix A 
the locations of the alpmdy-established Coast Guard captains of the 
port and marine inspection offices. I wish to emphasize that these 
offices ..are well known to all members of the marine industry, both 
national and foreign, and are presently involved in, many tasks closely 
related to ocean w&ste disposal regulation.

Captains of the port are responsible for the inspection of port struc 
tures housing hazardous materials and for the supervision of explo 
sives loading. Marine inspectors are responsible for the inspection and 
certification of merchant vessels. These two types of. facilities repre 
sent an already available administrative force. We believe these offices 
would be able to absorb a permit issuing function with a modest per 
sonnel increase. The fiscal year 1972 budget already contains 26 addi 
tional staff members for the captain of the port offices to help handle
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the increased work'loads caused Uy expanded 'pollution ̂ control and 
port security duties. Based on a projection of B,000:to 6,000 permits a 
*—^arf-we would estimate that an additional. $285,000 for additional

lit'addition, the Coast Guard's experience and' me data they have
L I I/\ViT**S J1"* tT\ 4-14 rt*- t+f\fin4 I £\4"t ̂ *lV *%•*-' V* f\"rvf* «»«3 f*.*'tr*t vv-* A •>^vm*-« **.! <£<WA w* s-«*A MM^C •'.,-»- -.-.- I -3 1_ _.

maMng-the-necessary 'determinations as to whether,or not particular 
substances should be disposed of at sea. llie Coast Ghiard also collects 
oceanograjxhic data in support of other missions which, while present- 
iy limited M scope, .could be utilized'in baseline determination. 
f>s;Cap'taihs'of the j»6rt have small boats ranging from 31 to 4& feet 
at their disposal*for a Variety f of tajks including the supervision of 
loadiftg^tbf-inateriar-^-be*dumped atsea and other,*calm water, sur- 
•veiliance andr monitoring—82-and 95.-foot patrol boats are also avail-_1.1 (•__ JT i _^ •» *• n« • i -i « i • 'i ._.'____ ' ii . f . _ 1 *

"of extended duration. Finally, Coast Guard helicopters and fixed-wing
•aircraft can respond in less than 1 hour for surveillance and other duties. '"' T '•' ' M , 
r r We are currently assuming that ̂ surveillance will be required in 
each instance when toxic or radioactive dumping takes .place. In other 
cases spot'cheeses will be made in approximately 5 to 10 percent of the 
tlumpings. To spepifically carry out the surveillance function we 
would initially utilize'the, sis" HU 16 aircraft which the fiscal year 
19t2"budget reactivates ior the marine environmental protection pro-
•gram. The jQoast Gtod estimates that this places an additional IJur- 
3en -of 600 aircraft.'hours or $315,000 on its resources. .

The" availability of surface vessels is somewhat more critical. The- 
©oast Guard 'has estimated that surface surveillance activities will re 
quire 350 ship-days at a cost of $1. million. If the committee would. 
ll&vT would be please^ to submit for the record how, we arrived at this'figure. '-'.''' ;: • ~ \
^ We Vould pdint out that our present' fleet is fast approaching its 
limit of use, evenT)ased on multipurpose missions. 
' '' Senator GKnkbr. Secretary Beggs, if I m.ay interrupt, I will ask 
you at thjs point, for the benefit of the subcommittee, to submit later 
sbme;ih"dicatibn as: to,how you arrived at those figures.
/ Tl^"_«^1^44*.'__ .X7"-.« —21^:. -*- - ' •_2^1 Yv^'i^l—«.«*v3 ^A J^J*. >**J'osd.

ollows:), --- r'.-
MIO ;AND COTE UKUS AND SwiuNsrs MIOOATTED ON QEEAT LAKES

(MIO—Marine Inspection,pfficq;.MIDBTr-rMercIjantMarine 
Infection Establishment; CtiTi?—Captato of the Port)

fAleiariflria Bky ' 
'.2. C(* MIO Oleve&naj'Clevelahd, Ohio:€OTP Cleveland 
, 3; rC&Group ^uff^ Buffalo,a?.5T.: COT^^pffiaJo. , t . 

•4. ifcfCK^Ip To^do,vTo!e4Q, Ohio: 'COTp/OJoledb ", , 
" £ Wftf&petibtt, Detroit, Mieji.; MIDST, teair City ,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



6. CGMIOStlgnace, St. Ignace,Mich. ,, -i
7. dG Group MuBkegonV-Miisk'egon; Midi; : C.OTP Muskegbn< -:...•*

MIDET Ludington
MIDET South Chicago , , • . , , 
MIDET-Miiwaukee ; , •''' . ' ' ' • 

-,-.'-* MIDET -Manitowot; (to^be replaced by MIDET Sturgeon Bay) 
, ; GOT^ OMc«go; (uniitJ:o;be :uiidei';MIO1 In near future)

9. CG £roup Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Vise. :.COTP Milwaukee 
10: CG Group SauIt'Ste, Marie," Mien. :;COTP.Sault Ste. Marie 
Ifc GG Group Duluth, 'Duhitn1 , Sffiri. : COTP Duluth
10."CG."Grdup.Detroit, Detroit, Mibh1.: COTP Detroit 
13. CGMIODulutti,J),uluttbi,>Miib; : • ,

The following units are being closed as a result of recent reorganization: 
, COTP Ludington , - n • \ . * •

-COTP Oswego -':'."." 'V '-.... 
? , MlOlLudington >

,' ;> MIO jMilwaukee . " ; , "; , ; • , "' " MIO Oswego ':.'''
Mr. BEGOS. Exact requiremeiife cannot be determined, but we be- 

lieye additions to the fleet in the smaller cutter range wiU be necessary 
in the future in order to fully pierf orm our surveillance function.

Further personnel expenses tp maintain liaison with the Environ- 
.mentak Protection Agency will be necessary. ;

,If requested, we could also 'aid the Envirpnmenta,! Protection 
Agency in oceanographic monitoring of dump sites and adjacent wa 
ters. The Coast Guard has for several years teen a major participant 
in the U.S. oceanography program. This participation takes the form 
-of daily observations frohi lightships, and offshore light stations as 
well .as" from a variety dfships;', ' r •

Seasonal oceanographic cruises are also carried out in specially 
equipped vessels. Craft are therefore already available for this func- 
tioxj." and the only 'additional cost would be" for specialized equipment. 
In "this regard the; Coast Guar<l Office of Research and Development 
and the Office of Engineering are developing monitoring .technology 
^ind instrumentation to support outf present operational programs. Of 
particular importance will be tne development of sensors specially for 

inoss'^ -' •'4Finally, our oceanographic unit and pur marine scientists are 
skilled and experienced in the* evaluation^ environmental data as a 
result of ouV efforts in oceanography survey work including the Inter-
•national Ice Fatrol, ;.-

In short, the Department of Transportation stands ready and able 
to aid'fhe Envirpninental protection Agency in administering this 
program/We* believe We have the ongoing failities (» carry out not 
only the surveillance sind enforcement aspects of the program already 
assigned' to1 us ra'fil. 1238, but also^ if ̂ delegated b^ EPA, the permit 
issuing and ̂ ceaii monitoring functionl
* This"concludesmy!grepa,rea statement,
^ "Mir^ Chairman, I would be jplefised to answer any questions.

Senator GuiEm*. Secretary Beggs, I want to commend you first 
of all on what I think is a good statement, a statement that is specific 
in terms of what it would cost and how many additional personnel
would be needed for t&e Coast Guard to perform its appropriate role,« , - " ^ . >',-,>' - ••• • •*• * •*••
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I might also add that while some other agencies of the Federal 
Government may have a credibility gap, the Coast Guard doesn't 
suffer from that problem.

Mr. BEGGS. We are very proud of them, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GKIFFIN. Now, then, I mentioned my interest in the Great 

Lakes. It is my understanding that this legislation, while it is re 
ferred to as "an ocean dumping bill," does include and apply to the 
Great Lakes, and in your appendix you list facilities and capabilities 
available at the ocean cities but make no reference, as far as I can tell/ 
to what facilities or capabilities are available on the Great Lakes. Was 
that an oversight?

Mr. BEGGS. That was an oversight, Mr. Chairman.
Senator :G;BHTiN. Let me say, the oversight of the Great Lakes hu& 

been something that has been a rather disturbing problem to me, but 
I am sure you can comment on it. ,.,

Mr. BEGGS.. I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, that we are conscious 
and very much aware of the needs and the problems of the Great 
Lakes. There is in the Great Lakes, as you know better than I, a grow 
ing problem of pollution*

Senator GRIFFIN. In some ways we have an even more severe, prob 
lem in the Great Lakes. This great body of fresh water is certainly 
much more limited in terms of scope and so forth than is the ocean, 
and I believe the threat is much more imminent, much more acute,, 
although both thes§ areas certainly deserve our attention.

Mr. BEGGS., Yes, sir. I have here a list of the Coast Guard facilities- 
in the overall Great Lakes region. They include seven marine inspec 
tion .offices, eight merchant marine inspection establishments and nine 
captains of the port.

In addition, in the lakes we have one Coast Guard icebreaker, eight 
buoy tender-type vessels, and a number of 90-foot patrol boats which 
can be used for pollution patrol.

In addition, there are three air units located in the Great Lakes 
region, and these of course are also available.

I would be pleased, Mr. Chairman, at this time to submit this for 
the record* * •

Senator Gummr. It will be so received.' '
Secretary Be^gs, some of the other members of the subcommittee 

couldn't be here and submitted soine questions which I will raise at 
this time. , , , '

Can you advise the subcommittee whether the general law en 
forcement authority of the U.S. Coast Guard under the administra 
tion's proposal is premised upon section 89 of title 14 of the United 
States Code, and if .so, would you have any objection if an appropri 
ate amendment were made to the bill citing that authority?

Mr. BEGGS. Yes, sir. We have general and broad law enforcement 
powers under .section, 89 ofr United States Code 14, but we would have 
no objection to the inclusion of a reference to that.

Senator Gsrransr. Thank you very much,
.In connection with the source of authority, could you advise the 

subcommitteejwhat effect, if any, the bill S. 698, the administration's 
proposed Port and Waterways Safety Act of 1971—now also pending 
before this committee, might have upon effective enforcement? Should
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some-recognition^ be'jgivfeti to: such possible effect during the subcom- 
mitteeV deliberations oil the pending ocean-dumping legislation ?

Mr. BEGGS. We believe both bills ar> necessary for the Coast Guard 
to carry out ovferall j>bllutibri surveillance'. , 
•'They are nee"d&Hx> prevent both prdblems,—the possible accidental 
discharge of hazardous .materials or .polluting materials into our 
waters in the case of the j>brts and waterways safety bill and the illegal 
dumping of pollutents in the case of this legislation. We think the 
two bills'are complementary. They are independent of each other, 
but we believe both atfe necessary. We urge the passage of both by the 
Cori'gress. '

^J If \ l V J V , <j~* — T

think that the Coast Gua'rdisjable to do both jobs.
Admiral HAMMOND, I have nothing further to say, sir, except that 

in anticipation^! passage : of the ports and waterways safety bill, we 
have provided inrour,fiscal year 19^2 budget for necessary augmenta 
tion of our'forces. We fee! that these additional forces will also enable 
us to undertake the jobs connected with "the dumping bill. But as the 
Secretary said, both of these bills are very important.

Senator GRIFFIN.. Let- me just say in that connection, the fear has 
been expressed by many, including one of the-, witnesses who will 
appear here tomorrow^ that, the legislation pending before the com 
mittee wb$d, Have an adverse effect upon port and harbor develop 
ment and evsn maintenance of ports'and harbors. Would you have any 
comment' on'-that'? j -
«Mjr. BEGGS. That is not our view, Now, we have received comments 

from some j5brt authorities .and other State and local interests ex 
pressing the fear that in one way or another the safety act will inhibit 
the development of ports. . . ,

Not only isn't that bur view, we believe that unless an effective

• activities of the Coaist Guard ih.providing inspection and surveillance 
under the" P6rt:and Waterways Safety Act will in any way inhibit de-. 
yelopment. Jbi fact, it should enable the more effective utilization of 
the current'facilities, that, exist in our ports for the handling of 
hazardousand'poflutantmaterials,. . t , - 

. jCdmiral Hainmond, Jwould' 70:;* want to add to that ?
jidniijpal HASEMOND. I would add that the Ports and Waterways 

S>afety^ct wiH give: us £Ke ability to control and manage the traffic 
system^within our ports. This can do nothing but enhance the port

• facilities and the uses'SVe make of the vessels in the ports themselves. 
Senator Gmi^iir.' Using .the proposal of regarding the dumping

' of arsenic compounds at ssa, as an example, how does a matter such as 
the !Eohm & Haas proposal come td your attention? Under what 
present authority is the Coast Guard acting ?

' ' Mr. BEGGS, Insofar as dumping hi general, it would not specifically 
come" to the attention of tl\8 Coast Guard. However, we do maintain, 
or are beginning to maintain I should say, surveillance< of hazardous 
material dumping under the authority of our basic legislation which 
gave the Department of Safety role .in the area of hazardous mate-
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rials. ,We are now setting up p^o^e^res, .wftich, w# hppe will inform 
us any ibirae fjiiaz!a.r'dous^ the. contiguous 
zone; dr^'t&rriti6r,ialwate^,pl.meitJi4Wl $t»tes.,' ••'•;,?.. J .

I would have to amnifc, Mrl $jiairman,,t&£t,as ,of itoday,,this pro 
gram is in its verjr early §£ageg an& ^eould npj; guarantee that every 
one of thesa liaza)fto|is materlat, dumps,come to ;our attention.

Can yott'&dd to that, j^iiiMrai|^mmpnd? , ; ^ , ,'' '
Senator GiariiN', Triitha.t r^ar^ as I understand, it^ the pending 

legislation does not' include any specific provision, or, meehamsjn where 
by the Coast Guard! would be alerted t>y tide Environmental Protec 
tion Agency when (iumpipgpermlts.ftre. granted, ^That I ani referring 
to is somfc type oif adyance notice ^q.the Coast Guard ip, order that it 
may effectively enjfprce s^ch ^permits. ^ 0hou1d ibhere Jbe language 
written into the,legislation'alongrfhat line,? r,-,. ;

Mr. BEGGS. Mr. Cha|rman? i,t is cpri^et tjia,t, t&eye is nothing .specif 
ically in the statuije. providing.for notification, of the Coast Guard, 
HoweVer^ we h^v<a'already,held, discussions wi'^EPA on this ques 
tion. Itis'the opinio'n of ;cQunseJ,thaib( we.can^ffectively, by regulation, 
provide for ihe advance notification of the Uoa^Guard and even the 
displaying of permits pin. the vessels as^ they dump; -,

There would tie no pfejeptipn^n our part* to. the inclusion pf such a 
provision in the'Xej^slation. ,Yr' , j 4> , •',.** / , ,,.,, •

JnLO'\V6VOir» Vr o, vJjL^JtXHI Iji, CttlX DO ctvtftCI \l.ftT^Ji y, jJjxlu.lQJ.6d *Jj r0firLU8rT/ZOIl»
Senator GrRrB!Fnsr/^at.st;atemeni^{ t^e^ recor^.is helpful and as 

sures us that advance notification will be given whether,,or not the 
^illis^amended,, ... t> ;t r, ... /t -/• ,,r> -,v. ;,: , t e \ ; } ..., ,.

!lletentl^? the.^er'cliiaiitj.I^ru^ei'^ a hearing on 
S. 1223, concerning th?^ amual^P^rpp^ia^o^iautnoyization for the, 
Coast Guald. In'your statement you discuss cc©t( estimates for the first, 
fiscal year^ and your capabiljities .under, the authorization being con- 
sidei«olhythecoinmit<^e. , .-' , -.',.---

J^Tpw,, the question anses^,pur^uantfp the report requirements of the 
legislatiye^eorgankaiipn, Ac£o;f49!<0r as to .pie estimated Sryear cost 
whicix may.be'iiicuiprejdifey tins Coasi. Guard, iffaye you made such an

- ,, .,. v ., v ,, ,, ,... ,.- ••>.... ,: $ •-, ., . »•.
Also, din I to understand |rp)mi,your statement that ,all you need 

in order'to fulfill responsibilities ^4^,^6.^5^,^60688^17 for the 
coming fiscal yeair^a\^nraddijiionajl f 1..6 miliipn^ •' f , ; ',

Mr. BEGGS. that4s,esse^i^y'c^rreefc,,]M[r. p&airman, as to,the $1.6 
million. 'Bi^^tiimat^d 5-yearcpst of the, program .would, be $6.5 mil- 
iipri. This includes personnel augmentation jind aircraft and vessel

These costs do not include costs, of, .acquiring vessels or, monitoring- " "• • » A' VI *•' ' • ' ' a" I *-'> -"-'-I l> *>lii •'••11 i« •!" j't ,equipment. It is our yiew.^hajt much.of the surveillance activity that 
needs to be done can be in'the iiaturie of administratiye suryeulance. 

In the.case of extremely .hazardous material, as I mentipnedj where 
they are t{6xic or r^dipHiCtiye, th,ere. will h.aye to be,actual,surveillance. 
But jn many, many <jases wJiere^, yar^pus types, of spoil are being, 
dumped in (the waters, admjnistra|;ive surve0ance, ,a review of log 
bobis, pavigational records and :so .forth,, would determine whether 
the dump nas been properly handled."
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Tliis, of course, requires that we provide effective molutoring of the 
waters !B the co»t?gupup zone .to determine the long-range effects of 
dumping. This we intend'tp do. It may well be that as time goes on we 
will require additional resources to effectively monitor the overall 
contiguous zone-and the Great Lakes. If so, we'will request them.

Senator Ginraw.,Mr, Miller has a question that bears* on that.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Secretary, I am trying to understand this monitor 

ing which you are.talkjng about. In testimony that will b6 presented 
by Dr, Smith later this morning, he will distinguish between opera 
tional monitoring, which is. to insure that specified discharge proce 
dures are complied with) and that is what you have been predomi 
nantly talMng about'so far. He will then also talk about technical 
monitoring which deals with the fate of t le waste and the responsi 
bility, of the environment to that waste.

In your comments just now, it seemed to go more to the technical 
monitoring. 

, ; Mr/BEGGS. That is correct:
Mr., MILLER. Is your jurisdiction presently limited to the tx rritorial 

waters and fclie contiguous zone or can you not go beyond that.?
Mr. BEGGS. We can go beyond that. My comments were with rela 

tion fy> the enforcement part of "the activity. We have control over 
IT.S.-fia'g vessels on the high seas as well as in the territorial waters 
and contiguous ZORS. However, we only have effective control over 
foreign vessels when they are in the territorial waters and to a some 
what lesser extent in the contiguous zone—not on the high seas. The 
monitoring_aotivity, though, can and does extend as far out to sea as 
we wish.

No.W, the convention on the" Continental Shelf, which is the. area 
I" think of greatest concern here, is somewhat unclear, and I expect 
Mr, Stevenson can comment on that, But it is my understanding there 
ar£ seve'ral" things in the works inluding a United Nations sponsored 
Conference on the Law of the Sea. In addition, I understand that 
there is a conference" being called to discuss the shelf and the rights 
and responsibilities of each nation concerning the Continental Shelf.

My comments referred specifically to surveillance and control of 
j$ie dumping activity in the territorial watef-s and the contiguous 
zone, not on the shelf.

'However, I think clearly that insofar as the establishment of base 
line data, the technical monitoring activity, we must of course con 
sider the entire ocean area and clearly this includes the Continental 
Shelf area. ;

In the Department of Transportation, *the Coast Guard has been 
assigned the responsibility for a number of years of gathering data 
as a routine function in connection with patrol and other actitivies on 
tHe high seas, as a" part of this, and with the development of new type 
sensors and instrumentation, we would expand this monitoring ac 
tivity to cover the additional responsibility for determining the effects 
oi'dumping. ' • ? • "

Senator GRIFFIN. "Secretary Beggs, has the Cost Guard included 
ocean pollution research in its oceanography budget? Can you 
%>mmei£t? • ! <- , ' >

Mr. BEGGS. Yes, they have. This is a modest budget item, but it is 
in the budget. Admiral Hammond may have something to say about 
that.

58-452—71——18
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.Admiral HAM;MOND. Primarily, our efforts in research and develop 
ment for pollution control have been in the oil pollution field: Meth 
ods, of cleanup, methods of containing spilled oil and so forth "We 
do have research going on in another field that will help us with 
dumping, and that is the development of sensors with wh&h we can 
detect changes in the water and the marine environment caused by any 
.type of pollution.

Senator GRIFFIN. Secretary Beggs, are there any improvements to 
enforcement procedures that the Coast Guard can recommend from 
its experience in the regulation of transportation of materials for 
dumping as the most effective means available for regulating ocean 
dumping? What other methods may be available which might be 

.even more effective?
I d^n't know if that is a question you can answer off the top of your 

her , but we would like your guidance, and particularly the guidance 
of the Coast Guard.

Mr. BEGGS. Let me make a start, and then I will ask Admiral Ham-

inspection of vessels in the port area, before they move out to sea to 
determine whether they have complied with the regulations that exist. 
I think this is very important, because it insures that vessels involved 
in dumping or other types of marine activity, have effectively imple 
mented aU of the procedures and mechanisms that are neessary to in 
sure both safety and control over their movement through the waters.

J think this activity should properly be expanded in future years, 
and it is our intent to dp so.

Insofar as your specific question relative to the dumping bill, there 
are any number of ways that surveillance can be carried out by heli 
copters, by fixed-wing aircraft, by ships that are in the area on patrol, 
and by specific accompaniment of a ship that is engaged in dumping.

Admiral Hammond, could you add to that ?
Admiral HAMMOND. I believe, if I understand your question, Sena 

tor, that the bill, as currently proposed, has all the elements that are 
necessary to the formulation of the regulations which will allow the 
Coast Guard, EPA and other agencies to do the job. I think nothing 
else would be required in the bill itself.

Senator GRIFFIN. Well, I think in effect you may have answered this 
question, but let me put it specifically: In your view, does the Coast 
Guard have the capability to undertake the permit issuing authority 
proposed in S. 1238?

Mr. BEGGS. The answer is yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRIFFIN. Could the Coast Guard establish and apply cri 

teria for ocean dumping?
Mr. BEGGS. I think we could assist in developing criteria, and I 

think we would want to assist both NOAA and EPA in developing 
such criteria, but I think the main burden of this should properly be 
with those two agencies because they have a broader base of knowl 
edge and are charged with a broader responsibility in this area than 
the Department of Transportation and the Coast Guard.

I would say we can assist in a major way because of the scientists 
and ocean, engineers that we have in the Coast Guard as well as the
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practical operational capability that exists in the Coast Guard as a re 
sult of its long service in observing problems in the ocean areas. But 
there two agencies are, I think, more competent and probably in better 
shape to develop the overall criteria. 
. Bobj do you want to add to that ?

Admiral HAMMOND. I would only say that we would envision that 
EPA, under their present statutory authority, would establish she 
standards upon which the environment would be maintained and 
which would govern the whereabouts and types of waste material to 
be dumped; and the Coast Guard, if it were delegated the permit- 
issuing authority, would use those guidelines in issuing the permits.

Senator GRIFFIN. Secretary Beggs and Admiral Hammond, we ap 
preciate your appearance and statement and the answers to questions 
that you have given. I am sure they will be very helpful.

If you have nothing further to add, we will give Mr. Stevenson 
an opportunity to testify.

Mr. BEGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, It was a pleasure being 
here.

Senator GRIFFIN. Mr. Stevenson, we are glad to have you. If you 
want to identify those who accompany you, you may proceed in any 
way you wish.

STATEMENT OF JOHN STEVENSON, LEGAL ADVISER, DEPARTMENT 
OF STATE; ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM SALMON, DEPUTY DIREC 
TOR, OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS; AND F. ALLEN 
HARRIS, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE LEGAL ADVISER
Mr. STEVENSON^ Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have with me Mr. William Salmon, the Deputy Director of the 

Office of Environmental Affairs in the State Department, and the 
Special Assistant to the Legal Adviser, Mr. Alien Harris.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify in support of 
the President's proposal to control ocean damping—the Marine Pro • 
tection Act of 1971 (S. 1238). The focus of my testimony this morn 
ing will be on the jurisdictional aspects of this legislation and the 
international efforts being undertaken by the administration to pro 
tect the marine environment.

The proposed Marine Protection Act of 1971 has been carefully 
drafted to maximize U.S. control over ocean dumping activities con 
sistent with accepted principles of internatiopal law. I would like to 
discuss briefly these international law principles.

Traditionally, the law of the sea has been faced with two funda 
mental problems—defining the extent of coastal state jurisdiction over 
the ocean and accommodating conflicting uses of the high seas. Al 
though we continue to work on several aspects of these problems, 
great advances were made in 1958 with the adoption of the four 
Geneva Law of the Sea Conventions. These conventions codified the 
existing law of the sea and established several important new inter 
national legal principles. These^ convections, to which we and many 
other nations are parties, establish the present legal basis for coastal 
state control of ocean activities.
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The Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone 
provides in its, first article that the sovereignty of a coastal seate 
«x£ends ^'beyond its land territory and its internal waters, to a belt 
of sea adjacent to its coast, described as the territorial ,sea." With the 
exception of the right of innocent passage through the territorial sea, 
the United States under both this Convention and customary inter 
national lav enjoys complete control over all activities in our 3- 
mile territorial sea. ,

Furthermore, the Convention provides that a coastal state in a zone 
of the nigh seas contiguous to its territorial sea may exercise the 
control necessary to prevent the infringement of customs, fiscal, im 
migration or santiary regulations within its territory or territorial 
sea. Artiqle 24,of the Convention specifies that this cpntigous zone may 
not extend beyond 12 miles from the coast. Thus, within this contigu 
ous zone, the United States can enact measures to prevent unlawful 
pollution of its territory or territorial sea. It is important to bear in 
mind that U.S. authority under the convention does not derive from 
a right to prevent pollution of the contiguous zone as such, but from a 
right to prevent pollution of our territory or territorial sea.

A state, or course, has jurisdicH«n over vessels flying its flag on the 
high seas irrespective of their location. A state may also determine 
the conditions under which materials may be removed from its terri 
tory, and specifically has the power to prohibit such removal by its 
own or foreign nationals and vessels.
. Beyond 12 miles, a state has no rights under international law to 
regulate t*»e activities of foreign vessels on the high seas in the 
absence o. ,,i international agreement. The Convention on the High 
Seas is explicit on this point; Article 2 begins by stating:

The high seas being open to all nations, no state may validly purport to 
subject any part of thein to its sovereignty.

Article 6, in relevant part, provides:
Ships shall sail under the flag of one State only and, sava in exceptional 

cases expressly provided for in international treaties or in these articles, shall 
be subject to its exclusive jurisdiction on the high seas.

and by international agreement. In this connection, we must also 
consider the qluestion of enforcement. The basic principle regarding 
vessels on the nigh seas is that they are subject to the exclusive juris 
diction of the fiag state except as otherwise agreed. There is no treaty 
giving the United States authority to arrest a foreign vessel on the 
high seas for dumping.

With these legal principles in effect, it is important that our na 
tional ocean dumping legislation be carefully drafted so not to pur 
port to regulate high seas activities of foreign flag vessels, S. 1238, 
another ocean dumping bill also under consideration by this sub 
committee, is so broadly drawn that it might be subject to interna 
tional misunderstanding. It appears to control ocean dumping on the 
high seas irrespective of whether the materials being transported for 
ocean dumping originate from territory .under U.S. jurisdiction. We 
may exercise control only over dumping occurring in waters under

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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our jurisdiction, over the transportation for dumping of material 
from territory under our jurisdiction, or over ships of our registry. 

The administration's proposed Marine Protection Act of 1971 es 
tablishes control over the transportation of material by any person 
from the United States for dumping on the high seas.

In this connection, I wish to note the fact that to oiir knowledge all 
dumping off our coasts at present originates from tlje United States 
and -we have no reason to believe fli6 situation will change. The. act 
would also establish control over the dumping of material by any 
person from any source in the 3-mi]e territorial sea of the United 
States and in tnV additional 9-mile contiguous zone .adjacent to the 
territorial sea to the extent dumping in .this contiguous zone may 
affect the territorial sea or territory of the United States. Both the 
provision on transport for the purposes of dumping,and the provision 
on dumping in the territorial sea and contiguous zone would apply 
to American and foreign nationals and vessels. We believe this is the 
proper exercise of our jurisdiction under international law, and fully 
meets all cases of dumping now arising or likely to arise in the future. 

_ The accommodation of various uses of the high seas, as I men 
tioned earlier, has been a fundamental issue in the development of the 
law of the sea. Article 2 of the High Seas Convention provides in 
part:

These freedoms [navigation, fishing, laying submarine cables and pipelines 
flying over the high seas] and others which are recognized by the general prin 
ciples of international law, shall be exercised by all states with reasonable 
regard to the interests of other states in their exercise of the freedom of the 
high seas.

It is thus clear that ocean dumping must be conducted with reason 
able regard for the interests of other states in their exercise of the 
freedom of the high seas. This obviously includes the protection of the 
high sea environment and its fisheries and living resources. It can be 
anticipated that a future treaty on dumping is likely to place very 
heavy empasis on the need' to protect the common interests states 
have in preservation of the marine environment.

What I would like to emphasize is that we cannot unilateraily 
resolve these marine pollution problems by extending our jurisdic 
tion in violation of accepted principles of international law. We must 
resolve these problems multilaterally and we are presently working 
to-do so in several forums.

The Preparatory Committee for the 1973 Law of the Sea Confer 
ence has charged one of its three subcommittees to work on the prob 
lem of marine pollution. I expect this subcommittee to produce treaty 
provisions for the 1973 Law of the Sea Conference establishing inter 
national protection for the marine environment. In this connection, 
Mr. Chairman, I had the honor to serve as U.S. representative to the 
Preparatory Committee for the Law of the Sea Conference last 
month, and specifically suggested ocean dumping as one aspect of the 
marine pollution problem that required international action.

Mr. Chairman, you will be pleased to note that the United States 
was the first country to present such proposals to the Preparatory 
Committee for specific action to combat marine pollution. With your 
permission, I would like to make copies of our recent statement in 
the Preparatory Committee available to this committee.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Senator (•TRIHBTN'. Let the Chair state that we have a copy of the 
statement made by the witness on March 25, 1971, and without ob 
jection a copy of that statement will be printed in the record fol 
lowing the statement now being delivered.

Mr. STEVENSON. Thank you very much.
President Nixon's proposals regarding the seabeds beyond the 

limits of national jurisdiction are also relevant. The draft, U.N. Con 
vention on the International Seabed Area, submitted by the United 
States as a working paper last August to the U.N, Seabeds Committee 
provides that "all activities in the international seabed area shall be 
conducted with strict and adequate safeguards for the protection of 
human life and safety and of the marine environment." The draft 
contains regulatory provisions to further bias ends and contains 
provisions for compulsory settlement of disputes. Accordingly, in 
ternational means would be available to insure that all seabed 
activities, including dumping, are conducted in accordance with the 
requirement that there be strict and adequate safeguards for the pro 
tection of the marine enviroment. . ,

An International Working Group on marine pollution has been 
established by the Preparatory Committee for the 1972 United 
Nations Conference on the Human Environment. The working group 
will prepare a marine pollution agenda submission for the confer 
ence which will probably include' proposals that nations ban the 
dumping of certain harmful substances in the oceans and adopt sys 
tems for the regulation of ocean dumping.

Work is also under way in the NATO Committee on the Chal 
lenges of Modern Society and the Intergovernmental Maritime Con 
sultative Organization. The latter is preparing for a 1973 conference 
to ban all intentional discharges into the seas by ships of oil, oily 
wastes, and other noxious substances.

Accordingly, I am confident that in the next few years we will 
see major international developments banning the ocean disposal of 
toxic industrial wastes, highly radioactive materials, heavy metals, 
chemical warfare agents, and the setting of international standards 
to prevent damage to the marine environment from exploration and 
exploitation of the seabed.

In closing, I would like to mention briefly the proposed "Na 
tional Oceanic and Environmental Research Act of 1971." (S: 307). 
There clearly is a need for an effective program, both within the 
United States and internationally, of oceans and environmental re 
search to provide the basic information which will enable the devel 
opment of effective national and international regulations to protect 
the marine environment. The Department of Commerce, through 
NOAA, already has substantial authority to conduct such research, 
which would support the Environmental Protective Agency's pro 
posed ocean dumping regulatory activities. We would defer to these 
agencies as to the need for and the appropriateness of the authority 
which S. 307 would provide. 

I believe that the administration's ocean dumping bill—the Marine
Protection Act of 1971—is an important domestic first step which will
lead to effective international control of the universal problem of



marine pollution. I strongly urge the adoption of this Comprehensive 
ocean dumping bill.

Thank you very much, MX. Chairnran.
I will be happy to answer any questions.
(The following information was subsequently received for the 

record:)
U.S. MISSION, 

U.S. INFORMATION SEEVICE, 
Geneva, March 25,

ENLARGED UNITED NATIONS COMMITTEE ON THE PEACEFUL USES OP THE SEABED 
AND THB OCEAN FLOOR. BEYOND THE LIMITS OF NATIONAL JURISDICTION — 
SUBCOMMITTEE III

STATEMENT BY THE HONORABLE JOHN R. STEVENSON, UNITED STATES 
REPRESENTATIVE, PALAIS DES NATIONS, GENEVA

MB. CHAIRMAN: The two principal subjects assigned to Subcommittee III 
are "preservation of marine environment (including, inter alia, the prevention 
of pollution) and scientific research."

The United States believes strongly that preservation of the marine en 
vironment and marine pollution are appropriate subjects for international 
action, and has supported various activities in this area for many years.

On May 23, 1970, President Nixon announced a new U.S. Oceans Policy. 
in which he pointed out that States are becoming apprehensive about the 
ecological hazards of unregulated use of the oceans and seabeds. He urged 
that a new international seabed regime should, inter alia, protect the ocean 
from pollution. He stated that if new international agreements with respect to 
Law of the Sea can be obtained, over two-thirds of the earth's surface can be 
saved from national conflict and rivalry, be protected from pollution, and put 
to use for the benefit of all.

The problems of pollution are no longer restricted to our cities nor to the 
streams, rivers and estauries of our land masses. Residuals of some pollutants 
can now be found in all the seas and oceans of the world. Such pollutants have 
their origin in both maritime and land-bastd activities. Pollution from the 
latter is cani^ to the oceans by air currents, by fresh water run-off or is 
the result from deliberate disposal of material into the oceans.

Growth in the world population and advances in technology have produced 
rapid increases in waste products and the long held view that the oceans 
have an infinite ability to accommodate the consequences of human activity 
has been proven false. We now recognize that pollutants reaching the seas 
and ocean are a threat to the health and general welfare of mankind, as well 
as to the productivity of living resources of the oceans.

Pollution affects the marine environment, its living resources and ultimately 
human beings in a variety of ways. Toxic substances can kill animals or plants 
which come in contact with them. Still other pollutants may alter the oceans' 
environment making it unsuitable for animal life. Finally, pollutants can be 
concentrated into living resources of the ocean and as a consequence these 
resources may become unsuitable as human food.

The impact of some pollutants on the ocean and its inhabitants and its conse 
quence to human beings is not yet clear. It is, however, obvious that increased 
understanding of the amount, distribution and effects of pollution in the 
marine environment will be required to implement effective measures for 
pollution control and that a variety of actions will be required depending on 
the nature and origin of the pollutant.

The complexity of the problem is further evidenced by the growing number 
of international organizations dealing with some aspect of the marine pollu 
tion problem. At the same time we have to recognize that the marine pollution 
problem and the need to preserve the marine environment are an important 
part, but only a part, of the global environment problems to be discussed at the 
1972 Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment. The measure we de-



dde.to, take ierp in' th;e"B»aririe area .must take inio Account $& wife* problems 
of human environment and should in no way conflict with mea*trfea which 
mightRetaken in that wider area. .. ,.• . • ., ••

To be effective, action must be" taken in concert among" states to prevent 
pollution and they must be prep^ed to hapleinetit agreed actions. If, only a 
few states should take the needed anti-£olluti6n measures, any4 resultant im 
provement might prove to be temporary only. In the absence of cooperative 
international action, competitive economic pressures will severely limit na 
tional abilities to take or require the costly measures needed to protect the 
marine environment. Only a bfoad international approach can provide sufficient 
incentives for all'istatesr concerned to do their part.

The Seabed Committee, of course, has been assigned the responsibility for 
dealing •'with seabed pollution.' The Pecl^afiton of'Principles regarding the 
seabed adopted by the General Assembly in December 1970 -contemplates that 
the international seabed regime will include such provision. Accordingly, this 
aspect of the marine pollution problem must necessarily have an important 
relationship to the work of Subcommittee, I on the international seabed regime 
and machinery as well as to the work of this Subcommittee. It is our view 
that ,the regime should provide that all activities in the international seabed 
area shall be conduced with strict .and adequate, safeguards for the protection 
of human life and safety and of the marine environment. Moreover, the safe 
the regime treaty itself as well as a major environmental protection role for 
development of seabed resources necessarily requires appropriate provisions in 
the international machinery to be established under the regime.

In his second Foreign. Policy Report, issued, on February 25, 1971, the Presi 
dent of the United States suggested that the following essential measures be 
taken by the international community in the near future:

Identification of pollutants and other ecological hazards which are dangerous 
on a.,global scale.- - , -, • • ' *•

Establishment of an effective world monitoring network to keep track of 
these environmental dangers. •

initiation of a global information system to facilitate exchange of experience 
and knowledge about environment problems.

Establishment of internationally accepted air and water quality criteria and 
standards.

Development of international guidelines for the protection of the environment. 
Achievement of comprehensive international, action programs-to prevent 

further environmental deterioration and to repair the damage already done. 
Development and improvement of training and educatior programs to pro 

vide the skilled capability to meet the environmental challenr •
Almost all of these suggestions apply with special agency to the marine 

environment. In particular we need to focus our attention on drafting articles 
on major problems relating to marine pollution.

In identifying such problems, we should acknowledge work accomplished 
by IMCO concerning oil spills from ships, FAO and its technical conference 
of December 1970 dealing with issues of marine pollution on living resources 
of-seas and expected contributions of the 1972 Stockholm Conference. Examples 
of major areas of concern might include the following:

A. Such international machinery as may be required for determining marine 
pollution research priorities, for coordinating research efforts, and for collecting 
research information and arranging for its exchange. 

B. Regulation of deliberate disposal of materials into the ocean. 
We recommend that drafting of articles begin promptly. In the preparation 

of draft articles we should seek assistance as required from the appropriate 
specialized agencies and other public and private international organizations 
active in the field. Experts from these organizations should participate in a 
consultative capacity. Similarly, w« believe that our preparatory work should 
be closely coordinated with the related work for the Stockholm Conference. "We 
should avoid duplication. In particular, should some parallel working group 
be established by the committee engaged in the preparatory work for the two 
conferences, a member of the bureau of each group should be invited to par 
ticipate in the other group.
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I would like to emphasise again, the complexity of the Issues before us, the 

Jleed to take into account other efforts vn this area, and the importance of 
tailoring each solution to the, special requirements of each particular problem,

I turn now to the second of the two subjects assigned to Subcommittee III, 
scientific research.

The United States has long identified' itself with the need to expand world 
efforts in scientific research of the v>c&{ns. Our initiative calling for an Inter 
national Decade of Ocean Exploration exemplifies that posture. We consider 
that scientific research should not be interfered with and should be conducted 
with the view to open publication for the benefit of all. We whole-heartedly 
support the applicable principle stated in the Declaration of Principles (Resolu 
tion 2749) which states in relevant part: "States shall promote international 
cooperation in scientific research exclusively for peaceful purposes . . . through 
effective publication of research programs and dissemination of the results 
of research through international channels". I have discussed already some 
forms of cooperation we favor in co-onection with preservation of the marine en 
vironment and marine pollution. In general, it is our belief that cooperation in 
scientific research in the marine environment will help ensure that the oceans 
will be developed and used in ways which will benefit mankind. Through 
increased knowledge we can all better understand the oceans and make optimum 
use of their resources.

We recognize the particular interest of developing Countries in learning 
how the seas may help solve su.ch problems as chronic short-falls of protein 
for their populations; how fresh water may be obtained from the sea; how 
weather may be modified to improve crop production and to avoid such catas- 
trophies as rampaging hurricanes; and how new, inexpensive energy sources 
might be tapped. Answers to such questions will require further scientific 
activity and cooperation in the period ahead.

Scientists have in fact a long tradition of sharing information although 
the vast quantities of data accumulated and the limitations on their processing 
and interpretations often delay their dissemination and use. The best means 
of ensuring that there is a flow of scientific information is actual participation 
in scientific projects and continued support for existing scientific mechanisms 
for the exchange of data, such as the World Data Center System and the World 
Weather Watch. New means of data acquisition, such as Earth Resource Sur 
vey Satellites, may offer new opportunities for international "cooperation and 
sharing of benefits as they fulfill their promise.

In our view this Subcommittee should draw -upon the experience and 
knowledge of other bodies, such as the specialized agencies and inter-govern 
mental organizations, in rerforming its work. Resolution 2750 (C) invites 
inter alia, the 10C to cooperate fully with the Seabed Committee, in particular 
by preparing such scienti!ic and technical documentation as the Committee 
may request. We favor taping full advantage of this suggestion. Similarly, the 
Committee may well wish to draw upon the FAO, IMCO, and the Human 
Environmental Secretarial for support.

In this connection, it would be most helpful to our work if the Secretariat 
would provide each of thu members of this Committee with copies of treaties 
and other basic documents produced by other international and intergovern 
mental organizations concerned with marine pollution and scientific research.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRIFFIN. Thank you, Mr. Stevenson.
I wonder if you would care to discuss the recent activity of the 

NATO Committee on the Challenges of Modern Society and the 
proposal made by the United States in Brussels to prevent dumping 
of waste at sea. Unfortunately we failed in that effort. Where do we 
go from here ? Is this kind of an indicator of where our international 
efforts are going to lead? Do you have any words of wisdom as to the 
future?

Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. Chairman, I think we are still basically de 
veloping a pro£ta,Li in the international field. There are several dif-
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ferent agencies, as I mentioned, dealing with this problem. One of the 
most pressing questions, both for us nationally and also for the inter 
national agencies, is how to coordinate to the greatest possible extent 
this work so it is complementary rather than in any sense competitive. 
I would like to ask Mr. Salmon if he would like to comment on this.

Mr. SAOIO'N. Thank you. I believe., Mr. Chairman, you are referring 
to the discussions that were held earlier this week hi Brussels, the 
semiannual Plenary Meeting of NATO's Committee on the Chal 
lenges of Modern Society (CCMS) at which Mr. Eussell Train, 
Chairman of the CEQ, led the American delegation.

I think the concern that was expressed by the countries there is 
indicative of the interest, a very strong domestic interest many coun 
tries have, in how they use the oceans. There was also concern ex 
pressed by many delegates there that we do something. The U.S. dele 
gation supported a Belgian proposal to hold a CCMS meeting on 
ocean dumping. Other delegations did not agree as there are already 
several other efforts underway on this subject. Nevertheless, there is 
a lot of work to do on the subject internationally.

Mr. STEVENSON. I would like to add, Mr. Chairman, of course there 
are various stages in the international approach. The first stage is 
formulating a general policy and goals. The final stage, achieving in 
ternational agreements, is the most satisfactory as it will finally resolve 
this problem.

Senator GRIFFIN. Thank you, Mr. Stevenson.
I am very pleased that thf, ranking minority member of this sub 

committee, the distinguished Senator from Alaska, Mr. Stevens, has 
now joined us. I think it is altogether appropriate, particularly since 
I have to go to the floor, that we turn the gavel over to you.

Without objection, I would like to enter in the record a story from 
the Washington Post on April 20,1971, entitled "U.S. Fails in Pro 
posal to End Dumping of All Waste in the Ocean."

(The article follows:)
U.S. PLAN PAILS AT NATO CONFERENCE—BAN ON OCEAN DUMPING Is REJECTED

(By Alfred Friendly, Washington Post F6reign Service)
BRUSSELS, April 19.—An American proposal to prevent dumping of all wastes 

at sea—similar to its earlier promising initiative to eliminate intentional dis 
charge of oil wastes—failed here today at a NATO conference on protecting the 
environment.

The American delegation to the NATO Committee on the Challenges of Modern 
Society had hoped to get authorization for a preparatory body to work up a 
policy to end the universal practice of ocean dumping of universal wastes, trash 
and sewage.

Like the commitment that NATO countries have made to end intentional oil 
waste discharges by 1975 or 3980—an achievement of earlier committee meet 
ings—the idea was to obtain international agreement on a policy to be de 
signed to end ocean dumping.

Britain, Canada and France demurred, it was reported, ostensibly on grounds 
that other international bodies are already working on the problem. The more 
probable reason, it was believed, is the financial cost that such a policy would 
entail. Some nations, moreover, remain convinced that the ocean is still the best 
and most logical place for waste disposal.

The United States, seeing the consequences of a sea made dead by dumping 
of barge-carried waste on the continental shelf off New York Harbor, hoped 
to take the first steps toward international agreement to end the practice.
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Denmark, as well, said it" could not tolerate delay. Danish delegates said the 
Baltic Sea is already subject to such oxygen starvation as to be almost dead, 
and that the North Sea is rapidly becoming the same.

On other subjects in the two-day meeting, however, there was progress de 
scribed by the American contingent as remarkable and encouraging. They were 
particularly impressed by the fact that NATO governments for the most part 
had empowered their officials to act on problems such as pollution of the air, 
coastal and inland waterways, flood mitigation and highway safety. They were 
enthusiastic about developments of experimental vehicles designed for passen 
ger protection.

Russell S. Train, chairman of President Nixon's Council on Environmental 
Quality and head of the American delegation, emphasized at a news confer 
ence that delgates were reporting on positive actions—particularly pilot pro 
grams—rather than making promises.

He warned, however, that it is folly to expect that pollution of air, rivers and 
oceans could be ended overnight. He said the problems are "exceedingly com 
plex" and inevitably costly.

U.S. COMPANY

Rear Admiral R. Y. Edwards of the U.S. Department of Transportation told 
reporters that one major American oil company—he would not identify it— 
has already ended the, practice of discharging oil waste from the flushing of 
tanker bunkers at sea or in coastal waters. Under regulations pending in the 
United States, all tankers must put an end to it by 1975 if possible and 1980 at 
latest.

It was also learned that the marine safety committee of the International 
Maritime Consultation Organization of which the Soviet Union is a member, 
accepted the Challenges of Modern Society Committee policy on oil spillage at 
a March meeting in London. In fact, the Russians asked to make the declaration 
more inclusive in forbidding the discharges at sea of "noxious substances"— 
industrial chemicals—as well as oil wastes.

Another report at today's meeting told of remarkable new developments in 
experimental engines—electric, turbine and improved internal combustion— 
\vho«e gaseous emissions would be even less than the minimums prescribed for 
American cars to come into effect later in this decade.

Senator STE'VENS (presiding.) Mr. Stevenson, dp you see anything 
in this bill that would affirm in any way the administration's proposal 
ontheseabeds?

Mr. STEVENSON. Xo; Mr. Chairman, this bill is directed at a nar 
rower problem than the administration's seabed proposal. This bill 
basically is limited by existing international law principles. It does 
not purport to provide any basis for entering a treaty in this area. 
So its jurisdictional provisions have been drafted to comply with 
what the existing state of the law is, rather than what it might be 
on the basis of any future international agreement. ̂

Senator STEVENS. I understand that. However, I just want to make 
sure the record is clear. I am one of those who opposes the adminis 
tration's statements on the seabeds and I would not want to be a party 
to or in any way connected with legislation inferentially endors 
ing that draft of the TT.N. convention on the seabed area.

Mr. STEVENSON. You would not be doing so.
Senator STEVENS. You have indicated some optimism that in the 

next few years we will see major international developments banning 
ocean disposal of toxic industrial waste, highly radioactive materials, 
heavy metals and chemical warfare agents. Other witnesses have 
stated that Congress should act now to prohibit by statute the ocean 
dumping of such materials, giving no permit authority at all to any
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responsible regulatory agency. Do you believe that an outright non- 
discretionary prohibition of ocean dumping of such materials would 
fcave a positiva or .a negative impact upon your international nego 
tiations?

Mr. STEVENSON . Senator Stevens, the provisions in this bill comply 
with existing international law and are completely adequate for all 
of the dumping that now takes place off our shores. All the dumping 
that takes place on our shores, as Commissioner McDonald pointed 
out, originates from U.S. territory. This legislation completely regu 
lates that sort of dumping. There is no necessity to purport to regu 
late dumping originating in foreign ports, because it just does not 
end up off our coasts at the present time. I would say, sir, that if we 
were to attempt to assert the right to control foreign vessels beyond 
our territorial sea, because this could be a basis for asserting very 
extensive jurisdiction, it would be a problem for our international 
negotiations. This would be true not only with respect to the seabed 
area, but more particularly with respect to the U.S. interest in getting 
international agreement on the 12-mile territorial sea. It would not be 
consistent with the U.S. approach which is to attempt to deal with 
these problems through international agreement rather than by hav- 
inrr individual States expand their jurisdiction unilaterally.

Senator STEVENS. Isn't this precisely what Canada did with their 
assertion of a 200-mile jurisdiction ?

Mr. STEVENSON. They asserted a 100-mile jurisdiction for purposes 
of pollution control in the Arctic, north of 60° latitude. It is for that 
reason we objected to their proposal.

Senator STEVENS. I understand you did not in your statement dis 
cuss the situation in the Great Lakes as it involves Canada and the 
United States and foreign vessels which use the Great Lakes. What is 
the progiess to date regarding the reccnunenda'ions for a joint com- 
mfc-don insofar as it affects the problems of this bill?

Mr. SALMON. Senator, the International Jo'.nt Commission report 
which was released at the end of 1970 dealing with the Lower Great 
Lakes and the International Seaway, has brought about an extensive 
amount of cooperative work between the United States and Canada at 
the Federal level and at the State and provincial level. In June 1970, 
a ministerial meeting was held to review the draft recommendations 
of the International Joint Commission.

The meeting established a binational working group with 10 sub 
groups. One of these subgroups is dealing with the provisions of regu 
lating shipping on the Great Lakes. Today and tomorrow the Joint 
working group is going over the final subgroup reports in anticipa 
tion of a ministerial meeting in Washington in May or June to review 
the reports and the working group's recommendations. We hope to 
proceed from there to agreement on these recommendations and get 
ting on with the job.

Senator STEVENS. Do those agreements address the same problems 
of dumping as this bill, S. 1238?

Mr. SALMON. They are much broader than the scope of this bill. 
The authority provided in this bill will be of great assistance to meet 
ing some of the problems on the Great Lakes.
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Senator STEVENS. Mr. Stevenson, subsection 3(f) of this bill, which 
is the administration's legislative proposal, defined the term "dump 
ing." It excludes disposition of any effluent from any outfall struc 
ture, routine discharge ^f effluent incidental to the propulsion of ves 
sels, and the intentional placement of any devices in oceans, coastal, 
or other waters or on submerged lands beneath such waters. In connec 
tion with the placement of devices in the ocean and other waters, can 
you advise the subcommittee as to the reason for the exclusion and 
whether it has any bearing upon negotiations or agreements consider 
ing the placement of military hardware in the ocean bottom: and if 
this approaches upon national security matters, please state that, and 
we will be glad to deal with the matter in another way. I am referring 
to section 3(f) of the bill.

Mr. STEVENSON. I would like to submit a written reply to that 
question.

(The information follows:)
Section 3(f) Of the proposed Marine Protection Act of 1971 excludes from 

the activities regulated by the Administrator of EPA, the intentional place 
ment of any device in the ocean, or on the seabed, whose purpose there is to 
produce an effect attributable to other than its mere physical presence.

The purpose of this Act is to provide the Administrator of EPA the power 
to regulate both ocean dumping of material in waters under United States 
jurisdiction and ther transportation for dumping of material originating from 
U.S. territory ."As there is.no intention that this legislation should supercede the 
regulatory powers of other agencies which control the placement of devices 
in the oceans and on the seabed which perform specific functions, an exclusion 
is provided .in Section 3(f). Some examples of the types of activities regulated 
by other Agencies are: the Department of the Interior and the Army Corps of 
Engineers regulation of the placement of oil drilling platforms on the con 
tinental shelf and NOAA regulation of the placement of oceanographic moni 
toring equipment. In addition, the Defense Department and the Coast Guard 
supervise the- placement of such equipment such as sonar buoys on the seabed 
floor. The Army Corps of Engineers are charged with primary responsibility 
to regulate the placement of cables and pipelines on the seabed..

The focus of the Act before the Committee is to protect the marine environ 
ment-front the effects of ocean dumping, not to regulate the other uses of the 
seabed. That is the reason for the exclusion. *

Senator STEVENS. As to the second, a routine discharge of effluent 
incidental to the propulsion of vessels, would this also include vessels 
propel'ad by atomic energy and, if so, does this mean we have not 
control over any discharges of the atomic powered German vessels, 
for example, if they enter our waters ?

Mr. STEVENSON. As far as thisjict is concerned, that is true, sir.
Senator STEVENS. Would weliave any control in any other way?
Mr. STEVENSON. I think there are a number of agreements in this 

area, but again I would like to supplement the record to give you a 
complete answer. As far as the oil, there is separate regulation of oil 
under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, and various IMCO 
Conventions dealing with oil spills.

(Theinformation follows:)
Under the provisions of the 1958 Convention on the Territorial Sea and Con 

tiguous Zone (15 UST 1606) foreign flagships have a right of innocent passage 
through the territorial sea of the United States. However, if a foreign vessel 
calls at a- U.S. port the United States has jurisdiction to regulate any dis 
charges from that vessel within the port area. This applies to both conventional 
and nuclear-powered vessels.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Senator STEVENS. In regard to (b), was it your intention that if a 
vessel had negligently allowed a leak to continue through its propul 
sion system that we would have no control over it?

Mr. STEVENSON. I think the whole program here is the act was not 
designed to deal with the problems of pollution that are or are 
going to be regulated by other means. In other words, this bill was 
just designed to deal with the dumping problem and not with pol 
lution that is incidental to the operation of a vessel. '

There are other approaches to that, and I would be glad to supple 
ment the record with what is being done in that area.

Senator STEVENS. I am familiar with the antipollution laws, par 
ticularly the old one that is now being enforced, and I think it is 
very effective when it is properly enforced. But I think the record 
ought to be clear that we are not, by those exclusions, attempting to 
bufld any immunity for those vessels which are negligently operating 
and in fact polluting, even though it is not dumping.

The exclusions apparently also raise the questions of, why is the 
exclusion for any effluent from any outfall structure included in 
this? Don't you consider that to be dumping?

Mr. SALMON. Senator, to repeat Mr. Stevenson's comments, this bill 
is designed to deal only with ocean dumping. Outfalls provide a dif 
ferent control problem.

Senator STEVENS. Even if the outfall goes beyond the 3-mile limit? 
Mr. SALMON. The fact that it goes through the 3-mile territorial sea 

means that our Government can control the outfall,
Senator STEVENS. I am very interested in the Department's reason 

for opposing Canadian assertion of jurisdiction. I talked last evening 
to one of the Canadian representatives, and it is my. understanding 
that they were asserting 200 miles into the Northwest Passage conser 
vation jurisdiction beyond the 12-mile contiguous zone. Has the De 
partment taken an official position on this in terms of the Canadian 
Government?

Mr. STEVENSON. Yes; we submitted notes to the Canadian Govern 
ment with respect to their action. In fact, they took simultaneously 
three separate actions^ One was to establish the 100-mile Aictic pol 
lution control zone which as yet has not been implemented. They have 
regulations but they have not actually put those regulations into 
effect. The second thing they did was to extend their territorial sea to 
12 miles. The third thing which they did was to establish certain 
exclusive fishery zones, and that third action has been implemented 
.fairly recently.

Senator STEVENS. I would be encouraged as an Alaskan if the 
U.S.. State Department would do the same thing. It is not per 
tinent to this hearing, however. It does seem that their activities 
with regard to pollution control are going to have a major impact 
upon our Alaska Pipeline transportation system from Valdez down 
the west coast. I wonder if you considered that in terms of what they 
are doing.

Mr. STEVENSON. I believe the Coast Guard has been studying rather 
carefully the effect of the Canadian regulations on our operations. 
I think they can give you a fairly complete answer to that.
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Senator STEVBNS. Are we going to just merely protest it, o:c5.»re we 
going to do anything to indicate a comparable concern .over the 
Canadian vessels as they enter ports of Maine, the Puget Sound or 
as they go up .our Inside Passage in order to deliver materials into 
Skagway that go through to Canada? I would think there ought to 
be^some sort of reciprocity in terms of dealing with our Canadian 
neighbors.

Mr. STEVENSON. We ,ha,ve been discussing with the Canadians the 
possibility of doing some of the things internationally on the basis of 
international agreements that they have done unilaterally. We have 
always favored cooperation to achieve the same sort of objective that 
they have attempted to achieve unilaterally. So we would welcome 
the possibility of international agreement. We feel that that is the 
way these problems should be dealt with.

Senator STEVENS. I want to suggest to you that if they act uni 
laterally and, in effect, bar the transportation of our oil to the market, 
that we may as a State act unilaterally to bar some of the transpor 
tation of their items to Skagway.

Mr. STEVENSON. This is precisely why we favor multilateral rather 
than unilateral action, because you get an escalation of measures and 
countermeasures if there has not been agreement beforehand.

Senator STEVENS. But I do not see much progress in dealing with 
the matter. As far as we are concerned, unilateral actions, whether they 
be off Chile or off Canada, seem to have a great impact upon our com 
merce. We do not seem to be very astute about dealing with the same 
problems as they relate to the same nationals. 1 1 call your attention 
specifically to the volume of traffic entering' ̂ ortland,' frlaine, or 
Puget Sound. If they are going to have conservation jurisdiction over 
our vessels, I would very much like to see us have conservation juris 
diction over their vessels. If this takes an agreement by them," they 
have already asserted their jurisdiction. , ' ' '

Mr. STEVENSON. Basically, Senator, when foreign.vessels come into 
our ports, we can in effect, if the Congress wishes to do so, enact such 
legislation as is desirable without any international law problems. 
Once foreign vessels come into our ports they are within our juris 
diction. The'only problem relates to foreign vessels which are not 
entering our ports but are navigating beyond our territorial waters in 
international waters.

I would like to point out thai we are very conscious of these prob 
lems. One of the major activities of this Government with respect to
, . ^ •»., ji_ j_i_ _ -ii-v/7o T-_ -JS i1-_' O_i. /~\~— -C-_-Lb -- i_

national way .Pollution is one of the major items'on the agenda. 
- One of the three subcommittees is dealing with that problem.

Furthermore, we already have some international agreements in 
this area. We have the ̂ agreements that were negotiated under the 
auspices of IMCO, .which are presently waiting ratification by a 
number of countries, which give coastal States the right to take cer 
tain preventive action when there is a threat of oil spill-pollution and 
also provide'for liability.

There has been movement, not as much as we would like, but there 
has been enough .to indicate that the, international community can 
agree on this. There certainly seems to Be the will to do so now.
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^Senator 3T*vi&&,Alaskans do notexa'ctty disagree with our Canad- 
kfr fneD.ds'm-terms'<of this e!dfen'sion of observation and pollution 
Jurisdiction; -We would like to ;see that become a norm in dealing 
with "the North Aiaencan^cohtinent, particularly with 'fegkrd to the 
type of gear that fishing vessels use or tankers pumping their bilges 
as :they pass-through Our haters, or at least what' we consider, our 
waters, even though they are beyond the 3-mile limit. I would very 
much'be interested in a Summary of these matters that you say are 
pending. Where did you say they were Kejgotiated?
• Mr. STEVENSON. Under IMCO, that is the Inter-Governmental 
Maritime Consultative Organiisa.tion. I believe the IMCO conven 
tions 'are presently pending before the Senate. TDhere will be, hearings 
in May on those conventions.

Senator STEVENS. Would you have someone on your staff give me 
a summary of ttio&f ? ' 
. Mr. .STEVENSON.'Yes, sir.
• Senator STEVENS. I am sure that is before the Foreign Relations 
Committee, not this committee.
• Mr. STEVENSON. It is the Foreign Relations Committee.

(The following, information was subsequently received for the 
record:)

On May 20, 1970, the President submitted to the Senate for advice and 
,, consent to ratification two Conventions done in Brussels at the 1969 Inter 
national Legal Conference on Marine Pollution Damage—the International 
Convention Relating to Intervention on the High Seas In Cases of Oil Pollu 
tion Casualties and the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil 
Pollution Damage. The President also transmitted for advice and consent to 
acceptance, certain amendments to the International Convention for the Pre 
vention of Pollution of the Sea by 'Oil.

The Convention Relating to Intervention on the High Seas is important in 
dealing with oil pollution hazards on the high seas since at present it is un 
clear under international law what rights a State has to take action against 
a foreign flag vessel beyond its territorial sea. The Convention permits Parties 
"to take such measures on the high seas as may he necessary to prevent, miti 
gate, pr eliminate a "grave and imminent" danger of pollution hy oil to 
their coastline or related interests.

No measures may be taken under this Convention against any warship or 
other ship -owned or operated by a State and being used only on governmental 
non-commercial service. Except in, cases of extreme urgency requiring measures 
to be taken immediately, a coastal State exercising the right to talce measures 
is required to first consult with other States affected by the maritime casualty, 
particularly the flag States or States concerned, and to notify persons whose 
interest would be affected by the proposed action. The Convention requires 
that measures taken by a coastal State be proportionate to the actual or 
threatened damage to it, and establishes the right of the vessel owner to ques 
tion the measures taken and receive compensation for unjustified coastal Stare 
action. Any controversy over whether a certain action hy a State was justified 
\inder the Convention, whether compensation is obliged to he paid, and the 
amount of such compensation, is to be submitted to -conciliation at the request 
of any of the parties concerned, or If conciliation does not succeed, to arbitra 
tion, as specified in the Annex to the Convention.

The Convention on Civil Liability establishes rules relating to the liability 
of the owner of an oil-carrying vessel to governments and private parties for 
damages caused by oil pollution. Under the Convention, the owner of the 
vessel is liable in all cases for oil pollution damage except when he can prove 
that the damage was caused by certain specified acts. The Convention does 
not apply to warships or other ships 'Owned or operated hy a state and in use 
only on governmental non-commercial service. The Convention specifies pro-
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cedures under which the owner of a ship may limit this liability (per incident) 
to $134 .per gross registered ton or §14 million, whichever is lesser. The limita 
tion is not permissible, if the incident occurred as a result of "the actual fault 
or privity of the owner." The owner of a ship carrying over 2,000 tons of oil 
in bulk as cargo is required to maintain insurance or other financial security 
sufficient to cover his potential liability under the convention. A Contracting 
State is required to forbid vessels under its flag to trade unless a certificate 
has been issued. Actions for compensation /or pollution damage in the terri 
tory, including the territorial sea 9f one or more Contracting States, or for 
compensation for preventive measures taken to prevent or minimize pollution 
in such territory or territorial sea, may be brought only in the courts of such 
Contracting State or States. With respect to ships owned by a Contracting State 
and used for commercial purposes, each State is subject to the same jurisdic 
tions and is required to waive all defenses based on the status of the sovereign 
State. • ~ , .

The amendments to, the 1954 Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of 
the Sea by Oil consist of 9 changes in substance to the existing Convention. 
The principal change is to Article III and is based on the principal of total 
prohibition of oil discharge subject only to certain specified exceptions for 
practical reasons. It thus eliminates the need for free sones in which dumping 
and discharge of oil is not regulated. The exceptions t« the general prohibition 
on oil discharge require that the ship or tanker be proceeding enroute and 
that the "instantaneous rate of discharge oil content" ioes not exceed 60 liters 
per mile. This new criteria of a limiting rate of discharge per unit distance 
introduces a limit below which pollution has been shown in practical experi 
ments to be negligible. In the case of ships other than tankers, the oil content 
of the discharge must be less than 100 parts per 1,000,000 parts of the mixture 
and discharge must ,be made as far as practicable from land. In the case of a 
tanker the amount of oil so discharged must be limited to 1/15,000 of the total 
cargo-carrying capacity and the discharge must take place more ft<m 50 miles 
from the nearest land. The definitions in Article I of the Convention are 
amended to take into account the new control measures, The other changes in 
the Convention basically improve the reporting procedures under the Con 
vention and further implement the change in principle made in Article III.

Senator STEVENS. Thank you very nrnch.
I understand Dr. Smith is our next witness. We appreciate very 

much your testimony.
I understand, Doctor, that you have a statement. li you would be 

interested in submitting it for the record and summarizing it or, 
under the circumstances, just discuss it briefly, I think it would be a 
good thing to do.
STATEMENT 02 DB. DAVID D. SMITH, DIRECTOR OF PROGRAM 

DEVELOPMENT, DILHNGHAM ENVIRONMENTAL CO,, LA JOLLA, 
CALP1.
Dr. SMITH, I would welcome a chance to touch on the high points. 

.The details of the, statement have been submitted.
Senator STEVENS. Thank you. It will be printed in the record 

completely.
Dr. SMITH. My presence here today primarily is based on about 

%y2 years specialized work in solid waste and related pollution con 
trol problems. I am trained in marine geology, but I have worked in 
& .variety of the pollution, control fields, including preparation of a 
major report on the status of offshore disposal^ in connection with 
and under contract with environmental protection agency office of 
solid waste management, and this report will be coming out quite 
shortly. The significant .oEtTiabWport as; it formed one of the major
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sources for preparation of the Council of Environmental Qualities, 
"ocean dumping—a national policy statement," which is, I believe, 
in turn the basis for Senate bill S. 1238, that is, the Marine Protection 
Act of 1971.

In this forthcoming EPA-Dillingham report, we have recommended 
that the current confused legal status regarding marine disposal re 
quires definitive clarification^ as well as an effective regulatory and 
research program to address itself to a number of problems associated 
with marine disposal. Thus, my testimony today is generally in 
support of S. 307 and S. 1238. I feel, however, quite strongly that 
certain modifications and additions to at least S. 1238 should be made.

I can illustrate these points rather briefly. We are faced with a 
matter of attitude in the United< States today. It seems clear that in 
the general public's mind the idea prevails that disposal of any 
waste materials in the ocean is inherently bad; and therefore should be 
stopped, or at least severely curtailed. This is the philosophy of 
S. 1082 and S. 1286.1 am opposed to this, ar^d I will explain why.

I am convinced, and I believe if you will talk to various professionals 
in the waste management field you will find general agreement, that 
ocean dumping of selected types of waste—and I emphasize selected— 
is not only permissible but is in fact quite desirable. Thus, one of the 
principal objectives of iny testimony today is to urge you to recognize 
the desirability of such disposal arid to make adequate provisions in 
these bills which encourage ocean disposal of what I term "com 
patible" wastes.

The point came up in two of the bills regarding cessation, permanent 
cessation and termination of marine disposal. I am definitely opposed 
to this. I think it will be abandoning a very major source, that is, the 
ability of the ocean to accept waste. ^

I make one other preliminary point. I fully recognize that this ap 
proach, as in my statement here, favors ocean disposal of all of cer 
tain types of wastes may seem ̂  contrary to everything you have 
heaTd or read regarding waste disposal at sea. I recognize also that 
in the present era of aroused public,interest in,the environment, in 
which ecology has .become virtually a "motherhood issue," there are 
certain significant hazards, both politically and professionally, in what 
at first may seem to favor what others might term pollution^

Getting to the basics of it, fundamentally, the marine waste disposal 
issue boils down to this: Man produces large volumes o| waste which 
must be disposed of. The question is: Where are we going to put it? 
If we can recognize the ocean's ability to accept enormous volumes of 
waste, then the key decision is simplified. It becomes what types of 
waste can we put in the sea safely and what must be disposed of 
elsewhere.

The reason I think this is terribly important is the following. We 
all recognized there is a relatively limited amount of dollars that 
can be spent on environmental protection and .environmental 
improvement.

It is my opinion these, moneys" must be spent most wisely, and there 
fore spent on problems that are most crl -ieal. Therefore, my testimony 
has essentially four key points.
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There is a need to recognize in the bill that will be reported out by 

this committee that the waste assimilative capacity of the sea is 
enormous. I can hardly overstate or overemphasize that there has 
been a general failure to recognize this.

We hear a lot of what I term vastly oversimplified and commonly 
ill-founded statements that any discharge of waste fo the sea is pollu 
tion. This is just not true. If you will talk to qualified sanitary engi 
neers, qualified biologists who are concerned with waste management, 
I think you will find general agreement with this. I have talked to a 
number of people on the marine board of the National Academy of 
Engineering. I would refer as a matter of record to some of the testi 
mony by John Parkhurst and others, particularly the National Acad 
emy of Science, the National Academy of Engineering reports entitled 
"Waste Management Concepts in the Coastal Zone." This is a very 
key document.

My second point. I have said first we need to recognize the assimi 
lative capacity of the sea, and we need to figure out now how to use 
it. Sea disposal is highly desirable for compatible or quasinatural 
wastes.

In addition sea disposal is probably acceptable—I say probably; we 
need work on it—for various special types of wastes wnere deep water 
presents the least hazard to man. Obsolete munitions that are not 
chemical and of that nature probably do belong in the deep sea con 
trary to many other statements.

The third point, the new law needed to regulate oceanic "disposal 
should facilitate rather than hinder such types of marine disposal. 
I think this is critical. The law must have specific provisions pointing 
out that there are desirable aspects of marine disposal.

Finally, my fourth point, the law must authorize and facilitate 
research on marine disposal of wastes. We are dealing here directly 
with S. 307 as tied in and supporting S. 1238.

You may ask what do I consider compatible types of waste. Several

order of 38 million to 40 million tons of dredge spoils per year are 
disposed of at sea. Of this, approximately 35 percent are pollutive, 
but the remaining materials are in my. opinion totally adequate for 
sea disposal.

Let's develop that logic for just a moment, and we will pass on to 
my concluding point.

Senator STEVENS. You are talking about just normal dredge 
material.

Dr. SMITH. Harbor evening, channel excavation, yes, sir, that is 
correct, even some construction work.

The point is as a geologist, I feel particularly qualified to speak to 
this point. We have in essence enormous runoff from all the rivers in 
the, United States, and certainly in Alaska the Yukon is a tremendous 
transporter of, if you would, natural dredge spoil. What I am saying 
is if we can extrapolate that same view to recognize that many rivers 
normally deliver nuge quantities to the sea, then a small additional 
increment which man takes to the sea, if he puts it in the right place— 
I am not saying every place is the right place in the shelf, we have to 
find the right place, perhaps these are beyond the edge of the shelf,



down in the, continental slope, in the abyss, but we must recognize there 
are a series of right places even on the shelf. Many marine biologists 
if you sit down and really talk to them will admit that vast areas of our 
Continental Shelf .are essentially barren deserts regarding bottom 
fauna. I feel that type of area can be located relatively easier. I have 
seen this in. under water television in various parts of the world, and 
they can be utilized &s select disposals of unpolluted dredge spoil.

To go into" the^othe.r direction, to put them in land fill operations, 
to dewater them is enormously expensive.

I contend there are right places in the sea for certain types of 
material. '

Senator STEVENS. Do .you put agriculture and cannery wastes hi the 
same category as unpolluted dredge spoil and certain mining wastes ?

Dr. SMITH. I think the materials which are normally biodegradable 
and which don't have a significant increment of, say,_ chemicals due 
to processing—I am talking now about some canners in the bay area 
who discharge to the sea, the wastes they discharge to the sea to my 
knowledge are virtually free of processing additives, if you would. To 
me disposal of that material in deep water ̂ will, if anything, enhance 
the environment. My point is simply that in the average deep-water 
area, materials of .this type degrade rather rapidly. There is a de 
ficiency of nutrient material. The bagasse off the east coast of Hawaii, 
this is sugar cane processing waste. If you get it deep enough it lies 
there and it is virtually inert or it degrades slowly. If it is shallow 
enough, it degrades rapidly. I think the key point is it cannot be 
left at the surface. One of the recommendations is that we require 
engineering1 development work to show us how to put certain select 
materials in depths where they are not esthetically offensive.

In earlier testimony the question came upon monitoring. I think 
it is terribly critical here to distinguish between two types of monitor 
ing. One of these is the surveilance aspect, and that is certainly the 
province of the Coast Guard, which deals with the effectiveness, the 
observation of the required discharge specifications, if you would, 
where and how the sMp should be operated, where can it discharge, 
how soon shall it return. By the same token there is a very critical area 
which I think is generally overlooked perhaps even more so, because 
this is the area of technical monitoring which deals with what is the 
nature of the response of the environment to the presence of waste, 
and secondly what actually happens to that waste. We refer to it as 
what is the fate of waste.

This tends to be ignored. This is not ignored in S. 307.1 think tying 
S. 307 and S. 1238 together makes a great deal of sense. But the reason 
I stress the need for technical monitoring, at the present time, as Dr. 
Parkhurst pointed out and others in previous testimony before .this 
committee, we really don't have adequate technical basis for setting 
what a waste management engineer terms "marine water quality val 
ues" or "marine receiving quality water values.'' We can do this in the 
lakes and the rivers, but as to the offshore, and this is where a lot of 
waste is going, and I contend a lot of waste should continue to go if it is 
compatible, we need research in order to effectively establish, if you 
would, how much compatible waste we put in one place at a given time. 
We all know what a blivot( ?) is, 10 pounds of pigs in a 5-pound bag. 
I think that is the problem we face on the New York bight. We ha*l
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some of the right kinds of materials going out there, but they were 
going into great concentrations, in other words, a poor waste manage 
ment practice, partly because of poor information. With adjustments 
in that, I think the New York bight kind of problem can be avoided 
in many other areas of the U.S. Continental Shelf.

Senator STEVENS. Does your idea about dumping of compatible 
waste refer to the Great Lakes as well as the oceans ?

Dr. SMITH. Mr. Stevens, my information deals primarily with the
•oceans. I am primarily associated with salt water environments. So, 
I would not feel competent to testify to the subject. From what I have 
read, however, I would be very reluctant to extrapolate that, because 
I think the assimilative capacity of those lakes has been tested. In 
"Lake Erie we found the limits. The oceans are a completely different 
situation.

Senator STEVENS. When you refer to technical monitoring, who do 
you envision would do this? Is this beyond the competence of the 
Coast Guard in your opinion, and if so, why, and who do you think 
should do it?

Dr. SMITH. I am in general aware of the competence of the Coast
•Guard and the diligent means with which they carry out their mis 
sion. Without, however, increased funding of a substantial order, I 
don't think they could handle the technical monitoring aspects. They 
are putting the platform there to monitor from a surveillance sense. 
Perhaps it makes a great deal of sense that a Coast Guard vessel 
should therefore be so equipped to carry out the technical aspects as 
well, what is happening to the waste. I tend to think of it on the 
contrary, however, that the Coast Guard has the vehicle, they are 
taking care of the surveillance aspect, and it will fa scientists from 
EPA and other Federal agents with greater technical expertise who
•would be, if you would, the passengers on that vehicle, the platform, 
as the oceanographer refers to it, to proceed with this technical moni 
toring program.

Senator STEVENS. Is that a selective process for the dumper to pro 
vide that type of technical monitoring, or do you think that ought 
to be a condition of any permit.

Dr. SMITH. The question hinges around a matter of costs and around 
which wastes we are discussing. If we are talking about, say, dredge 
spoils, which is predominantly: if you would, the product of the corps, 
who is charged with maintaining our rivers and harbors and our en 
trance channels, the, the dumper in fact is the Federal Government, 
one branch, and to me while they can carry out a certain type of moni 
toring, say, in estuaries. I think* if you get into the situation of asking 
each disposal agent to be fully responsible, you are going to have dupli 
cation of effort and expenditure of funds that should probably not 
be spent. I favor focusing the monitoring aspect perhaps, say, in EPA. 
As a private businessman, I am also certainly in favor that some of 
these problems should go outside the agents on contracts on a competi 
tive basis.

Senator STEVENS. You have heard the discussion of the EPA permit 
authority discussed here this morning. Do you think that the full load
•could be assumed by the Coast Guard?.

Dr. SMITH. In answer to that, may I read my last point and then 
perhaps elaborate?
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Senator STEVEKTS. Sure. • _
Dr. SMITH. My final point is this, and I would like to read it word- 

for-word : At the present time I am alarmed with the situation I see 
developing regarding the fundamental legal aspects of marine waste 
disposal and more generally in the area of environmental and pollu 
tion control law. This situation centers around two major factors. I 
am reading on page 13 of my statement.-

At the present time, this is the first factor, in the area of pollution 
control, the burden of proof, I believe, is primarily on the plaintiff— 
not on the plaintiff, but on the defendant. In other words, not on the 
person who alleges damage, he doesn't have to prove it. It is the per 
son who Says I didn't damage the environment. In essence this amounts 
to being guilty until proven innocent, and this is, of course, certainly 
the reverse of what our standards of justice have been before. This is 
a generalization and it is a fairly strong one. But I think most people 
in the waste disposal field have strong opinions on this and a number 
of them favor the words I have just stated to you now. I think we have 
had a kind of reversal in our normal application of standards of 
justice.

There is a second point. Because of the way the EPA is structured, 
that Agency may find itself in a rather awesome position in any given 
case of serving as arresting officer, prosecutor, judge—and these are 
more or less in the sequence with which the case occurs—fourth, appel 
late review authority, and fifth, expert technical witness. All of these 
are wrapped up in one agency. I have no doubts whatsoever as to the 
integrity of the EPA staff. I do question, however, —hether it is possi 
ble for EPA. or anyone to remain totally objective as judge and review 
authority when they also serve in all these other roles at the same 
time on the same case.

My point there is that this is directly applicable to your question, 
could another agency effectively handle the permit system. I don't 
feel qualified to"redress myself to the abilities of the Coast Guard 
to take this on. As far as technical competence, I think EPA is 
stronger. As far as the amount of men and material to commit to it. 
again I think EPA is stronger, but this is a question of money and 
in which departments these authorities should rest. I do not feel com 
petent to so recommend one agency versus another at this point.

Senator STEVEKS. A number of persons have expressed concern that 
regulating the dumping of dredge spoil will impede harbor and port- 
development. What amount of regulation of dumping of this dredge 
spoil would be appropriate, in your opinion ? Do you think it should 
be handled under a general permit concept under section 5(e) of this 
bill, S. 1238, or how do you think we should handle the dumping of 
dredge spoil?

Dr. SMITH. In general, I support section 5(e) of this bill. I would 
feel that with certain modifications of wording, perhaps we need not 
get into the details of it now, that that type of permit with provision 
for certain, if you will, check-in at disposal site, either with a sur 
veillance vessel or using some type of electronic equipment to be sure 
that the disposal vessel did go to the particular site.

I think the permit approach is acceptable as long as—and there 
id one other point in my testimony—as long as you don't provide in
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the •wording of the bill or say clearly eliminate what T term th«* op 
portunity for minor officials in a given agency to liberally interpret 
such words, and, in essence, pocket veto applications for permits.

Part of the problem we saw in the study we did for the EPA, the 
Office of Solid "Waste Management, is that some industrial organiza 
tions wanted to comply with the law. It was a question of whom did 
you go to for a permit, who was the dominant agency. An application, 
say, in one corps district, and the corps then was the dominating scene, 
might take no more than 3 months to process. In the adjacent corps 
district, because of different points of view, it might take a year and 
a half. As a result of this, there were some cases where disposal would 
be shifted to the adjacent corps district to take advantage of the ease 
of obtaining the permit.

I am not commenting whether this disposal was either good or bad; 
it was just the administrative procedures.

Senator STEVENS. Well, I note on page 7, subsection (e), it says 
that—

Notwithstanding any other provisions of the Act, the administrator may issue 
general permits for the transportation for dumping, or dumping, or both, of 
classes of materials which he determines will have a minimal impact, consider 
ing the factors stated in Subsection (a).

Doesn't that cover most of the items you are talking about, the 
actual discretion for the administrator to issue these permits if there 
is a minimal impact? Are you saying that these are items that have 
more than such an impact but still ought to be handled under some 
specialized procedure ?

Dr. SMITH. I think you are dealing with two classes, one that fits 
here, but my concern is that wording should be, if you would, broader 
or, if you would, more pointed in the sense of recognizing that certain 
types of waste are acceptable. What I am afra; d of here is the lower 
levels of any given organization charged with issuing these permits 
can exercise pocket veto by saying we can make so many provisions 
necessary, then what in effect happens, the permits are unobtainable 
and the concerns that you expressed about the adverse effects dealing 
with harbor development, development of our ports, would in fact 
occur. Because once you have to slow down dredging significantly, and 
this is already a massive expenditure of Federal and private funds, 
once you have to do this, if you reduce rates, say, by 30 percent, your 
costs go up significantly.

When you say reduced rates, if it takes just that much longer to 
get the permit, it just means it is just that more red tape. If we in this 
bill clearly state that certain types of these are acceptable prima facie, 
then I think we will have eliminated that possibility that at the local 
level there will be, if you will, the pocket veto exercised.

Senator STEVENS. Do you mean that we ought to define swhat sub 
stances are such that they will have a minimal impact under that sec 
tion \ If so, are you saying that compatible wastes, as you have listed 
in your statement, are such that do have minimal impact ?

Dr. SMITH. I am suggesting virtually that. Whether all of the 
wastes I have listed, I think this is—I would recommend all the 
wastes. Others may agiee on a smaller or shorter list. My point is I 
think very few people will argue on the unpolluted dredge spoils pro-
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vided they go, if you will, to an acceptable or desirable site offshore. I 
think the whole crux of my testimony is if we try to turn off or bend 
the use of a natural resource, which the rivers have been disposing 
of spoil there for years, if we try to limit this and perhaps not recog 
nizing that resource, we are entailing the potential expenditure of 
vast sums of money, considerably more difficult regulatory procedure, 
and the inability to put that money on really critical environmental 
problems, where I think it should be spent.

Senator STEVENS, Who is to decide the where? If it is decided that 
these are compatible, tht *e is still the basic question as to where they 
should be disposed of. Who would you have make that decision ?

Dr. SMITH. I believe the individuals in EPA, particularly those 
who have had a chance to look at this concept and think about it. 
There are some officials there in that organization who can sympathize 
with this approach. By the same token, if there is a total protectionist 
tone implied in this bill, then we are not going to have the idea of 
utilization.

I think we can do both. I think we can protect our estuarine re 
sources and use, if you would, areas on the shelf or off the edge of the 
shelf which have little or no value.

Senator STEVENS. Tell me a little bit about this Dillingham Envi 
ronmental Co. that you are with. What do they basically do ? I note 
that you did this report for solid wastes management, but what do you 
basic'ally.do?

Dr. SMITH. We have three types of principal activities as an environ 
mental consulting company. One of these is evaluation of ecologic 
problems for municipalities, State and regional authorities, and for 
private industry.

The second is what we term an analysis or systems,analysis type 
study. The solid waste program that I have just discussed here was 
one of these.

A. second one was an evaluation of the offshore oil spill problem for 
the American Petroleum Institute. That has been published 
separately.

A third area would be planning programs, say, for the State of 
California, the State of California regional agencies, and the Oahu 
water quality study which Dr. John Parkhurst cited twice in his tes 
timony. We are carrying out one-third of that. We are evaluating all 
of the offshore receiving water characteristics.

On the basis of that work as well as a lot of other work, I come forth 
today witli this position.

Senator STEVENS. Do you have any specific amendments to sug 
gest to the bill, or are you suggesting that we should review the bill, 
and make it more permissive as well as prohibitory ?

Dr. SMITH. I am suggesting that you should review this. I would be 
willing to submit specific recommendations by letter for the record.

Senator STEVENS. I think it would be very helpful to-the committee 
if you do that.

I would have some question although I am not an expert in it, about 
your listing of compatible wastes; for instance, organic municipal 
refuse and clean residue from incinerators. Those seem to be incom 
patible as far as I am concerned.
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Dr. SMITH. Majr I point out the list is essentially in the decreasing- 

order of compatibility, and you will note that is at the base. Subse 
quently in the testimony, I indicate, that there is research and develop- 
meiit work required Concerning municipal refuse.

We have done preliminary m-house studies on the prospects of dis 
posal at sea. The city of San Francisco discussed to undertake this 
work. We did, \ye worked wjth ttie Ilegional Water Quality Board of 
the State of California, and'decided'at least 2 years of environmental 
work would be required. B^that .1 mean even placement of, say, 200 
tons on a site off San"Francis]c"b, another site off San Diego, another 
site off Honolulu, and we have talked' to all three cities about this 
and the EPA, and this was being considered very satisfactory and very 
favorable .as a logical sort of extension of the initial study we under 
took.

All right, are tjiere other places on the sea that you can even 
put municipal refuse? I say that is the least compatible on the list.

Senator STEVENS. How do you* group the classification of organic 
municipal refuse and clean residue from incinerators with the same 
category of compatibility? The^ would seem to be basically incom 
patible to begin with. Am I misunderstanding what you mean by 
"organic municipal refuse ?"

Dr. SMITH. Res'pectf ully? I believe you are.
Senator STEVENS. What is it?
Dr. SMITH. The residue from certain high level incinerators and 

I am now depending on information given me by people who are 
specialists on those processes——

Senator STEVENS. That is organic municipal refuse ?
Dr. SMITH. We are talking about two different things.
Senator STEVENS. WTiat do you mean by it ?
Dr. SMITH. Essentially the swill, garbage, household refuse, and 

tree cuttings and this sort of thing, which placed in the sea at deep 
water will degrade and will not act as a toxic material.

I am contending, and I indicate in the testimony, that the place 
for that type of material in the ocean is in 6,000 to 10,000 feet of water 
and based on restricted circulation where the biodegradable does not 
affect the activities. The Puerto Rico trench is one of these. These have 
the ability to receive -waste.

Senator STEVENS. Did you have anything further, Dr. Smith?
Dr. SMITH. I was then going to merely add in conclusion the incin 

erator residue, there are several municipal incinerators operating now 
in .various parts of the United States. In some of these areas wliat 
to do with the material that is produced at the other end of the in 
cinerator is a serious question.

Incinerators really are volume producers. They flame all the flam- 
mables, get rid, if you would, of the organic materials and those 
other matters that will burn. What comes out the other end is rela 
tively clean.

There are some processes for cleaning still further. What do you do 
with that residue? That is a solid waste. Some of the Japanese say 
that should go into building material. Without getting into those 
peripheral problems, I am saying this together with your organic 
debris that we as citizens generate in our cities, these are at the bot 
tom of the list which I question as I do in my testimony saying research



is needed on these. Whether they are to be included or not included, 
the point is, they are on the.list.

The problem of disposal of these wastes, say, for the city of San 
Francisco is becoming increasingly expensive, and literally a sav 
ings by taking it to sea might amount to several million dollars now 
and probably tens of millions of dollars iii the next 10 years.

Senator STEVENS. If you or the agencies you are working with have 
any specific suggestions or amendments to the bill, we would be 
pleased to receive them by letter or by a statement, if you wish to 
submit an additional statement. I am sure the committee has no desire 
to make it prohibitory to handle wastes.

^ On the other hand, if I correctly interpret the tenor of the legisla 
tion, it is intended to be a restrictive bill.

Dr. SMITH. I recognize that and seek merely provisions for special 
materials.

Senator STEVENS. The total question of the complication of disposal 
at sea versus the disposal by landfill or otherwise is something the 
committee has been quite interested in. If you have any guidance for 
us in that regard and we did get some testimony from officials from 
San Francisco, as I recall, on that matter—we would be very inter 
ested to have it.

Dr. SMITH. There is a brief summary here regarding some aspects 
of the San Francisco landfill operation where we were actually asked 
to make a quotation and did a preliminary analysis cost estimate. 
That was a preliminary.

I will endeavor to get additional materials and submit to you some 
thing for the record.

Senator STEVENS. Thank you very much, Dr. Smith.
(The statement follows:)

STATEMENT OP DR. DAVID D. SMITH
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is David D. Smith. 

I am Director of Program Development with the Dillingham Environmental 
Company in La Jolla, California. I am a marine geologist and have worked on 
solid waste marine disposal problems and a number of other environmental 
protection and pollution control problems for the last three and one-half years. 
I am co-author (with Mr. Robert P. Brown of Delmar, California) of a forth 
coming report summarizing the status of marine disposal of solid waste from 
U.S. coastal cities. This report will be published ver^ shortly by the Solid 
Wastes Management Office of the Environmental Protection Agency, for whom 
we ^arried out this work under contract. The unpublished version of this report 
was a major source in the preparation of the Council on Environmental 
Quality's '"Ocean Dumping—A National Policy," which in turn is, I believe, 
the basis for Senate bill S. 1238, the "Marine Protection Act of 1971, to which I 
will address myself in a moment.

As we have recommended in this forthcoming EPA-Dillingham report, the 
current confused legal status regarding marine disposal requires definitive 
clarification, and an effective regulatory and research program is much needed. 
Thus, my testimony todaj is generally in support of S. 307 and S. 1238—but 
I feel strongly that certain modifications and additions to these bills should be 
made.

I can best illustrate this point by speaking first to Senate bills S. 1082 and 
1286, vMch also deal with ocean disposal and are currently being considered 
by this Subcommittee. In this regard, it seems clear that in the general public's 
mind the idea prevails today that disposal of any waste materials in the 
ocean is inherently bad, and therefore should be stopped, or at least severely 
curtailed. Senatf b'lls S. 1082 and S. 1286 are in essence based on this philosophy.
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I am convinced (and I believe that you will find many professionals in the 
waste management field in general agreement) that ocean dumping of selected 
types of waste is not only permissible but is in fact highly desirable. Thus, 
one of the principal objectives of my testimony today is to urge you to recog 
nize the desirability of such disposal and to make adequate provisions which 
encourage ocean disposal of what I term "compatible" wastes.

For this reason, I am opposed to S. 1082 and S. 1286—the former would 
prohibit ocean discharge of all wastes in five years; the latter calls for an 
immediate stop to ocean disposal followed by promulgation of regulations 
within six months which would authorize by permit limited disposal at sea. 
In my opinion, immediate cessation of all ocean disposal is unwarranted by 
the evidence that is currently available.

On the other hand, I support the basic concepts embodied in S. 307 and 
S. 1238. I suggest additional provisions in these bills along the lines of the 
balance of my testimony here today.

One other preliminary point before proceeding—I fully recognize that my 
statement favoring ocean disposal of certain types of wastes my seem to you 
to be contrary to almost everything you have heard or read regarding waste 
disposal at sea. I recognize also that in this present era of aroused public 
interest in the environment, in which ecology has become virtually a "mother 
hood issue," there are hazards both politically and professionally in what at 
first may seem to favor what others term pollution.

Basically, the marine waste disposal issue boils down to this—man produces 
large volumes of waste which must be disposed of. The question is: Where are 
we going to put it? If we can recognize the ocean's ability to accept enormous 
volumes of waste, then the key decision is what types of waste can we put 
in the sea and what must bs disposed of elsewhere?

In this context there are four key points in my testimony today:
1. The need to recognize and utilize the waste assimilative capacity of the 

sea can hardly be overstated, particularly in light of the vastly oversimplified 
and commonly ill-founded general view that any discharge of waste to the 
sea is pollution.

2. Sea disposal is—
a. highly desirable for "compatible" or "quasi-natural" wastes 
b. acceptable for various special types of wastes for which at-sea disposal 

in deep water presents the least hazard to man.
3. The new law needed to regulate oceanic disposal should facilitate rather 

than hinder such types of marine disposal.
4. The law must authorize and facilitate research on marine disposal of 

wastes. While operational monitoring (or surveillance) of dumping by the 
Coast Guard is certainly important, this must be paralleled by comprehensive 
technical monitoring which will measure the short- and long-term effects of 
the waste on the environment and more specifically on the ecosystem.

May I now elaborate on each of these points—One, regarding effective utiliza 
tion and management of the space resource and assimilative capacity of the 
sea—there is no disagreement that the marine food chain must be protected, 
but it simply isn't necessary to turn off all types of marine disposal in order 
to do this. Some wastes are likely to muck up the marine environment—other 
wastes are very unlikely to do so. It is vital that we distinguish between the 
two and insure that marine disposal of compatible wastes is allowed to continue.

In the category of compatible wastes I would include:
a. unpolluted dredge spoil
b. construction and demolition debris
c. certain mining wastes *
d. oil well drill cuttings
e. effluent (but not sludge) from sewage treatment plants
f. various agriculture and cannery wastes
g. organic municipal refuse and clean residue from incinerators and other 

treatment processes (some of which are still in developmental stages).
For compatible wastes, the question is where in the sea (or more correctly, 

where on the sea floor) is the proper place to put these wastes, and what 
volume can a given area assimilate without significant deleterious effects? Part 
of our marine disposal problem to date has been that we have been putting 
too much otherwise compatible waste in one place (we simply have exceeded



the assimilative capacity in that area); we have also put some materials in; 
the wrong place, e.g., large volumes of dredge spoils dumped too close to a rich 
oyster or clam fishery is obviously pctor waste management practice.

But there are right places in the sea for well-managed marine disposal of 
compatible waste—there are some right places on the continental shelf, and 
virtually all the continental slope and the abyssal depths are right places. For 
example, there are natural desert areas on the sea floor where the bottom 
fauna> is extremely sparse. With little question, the best human use for these- 
areas is HE a receptacle for these wastes.

Two, regarding the desirability of sea disposal of compatible wastes such as- 
unpolluted dredge spoil, there is substantial precedent for marine disposal of 
this type of waste. Witness the enormous volumes of sediment carried to the 
sea each year by the rivers of the world. This is nature's equivalent of dredge- 
spoil. Roughly the southern one-third of the state of Louisiana and substantial 
portions of several of our costal plain states were built geologically in just 
this way. In spite of this extremely long-term natural "loading" of the sea 
with waste, there is convincing evidence that the chemical composition of the 
sea has not changed for millions of years. The point seems clear: The ocean, 
has the capacity to accept and assimilate truly enormous volumes of natural 
and quasi-natural wastes from the land. Therefore, there is no fundamental 
reason why mankind .should not make use of this assimilative capacity of the 
sea, provided that the wastes we so discharge are more or less equivalent to 
natural wastes (that is, compatible) and do not contain significant amounts 
of highly toxic substances.

Further, there are a number of reasons why unpolluted dredge spoil (which 
is by far the largest volume of compatible waste currently being discharged 
at sea) should continue to be so disposed of. Fox example, if the sand in this 
spoil is discharged at the right offshore locations along the California coast, 
it would help to counteract the general starvation and resulting erosion of that 
state's beaches. This Starvation has resulted from the interruption in the 
normal river-delivered sand supply because of dam construction along most of 
California's rivers.

Another argument in favor of continued sea disposal of dredge spoil is the 
fact that on-land disposal is not only considerably mose costly but may bring 
serious ecological consequences as well. Specifically, unpolluted dredge spoil 
is a substantially more serious ecologic problem when deposited in a shallow 
coastal estuary than when it is discharged in proper deeper water localities 
offshore. As a case in point, biologists of the National Marine Fisheries Service 
have concluded that land fill associated with dredging operations in the Boca 
Ciega estuary southwest of St. Petersburg, Florida, has caused a loss in fishery 
products in that estuary totaling $i.4 million annually. Not all of this drudge- 
spoil could have gone to sea for discharge, but the case illustrates the nature 
of the loss and the tradeoff that I'm talking about. In short, we can protect 
our estuarine fisheries by discharging dredge spoil at more suitable sites 
offshore.

"What about marine disposal of garbage, trash, and related materials? There 
is evidence to indicate that much of man's municipal refuse can probably be 
placed in selected narrow, deep oceanic troughs (which have restricted water 
circulation) with virtually no polluting effect on the overlying shallower waters 
which host the bulk of the food chain. This is probably true for the deep 
trench north of Puerto Rico and for several of the continental borderland 
basins off the Southern California coast. Several geologic scientists recently 
suggested that 1) the sediment accumulation rates in some tectonically active- 
trenches (like the Puerto Rican trench) are sufficient to bury waste deposited 
there in a relatively short time, and 2) the material so buried will eventually 
move downward into the earth's crust for digestion at depth. This truly is 
waste recycling on a grand scale.

Although this concept may seem somewhat grandiose at first glance, the 
economics of marine disposal of municipal refuse are sufficiently attractive 
to require careful consideration. For example, San Francisco's 2,000-odd tons 
of waste per day presently cost about $7.00 per ton to haul from the central 
collection station in the city to a land fill about 35 miles away. This same 
waste load could most certainly be placed in suitable sea floor sites with no 
contamination of food chain waters for roughly one-half to two-thirds of this-
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cost As land, fill sites in coastal cities become progressively harder to find, 
farther from the city, and thus more expensive to nee, the pressure to save 
millions of dollars annually by operating carefully planned, engineered, and 
managed sea disposal systems will increase substantially. For this reason, the 
Mil you report out o£ this Committee should have provisions which not only 
.allow for this type of selected disposal but should authorize and support the 
required research and development

Three, the new law needed to regulate ocean disposal effect'^ely must have 
provisions which facilitate rather than hinder sea disposal of, c< npatible waste. 
The present wording of Senate bill 1288 contains no such provisions.

In this regard, what does the term "regulate" mean in this bill? Perhaps 
the meaning is keyed to the background of a person reading the terms. Be 
cause of the likelihood of misinterpretation, I think it is particularly important 
that the regulations embodied in this bill be written in such a way (and their 
intent made unmistakably clear) that the various required permits, inspections, 
reports, and related procedures do not provide minor officials within the 
regulatory agency with what in fact amounts to a "pocket veto" ou. marine 
disposal of compatible waste.

There is no need here to detail the specific nature of the regulations which 
should govern disposal operations. Several aspects of this question are dis 
cussed at length in the forthcoming EPA-Dillingham report, and such organiza 
tions as the Marine Board of the National Academy of Engineering can pro 
vide the Committee with expert guidance on this subject.

Another point regarding regulations which requires clarification is the use 
of the term monitoring. There are two broad categories of monitoring: a) op 
erational monitoring or surveillance to insure that the specified discharge pro 
cedures are complied with, and b) technical monitoring which deals with the 
fate of the waste and the response of the environment to the waste. The law 
must provide for effective monitoring of both types. The reasons for opera 
tional monitoring are self-evident; the reasons why technical monitoring is 
equally critical are not so apparent and therefore require some clarification. 
This is covered in the following section on research.

Four, regarding needed research—what is the state of our knowledge as to 
the response of the marine environment (and its associated ecosystem) to 
waste disposal? We have very meager knowledge of what the effects of marine 
waste disposal really ar In short, most of the work done to date did not 
cover an adequate time .span nor were the observations at the disposal site 
sufficiently numerous to provide statistically conclusive answers. Thus we gen 
erally have qualitative results suggesting that many marine disposal opera 
tions are relatively innocuous. But we badly need much more information of 
a comprehensive nature. Accordingly, I strongly support S. 807 and its provi 
sions for the establishment of national laboratories as a technical support 
group of the Environmental Protection Agency.

Looking at the problem from a slightly different point of view—let's put it 
in the terminology of the waste management/sanitary engineer. In his words, 
we need to establish realistic quantitative marine receiving water values on 
which to base the design of marine waste disposal systems. At the present time 
we simply do not have these values, nor do we even have an adequate technical 
basis for more than a preliminary selection of tentative values. Yet arbitrary 
selection of mimerical standards has been precisely the tendency of a number
•of regulatory bodies.

Technical monitoring and related research to determine the fate of waste 
disposed of at sea and the response of the marine ecosystem to that waste is 
vital in order to obtain the technical information from which we can then 
develop marine receiving water values. Development of meaningful values will 
take a lot of costly research work on various aspects of waste discharged at 
sea—probably three to five years of research, with certain programs con 
tinuing even longer.

Rather than offer a long list of recommended research items, let me refer 
you to the statement on research needs presented in the report of the Couiuil 
on Environmental Quality, entitled "Ocean Dumping—A National Policy." In 
addition to the needs cited there, I would emphasize the need for a) research 
which will enable us to select the offshore sites most suitable for marine dis 
posal of compatible waste and b) engineering development work to insure
-effective systems for placing this waste at the most desirable localities.
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My final point is this: I am alarmed at the situation I see developing re 

garding 'the fundamental legs I aspects of marine waste disposal, and more 
generally in the area of environmental and pollution control law. The situation 
centers around two major factors—

First, at the present time, in the area of pollution control the burden of proof 
is not on the plaintiff v»ut on the defendant. In essence, you are guilty until 
you can prove yourself innocent. This, of course, is certainly the reverse of 
what our standards of justice have been heretofore. Yet it is nevertheless very 
close to true for the environmental scene today.

Second, because of the way the Environmental Protection Agency is struc 
tured, that Agency may find itself in tho rather awesome position (in any 
given case) of serving as 1) arresting officer, 2) prosecutor, 3) judge, 4) ap 
pellate review authority, and 5) expert technical witness. All these wrapped 
up in one agency! I have no doubts whatsoever as to the integrity of the EPA 
staff. I do question, however, whether it is possible for EPA (or anyone) to 
remain totally objective as judge and review authority when they also serve 
in the other roles at the same time on the same case.

In summary, I urge you to insure that the bill reported out of this Com 
mittee include provisions for: 1) continued use of the ocean's space resource 
for selected sea disposal of wastes that are generally compatible with tLe 
marine environment, 2) adequate (but not inhibitory) regulations waich pro 
vide for technical monitoring as well as for operational surveillance, 3) re 
search which will carefully evaluate the assimilative capacity of the various 
segments of the sea floor for different types of wastes and which will lead to 
the establishment of realistic marine receiving water quality values, and 4) en 
gineering development work which will provide the systems and techniques 
required for optimum beneficial use of the sea, including select waste disposal.

I thank the Committee for this opportunity to appear and present testimony 
as a private citizen and concerned -scientist deeply interested in protecting 
our environment and in effectively utilizing our resources as well.

Senator STEVENS. Mr. Clapper.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS CLAPPER, CONSERVATION DIRECTOR, 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. CLAPPER. Senator, in view of the time element, I would like 
permission to file my statement in complete form and merely to 
summarize and to emphasize certain portions.

Senator STEVENS. Thank you very much. Your statement will ap 
pear in the record, and if you have any additional comments to 
make, we will be happy to have them.

Mr. CLAPPER. To try to summarize, Senator, I think we would say 
we believe unwanted wastes should be reclaimed or recycled back into 
the overall ecological system, and we simply can't see any valid 
reason in princple for using the Nation's onshore areas for disposal 
of wastes. If this cannot be accomplished, and we would understand 
it might be difficult in some areas, we think favorably of plans to 
phase it out over a period of years, and we call attention there in my 
first summary statement with respect to several bills, some in the 
House, which have schedules for phasing out this activity.

We also like section 3(b) of S. 1238, the specific coverage which 
does go to the Great Lakes and some other areas to which the bill 
would be applicable.

We think it is appropriate for the EPA to be empowered to issue 
these permits, if any dumping is to be allowed. We think that S. 
1238 appears to give the EPA Administrator suitable discretion in 
issuing permits and we like the provision in this proposal which 
burdens the applicant with providing information to justify a 
permit.
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We agree thai the EPA Administrator should be authorized to 
designate by permit the type and amount of materials to be trans 
ported and/or dumped and the location, and the period of time that 
the permit is valid.

Now, of course, we recognize that some placement of materials 
perhaps is beneficial, and we have a certain interest in the disposition 
of old auto bodies, concrete tile and so forth in developing fishing 
reefs that we think are a beneficial application of some ot the un 
warranted materials in certain areas.

We are in concurrence and would call the committee's attention 
to provisions in two House bills, H.K. 3662 and H.B. 4359, which 
would immediately suspend the dumping or disposal of radioactive 
wastes, toxic industrial wastes, and chemical or biological \varfare 
materials.

We hope the committee will give thoughtful consideration as well 
to two points in S. 192: To puBlic hearings on permit applications, 
and to having EPA decisions reviewed by the Council on Environ 
mental Quality. That bill I don't think was in the list that the com 
mittee has under consideration.

We recommend that the committee give consideration to proposed 
section 7 in S. 1082 which would provide for determining means of 
recovering useful materials from -« astes. We think this is a meritori 
ous effort if some kind of beneficial use can be discovered for what 
are now considered wastes.

In the last of the points I made in our statement, point 11, we 
note that S. 307 would establish the National Oceanic and Environ 
mental Research Act of 1971, and we agree with most of the ex 
pressed policies here in the bill, that the United States foster a pro 
gram of oceanic and environmental research and development to 
provide an understanding of natural and manmade activities in the 
oceans, estuarine areas, and other waters. And, we would be pleased 
to see activated a comprehensive program of research and associated 
technological development.

As we read S. 307, no permit for disposals of wastes into oceanic 
or,estuarine waters would be issued without a review of the findings 
of research in the impacts of ocean dumpings and we most certainly 
hope and trust any program will take these factors into account. 
However, we have some reservations about the program envisioned 
by S. 307. t *

We note that section 5 of S. 1238 charges EPA with issuing per 
mits on ocean dumping, with the Administrator establishing and 
applying criteria for evaluating applications. It would be presump 
tive that the EPA Administrator should consult with several other 
Federal agencies, including Commerce, on any kind of criteria that 
would be developed in conjunction with this program. However, on 
the other hand, S. 307 would make the Secretary of Commerce re 
sponsible for the research program, and this is the provision about 
which we have some severe reservations.

Back when the establishment of the National Oceanic and Atmos 
pheric Administrator was proposed, we spoke out m opposition to 
actions which split off the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries—at least 
those activities which relate protection and management of fishery 
resources, and associated research—from Interior and the Bureau 
of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife.
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We believe theso function? should remain in the same agency and

•coordinated with, management of fresh water aquatic resources. For 
this reason, among others, we have endorsed establishment of a new 
Department of Natural Resources.

Other phases of the program envisioned by S. 307 relate to ocean 
environmental protection, enhancement of the marine environment, 
a national oceanic and environmental research laboratory system, 
f*chnological research and development, and the establishment 01 
t. -uarine sanctuaries as well as research assistance, cooperative pro 
grams, and international cooperation. Some of these functions, at 
least, appear to relate more to coastal zone management. While we 
are in accord with the principles in most of these proposals, we think 
that the coastal zone management program belongs more properly in 
the proposed Department of Resources than in Commerce.

As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, we would point out that EPA 
itself does have some facilities for developing information on the
•effects of ocean dumping. EPA has a national marine quality labora 
tory at Narragansett, R.I., which could offer much of this informa 
tion if it is ever funded and staffed as was originally planned about 
10 to 12 years ago.

In this connection, we have noted with particular interest the 
provisions in the House bill, H.R. 3662? which would authorize and 
direct EPA to conduct research and investigation on the marine 
ecology, authorizing the appropriation *>f $1 million annually for 
this purpose.

That is the conclusion of r/< '<r statement, Senator.
Senator STEVENS. Mr. Clajj^i I wonder in view of the fact I 

think about 65 or 70 percent of the earth's surface is water and we 
are worrying about—d am, I am sure you are, too—about the en 
vironment 01 our wildlife and man if there isn't some middle ground 
in terms of this dumpjuig of wastes in the oceans that the National 
Wildlife Federation would support,

I gather from a summary of your statement that you would favor 
the strictest prohibition of offshore dumping?

Mr. CLAPPER. Yes, sir; that is correct. *
Senator STEVENS. What would you have us do with this waste? 

Put it on the public lands?
Mr. CLAPPER. Some sort of landfill operation, Senator, or perhaps 

some types of dredge materials could be bulkheaded when associated 
with tne improvements of harbors or other waterways. We just 
simply think, as a matter of principle, we shouldn't dump in the 
ocean just like we shouldn't desecrate our streams with pollutants, 
and we hope we can eliminate this to the greatest extent possible 
within reasonable bounds.

Senator STEVENS. I am sure we would agree with you about the 
streams. I wonder whare we are going to put it, if we eventually 
transform all of our public lands into landfills.

Mr. CLAPPER. There is an opportunity that I have tried to point 
out iii recycling and reuse. There are many new opportunities here, 
we think, to reclaim many of the items that are now being disposed 
of at sea, and there are certain items that we simply can't see at all 
why they should be disposed of in the ocean. Even though it per 
haps costs more to dispose of chemical warfare agents by neutralizing 
them in other manners, we simply do not think they 'belong in the 
oceans. This is the way we feel about it.
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Senator STEVENS. With regard to your comments on maximum 
fines, realizing that each day of a violation constitutes a separate 
oit'ense, what would your agency or organization consider to be an 
appropriate penalty?

Mr. CLAPPER. We simply don't know about this, Senator. It is a 
matter of judgment, and I suppose one person would have a ceiling 
that he thinks would be adequate, and another would feel that an 
other would be adequate. We don't know. We haven't any position 
whether $10,000 would be adequate or $50,000. We would like for 
it to be enough to be a deterrent for whatever actions are taken, 
rather than a license to pollute or a license to dump. We can also 
understand that it can be so restrictive that very few courts would 
ever be prone to impose such a fine. This is the reason we indicated 
here that maybe something in the neighborhood of $50,000 would be 
a reasonable amount. I don't know, and I don't know anybody else 
who really knows this.

From your experience in the Interior Departments Solicitor, Sen 
ator, I am sure you know that this is an arbitrary decision, that it 
would be difficult for anyone to make it.

Senator STEVENS. The problem is continuing fines. You get so pro 
hibitory that you don't get any enforcement.

Mr. CLAPPEP That is correct.
Senator STEVENS. What did you think about the suggestion this 

morning to delegate permit authority to the Coast Guard? Has your 
organization thought about that?

Mr. CI^APPER. Not so much the Coast Guard, Senator. I simply feel 
at the present time that the Coast Guard's activities should be limited 
largely to surveillance and not into the types of research that I think 
you are speaking about, and in the issuance of permits.

The corps, as I read their testimony presented last week, is inter 
ested in the permit system. We think that this, like Senator Rollings 
pointed out, might 'be another case of the fox guarding the hen 
house, and we would like for EPA to ha\e this authority to issue 
the permits.

Senator STEVENS. Do you think there ought to be a consolidation 
of everything into EPA"or at least into one Federal agency?

Mr. CLAPPER. No. sir. We think that EPA as a regulatory agency 
should have charge of issuing these types of permits. It is notice 
able that EPA would not be consolidated into the Department of 
Natural Resources as we had suggested with respect to our comments 
on S. SOT, that these functions would continue to be in the manage 
ment area and would not be regulatory as we see EPA's functions.

Senator STEVENS. I noted that you indicated an exception for the 
dumping of car bodies that make artificial reefs. Are there any other 
areas that you would except from a general prohibition against ocean 
dumping?'What are the dredge spoil or the inert building materials 
or these other areas that were mentioned here by the previous wit 
ness, Dr. Smith?

Mr. CLAPPER. We'simply would not like to see anything dumped 
in the ocean that absolutely doesn't have to be. We recognize there 
will be projects where harbors will be improved where navigation 
is involved, where some materials will result in a dredge spoil, and if 
these are unpolluted, perhaps this would be the one exception to 
ocean dumping that we would endorse.

58-452—71———In
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, But ev$a there we, would like to see that held to. a minimum, be 
cause we think- it can be done perhaps better elsewhere.

Senator; STEVENS. I think »we can all agree that there are some 
wastes that have to be disposed of here.'

Js it your suggestion that EPA be given the authority to permit 
dumping when there is no other acceptable alternative, or that we 
sljould prohibit dumping altogether of certain of these noxious 
materials?

Mr, CLAPPER. As a matter of principle, we would like just to op 
pose any type of ocean dumping, but we realize at least for some 
time there is going to be some regulation L .essary, and we believe 
EPA is the proper agency to handle this.

Senator STEVENS. If we pass this bill, and overnight there is a pro 
hibition against dumping, what are the cities of San Francisco and 
Los Angeles and New York and Chicago going to do? It seems to 
me there ought to be a permit area where EPA makes the decision 
as to that?

Mr. CLAPPER. That is correct. As I indicated, there is a phaseout 
plan in several of these bills that would be the best alternative in 
our opinion under EPA's permit system.

Senator STEVENS. I assume then you somewhat begrudgingly ac 
cept the 5-year phaseout period?

Mr. CLAPPER. Correct, sir. That is correct.
Senator STEVENS. Unaer the National Environmental Policy Act, 

the Council of Environment Quality has authority to review tne de 
cisions of Federal agencies with impact on environment.

Is the federation recommending that in addition to that specific 
provision be made under this legislation for CEQ review of ocean 
dumping decisions of EPA? • <

Mr. CLAPPER. Certainly, we would like to see CEQ participating 
in the developing of the guidelines and the criteria and all the other 
aspe'cts that will relate to the.issuance of permits.

Senator STEVENS. Let's get specific. Are you suggesting that EPA 
ought to file an impact statement with CEQ on every one of these 
dumping-permits? .

Mr. CLAPPER. I-don't think that is practical:' ,
Senator STEVENS. Is the federation "satisfied that the regulation of 

transportation is the best available form of regulation of ocean 
dumping? Basically what we are. doing is regulating the trans 
portation. « + • • ' '•';•..

Mr CLAPPER. State that again, Senator.
Seria1x>r STEVENS. You are basically facing a system of permits 

to transport material for dumping. Are you satisfied that the regula 
tion of transportation is the best available form of the regulation 
of ocean dumping?

Mr. CLAPPER. I am-not sure that is entirely correct, Senator. As I 
see it, there are other aspects of dumping that could not necessarily 
be related to transportation but go into some of the basins and the 
lagoons and tlie Great Lakes and areas that would not necessarily 
relate to transportation. It would be more in accord with the water 
quality standards that EPA is developing in conjunction with the 
States to a great extent.



^-,,As,: we sep i|, the problem i§,j6ne, of trying:.tp.regulatfe what is going 
iii .to t&egp pays anq opeans, and it.ji is rj^ireici. that &e. regulations 
apply to transportation, that is one thing. If it is the type of material, 
that'is something elses: > • <• -»,. • • < ;»t •. . , < • * •:

I haVe seek $ome .of the pollution slud&e spoil that Jersey City 
has l^n.dumpnl^ off the JN&W*' York bight., artfal and this type of 
^ning^e, think can be disposed 'of[ somewhere, else on land better 
than at sea. This is the kind* of thing this wouldn't necessarily affect 
transportation, .although certainly you have to have a permit in 
order to -barge' it out' the^re,' I guess;

{••Senator STEVENS. I am interested in your comment that you sup 
port ihis^program of research proposed by tHe National Oceanic and 
Environmental Research Act, but that you have reservations about 
.NOAA. Why is it? ^ • J . -. •• • •. •

Mr. CLAPPER. NOAA would be brought back into the Department 
<xf. Na^urjtJ Resources, would it not, Senator, according to the ad 
ministration's ;.plan? There we tKink that all the technical expertise 
that 'you'iave in",the Bureau of. Commercial Fisheries and other 
phases of NOAA would then be back into the same department 
where they would be correlated with the Land Management Agency, 
the jl^urjla^of Sport"Fisheries"and Wildlife, with the Bureau of Land 
Management; even $he Forest Service and' the Soil Conservation 
Service .are to go into that agency, as we understand it.

Senator STEVE^S. I assume 'you recognize that hasn't been done 
yet, aSid,"as long1 as NOAA is in Commerce, you wouldn't have any 
bb^tioji.to this t bill giving''NOAA'that responsibility, which ap- 
parentH is^witjiin iih^ area of their ̂ expertise. ,-' 
. Mr. 0LAPp,E]K. THatjis^ correct,',, '~ ,,/i . .>< • .

Senator STEVENS. Thank you very much, Mr. Clapper. We appro* 
piatis rvour> Statement. ••

". j' „ ,,. '''STATEMEN^ 'qt'LOtriS fe.'CLAPPEB ON BBfiAUF'OF THE '
' ''~' ' ' t:

Mr. X5halrin«n) I ato Loto S. Clapper; CJohservation Director of the National 
TOldlffe'^eaferation wMch has its -national ^headquarters at 1412 Sixteenth 
Street/ N.W?,There 'iici WaBhingtoarD.GJ 1 > * ' ' "- '

The 'National' Wildlife Federation? has affiliates in all 50 States and the 
Virgin Islands. These affiliates, in turn, are itiade up or" local groups and 
individuals ^ho, when combined with ilfesociate nietobers and other supporters 
of the IPideYation, ntiiiiber an : 'estimated three inttlion persons.' -

Jdir. 'Chairtiiaa, we? Want to conimehd' the 'Committee for holding these hear 
ings' oh* tf&San dumping, lai our opinion,' this is a ma'jor problem — one which 
merits immidit&e action — and we are pleased by the interest of members of 
this Committee and by other members of th'e Congress' who have introduced 
a'ppJoprlate'-legislation on'tM'subject • r : • ^ . >

•Basically,' 'the Federation does not believe that 1 the' oceans or the Great 
Lakes ', or other areas of 1;he U.S. shorelines should be used for dumping or 
waste disposal purposes. Ed Chaney, one of our Staff members, is outlining 
this attitude in a forthcoming article for our NATIONAL WILDLIFE Maga 
zine and 'he points dut quite appropriately thtft the earth is a closed system — 
that nothing actually can be thrown away. Unwanted wastes must be reclaimed 
or recycled back into the overall ecological system. >

We note that both SJ1238 and S.1082 defines "material" or "waste"' as "mat 
ter of any hand of description, including, but not limited to, dredge spoil, 
solid waste, garbage, sewage sludge, munitions, chemical, biological and radio-
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byproducts 'of the industrial processes (including tailings, sediments, and like 
materials resulting from marine mining or dredging actifities), industrial 
waste acids, chemicals,, sewage, sludge, garbage, dredge, spoils, radioactive 
materials, construction, and demolition debris, military ordnance, explosives, 
and any other form Of discarded material tfr equipment." After reviewing these 
definitions, Mr. Chairman, we simply cannot^ see any valid reason for using 
the Nation's offshore water areas for disposal Ko/ these wastes. For. far too long, 
this has been another indication of the "out-of-sight," "out-of-mind" attitude 
toward waste disposal and we no longer can affcjrd this type of degradation 
in pur environment. * , ,

If dumping is to be allowed, however, then We generally are in agreement 
with the fcelow listed principles which are expressed by one or more of the 
bills under consideration: ' .

1. For the reasons already expressed, we note with exceptional interest that 
some bills "phase cut" ocean dumping. In the Senate, S.192.would terminate 
all dumping by Jui e 30, 1975. H.R.3662 and H.R.4359 would* phase out ocean 
dumping of municii al and industrial wastes with primary treatment by 1972, 
by secondard treatn ent by 1974, and tertiary treatment by 1976. S.1082 phases 
out ocean dumping in five years. In lieu of outright prohibition, we would be 
in,accord with that;schedule. ' '•:'>.

2. It is our firm belief that any regulation of dumping should apply to all 
U.S. waters and the oceans outside this Nation's .territorial waters and the 
Contiguous zone. In this connection, we like the definition contained in Section 
3(b) of S.1238 which specifies the coverage as "oceans, gulfs, bays, salt-water 
lagoons, salt-water harbors, other coastal waters where the tide ebbs and flows, 
and the Great* Lakes." The definition in S.307 is essentially the same.

3. We think it is appropriate for the Environmental Protection Agency to be 
empowered to issue permits, if any dumping is to be allowed, if the action 
will not degrade the environment or ecological systems or endanger Imman 
health, welfare, or the amenities. S.1238 pears'to give the BPA Administrator 
suitable discretion in issuing permits and we like the provision in this proposal 
which burdens the applicant with providing information.to justify a permit.

4. We agree that the BPA Administrator should be authorized to designate 
by a permit the type and amount of materials to.be transported and/or dumped 
and the location, as well as the period of time that the permit is valid. This 
is outlined in S,1238. And, we also are in accord with that proposal's require 
ment that a permit shall not.violate applicable water quality standards. Some 
"dumping," of course, is beneficial. Old auto bodies, concrete tile, etc., make 
excellent artificial fishing reefs and should be provided f.or when warranted.

5. We concur with,the principle expressed in S.1238, whereby .BPA will 
establish and apply criteria for evaluating permit applications.. We prefer this 
discretionary process on this criteria more than formal regulations as in some 
other bills before the Committee. - ,, - , ;

6. We do not, disagree •with any provision, which names'the Department of 
Justice responsible for conducting any; legal actions which may be necessary, 
or with surveillance by the Coast Guard. However, we do note a wide variance 
in the amounts of maximum fines to be applied to violators for each offense: 
S10.000 in S.1011r $1,000 per ton in S.192, $50,000 in S.1238, $25,OQO in S.1286. 
and up to $100,000 in S.1082. Penalties should vserve as deterrents and we 
question whether $10,000 is enough in some instances. On the .other hand, 
penalties can be so severe that many courts would be .reluctant to impose them. 
However, in Aur judgment, we do not feel that $50,000 is so severe as to impede 
such sentencing when this is a maximum. •,,-•»

7. We are in concurrence with and call the Committee's attention to pro 
visions in H.R.3662 and H.R.4359 which would immediately suspend the dump 
ing or disposal of radioactive wastes, toxic industrial wastes, and chemical or 
biological warfare materials.

8. We hope the Committee will give thoughtful consideration to two points 
in S.192: to public hearings on permit applications, and to having EPA decisions 
reviewed -by the Council on Environmental Quality.

9. We think favorably of the provision in H.R.4359, proposed new section 
7(g) to the Act of August 3, 1968, wherein: "The Administrator of the En 
vironmental Protection Agency may by regulation prohibit the disposal or

"-i !fi '' 11/1''"A Y <•'•'": * T"5 "'- ;
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dumping of any waste material which he determines may damage the ecology 
of the marine environment, and in making such determination he may rely 
upon whatever indicators are currently available to him, regardless of the fact 
that such indicators may not be conclusive.

10. We recommend that the Committee give consideration to proposed Section 
7 in S.1Q82. This proposal would provide for determining means of recovering 
useful materials from wastes. Certainly, in our opinion, if a deleterious waste 
can be transferred into a positive value, the entire environmental movement 
will have been strengthened.

11. We note with particular interest that S.307 establishes the "National 
Oceanic and Environmental Research Act of 1971." We agree with an ex 
pressed policy of the Congress by this bill that the U.S. foster a program of 
oceanic and environmental research and development to provide an under 
standing of natural and manmade activities in the oceans, estuarine areas, 
and other waters. And, we would be pleased to see activated a comprehen 
sive program of research and associated technological development. As we 
read S.307, no permit for disposals of wastes into oceanic or estuarine waters 
would be issued without a review of the findings of research in the impacts 
of ocean dumping and we most certainly hope and trust any program will 
take these factors into account. However, a few comments should be made 
about the program envisoned by S.307.

We note that Section 5 of S.1238 charges EPA with issuing permits on ocean 
dumping with the Administrator establishing and applying criteria for evalua 
tion applications. Tl^se criteria include evaluations of the impact of proposed 
dumping. Before establishing the criteria, the EPA Administrator would consult 
with several Federal agencies, including Commerce. On the other hand, S.307 
would make the Secretary of Commerce responsible for the research program 
and. we have severe reservations about this provision.

Mr. Chairman^,when, establishment, of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration", was i jjropose'di, ^e_sppke, ,qut in joppcsiltibni to actions which 
split off the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries—at least those activities which 
relate to protection and management of fisheries resources, and associated 
research. We believe these functions should remain in the same agency and 
coordinated with management of fresh water aquatic resources. For this 
reason, among others, we have endorsed establishment of a new Department 
of Natural Resources.

Other phases of the program envisioned by the proposed "National Oceanic 
and Environmental Research Act" relate to ocean environmental protection, 
enhancement of the marine environment, a national oceanic and environ 
mental research laboratory system, technological research and development, 
and the establishment of estuarine sanctuaries, as well as research assistance, 
cooperative programs, and international cooperation. Many of these functions 
appear more directly to costal zone management, than to the issue of ocean 
dumping. While v»e are in accord with the principles in most of these pro 
posals, we think the Costal Zone Management program belongs more properly 
in the proposed Department of Resources than in Commerce.

As a matter of fact, we are not convinced that the Environmental Protection 
Agency itself could not, or should not, develop its own information on the 
effects of ocean dumping, utilizing information gathered by units of State 
Governments or available through other resources. EPA has a National Marine 
Water Quality Laboratory at Narragansett, R.I., which could offer much per 
tinent information if it ever is funded and staffed as originally planned. In 
this connection, we have noted with particular interest the provisions in H.R. 
3662 which would authorize and direct EPA to conduct research and investi 
gation on the marine ecology, authorizing the appropriation of $1 million 
annually for this purpose.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the invitation and opportunity of making 
these remarks.

Senator STEVENS. This hearing will be recessed until 2 p.m. tomor 
row when it will be resumed in this room.

(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene 
at 2 p.m., Thursday, April 22,1971.)
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OCEAN WASTE DISPOSAL

THUESDAY, APEIL 22, 1971

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERE,
Washington, D.G.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to reeess.at 2 p.m., in room 5110, 
New Senate Office Building, Hon. William B. Spong, Jr., presiding. 

Present: Senator Spong.

OPENING- STATEMENT BY SENATOR SPONG
Senator SPONG. Today marks the fourth day of hearings by the 

Subcommittee on Oceans and Atmosphere on ocean dumping. As 
we move into the problems of dumping from the viewpoint of State 
and local governments, we find the lines being drawn sharply. No 
one has objected to the ending of unregulated ocean dumping. The 
marine environmental and human health values to be protected are 
too important to permit indiscriminate dumping to continue. But the 
question is how we should regulate, and by whom.

We have heard much testimony from the administration in favor 
of its proposal to invest the Environmental Protection Agency with 
new ocean dumping permit authority. However, it is clear that not 
all members of the executive branch agree, and some would call for 
strengthening of the Corps of Engineers' permit authority under the 
Rivers and Harbor Act of 1899. Still another possibility might be 
to give the responsibility to the Coast Guard, which already has 
significant resources to handle such a program.

Speaking personally, I am concerned about the proliferation of 
regulatory agencies, the delays that might be occasioned by having 
too many cooks stirring the pot. Stronger regulation is needed, but 
I wonder what we wilfhave accomplished if all we get is rhetoric, 
reshuffling of responsibilities, and no results.

Nor is there complete agreement how to regulate ocean dumping. 
One of the bills.betore us would immediately halt all ocean dump 
ing; others would phase it out over a period of time. The adminis 
tration's bill would prohibit dumping except by permit, and would 
place the onus on the Envirnmental Protection Agency to establish 
and apply criteria for ocean dumping.

These are but a few of the tensions we must deal with as we move 
toward stronger regulation of ocean dumping. The problems are real. 
Landbased disposal sites are becoming exhausted. Nearly one-fifth 
of our Nation's shellfish beds are closed because of contamination— 
a loss estimated at $64 million annually, some of which is attributable 
to ocean dumping. Recreational areas are threatened—human health
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is threatened in areas near the New York Bight; and economic loss 
results from oil spills on beaches such as Virginia Beach where 2 
days ago over 4 miles of that superb beach were coated with oil. 
And they are still trying to find out where it came from.

In this context I am nappy to welcome Dr. William Hargis, the 
distinguished director; of our own Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science, who is representing the Coastal States Organization of the 
Council of State Governments and also the State of Virginia. With 
him is Dr. Leigh Hammond, deputy director of the Department of 
Administration of the State of North Carolina and representing the 
State of North Carolina. These gentlemen will speak to State 
problems.

Speaking to the problems facing cities will be Hon. Harry T. 
Kelley, mayor of Ocean City, Md., representing the National League 
of Cities, Mayor Kelley is accompanied by Mr. Peter B. Harkins, 
executive director of the Maryland Municipal League.

Concluding today's hearings will be Mr. James J. Reynolds, pres 
ident of the American Institute of Merchant Shipping, a group 
vitally concerned with port development and maintenance, and di 
rectly affected by the pending legislation.

Dr.< Hargis, Dr. Hammond, I understand that you gentlemen have 
separate statements. We will accept into the record your statements 
in their entirety *and would ask you to testify from those parts of 
them that yotrwish to.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. EARGIS, JR., PH. D., DIRECTOR, VIR 
GINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE, GLOUCESTER POINT, VA.

Dr. HARGIS. Mr. Chairman, as you indicated in your introductory 
remarks, I am representing Governor Hoi ton of the Commonwealth 
of Virginia this afternoon. The Governor would have liked to have 
been here himself but previous commitments prevented that.

I am also director of the Institute of Marine Science of the Com 
monwealth which has been involved in studies of ocean disposal 
problems relating to the waters of the mid-Atlantic off the Virginia 
Capes in which I served as chairman of the state task force of the 
Governor's Environmental Council.

The third role is as chairman of the Coastal States Organization•- 33

From all of these roles I appreciate the invitation to discuss this 
serious environmental problem with you.

As I Stated, Virginia is greatly concerned about contamination of 
the environment in general, and special alarm is brought about by the 
.Trowing threat of pollution of estuarine and costal waters and their 
bottoms.

Fortunately, the waters of the Chesapeake Bay and the coastal 
waters of Virginia are in reasonably good shape, but the problems of 
pollution are beginning to, crowd in. Each year sees more and larger 
discharges, accidental and purposeful, and each year increased de 
mands for disposal of solid and liquid wastes at sea develop.

Because we will be able to effect some, measure of protection for 
our as yet productive and useful, marine waters, the Common 
wealth wishes to take such steps as are necessary to retain their
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quality and utility, and we wish, to do it in timely fashion while 
we still have waters and sediments of good quality.

Faced with two requests for permits to carry out ocean disposal 
operation, last year Virginia established a task force to study the 
problem before deciding. After a detailed review of these and 
earlier requests for dumping permission as well as of similar pro-

Eosals from other States and consideration of all of the alternatives 
ar disposal, we concluded that, though both of those requests for 

dumping permits disappeared before the study was over—and that 
is probably the best way to have these things solved, that is, before 
they get very far on—we concluded that ocean disposal of waste 
will become a significant factor in State environmental and re 
source management activities, and we recommended that the general 
operating policy of the Virginia Institute of Marine Science to 
wards ocean dumping be considered for adoption as a State policy 
by the Governor's Council on the Environment, and the proposed 
policy statement which is presented on page 3 of the testimony is 
now under consideration for adoption.

In essence, the proposed statement indicates our strong concern 
and indicates the growing nature of the problem; it also urges that 
ocean disposal of wastes be discouraged, brought under control, but 
not necessarily eliminated from consideration as a reasonable alter 
native where such disposal is necessary. 

To quote specifically:
Since the capacity of the oceans to absorb, disperse or conceal wastes is 

surely finite (though it may be large—larger for some materials than others 
and in some geographical locations than others), it "is clear that each request 
for ocean disposal must be carefully considered with all alternative possi 
bilities and consequences carefully weighed and, unless the reasons for such 
disposal are convincing—even compelling, turned away.

Only in this way can environmental quality be preserved retained for those 
uses which can only and must be handled by the oceans. Only thus can we do 
a responsible job of managing and preserving the quality of the oceanic waters 
and of other essential aspects of ocean environments and at the same time 
secure maximum benefit of environment and resources for the people and 
posterity. Caution is further required by the dearth of information available 
as to the ability of the oceans to tolerate and recover from insults.

These findings of the State task force coincide closely with those 
of the federal group that conducted the ocean dumping study and 
developed a report "Ocean Dumping—A National Policy."

It became clear during our study, as during earlier work, that 
effective standards for coastal water and for disposal of wastes in 
coastal waters are yet to be developed and this we consider a prime 
need.

As can be seen, while Virginia cannot justify or concur with an all 
out, indiscriminate ban on ocean dumping—feeling as we do that 
no avenue of disposal should be arbitrarily closed—we are strongly 
oppdsed to ocean disposal of wastes unless all other disposal sites 
have been oarefulty considered and ruled out for significant and 
compelling reasons."

Of special concern is disposal of those wastes which lose their 
integrity, that is which break up or dissolve, since the ocean is a 
flowing solute (almost a universal solute), and the movements and 
fate of such wastes are as yet difficult to predict accurately and yet 
inaccurately in many cases'and places. ' <



•I am persuaded .that most, if not all, of the coastal states would 
concur in these Statements.

Speajdng specifically to the three bills under consideration which 
direct)/rebate tf>, oc^an dumping—-S, 1982, S. 1238, and S. 1286—a 
point'of concern to, \firginia and to the'States is the assigning of a 
major portion of the management and authority to a federal agency 
alon,e.

After much, study we are persuaded that principal controls of 
coastaj. zone activities should rest with the States. This especially 
refers to activities in areas within State jurisdiction or those which 
could be. The reasons for this conviction are four.

One, actions requiring review and permit are numerous and widely 
dispersed an' hould be handled as locally as possible, and possible 
means'practical .as well as effective.

It is not possible to handle permits from Washington.
Two, local knowledge is generally required to en'ectively develop 

realistic appraisal of ecological impacts of such releases. Such knowl 
edge usually resides in state agencies, or in local institutions.

Three, some of the alternatives to ocean disposal regularly avail 
able are local or at least within a State or adjacent States. Regular 
legal mechanisms exist, or should, for working with intrastate and 
interstate options. . .

Four, the entities requesting ocean disposal are generally subject 
to the jurisdiction of the States in many ways. The problem of 
regulating beyond the territorial seas or the contiguous fishing zones 
which would'apply almost equally to the states as well as to the 
Federal Government have to be addressed in special fashion.

Virginia and probably most of the coastal States we work with 
are hopeful that ocean disposal and other matters, similar matters, 
can be handled in concert with the Federal Government, with the 
Federal Government establishing guidelines and responsibilities and 
offering the States, opportunity to participate.

Of course, the Federal Government should ife prepared to act as 
and if necessary, but it seems most logical and reasonable to arrange 
command action at the most feasible political and geographical level, 
which is at the State level.

We cannot support a total ban, either now or later, which would 
remove the oceans as an alternative disposal site. Total ban on some 
substances, yes—on all, no. Total ban should not be imposed unless 
scientific evidence and engineering findings make such action essen 
tial.

Discrimination and retention of options is necessary if for no 
other reason than the simple fact that Earth is a whole and must 
be understood and wisely managed as a whole, and in some instances 
the ocean option is the most reasonable option.

Under this circumstances there may be times when disposal at sea 
is the least costly, in terms of environmental damage, of the alter 
natives. A rational approach is absolutely necessary in adjusting man 
and his activities to the environment, and vice versa.

We would favor tighter controls, or even a partial or completely 
moratorium on some substances or some locations, as a reasonble con 
servative solution until improved scientific understanding and engi 
neering capabilities makes a "tighter estimate" of the environmental 
and health hazards and the ecological and economic costs possible.

.^
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It is cle#r to uSjasJi was to the, Ocean,IXmnpiiig Committee, of the 
Council on Environmental Quality that more knowledge and,tech- 
nolqgical^,a[)Uity, is,urgently .required. A .glaringigap exists in our 
understanding,or many .estjuarjes,, and'especially ,of .coastal waters 
from tHe ocean beaches out to bey<mcl the .breaker ,zohe from the 
breaker, zone to the. edge of the Qpntinental shelf and beyond.

I might interject here, that despite the. report of the Council on 
Environmental Quality and the Stratton Commission, there does not 
seem to be much movement towards t careful investigations of conti 
nental shelf waters (and these are the. areas whiclx are of immediate 
concern td us'today. .'".''.'••» • ! ,/ ' " »

All of the bills except S. 1286 provide for additional research and 
development activity on these areas and disposal, problems, an essen 
tial feature of any legislative action^ " * '

Regarding S. 307 which, fosters oceanic .and environmental re 
search and development, among other things, I would like an op 
portunity to study it more carefully thaii has been possible prior to 
today's Hearings. , .

We favor supporting the important oceanic and atmospheric pro 
grams of NOAA To this end we urge Congress to grant the money 
necessary to do so.

We also favor melding the existing federal laboratories which fall 
under the jurisdiction of NOAA into a more integrated system, such 
system to more effectively carry out the purposes of and responsi 
bilities of NOAA and its parent department.

Favored also would be improved working relationships and inte 
gration with and support of existing State and institutionally sup 
ported marine laboratories which have similar purposes and re 
sponsibilities.

.Whether new laboratories are necessary or even desirable,, if the 
bill contemplates such action, is doubtful, to unclear at this time. 
At this point in time we favor a laboratory system in which the 
informational needs of the principal managers, and they are the 
State governments, working in concert with the local governments 
and with the Federal Government, can be met effectively. This may 
or may not involve a Federal laboratory, depending upon the local 
or regional .circumstances involved.

Further, we would not like to see competent non-Federal labora 
tories replaced or excluded, nor would we like to see less adequate 
units discouraged from becoming more adequate.

As you will recall, comments regarding coastal zone laboratories 
were madefy several people from Virginia at the subcommittee 
hearing m Williamsburg last year, and we see no reason to change 
those expressions that were made then. • • . •

In general we favor .the concept of estuarine sanctuaries which is 
included in the bill under discussion.

It is clear that more than a cursory review of the important con 
cepts presented in S. &07 is. deserved and required and we would like 
to express our support of the proposals in general and our willing 
ness and desire to assist in its further development.

Marine science and engineering deserves a great deal more atten 
tion and support than it is now being accorded—especially in view 
of the importance of marine environments and their resources to the
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United States and the future of man as an inhabitant and engineer 
on Spaceship Earth.

Senator SPONGE Doctor, if you will excuse me; I have to go to vote, 
and I will be right, back. J naVe asked Mr. Miller to continue with 
the questioning while I am gone*.

Mr.-MILLER. Dr. Hargis, in Senator Spong's absence, I shall ask 
a few questions and we snail continue on with the hearing until 
he .returns. <

In your testimony you state that:
' We are' strongly opposed to ocean disposal of wastes unless all other dis 

posal sites have been carefully considered and ruled out for significant and 
compelling reasons.
i This is apparently a conclusion that you have reached for Virginia.

Dr. HARGIS. That is correct.
'Mr. ^ITLLER. 0? at least have recommended and have under con 

sideration now for the State of Virginia.
Dr. HARGIS. That is correct.
Mr. MILLER. Would you recommend this for the Federal legisla 

tion since we have no such criteria written into any of the ocean 
dumping bills now pending?

Dr. HARGIS. Yes, I would. I think one of the things we have to 
keep in' mind, is that there are problems of disposal of waste in all 
environmentsj and this includes in subterranean disposal sites and, 
therefore, it is our considered opinion there will undoubtedly be 
times when the oceans "e the most feasible place to dispose of waste.

In considering our commentary for today's hearings and in our 
earlier studies, it was perfectly apparent to us that a major problem 
is population and industrial activities, municipal activities and other 
things. But it was also clear to us that populationai control is going 
to be a complex and long-term game, problem, and that in the mean 
time we would have increasing amounts of waste of different types 
to dispose of, and it was our feeling, our conviction, that when aiter 
investigation of alternatives the ocean seemed to be the most likely 
and least environmental costly site, then, it ought to be resorted to.

Mr. MILLER. Are you saying the least environmentally costly site?
Dr. HARGIS. That is correct.
Mr. MILLER. And you said there should be dumping only for sig 

nificant and compelling reasons. Can you elaborate on that for the 
record? What would be a "significant and compelling reason," and 
what is "least environmentally costly"?

Dr. HARGIS. A significant and compelling reason would be a reason 
or a solution of a problem of disposal of a waste which would cause 
more damage, for example in underground disposal, than it would 
in underwater disposal, undersea disposal.

I'cannot give you a good for instance right now. There are some.
Mr. MILLER. You are talking more in an ecological sense than an 

economic sense,, is that not so?
Dr. HARGIS. Yes, in this case the compelling reasons would highly 

be 'a composite of ecological and economic reasons. But I was ad 
dressing myself particularly to the ecological aspects at the time, yes.

Mr. MILLER. Do I understand your testimony correctly that you are 
concerned at the omission in the Federal legislation of State par 
ticipation in the establishment 4 0f criteria for ocean dumping, per 
haps in the regulatory scheme itself ?
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Dr, HARGIS. That ip correct., .,.,..
Mr. MILLER. It is not ray understanding, of the, bills as presently 

written that they preempt State regulation, ai; least ia,State waters. 
Qf f purse, 3 juiles would lag the limitation, would they not, of State 
jurisdiction,? ; -,/ / r .

Dr, HARGIS. Yes, pending certain action that is Before the court, 
on the east coast 3 miles would be the current territorial limit.

Mf. ,MILLER. Without anticipating wha^ they, are going to decide, 
3,m;ies.'',,.,

Dr. HARGIS. That'is correct. Bu, the options that are available, for 
example, within the territorial seas, include, of course, control at the 
loading site which two of the bills specifically are directed at, and, 
pf course, yp,u have involved in that Sfatc jurisdiction as well as 
national jurisdiction; by reason of State controls—constitutional con 
trols—over territorial prerogratives of citizens and you also have 
in'vptyed Federal jurisdiction dyer certain aspects of international 
commerce and interstate cqmm.erce, and the national jurisdictional 
area's beyond the 3-mile limit, but I think it is perfectly obvious that 
neither the Federal nor the State Government has much control 
beyond the* territorial seas,' unless they do something different than 
what is being done right now, except insofar as perhaps as it relates 
to things that come into direct contact with the bottoms.

Mr. MILLER. Ypu sppke in the course of your testimony about 
investigation of the continental shelf waters and didn't elaborate at 
the point why there is a need for such investigation. Could expand 
upon you'r eoimnents?

Dr. HARGIS. Yes. We anticipate that tih.e demands for disposal of 
wastes at se:a. that the. accidental'releases of materials—which are 
extreiriely dimfnilt to eliminate—on Continental Shelves, in Con 
tinental' Shett waters, will .Increase.

We are also aware, as are many other people, that, the coastal 
Continental Shelf waters are recipients of all the wastes,that come 
out of' the estuaries in solution,,or in train,,and it is necessary, 
therefore, we feel, 'in order to do a rational jot of making decisions 
on coastal dumping problems, oceanic 'dumping problems, and also 
in order to understand such things'as occurred recently af, Virginia 
Beach that Senator Spong mentioned, oil spills, movements of spills, 
and furthermore to get a better handle, factual handle, on what is 
actually happening in, the ocean and on the Continental Shelf waters, 
it is necessary to, know more than we know now.

We have recently lopked over—and we are in the process of doing 
it in the Coastal States Organization—we have recently looked over 
this problem in Chesapeake Bay, and we came to the conclusion 
that while there is need for more research in Chesapeake Bay—and 
we haye urged this to be the Congress, t)ie National Science Founda 
tion alsoH—the biggest ga)> at the present time in terms, of practical 
information—practical scientific, and engineering information—neer 
essary.to understand oceanic waters, js in the region from the beacli 
out to 3 or 5 miles, and then from there on out to the edge of the 
Continental Shelf.
*' Oije problem is %at many^of the earlier oceanographic activities 
which yielded so,much.scientifically were essentially deep, sea and a 
"food deal of the State activities have been in the estuaries, a good 
deal of the Federal activity has been in the deep sea and the estuaries.
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There is2 thereforej not a complete void but as near a void 'as you 
can get in' a situation like this, in our understanding the headlines 
and the beaches and the edge of the Continental Shelf.

It is interesting, then, that programs like the International Decade 
of Oceanic Exploration, which I think would like to devote more 
attention'in this area, have been waiting on the reorganization of the 
ERA, for example,'to make'its activities and intentions known, and 
this, too, has' added to a delay of solution of some 6f the problems, 
even though the ocean dumping report and the S.tratton repr ~t urged 
quick attention to the .area,.

• So, we are convinced that major scientific and engineering effort 
lias to be made to this zone. '

Mr.JVbLLER. Afcd one additional question, if I may. In your testi 
mony you state that you— '
would favor tighter controls now, or even a partial or complete moratorium 
on some substances or some locations, as a reasonable conservative solution 
until improved scientific understanding and engineering capabilities make a 
"tighter estimate."

'Please elaborate on that as to what tyes of substances and what 
type of locations! ' ~- u

Dr. HARGIS. Yeg. We would be especially concerned^right at the 
present time with biological warfare materials, with chemical war 
fare materials. We are also especially concerned,with,unusual mili 
tary wastes. That is solid waste's^-and, furthermore, certain radio 
active wastes. Those are four on which a moratorium could be clearly 
supported and justified at the present time. ' .,

The. areas, involved would depend upon the type. I would say 
that as far as solid waste disposal, we ought to eliminate dumping 
o'f solid wastes in all areas which are accessible to and used by the 
commercial fishermen, for example. tVe have, had one or twq unusual 
recoveries1 by iishermei} r recently, and in bne particular unfortunate 
accident, off the coast of Virginia, and Carolina in which a trawler
«•* «» ' * 1 J? "11 ' '_-••' T *"i"A. T __* 1 -ITT

area off 
further at 

the present time. 
Mr. MILLER, Do you have anything additional that you would like

to add! . . • . ...
Dr. HARCHS. No; I think that we have covered in the testimony 

and in the questioning is reasonably comprehensive. I would say that 
from all the studies of the Coastal States Organization and the 
various people involved and from some of the studies that I ha TO 
been involved with as consultant to Federal and State government 
agencies, I have concluded that the general approach to control of 
quality in the oceans is to control what gets into estuarine waters. 
This, of course, is an obvious truism, but sometimes ignored. And 
the best place.for control in fact is_at the outfall or, even better, 
Before it gets to the outfall or to the stack. And this is where-^or 
it is at this control point that State and local authorities, working 
in concert with Federal agencies, with guidelines established by the 
Federal Government agencies responsible, based upon sound legis 
lation, it is clear that the control of ocean quality will occur.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much, Drl Hargis.
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'(The. statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. HAEOIS, jB. r PH. D., DIBECTOB, VIRGINIA INSTITUTE 

OF MARINE SCIENCE, GLOUCESTER POINT, VA., RE RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE 
PROBLEMS OF .OCEANIC DISPOSAL OF WASTES

INTRODUCTION
* • { .

Mr Chairman and Members of the Committee, it is my pleasure to appear 
toda. in three roles. One is as representative of Governor Linwood Holton of 
Virginia, who has asked me to present the current viewpoint of Virginia on 
this important matter of "dumping" or disposal of wastes into the marine and 
estuarine waters of the territorial seas and adjacent shelf waters ci the United 
States. Governor Holton has asked me to express his regret at being unable, 
by reasons of previous commitments, to be here to personally discuss this im 
portant matter with the Committee. As you may recall, the Governor and I 
and several other state officials were privileged to appear on matters related to 
the coastal zone earlier this year before your subcommittee on Oceans and 
Atmosphere. He would, have liked to be able to be with you today.

My second role is as that of director of a princip.il marine research, engi 
neering and advisory institution which devotes its attention to matters relating 
to the estuarine and coastal waters of the seas and is especially concerned 
with the wise use of the environments and resources involved. lu this capacity 
I, along with colleagues at the Institute, have given considerable attention to 
matters of pollution, possible environmental degradation and :o preservation of 
the marine environment and its resources. A' recent special project of ours 
was a study of ocean disposal problems relating to the waters of the mid- 
Atlantic off the Virginia, Capes in which I served as Chairman of this Task 
Force of the Governor's Environment Council.

The third role is as Chairman of the Coastal States Organization which 
consists of gubernatorially appointed delegates from 25 of thx 33 costal States, 
Commonwealths and Territories of the United States. I\om a 1 of these roles, 
I appreciate the invitation to discuss this serious environmental problem with you. ' '*'••.'

Governor Holton, the governmental agencies as well as the people of Virginia 
are greatly concerned about contamination of the, environment in general. 
Causing especial alarm is the growing threat of pollution of estuarine and 
coastal waters and their bottoms. Fortunately, our waters are in reasonably 
good shape but the problems of pollution are crowding in on us. Each 5 ear 
sees more and larger discharges, accidental' and purposeful, and each year 
increased demands for disposal of solid and liquid wastes at sea develop. Be 
cause we will be able to effect some measure of protection for our as yet 
productive and useful marine waters, the Commonwealth wishes to take such 
steps as are necessary to retain their .quality and utility. —And we wish to do 
it in timely fashion while we still have, waters and sediments of good quality.

Faced with two requests for ocean disposal clearance, Virginia established 
a Task Force to study the problpm in 1970. After a detailed review of these 
and earlier requests as weti as of similar proposals from other areas and 
consideration of the alternatives, we concluded that, though both requests 
disappeared before the study was over, "ocean disposal of wastes will become a 
significant factor in state environmental and resource management" activities. 
We recommended that the General Operating Policy of the Virginia Institute 
of Marine Science be considered for adoption by the Governor's Council on the 
Environment. The proposed policy statement which is presented immediately 
below is now under consideration for adoption.

"OCEAN DISPOSAL
"(General Operating Policy Statement of the Virginia Institute 

of Marine Science)
"The Oceans are ultimate receptacles of all materials which are dissolved 

or suspended in ->r on water passes between headlands, i.e., the internal waters 
is growing, while 'receiving capacity' of those waters, and, of inshore ocean 
waters as well, declines, it is clear that coastal and offshore oceanic waters
are under increasing pressure from, r$epe «fPS?s»s. 7 -3 -4 •

*'r\V."\ I nJ\J } <• ^
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"At the same time, demands for direct disposal of liquid and solid wastes 

into inshore (coastal) and offshore waters of the world oceans from vessels 
and outfalls increase rapidly as does danger of accidental release of wastes 
and hazardous materials of all sorts. Since the capacity of the oceans to absbrb, 
disperse or conceal wastes is surely finite (though it may be large—larger for 
some materials than others and in some geographical locations than others), 
it is clear that each request for oceanic disposal must be carefully considered, 
with all alternative possibilities and consequences carefully weighed and, unless 
the reasons for such disposal'are convincing—even compelling, turned away.

"Only, in this way can environmental quality be preserved and options and 
'carrying capacity' be retained, for those uses which' can only and must be 
handled by the Oceans. Only thus can we do a responsible job of managing 
and preserving the quality of the oceanic waters' arid of other essential aspects 
of ocean environments and at the same time secure maximum benefit of en 
vironment and resources for the people and posterity. Caution is further re 
quired by -the dearth of information available as to the ability of the Oceans 
to tolerate and recover from insults."

As can be seen, while Virginia cannot justify or concur with an all out, 
indiscriminate ban on ocean dumping—feeling as we do that no avenue of 
disposal should be arbitrarily closed, we are strongly opposed to ocean dis 
posal of wastes unless all other disposal sites have, been carefully considered 
and ruled out for significant and compelling reasons. Of especial concern is 
disposal of those wastes which lose their integrity or are soluble since the 
ocean is a flowing solute and movements and fate of such wastes are as yet 
difficult to predict accurately. I am persuaded that most, if not all, of the 
coastal states would concur in these statements.

Speaking specifically to the three bills under consideration which directly 
relate to ocean dumping (S.1082, S!l238 .and S.1286). a point of concern to 
Virginia is the assigning of the major portion of the management responsi 
bility and authority to a federal agency. After jnuch study we are persuaded 
that principal controls of coastal zone activities should rest with the states'. 
This especially refers to activities within state jurisdiction. The reasons for 
this convjetion are :-j • ,, , ,

1. Actions requiring review and permit are numerous and widely dispersed 
and, should be handled as locally as possible.

2. Local knowledge is generally required to effectively develop realistic ap- 
pr,ajsal of «coJU>gical impacts of such releases. Such knowledge usually resides 
in,state agencies. . ,, ,

, 3. Some of the alternatives to ocean disposal regularly available are local 
•or at least within a state or adjacent states. Regular legal mechanisms exist, 
or should, .ifor,. working w.ith- intrastate and .interstate options.

4. The,.entities, requesting ocean disposal are generally subject to the juris 
diction rof the. states in many ways. " ', , ' .

Virginia and probably most of the qoastal states we work with are hopeful 
that this and other, matters can be,.handled in concert with the Federal Gov 
ernment establishing its, guidelines and responsibilities and offering the states 
opportunity uto. participate. The Federal Government should be rrepared to act 
as and if-necessary, but it seems most logical and reasonable, to arrange com 
mand, action at the most feasible political and geographi >••:!' level—the state 
level. ,-.„•.'• ?

We cannot support a .total ban, .either-,,now or later, which would remove 
the fpceans a§ an .alternative disposal, site. Total ban on some substances, yes— 
on all—-noj, Total ban should not, be imposed unless ficntific evidence and 
engineering, findings make.such action essential. Discrifiliation and retention 
of options is necessary if for no other reason than the simple fact that Earth 
is a whole and must be understood and wisely managed as a whole. Under 
this circumstance there may be times when disposal at sea is the least costly, 
in terms of environmental damage, of the alternative. A rational approach 
is absolutely necessary,in adjusting man and his activities to the environment, 
both ways. ,.

We would favor tighter controls now, or even a partial or complete mora 
torium on some substances or some locations, as a reasonable conservative 
solution until improved scientific understanding and engineering capabilities 
makes a "tighter estimate" of the environmental and health hazards and the 
ecological and economic costs possible.
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, It is clear that more knowledge , and technological, ability is, urgently re 
quired. A glaring gap exists in our understanding of many estuaries and 
especially of coastal waters from the ocean beaches out; to beyond the breaker 
zone and from the breaker zone to the edge' Of the Continental Shelf and 
beyond. All .of the bills except S.1286 provide for additional research and 
development activity, on these areas and disposal problems, an essential 
feature of any action.

Regarding S.3.07, which fostevs .oceanic anil environmental research and de 
velopment, anlong other things, ' I would like opportunity to study it more 
carefully than has been possible. - jf . ' " .

We favor supporting the important oceanic and atmospheric programs of 
the National;. Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. To this end we urge 
Congress to grant the monies necessary to do so. We also favor melding the 
existing federal laboratories into a .more integrated system, such system to 
more effectively carry out the purposes of and responsibilities of NOAA and its 
patent department Favored also would be improved working relationships 
and integration with and support of existing state and institutionally sup 
ported marine laboratories which have similar purposes and responsibilities. 
Whether new laboratories are necessary or desirable if the bill contemplates 
such action, is doubtful to unclear at this time,. At this point we favor a 
laboratory . system in which the informational needs of the principal man 
agers, the state governments, can 'be met effectively. This may or may not 
involve a federal laboratory, depending upon the local or regional circum 
stances. JTurther, we would not like to see competent non-federal laboratories 
replaced or excluded nor would ̂ we, like to see le^s adequate units discouraged 
from becoming more adequate. - ^. .;,

In general* we favor the concept of.estuarine sanctuaries.
It is clear that more than a cursory review of the important concepts pre 

sented in S.S07 is deserved and required and we would like to express our 
support of the proposals in general and our willingness and desire to assist in 
its further development Marine science and engineering deserves a great 
deal more attention, and support than it is now being accorded (especially 
in vie\y of the importance of marine environments and their resources to 
the United States and the future of man as an inhabitant and engineer on 
Spaceship. Earth). -

Mi;. MlLtER. Dr. Hammond, we welcome yoii. In accordance with 
Senator Spong's request, we would Uke to continue on with your 
statement now, jplease. ' ''•'./.-

STATEMENT OF DR. IEIGH HAM&OJn), DEPUTY DIRECTOR,' STATE 
,; , , DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, RALEIGH, N.C. ,

Dr. HAM»;ONI>. I appreciate th.e opportunity to appear before this 
committee to discuss the proposed legislation that would regulate the 
dumping of materials in the oceans or coastal waters and other 
waters of bur Nation. ' , . "

This legislation is of particular interest ,to North Carolina because 
of the commitment that our State has bade to develop the full po 
tential of , our coastal and' marine resources.

Gov. Robert W. Scott, the present Governor of North Carolina, 
has given major attention to the formulation, of State policies and 
programs to manage and develop our coastal resources. These State 
policies and programs give due recognition to the need for responsi 
ble leadership in maintaining a balance between development ac 
tivities and activities to protect and preserve the fragile coastal 
environment. " .

The State of Forth Carolina is blessed with an essentially un 
tapped potential along her coast. The, .State lays claim to some 10 
percent of the shoreline of the 48 contiguous States. Only three
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States—Texas, California, and Florida-rsufpa&s Norjkh Carolina in 
length of general tidal shoreline. } ( ",, '*" '"'.. !? . ' i

We have/mtire $ian 2,5Q,0,, square miles* o£, salt waiter bays and 
sounds. There are .over ,ll>,0.0.0 square miles of Continental Shelf off 
shore-, of which some 1,130 square miles fall within the legal bound 
aries of North Carolina. - • •

The estuarine and coastal areas of our State are being used for a 
variety of purposes such as commercial fishing, .sport fishing, recrea 
tion, mineral recovery, and water transportation. , , ,

Tne conflicting claims between these various uses represent some 
of the major problems that led Governor Scott to seek State legisla 
tive .authority to establish, on a permanent basis, 'the Governor's 
Marine Science Council, fhe 1969'general assembly granted that 
authority, an<| tjie* council has been actively pursuing an across the 
board evaluation of marine resource needs and opportunities facing 
North Carolina.

The council is charged with the task of pulling together the efforts 
of all agencies and institutions tQ identify and concentrate on spe 
cific problems and objectives. It is currently involved in the formula 
tion of a detailed plan to ijelate research, educational, and regulatory 
functions to the practical needs of our coastal zone.

The formation of this council was a clear recognition that all 
interests can and must be^served anci that .the great potentials rep 
resented by the ocean and, coastal zone cajjt "be realized only through 
a coordinated and cooperative effort by all elements of the various 
private and public communities. 1 '<•* • • -

The general assembly, in 19,69, also passed several other significant
. . =>-., . , ... • .-ff'Aft • i ,->! • .S • -St'i ,, i s • .•

serve the quality of the marine environment. We do not intend to 
exploit 'our'yaliiable resource base for the sake of short-term gains. 
The riiirsery grounds for marine''life will be,protected as we ex 
perience more and more commercial development along our coast.

The 1969 general assembly, also, passed a'law which prohibits any 
dredging,or filling operations witnin any coastal waters of North 
Carolina1 without first obtaining a permic for such operations from 
the State.

Another significant act called for a comprehensive study of the 
estuarine areas by State agencies and instructed our department 
of conservation and development to recommend a use plan, based 
on this study, to the 1373 session of the general assembly.

Governor Scott, on April 7,'1971, delivered an environmental mes 
sage to a joint session of the North Carolina General Assembly. This 
was the first Imqwn instance where a State chief executive devoted 
an entire legislative message to environmental issues alone. The Gov 
ernor offered five major environmental bills to the general assembly. 
One of these bills spoke exclusively to coastal problems.

This bill stiffens the existing law concerning dredging and filling 
of marshlands and tidelands, empowers counties and municipalities 
to levy taxes for coastal erosion and hurricane protection projects, 
provides for State regulations, on a countywide basis, regarding 
the alteration or pollution of North Carolina's coastal wetlands, and 
provides for State ̂ assumption of sand dune protection where coun 
ties or municipalities fail to do so.



I cite these Retails td demonstrate a few of the things that Horth 
Carolina is doing to protect its costal environment. There are many 
oth^r North Carolina laws and regulations relating to water quality 
which speak to the issues covered in the proposed legislation now 
before this committee. ; - -' ,' •

Regarding the proposed National Oceanic and Environmental Re 
search Act of 1971 (S. 307), we concur in the need for a better under 
standing and knowledge of the physical, chemical, and biological 
processes that take place-'in the oceans, estuarine, and other waters. 
This Understanding must undergrid the efforts of State, Federal, and 
local government to design and implement programs to more effec 
tively manage 'our coastal zone. • • *

However, we suggest that caution be exercised in any decision 
to create a National Oceanic and Environmental Research Labora 
tory System. The various coastal States are now supporting exten 
sive oceanographic and marine science research programs. A Na 
tional Laboratory System might well duplicate these efforts and re 
sult in unjustified expenditures of funds.

North Carolina is currently in the final planning stages ,on three 
marine science centers to be located on our coast. Tnese centers will 
be administered by the State and will support the educational, re 
search, and regulatory activities of all universities, State agencies, 
technical institutions, and public schools.

The programs conducted in these facilities will accomplish many 
of the objectives sought by a National Laboratory System. We would 
prefer to see the language of this act altered to support and supple 
ment State efforts, or at the very least include a title that would 
provide tliig!r support. ' / .',

We feel that creation of a limited number of estuarine sanctuaries 
should not detract from th'e .freed for. a comprehensive program to 
manage the coastal zdhe in a manner that will protect the entire 
estuarme are,asi' , , >'.'>"

The proposed legislation on ocean dumping gives scant attention 
to the role of the States in regulating activities within tlieir borders. 
This failure .to recognize the efforts and responsibilities of State 
governmenfr!causes us great1 concern. ! '

The bills,as now drafted will take the responsibility for regulating 
dumping activities one'more step away from the level of most effec 
tive control. We have no argument against the provisions'.of these 
biljs beyond the 3-mile jurisdiction of me States, yet we feel strongly 
that the gtates should be allowed to carry out regulatory activities 
on waters that are under State jurisdiction.

Perhaps a provision, similar to that in the Federal Water Quality 
Act, that should a State fail £o de.v6lpp arid administer proper and 
sufficient control over dumping activities .within, its .ocean .and coastal 
waters, the administrator wpul(jl initiate and enforce.procedures and 
regulations. This sort of joint Jurisdiction'18 much more acceptable 
to the Stages and prevents unnecessary duplication of efforts by. State 
and Federal agencies. ^''"-. r. ;*

Any^ ocean dumping act must provide for 'direct State, involve 
ment in the development of any procedures,,for implementing that 
act. The coastlines of the States are vulnerable to ocean dumping and 
the States have land and water areas through which the material to 
be dumped must be transported^

_j J \3r\~i In •>' r\ Y «>. ; v/ 1C—



The Federal Government should not taJ^e unilateral action in au 
thorizing the transportation and dumping" of materials that,might 
be ach^iise to the, interests of one or more .States.

S'. W$2 proposes, tov regulate dumping activities for 5 years and 
then eliminate dumping entirely. We concur in the need ^..regu 
lating dumping and in fact prohibiting the dumping of any mate 
rials that would adversely affect marine life.: . '

HoweVer, this total elimination of dumping activities would pre 
vent the creative dumping activities such as efforts to construct 
artificial reefs to provide a habitat that will increase the population 
of commercial and sports fish off our coast. The beneficial aspects 
of dumping to create artificial reefs far exceed,,any currently known 
"damage to the marine environment. Regulation is agreeable, but a 
complete ban on dumping does not make sense to us.

Mr. "Chairman, North Carolina strongly supports national legis 
lation which would limit defilement of the oceans. We are deeply 
concerned, however^ by procedures in the bills here under con 
sideration which would almost completely bypass States in formu 
lating rules and, regulations.

Indeed,.we are concerned whenever Federal legislation assumes a 
jurisdiction which is not only unnecessary, but ultimately disruptive 
of existing efforts at any level of government to carry put programs 
which protect the health and welfare o,f people. That responsibility 
is vested in State governments. We are taldng that responsibility 
Seriously'.in' North Carolina.
' (rc-vernor Scott,,has, spoken to this, need many times. He has as 
sumed a national leadership role within State government and the 
National Governors' Conference in suggesting policies and programs 
to make wise use pi our coastal zone. "We would hope that the Con 
gress will give djje^r'^cognition to the role that state government 
has played and will^cdntinue ,to play in regulating and controlling 
anv activitv that adversely affects our coastal waters.,

Senatqr jSro^a., Xha^nk y,ou very much, Dr. Hammond.
TSefore T a^kfyou a question or, two, I would like to again, apologize 

to my -constituent for h"avi,ng to*.rush .off and vote. I don't know if 
you were as&ed, Dr. Hargis, to submit your- vjews to. us on S. 307 
in, tl^e future. . -.,'• " i; - '.' -

YofvJJi^icate^i while I was here that you had not had an oppor- 
tunitv;to .give, this the. in-cjepth study-that.you would like, and I 
wqiiTcUikevery much tp have that. . • '.

t)r. Jj.arnrnond, \vouH ypu describe, fyr me how North • Carolina 
presently participates 'in ,th> determination of dredge spoil ^disposal 

- when .applicants se,ek a permit frpin the Corps of Engineers?
Dr. HAMMONI). ^Anyone who wants to engage in dredge and/or fill 

operations, there is a regulation .that they must get this permit from 
the corps. T&ere is also a State'regulation. We have worked out an 
arrangement with the corps where they apply to the State for the 
permit, the State reviews it and submits it to the other State agen 
cies that "might have an interest in this to get their opinion, and 
at that time thev submit it to the Corps jfor their approval.

Essentially, it is a very smooth functioning process. But the permit 
initially jComes to the State and then we work with the corps on it. 

•'•'•,.'<'" . • * - ' >.
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- Senator SPONG. Is this how. you envision the State participation 
would be within the 3-mile limit insofar as oil dumping is concerned?

Dr. HAMMOND. Yes, I think so. I think this makes the process of 
the individual who is seeking either a permit to dump something or 
to alter the estuarine waters by either'dredging or filling much easier 
by giving them a place to go that they are more familiar with than 
searching out the Environmental Protection Agency or some such 
agency at the Federal level.

Senator SPONG. Should something comparable to this be written 
in by statute or left to regulation on the part of EPA in dealing 
with the State?

Dr. HAMMOND. I would like a specific recognition that the EPA 
has to deal with the State. As it is presently written the adminis 
trator can,,if he deems it necessary and desirable, consult with the 
States on these regulations. We at the State level would much 
prefer that it be a requirement that we be involved in it rather than 
leaving it to the discretion of a single administrator.

SenatorSpoNG. Thank you very much.
Mayor Kelley, Mr. Harkins.

STATEMENT OF HON. HARRY W. KELLEY, MAYOR, OCEAN CITY, 
MD.; ACCOMPANIED BY PETER B. HARKINS, EXECUTIVE DIREC 
TOR, MARYLAND MUNICIPAL LEAGUE; AND DONALD ALEXAN 
DER, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES AND 
U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS
Mayor KELLEY. Mr. Chairman, I am Harry W. Kelley, mayor of 

that great resort city of Ocean City, Md.
I am honored to appear here, today on behalf of the Maryland 

Municipal League, the National League of Cities, and the U.S. 
Conrefence of Mayors to support S. 1238 and related legislation to 
improve Federal controls over the dumping of waste materials in 
our oceans.

The prospect of a polluted ocean is a matter of grave concern 
in Ocean City and many other coastline communities. Our sanitary 
district and the mayor and city council are aware of the problem 
and are constantly checking for algae, residue, and odors. A report 
on ocean dumping by the President's Council on Environmental 
Quality noted:

Marine pollution has seriously damaged the environment and endangered 
humans in some areas. Shellfish have been found to contain hepatitis, polio 
virus, and other pathogens; pollution has closed at loast one-fifth of the na 
tion's commercial shellfish beds, beaches and bays luve been closed to swim 
ming and other recreational use; lifeless zones have been created in the 
marine environment; there have been heavy kills of fish and other organisms.

If such diseases would happen around Ocean City, it will destroy 
pur community. Our existence depends upon a clean ocean for tour 
ists, for fishermen, for boaters. Thus, our interest in legislation to 
control ocean dumping is direct and.immediate. We have not yet 
reached an emergency situation, but we hope this legislation can 
prevent an emergency from ever developing.

In recent years, as available land has been more scarce, there has 
been a rapid increase in use of the oceans for uncontrolled dumpjui£ 
of waste materials. Only the Federal Government possesses sufficient
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authority and jurisdictional coverage to establish and maintain satis 
factory c6jitror-mec.hani.sms., S^ate jurisdiction i§ too limited to 
provide sufficient protection and it is difficult for one State to impose 
strict regulalipns upon industries, if. others do not do s,o.

We have the. problem of ;un.coor,(iinated State regulation where 
some Sftates allow fishing within the'3-mile limit which our own 
State of Maryland denies our fishermen. So here is your problem 
about State jurisdiction.

The quality of ocean waters in, Ocean City can be directly af 
fected by activities occurring along coastline controlled by four 
States: Delaware, Maryland, Nejw Jersey, and your State, Senator, 
Virginia.- , ,- ^ • ,

Further, it is generally .accepted that authority of these States 
to^regulate matters occurring pn the oceans extends only to the 3- 
mile limit, while ocean dumping controls must, of necessity, extend 
to the limits of feasible ocean dumping activities.

S. 1238, the Marine Protection Act of 1971, establishes the neces 
sary Federal authority to monitor and control ocean dumping ac 
tivities through a system of permits. The very broad nature of mate 
rial which is covered by the permit regulations assures reasonably 
comprehensive coverage once the enforcement mechanism has been 
established. Broad coverage is necessary to assure fair treatment of 
all those who may dump in the oceans and comprehensive over 
sight by the Federal Government to prevent ocean damping from 
leading to ocean pollution.

We would only wonder why the legislation, while extending pen 
alty provisions for noncompliance to all persons, States and localities, 
would exempt the "Federal Government. Certainly assure compre 
hensive regulation, Federal activities must be included in the cover 
age, but there is' no way to assure such coverage if the control 
mechanism—the, permit system—is not backed by the penalty pro 
visions when it comes to the Federal Government.

The largest single source of ocean dumping is material ^from 
dredging activities in which the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
plays a major role. The Federal Government also is involved in 
dumping radiological wastes and has some involvement in other 
dumping activities such as the dumping of oil sludge from barges 
which occurred off the Florida coast last November. S. 1238 should 
apply as fully to the Federal Government as it does to all others.

We recognize that municipalities would be affected by these regula 
tions, but we do not object to this prospect. Municipalities engage 
in four significant activities in which ocean dumping may be'in 
volved :

1. The disposal of refuse accumulated from trash collection ac 
tivities. ..'

2. Disposal of debris from demolition of buildings and other struc 
ture in community development and urban renewal programs.

3. Creation and disposal of sewage sludge, the residue of sewage 
treatment plant activities.

4. Maintenance of outfalls for treated or untreated municipal 
sewage.

Presently there is little regulation over the first three. The fourth, 
sewer outfalls, is beinsr regulated under the provisions of the Fed 
eral Water Pollution Control Act. To assure uniformity in Federal
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regulations of sewage, primary emphasis for regulation of sewage 
outfalls should remain with the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act. Thus, we support the .exemption of sewage outfalls from the 
provisions in 3. 1238.

Such controls as are imposed on the present or .prospective ocean 
dumping activities oil municipalities must be developed in a total 
context of Federal policies bearing upon the effected municipal ac 
tivities. Quite bluntly., municipalities cannot be Ieft4 with nowhere 
tQ dump their trash. If air quality controls, prohibit incineration, 
if available landfill sites become too distant or too expensive, and 
if ocean dumping is prohibited, this becomes a very real prospect. 
Today) the economic pressures are such that, ocean dumping of both 
municipal solid wastes and sewage sludge is becoming an increas 
ingly ̂ attractive alternative for financially hard-pressed municipali 
ties.

At this tune, Mr. Chairman, we have a chart here, which I think 
you have a copy of. I will omit going through that with the exception 
of giving you on a cost per ton basis; sanitary landfill at nearby site, 
$16.25; incineration at central city site, $24.50; rail haul and landfill, 
at a radial of 50 to 150 miles, $21.35, $21.70, and $22.15; bailing and 
ocean dumping at a radius of 20 miles to 100, $18.80, $19.50, and 
$20.45; and incineration ship based, $24.89.

Note that for coastal cities, ocean dumping is already a cheaper 
method than anything but nearby sanitary landfills and in most 
metropolitan areas available land for sanitary landfills is fast dis 
appearing.
' The differences in cost for sewage sludge disposal by coastal cities 
is even dramatic as another chart, also prepared by the Council on 
Environmental Quality demonstrates. t

There again I won't go into that. But on the land location and 
the method, it rims per ton from $22 to $60 and in the ocean from 
$3- to $36.

As pressures mount to improve efficiency in municipal sewage 
treatment, the amount of sewage sludge to be disposed of must rise 
dramatically. Thus, these are particularly important cost factors.

To forestall these heavy pressures to use the ocean dumping, while 
at the same time recognizing the heavy cost pressures municipalities 
face, Federal action is needed, in addition to the dumping permit 
program, to improve municipal solid waste and sewage sludge man 
agement capabilities and reduce disposal costs. The Resources Re 
covery Act of 1970, enacted with the strong support of the Nation's 
cities, established a major program to fund improvements of local 
solid waste management capabilities. As cue element of the Federal 
effort to control ocean dumping, particularly ocean dumping from 
municipal sources, Congress must appropriate the full sums author- 
i£ed under the Resource Recovery Act of 1970. Programs supported 
under this act can identify new methods of efficiently dealing with 
solid waste problems while minimizing the potential damage to our 
oceans »or .other air; water, and land resources.

A total Federal approach is needed to deal with the problem of 
ocean dumping and the more general problems of solid waste man 
agement. Enactment of S. 1238 will be a part of that Federal effort. 
I urge.dts adoption.
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I thank you for your attention. I will be happy to answer any 
questions that you may have.

Senator SPONG. First of all, Mr. Kelley, I want to thank you on 
behalf of the subcommittee for your statement and commend you 
particularly for the information contained therein in so far as esti 
mated solid waste disposal costs are concerned and estimated costs 
of land-base sewage sludge disposal. You credit this to the Council 
on Environmental Quality., but I wonder if either you or Mr. Harkins 
or the other gentleman with you, who I would ask you to identify 
for the record, know any further source for these figures? Who 
put them together?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I got those from the study of the Council on 
Environmental Quality as reprinted in some hearings of the Senate 
Public Works Committee. I don't know any source other than that 
particular study.

Senator SPONG. I want to comment on the statement you made 
with regard to what the Federal Government is dohig about dump 
ing. In asking the question, it is not asked in a fencing spirit, be 
cause I have been jumping on the Navy for a long time; but you 
made the statement that the Federal Government is also involved 
deeply in dumping radiological waste. I don't think that has been 
done in the last 7 or 8 years. Do you have any information that 
it has?

"Mayor KELLEY. I think, Senator, too, in all fairness, I think they 
are tightening the reins very much. I don't think much concern 
was given a few years back where the silt was going in dredging 
activities, but through experience right in our own town, I will 
say that the U.S* Corps of Engineers is tightening the reins; yes, sir.

Senator SPONG. I would observe for the record, and I could be 
corrected*, that the dumping of radiological waste has not taken 
place in recent years.

In your statement, you are somewhat contrary to the two gentle 
men who preceded you, you state that only the Federal Government 
possesses sufficient authority and jurisdictional coverage to establish 
and maintain satisfactory control mechanisms. State jurisdiction is 
too limited to provide sufficient protection, et cetera.

"Dr. Hammond and implicitly Dr. Harris, if I understood them, 
believe that States should participate at some stage of the licensing 
permit procedure, certainly within the 3-mile limit. Are you object 
ing to that?

Mayor KELLEY. Well, sir; I respect those gentlemen very highly, 
respect their opinions, but having had experience in the fishing 
field where one. State passes one. law, your adjoining States passes 
another law, this is my reason for urging Federal control. I think 
State regulation wouldn't be uniform. 'Just like the fishing law now, 
it certainly isn't fair to prohibit the Maryland boys from fishing 
within the 3-mile limit, when they can just go over the Delaware 
line and fish in it. This is my reason and purpose. I think that Fed 
eral control would be fair to all, and I don't think with each State 
passing on it, it could be, yes, sir.

Mr. HARKINS. I think too often in the past the States have jiot 
been able to come to grips with problems. Perhaps what has just 
happened off of Virginia Beach is a good example of why Federal
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jurisdiction is so important. No one particularly knows who dumped 
that oil. Too often, particularly in the case of Maryland, where 
we are immediately adjacent to two otner States with only a short 
amount of coastline involved, it would ,be a very simple matter for 
all types of illicit activity to occur. Maryland would actually have 
no real power to do anything about it if the people doing this come 
from either Delaware or Virginia. I thiiik it is quite obvious that 
the Federal Government does have a primary responsibility for juris 
diction in these matters.

Senator SPONG. Thank you.
I made the statement in my opening remarks that no one knew 

the source of the oil at Virginia Beach. 1 neglected to ask Dr. Hargis 
if he had any later information. I see him shaking his head, so I 
guess as of now it is not known. I have been in touch earlier with 
the Coast Guard about it.

We thank you very much for your testimony.
(The statement followsi)

STATEMENT OF HARRY W. KELLEY, MATOB OP OCEAN CITY, MD., ON BEHALF OF 
MARYLAND MUNICIPAL' LEAGUE, NATIONAL LEAGUE OF CITIES, AND U.S. CON 
FERENCE OF MAYORS
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Harry W. Kelley, Mayor 

of Ocean City, Maryland. I am honored to appear here today on behalf of the 
Maryland Municipal League, the National League of Cities and the U.S. Con 
ference of Mayors to support S. 1228 and related legislation to improve Federal 
controls over the dumping of waste materials in our oceans.

The prospect of a polluted ocean is a matter of grave concern in Ocean 
City and many other coastline communities. Our sanitary district and council 
are aware of the problem and are constantly checking for algae, residue and 
odors. A report on ocean dumping by the President's Council on Environmental 
Quality noted:

"Marine pollution has seriously damaged the environment and endangered 
humans in some areas. Shellfish .have been found to contain hepitatis, polio 
virus, and other pathogens; pollution has closed at least one-fifth of the na 
tion's commercial shellfish beds, beaches and bays have been closed to swim 
ming and other recreational use; lifeless zones have been created in the 
marine environment; there have been heavy kills of fish and other organisms."

If such disasters would happen around Ocean City, it will destroy my com 
munity. Our existence depends upon a clean ocean for tourists, for nV'?rinen, 
for boaters. Thus, our interest in legislation to control ocean dumping ia direct 
and immediate. We have not yet reached an emergency situation, but we hope 
this legislation can prevent an emergency from ever developing.

In recent years, as available land has been more scarce, there has been a 
rapid increase in use of the oceans for uncontrolled dumping of waste mate 
rials. Only the Federal government possesses sufficient authority and jurisdic- 
tional coverate to establish and maintain satisfactory control mechanisms. 
State jurisdiction is too limited to provide sufficient protection and it is dif 
ficult for one state to impose strict regulations upon industries, if others do 
not do so. The quality of ocean waters in Ocean City can be directly affected 
by activities occurring, along coastlines controlled by four states: Delaware, 
Maryland, New Jersey and Virginia. Further, it is generally accepted that 
authority of these states to regulate matters occurring on the oceans extends 
only to the three-mile limit, while ocean dumping controls must, of necsssity, 
extend to the limits of feasible ocean dumping activities.

S. 1238, the Marine Protection Act of 1971, establishes the necessary Fed 
eral authority to monitor and control ocean dumping activities through a 
system of permits. The very broad nature of material which is covered by 
the permit regulations assures reasonably comprehensive coverage once the 
enforcement mechanism has been established. Broad coverage is necessary to 
assure fair treatment of all those who may dump in the oceans and comprehen-
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sive oversight by the Federal government to prevent ocean dumping from 
leading to ocean pollution. We would only wonder why the legislation, while 
extending penalty provisions for non-compliance to all persons, states and local 
ities, would exempt the Federal government' Certainly to assure comprehensive 
regulation, Federal activities must be included in the coverage, but there is 
no way to assure such coverage if the control mechanism—the permit system— 
is not backed by the penalty provisions when it comes to the Federal govern 
ment The largest single source of ocean dumping is material from dredging 
activities in which the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers plays a major role. The 
Federal government also is deeply involved in dumping radiological wastes 
and has some involvement in other dumping activities such as the dumping of 
oil sludge from barges which occurred off the'Florida coast last November. 
S. 1238 should apply as fully to the Federal government as it does to all others. 

We recognize that municipalities would be affected by these regulations, but 
we do not object to. the prospect Municipalities engage in four significant 
activities in which ocean dumping may be involved:

1. The disposal of refuse accumulated from trash collection activities.
2. Disposal of debris from demolition of buildings and other structures in 

community development and urban renewal programs.
3. Creation and disposal of sewage sludge, the residue of sewage treatment 

plant activities.
4. Maintensnce. of outfalls for treated or untreated municpai sewage.
Presently there is little regulation over the, first three. The fourth, sewer 

outfalls, is being regulated under the provisions of the Federal Water Pollu 
tion Control Act To assure uniformity in Federal regulations of sewage, 
primary emphasis for regulation of sewage outfalls should remain with the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Thus, we support the exemption of sew 
age outfalls from the provisions in 8. 1238.

Such controls as are imposed on the present or prospective ocean dumping 
activities of municipalities must be developed in a total context of Federal 
policies bearing upon the effected municipal activities. Quite bluntly, municpal- 
ities cannot be left with nowhere to dump their trash. If air quality controls 
prohibit incineration, if available landfill sites become too distant or too ex 
pensive, and if ocean dumping is prohibited, this becomes a very real prospect 
Today, the economic pressures ire such that ocean dumping of both municipal 
solid waste and sewage sludge is becoming an increasingly attractive alterna 
tive for financially hard-pressed municipalities.

The following chart, prepared by the President's Council on Environmental 
Quality, compares the cost of various approaches to solid waste disposal.

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL COSTS (ON A COST-PER-TON BASIS)

Rail haul and landfill Baling and ocean dumping

landfill at at central 50 100 150 20 50 100 Incineration 
Unit process nearby site city site miles miles miles miles miles miles ship based

Collection 1 ... ..........
Transfer operation » _ .. 
Haul...................
Disposal' _ ..........

$15.00 
0 
0 
1.25

$14.00 $14.00 $14.00 $14.00 $14.00 $14.00 $14.00 
0 4.50 4.50 4.50 4.20 4.20 4.02 
0 2.65 3.00 3.45 .60 1.30 2.25 

10.50 .65 .65 .65 0 0 0

$14.00 
0 
0 

10.89

Total.....-—... 16.25 24.50 21.35 21.70 22.15 18.80 19.50 " 20.45 24.89

i Higher cost of collection for nearby landfill due to lack of central city site.
3 Higher cost of ocean baling due to higher density requirements.
* Lower cost of landfill operations due to bailing. ~

Note that for coastal cities, ocean dumping is already a cheaper method than 
anything but nearby sanitary landfills and in most metropolitan areas avail 
able land for sanitary landfills is fast disappearing^

The difference in cost for sewage sludge disposal by coastal cities is even 
dramatic as the following chart, also prepared by the Council on Environmental 
Quality demonstrates.
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f:: ',„**;?& ooatof land-bated t&wage-tludffe disposal

location and method: i
Land: ' - ' ' ' * ' . Cottftrton 

Digestion and lagoon storage,' (Chicago)—————————. — $45 
Digestion and land disposal ^——__...——————————— 22 
Composting..____*.__._________________ $35- 45
Processing into granular fertilizer (per cost)—————_—_._. 35-50 
High temperature incineration________—_....___. 35-60

Ocean: f -
Barging undigested sludge-:—.———————————————— 3- 18 
Barging digested sludge.---—————————————————— 8-30 

, Piping disposal.————————————————————————— 12- 3o 
1 At Chicifo, with a 7-mile pipeline to the land disposal site. '
As pressures mount to improve efficiency in municipal sewage treatment, the 

amount of sewage sludge to be disposed of must rise dramatically. Thus, these 
are particularly important cost factors.

To forestall these heavy pressures to use the ocean for dumping, while at 
the same time recognizing the heavy cost pressures municipalities face, Federal 
action ,1s needed, in addition to the dumping permit program, to improve munic 
ipal solid r,aste and sewage sludge management capabilities and reduce dis 
posal costs. The Resource Recovery Act of 1970, enacted with the strong sup 
port of the nation's cities, established a major program to fund improvements 
of local solid waste management capabilities. As one element of the Federal 
effort to control ocean dumping, particularly ocean dumping from municipal 
sources, Congress 'must appropriate the full sums authorized under the Re 
source Recovery Act of 1970. Programs supported under this Act can identify 
new methods of efficiently dealing with solid waste problems while minimizing 
the potential damage to our oceans Or other air, water and land resources.

A total Federal approach is needed jto deal with the problem of ocean dump 
ing and the more general problems of solid waste management Enactment of 
S. 1238 will be" a part of that Federal effort I urge its adoption.

,1 thank you for your attention. I will be happy to answer any questions that 
you may have. *

Senator SPONG. Mr. Reynolds,

STATEMENT OF JAMES J. REYNOLDS, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN 
INSTITUTE OF MERCHANT SHIPPING; ACCOMPANIED BY 0. LIN 
COLN CONE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
Mr. REYNOLDS. Mr. .Chairman, I am accompanied by an associ 

ate, Mr. Lincoln Cone of our staff, who is somewhat of an expert 
in the whole area of the maintenance of navigation channels and 
harbors. I think, Mr. Chairman, with your permission, probably 
rather than endeavor to paraphrase this, if I try to go through it 
quickly ,^ it would be in the interest of time, if I may do that.

Senatfor SPONG. We would be pleased to receive your statement in 
its entirety for the record, and you may testify .therefrom.

Mr. REYNOLDS. "^Ve can do that, Senator, and I will do it either 
way out of concern for your patience and time. 

. Let me -just say, in tjie first place to identify myself, I am Jamas 
,T. Reynolds. I am president of the American Institute of Merchant 
Shipping. We are a national trade association representing the vast 
majority of th6 U.S.-flag vessels of tjie Nation.

These include ,dry cargo vessels, .tankers, coastal and ihtercoastal 
vessels, ajid quite understandably we have a concern for the main 
tenance and improvement of harbors and channels, et cetera, which 
brings us right to the point. , ,' "
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The vesselsrthat ai'g being coristrubfced, both dry <jargo vessels and 
tanker vessels, particularly those which Lre projected, under the new 
shipbuilding program which President Nixon put through last year 
will involve dimensions which will .require constantly deepening and 
maintenance of 4?pth of channels into our major harbors,

The responsibility for maintaining,and for deepening- 'these navi 
gable waterways has always rested in the U.S. Corps of Engineers 
of the Depa^Tient of the Army. We are, therefore, very much con 
cerned, Mr. chairman, that the administration bill; namely, S. 1238. 
contemplates removing from the Secretary of the Army the author 
ity and power to issue -permits for the disp9sal particularly of 
dredged spoil.
"•The cbrps has exercised this authority for almost 100 years, and 

we feel' that'ftiey have exercised 'iff responsibly, and effectively, in 
deed deserve the appreciation of the country for the effective manner 
in-which »they have done this. In more recent-years, as the growing 
concern over the ec&logy has become the concern of all of us and as 
there has been a' deepening.awareness that you and I and all of 
us are'trustees of the environment for future generations, the corps 
has been required in the issuance of .permits to contractors to deepen 
channels or indeed when they do it themselves to be mindful of all 
ecological considerations in the disp ol^of dredged spoil; dredged 
spoil, of course, being that material ,,'hich comes from the bottom 
of waterways- in order to deepen 'the navigable channels, et cetera, 
and that dredged spoil, lias to be deposited somewhere.

We are concerned that if the authority for its disposal is removed 
from the corps where for years the expertise has resided and has 
been exercised, we submit, air,'with a high, commendable degree 
of responsibility, it would lead conceivably to delay and to added 
expense, and, in short, interfere with the orderly maintenance of the 
improvement of our navigable waterways.

Specifically, let me attempt to hypothecate a situation where the 
corps contemplates a project and after detailed considerations of 
the cost effectiveness of the project, which is required of them before 
they come before the legislature for funds to go ahead with that 
project, if in the contemplation of that project they determine that 
the'massive quantities of the dredged spoil which will be taken from 
the bottom of the wateuways is to be responsibly deposited in posi 
tion A, B, and C, and, their financial projections upon which they 
come to Congress are based on that decision, that then is a matter 
that can be considered with complete certainty. -

However, if after the decision as to where that, dredged spoil will 
be deposited and conceivably long after the. project has been con 
templated a decision is made not to deposit in location A, B, and C 
bnt rather in D, E. and F, the projected increased costs and so forth 
will highly complicate consideration of the Congress to determine 
whether the project should be authorized and indeed whether funds 
should be expanded for its completion.

T feel, Mr. Chairman, that the corps, as part of our Government, 
is certainly mindful of the policv of the Government, and indeed of 
the intent of the Congress at this time in history to be deeply con- 
corned over the marine ecology as well as other forms of ecolos^ with 
which we are all concerned, and certainly should be required in the 
implementation of their authority to follow yardsticks that might 
be established by ERA for the disposition of all kinds of waste;
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industrial waste, municipal waste, et cetera, et cetera, but to take 
away the corps the actual authority to determine where that dredged 
spoil will be placed I think is not necessary and is not necessary 
for the implementation of the "^ubjiic concern and the congressional 
intent.

That is the burden of my case, Senator Spong.
Senator SPONG. Is it your impression that S. 1238 takes all pri 

mary authority away from the corps?
Mr. REYNOLDS. There seems to be some confusion with that quite 

frankly. I have talked to various counsel about it. Some have advised 
me that it does not but merely continues the authority in the corps 
buf somewhat subject to, let us say, a veto power of the Administra 
tor of EPA. '

Others maintain that under section 7(c) (2) I think it is, it con 
tinues the authority of the corps. I think that should be cleared up, 
Mr. Chairman, and if indeed trie judgment of the committee and the 
Congress, coincides with my own, then it should be clearly stated 
that the corps with respect to dredged spoil retains that authority for 
the future which they Lav*1, had in the past.

Senator SPONG. My impA'Ssion is somewhat similar to your own. 
I heard testimony from the ̂ administration's witnesses the other day 
advocating the bill—of which I am a cosponsor incidentally—and 
it led me to the remarks that I made at the beginning of this hear 
ing. There is a great deal of ambiguity in my judgment as to just 
what agency ^f the .Government will nave the permit authority in 
certain situations.

Now, if I understand your testimony, you favor all of it being 
retained with the corps.

Mr. REYNOLDS. Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman. But I emphasize partic 
ularly that field which has to do with disposal of dredged spoil. I 
think^ there the corps has a peculiar and particular expertise and 
experience of years and years, and it should continue there, indeed, 
acting under the admonition that where they dispose dredged spoil 
is a matter of concern in terms of the health of the Nation and of 
the marine ecology and all the other matters, but let them have the 
responsibility and let them oxercise it.

H a F •""most respectfully suggest, I have some language here 
which if lather Brief which I think would clarify the situation, and 
I would cake the liberty possibly of leaving it with the committee, 
if I may. It would make very clear that the Chief of Engineers would 
have that authority to recommend, of course, to the Secretary of the 
Army, and in prescribing regulations and issuing permits relating to 
the disposal of dredged material, the Secretary shall consider the 
views and recommendations of the administrator of the Environ 
mental Protection Agency and follow the criteria established by him 
for reviewing and evaluating permit applications as prescribed by 
section 5(a).

Senator SPONG. Are you not reciting what the present practice is?
Mr. REYNOLDS. Yes, yes, indeed. Indeed, I am.
Senator SPONG. Let me read this to you, and again let me say I 

am trving to get it in the hands of one responsible agency that we 
can always identify. This is dated April 16.

Army engineers authorized the Pfizer Chemical Company today to continue 
dumping waste products into the ocean from its plant in Groton, Conii. It 
stipulated that all dumping occur during hours of ebb tide. Colonel James
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W. Barnett, i)istrict Engineer of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, said the 
dumping will be allowed under a Corps permit, fceld by the company and due 
to expire ,Jun£ 30th. At the ,time he said. ;the matter woul$ be, reviewed for 
possible further revision. The firm has beep asked to explore, alternative meth 
ods of disposal and report at the end of the 'year.

Gus J. Bennett, Regional Representative of the Environmental Protection 
Agency, said his agency ''does not concur with the Corps decision, wanting 
more time to determine effects of the dumping."

There is no need for me to read further.
I am going to accept your amendment in the record, and I assure 

you that the subcommittee Will give every consideration to it, so I 
only speak for myself, but I am not satisfied with the present 
situation: ' •

Mr. REYNOLDS. May I say most respectfully, the language I read 
h'jre refers only to the disposition of dredged spoil. I can under 
stand quite frankly "as a citizen of this Nation that a proliferation 
of authority for the disposal of industrial wastes, chemical wastes, 
municipal %aste, sewage sludge, et cetera, could create real problems. 
I am talking most particularly and focusing in most particularly on 
the question of the disposition of dredged spoil.

The corps is responsible for taking it up. The corps should be re 
sponsible for where "they put it. This isnt an outsider making the 
decision; it is" the Government.
'" Senator SPONG. One' of the reasons that you assign for this is 

the cost-benefit ratio under which the corps operates," you believe 
under S. 1238 they would l>e subject to having to dispose in other
sites that had not been computed in advance of the project, is that*M > i t ... „ --. *» • , i . * * /it, or the permit? • ' ' .

Mr. REYNOLDS. It is, very possible tjiat r could tak4 place. Yet, I 
hasten to add that this does not 'mean 'that the corps -fcjpuld no^ act 
respbnsiblyl There could Jb'e a* 'very "careful .review of criteria set 
forth by two different ageHcies, a'nd tHey might conceivably come 
to two "different detefmihatibnsV '';.•"./' ' -' : ', ' " ' ."

'The cor'pk' woujd'yeryywel! determine 'that this does not seriously 
injure the mariiie! ecology by putting "'it1 in, one place wher6 con 
ceivably EPA will 'disagree witVthat. EPA,' cpmmendably, will be 
concerned with one consideration, arid that is only tK'e ecology— 4he 
air, the water — and the" corps will. 'h^ave otter matters to consider 
aisos which do6H,npt liMIn that they Would short circuit, the one in 
behalf of the other, J>ut ^ould find an orderly, compromise between" • •• • ''''' •" - •. , ... .

I think, that is ji ^xactical,, logical w^ay to handle this problem as 
iar as dredged '.spoil is. .concerned. This, jg going i!o be, Mr. Chairman, 
an increasing problem as we get intp £hes,e larger vessels, 'so that 
they can safely navigate into our, ports and harbors. 

Theie is no question abput it as pur commerce increases. , 
•Senator SPONG. Staff would like to ask a question. 
Mr. REYNOILD. I wouldi be delighted to try to answer it., 
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Reynolds, in trying to understand your position 

here which is hi favor of the overall policy that the administration 
is trying to develop, as I understand it, y.our concern is primarily 
for the dredge spoil anil th6. 'permits that will be issued for dredging.
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As I recollect the Ocean Dumping Keport of the Council on En 
vironmental Quality, they said that dredge spoil makes up about 80 
percent of the total waste products that are dumped in the ocean.

Mr. REYNOLDS. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. That leaves another 20 percent that we have to deal 

with that mi^ht be in the form of demolition debris and perhaps 
toxic chemicais. There has been nerve gas on which we had hear 
ings last year.

If I understand you, then, you are saying we should leave the 
permit authority with the corps—that will handle 80 percent. Now 
what will we do with the remaining 20 percent? Would you rec 
ommend that the Congress enact a bill that deals only with that 
other 20 percent to give that permit authority to the EPA?

Mr. REYNOLDS. I think there are two things that have to be kept 
in mind in connection with your observation.

One is I believe you are talking in terms of total tonnage and 
you have neglected to point out that in that 80 percent the vast 
majority of that tonnage is uncontaminated dredge spoil which is 
just as harmless in the depths of the ocean as it would be where it 
was before, interfering with navigable waters.

So, you really narrow it down to possibly something like 23 or 
24 percent of the total in tonnage volume that would be polluted 
dredged spoil.

So, it is that portion which I think is the moment of truth that 
we are talking about here, should the corps retain the authority to' 
determine where that 23 or 24 percent goes, and not 80 percent, 
because the vast majority of dredged spoil is merely taking clean 
earth "from the bottom of the water and taking it from that spot and 
putting it in another.

It is when you get to dredged spoil that has been'contaminated 
by years of outrageous neglect by municipalities and all of us that 
the problem arises. • -''»-' 
' I think you have to keep this in proportion. I think we are talking 

about the corps having authority over not 80 percent of pollutants 
but of a relatively small percentage of the total. And the real mis 
chief and the real concern, I submit, is not dredged spoil.'but the 
outrageous industrial waste and chemicals that result from indus 
trial processes that in our society must be disposed of in som6 way. 
I think that those should be under the control of EPA quite frankly 
arid' would understand that.

MY:*Chairman, may Mr. Cone make a comment here?
Senator SroNG.'Yes, indeed.
Mr. CONE. I would just like to point out that -right now the 

Norfolk district engineer is studying the advisability of deepening 
the Hampton Eoad channels from their present depth of 45 feet to, 
55' feet, so that the U.S. coal export trade may remain competitive 
in relation to foreign-flag operators in exports to Japan and other 
places.

In other-words, in order to retain our export trade with Japan 
and other foreign ports in the coal trade, we have to bring in and 
load the coil in deeper colliers, and in order for these deeper col 
liers to get into Hampton Roads, the channel will have to be dredged

55 feet.
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However, as we know, no navigation improvement project can be 
recommended unless the benefits exceed the costs. If the disposal of 
the dredge spoil in the Hampton Roads project, if that is required 
to be taken out to sea instead of deposited in Craney Island or some 
other place like that nearby——

Senator SPONG. That is what they have been doing?
Mr. CONE. Yes, sir. If it is required to be taken out to sea which 

will increase the cost considerably of that project, it is conceivable 
that the benefits would not exceed the cost, and that would defeat 
the Hampton Roads dredging project.

Our only thought is whereas the Army engineers are trying to take 
an objective view of this thing, of all factors considered, we feel 
that the EPA Administrator, having only in mind the protection 
of the environment and under pressure in that respect, might de 
mand or require all the spoil to be taken out to sea, and none to be 
put in nearby disposal areas, and thereby defeat the project.

Mr. REYNOLDS. I think that is just one example. I think it would 
have been more subtle to use an example in trancouver or Wash 
ington State.

Senatsf SPONG. I am not all that sensitive.
Mr. REYNOLDS. I know, but I think it does demonstrate the prob 

lem. The real question is, and it seems to me what we have to all 
focus in on, will the corps exercise responsibly the decision as to 
where they put it, I think they will arid I think this is particularly 
so if they are required to consider the criteria set forth under the bill 
by the administrator of EPA.

This is the Corps' business, they are experts at it.
Senator SPONG. Your present interpretation of the bill, and I 

am speaking of S. 1238, io they would tell them where to dispose of 
the dredged spoil?

Mr. REYNOLDS. Yes. Let me say we have had respectable legal 
opinion that that is so, Senator, although I confess I am confused 
on the way it is presently drafted. It is out of that confusion that 
my concern arises.

Senator SPONG. Well, I thank both of you gentlemen for your 
testimony.

As I have indicated, I am very much concerned for these authori 
ties remaining divided and we end up in situations where it is so 
difficult to accomplish anything because of the bureaucracies involved.

1 found it rather ironic and disappointing that those of us who 
for 2 or 3 years in the environmental fields have tried to encourage 
all of this to be put under one agency where we could understand it 
a little better. After listening to the testimony on S. 1238 I concluded 
that there was really no Federal agency that had formerly been in 
the picture that was really being eliminated; they would all continue 
in varying degrees. What we have dona has been to add the EPA 
on top of what we already had, and this could result in the very 
proliferation that those of us who have been working for air and 
water pollution for years have been so discouraged about.

Mr. REYNOLDS. I don't think that would make any sense at all, 
and I say that in the face of what I am pleading for here. I think 
by and large it all should be in one agency, and I only plead that
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this one particular area possibly should be divorced, and I think 
there is a good deal of logic for it..

I think in terms of the; number of .requests for permits from 
chemical plants, from municipalities, from other sources of waste, 
they will be tremendously greater than anything in the corps.

We know how long it takes one project to go through. Take 
Hampton Roads, Chesapeake Bay, it takes years.

Senator SPONG. Have you ever heard of Four Mile Run?
Mr. REYNOLDS. Yes, I have.
Senator SPONG. That is a little place over here in,northern Vir 

ginia, :but that is going to take centuries before they are able to do 
anything about that.

One df the distinctions that you and I have probably not dis 
cussed is the authority beyond the 3-mile zone and out into the con- 
tingupus zone, which is going to have to be dealt with. I can only 
promise you for my part in the subcommittee, I am just going to try 
to .simplify this thing more than J think the present legislation does. 
"We are appreciative of having your point of view.

Mr. REYNOIDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. You are 
very patient. I appreciate it.

(The'statement and amendment follow:)
STATEMENT OF JAMES J. REYNOLDS, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 

. . , , MERCHANT SHIPPING
My name is James J. Reynolds. I am President of the American Institute 

of Merchant Shipping. AIMS is a national trade association composed of 34 
United States companies which own and operate about 500 oceangoing vessels 
of all types registered Under the U. S. flag. These vessels aggregate approxi 
mately 8,800,000 deadweight'tons and are engaged in the foreign and domestic 
trades of .the TJnited States.

We are, very'grateful for the opportunity afforded us of appearing befor,e the 
above Sub'cdmmfttee and presenting this statement of our views and recom 
mendation's relative to S. 1238, the Administration's bill, cited as the "Marine 
Protection let'of 1971"

Section 2 Bf S. 1238 states that "it is the policy of the United States to reg 
ulate'the dumping of all types of material in the oceans, coastal, and other 
waters and to prevent or vigorously limit the "dumping into the oceans, coastal, 
or other waters of any material which could adversely affect human health, 
welfare,"'or amenities, or the marine environment, ecological systems, or eco 
nomic potentialities." Section 2, further states that to carry out the foregoing 
policy "it i$ the purpose of this Act to regulate the transportation of material 
from the United States for dumping into the oceans, coastal, or other waters, 
and the duinpirig of material by any person from any source if the dumping 
occurs'in Raters over which the United States has jurisdiction."

At the outset I wish to state'that the AIMS and it i member companies whole 
heartedly support foe above policy an'd'purpose of S. 1238 and it is our desire 
to cooperate in the accomplishment of this policy and purpose. In order to 
accomplish this policy and purpose, S. 1238 Would transfer from the Secretary 
of the Army, and Chief of Engineers of the Department of the Army to the 
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency the authority to issue 
permits for 'the (1)' transportation of material from the United States for 
dumping fct the oceans^ coastal and other waters and (2) dumping of material 
in ocean, c6astal and other waters which are within the territorial jurisdiction 
of the United States i.e. within the three mile "limit, except as provided in 83 
USC ,4&L The term '^material" is defined in section 3(c) of the bill to mean 
among other things dredged spoil, roc& and sand which result from deepening 
and widening the nation's waterways.'

^17 , „ - „ ,
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For about 147 years the XL S.,Army Corps of Engineers has, since 1824,. 
studied, investigated, recommended, constructed and maintained waterway im 
provement projects authorized by Congress and the President Needless to say, 
the Corps of Engineers has acquired a great amount of knowledge, understand 
ing and experience during this period of time in respect to determining suitable, 
economical and safe areas for the disposal of dredged material resulting from 
waterway improvements. Under the terms of S. 1238, however, the Secretary of 
the Army and Chief of Engineers could no longer make the foregoing deter 
mination with respect to disposal of dredged material. This determination 
would be made by the Administrator of the EPA and the Secretary of the 
Army and Chief of Engineers would be required to obtain a permit from the 
EPA Administrator for disposal of such dredged material at locations to be 
determined by the EPA Administrator.

The American Institute of Merchant Shipping is unalterably opposed to the 
transfer of the permit authority from the Secretary of the Army and Chief of 
Engineers to the Administrator of the EPA for the above purposes. We do not 
believe this transfer of the permit authority is necessary to achieve the policy 
and purpose set forth in S. 1238.

As you probably know, one of the major activities of AIMS is the initiation 
and accomplishment of navigation improvements in Federal channels in U.S. 
ports and waterways to more adequately accommodate large vessels, particu 
larly by tankers, dry bulk carriers, container ships and LASH (Lighter Aboard 
Ship). The deepening of channels enable these vessels to increase their cargo- 
carrying capacity and revenue earning capability, thereby achieving reductions 
in transportation costs. It is a well known fact that the cost of transportation 
is an important factor in determining the price of goods to consumers. There 
fore, an increase or decrease in the transportation cost has a corresponding 
effect upon the consumer price structure.

The planning, construction and maintenance of the extensive and excellent 
system of waterways serving the transportation requirements of our country is 
a result of the expert and dedicated work which the Corps of Engineers has 
performed since 1824. The entire nation owes a great debt of gratitude for the 
fine job they have done and are still doing. For this reason, AIMS urges that 
no action be taken "which would interfere with or delay the continued progress 
of the waterway improvement program under the direction of the Army Engi 
neers.

Generally speaking, under existing laws and regulations all dredging, filling, 
erection of structures and depositing of refuse in the navigable waters of the 
United States is permitted only when recommended by the Chief of Engineers 
and authorized by the Secretary of the Army through issuance of a permit. 
The delegation of this permit authority to the Chief of Engineers and Secretary 
of the Army had its origin hi the Act of June 29, 1888. The permit authority 
was considerably enlarged and extended by the Act of March 3,1899. The Corps 
of Engineers has therefore been exercising this permit authority for a period 
of 83 years and has acquired extensive experience and expertise in this area 
which is indispensible to the administration of the permit authority.

For many years the Corps of Engineers administered its authority to issue 
permits taking into consideration only the effect of the proposed work on 
navigation. However, following the enactment of the Fish and Wildlife Co 
ordination Act of 1956, consideration given by the Corps of Engineers in con 
nection with permit applications was extended to include the impact of pro 
posed waterway improvements and deposits on fish and wildlife.

As the problems of water pollution and maintenance of water quality became 
of increasing concern, they have become significant factors in the evaluation of 
permit applications. The regulations of the Chief of Engineers governing issu 
ance of permits now include requirements for evaluation of effects of the pro 
posed Federal and non-Federal works, including disposal of dredged material, 
not only on navigation but also on fish and wildlife, water quality, pollution, 
conservation, aesthetics, ecology And other environmental factors. We wish to 
point out that the policy and practice of the Corps of Engineers of evaluating 
many of the foregoing factors were initiated prior to the enactment of the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, approved by the President Januarj 
1, 1970 (Public Law 91-190). This Act has served to confirm the policy and 
practices of the Corps of Engineers of giving due weight to the preservation 
and enhancement of the quality of the environment in connection with the
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consideration of applications for permits for dredging, filling, erection of struc 
tures or depositing of refuse in navigable waters. Accordingly, the enactment of 
the National Environmental Policy Act is regarded as a strong affirmation of 
the administrative policy of the Chief of Engineers.

We wish to point out that section 123(a) of the River and Harbor Act of 
1970 (Public Law 91-611) approved by the President December 31, 1970 provides 
that with respect to the Great Lakes.and their connecting channels "the Secre 
tary of the Army, acting through the Chief of Engineers, is authorized to 
construct, operas:, and maintain * •* * contained spoil disposal facilities of 
sufficient capacity for a period not to exceed ten years," and that "before 
establishing each such facility, the Secretary of the Army shall obtain the 
concurrence of appropriate local governments and shall consider the views and 
recommendations of the Administrator of the Environ mental Protection Agency 
and shall comply with the requirements of section 21 of the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act, and of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969." 
Subsection (b) provides that the "Secretary of the Army, acting through the 
Chief of Engineers, shall establish the contained spoil disposal facilities au 
thorized in subsection (a) at the earliest practicable date, taking into consid 
eration the views and recommendations of the Administrator of the Environ 
mental Protection Agency as to those a*eas which, in the Administrator's judg 
ment, are most urgently in need of such facilities and pursuant to the require 
ments of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act" *

In addition, subsection (i) of section 123 of the River and Harbor Act of 
1970 stipulates that "the Chief of Engineers, under the direction of the Secre 
tary of the Army, is hereby authorized to extend to all navigable waters, con 
necting channels, tributary streams, other waters of the United States and 
waters contiguous to the United States, a comprehensive program of research, 
study, and experimentation relating to dredged spoil. This program shall be 
carried out in cooperation with other Federal and State agencies, and shall 
include, but not be limited to, investigations on the characteristics of dredged 
spoil, and alternative methods of its disposal. To the extent that such study 
shall include the effects of such dredge spoil on water quality, the facilities and 
personnel of the Environmental Protection Agency shall be utilized."

Accordingly, in view of the above provisions of section* 123(i) of the River 
and Harbor Act of 1970, and for reasons set forth in this statement, the 
American Institute of Merchant Shipping strongly urges that S. 1238 be 
amended to provide that the authority to issue permits for the transportation 
and dispc :al of dredged material resulting from waterway improvement proj 
ects sha?l be retained by the Secretary of Army, acting through the Chief of 
Engineers, taking into consideration the views and recommendations of the 
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency in respect to criteria 
and guidelines to be followed in the selection of disposal areas.

Legislation similar to that contained in section 123(a) and (b) for the Great 
Lakes should also be enacted to authorize the Secretary of the Army, acting 
through the Chief of Engineers, to construct, operate and maintain contained 
land spoil disposal facilities on other U. S. waterways, taking into considera 
tion the views and recommendations of the EPA Administrator.

Our proposal for retention of the permit authority in the Secretary of the 
Army and Chief of Engineers is in accord with the delegation of authority made 
by the President himself to the Secretary of the Army in Executive Order 
11574 issued under date of December 23, and published in the Federal Register 
of December 25, 1970. Under the terms of this Executive Order, the President 
specifically delegated to the Secretary of the Army the authority to administer 
the permit program under section 13 of the Act of March 3, 1899, commonly 
known as the Refuse Act (33 USC 407). Section 2(a) (1) of the President's 
Executive Order stipulates that the Secretary of the Army "after consultation 
with the Administrator [of the I?PA] respecting water quality matters, issue 
and amend, as appropriate, regulations, procedures, and instructions for re 
ceiving, processing, and evaluating applications for permits pursuant to the 
authority of the Act" Paragraph (2) provides that the Secretary of the Army 
"shall be responsible for granting, denying, conditioning, revoking, or suspend 
ing Refuse Act permits." It is the position of AIMS that the foregoing proce 
dure prescribed by the President in his Executive Order 11574 should be fcl-
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lowed as the most practicable and expeditious method of considering and acting 
on dumping perjhit applications.

To'transfer frdm the Secretary of the Arm^ and Chief of Engineers to the 
Administrator of the EPA complete authority to issue permits for the disposal 
of dredged material resulting1 from waterway improvement projects, including 
dredging of access • channels and berths to private facilities, would in our 
opinion seriously jeopardize the economic justification and progress of essential 
waterway improvement projects now undefc study or recommended by the Army 
Engineers, and those which have been authorized by Congress, including perhaps 
those projects for which funds have already been appropriated.

While the Corps of "Engineers has consistently endeavored throughout the 
years to develop and maintain a balanced evaluation of the effects of a water 
way, Improvement project on navigation, industrial and economic growth, fish 
and' wildlife,' tyater quality, pollution, conservation, aesthetics, ecology and
•other environmental factdrs, we are of the opinion that because it is the pri 
mary functibn and concern of EPA to preserve the environment EPA will not be. 
in a position to evaluate on an impartial and.equitable basis all the foregoing 
factors,-related to a waterway improvement project It is logical to conclude 
that from the standpoint of EPA environmental considerations will outweigh 
all others by far and influence the BPA Administrator to require that dredged 
material be transported for disposal far at sea or to Inland locations. In either
•case, the effect of such a requirement on projects under study or recommended 
by the Corps of Engineers or authorized by Congress would be to greatly in 
crease the cost of such projects and thereby jeopardize their economic justifi 
cation by adversely affecting the benefit-cost ratio. We have been reliably 
informed that for. each 30 miles the dredged material is transported the cost 
of, spoil disposal, is doubled, thereby substantially increasing the cost of the 
waterway improvement project If the material is ordered to be disposed at 
sea,, it would be necessary to use oceangoing barges. Most of the barges now in 
use for transporting spoil disposal are not constructed for oceangoing operation. 
The cost of constructing oceangoing barges for spoil disposal at sea would be 
very substantial and would of course be added to the cost of the project

'Sncftld the EPA Administrator take the above action with respect to disposal 
of dredged material, this would also seriously affect the continued maintenance 
of channels at their authorized project depths since the cost of such channel 
maintenance' would,be greatly increased. If equivalent appropriation increases 
are not prov,idefr annually ic the President's budget and by Congress in Public 
Works Appropriation Acts, the maintenance of channels at their authorized 
project, ^eptbs will ,not be possible and the estimated return to the Federal 
Government on \te original investment in deepening of the channels, based pri 
marily oh savings in transportation costs, will not be realized. It is axiomatic 
that if channels are not maintained, the cafgo-carrying capacity of vessels will 
be reduced due to reductions in draft occasioned by. lack of channel mainte 
nance, thereby causing an increase in transportation cost per ton of cargo. Such 
increased transportation costs are usually reflected in increases in the, prices of 
goods and services to consumers. Thus it is the general public that will ulti 
mately bear the burden of higher costs involved in the construction and main 
tenance of waterway improvements that may be caused by requirements im 
posed; by the EPA Administrator for disposal of dredged material far at sea 
or a,t' inland locations, rather than at far more economic waterway or shore 
locations adjacent to or in the vicinity of the river and harbor construction or' 
maintenance projects, which for the most part is the present practice. The 
Corps of Engineers has endeavored to follow the latter practice in the interest 
of maintaining the cost of waterway improvement and maintenance projects at 
a minimum, thus helping to achieve a favorable benefit-cost ratio so as to 
establish the economic justification of improvement projects. We could not be 
sure that the Administrator of the EPA would give appropriate consideration 
to project cost factors in the event the authority to issue dumping permits is 
transferred from the Secretary of the Army and Chief of Engineers to the EPA 
Administrator.

A case in point, which is typical of other projects, is the Baltimore Harbor 
and Channels, Maryland and Virginia, navigation improvement project which 
would primarily.provide for the deepening of the channels through Chesapeake,
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Bay into Baltimore Harbor from, 42 to 50 feet mean low water. As you are 
aware, this project was authorized fay the River and Harbor Act of 1970 with 
the stipulation, howevei, "that construction shall not be initiated until approved 
by the Secretary of the Army and the President" This project has not yet been 
cleared by the Office of Management and Budget, including the Bureau of the 
Budget Until it is, the Secretary of the Army and the President cannot be 
expected to approve the project for construction. •

We wish to call attention to the fact that one of the conditions of local co 
operation stipulated by the Chief of Engineers, which has been accepted by the 
states of Virginia and Maryland, is that these States will "provide without 
cost to the United States * * * suitable areas determined by the Chief of Engi 
neers to be required in the general public interest for initial and subsequent 
disposal of spoil, and also necessary retention dikes, bulkheads, and embank 
ments therefor, or the costs of such retaining works" (italics supplied).

The Baltimore District Engineer in his report (page 53) on the Baltimore 
Harbor and Channels project states as follows: "Disposal in deep water in the 
Atlantic Ocean is planned for the material dredged from the Cape Henry 
Channel while disposal in deep water in Chesapeake Bay is planned for the 
York Spit and Rappahannock Shoal Channels." The Board of Public Works of 
the State of Maryland "has given assurance, * * * that disposal areas will 
be provided in the waters of Chesapeake Bay opposite Kent Island, or in over 
board or diked areas near Baltimore Harbor, or in combinations of the two 
areas. * * * The cost estimates for the plans of improvement in Baltimore 
Harbor are based on disposal of the dredged material in Chesapeake Bay oppo 
site Kent Island below the WilUam Preston Lane, Memorial Bridge. This area 
is considered to be economically equal to and representative of all the potential 
disposal areas, both diked and overboard. A final determination will be made 
at the time of preparation of plans for the dredging, both as to the disposal 
areas to be used and the method of dredging" (Italics supplied).

According to the report of the District Engineer, the above plans for disposal 
of dredged spoil have been coordinated with the proper Federal agencies and 
concerned agencies of Virginia and Maryland.

The total estimated cost of the Baltimore Harbor and Channels improvement 
project is about $100,000,000 resulting in a benefit-cost ratio of 2 to 1. I wduld 
like to point out, however, that if S. 1238 is enacted in its present form, the 
Administrator of EPA would then have the authority and power to revise the 
above spoil disposal plans outlined in the report of the Baltimore District 
Engineer as approved by the Chief of Engineers, and require that some or all 
of the dredged spoil be transported for disposal at sea or some other more costly 
location. The effect of such action would be to substantially increase the cost 
of the project. This would adversely affect the benefit-cost ratio and might 
endanger the economic justification of the project This could create a problem 
with respect to clearance of the project by the Office of Management and Budget 
for approval by the President and Secretary of the Army for construction.

As I have previously stated, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is making 
every effort in consultation with the Environmental Protection Agency, Depart 
ment of the Interior, Maritime Administration and other Federal, State and 
local government agencies to determine suitable locations for the disposal of 
dredged material resulting from waterway improvement projects. In our opin 
ion, there is nothing to be gained and much to be risked from the standpoint 
of the formulation and progress of the waterway improvement program if the 
authority to determine spoil disposal sites is transferred from the Secretary of 
the Army and Chief of Engineers to the Administrator of the EPA. We there 
fore strongly reaffirm our recommendation that S. 1238 be amended to provide 
that the authority to issue permits for transportation and disposal of dredged 
material resulting from waterway improvement projects shall be retained by 
the Secretary of the Army and Chief of Engineers.

The Lake Carriers Association, representing companies operating U. S. Flag 
ships on the Great Lakes, has endorsed our position and recommendation with 
respect to S. 1238.

The favorable consideration of our views and recommendations will be most 
helpful ai|d appreciated.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MERCHANT SHIPPING,
Washington, D.C., April 22, 1911. 

Re 8. 12S8, Marine Protection Act of 1911. 
Hon. ERNEST F. HOIXINOS,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oceans and Atmosphere, 
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HOLIJNOS : Further to the statement of the American Institute 
of Merchant Shipping which I have just presented at the hearing which you 
held today on S. 1238, I recommend that consideration be given to the following 
proposed amendments of the bill. These amendments are designed to retain in 
the Secretary of the Army and Chief of Engineers the authority to issue per 
mits for the transportation and disposal of dredged material resulting from the 
improvement and maintenance of waterways, including the Great Lakes.

Add the following proviso clause at the end of section 4(b):
"Provided, however, that the provisions of this section shall not apply to or 

prohibit the issuance of regulations and permits by the Secretary of the Army, 
acting through the Chief of Engineers, in connection with the transportation 
and disposal in the ocean, coastal and other waters of dredged material result 
ing from the improvement and maintenance of navigable waters, including the 
Great Lakes. In prescribing regulations and issuing permits relating to disposal 
of such dredged material the Secretary shall consider the views and recom 
mendations of the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency and 
follow the criteria established by him for reviewing and evaluating permit 
applications as prescribed by section 5(a)."

Amend section 11 (e) by inserting the following prefacing clause before 
"section 13" on line 17: "Except as provided in the first proviso clause therein."

The favorable consideration of the above or similar amendments will be 
appreciated.

Sincerely,
JAMES ,T. REYNOLDS, President.

Senator SPOXG. Dr. Hammond, T would like to just ask you an in 
formal question. In your statement, you mention creative dumping 
activity that involves artificial reefs. How much of that is taking 
place off of North Carolina?

Dr. HAMMOXD. Not very extensively at this time. There are several 
experimental programs on this that we are monitoring very closely 
to see not only the effects it will have on increasing the fishing ac 
tivity but also the effects it will have on the basic ocean processes.

Senator SPOXG. How much do we have in Virginia waters, Dr. 
Hargis?

Dr. HARGIS. There have been about 10 reefs established to my 
knowledge over the last 10 years, some fairly long life and some short 
life, and there is in prospect right now an additional seven. There 
were some vessels sunk off in the lower end of Chesapeake Bav just 
a few days ago by the successive group to the Tidewater Artificial 
Reef Development Association which promises to have a fair amount 
of activity in the next couple of years.

Senator SPOXG. How much success have they had?
Dr. HARGTS. Reefs are not too successful in increasing the total 

number of fish. They are successful in concentrating and putting 
them together in known spots where fishermen can get at them.

In general, our attitude at Chesapeake Bay and the contained 
waters is that reefs are not too successful because they make up a 
verv minuscule surface area in relation to other things like oyster 
shells and things of that nature, but off of the Virginia Beach area 
and in f^ct ever along Ocean View and Willoughby, there is some 
justification for increasing substrate.

Senator SPONG. What permits have they had ?
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Dr. HARGTS. They have had to clear with Navy, with Coast Guard, 
and with the corps. Furthermore, State permits that have been re- 
(juired have been those from the marine resources commission which 
is responsible to the State.

One of the things that has to be considered in all these matters is 
that disposal of soil or solid waste Corel's the bottom which, of course, 
can have impact on certain of the useful resources, so in this case the 
marine resources commission is involved. 

Senator SPONG. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Miller has one more question he would like to ask. 
Mr. MILLER. Dr. Hargis, with regard to your statements about 

S. 307 and the National Oceanic and Environmental Laboratory 
System, it was not the intention, as I understand it, in that bill to 
preempt in any way existing laboratory systems, but rather, to find 
additional Federal funding that could be channeled both to Federal, 
to State, and to other laboratories for oceanic research.

Would I understand from your testimony, though, that it might 
be desirable to try to clarify that the money could go to the State 
laboratory systems? This question is also addressed to Dr. Hammond, 
who made similar remarks?

Dr. HARGIS. I don't want to sound too partisan in this, Mr. Miller. 
The only thing that I have to say or what I have to say along those 
lines is that after having studied carefully, both as a consultant to the 
now expired or soon to expire National Council on Marine Resources 
and Engineering Development and having been involved at the State 
level and having been involved as a consultant to the Department of 
the Interior on this problem of coastal zone laboratories, and under 
standing that my chief entry point into this is to first ask the ques 
tion what source of information, scientific information and engineer- 
ig advice that a coastal zone management unit, whoever it may be, 
whether it is'State, Federal, or bistate and Federal, would have 
to come to the conclusion, that I have come to the conclusion 
specifically that the management units by and large, witli certain 
exceptions, have to be local, and in this case the least "practical politi 
cal subdivision for management is the State or whatever in a State 
arrangement a State may make and this within Federal guidelines, 
working with Federal agencies, and using information generated 
from Federal laboratories.

Proceeding from that upward, then one comes to the conclusion 
that the information system that is necessary—and that is why I am 
calling a laboratory right now—also has to be reasonably local, rea 
sonably responsive, reasonably available to the managers.

I think that out of the melange of laboratories that now exist, and 
these are academically supported laboratories, deriving quite a large 
part of their support from the. Federal Government and State and 
local governments—for lessor amounts—or State laboratories or Fed 
eral laboratories, that the efforts should be to bring those together in 
an effective working relationship.

My chief fear is that by having unclear wording, such as I think 
exists in S. 307 at the present time, we will be encouraging the estab- 
lisheraent of yet additional laboratories when in fact we have got 
more laboratory capability than we can support.
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There arer, for example, Federal laboraifcories which were built to 
my knowledge for from 20 to 40 people, and they have six or ten in 
them. Furthermore, and Dr. Hammond can speak more specifically 
to his own point on this, the State and academic programs are at 
tempting now to move into this need, encouraged in fact by the sea 
grant program and IRRPOS and now RANN and other things.

I think nay major concern right now is that section of S. 307 which 
refers to this national system is not clear enough, that is my major 
concern, and this against the background of having dealt with the 
IBerman report •which, as you recall, was issued a couple of years agoy 
and followed along certain lines that the Stratton Commission report 
recommended, and that was in fact the establishment of a system of 
national laboratories and of national coastal zone laboratories.

I think now that original concept is no longer necessary. There has 
been a lot of action in the interim. So, I think that what we have to 
do is clarify the wording.

Senator SPONQ. Dr. Hammond, would you like to add anything 
to that?

Dr. HAMMOND. I think that makes fairly clear the same point I 
was making.

We in North Carolina looked at the research activities that have 
been going on for years within the university campuses, and we have 
a number of those, both publically supported and private universities. 
Duke University has had a basic research effort in oceanography and 
ocean engineering and ocean chemistry for years.

Our effort was to look at these research results and try to design a 
series of marine centers on the coast that would be directed toward 
the applied use of a lot of this information that has been essentially 
sitting on the shelf and yet has never been translated into practical 
problem-solving-type research; so that the people in the coastal areas 
could make use of this.

My point was to superimpose a system of Federal laboratories on 
this might well be wasteful. I think perhaps there are gaps within 
basic research that need to be filled and could best be filled by Federal 
laboratories. We iust indicated that we felt caution should be exer 
cised in approaching this.

It might well be there are existing activities at the State level 
which could be supplemented and strengthened rather than addi 
tional systems.

Senator SPONG. Thank you very, very much.
(Whereupon, at 3:45 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to 

the call of the Chair.)
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U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERE,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a.m., in room 
1318, New Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye presiding. 

Present: Senator Inouye.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOK lUOTJYE .
Senator INOTJTB. The hearing will come to order. 
The Subcommittee on Oceans and Atmosphere concludes its hear 

ings on ocean dumping this morning. I am pleased that on this final

and the American Association of Port Authorities. Normally, com 
mittee procedure would have representatives of Federal agencies 
testify on the first days of the hearings. Schedule conflicts prevented 
the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency from 
being with us until today, and perhaps that was fortunate. Many 
questions have arisen during our hearings and we hope that the 
additional time available for preparation will assist both Mr. Ruck- 
elshaus and the committee in answering some of these questions.

Our record is still not too clear on the respective roles of the corps 
and the EPA under the administration's bill, S. 1238. We want to 
discuss today the particular problem areas that have led to the pend 
ing legislative proposals. We want to look into the respective roles of 
the States and other Federal agencies. And we want to discuss the 
overall objectives of ocean-dumping regulation, particularly in rela 
tion to our national "water quality improvement programs.

I am pleased to welcome on behalf of the subcommittee the Hon 
orable *William D. Ruckelshaus, Administrator of the EP^; Mr. 
•Jamas H. Book, representing the Manufacturing Chemists Associa 
tion ; and Mr. Edward Langlois, representing the American Associa 
tion of Port Authorities. Two other gentlemen originally scheduled 
to appear today have been unable to attend because of the press of 
other business, and have been invited to submit written statements 
for the record. I might add that the record will remain open for at least 
another 2 weeks, and the subcommittee will welcome receipt of writ 
ten statements for inclusion in the record.* f *
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I am pleased to welcome at this time once again, Mr. Ruckelshaus, 
the administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, who will 
be our first witness.

STATEMENT OP HON. WILLIAM RTJCKELSHATJS, ADMINISTRATOR, 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY; ACCOMPANIED BY 
DAVID DOMINICK, ACTING COMMISSIONER OP THE WATER 
QUALITY OPPICE
Mr. ETJCKELSHAUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have with me today to assist in the answering of any questions that 

you or the committee might have, Mr. David Dominick, who is the 
Acting Commissioner of the Water Quality Office of the EPA.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to meet with you today to 
discuss the administration's proposal for the control of ocean dump 
ing, S. 1238, "The Marine Protection Act of 1971." This is my first 
appearance before this distinguished subcommittee as Administrator 
of the EPA, and we look forward to a very close and continuing 
association with you in your concern for the quality of the ocean and 
atmospheric environments.

S. 1238 has been introduced in recognition of the critical need for 
a national ocean dumping policy and is the product of an intensive 
and comprehensive study of the problems of ocean disposal. That 
study and ̂  the recommendations for a strong policy of preventive 
and remedial measures were reported to the Congress in the report 
on ocean dumping prepared by the Council on Environmental Quality. 
I understand that Dr. MacDonald of the Council has already dis 
cussed the study and its recommendations with you.

I believe we are all in agreement as to the need for a strong bill 
to control ocean dumping. We endeavored in the drafting of our pro 
posal to translate the recommendations of the ocean dumping report 
into law. Our purpose here is to recommend to the committee and to 
the Congress the creation of the farthest reaching and strongest au 
thority that law and technology will allow.

Members of this committee and other Members of Congress have 
sponsored bills which, in many cases, are similar to our own proposal. 
Other proposals take somewhat different approaches.

Mr. Chairman, we wish to work with you and the committee to de 
velop the most eifective legislation possible.

Our proposal, S. 1238, would vest regulatory authority over ocean 
dumping in the Administrator of EPA. As that Administrator, I 
propose to administer S. 12382 if it is enacted, in a way that will fully 
implement the recommendations of the Council on Environmental 
Quality as set forth in its ocean dumping report.

I would like to describe briefly the principal provisions of our bill 
and our thinking about it.

The purpose of S. 1238 is to regulate the dumping of all types of 
material in the oceans, estuaries, and the Great Lakes, and to prevent 
or strictly control the dumping into such waters of any material 
which could adversely affect human health or welfare or the marine 
environment. These objectives would be carried out by means of a per 
mit system established and administered by EPA.
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An important feature of the bill is that it would require a permit 
for two different kinds of activity. In the first place, persons desiring 
to transport materials from this country for dumping into ocean or 
coastal waters, anywhere, whether or not within our territorial juris 
diction, would be required to obtain a permit. This requirement is 
based on the authority of the United States to control the casposi- 
tion of materials transported from U.S. territory. Second, a permit 
would be required for the dumping of materials—whether transported 
from this country or not—in waters covered by the bill which are 
within our territorial jurisdiction, including the 3-mile territorial 
sea, or in waters of the 9-mile contiguous zone beyond the territorial 
sea where the dumping may affect our territory or territorial sea. 
Both requirements would apply to foreign nationals and foreign 
governments, as well as to U.S. citizens and to all agencies and instru 
mentalities of Federal, State, and local government. Thus, the bill 
would utilize the regulatory authority of the United States to its 
fullest extent consistent with established principles of international 
law.

The Ml1 would apply to any disposition of material with several 
exceptions, the most important of which is the disposition of effluents 
from outfall structures. The bill is aimed at intermittent dumping 
as opposed to continuous discharges from fixed sources. This is an 
important distinction. Continuous discharges from outfall structures 
into territorial waters covered by the act are already subject to regu 
lation under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. Amendments 
to that act proposed by the administration wouid extend its cover 
age to outfalls in the contiguous zone which discharge matter origi 
nating within U.S. territory.

The Administrator, in issuing permits to dump materials or to 
transport them for dumping, would be required to determine that 
such activity will not unreasonably degrade or endanger human health, 
welfare or amenities, or the marine environment, ecological systems, 
or economic potentialities. He would be required to establish criteria 
for evaluating permit applications to include:

The likely present and future impact of the dumping on human 
health and welfare and the marine environment.

The possible persistence or permanence of the effects of the 
dumping.

The volume and concentration of the materials involved. 
The proposed location for dumping.
Alternative locations and methods of disposal, including land- 

based alternatives.
The probable impact on the public interest of either issuing 

or denying a permit or of requiring alternative locations or 
methods of disposal.

These criteria would be refined as additional knowledge is gained 
about the environmental impact of ocean dumping and alout the 
acceptability and feasibility of various land-based alternatives.

The Administrator would be permitted to impose restrictions in 
permits relating to the type and amount of materials to be dumped, 
the place of dumping, and the period of validity of the permit. He 
would be authorized to deny the issuance of a permit where he finds
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that the materials in questions cannot be dumped consistently with 
the criteria established for the issuance of permits, as well as to alter 
or revoke permits upon such a finding.

The Administrator would be authorized to require applicants for 
permits to provide such information as he considers necessary to 
evaluate the application. Information required by the Administrator 
might include detailed plans for conversion to land-based disposal. 
The Administrator would also be authorised to prescribe reporting re 
quirements for actions taken pursuant to permits.

Any person who violates the act or the provisions of any regulations 
or permit issued thereunder would be liable to a civil penalty of up 
to $50,000 per day of violation, to be assessed by the Administrator. 
In addition, knowing or willful violations would invite criminal fines 
of up to $50,000 per day, imprisonment of up to 1 year, or both. The 
Attorney General would be authorized to bring actions for equitable 
relief to redress any such violations, and the Administrator would be 
authorized to revoke or suspend a violator's permit. The bill would 
require the Coast Guard to conduct surveillance and other enforcement 
activity."

No permit would be suspended or revoked, or a civil penalty assessed, 
without liotice and opportunity for a heating.

An important aspect of the bill is the jlear definition of its rela 
tionship with other Federal laws related to ocean dumping and water 
pollution control. As I have already indicated, the bill would be ap 
plicable to internal navigable waters, except for estuarine areas and 
the' Great Lakes, and would be inapplicable to effluents difcTmnred 
from outfall structures. Overlap with the^ Federal "Water Pollution 
Control Act and the Refuse Act of 1899, which between them deal with 
discharges of all types into navigable waters, is avoided by specific 
provisions which would prevent duplication or conflict with the pro 
visions of these other laws.

The Refuse Act requires a permit issued by the Army Corps of 
Engineers for the discharge of wastes other than municipal sewage 
into navigable waters. Duplicate permit requirements for the disposal 
of wastes into waters covered by both acts would be avoided, since 
S, 1238 would expressly supersede the Refuse Act in rreas in which 
both apply.

With respect to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, under 
which water quality standards are .established and enforced, S. 1328 
provides that no permit may be issued for dumping of material which 
would violate sucL standards. Under another administration proposal 
relating to standards and enforcement (S. 1014), the Administrator 
of EPA would be given authority to establish water quality standards 
for the contiguous zone, and also for ocean waters bevond the con 
tiguous zone with respect to the discharge of matter originating within 
TJ;B. territory. Such standards, as well as the standards already estnb- 
lishp.d by joint Federal-State action for coastal waters out to the 
3-Tnije limit, will be of great assistance in implementing S. 1238 should 
it be enacted.

Except as I have just indicated with respect to the Refuse Act, all 
existing authorities and actions taken under the Rivers and Harbors 
Act of 3899 would be preserved. The authority of the Atomic Energy
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Commission to regulate the disposal of radioactive materials would 
not be affected. •' , • • • •-.

In implementing S. 1238, EPA would rely on assistance provided 
by other Federal agencies. In establishing or revising criteria for the 
.jssliance of permits, the Administrator would consult with the Sec 
retaries of Commerce, of the Interior. State, Defense, Agriculture, 
Transportation, and Health, Education, and 'Welfare, and with the 
Atomic Energy Commission. He would consult with the Secretary 
of the Army where such criteria may affect the civil works functions 
of the Department of the Army. He would consult with interested 
^Federal and State agencies in reviewing individual permit applica 
tions, and would be precluded from issuing a permit where the Sec 
retary of the Army determines that it would cause an unreasonable 
impairment of navigation.

In administering the act, EPA would be guided by the ultimate 
objective of terminating all ocean dumping which is damaging to 
the marine environment. '
, We would adopt' a precautionary, preventive approach, aimed at 
terminating all dumping not clearly demonstrated to be safe. Ocean 
dumping of materials clearly identified as harmful would be stopped 
as soon as possible. Where existing information on the effects of ocean 
dumping of "particular materials is inconclusive, yet the best indica 
tion's are that such materials may create adverse conditions when 
dumped, the .dumping of these materials would be phased out. If 
further information conclusively proves that such dumping does not 
damage the environment, it coul.d be allowed to continue under 
regulation. 

, The dumping of some materials, such, as chemical warfare materials

^5 , t -_ .-- _^_-}i _-_ . -j .- ___.__,.__ ^^ ^^ __ ______ — __ ______ ^ _ ,,— —.

be discontinued as soon as possible, and no new sources of such dump 
ing would be allowed. It might prove unnecessary to discontinue the 
dumping of some inert, nonioxic materials, such as unpolluted dredge 
spoil and construction and,demolition debris, although the dumping 
of such materials would be strictly regulated to prevent damage to 
estuarine and coastal areas, .

As one example of how S. 1238 might be implemented, consider 
the case of ocean disposal of sewage sludge. Some communities have 
a, substantial financial investment in facilities and equipment for the 
barging of digested sewage sludge to sea. To impose an immediate 
ban on, ocean dumping by these communities would be uneconomic 
and pqssi^ly self-defeating where acceptable land-based disposal 
.meth.ocfe are not immediately available. In such cases, EPA would 
.temporarily allow ,the dumping to be continued.. but would require 
it to be phased out entirely within a reasonable period of time. No 
new sources of ocean disposal of sewage sludge would be permitted. 
This would mean that communities already dumping at sea .would 
.not be allowed to increase the volume of such dumping over current 
levels or what existing barging facilities will accommodate. In the 
case of municipalities which do not currently dump sewage sludge 
,at;sea, they would not be allowed to start.
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S. 1238 would not place an absolute ban on the dumping of specified 
classes qf materials, nor would it ban the dumping of materials in 
specified waters within the coverage of the bill. Instead, the Adminis 
trator would be authorized, based on criteria developed by him in con 
sultation with other agencies, to permit, limit, or ban the dumping of 
particula- .aaterials, in all or portions of the waters covered by the 
bill, depending on all the circumstances of a particular case.

It would not be feasible to ban all ocean dumping at once. In some 
instances, waste disposal methods which are less damaging to the en 
vironment than ocean dumping are not immediately available. Re 
search is needed on the recycling of wastes and the development of 
<>ther alternatives to ocean dumping. Conversion to land-based dis 
posal methods will require a substantial reallocation of resources by 
municipalities and others presently disposing of wastes at sea.

EPA is making every effort to develop solutions to the often very 
complex problems of recycling and alternate disposal of wastes which 
otherwise would find their way into inland and ocean waters.

Some of the projects now underway include an examination and 
demonstration of the recycling of solid wastes, an examination of the 
feasibility of mixing municipal sewage sludge and solid waste into a 
composting material, the location of national land disposal sites for 
the disposition of hazardous and toxic industrial wastes, the incinera 
tion of solid waste as a fuel for power production, and the use of 
sewage sludge for soil enrichment or as landfill—especially in strip- 
mined areas.

We are also making an intensive effort through our grant and con 
tract authority to develop and demonstrate practical industrial waste 
water recycling and byproduct recovery as well as industrial methods 
which minimize the production of pollutants.

In addition to the technological problems, we face an array of 
social, legal, and economic problems when we seek answers to the 
puzzle of waste disposal sites and waste transportation.

A great deal of research is necessary.
With regard to marine research, S. 307, presently before this sub 

committee, would diret t the Secretary of Commerce to initiate a com 
prehensive research and development program on the effects of man's 
activities on the ocean environment, the effects of ocean contaminants 
upon ocean life and marine ecology, and the potential effects of waste 
disposal or pollution on the physical and chemical properties of ocean 
waters. The bill would direct the Secretary to initiate a program for 
the enhancement of the marine environment, to include studies of 
emdroiunental modifications to protect coastal and offshore physical 
structures, improve beaches, increase biological productivity, and the 
like, as well as testing to demonstrate the feasibility and consequences 
of proposed environmental modification.

Tne research program authorized by S. 307, insofar as it relates 
specifically to pollution would largely duplicate research authorities 
and programs already being carried out by EPA under the Federal 
Water Pollution Control Act. Pursuant to the broad research au 
thority contained in that act, EPA is engaged in research to deter 
mine the effects of pollutants on fresh water, estuarine, and marine 
organisms as well as on aquatic ecosystems generally. EPA's objec- 

ri Ji"j,-' , •:/ V.-\ i ^ j . -
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tive is to develop water quality criteria for all legitimate water uses 
including the water quality needs of aquatic life. EPA's existing re 
search and monitoring authorities would be duplicated by the provi 
sions of S. 307.

"While EPA recognizes the need for much more research and does 
not claim to have exclusive jurisdiction over oceanic environmental 
research, EPA does have a continuing and increasing need for re 
search to carry out its responsibility in this area. The research activi 
ties of EPA and the Department of Commerce should be coordinated 
to insure that duplication of effort is avoided and that data and in 
formation are freely exchanged. The results of research carried out 
by Commerce would be of great value to EPA in carrying out its reg 
ulatory and enforcement activities under ocean dumping legislation 
proposed by the administration.

Consultations between the Department of Commerce and EPA are 
underway to insure (1) that the marine environmental research pro 
grams of the two agencies are coordinated, and (2) that in .parrying 
out its own program the Department of Commerce will take into ac 
count the research needs of EPA as the Agency charged with regula 
tory and enforcement responsibilities for ocean dumping.

S. 307 would also provide that no permit to dredge materials or 
to dispose of waste materials which deteriorate or cause adverse 
changes in the oceans may be issued by any officer or employee of the 
United States without having first consulted with and received find 
ings from the Secretary of Commerce concerning the impact of the 
proposed activity on the ocean environment and on human health 
and welfare.

EPA does not favor this provision. The Administrator of EPA will 
be well qualified to make these same determinations, and would be 
required to do so in administering S. 1238, both in establishing cri 
teria for ocean dumping, which he would do in consultation with in 
terested agencies including the Department of Commerce, and in 
evaluating individual permit applications.

S. 1286, also pending before this subcommittee, would place an im 
mediate ban on the loading of materials on vessels in U.S. ports for 
dumping in ocean waters pending the publication of regulations by 
the Administrator of EPA to control such dumping.

This approach has a certain appeal when you look at it out of its 
full context. But the problem of ocean dumping must be examined in 
the broad context of the staggering problems of waste disposal expe 
rienced by many communities. The provision for an immediate ban 
simply does not take into^account the problems which communities 
and others presently dumping materials at sea would face in attempt 
ing to convert immediately to alternative disposal methods. We be 
lieve the administration bill takes account of such problems. 
. In addition, S. 1286 wold not apply to dumping of material in the 
U.S. territorial sea or contiguous zone which is not loaded on vessels 
.in U,S. ports. This is a loophole which the administration bill has 
closed tightly^. Although most of the material dumped in ocean waters 
adjacent to this country is transported from U.S. ports, the United 
States has authority to regulate the dumping of materials originating 
elsewhere into waters within its control, and that is what we propose 
to<loinS.1238. ; .
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S. 1082, also pending before this subcommittee, would likewise be 
limited in its application to loading of vessels in U.S. ports, but would 
altogether prohibit such loading for dumping after a period of 5 
years. We seriously question the need for or benefit of this prohibi 
tion. BPA favors the phasing put of all dumping which in harmful 
to the ocean environment, but in some cases it may take more than 5 
years to accomplish this. Furthermore, there is no apparent "justifica 
tion for requiring that ocean dumping be discontinued altogether 
in cases where it is determined not to be detrimental.

Several of these bills would prohibit the issuance of permits for 
dumping of any material in the TXS. territorial sea, or in waters over 
our Continental Shelf. EPA has reservations about such provisions. 
There is no necessary correlation between the environmental impact 
of the dumping of particular materials, and the location of the dump 
ing in terms of whether it is carried out within or beyond the terri- 
•torial sea. More relevant locational factors would be the presence or 
absence of fishery resources, the state of tides and currents, the depth 
of the water, and the like. A flat ban on dumping within the terri 
torial sea or over the Continental Shelf would mean, in some cases, 
more onerous transport requirements with no corresponding benefit 
in terms of reduced environmental impact. EPA would not allow 
dumping of most materials within the 3-mile limit and would prohibit 
all dumping in areas of critical environmental concern. But some care 
fully planned and controlled near-shore disposal of waste materials 
may actually be beneficial, for example, the sinking of car bodies or 
other similar material to serve as shelters for fish.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to emphasize again our intention to cooper 
ate with the committee to the fullest extent.

We will be pleased to provide you with more detailed information 
on any of the matters I have dealt with here today, and to make such 
information a part of the record of these hearings.

We will endeavor to answer now any questions you may have.
Thank you.
Senator INOTTYE. Thank vou very much, Mr. Ruckelshaus.
In your testimony there is reference to the dumping of chemical 

warfare materials. This is the only item which the administration has 
indicated would be stopped immediately. I note that on all other po 
tential pollutants provisions are made to stop within a reasonable 
time or when other alternative areas have been discovered, but in the 
case of chemical warfare materials the administration indicates that 
it would be stopped immediately. I gather from this that the admin 
istration has concluded that the dumping of nerve gases and such 
would be extremely dangerous to mankind and the ocean, and if that 
is the case I am just curious as to why the Government insisted upon 
dumping nerve gas less than a year ago.

Mr. llttCKELSHAtrs. Mr. Chairman, it would be difficult for me to 
answer that question as I was not, in my present position and was not 
imminently involved in that decision. Tm* EPA'had not come into 
existence ;until' December of last year. We do include, in addition to 
chemical warfare materials, toxic industrial wastes as those that we 
would^asfi.fpr'an immediate lialt to. I tlmik this bill represents an in 
crease in the awareness not onljr on the part of the administration but 
on the part of many in the country that we have got to be very careful
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about the disposal .of toxic materials or chemical warfare agents of 
any kind in the ocean or for that matter on the land—that we have 
got tp take into account the environmental impact of the disposal of 
these toxic substances wherever we think about disposing of them.

To put them in the ocean involves tH problem of attempting to seal 
them off long enough so that no matter when they were sealed if the 
seal was eventually broken they would not be toxic. We do not be 
lieve at this point we have any reliable method of doing.that.

Senator INOUTE. In other words, you are stating there is a possibil 
ity .at some later date the container in which the nerve gas is stored 
may break and contaminate the ocean ?

Mr. RUOKELSHAUS. I think there is always that possibility, Mr. 
Chairman, and that is one of the things obviousJv that cqucerns us 
about the dumping of toxic materials in the sea, no matter how they 
are sealed, because of the difficulty of insuring that these seals will 
never be broken.

Senator INOUTE. In your reference to chemical warfare materials 
do you also include biological warfare materials ?

Mr. BupKELSHAus. Well, I would think, Mr. Chairman, any time 
that we had a substance, regardless of its nature, that was toxic and 
represented a danger either to human life or to the marine life that it 
would b& included in the same area of concern.

Senator INOUTE. Mr. Ruckelshaus, at the present time the corps, as 
you stated, has authority to issue permits on the dumping within navi 
gable waters. Why Would you object to granting the corps authority 
to supervise the dumping of material in oceans, just extending this 
authority from navigable waters to ocean waters ?

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Well, there are two kinds of permits that the 
corps is concerned with. One is the navigation or so-called dredge 
and fill permits that have to do with areas in which they are particu 
larly concerned. The second are the permits under the Refuse Act of 
1899, which is the program we are presently attempting to implement 
starting the first of July of this year. That program and the permits 
that would be issued under here ir lately involve questions of water 
quality. Since the Federal Water quality Administration was trans 
ferred from the Interior Department into the EPA and our primary 
responsibility is the protection of the environment, whether it is water 
or air or whatever, and the purpose of this bill is to protect the oceans 
and the Great Lakes and estuarine areas from the uncontrolled dump 
ing as we now have it of all kinds of substances into those areas, it 
seems more logical to place thepermit granting authority in the agency 
which already has the responsibility for the protection of not onlj* the 
ocean but. the Great; Lakes and the,,eetuarine areas. -

Senator INOUTE. Yet, in your statement you indicate that another

would you say to the'granting of authority to the Cpast Guard to 
carryoutthis job or issuing permits-? <

Mr.t RUCKELSHAUS. My response would be the same as m$ rssponse 
tp the question wliej&er it, tw,ould b^ Jogieal jtq,lodge,the authority in 
the corps. The Coast Guard has no particular expertise in the area
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and exercise surveillance over dumping at sea when that is done with 
out a permit. This would not mean that we would not also have en 
forcement responsibilities if it came to our attention that violations 
of this act, if it passes, were taking place, but the Coast Guard's activi 
ties in terms of enforcement are primarily those of monitoring and 
surveillance which follows directly in line with their present responsi 
bilities relating to our coastal zones.

Senator INOUYE. Throughout these hearings witnesses have ex 
pressed concern over the proliferation of agencies relating to the mat 
ter of pollution and pollution control, and these witnesses have sug 
gested that this proliferation would add only confusion to the present 
confusion. For example, if a port authority wishes to apply for a 
permit to dredge for port and harbor improvements, where should 
this authority go. to the State, the corps, or to your agency, or to all 
three?

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Under the provisions of the act, Mr. Chair 
man, there is a section which provides that one permit, one Federal 
permit at any rate, will be sufficient for, any single individual who 
desires to dump material at sea, whether it is dregding material or 
something else, so that the cooperation between the corps and the 
EPA would be necessary to insure that there was a one-stop request 
and one-stop administrative procedure for any individual or corpora 
tion or port authority which desired to receive the permission to dump 
materials at sea.

As far as a State imposing on top of the Federal responsibility an 
additional regulation, this would not be any different than it is now 
in terms of the Stpfe's responsibility out to the edge of the territorial 
sea.

Senator INOTTYE. Precisely what authority would be taken away 
from the corps if S. 1238 is enacted as requested by the administration ?

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. That same question came up in the House com 
mittee in which we have already testified, and it is a rather detailed 
answer. We have provided to tne House, specifically, the authorities 
that are involved in the legislation, in the proposed legislation that 
would be taken from the corps and other agencies and lodged in the 
EPA by this act. It might be easier just to submit that to this com 
mittee so it would be perfectly clear just exactly what authorities we 
are talking about.

Senator IN UTE. If you will submit that it will be included in the 
record at this pt>int. ^

(The following information was subsequently received for the 
record:)

Section 7 of S. 1238 deals with the relationship of this legislation to other 
laws. Generally, except as provided in subsections 7(b) and 7(c), it provides 
that after the Act's effective date, existing licenses, permits, or authorizations 
would be terminated to the extent they authorize activity covered by tnis pro 
posal, and that further licenses, permits, or authorizations of a similar nature 
could not be issued. "

Subsection 7{b) maintains present responsibility and authority contained in the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, and provides that the provisions of Sections 4 and 
7(a) of the bill dp not apply to actions taken under that Act. However, the AEG 
must consult with the'Administrator before issuing a permit to conduct any activ-
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ity otherwise regulated by this proposal. Moreover, the AEC must comply with the 
radioactive-material standards set by the Administrator, and the Administrator 
is directed to consider the policy expressed in subsection 2(b) of this proposal 
along with, the factors stated in subsections 5(a) (1) and 5(a) (2) in setting 
such standards for the waters covered by this proposal.

Subsection 7(.c) relates to authorities contained in the Rivers and Harbors 
Act of 1899, respecting dredging, filling, harbor works, and maintenance of 
navigability. The powers are exercised for the most part by the Secretary of 
the Arnij and the Chief of Engineers. Except for the limited supersession toniui 
in subsection 11 (e), the Rivers and Harbors Act authorities are not negated or 
abrogated, nor are existing licenses or permits issued under the Act terminated. 
Rather, in situations where this bill and the Act of 1899 both would apply to 
dumping of material in connection with a dredge, fill or other permit issued 
by the Corps of Engineers, issuance of the permit requires a certification by 
the Administrator of EPA that the activity is in conformity with this proposal 
and any regulations issued under it. The Administrator will not issue separate 
permits in such cases.

The Corps does considerable dredging of its own as a part of navigation proj 
ects which it itself conducts. To the extent that these operations involve oceanic 
or estuarine disposal of the dredge spoils, the Corps would be required by 
S. 1238 to go directly to EPA for a permit to make the disposal.

Subsection ll(e)'s limited supersession of the Rivers and Harbors Act per 
tains only to Section 13 (the "Refuse Act"). Nonetheless, after this Act becomes 
effective, the Department of the Army's permit program under the Refuse Act, 
which is administered in close cooperation with EPA on all water quality mat 
ters, will continue to regulate the disposition of any effluent covered by the 
Refuse Act from any outfall structure regardless of the waters into which this 
disposition occurs. In addition, the Refuse Act will continue to apply to all 
depositing of material into these navigable waters of the United States or their 
tributaries which are not covered by subsection 4(b) of this Act.

The objective of the limited supersession is to remove a double permit require 
ment in the area of overlap between S. 1238 and the Refuse Act. To achieve this 
objective, subsection 11 (e) supersedes the Refuse Act only insofar as it applies 
to dumping as defined in subsection 3(f), of material in the waters covered by 
subsection 4(b).

One further consideration deserves mention. Simple supersession of part of 
the Refuse Act's coverage would leave an accompanying gap in protection of 
navigation. Accordingly, subsection 6(d) provides for consultation by the Ad 
ministrator of EPA with the Secretary of the Army in cases where the Adminis 
trator finds that proposed activity regulated by the ocean dumping system may 
affect navigation or create an artificial island on the Outer Continental Shelf.

Besides tlio provision relating to Refuse Act, Section 11 contains a number 
of other repeals or supersessions. Subsections ll(a) and, 1Kb) repeal the Super 
visory Harbors .let of 1888, as amended (33 U.S.C. §§ 441-4511)), and the pro 
vision of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C. § 418) which preserved 
the Supervisory Harbors Act from supersession by the 1899 Ait. The Supervisory 
Harbors Act provides a special authority to control transit in and from the 
harbors of New York, Baltimore, and Hampton Roads, Virginia. This authority 
has been used to regulate, ocean dumping. The proposed Act would replace that 
authority. Subsection (e) repeals Section 2 of the Act of August 6, 1886 (33 
U.S. § 407a), which pertains to deposits of debris from mines and stamp works. 
These deposits are covered by this bill or the Refuse Act. Lastly Section 4 of the 
Rivers and Harbors Act of 1905 (33 U.S.C. §419), which has been used to 
buttress the Corps of Engineers' authority to regulate ocean dumping, is 
superseded, insofar as it authorizes action that would be regulated by this 
proposal.

Senator INOUYE. During one of our hearings a witness in behalf 
of the several States noted that no provisions are made for State par 
ticipation in the administration's bill. Do you have any comment to 
make with respect to t)ij?l\ j; : , v , • •' *~\ r>. j \ r. 1G
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Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. Mr., Chairman, the States and the Federal Gov 

ernment have joint responsibility throughout the pollution laws of 
this country, both in air and in water. For instance, in any area in 
which *we are involved in interstate streams, the State and Federal n—————.. __^ _-_-_x!^. j-i._j_gkate standards. ^e have intimate rela 
tionships with the States involving enforcement procedures under the 
Water Pollution Control Act as they now exist.

In terms of the' granting of a permit for dumping or the denying 
of a permit, obviously we would have to cooperate very closely with 
the States and with the other agencies of the Federal Government in 
determining what the guidelines would be, what the criteria would 
be for granting or denying a permit and in understanding the inter 
est of a ̂ articular State in administering this program.

To bring the States into the actual administration itself, such as 
would be suggested to the Commerce Department, for instance, under 
S. 307, it seems- to me would unduly complicate the issuance of the 
permit itself, and make, for instance, in your previous question, a 
port authority, if they desired 'to apply for a permit, have to go 
through incredible delays while the agency which ultimately issues the 
permit got clearance from all the other agencies, both State and Fed 
eral, to issue that permit. ,

It seems to me more logical to mandate this kind of cooperation 
between levels of government, but to finally locate the responsibility 
for the issuance of the permit in one administrative agency. "What the 
administration is suggesting in this bill is that responsibility be lodged 
inEPA.

Senator INOUYE. Would the States have any role in establishing 
criteria for dumping? Would they participate in discussions with 
youi

Mr. RUCKELSHATTS. Yes, I think they obviously would. We would 
have to in adopting guidelines and criteria, criteria in particular as 
our mandate under the bill. We would have to cooperate closely with 
the coastal zone States and the States surrounding the Great Lakes 
in order to get their ideas as to how we might best implement this act 
to achieve its purposes. :

Senator INOTTKB. What resources are presently available to your 
agency to administer S. 1238, if enacted?

Mr. RTJCKELSHATJS. There would be a need, Mr. Chairman, for addi 
tional resources to implement the act. We have provided again to the 
House committee at their request a detailed budget analysis of just 
what we believer it would cost in the first six years of the bill's imple 
mentation, both in terms of money and manpower.

Senator IirqtpTE. Will you submit that for the record ? -
Mr. RUCKELSHATJS. Yes, we mlL
Senator INOUYE. Without objection, so ordered.
(The following information was subsequently received for the 

record:)
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WATER QUAL1TY-PR.OJECT PROGRAM, MARINE PROTECTION ACT OF 1971 

[In millions of dollars]

Budget authority: 
Permit program.... — . ————— ,

Disposal research: 
In-houst ____ .... ........
Contracts _ ——— .........

Subtotal........ ............

Technical studies and monitoring: 
In-house...... _ . _ — .....
Contracts. _ . __ . _ — ....

Subtotal. _ ...............

Total..:.— ................

Obligations: 
Permit program.... __ . __ ....
Disposal research: 

In-house.. ——— .. — .......
^ Contracts __ — .............

Subtotal.....——————

Technical studies and monitoring: 
In-house................ — ...
Contracts ____ .... ———— .

Subtotal...——— ......... .

Total............. ..........

Outlays: 
Permit program .... _ ..... — _ ..

Disposal research: 
In-house.
Contracts __ _ ....... __ ......

Subtotal.................. ......

Technical studies and monitoring: 
In-house ___ : __ . _ —— ..:

'Contracts. —— . —— „•.... ......

Subtotal........................

Total..... .......................

Positions ________ .. _ .......

1972

......... 0.5

......... .1

......... 1.0

......... 1.1

.... ..... .1
......... .3

......... .4

......... 2.0

......... .5

......... .1
......... 1.0

....:.... 1.1

......... .1
-.!......- .3

......... .4

...... — 2.0

......... ,25

.—.„.. .05

......... .65

......... • .7

——•'..... .05
.2

......... .25

... — — 1.2

..... .... 70

1973

0.5

.4
1.1

1.5

.4
1.6

2.0

4.0

.5

.4
1.1

1.5

'.4
1.6

2.0

4.0

.40

.32
.88

1.20

'.32
1.28

1.60

3.2

100

Fiscal j

1974

0.5

.3

.7

1.0

.6
2.4

3.0

4.5

.5

.3
.7

1.0

.6
2.4

3.0

4.5

.45

.27
.43

.70

.55
1.6

2.15

3.3

110

rear—

1975

0.3

.2
.5

.7

.6
2.4

3.0

4.0

.3

.2

.5

.7

.6
2.4

3.0

4.0

.3

.2
.4

.6

.6
2.2

2.8

3.7

90

1976

0.2

.2

.5

.7

.6
2.4

3.0

3.9

.2

.2
.5

.7

.6
2.4

3.0

3.9

.2

.2
.7

.9

.6
2.7

3.3

4.4 ,

79

1977

0.2

.2

.5

.7

.6
2.4

3.0

3.9

.2

.2
.5

.7

.6
2.4

3.0

3.9

.2

.2
.6

.8

.6
2.6

3.2

4.2

79

COST OF IMPLEMENTING THE MARINE PBOTECTION ACT OF 1971
Introduction

In a message to the Congress on April 15, 1970, the President directed the 
Council on Environmental Quality to work with other Federal Agencies and with 
State and local governments on a comprehensive study of ocean disposal that 
would result in research, legislative, and administrative recommendations. Their 
report was issued in October 1970 and a legislative proposal has been prepared 
by the Administration for submission to the Congress.

If the proposal is adopted, the transportation and dumping of all materials in 
the oceans, estuaries, and the Great Lakes will be regulated by the issuance of 
permits. The Administrator would be authorized to establish criteria which 
would consider the possible detrimental effects of .ocean disposal and the impact 
of the use of alternative locations and methods; to ban ocean dumping of specific 
materials and to designate safe sites; and to issue permits where the applicant 
presents information Indicating that proposed transportation and/or dumping 
will not unreasonably degrade or unreasonably endanger human health, welfare, 
or, amenities, or the marine environment, ecological systems, or economic 
potentialities.
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Implementation of this legislation will require the development of criteria and 

regulations for the granting of permits. This development must recognize both 
the characteristics of the materials to be dumped and their potential impact on 
receiving waters. To accomplish this will require not only an augmented research 
effort and understanding on the effects of different waste materials on the marine 
environment but also a series of baseline technical investigations of existing 
water quality conditions in present and potential dumping areas.

As a continuing effort it will "be necessary to continuiusly evaluate and up-date 
the impact of ocean dumping on the marine environment While the act specif 
ically assigns surveillance and enforcement functions to the Coast Guard, it will 
be necessary for EPA to work closely with the Coast Guard in carrying out those 
functions and in modifying permit requirements and regulations as environmen 
tal requirements or conditions change.

EPA already has available staff expertise on marine pollution problems and 
has laboratory capabilities of running a wide variety of laboratory tests. It must 
be recognized, however, that EPA does not presently have any ocean-going ship 
capabilities: it is therefore anticipated that EPA will make full use of the Coast 
Guard, National Ocean Survey, and Corps of Engineers' ocean-going equipment 
and personnel to carry out environmental investigations of marine pollution 
problems. It may also be anticipated that the services of private contractors will 
be utilized for this purpose under the supervision of EPA personnel. (A contract 
for establishing the organizational framework of an overall coastal monitoring 
network, which will include monitoring of ocean dumping zones, will be nego 
tiated during FY 1971. The report from this study should be available about the 
middle of FY 1972.)

It should also be recognized that extension of water quality standards to the 
contiguous zone will require the same type of technical investigation and moni 
toring as will be required by the Marine Protection Act specifically for ocean 
dumping problems. The program outlined here is directed specifically toward 
implementation of the Marine Protection Act; however, it should be recognized 
as part of an overall attack on coastal and marine pollution problems.
Staffing

A supervisory headquarters staff will be required to initiate the program, 
to supervise its operations, coordinate efforts within EPA andfall other Federal 
and State agencies concerned with the program. The staff would control final 
granting of permits. After development of criteria, regulations, and guidelines 
for the granting of permits had been developed, some of the authorities for the 
granting of permits will be delegated to the regions.

Headquarters staff will, also be required to coordinate research efforts on a 
continuing basis and to assist in the continuing review and up-dating of criteria 
and regulations. It is anticipated that much of the research necessary will be 
carried out by grants or contracts or integrated into the surveillance and moni 
toring programs and baseline technical investigations of environmental 
conditions.

Development of a broadly based technical staff to supervise the technical 
investigations necessary to provide a viable program with the ultimate goal 
of stopping ocean dumping completely is a necessary part of the overall research 
and monitoring effort. A broadly based headquarters technical staff is needed 
to work with the Coast Guard, NOAA, Corps of Engineers, and other Federal 
and State agencies whose facilities will be used to carry out monitoring and 
surveillance functions and to make full use of the facilities of other agencies 
in carrying out ocean disposal research programs. It is expected that each 
coastal region will develop its own specialized technical expertise to deal with 
the overall problem as well as problems unique to the region.
Ocean disposal permit program 

FY 1972:
Positions: 48 
Budget: $500,000

The law as proposed will become effective 6 months after passage. Within 
this time interim criteria and regulations for the granting of ocean disposal 
permits must be established and guidelines for permit evaluation must be devel 
oped and promulgated.

The headquarters staff will convene an advisory committee and set up a task 
force of in-house personnel to develop the necessary criteria, regulations, and
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guidelines. The work of this group should be closely coordinated with the setting 
of water quality standards for the contiguous zone if such laws are enacted. 
An approximate §100,000 is required for the operation of this advisory com 
mittee, and $100,000 for the salaries of eight headquarters personnel for an 
average of 6 months during FY 1972. A total of 40 personnel will be placed in 
the eight EPA coastal regions: Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Dallas, 
San Francisco, Seattle, and Chicago. The tasks of these personnel will be to: 
coordinate input from all BPA offices; develop working relationships with all 
Federal and State agencies concerned; receive and review applications for 
permits; issue permits where applications fall within established criteria or 
send to the headquarters control group those applications having unusual 
problems that cannot be resolved locally; coordinate permit information with 
the enforcement and surveillance agency (Coast Guard); establish a time sched 
ule with other existing or proposed regulations; coordinate and select suitable 
interim disposal sites with NOAA and the fisheries agencies; and coordinate 
with State and Federal agencies selection of alternative methods of disposal. 
Approximately $800,000 will be required for salaries of regional personnel 
during PY 1972. 

FY 1973:
Positions: 48
Budget: $500,000

During this fiscal year, the permit regulations and guidelines will be re-eval 
uated in terms of actual practice and a stronger set of criteria will be developed 
to discourage ocean disposal except of the most innocuous materials. It is antici 
pated that during this fiscal yeair, the initial results of research and technical 
studies will become available and consideration can be given to the elimination of 
some ocean disposal areas and relocation of others. 

FY 1974:
Positions: 48
Budget: $500,000

During this fiscal year, a solid environmental data base on the impact of ocean 
dumping on the environment should begin being available and the thrust of 
the ocean disposal permit program will be toward the elimination of ocean 
disposal where possible and the relocation of dumping grounds to areas of small 
ecological significance. 

FY 1975:
Positions: 35
Budget: $300,000

By fiscal year 1975, research and technological development should have ad 
vanced to the point where ocean dumping as a disposal technique can beg'n 
to foe phased out. The reduced staff allocation to this part of the program durin? 
this year assumes this condition. 

FY 1976 and 1977:
Positions: 24
Budget: $200,000

By this time, ocean disposal should be eliminated except for demonstratively 
innocuous materials and the criteria and guidelines should be developed to the 
point where only the most routine permit granting efforts are required. It is 
expected that a regional staff of twenty people will be maintained in this part 
of the program with a supervisory staff of four in headquarters.
Ocean disposal research 

FY 1972:
Positions: 11
Total Budget: $1,100,000
Contracts: $1,000,000

During this fiscal year, a major effort will be initiated to evaJ sate the impact 
of ocean disposal on the marine environment and alternative methods of dis 
posal of material presently being dumped. A combination ji. 11 new personnel 
and $100,000 for their salaries during fiscal year 1972 ind grants, contracts, 
and interagency agreements totaling $1,000,000 in fiscal year 1972 will be re 
quired. Much of the work will be integrated into technical studies, monitoring, 
and baseline studies for surveillance; the bulk of this work will be done in co 
operation with the Coast Guard, NOAA, the Corps of Engineers, and various
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fisheries agencies. Spjecifib research., projects to be initiated during thjs fiscal 
yearare: ," " ,, ,,
1. Alternative methods of disposal- .__________________ $400,000
2. Environmental impact studies-———__1_;___________ 300,000
3. Beneficial use of wastes in the marine environment_______ 300,000 

PY1973:
Positions: 22
Total Budget: $1,500,000. , • . ,, 
Contracts: $1,100,000

During this fiscal year, $1,100,000 wil Ibe used in contracts, grants, and reim 
bursable agreements for ocean disposal research. This money will be spent be 
tween developing technical and alternative methods of disposal to eliminate ocean 
dumping and toward determining environmental impacts of continuity ocean 
disposal in the past Research activities during this fiscal year will begin being 
channeled into the beneficial uses of wastes in enhancing the marine environment 
'Some funds will also be allocated-.toward the solution of ocean disposal prob 
lems of particular concern in certain regions and an increase of regional staff 
is indicated to support this action. 

FY1974:
Positions: 22 • 
Total Budget: $1,000,000 

• Contracts: $700,000.
This fiscal year research efforts specifically directed coward ocean dumping 

should decrease as problems are solved It is not anticipated that additional efforts 
in new directions will be initiated, but that funds will be directed toward the 
more difficult problems as found during the preceeding two years 

F I* 1975,1976, and 1977:
Positions: 15 / 
Total Budget: $700,000 
Contracts: $500,000 ' '

During these years, a continuing research effort will be maintained directed 
toward eliminating the environmental impact of pa&t dumping and toward the 
solution of specific regional problems.
Technical studies and monitoring 

FY1972:
Positions: 11
Total Budget: $400,000 ... . 
Contracts: $300,000

Contractual or reimbursable agreements will be negotiated with Federal agen 
cies, such as the Coast Guard, or with private contractors for carrying out 
studies of specific dumping areas as an interim guide for the granting of per 
mit*. In carrying out such studies, it is anticipated that EPA personnel will be 
very closely associated with the survey efforts, either as on-board observers, as 
project officers or both EPA laboratories will be required to provide some labora 
tory support, particularly in the more difficult types of determination. Therefore, 
studies of the dumping grounds of the New York Bight and the New Jersey coast 
will be in the first order of priority. ' ;

During this year, the mechanism needed for continued surveillance of ocean 
disposal sites and the continued laboratory support of .surveillance operations 
will be developed. The ocean disposal surveillance program will be Jntegrated 
into the overall EPA coastal and ocean monitoring network. 

FY1973:
Position: 30 "" ' • ' 
Total Budget: $2,000,000 ' 

, Contracts.: $1,600,000 . 
During this fiscal year, and intensive series: of" studies of ocean dumping 

grounds will be carried out, with particular emphasis being given to the devel 
opment of disposal sites with small ecological significance. Part of the work car 
ried on will be of a research nature, and will absorb funds from the research 
part of the program. Much of the contract money will go for vessel support and 
laboratory facilities. Sixteen personnel will be distributed among the regions 
and will provide tecLnical expertise on specific regional problems. It is antici-
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pated that these personnel w.ill participate ia buryeys and will assist the Coast 
Guard in its surveillance activities. '', ! " ' '"*

Positions: 40 
. ,, , , -Total B,udget: $3,000,000 ( • ;,

,. Cpntracts: $2,400,000 < ,
By FY 1974, the Coast Guard should be maintaining a full scale surveillance 

of all dumping activities with close support from EPA perstM ~l and labora 
tories. Additional personnel will be needed 'in the regions to deu* with specific 
local problems. 

. FJK1075; , 
1 ' Positions: 40"

Total Budget: $3,000,000 
"Contracts: $2,400,000

During this fiscal,yeart a major effoit will be made on the overall impact of 
ocean dumping on the coastal and marine environment The bulk of the contract 
money will go to reimbursable .agreements or contracts or ship support to assist 
in these activities. By the end of this fiscal year, all the important areas of the 
coastal environment subject to dumping impact will have been evaluated in terms 
of their ecological significance and usability for continued ocean disposal. 

FY 1976 and 1977: ' .; 
Positions: 40 
Total Budget': $8,000,000 
Contracts: $2,400,000

By this time, a continuing program of surveillance can be carried out by con 
tract ,or reiml arsaWe agreements wJLth the major BPA effort going into Labora 
tory support and studies of particular, local or regional programs. The personnel 
and budget indicated are those whicn it now appears necessary to commit to have 
a sustained surveillance program through the Coast Guard to meet EPA ob 
jectives. It should be noted, hpweyer, that this surveillance program and the 
.studies.associated,with ocean.disposal will probably be intergrated iiito an over 
all coastal and oceanic monitoring network, and that the personnel' and budget 
indicated specially for the ocean dumping programs will also continue toward 
this overall effort.

•*• * v

, , „ . . ; COST OF IMPLEMENTING THE' MARI.it PROTECTION ACT 
• ' [In millions of dollars!

.,-•" . 1971 1972'. 1973 -. 1974 1W 1976 1977

Budget authority..... _ ... ...
Obligations.. —— ............
Outlays _ .. ——— . ——— ..
Man-years __ ...... __ . ...

........ 0

....... 0

....... 0

....... 0

2.0
2.0
1.2

70

4.0
4.0
3.2

100

4.5
4.5
3.3

110

4.Q-.
4.0
3.7

100

3,S
3.9
4.4

79

3.9
3.9
*.2

79

Senator INOUTE. Can you give'the committee some idea as to how 
large the budgetary request wOl be ?

Mr. RUCKELSHATJS. The request as best we can determine it for fiscal 
year 1972 would be $500,000. This would remain constant in fiscal 1973 
and 1974 and then start, to diminish in fiscal 1075,1976, and 1977 to 
$300,000 and $200,000 in .those 2 years for a total of the 6 years involved 
of .$8.9 million.

Senator INODTE. Would your agency delegate some of its duties to 
other agencies ?

Mr. KITCKELSHATJS. Mr. Chairman, I have used just one figure here. 
Let me amend that figure. It .would start at $2 million in fiscal year 
i$7% go to $4 million in 1973, $&.& million in 1974, an,d then start to 
^uninish down to $3.9 million in fiscal year 1977.
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Senator INOUYE. If funds are not available, and if S. 1238 is enacted, 
what sort of responsibilities or authorities would you delegate to other 
agencies?

Mr. RcrcKELSHAUS. Well, obviously under the act we are given some 
authority to make delegations. If we, did not have the resources to 
carry out the functions of the act itself we would make every effort 
to delegate those authorities. I Trould hope, however, that we would 
not be given the responsibility to implement this act without being 
given the resources to carry out those responsibilities. That might well 
put us in a very difficult position. - . ,

Senator INOU YE. Do you in any way anticipate delegating the permit 
issuing authority to'tlie Coast Guard, using1 your Agency-established 
. ntenat; " , t .

Mr^IlucBiiLSHAus. We have no present intention of doing that.
Senator lNOtnraj..Or to the corps ?
Mr. RUGKELSHATJS; Nor do we have any intention of doiri^ :that; no.
Senator INOUTE. What do you perceive would'be the relationship of 

ocean dumping to the total national water .quality improvement 
program?

Mr. EUGKELSHAUS. Well^ we are asking in our amendments to the 
Water Pollution Control Act which' are presently pending before the 
Public Wo$£S Committee of both the Senate and the House for the 
authority to set water quality standards in the, contiguous zone, the 
area between 3, and 12 miles, and in the high seas where that impacts 
our territorial sea or the contiguous zone for the purpose of giving the 
Agency the control over wafer quality, not only in the interior, both 
lakes and rivers, but also in 'the oceans.

This act meshes in very carefully with our request for authority 
under the ^ater Pollution Control Act to set standards, because any 
permit that we issued for dumping would have to be judged against 
the potential violation of those water quality standards which vve set.

So, it would not only apply to the dumping, but the water quality 
standards would also apply to ocean—land-based ocean outfalls as 
they now exist.

Senator INOUYE. Why are Government employees and agencies 
exempt from the penalty provision in your bill ?

Mr. Rr/CKELSHAtrs. I take it, Mr. Chairman, the reason is that tra 
ditionally it has been., felt sufficient .for the Federal Government or 
any governmental level to control, the activities of its employees 
through its usual personnel mechanisms,

-So, if a governmental employee violated any law or any activity 
that was within his particular responsibility, lie could be dealt witjh. 
through the personnel mechanism of, "the Federal Government itself. 
This particularly would apply to civil violations, where an employee 
would be subject to discharge by the Federal Government if he vio 
lated some regulation or law of that governmental body...,

We obviously don't have this-kind of controller either State em 
ployees or civilians in general. Where we get into, the question of.a 
criminal violation, it becomes a more difficult exemption, it seems to 
me, and one that gives me some trouble, because clearly a govern 
mental employee is subject to criminal laws just as any other indi 
vidual in society is, and to the extent that this exemption might apply
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to some criminal provisions of the act, I must confess I have some 
difficulty.

Senator INOUYE. As a member of this Government, I am sure you 
are aware that disciplinary actions against 'civil servants may not be 
the easiest things to carry out.

Mr. EUCKELSHAUS. Yes; I certainly am aware of that.
Senator INOUYE. I am presently chairman of the District Commit 

tee on Appropriations, and, for example, the sanitary engineer has 
testified that he is well aware of the many violations on trash collec 
tions, that trash collectors are not pulling in full loads but getting 
credit for full loads.

When I asked him about disciplinary action—over all these years— 
he said, "Yes; we nave a procedure." How many have been suspended" 
None. How manj have you fired ? None.

If we are going to be fining civilians and other non-Federal om- 
ployees $50,000 and a year in prison, we may find a similar violation 
byt a Federal employee with a slap on a wrist; do you think that is 
fair? , .

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. As I say, Mr. Chairman, when" we get into the 
criminal violations, which is certainly what a year in prison involves, 
it gives me some difficulty.

Senator INOUYE. Would- you recommend that there be no exemp 
tions? •

Mr. RucKELSHATTS. Well, I can see the rationale for the exemption 
where we are talking about a civil violation, where the control over 
the governmental employees has been traditional, and that is the way 
most legislation now reads in terms of this exemption. But I certainly 
can have no strong objection to applying criminal sanctions across 
the board.

Senator INOUYE. Would you be in favor of public hearings involv 
ing the publi o ^establishing criteria ?

I notice that in your bill the only participants are officials of some 
sort, either State, local, or Federal.

Would you also include interested parties of nongovernmental 
activities?

Mr. RucKBTvSHATJS, We certainly .would, and would be derelict in 
our responsibilities if we didn't.

As to whether the best way. to carrj/ out those responsibilities is 
through a public heaving. I certainly have no objection to that mech 
anism as a means of insuring that everybody has a chance of their say 
before the criteria are adopted.

Senator I^oim?. Would you favor citizens' rights or citizens' actions 
in contesting dumping permits?

Mr. RUGILELSHATTS. When an application is made for a permit, it 
would be our intention to make that application a matter of public 
record, so that any citizen could contest the application itself to the 
grantor, the BPA—the, Administrator of the EPA—and in the event 
that the permit were about to be granted arbitrarily and capriciously, 
I would take it the citizen would have the right to attempt to enjoin 
that in court whether it was put in the act or not.

Whether we should go from an administrative procedure where the 
Agency itself, at least in theory, has the expertise and the balance
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needed to determine whether a particular, .permit should be granted 
to having that decision—that exercise of discretiori-y-constantly 
reviewed by the.courts, I ,thiok presents -a different question. . .

It is my own Relief that the citizens' rights would bp adequately 
permitted by their right to comment on the application for a permit 
and the right; ^to enjoin any,, arbitrary or capricious exercise of 
discretion. '; • . . \ , 

. Senator INOUYE. Is it the ultimate object* of your Agency to elimi 
nate all ocean dumping?. , ,

Mr. EUCKELSHAU&. Not necessarily. Certainly all harmful ocean 
dumping or even ocean dumping which is arguably detrimental to any 
of the features of human health or marine environment that we are 
attempting to protect. But there are some who argUe very persua 
sively that some forms of the dumping of some mafceriajp in the ocean 
can in fact be beneficial to the ocean, and, I don't think we should by 
statute close the door completely to the possibility .of the utilization 
of the ocean as a, disposal ground if it can be shown clearly that that 
is a benefit to the ocean.

Senator INOUYE. By ocea^ dumping I gather from the language of 
your bill that you are covering oceangoing vessels. . , ,.,

Do you also cover aircraft? ' 
. Mr. RUCKELSHATJS. Yes; we do. ,

'Senator INOUYE. Is there language covering that?
Mr. RUCKELSHATJS. J[ -Can't point to the section of t the bill itself.
Senator INOUTE. I am certain you are aware that aircraft are also 

guijtys .of dumping. ' ..'
Mr. RUGKELSHAUS, Yes; T am aware of that, and in our report to the 

chairman o| jfchis subcommittee relating to some of the other bills that 
have been submitted, we point out that our bill at least purports to 
cover this, and that the others do not. I can't point to the exact section 
of the bill where it is covered, but it does cover it. -

Senator INOTTTE. Do you have any quantitative figures on the total 
waste generated in the United States, the quantities that are dumped 
into the ocean? • \ •

Mr. RUCKELSHAUS. The best figures that are available are in the 
report to the President by the Council on Environmental Quality, 
and that report, as I understand it, is a part of this record before this 
hearing.

We are constantly tr, mg tp assess just how much material is being 
dumped in the ocean, and our assessments are at best I think estimates, 
but I believe that clearly with a bill of this nature and with the 
authority in an agency to control ocean dumping through the issuance 
of permits we would have a clear, exact fix on what is going into the 
ocean. ,

Senator INOUYE, In your testimony you have indicated that a very 
important^ feature of your bill is the one that would require permits 
for two- different kinds^ of dumping activity. I can well understand 
the issuance of a permit for dumping into the ocean anywhere the 
disposition of materials generated in the United States. I am cti.'tain 
the courts will uphold this provision. •

But there is another land of activity you speak of, the one covering 
all vessels, foreign and otherwise, within the 3-mile territorial limit 
and 9-mile contiguous zone beyond the territorial sea.
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At the present time the United States is involved in lengthy dis 
cussions «ith other countries to set a uniform territorial sea limit for 
all nations. Stttne n^ionsf have.*2bO miles, some have 12, we have 3.

By inserting this' d'-iqmb 'coht^guoud zone jurisdiction, would you 
not be ia. 'conflict Wy 'sihdthe'r Government agency's ^uest for ' '

...Mr. ETJOKELSHAUS. In suggesting this limit in the bill, we have dis 
cussed the legality of our requested authority with the State Depart 
ment and with the Justice Department, and it .is their joint opinion 
that the iutliority we are Requesting is legal. ' ' / ' '

The 'question o;£ whether ,we are interfering with the efforts'of this 
country to Some up witli a' uniform "treatment throughout the world 
of the limits of territorial jurisdiction I would leave to people .more 
expert in international diplomacy than I. The Assistant Secretary 
of State did testify before the House committee on this very question, 
and I think in_his testimony he indicated that he did not see anything 
inconsistent wifth. their efforts at this time and the provisions of this •bill.-- •'''"''"• "" "" : .'•'•"

Senator INOTJTE. I am aware that we are t shooting for the 12-mile 
limit, but at the present time officially ours is a 3-mile limit.

How effective do you believe your Agency can be in enforcing the law? --•-
At the present time, for example, Soviet fishing trawlers operate just 

beyond the 3-mile limit. Would you be able to stop these ships from 
dumping? ., .

Mr. EIJCJBJEILSHAUS. WellL I would not for a minute indicate that 
there would hot b© some difficulties in enforcing this law. Our Agency, 
of course*, in 'this case would have to depend on the Coast Guard to 
see that there were no violations of the law. If the dumping in the 
contiguous zone impacted our territorial sea, there would be a violation 
ofthelaw.;' .

It seems to me our alternative is even less acceptable, and that is no 
law at all against their doiog that, and at least where we have a clear 
statement oj legal purpose, on the £ art of this Nation, we would be in 
a position to bring, whatever pressures we could to bear^ including the 
direct enforcement of the law on countries which were violating it.

Senator INOUYE: In order to avoid confusion, would it not be well 
for your Agency to strtfngly recommend to the administration that we 
establish as soon as possible a 12-mile territorial sea limit ?

Mr. EtroxELSKAUs. Mr. Chairman, we are in negotiation with several 
countries in the world in an effort to get a uniform ocean dumping 
policy. ' , f . ' : ^ ' ' ' *'v ,

Last week at Brussels, representatives of this administration, both 
invdlvitig' Chairman Train from the Council on Environmental Qual 
ity and representatives of my Agency, jtnet in Brussels under the 
auspices of the Committee on Challenges to a Modern Society and 
discussed there .with the member nations of JsfATO the possibility of 
an internataion'ala^eementagaiiist ocean dumping. '•

We did riot get such an agreement. We did get a further study of 
fha problem ijhd a promise toeome to grips with it in the future. We are 
going tp continue to pusji as hard as we can internationally to insure 
that the oceans not only adjoining ftiis Nation but the oceans of the
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world iare, protected fyom further environmental degradation caused 
by dumping,- • . .

The question of whether we should jextend. the jurisdiction from 
the 3-mile limit to the 12-mile limit, again 1 think is a question relating 
not only to ,th,e,problem of ocean dumping bu$ tq a much broader 
problem of international relations that may lay beyond the scope of 
thisAgenoy.

Senator L$rouxE.,At the present time does the Defense Department 
have authority to dump materials into the ocean ?

Mr. EUCKELSHAUS. They have no authority to dump any toxic ma 
terials into the ocean, and it is my understanding that the Secretary 
of Defense lias just recently ordered an absolute halt to any further 
dumping of toxic materials into the ocean.

Senator INOUYE. What about waste materials ?
Mr. BUCKELSHAUS. The question of authority, there really isn't any 

thing prohibiting——
Senator INOUYE. I ask this question because in your bill, the authority 

of the AEG to regulate the disposal of radioactive materials is not 
affected at all. • •

My question is:.Will the standards which you have prescribed for 
al] citizens of the United States also apply to tlie AEG?

Mr. RUCKJSLSHATJS. I think clearly they would, Mr. Chairman, and 
should, I think the reasbn for the exemption is the expertise relating 
to these materials which, is possessed by the ABO.

There was some confusion in the testimony in the House as to just 
what the position was of the AEG, and we are discussing this with 
them now in an attempt to iron out exactly any differences of opinion 
that might exist between our two agencies relating to their 
responsibilities. " ~

Senator INOTJYE. There seems to be some confusion at the same time 
you have indicated you are certain that their standards are equal to 
yours. If that is the case, why would you exempt the AEC from your 
regulations? Wliy not include them also?

Mr. RTJCKBLSKAUS. Assuming the standards are the same, I think 
the reason for the exemption is thei* traditional possession of this 
expertise in this area'relating to radioactive materials.

Senator INOTTJTE. Even with the possession of the expertise, would 
you not- wish to have general control on supervision over the dumping 
of waste material, toxic or otherwise, into the ocean?

Mr. BtruKELSHAijs. That certainly is the main purpose of this bill. 
I can't quarrel with that. •

In pur discussions with the AEC, we are trying to go over this very 
question,'as to just what the logic is for the .exemption in the bill. '

Senator iNOum I noti-% that the corps is not exempt, and I pre 
sume that overall these many, many decades they must have acquired 
some expertise in dumping of sludge and otherwise? ^

Mr. BTJCKELSftAOT. There is no question but what they have exper 
tise in dumping of sludge, Mr. Gnairmsn. TJhe question is their ex 
pertise in the quality of water, that is, affected by the dumping. That I 
believe is where we rihink the expertise rests in our Agency.

Senator iNotrm I have some concern about exempting agencies 
such as the AEO and exempting Federal civil servants from this con-
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trol. You, would Jiave, harsh treatment for private citizens, $50,000 
and a year in jail, and for the civil servants a possibility of a letter 
of reprin^and^in his jacket.or a, possible suspension for 1 week. Very 
seldom have civil servants been" fired..'. •>

The .cpBO may possess the expertise in the' disposal of radioactive 
materials, but I do not see why they should be exempted from being 
clearly within the objectives .olthis law if we are going to have this 
law. I for one would suggest to my subcommittee that they should be 
included. . . '

f What" dp you mean,, sir, when you speak of a reasonable period of 
time to^ phase out the dumping of material into the ocean ? You have 
spoken of communities that have traditionally disposed of their waste 
into the- ocean and it would be uneconomical for them to stop it sud 
denly, and that you would give them a reasonable time. What do you 
mean by reasonable time ?" • -

Mr. EtrcKELSHAUs. Maybe I can explain it by being specific. If you 
take the city of New York, which is in the circumstances that have 
arisen from the dumping of their digested sewage sludge off the New 
York bight, as one oi the kinds of situations which has given rise to 
the ocean dumping report of the Council on Environmental Quality

I i • • t "i* * "i *i"i mi * i ^ i .•*

To say tomorrow that you can no longer dump it there, you can no 
longer put it on the Ibarges which in the past the Federal Govern 
ment has paid a portion of the cost of tne barges to put the sewage 
in'th,e ocean, and to say tomorrow you can no longer do that would 
present to New York an impossible situation. There is no place else 
where they.sould put it - • > t> _ ,

We are in the process of reviewing in our solid waste office 17 
separate .proposals that New York has made for the disposal of 
their sewage sludge and other waste, ranging from landfills to huge 
incineration projects. Without a suitable alternative for the disposal 
of this sludge which w.ould causs^an even more difficult environmental 
problem, it seems to me an absolute ban is not reasonable or in the best 
interest of the environment. .

A reasonable time I think implies that they have got to figure out 
something' else to do with the sludge, because the present practice 
is simply unacceptable environmentally. So we would in this case 
make every effort*to insure that as quickly as possible the city of New 
York found an alternative method of disposal of their sewage sludge

such as ship it inland and put it in some landfill of some kind when 
that same money could, be spent in an effort to determine what might 
be done with it in a way that .would be environmentally sound and 
at the same.t^me solve the problem.

Senator itfoirra I agree with you that it would be unreasonable 
to require the city of New York,^ especially with their fiscal problems, 
to'stog this disposal,program, immediately, but I was just curious 
to know what you meant by reasonable ..time. Would it be 6 months 
or 6 years? . „ . , .
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Mr. BtiCKELSHAtrs. It is difficult to say because di the varying cir- 
'cumstances that exist. In the case of New York, after some study I 
think we can come up with a date that most reasonable men could 
agree was a reasonable time for them to dispose of it. I'think the 
trouble with,putting a deadline in the act—and we discussed thjs in the 
House committee—is you have so many varying eircumstan'ces around 
the country where the reasonableness of the" deadline might vary 
greatly depending on those circumstances, and that it is difficult to 
set a specific time limit within which this has to be done. (

Ityou look at the Clean Air Act of 1970 where the automotive com 
panies were given the deadline, there is a lot. of advantage environ-

to talk about a deadline in terms of that on4 industry than it is to talk 
about a deadline in terms of the dumping of all "kinds of materials re 
gardless of their detriment to the environment and the ability to dis 
pose of them in other ways throughout the country into the ocean. 
That is the reason why we have spoken of the deadline in terms of reasonable time. ,' ' ' " •'-•'' 

* 'Senator INOTJYE. In my brief experience in government I have found 
that you will provide a much more effective incentive if you set # 
definite date, because once you set a provision of reasonableness, expe 
rience has shown that it could go on for decades. If we set a date here 
saying within. 12 months, we find on, the llth month that some people 
are having extraordinary problems, maybe amendments could be 
-made.

My final question, sir. I am certain you are aware that our Govern 
ment is planning to detonate a multimegaton nuclear device in the 
Aleutians, and many experts have indicated that this explosion might 
well cause a rift or crack in the. ocean surface and thereby causing an 
escape or emission of deadly radioactive materials, in addition to tidal 
waves, et cetera. In your position as Administrator of the EPA, what 
would you say to that, sir? This affects the ocean, it emits deadly 
radioactive materials and thousands, of people including Senators and 
Representatives are concerned aboutlihis. Scientists have indicated the 
serious possibility of the escape of radioactive material happening in 
the ocean. Your statement says very clearly we should stop immedi 
ately the dumping of chemical warfare materials.

Mr. EucKBLSHAtrs. Our agency obviously is concerned with the 
Amchitka projected {detonation which T think you are referring to, 
and we are presently studying the environmental impact reports and 
statements that have been issued by the Atomic Energy Conimission, 
and it would only be, after a rather exhaustive study by the agency 
that I could give you a very definitive answer to your question.

Obviously as the Administrator of this agency I share your con 
cern and share your desire to be sure that the oceans and environment 
in general are protected from any unwarranted intrusion by radia 
tion or any other toxic material. In an effort to discharge that respon 
sibility and. concern we will certainly examine very closely the evi 
dence as we see it df what the impact of this explosion might be.

Senator INOTJYE. I appreciate your concern, sirl ' '' '
I have been asked by the Senator from Michigan, Mr. 'Qriflmf to 

ask you two questio33slii%fj(h'e ($ret 1:^ths ]f^ard to the Great Lakes,
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there is a significant problem involving the dumping by vessels of 
refuse and garbage other than sewage. Can you advise the subcommit 
tee as to how "this problem would be treated under the act? Would it 
be completely, prohibited? Or would general permits be issued4 under 
Section 5(e) ? Also, how would EPA go about issuing permits, in such 
cases? ^Wbuid such authority be delegated to the Coast Guard? ,

May I suggest beqause of the passage of time that I submit these 
questions to you and that written responses be provided for the record.

Mr. EUCKELSHA.^. Fine, we would be glad to do that, Mr. Chairman. 
• (j^Bhe, following; information was subsequently received for the 

recor,di) v • . ( . /.•'•> ••/ r ;- •• ..--.. -;."; - *„ ,„ '•
criteria established by the Administrator for the issuance or denial of 

permits would fee applied to determine whether the dumping should be allowed 
to continue^ and if so, on what terms. If, as the inquiry suggests, the pollution 
problem caused by such dumping is a serious one, and if it would be feasible 
to require vessels to refrain from such dumping, then the practice would be 
phased out. General permits could be issued for such dumping only if the Ad- 

rministrator determines that the. dumping will have a "minimal impact." It is 
not anticipated that authority for the issuance of permits would be delegated to 
the Coast 'Guard,' ' "

; Senator iNOtryE. Our staff counsel has a technical question to ask.
Mr, MILLER. Thank, you, Senator. Mr. Ruckelshaus, questions have

- arisen as to why the, administration has chosen a regulatory technique,
.that would xegulate transportation for dumping as opposed to other
forms of regulation. Would you state for the record what the rationale
is for choosing to regulate transportation for dumping, and state what
alternatives, were investigated in looking at a handle from which
you could regulate? . < .-.-. ;• ;

: Mr. ItucKELSHAUs. We looked at every alternative we could conceive 
of for establishing regulatory power over dumping in the ocean which. 
was adverse to the environment. What we finally decided upon was 
the dual system of regulating not only transportation but dumping it 
self in both cases in the ocean, because legally it gave us the broadest 
authority to control dumping in the ocean that was adverse to the 
ocean environment pr the estuarine areas or the Great Lakes. We can 
control legally any ship leaving this country which has as its purpose 
the dumping of any material into the oe. ean. We can also control within 
our territorial jurisdiction. the dumping of material even when the 
ship does not originate inthis country.

To the best extent possible in the legal research that we have done, 
this seemed to us to give us the broadest authority to control dumping.

Mr. MILLER. Both the broadest and I assume then the most effective 
authority ;foi?,t*Ee regulation?

Mr.EucKELSHAtrs. Yes. •. .. ; •.
Mr. MILLER. Why has a separate bill on ocean dumping been sub 

mitted, as opposed to a separate title in the Federal Water Quality
Act? . •'.'• '--: . \-Vl ;.-,,'< ' • • s .

Mr. HTJCKELSHAUS. It is certainly possible to put it under the Water 
Quality Act, but it did seem to us that the problem of ocean dump 
ing was so serious and needed highlighting in a way. that only an 
.mijiy^dual bill could provide, and the more omnibus act, the Water 
roflufion Control Act, where we have suggested several amendments 
already; may well have swallowed up the problem of ocean dumping
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and we would have been unable to focus in on this specific problem 
even if we are not able to get the amendments through under the 
Water Pollution. Control Act.

MTV MILLER. So your preference is to go with a separate act?
Mr. EUOKEESHAUS. If we get the authority or some facsimile of 

the authority we are requesting, I do not have any unalterable attach 
ment to ;thb mechanism by which we have introduced it, but this seems 
to us to have the best opportunity for success.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you; That is all.
Senator4 INOUYE. Tnank you very much, Mr. Ruckelshaus. Your 

participation this morning has-been extremely helpful.
Our next witness will be Mr. James H. Rook, representing the Man 

ufacturing Chemists Association.
Welcome to the committee, sir.

STATEMENT OF JAMES H. BOOK, MANTJFACTIJBINa 
CHEMISTS ASSOCIATION

; Mr. BOOK. Thank you.
"Mr, Chairman, I have a rather brief statement "which I would like 

to read to you,
My name is James H. Book. I am before you today representing 

the Manufacturing Chemists Association, a nonprofit trade associa 
tion of 171 U.S. member companies, large and small, which account 
for more than 90 percent of the production capacity for basic indus 
trial chemicals in this country. I am presently chairman of-the asso 
ciation's solid wastes management committee's subcommittee on ocean 

' barging. I am professionally employed by a member company of the 
asiiociatioh with direct responsibility in my employer's environmental 
management group.

The vital importance of the ocean environment to our total ecologi 
cal well being is an undisputed scientific fact. It is important to 
recognize, however, that the oceans are the ultimate sink in the hydro- 
logic cycle. An inquisitive child might ask the question, "Why are the 
oceans salty?" The answer is not so apparent. The oceans receive, 
concentrate, and to a degree provide natural treatment to water- 
borne substances. Natural and manmade, water-borne substances 
eventually find their way to the oceans where the water evaporates. 
Bains then fall over the land and fresh water resources are replen- 

., ished.
We are faced with a dichotomy. On the one hand, oceans are the 

source of life, vital to ecological well-being, and a significant eco 
nomic factor in many parts of the world. On the other hand, oceans 
are the natural and ultimate depository for water-borne residues of 
isan and nafcufe.

Decisive action must be taken to regulate and- control the practice 
of dumping deleterious wastes into oceans and coastal waters. In 
some instances serious problems have arisen from irresponsible dump 
ing practices—primarily dredging spoils and municipal sewage 
sludges in coastal waters where the contaminating materials have 
washed shoreward or affected commercial and sport fishing. Such 
practices should be prohibited or strictly controlled. We submit, how-
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ever) that there are instances where ocean disposal, if responsibly and 
conscientiously performed, is justified and that this disposal method 
should not be categorically prohibited.

We -would like to put forth for consideration some basic regulatory 
concepts and then comment specifically on the proposed Marine. Pro 
tection Act of 1971.1 am referring specifically to S. 1238.

The hydrologic cycle is an element in a complex ecological system 
which must be balanced to serve mankind's needs. How we go about 
maintaining this balance is the central issue. It is our view that con 
trol of ocean disposal practices should not be totally divorced from 
protection of coastal and estuarine waters or inland fresh water 
lakes, streams, and ground waters. The interplay between all aspects 
of water pollution control dictates that a flexible grant of authority 
be given to the regulatory agency. The agency should have latitude 
to determine within reasonable bounds the control strategy and alter 
natives most appropriate in a particular instance.

It should be recognized that there are technical limitations on what 
can be accomplished in waste water treatment and control. It is not 
always possible, with today's state of the art, to adequately treat and 
control all waste waters to a degree which would allow the safe dis 
charge to surface waters. Some waste waters are presently untreat- 
able; others niay be treatable, but where treatment does not result 
in complete destruction, residuals may have adverse enviromaental 
consequences.

The diversity and scope of the chemical industry present a wide 
range of waste residuals that must be disposed of. The industry .has 
been forced to seek various disposal alternatives when such wastes 
cannot be safely or economically recycled. These alternatives are 
deep well injection, land application, incineration, and ocean dump 
ing. Each has its place if properly selected and conscientiously per 
formed. The central question is which disposal alternative poses the 
least risk of environmental harm. In certain instances ocean disposal 
may be the only responsible alternative.

We reiterate that indiscriminate ocean dumping should be out 
lawed, but maintain tliat ocean disposal should be allowed under 
strict regulation. It is appropriate that a Federal agency, specifically 
the Environmental Protection Agency, be given regulatory authority 
in this matter. EPA is the only agency at either the Federal or State 
governmental level with broad authority for waste water control. 
Other Federal agencies, such, as NOAA, Corps of Engineers, and 
the Coast Guard, along with State agencies, may very well play an 
active role in the regulatory process or surveillance, but we recom 
mend that ultimate responsibility be centered at the Federal level in 
EPA. / . • :

Eegulatory control should take into account -the quantity as well 
as tyj>e of material to be disposed of, the idisposal site, and method 
of disposal. The environmental risks of various alternative disposal 
mejins should be weighed, taking into consideration technically feasi 
ble control methods and the possible effect of onshore disposal.

We envision that certain potentially toxic materials which can be 
practically treated should not be allowed to be discharged into the 
oceans, whereas other potentially toxic substances which might create
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greatest hazards of land, air or surface water pollution be disposed 
of at sea under strictly controlled conditions. Disposal areas should 
be carefully selected and monitored for any adverse effect. Marine 
sanctuaries should be maintained, and fishing and recreational areas 
protected for?present as tyell as future generations.

The issue is not simply one of ocean disposal, since wastes eventu 
ally find their way to the ocean, if not by direct disposal then by 
conveyance in surface streams and subsurface waters. Rather it is 
a' matter of farsighted waste water control management, soundly 
and effectively administered. The controlling agency must have a 
broad grant of authority, alternative choices, flexibility of action, 
and the'resources to fully implement its program.

We have reviewed the various legislative proposals presently pend 
ing and feel that the Marine Protection Act of 1971, S. 1238, offers 
the more, ' ;nplete and appropriate approach to regulatory control. 
Our reco jmendations in reference to it follows:

Recommendation 1: Incorporate regulation of ocean disposal as a 
separate title of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act

Control of ocean disposal should be regarded as simply one element 
of/water quality management. Accordingly we suggest that control 
of ocean $isposal would most appropriately be provided for as a 
separate title of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. 
' Recomttiendation 2: Subject agencies of the Federal Government 
to injunctive proceedings for violations.

As ,the proposed act how reads, departments and agencies of the 
Federal GoVernnient are exempt from the penalty provisions of sec 
tion 6, Ocean dumping, significantly the dumping of dredging spoils, 
has been practiced by a number of Federal agencies with alleged 
detriment to the environment. We believe Federal agencies should 
be subject to injunctive proceedings brought by the Administrator, 
and recommend, the exception provided under section 3(e) be lim 
ited specifically to those penalties provided in subsections 6 (a) and 
(b,), for example, fines and imprisonment.

Recommendation 3: Criteria establishment under section 5 should 
afford interested persons an opportunity for written comment.

The ^evelopment of ocean disposal criifceria will affect a large num 
ber of interested parties, including other agencies of the Federal 
Government, State control officials, conservation and economic in- 
teresfrgroups, permit applicants, et cetera. On matters as important 
and complex as this, criteria should be published as a proposed regu 
lation with reasonable time given for interested persons to submit 
written comments .thereon.. -.

Valuable assistance and added expertise can be made available 
when Government fosters a common spirit of cooperation and co 
ordination in the resolution of environmental problems.

Recommendation 4: Clearly delineate between responsibility for 
(a) the nature of the material to be disposed of and (b) the proper 

• deposition of .such material at the permitted site.
Many barging activities are conducted by independent waste haul 

ers, who are under contract to the waste-generating party. A barge 
may contain wastes from a number of different sources and a party 
turning Ms wastes over to the independent hauler may not have con-
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trol over other types of wastes included with the load, the exact dis 
posal location, or the actual disposal technique practiced.

We feel that the .various responsibilities of the waste generator 
and the waste hauler should be specifically delineated. A possible 
approach^ would fee to issue permits for various types of waste mate 
rials specifying the zone or area in which the material could lawfully 
be discharged. The waste generator would certify the quantity, na 
ture of the waste material, and the permitted disposal area when 
the waste material was loaded upon the barge.

It woi^d then be the responsibility of the waste hauler to dispose 
of the material in the permitted disposal area. This could be checked 
by requiring reports of the log of the barge's activities including 
copies of the waste certificates of the barge load. This system is in 
accordance with the realities of most ocean disposal activities, and 
would provide a workable and enforceable system of control.

Recommendation 5: Include a provision to allow continued ocean 
disposal pending implementation of the permit system.

The reasons for not categorically banning all ocean disposal of 
waste, materials were stated earlier. Similarly, a precipitious mora 
torium on ocean disposal pending the implementation of the permit 
system would be unwise and could result in adverse environmental 
and economic consequences. We suggest 2 years as an appropriate 
and realistic leadtime for obtaining the requisite permite. Interim 
measures such as prohibiting the discharge of waste materials within 
a 30-mile limit could be initiated if thought necessary or desirable.

Recommendation 5: Provide funding, to initiate and support 
fundamental scientific ancl social research related to ocean disposal 
practices. ,

Existing knowledge of effects of ocean,disposal on the actual physi 
cal, chemical, and biological properties of the oceans is sadly lacking. 
Active research in this area should be sponsored by the Federal 
{jovernment. We recommend that a system of Federal grants be estab 
lished to initiate and support fundamental scientific and social re 
search related to ocean; disposal practices.

In conclusion, the chemical manufacturing, industry shares the na 
tional and international concern over indiscriminate ocean dumping 
practices.. We urge recognition that ocean disposal has its place in 
a sound and comprehensive water management program. We support 
strict regulatbry ooiitrol of'ocean disposal of ^vaste materials.

Senator !l^ouiE. Thank you very much, Mr. Rook.
R^atner,recently a chemical manufacturing concern attempted to 

dispose industrial waste in the ocean that contained toxic arsenic, 
and because of the press pressure and public pressure decided not to 
go ,throiigh with this. In your statement .you indicate that there 
should riot be an absolute ban on the disposition of any material, 
whether it be toxic or nontoxic because the ocean may be the only 
place to dispose of it.

What sort of toxic, industrial waste are you speaking of that 
cannot be disposed of in abandoned oil wells or strij) mine areas.

Mr. BOOK. Well, I think this term "toxic" is a. relative term. Ordi 
nary table salt is toxic if improperly used or taken into the body. 
Other, things may very ••veil be toxic if a concentration is such as to 
ciwse harm, either in tho human body or in any animal.
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Senator I^TOUTE. I realize it is a relative term and even aspirins 
can be very toxic. Let's take something where there is no confusion 
as to being toxic: Arsenic, cyanide, mustard gas.

Mr. ROOK. You cited the situation in the arsenic case. I do not 
know the specific details of the particular situation that you men 
tioned. Done in a proper location with proper dispersion so that this 
does not cause harm and facts are backed up to support that posi 
tion, I think that* sort of thing could be conducted without really 
any material damage to. the ocean environment.

Senator INOUYB, Is it not correct that industry has used the ocean 
as a dumping ground for waste materials, whether they be toxic or 
otherwise, because this has been the cheapest way of disposing of 
waste?

Mr. HOOK. Not necessarily. We have used this and it has been used 
in a number of areas for disposal of waste, but it isn't necessarily the 
cheapest way.

Senator INOUYE. The cheapest way of dumping it is into the 
Mississippi or the Potomac.

Mr. ROOK, But in many other cases we have no other alternative. 
The state of the knowledge has "ot developed to the point where 
we have feasible means of treating this to the point where we can 
render it as being safely, disposed on a land fill or any other area 
on land surface.

So we. musfe : take tiiis to sea.
Senator INOUYE. Could you furnish this committee some memo in 

dicating thp type of toxic material which you feel must under the 
present sta^ af the art be disposed of in the ocean ?

Mr. ROOK. I think we might get from some of our member com 
panies certain materials that they are now disposing and the reasons 
wjhy we,must dispose these at sea.

Senator Im>innE. I think it would be of some interest to the com 
mittee to know'what sort of poisons must be disposed of at sea.

(The following information was subsequently received for the 
record:);

Unmarketable by-products from the manufacture of certain organic phosphate 
wastes and certain unusable or unmarketable sp^nt acids from chemical pro 
cessing a-e - among the substances best disposed of in the oceans.

lie presently known alternatives for the ultimate disposal of organic phos 
phate wastes are incineration, deep well injection, and ocean dispersal. In 
cineration will .virtually destroy the waste, however, the resulting gaseous 
emissions and internal incinerator deposit problems have shown the method 
to be questionable from the air pollution standpoint and not technically or 
operationally feasible. Deep well injection might be an operationally feasible. 
Deep well injection might ,bo an .acceptable, method of disposal in certain! 
locales but*"totally impossiblejh other geological areas. Considering the alter 
natives, properly monitored dispersal in deep water areas is frequently the 
best method of disposal.

The alternative methods of disposal of an unusable and non-marketable 
spent acid might be neutralization, deep well injection, or ocean dispersal; and 
in some, special .cases, regeneration and reuse of the acid. Neutralization may 
result HI a waste liquid of acceptable quality for discharge to surface waters, 
however, the resultant sludges from neutralization may be most difficult to 
dewater and objectable in land application disposal. As in the case of organic 
phosphate, deep well injection might or might not be a technically or opera 
tionally feasible alternative depending on geological factors. Ocean d'spersal 
of spent acids, in many cases is the most efficient and environmentally sound
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procedure yet known. Host acids are chemically compatible with ocean waters 
and are neutralized by them. Ocean dispersal has been practiced successfully 
for a number of years and in some cases has proven beneficial to the ocean 
environment In the disposal of acids, the practice of uniform dispersal over 
a wide area is important, hence the discharge, technique is as important as 
the disposal Ideation and character of the waste *

Senator INOUTE. In the matter of selecting the ocean, you indicated 
the possible greater danger of disposing of it in wells or land fills, 
and you also noted the high economic cost involved.

I would like to know on the so-called high economic cost involved 
in the alternative disposal possibilities. It is not necessary to give 
me that information now.

Mr. ROOK. You are asking that we submit this as part of the 
response. Yes, sir. , . ,

(The following information was subsequently received for the 
record:)

Although costs vary with location, the cost of ocean disposal of spent acids 
can be generally compared to alternative methods on the following basis:

"When available, the injection well method is the lowest in the overall dis 
posal cost (capital and operating) per unit of waste acid. Utilizing this as a 
base, ocean disposal costs may range L5 to 2,2 times and neutralization costs 
1.7 to. 2.6, times the <cpsts of well disposal.,

Some actual capital and operating costs for ocean disposal of a liquid waste 
acid are contained in the attached abstract of a technical paper presented 
at the October 1970 Conference of the Water Pollution Control Federation.

(The following is an abstract of a paper given at the 43rd Annual Conference 
of the Water Pollution Control Federation, October 4-9, 1970, Sheraton-Boston

Hotel, Boston, Mass.)
BABGIWG INDUSTRIAL LIQUID WASTES TO SEA 

(By Samuel W. Fader)
In past decades, the Delaware River served as a source of cooling water 

.and as a receiver of liquid wastes for the industrial plants and municipalities 
located in the estuary. The Du Pont plant, at Edge Moor, Del., was ore such 
plant By the 1960's waste loads had greatly increased, and degradation of 
river water quality was becoming of concern to both industry and Govern 
ment Du Pont announced it would cut its acid discharge in half.

Several alternatives were studied, an,d barging was found to be the most 
practical and economical. The barge cost $1.1 million and had a carrying 
capacity of one million gallons. When operating at capacity, disposal costs 
average $2.50 per 1,000 gallons or $.50 per ton of waste for the 200 nautical 
mile round trip.

The barge was designed with several unique features: it is unmanned, dis 
charges by gravity, and operates by radio control from the tug. The barge 
is discharged about 38 nautical miles offshore and in about 140 feet of water.

A study of the discharge area is being conducted in cooperation with the 
Federal Water Quality Administration. Preliminary results show that (a) ini 
tial dilution,behind the barge,is very rapid—at least 2,000-fold within a few 
moments after release at normal barge speeds; (b) barge speed is known .to 
affect the dispersion pattern,by influencing tlie density of the waste-sea water 
mixture. A mathematical model of the dispersion process is being formulated. 
The model will be three dimensional and consider depth-density structure 

: of the sea and,the dispersing waste. ' ; • " (
Senator INOUTE. Once again I thank you very much for your par 

ticipation this morning, and. please be "assured that your statement 
will be. very seriously considered, sir.

Mr. ROOK:. Thank you.
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Senator INOUTB. Our final witness will be Mr. Edward Langlois, 

representing the American Association of Port Authorities. 
Welcome to the committee^ gentlemen.

STATEMENT OF EDWAED LANGLOIS, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OP 
. POET AUTHORITIES} ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL A. AMUNDSEN, 
EXECUTIVE DIEECTOE
Mr. LANGLOIS, Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
With me this morning is Paul A. Amundsen, executive director of 

the American Association of Port Authorities. We have a prepared 
statement^ We have submitted it. If you would like, if it would please 
the chairman, we could summarize our statement.

Senator INOUTE. Your statement will be included in the record 
in total.

Mr. LANGLOIS. My name is Edward Lanelois, and I am appearing 
before this committee in my capacity as chairman of the committee 
on environmental affairs of the American Association of Port Au 
thorities. I am regularly employed as general manager of the Maine 
Port Authority whose principal office is at Portland, Maine.

We tell you in our statement ;who we are and who we represent. 
We tell you in our statement our contribution toward the economy 
of the cpuntry and what we have spent in terms of providing facili 
ties to handle port cargo compared to what the Government expense 
in terms of dredging and providing channels for our use. 

„ We tell you in our statement that we unquestionably support the 
total of improving water quality standards,, and we have a long 
record in participating in this. We tell you that we oppose the 
transport of dredged spoil disposal permits from the Corps of Engi 
neers, U.S. Army, wherein it was reaffirmed as recently as Friday, 
December 25, 1970, with the President's Executive Order 11574.

Senator INOUTE. Is it your feeling that the corps can do a better 
job than the E1?A?

Mr. I/ANGLOIS. Yes. This is the context of our statement. We base 
our statement on our feeling through its experitse and through the 
history of its performance that the corps should continue to have the 
authority to grant permits——

Senator INOTJTE. As I recall, one of the major reasons for this type 
of legislation has been the corps' rather indiscriminate dumping of 
sludge material into the Great Lakes, one of the major causes of 
pollution in that area.

Would you consider this expertise on the part of the corps?
Mr. LANGLOIS. I would have to zero in on our coastal participation! 

with the corps. ---- |
But back to your question; if it has been proven that their judg 

ment in granting permits to dump dredged sjxrils in the lakes has 
been detrimental, in this instance their expertise would have to be 
questioned, and I believe ttiat this would probably be one of the 

"reasons that all of this attention is now being focused on further and 
more close attention to the detriment to the environment in granting 
of these permits. . .

Senator I^oum You are just opposing the transfer of this au 
thority; however, do you oppose the thrust of this bill to halt ocean 
dumping?
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Mr. *LAM;GLOIS. $b, wa do not.
Senator INOTTTE. So, as long as the corps is required to abide with 

the policy requirements and the requirements set forth in the pro 
visions, you would be satisfied 1

Mr. LiANGLOis. Yes, sir. . .1
Senator iKomra. Proceed, sir.
Mr. LANGLOIS. We state that the Congress has resolved this mat 

ter as recently as December 31, 1970, in Piiblic Law 91-611, the 
River and Harbor Act of 1970, which states:

The Chief of Engineers, under the direction of the Secretary of the Army, 
IB hereby authorised to extend to all navigable waters, connecting channels, 
tributary streams, other .waters of the United States, and contiguous to the 
United States, a comprehensive program of research, study, and experimen 
tation relating to dredged spoil

This program shall be carried out in cooperation with other federal and 
state agencies, and ahall include, but not be limited to investigations on the 
characteristics of dredged spoil, and alternative methods of its disposal. To 
the extent that such study shall include the effects of such dredge spoil on 
water quality, the facilities and personnel of the Environmental Protection 
Agency shall be utilized.

We go on to say, Mr. Chairman, that we feel this is an engineering 
matter and requires concentration in terms of the expertise of the 
corps in engineering matters. There are two basic considerations, 
where the material is to be placed, and how it is to be handled to 
placement.

Location of disposal is primarily a planning problem and in 
creasingly a long-range planning problem for me community. We 
state that large land areas are needed, that we do have to revert to 
wetlands and the concern that they have, and we state that some 
areas are earmarked for recreational or residential use which lend 
themselves to spoil disposal under carefully managed fill conditions.

In port areas faced with problems such as these, progress toward 
locating, obtaining and condemning, or helping to finance the con 
struction of land containment areas must be measured against very 
patient long-range standards.

Such problems cannot be ordered to be solved according to the 
regulations of a policing-oriented body focused on regulating the 
outfall of new material and effluents into the waters.

The handling,of spoil material from the dredging site to the con- 
-frainment of disposal area, like planning, is an engineering func 
tion. Local conditions and the distance the material to be transported 
must be weighed on the basis of economics. This is a thoroughly inte 
grated decision having a strong bearing on the overall cost of the 
project.

We believe this function should remain with the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers as it has historically* The environmental safeguards are 
built into the corps procedure, including a requirement for local ap 
proval, and we see no useful purpose in retaining "dredged spoil" 
under the definition of "material" in this jproper legislation.

Senator INOUTE. May I interrupt at this point? Taken by itself, 
I would suppose the scientists would say' mud, clay, rock, and sand 
would not be considered pollutants; but if mud, clay, rock, and sand 
are dumped, into an ocean environment where you have living or 
ganisms, fishing grounds, coral beds, would not these materials— 
rock, clay, mud, and sand—become a dangerous pollutant to that
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type of environment, and kill all the fish, kill all the plants just as 
effectively as you would with chemicals?

Mr. LANGLOM. Mr. Chairman, the question is a good one, and may 
I relate several instances off the coast of Maine where we have very 
good harbors with lobsters and other fish life, Buring the past 12 
years I have served in my capacity with the Maine Port Authority, 
we have participated in many—we will say 20 permitting—projects 
where spoils were dumped off the coast of Maine; and as I speak 
to you today, I have had no reports of any detrimental action from 
the fishermen or the lobster men as a result of the; dumping of 
these spoils.

I must say because of the corps' expertise and because of the safe 
guards built in, in public hearings, tne dumping grounds that were 
selected were not dumping grounds that were detrimental to our 
fishing industry.

Senator IXOUTE. If you consider the life cycle of these living-or? 
ganisms, you would not expect to get resuite in 2 months. I am 
certain you are well aware that dredged spoil represents about 80 
percent of all materials dumped into the ocean taken by weight.

Mr. LANGLOIS. Yes, sir? that is correct.
Senator INOUTE. I think the record would indicate that we are 

dumping about 50 million tons of dredged spoil per year.. It is in 
conceivable to me to conclude that this type of dumping is not in 
any. way hurting the ocean environment.

I would think this has been shown by the drop in our fishing 
industry, it has been shown by the color and texture of our waters, 
the beaches.

I am not going to name the beaches, because I am from a tourist 
area and some of these States might object to my saying nasty things 
about their beaches! But some of our beaches now are unfit not only 
for human use but any other use. I would think that the strongest 
provision should be made in disposition of spoil when one con 
siders that it represents 80 percent of all the rubbish we dump into 
the ocean by weight.

So, I am certain that your agency supports strong control over 
this. , '

Mr.JLAXGLois. We do, sir. . '
Senator IKOUYE. And it is your feeling that the corps will provide 

this strong control?
Mr. LANGLOIS. It is, sir.
Senator IXOUTE. You don't think that the EPA would provide 

strong control? •
Mr. LANGLOIS. We feel that transferring the responsibilities after 

the historic participation by the corps would be detrimental in slow 
ing up many of the projects that now face development at the ports 
that were continuing to participate, in the movement of the new ves 
sels which are entering into our field and a continuation and expan 
sion of trade which is so important to the future of this country and 
the future of our ports.

With the introduction of a new agency, the transfer could well 
be so hazardous to our .growth that it would be very difficult to re 
cover if the length in time in granting permits is held up longer 

, than it is help up at this time.
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Senator INOUTB. You would have to somehow bring about a bal 

ance to the hazard to your industry and the hazard to this world 
of mankind.

Mr. LANGLOM. Yes, we agree.
Senator INOTTYE. I gather in the history of dredging and spoil dis 

posal you have almost always dumped the spoil into the ocean, this 
has become traditional?

Mr. LANGLOIS. Yes. sir.
Senator INOUTE. Have you ever seriously considered alternate dis^ 

posal means!
MJ. LANGLOIS. Yes, sir. Many of the port areas have been able to 

retain the spoils to build up additional lands for use particularly in 
the southern areas where they could provide bulkheads and with 
the spoils provide additional facilities for building and eonstruct- 
ingnot only port facilities but other useful facilities on the port line.

The longstanding practice of the corps has been challenged on the 
grounds that silt from centers of population tends to be highly pol 
luted and that its transfer to open waters would present a new 
source-of pollution. '

In most cases the actual risk is debatable, since the handling proc 
ess may very well tend to minimize the pollutants and transfer from 
one point to the other may not really affect the total situation.

Nevertheless, the environmental viewpoint has prevailed and the 
placement of this kind of spoil into designated containment areas has 
become widespread practice in tne last several years. A growing num 
ber of approaches nave been carefully worked out as between the 
corps and local authorities on a planned basis.

These approaches involve designated containment areas tied in as 
before stated with area development planning and spoils manage 
ment techniques.

It seems obvious to we who are directly dealing with the problem 
that contaminated spoil, where it exists, is a result rather than a 
cause. The approach, therefore, should be, and is, a, careful tech 
nological cooperation between Federal and local expertise on an 
economic basis.

Current regulatory safeguards and permitting procedures are more 
thati adequate, and we do not approve of the intrusion of yet another 
permitting agency in the spoil disproval program. We would hope 
that such an agency would be directed to concentrate its efforts upon 
causative effects, such as sewage outfall and industrial effluents. De 
velopment of adequate treatment or recycling, in which the Federal 
Government should j>lay a positive role, would greatly simplfy spoil 
disposal, eventually, in heavily populated areas.

Man's overlay would be eliminated, leaving us to deal only with 
mud, clay, rock and sand.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Senator INOUYE. I thank you very much, sir. You may be assured 

that your statement and your recommendations will be given our 
most serious consideration.

As you may have noted in my cjuestioning of Mr. Ruckelshaus, 
we have many questions in our mind as to the propriety and the 
feasibility and advisability of continuing with the proliferation of
agencies.
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Mr. LANGLOIS, I compliment you, sir, on your questions. It was an 
experience to me to participate in listening to your questions of 
Mr. Buckelshaos. ""---.

Senator Brotrre. So, you may be assured that your statement will 
be given very serious consideration.

Mr. LANGLOIS. Mr, Chairman, I would like to submit, if I may, a 
statement from Mr. Henry Douglas, chief of planning of $ie Mary 
land Port Authority in regard to this subject. ""~\-

I believe that this information will be of great value to the com 
mittee.

Senator iNotrm Without objection, that statement will be made 
part of the record, sir.

(The statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF EDWJUBD LANGMIS, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENTAL 

AFFAIRS OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF POET AUTHORITIES
My name is Edward Langlois and I am appearing before this Committee in 

my capacity as Chairman of the Committee on Environmental Affairs of The 
American Association of Port Authorities. I am regularly employed as General 
Manager of the Maine Port Authority whose principal office is at Portland, 
Maine.

The AAPA is a corporate body whose membership includes all of the public 
port agencies, boards, commissions or authorities responsible lor the planning, 
development, operation and maintenance of the seaports and seaport facilities 
along the coasts, bays, rivers and Great Lakes of the United States and its 
Insular possessions. Our United States voting members are variously formed 
as state, city or district bodies responsible to the public for the development 
of commerce and navigation.

In 1970 the nation's seaports handled 559 million tons of foreign trade (as 
versus 417 million in 1969) plus heavy volumes of coastal and insular trade 
and defense shipments. To help do so efficiently and economically, over 3 
billion in non-Federal funds have been invested by local port interests, in 
terminal and cargo handling facilities since the end of World War II.

AAPA interest, in S. 1238 is based largely on the fact that seaport facilities 
are totally dependent on Federal and private channel and pierside dredging, 
which, in turn, would be affected by the new spoils disposal permitting re 
quirement, contained in the subject legislation. The port industry unquestion 
ably supports Hie goal of improving, to appropriate "standards, the quality of 
the water of the nation's harbors, and would approve of strict regulation 
of dumping of materials such as garbage, sewage, munitions, chemical and 
various other deleterious commodities and agents into the waters, navigable 
or otherwise, of the country. We do wish to question, however, the inclusion 
of dredged spoil in this category and oppose the transfer of dredged spoil 
disposal permitting from the Corps of Engineers, United States Army, wherein 
:it was reaffirmed as recently as Friday, December 25, 1970 with the President's 
Executive Order 11574. The Corps issued Its Befuse Act Permitting Pro 
cedures on April f, with a clear distinction as between permits for dredging 
operations and permits for discharges and deposits.

Further, the Congress has resolved this matter as recently as December 
31, 1970 in Public Law 91-611, River and Harbor Act of 1970, which states 
(Sec. 123 (i))r

"The Chief of Engineers, under the direction of the Secretary of the Army, 
Is hereby authorized to extend to all navigable waters, connecting channels, 
tributary streams, other waters of the United States, and contiguous to the 
United, States, a cmhprehensive program of research, study, and experimen 
tation relating to dredged spoil. This program shall be carried out in coopera 
tion with, other Federal and State agencies, and shall include, but not be 
limited to investigations on the characteristics of dredged spoil, and alternative 
methods of its disposal. To the extent that such study shall include the effects 
of such dredge spoil on water quality, the facilities and personnel of the En 
vironmental Protection Agency shall be utilized."
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These are wise actions by both Congress and the Administration. The 

handling end disposition of dredged spoil is an engineering matter and should 
continue to reside with'the Engineers, for the better protection of the nation's 
environmental well being. There are two basic considerations: (1) where the 
material is to be placed and (2) how it is to be handled to placement

Location of disposal is primarily a' planning problem and increasingly a 
long range planning problem, for the community. Large land areas as are 
needed for the receipt of spoil, particularly along harbor waterfronts, are both 
exceedingly scarce and costly in many of the nation's older, highly urbanized 
and heavily populated areas. Some available areas are wetlands which are 
prohibited for disposal. Some areas are earmarked for recreational or resi 
dential use which, lend themselves to spoil disposal under carefully managed 
fill conditions, If

In port arefis faced with problems such as these, progress toward locating, 
obtaining and contemning or helping to finance the construction of land con 
tainment areas must be measured against very patient long range standards. 
Such problems cannot be "ordered" to be solved according to the regulations 
of a policing-oriented body focused on regulating the outfall of new material 
and effluents into the waters.

The handling of spoil material from the dredging site to the containment 
or disposal area, like planning, is an engineering function. Local conditions 
and the distance the material is to be transported must be weighed on the 
bads of economics. This is a thoroughly integrated decision having a strong 
bearing on the overall cost of the project We believe this function should 
remain with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as it has historically. The 
environmental safeguards are built into the Corps procedure, including a re 
quirement for local approval, and we see no useful purpose in retaining 
"dredged spoil" under the definition of. "material" is this proposed legislation. 

- Procedures are adequately and effectively regulated now from the stand 
point of the environment and of marine transportation. We further tespect- 
fully suggest tnat this distinguished Committee look with great care at the 
growth of world dependence on merchant shipping, as it views this legislation.

It has been estimated that back in the year 1900, comparing total world 
population with total tonnage of merchant shipping, there was approximately 
200 pounds of shipping for each person. Today that figure has grown to 600 
pounds for each individual, reflecting a three-fold dependence, and this con 
tinues to grow. World population, meanwhile, is growing also. The world 
fleet could reach a billion gross tons of shipping by the year 2,000.

Reflecting the demands of world shipping on our nation's harbors, total 
local public investment in marine terminals had reached 861 million by 1S41 
and adding the previously cited investments post World War II, amounts 
to almost 4 billion today.

This nationwide harbor development has been done in partership with a 
Federal investment in ports, mainly in the form of deepwater channels, the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers being responsible for the nation's navigable 
waterways.

So that we may visualize this partnership, the Federal investment in chaii- 
nels since 1824 totals almost 1.5 billion including maintenance. Comparing this 
to the historic local public investment in marine terminals means that com 
peting local port authorities have invested more than $2.00 for every Federal 
dollar.

The resulting plant, a product of the forces of. competition, is considered 
to be>the finest port system in the world. We estimate that our current seaport 
waterfronts occupy 1,650 miles in the aggregate, or 2% of the national shore 
line which, measured point to point on a 100-foot unit basis, totals 93,653 
miles. This may have to be increased to as much as about 5% o?er the next 
three decades, to meet the demands of world interchange of goods. This leayes 
95% of the shoreline as the national playground or for perpetuation of the 
ecocycle, or for other healthful uses. We suggest to the Committee, ai?d the 
Congress, that the above ratio offers a certain sense of balance and proportion 
in the area of dredge spoil disposal as in many other areas required balanced 
considerations.

This entire port structure has been developed, of course, with the move 
ment fnd redeposit of countless tons of dredged spoil. We ought now to 
take a look at the material itself.
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Hud, clay, rock and sand are reportedly not major, lasting or widespread 

"pollutants", even under the most severe definition of that flexible word, when 
stirred up by dredging activities. Only when man has added a coating of his 
own ingredients do they become carriers of pollutants. For that type of dredged 
spoil, at issue is one long-standing practice of dredging harbors, either for 
maintenance or improvement, and disposing of the silt by hauling it to desig 
nated dumping grounds in deep open waters.

This long-standing practice has been challenged, on the grounds that silt 
from centers of population tends to be highly polluted and that its transfer 
to open waters would present a new source of pollution. In most cases the 
actual risk is debatable, fciase the handling process may very well tend to 
minimize the pollutants and transfer from one point to another may not 
really affect the total situation. Nevertheless, the environmental viewpoint has 
prevailed and the placement of this kind of spoil into designated containment 
areas has become widespread practice in the last several years. A growing 
number of. approaches nave been carefully worked out as between the Corps 
of Engineers and local authorities on a planned basis. These approaches in 
volve designated containment areas tied in us before stated with area develop 
ment planning and soils management techniques.

It seems obvious to we who are directly dealing with the problem that 
contaminated spoil, where it exists, is a result rather than a cause. The ap 
proach, therefore, should be, and is, a careful technological cooperation em 
ploying Federal and local expertise on an economic base. Current regulatory 
safeguards and permitting procedures are more than adequate, and we do 
not approve of the intrusion of yet another permitting agency in the spoil 
disposal program.

„ We would hope that such an agency would be directed to concentrate its 
efforts upon causative effects, such as sewage outfall and industrial effluents. 
Development of adequate treatment or recycling, in which the Federal Gov 
ernment should play a positive role, would greatly simplify spoil disposal, 
eventually, in heavily populated areas. Man's overlay would be eliminated, 
leaving us to deal only with mud, clay,* rock and sand.
~ Senator INOTTYE. Thank you very much, and this ends our hearing. 
I do have a statement from Congressman Vigorito of Pennsylvania 
to put into the record.

(The statement referred to follows :)
STATEMENT BY HON. JOSEPH P. VIGOWTO, U.S. REPBESENTATIVE FKOM PENNSYLVANIA

rr Chairman, I am pleased to testify before this subcommittee on the subject 
of waste disposal in oceans. I have co-sponsored a bill on the subject in the 
House, H.B. 4360, and it is gratifying to see your interest in a problem which, 
I believe, is of utmost importance. The need for legislation to stop pollution of 
coastal waters is one which more people must see and to which they must re 
spond. We, the Congress, must take special recognition of the legislative remedies 
open to us.

The natural .resources of this land once seemed, unlimited. Exploitation of them 
has taught us, however, that they are not Slowly but steadily the farmlands, 
forests, and inland waterways have deteriorated. Now even the vast oceans 
which cover three-fourths of the earth are headed for destruction. This is be 
cause the offshore dumping of industrial wastes, sewage, and refuse has pro 
gressed to such alarming- proportions. Since 80% of saltwater fish are taken from 
these shallow coastal waters, pollution of them can destroy all marine life.

Some scientists have estimated that if the present rate of water pollution con-
- tinues the oceans will be virtually dead within fifty years. One has set the dead-
,line much sooner, frighteningly soon — 1979. The danger is real and urgent, and
the time to stop pollution by regulating dumping of wastes is now.

. If action is not taken, tfte probable effects are staggering. As marine life de 
clines, the livelihood of many people will disappear. Others will have to leave
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their homes as the garbage takes over. The great value of the coastal waters as 
recreation centers will be ruined. No, less important is the peace millions have 
drawn from the beauty o^ the ocean, a beauty which can be marred forever. 

• In all of these respects, I am especially interested in the plight of the Great 
takes. As a Representative from the Lake Erie area, I am aware of lie impor 
tance of that lake to the people I represent The Great Lakes are in Immediate 
and grave danger of total pollution. It is essential that legislation be enacted to 
protect them. When 30 billion gallons of sewage and industrial waste are dumped 
into our lakes and oceans every day, only blindness can prevent our seeing the 
disastrous consequences for them.

I recommend further that efforts be channeled toward setting aside sanctuar 
ies in the most valuable areas of the marine environment There marine life will 
be completely protected from the polluting of man. This approach will be more 
effective than spending time and money to determine which areas can be used 
for dumping.

The oceans are the last frontier of this globe. The ever-expanding population 
is. beginning to demand more food, more homes, more jobs. Having exhausted the 
potential for all of these on land, we will soon have to turn to tbe sea. But unless 
this Congress acts now to insure the continued productivity of the oceans, they 
will have nothing to offer us. The time for turning our heads and ignoring the 
situation is gone. Not only the homes, livelihood, recreation, and even survival of 
this generation are at stake, but, even more, those of our posterity. The destruc 
tion can still be halted. Soon it may be too late.

(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the hearing was adjourned, subject to 
the call of the Chair.)
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SOUTHERN CAUFORNfA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT
IKJITC 10* 10MB UNOWOOK MHVK LO» ANQOJC*. CALIFORNIA §00*4 (>]*) 47»-C*M
fOMIIIMIOM - -4MOMICje.UUWIM.MUt 
MKT •••«>. IIIHUIMI'
mum e»»«. HIM inuamif
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To the Header:

The Southern California Coastal Waier Be*earch Project (8CCWRF) is a put of 
today'* trataatton of human aettrltle* la term* of the reaction* between man and 
bit environment. The project 1* directed toward the protection! conserratlon, 
and enhancement of marine resource* alone &• Southern California coa*t tbronch 
a bettor uadentftadioK of the ecological •yitems of the coaital water* In tile are*.

Since the federal and atate (ownmenbt h*d not yet Initiated mch a project and It 
wa* felt to be urgently needed, tWj project WM *tarted and Initially ipoasored by 
five «gendee of local f orernnwnt In 1P69. Theve afencle* were responsible for 
the major diechargen of treated mitewater Into the Pacific Ocean in the region 
and were much concerned about Out prwieut and future Impact of *uch,dtf charges 
on the ocean.

The vponior* entered into a Joint Power* Agreement which, ettabliihed a 
CotmnlMloB to juuume control of the project and to be re»pcr.*ible to the public. 
Thl* arraDgemeni proyidM complete freedom from control fc J aay other agency 
Including the ipoaaor*. Thn* the project ha* the advantage* of independence 
and aa unbiased viewpoint, furthermore, to a**w« an adequate scientific bad* 
jtor the project, the Agreement ipedfied that a CoocalUng Board of internatfonally 
recognized expert* be appointed to play a major role In the fttpervision of the 
project.

Thl* I rochnre verve* a* an introduction to the Southern California Coastal Water 
Research Project. The booklet i* designed primarily for the general public, 
although the flm«T portion is a diccnuion of the program that is oriented to the 
technically trained reader interested in details. I hope you will find the brochure 
interesting.

Very tru^y your*,

George E. Elavka, Ph.D. 
Project Manager
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PROJECT

OBJECTIVES
The general goals and objectives of the Southern California Coastal 
Water Research Project are

1) to attain a substantial understanding of the ecology of the 
Southern California coastal waters in present and recent 
times, in order ^

2) to gain insight into man's past, present, and predicted effects 
on the ecology, principally from wastewater discharge, and

3) to advise on policy, procedure, research, and techniques for 
monitoring and for limiting or reversing the harmful effects 
of the various wastewater discharges in the future.

The project differs from previous efforts in several respects. The 
primary objectives in the past were often the confirmation of .en 
gineering design criteria for waste treatment and ocean disposal, 
as well as the demonstration that governmental requirements on 
the quality of receiving waters were met. There were usually 
limitations in the funding and time period available for more funda 
mental ecological and oceanographic research. Furthermore, some 
of the ecological questions now being raised were not considered 
earlier. This project is to have a broader and more fundamental 
approach. The founders realized that this type of approach was 
necessary and that the nature and form of the. conclusions might 
not be obvious a priori. They also realized that a time period of 
at least three years would be required to thoroughly accomplish 
the study.

.ORGANIZATION
The organization of SCCWRP is illustrated on the accompanying 
chart The Joint Powers Agreement creating the Southern Cali 
fornia Coastal Water Research Project Authority involved Ven-
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tura Coimty, the Cities of San Diego and Los Angeles and County 
Sanitation Districts in Orange County and Los Angeles County.
The Consulting Board shown in the chart was named by the Com 
mission and is composed of experts in the fields of oceanography, 
marine biology, marine chemistry, public health, and environmental 
engineering.. Dr. George E. EQavka, the, Project Manager, is a 
mechanical engineer from the University of Wisconsin who received 
his Ph.D. from the California Institute of Technology. In addition 
to over twenty years of engineering experience, Dr. EQavka has an 
extensive background in the analytical sciences and in project ad 
ministration which should be of great value to this project with its 
wide spectrum of technical disciplines. The other staff members 
presently include a biologist, an oceanographer/engineer, a sani 
tary engineer^ and a chemical oceanographer, as shown.

RESEARCH PLAN
The area to be studied extends primarily from the Ventura-Santa 
Barbara County line in the north to the border of the United States 
and Mexico in the south. However, surrounding areas which affect 
the primary study area will also be investigated.
The coastal region of Southern California supports one of the 
largest and most rapidly expanding urban developments in the 
United States. This condition is reflected in the number and in 
the extent of the demands roade upon the area's marine resources. 
Such demands include those of municipal waste disposal, oil and 
power production, industry, transportation, commercial and sport 
fisheries, aquatic sports, recreation, and aesthetics. Within the 
next forty years, a one-hundred percent increase in the size of the 
present population of the region, already approximately ten mil 
lion, is anticipated. And concomitant with this increase in popula 
tion, there will be an increase hi the demands on the marine re 
sources. These facts in conjunction with the recent upsurge hi 
awareness of the dangers of environmental damage have under 
scored the need to understand the ecological systems of the coastal 
waters.
The research plan for the SCCWRP, devised jointly by the Project 
Manager and the members of the Consulting Board, will serve to 
guide the work of the project toward the objectives stated earlier. 
The work will be divided into three phases. Phase I, provisionally 
continuing until the end of 1970, will involve the review and evalua-
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tion of all pertinent existing data. Phase 33, planned for 1971, will 
involve the acquisition of new data where it is considered necessary 
to complete the, ecological evaluation. This second phase is ex 
pected to involve the largest expenditures in this approximately 
one million dollar program, since the use of oceanographic vessels, 
chemical laboratories, and data processing equipment are envisaged 
as shown on the chart. Phase in, tentatively scheduled for 1972, 
will concern the analysis of all the data and the preparation of a 
final report. The report is expected to suggest alternate solutions 
for the problems of total environmental usage, to recommend cri 
teria for wastewater discharge, and to outline further research to 
assure protection of the environment.

- /

The remainder of this discussion of the research plan is directed 
primarily to the technically oriented reader. It is a more detailed 
discussion of Phase I only.

>

A series of tasks Jiave been created to Implement Phase I. The 
approach has beei/^o provide for the Southern California coastal 
waters, an inventory of the organisms, the physical-chemical-geo- 
logical aspects, and the human influences, as well as to investigate 
the interactions of these factors. Typical tasks are outlined below.

i
Inventory of Organisms 

\
1) To reporl^on the marine organisms of significance; to de 

scribe ther^ as to temporal and spatial variability; and to 
examine how^data concerning theni is acquired.^ '

2) To determine 1;he desirability of examining the relationships 
within and among marine communities to study the effects 
of wastewater discharge.

3) To determine the\importance of substances, for example
phosphates, that stimulate or suppress the growth of marine 
organisms. ^v

\
Inventory of Physical, Chemicat^and Geological Aspects

1) To record the general nature of the circulation patterns of 
the Southern California Bight and its contributing waters, 
including near*shore transport as affecting wastewater dis 
charges.
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2) To determine the nature and transport of substances which 
enter the marine 'environment from the land, the air, and 
from ships. ,

3) To determine the physical and chemical characteristics of all 
Water masses that contribute to the Southern California 
coastal waters and to describe the manner in which these 
contributing waters are distributed.

• 4) To study the marine sediments.

Inventory of Human Influences
1) To investigate the types, amounts, management, and moni 

toring of waste discharges resulting from human activities.
2) To assess the presence and importance of pathogenic viruses 

and bacteria and other toxic substances in coastal waters 
and their relationship to human health.

3) To investigate the aesthetic aspects of wastewater discharge.

Interactions Between Organisms and Oceanographic Factors
1) To establish the general range of irregularly occurring 

changes in water temperature, circulation, and chemistry; 
and in the abundance and composition of marine populations 
for the purpose of differentiating these from the effects 
of wastewater discharge.

2) To report on the biological, physical, chemical, and geologi 
cal processes which influence the appearance and composi 
tion of the ocean bottom.

Interactions Between Human and Oceanographic Factors
1) To identify and assess parameters for the measurement of 

pollutants.
2) To determine the energy inputs and the oxygen requirements 

of the organic elements of wastewater discharge.

Interactions of All Factors
1) To report on the background of major pollutants and the 

methods by which pollution problems have been treated.
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2) To elucidate the importance of surface circulation and sur 
face organisms on the transport of pollutants.

3) To review, recommend, and act on the problems of toxic 
metals in the sea as related to wastewater discharge.

4) To review, recommend, and act on the problems of toxic 
organic materials as related to wastewater discharge.

As this type of information is gathered during Phase I and is or 
ganized and evaluated, more specific plans will be formulated for 
Phases H and m of the project.
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SOUTHERN CAOTOBWIA COASTAL WATER BESEABCH PBOJECT 

(By 'John D. Parkhurst*)
INTBODUCTION

The Southern California coastal area has a recent history of and is continuing 
to undergo a fantastic increase in population. The present population of about 
10 million represents more than 50 percent of the total in California. This is 
expected to. double by the year 3010. The temperate climate, recreational oppor 
tunities, coastal eavironn: /nt, and expanding opportunity for employment have 
all combined to. create a megalopolis with boundaries which some day will 
extend from the Ventura-Santa Barbara County line 200 miles south to the 
United States-Mexican border.

Intelligent management of the water, land, and air resources has become of 
vital importance. This is all too apparent when it is realized that approximately 
one billion gallons of wastewater are discharged each day to the,contiguous 
coastal waters. Municipal and industrial wastewater production will probably 
exceed two billion gallons per day by the year of 2010. The safe and efficient 
disposal of large quantities of wastewater is necessary for the continuing growth 
an'd is essential for the protection of the coastal waters.

Wastewater reclamation and reuse while significant as a source of supple 
mental water supply does not materially change the disposal problem since 
much of the wastewaters are not amenable to treatment and reuse.

Beneficial uses of the marine environment are invaluable. The esthetic and 
recreational benefits of the ocean are strong factors in the economic growth 
of Southern California. Advancing marine technology promises much greater 
rewards from the oceans in the future. Since wastewater disposal to the marine 
environment must necessarily continue, it must not be disruptive to these bene 
ficial uses.

Ocean disposal of treated wastewaters has many inherent economic advantages. 
The natural slope of the terrain toward the ocean can be used to great advan 
tage for the disposal of storm waters and for construction of sewerage systems. 
The ability to construct drainage facilities in general conformity with the 
topography presents significant savings in capital and operation costs. It is there 
fore to be expected that collection systems will terminate at treatment facilities 
located proximate to marine waters.

In spite of a long history of marine waste disposal with gradually improving 
techniques and methods of wastewater treatment, there is relatively little scien 
tifically based knowledge on the influence of treated wastewater on the ecoolgy 
of adjacent coastal water?. In fact, the true situation has frequently been ob 
scured by conflicting claims that waste discharges have either damaged or en 
hanced the beneficial uses of the ocean. Undoubtedly, it is possible for the waste 
discharges to do both—enhance and degrade—depending on the degree of "waste 
treatment, the conditions and location of discharge, and the influence of wastes 
on the fundamental ecological factors which affect a specific marine environment. 

In the past two decades, limited research efforts have been carried out in the 
United States and abroad which have been suflicient to point up the importance 
and complexity of the subject. With sufficient research to develop the fundamen 
tal scientific facts, it would appeal possible to design and operate waste disposal 
facilities which not only assure protection and conservation of marine resources 
but also'enhance the beneficial uses of these resources by promoting increased 
productivity in the ocean.

As a result of the factors discussed above, the need for updating and improving 
scientific knowledge on this subject is readily apparent. The City of San Diego, 
Orange County Sanitation Districts, Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts, the 
City of Loa Angeles, and the County of Venture, representing five major waste 
dischargers in the area, have proposed a joint study to realistically and objec 
tively collate and review existing data and to examine future needs for protec 
tion of the marine ecology. The proposed study, to be called the Southern Cali 
fornia Coastal Water Research Project, has been offered the full support of the

*Ch!eJt Engineer and General Manager, Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County. 
Presented at Seminar, Coastal Resources Development, State of California. Lonj; Beach, 
California, June 24,1969.
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State Water Resources Control Board and the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Administration.

BACKGROUND

The area to be studied includes the near-shore ocean area from the Yentura- 
Santa Barbara county line on the north to the United States-Mexico border on 
the south. Approximately 230 miles of coastline and four counties (Venture, Los 
Angeles, Orange, and San Diego) are included in the area. Estimates indicate 
that the present population of about 10 million w-ill probably double during the 
nextforty years.

The two major sewerage authorities in Los Angeles County are among the larg 
est agencies in the world discharging treated wastewater into coastal waters. 
The City of Los Angeles discharges approximately 340 million gallons per day 
(mgd) into Santa Monica Bay and the County Sanitation Districts of Los An 
geles County discharge approximately 360 mgd into the ocean off Whites Point.

In Orange County, the Orange County Sanitation Districts discharge approxi 
mately 120 mgd into the ocean near the Santa Ana Blver. In addition, five smaller 
discharges within Orange County originate from the Sunset Beach Sanitary Dis 
trict, the City of Laguna Beach, the South Laguna Sanitary District, the City of 
San Clemente and the Dana Point Sanitary District.

The major marine discharge in San Diego County emanates from the City of 
San Diego system, which discharges approximately 80 mgd through a submarine 
outfall located at Point Lorna.

In Ventura County, treated wastewater is discharged by the City of Ventura, 
the U.S. Navy at Port Hueneme, the Port Hueneme Sanitary District, and the 
City of Oxnard. These discharges total approximately 17 mgd.

In addition to the aforementioned discharges in the four-county area, isolated 
industrial wastes are discharged to the marine waters. Although the research 
project is specifically oriented toward an evaluation of the effects of the major 
dischargers upon the marine environment, cognizance must also be given to the 
effect of individual industrial discharges at random locations.

Boundaries of the research project study aroa will include waters of the main 
land shelf and adjoining slopes as far offshore as the study might reveal neces 
sary, but excluding estuaries and enclosed harbors. The study zone incorporates 
the major biological environment of the near-short coastal area of Southern 
California in terms of both biomass and diversity of species. It constitutes the 
zone of minimum water interchange where physical boundaries limit water quan 
tities and critate the localized ecological systems toward which this study is di 
rected. It includes all waters influenced by the several agencies marine waste 
disposal systems.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES "

The principal objective of this program is to increase the scientific knowledge 
of the ecological systems of the near-shove coastal waters and to establish the 
interrelationships between these systems and treated wastewater discharges. 
More definite information is urgently needed if future decisions concerning waste 
discharge into this particular oceanic area are to be based on scientific knowledge 
rather than speculation. To acnieve this goal the following specific objectives 
have been proposed:

1. The collation and evaluation of presently available data on the ecology of 
near-shore coastal waters and marine disposal practices. It is anticipated that 
this evaluation and analysis will lead to the classification of existing environ 
ments on the basis of the interrelationship between waste discharge, ecological 
factors and dependent biological species.

2. The collection of supplemental field and laboratory data as dictated by the 
results of the evaluation and analysis discussed above.

3. The presentation of findings and conclusions; recommendations on modify 
ing present marine waste disposal and environmental monitoring practices, where 
reauired.

OBGANIZATION

The project will be responsible to a commission composed of five members. They 
will be selected from the governing body of each of the sponsoring agencies.

The commission will appoint a consulting board of five members, one of whom 
shall be appointed chairman, and all of whom shall have specialized education
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and training in the disciplines essential to the study. These disciplines include, 
but are not necessarily limited to:

Marine Biology
Oceanography
Environmental Engineering
Organic Chemistry
Public Health

The commission will also appoint a project manager under whose general 
supervision and control th^ research project will be conducted. This appointment 
will only be made after the commission has received the recommendation of the 
consulting board.

Among the duties of the consulting board will be to confer with the project 
manager and to present to him and to the commission, at their request, pro 
cedures for the prosecution of the study. In addition, the consulting board will 
render to -the project manager such technical assistance as may be needed.

Upon recommendation by the project manager and the consulting board, the 
.commission may employ such sanitation experts, marine experts and other staff 
as may be needed.to carry out the project.

' . COSTS'

The cost of the research project shall be borne by the five organizations in 
volved in the venture in direct proportion to the wastewater flow actually dis 
charged to the Pacific Ocean during the previous calendar year by each organiza 
tion.

. It is anticipated that a part of the costs of the research project shall be de 
frayed by a grant or grants from the Federal Water Pollution Control Adminis 
tration. The receipt or non-receipt of any such grant or grants, however, will 
not affect the undertaking of the program.

The total estimated cost for -the three-year study period is $1,133,000. Of this 
total, the expense by study year is broken down as follows:
Study year: cost

1st —-——————————————————_———_____———____ $287,000
2d _-————————————————————_————_____— 448,000
3rd —————---—————————————__—_________ 398,000

Total —————-—————————__________________ 1,133,000
It- is anticipated that expenditures for personnel will reach about 75 percent 

of maximum during the first year since the project staff will not be employed 
until the project term (3 years) has started. Other phases of the work will also 
be somewhat below peak effort during the first year while a specific work plan 
is being formulated. Expenditures for data collection will also decline during 
the third year as more emphasis is placed on preparation of the final report

PROJECT PLAN

Once the existing data have been assembled, systems analysis and computer 
processing methods will be used to aid in the identification of ecological factors 
characteristic of localized oceanic environments. Such factors may include tem 
perature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, nutrient levels, turbidity, currents and 
bottom characteristics. These ecological factors will be correlated with bio 
logical data, such as standing crop and productivity rates, to determine their 
interrelationship in specific oceanic areas affected and unaffected by waste dis 
charges. The need for systems techniques and electronic data processing is dic 
tated by the mass of data presently available as well as that to be collected 
during this project For example, the marine study program of just one of the 
si>onsoring agencies, the City of Los Angeles, includes weekly sampling at 
twenty-four stations in Santa Monica Bay. Samples of temperature, salinity, 
plankton, dissolved oxygen, ammonia nitrogen, water color, and several other 
minor indices have been taken over the past ten years. In addition, the City 
operated a quarterly trawling program at some 40 stations in Santa Monica Bay 
for a six-year period from 1957 to 1963. The City of Los Angeles alone can sapply 
more thai, oie million data bits which have not been thoroughly collated. It is 
anticipated that this evaluation and analysis will lead to recommendations of 
needed research, changes in existing data collection techniques, and classifica 
tion of existing environments on the basis of the relationships between waste 
discharge and ecological factors.
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The next step, which will comprise the bulk of the study, is the collection of 
supplemental field and laboratory data as dictated by the results of the evalua 
tion and analysis. Iri&fee labortory, toxicity studies will be conducted to determine 
cmnultive and collective effects of toxicants found in municipal and industrial 
wastes. Programs will also be run to evaluate the effect of wastewaters with dif 
ferent degrees of -treatment on seleced ecological systems.

Field studies will produce data on and evaluate the influence of treated waste- 
water on the overall productivity of plant and animal Jife in the ocean. Compara 
tive data on the effects of waste discharges, of different types and quantities 
on defined ecological systems will permit correlation of cause and effects. Ele 
ments of importance in the marine environment which must be investigated 

•include, but are not limited to, temperature, light, turbidity, salinity, water 
movement, nutrients, biological species, primary productivity (plants) and as 
sociated food chains (animals) and sediments.

FACILITIES AVAILABLE

The agencies sponsoring this project each maintain marine waste disposal sys 
tems. Shore and shipboard monitoring programs and laboratories for analysis 
of samples from the monitoring program are currently functioning. These fa 
cilities will all be available for data collection and analysis. Experienced person 
nel that have been responsible for the monitoring, research, and survey pro 
grams will be available for the project. The Los Angeles County Sanitation 
Districts, City of Los Angeles and City of San Diego each own and operate marine 
survey vessels. The County .Sanitation District of Orange County regularly 
charter a locakvessel.

SUMMARY

The ever-expanding demands on coastal waters for recreation and valuable 
commodities have niade it necessary to acquire more scientific knowle Ige in the 
area of waste disposal to the marine environment. The Southern California 
Coastal Water Research Project is the first attempt to acquire this knowledge on 
a regional basis. The findings of the project should provide a basis for evaluat 
ing current programs and also a planning guide for the future. The program 
represents a positive step in the protection of the marine resource.

PROSPECTUS 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COASTAL WATER BESBABOH PROJECT

A. Introduction
One of the largest and most rapidly expanding urban complexes in the United 

States is located along the Southern California coastal area. Within a relatively 
few years development along the coastal plain will be continuous from Ventura 
County to the Mexican border. The coastal environment, the temperate climate, 
dependable water supply, and adequate waste disposal and other services all 
combine to assure continued dynamic growth, and even today approximately 10 
million people, or about 50% of the population of California, reside in this area. 
Intelligent management of the water, land and air resources of the area is of vital 
importance. The marine environment as part of the water resource is of great 
value to this area and must be properly managed as must our other resources.
B. Neect, -for research project

In spite of a long history of marine waste disposal with gradually improving 
techniques and methods of wastewater treatment, there is relatively little sci 
entifically based knowledge on the influence pf treated wastewater on the ecology 
of adjacent coastal waters. In fact, the, true situation has frequently been ob 
scured by conflicting claims that waste discharges have damaged or enhanced 
the beneficial uses of the ocean. Undoubtedly it is possible for the waste dis 
charges to do both—enhance and degrade—depending on the degree of waste 
treatment^ the conditions and location of discharge, and the influence of wastes 
on the fundamental ecological factors which affect a specific marine environment.

In the .past two decades, beginning research efforts have been carried out in 
the United States and abroad which havs been sufficient to point up the impor 
tance and complexity of the subject. With sufficient research to develop the fun 
damental scientific facts, it should be possible to design and operate waste dis 
posal facilities which not only guarantee protection and conservation of marine
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resources but also enhance the beneficial uses of these resources by promoting 
increased productivity in the ocean.

As a result of the factors discussed above, all conceited with the discharge 
of treated wastewater to marine waters have recognized the need for updating 
and improving scientific knowledge on this subject Despite the extensive re 
search studies already completed or in progress, the present situation may be 
described as confusing and in urgent need of a comprehensive collation and eval 
uation of the state of existing knowledge. The results of such an evaluation will 
undoubtedly point out areas in which additional research is needed.

The urgency of this investigation is apparent A rapidly expanding population 
vyill inevitably resuit in increased disposal of treated wastewater to the marine 
environment. The intelligent planning, design and operation of disposal systems 
is dependent on the extent of scientific knowledge available.
C. Background,

The area to be studied includes the near-shore ocean area between the Ven- 
tura-Santa Barbara county line on the north to the United States-Mexico border 
on the south. Approximately 230 miles of coastline and 4 counties (Ventura, Los 
Angeles, Orange, and San Diego) are included in the area. Estimates indicate 
that the present population of about 10 million people will probably double dur 
ing the next 40 years.

The two major sewerage authorities in Los Angeles County are among the 
largest agencies in the wovld discharging treated waters into coastal waters. The 
City of Los Angeles discharges approximately 840 million gallons per day (MGD) 
into Santa Monica Bay and the County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles 
County discharge approximately 360 MGD into the ocean off Whites Point.

In Orange County, the Orange County Sanitation Districts discharge approx 
imately 020 MGD into the ocean near the Santa Ana River. In addition, five 
smaller discharges within Orange County originate from the Sunset Beach Sani 
tary District, the City of Laguna Beach, the South Laguna Sanitary District, the 
City of San Clemente and the Dana Point Sanitary District

The major marine discharge in San Diego County emanates from the City of 
San Diego system, which discharges approximately 80 MGD through a sub 
marine outfall located off Point Loma.

In Ventura, County, treated wastewater is discharged by the City of Ventura, 
the U.S. Navy at Port Hueneme, the Port Hueneme Sanitary District, and the 
City of Oxnard. These discharges total approximately 17 MGD.

A complete listing of municipal discharges within the boundaries of the study 
area is attached as Appendix "A".

In addition to the aforementioned discharges in the four-county area, numer 
ous industrial wastes are discharged to the marine waters. Although the re 
search project is specifically oriented toward an evaluation of the effects of 
treated municipal wastes upon the marine environment, cognizance must also 
be given to the effect of industrial discharges both in areas affected by municipal 
discharges and in areas regarded as unaffected by municipal discharges.

Boundaries of the research project study area will include waters of the 
mainland shelf and adjoining slopes as far off-shore as the study might reveal 
necessary, but excluding estuaries and enclosed harbors. This water zone in 
corporates the major biological environment of the near-shore coastal area of 
Southern California in terms of both biomass and diversity of species. It consti 
tutes the zone of minimum water interchange where physical boundaries limit 
water quantities and create the localized ecological systems toward which this 
study is directed. It includes all waters influenced by marine waste disposal 
systems.

The area has been studied by many bceanographers, biologists, and engineers 
during recent years. Considerable data on the physical, chemical and biological 
characterists of this area can be obtained from the agencies involved. In ad 
dition, many other organizations have conducted studies which should provide 
background data. A preliminary listing of such organizations is attached as 
Appendix "B". Other prominent data sources will undoubtedly be found during 
the course of the preliminary investigation.
D. Project objectives

The principal objective it this program is to increa.se the scientific knowledge 
of the ecological systems of the near-shore coastal waters and to establish the 
interrelationships between these systems and treated wastewater discharges. 
More definitive information is urgently needed if future decisions concerning
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waste discharge into this particular oceanic area are to be based on scientific 
knowledge rather than speculation. To achieve this goal the following specific 
objectives are proposed:

1. The collation and evaluation of presently available data on the ecology 
of near-shore coastal waters and marine disposal praet'ces. It is anticipated 
that this evaluation and analysis will lead to the classii 'ation of existing en 
vironments on the basis of the interrelationship between waste discharge, eco 
logical factors and dependent biological species.

2. The collection of supplemental field and laboratory data as dictated by the 
results of the evaluation and analysis discussed above.

3. The presentation of findings .and conclusions: recommendations on modify 
ing present marine waste disposal and environmental monitoring practices, 
where required.
E. Plan of operation

A governing body of elected officials will be established to oversee the project. 
They will appoint a consulting board comprised of persons who are competent 
in the related disciplines to provide objective guidance, conceive specific goals 
and procedures, review findings and author a final report. Related disciplines 
should include but not necessarily be limited to marine biology, oceanography, 
marine chemistry, resources management, and environmental health and engi 
neering. Consulting board members will be selected on the basis of experience, 
competency and objectivity who are not members of sponsoring agencies.

The governing body, based on the recommendations of the consulting board, 
will appoint a project manager and supporting professional staff to conduct 
the study. This group will be supported by the existing staffs and oceanographic 
data collecting resources of the sponsoring agencies.

The study will be prosecuted in the following three phases:
Phase I—Collation and evaluation of existing data

a. The data sources mentioned in a previous section and listed in the Appendix 
will be utilized as sources for existing data. Once the existing data have been 
assembled, systems analysis and computer processing methods will be used to 
collate the data anC ,.d in the identification of ecological factors characteristic of 
localized oceanic environments. Such factors may include temperature, salinity, 
dissolved oxygen, nutrient levels, turbidity, currents, bottom characteristics, etc. 
These ecological factors will be correlated with biological data, such as standing 
crop and productivity rates, to determine their interrelationship in specific oceanic 
areas affected and unaffected by waste discharges. The need for systems tech 
niques and electronic data processing is dictated ty the mass of data presently 
available as .well as that to be collected during this project. For example, the 
marine study program of just one of the sponsoring agencies, the City of Los An 
geles, includes weekly sampling at twenty-four stations in Santa Monica Bay. 
Samples of temperature, salinity, plankton, dissolved oxygen, ammonia nitrogen, 
water color, and several other minor indices have been taken over the past 10 
years. In addition, the City operated a quarterly trawling program at some 40 
stations in Santa Monica Bay for a 6:year period from 1957 to 1963. The City of 
Los Anges alone can supply more than one million data bits which has not been 
thoroughly collated.

b. After reviewing the existing data findings will be presented, and recom 
mendations of needed research and changes in existing data collection techniques 
will be made.

Phase If—Collection and evaluation of new data
a. Refine and complete the classification of ecological systems in terms of de 

pendent biological species and the physical characteristics of the environment as 
described In Phase 1. This is expected to identify the indicator organisms which 
can be used to determine the effect of treated wastewater upon the marine 
environment. , ,

to. Evaluate in the laboratory the effect of wastewaters with different degrees 
of treatment on the ecological systems of.interest.

c. Collect data on and evaluate the influence of treated waste water on the over 
all productivity of plant and animal life in the ocean. Comparative data on the 
effects of waste .discharges of different types and quantities on gradually de 
fined ecological systems will permit correlation of cause and effects. Elements of 
importance in the marine environment which must be investigated include, but 
are not limited to, temperature, light, turbidity, salinity, water movement, nutri-
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ents, biological species, primary nutrients, biological species, primary productivity 
(plants) and associated food chains (animals) and sediments. 

d. Revise data collection program as new information becomes available.
Phase HI— Preparation of findings and recommendations 

a. A final report of findings and recommendations will be prepared by the con 
sulting board. In addition, progress reports will be submitted to each of the agen 
cies sponsoring the project on a schedule to be determined, but at intervals of not 
more than one year. *
F. Facilities available

The agencies sponsoring this project each maintain marine waste disposal 
systems. Shore and shipboard monitoring programs and laboratories for analysis 
of samples from the monitoring program are currently functioning. These fa 
cilities will all be available for data collection and analysis. Experienced personnel 
that have been responsible for the monitoring, research, and survey programs 
will be available for this research project. The Los Angeles County Sanitation 
Districts and City of Los Angeles each own and operate marine survey vesc^ls. 
See Appendix "C".
(?. Oqsi estimate . «*

The total estimated cost for a three-year study period is $1,138,000. Of this total, 
the expense by study year is broken down as follows :
Study year:

1st _________________________________ $287, 000 
2d ________ _____ _. __ _ ____ __ 448,000 
3d — „ ————— __ ——— _- _ _ ________________ .__ 398, 000

Total -—————————————————__————__—— 1,133,000
It is anticipated that expenditures for personnel will reach about 76 percent 

of maximum during the first year since the project staff will not be employed 
until the* project term (3 years) has started. Other phases of the work will also 
be somewhat below peak effort during the first year while a specific work plan 
is being formulated. Expenditures for data collection will also decline during 
the third year as nWe emphasis is placed on preparation of the first report. 
Details of the cost estimate are included in Appendix "D".

APPENDIX A—MABZNE DISOHABGES FBOM MUNICIPALITIES IN SOTJTKJSBN
CAMFOBNIA

(Flow in million gallons per day!

Depth Length 1968 estimated 
(feet) (feet) flow(MGD)

VENTURA COUNTY
1. City of Venture.....-....—..............
2. U.S. Navy—Port Hueneme......:..—....
3. Port Hueneme Sanitary District....--......
4. GltyofOxnard.._.....................

LOS ANGELES COUNTY

5. City of Los Angeles (Hyperion).

6. Los Angeles County sanitation districts.

ORANGE COUNTY

7. Sunset Beach Sanitary District....
8. Orange County sanitation districts.
9. City of Laguna Beach..——.....

10. South Laguna Sanitary District...".
11. Dana Point Sanitary District......
12. City of San Clemente.....—.,„.

SAN DIEGO COUNTY

13. Canyon De Las Encinas (Joint power).
14. San Elijo (Joint power)...,-.,.......
15. City of San Diego...................

35
50
65

195
320
110
165
210
190

15 
55 

-195 
80 
60 
20 
15

210

3,000
500

4,400
6,000

26,000
37,000

5,000
7.500

10,400
11,900

1,300 
6,800 

27,400 
3,000 
1,700 
2-000

5,300
4,000

14200

2.0
1.0
2.0

12.0

340.0"mo

0.2
120.0

2.0 
0.5 
0.7 
1.6

3.0
1.0

80.0
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B—DATA SOURCES FOB COASTAL WATEB RESEABCH PROJECT

1. Allan Hancock Foundation—University of .Southern California.
2. Scripps Institution of 'Oceanography.
3. California Institute of Technology.
4. University of California.
5. Los Angeles City, Bureau of Sanitation.
6. Lda Angeles County, Department of Recreation and Parks.
7. Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts.
8. Orange County Sanitation-Districts.
9. City of San Diego.
10. California Department of Fish and Game Laboratory, Terminal Island.
11. California Water Resources Board.
12. Navy Electronics Laboratory, San Diego.
13. U.S. Navy Pacific Missile Range, Point Mugu.
14. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
15. U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
16. U.S. Weather Bureau.

APPENDIX C—OCEAN SURVEY VESSELS AVAILABLE TO PROJECT
LOS ANGELES COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICTS SURVEY VESSELS

V

1. PAM-A-LEE II (existing vessel—to be replaced). Length—42 ft., beam— 
15 ft, draft—5 ft. Displacement—48,000 Ibs. Speed—8.5 knots. Radar, recording 
fathometer, radio. 

Survey equipment:
a. Hydraulic winches, 3,000 ft. capacity, 
b. Bathythermographs (0-200 & 0-450 ft), 
c. Frautchy bottles, 
d. Sediment corer.
e. Paravane (for in motion sampling of water from depths down to 

200ft).
f. Temperature probe, recording, 
g. Transmissometer probe, recording, 
h. Salinometer.
i. Savonius current meter with deck read out of direction and velocity. 
j. Portable savonius current meter with portable read out of direction, 

velocity and water temperature.
k. Two independent insitu. savonius current meters with integral data 

logging systems. 
1. Secchidisc.
m. Directional anemometer, 
n. Humidity meter. 

1 o. Barometer, 
p. Under water closed circuit TV system.

2. Launch: length—16' 7" equipped with outboard motor.
3. Replacement vessel for PAM-A-LEE II. Length—65 ft. beam—19ft Speed- 

14 knots. Survey equipment to be transferred f roin PAM-A-LEE II.

ornr OF LOS ANGELES SURVEY VESSEL
4. Marine Surveyor. Length—65 ft, beam—19 ft Displacement—92,000 Ibs., 

speed—12 knots. Radar, depth finder, radio. 
Survey equipment:

a. Sampling winch.
b. Frautchy-bottles.
c. Bathythermograph.
d. Secchi disc.
e. Bottom corer. 

• f. Bottom snapper.
g. Ekman current meter.
h, Savonius current meter.
i. Plankton net.

58-452 O—71———21
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APPENDIX D—ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS vo& COAOTAL WATER RESEABOH 
* PBOJEOT

1st year, 2d year, •• 3d year, 
July 1,1969 to July 1, 1370io July 1,1971 to 
June 30, 1970 June 30, 1971 June 30, 1972

1. Consulting board (fees and expenses) _ ...
2. Project manager (salary and expenses)..... 
3. Professional staff (salaries and expenses)... 
4, Pro'esslonal support (agencies) (salaries) ... 
5. Support technicians (salaries)..... .... .... 
6. 'Jpeciil consultants (tees and expenses) .... 
7. Ves*els(fu|[y operated),..................
S. Equipment (new and rental)...... — ......
9. Laboratory services (salaries and supplies).. 

10. Computer services (salary and rental)......
11. Secretary and reports — .................
12. Office (rental and supplies) ... ............
13. Travel and mileage........ ...............
14. C erica! (salary)..* **

Total...........— ..................

$20,000 
20,000 
50,000 ' 
33,000 
20,000 
5,000 

35,000 
30,000 

•14,000 
15,000 
10,000 
5,000 

10,000 
20,000

287,000

$20,000 
30/000 
90/000 
35,000 
30,000 
5,000 

105,000 
20,000 
56,000 
10,000 
10,000 
7,000 

10,000 
20,000

448,000

$20,000 
30,000 
90,000 
35,000 
30,000 
20,000 
53,000 
10,000 
28,000 
20,000 
25,000 
7,000 

10,000 
20,000

398,000

Total

$60,000 
80,000 

230,000 
103,000 
80,000 
30,000 

193,000 
60,000 
98,000 
45,006 
45,000 
19,000 
30,000 
60,000

1,133,000

JOINT POWEBS AGREEMENT CREATING AN AGENCY To BE KNOWN AS THE 
SOUTHERN CAUFOBNIA COASTAL WATER RESEARCH PBOJEOT AUTHORITY

This agreement, made and entered into 'his 20th day of October. 1969, by and 
between the City of Los Angeles, a municipal corporation, (hereinafter called 
"Los Angeles"), the County Sanitation District No. 1 of Orange County orga 
nized and existing by virtue of the laws of the State of California, to-wit: 
Division 5, Part 3, Chapter 3, Aidcle 1 (commencing with Section 4700) of the 
Health and Safety Code, (hereinafter called "Orange County District"), the 
City pf San Diego, a municipal corporation, (hereinafter called "San Diego"), 
County Sanitation District No. 2 of Los Angeles County organized and existing 
by virtue of the laws of the State of California, to-wit: Division 5, Part 3, 
Chapter 3, Article I (commencing with Section 4700) of the Health and Safety 
Code, (hereinafter called "Los Angeles County District") and Ventura County, 
a body corporate and politic of the State of California, (hereinafter called "Ventura"):.

WlTNESSETH :

Whereas, each of the foregoing public agencies is empowered to survey, study 
and report concerning sanitation and matters relating to sewage treatment and 
disposal;

Whereas, each of the foregoing public agencies is desirous of jointly organiz 
ing, funding and conducting such a study;

Whereas, each of the foregoing public agencies it, desirous hereby to exercise 
jointly a power common to all.

Now, therefore, in consideration of the mutual promises, covenants and con 
ditions hereinafter'contained, the parties agree as follows:

i» PUBBOSE
The purpose of this Agreement is to create an agency as a public entity sepa 

rate and apart from the parties to this Agreement to administer and exercise 
such Agreement, the purpose of which is to increase the scientific knowledge of 
the ecological systems to insure protection and conservation of the marine re 
sources and to study the interrelationships of treated waste wafer discharges 
with the ecology, all leading to the enhancement of the marine environment.

2. CREATION OF AUTHORITY

Pursuant to Chapter 5, Division 7 of Title 1 (commencing with Government 
Code Section 6500 et seq.,) there is hereby created an agency as a public entity, 
separate and apart from the signatories of this Agreement to be known as "The 
Southern California Coastal Water Research Project Authority", herein called 
Authority. Such agency shall administer-and execute this Agreement.
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3, PHYSICAL BOUNDARIES

The phy&ical boundaries of the study, contemplated by this Agreement shall 
include coastal waters from the Ventura-Santa Barbara County line to the Mexi 
can border, excluding the tidaJ prisms of estuaries. The off-shore boundary shall 
extend to, out shall not necessarily be limited to, the outer edge of the coastal 
shelf.

Within this contemplated study area, waters presently exist which are either 
unaffected by treated waste discharges or where varying amounts of treated 
waste waters are being discharged;

4. ORGANIZATION

8ueh Authority shall be a Commission composed of five (5) members serving 
in their individual capacities as members of such Commission. The governing 
body of each such entity which is a party to this Agreement shall appoint one 
person as a commissioner and one person as an alternate to act as a member of 
the Commission in the absence of the commissioner appointed. The Commission 
at its first meeting and thereafter at its first meeting in July of each succeeding 
year shall elect a President and a Vice-President from its members.

Vacancies in the membership of the Commission shall be ailed promptly by the 
governing body of the signatory parties to this Agreement for the unexpired term 
of the vacancy. All Commissioners shall be appointed for a term of three (3) 
years or until this Agreement is terminated, whichever first occurs to serve at 
the pleasure >f the appointing Authority. '

The Commission shall adopt rules for conducting its meetings and other busi 
ness and any action taken by the Commission shall be taken by at least three 
(3) members entitled to act. Three (3) members shall constitute a quorum.

The members of the Commission and each alternate attending shall receive 
as expenses $50 per meeting not to exceed $100 per month where permitted by 
law.

The Commission shall meet at least twice iu each calendar year and at huch 
appropriate intervals as is necessary to conduct the business of the Authority; 
and all meetings shall be subject to the Ralph M. Brown Act commencing with 
Section 54950 of the Government Code of the State of California.

5. CONSULTING BOARD

a. The Commission shall appoint an Advisory Board to be known as the Con 
sulting Board consisting of five (5) members all of whom shall have specialized 
education and training in the disciplines essential to the study contemplated here 
by. Without limiting its power to appoint any individual deemed qualified to dis 
charge the duties of a_. member of the Consulting Board, the Commission, when 
ever possible, tttdlTitMikeli. reasonable effort to provide a Consulting Board con 
taining members educated and experienced in the following fields of study:

Marine Biology
Oceanography
Environmental Engineering
Organic Chemistry
Public Health -

b. The Commission shall fix the amount of compensation per day to be paid 
each member of the Consulting Board for his services provided that such 
compensation shall not exceed $250 per day. In addition, each member of the 
Consulting Board shall be entitled to reimbursement for actual expenses 
reasonably and necessarily incurred by him and as approved by the Commission. 

c. It shall be the duty of the Consulting Board to confer with the Project 
Manager and to present to him and to the Commission at their request proce 
dures for the prosecution of the study contemplated hereby. In addition, the 
Consulting Board shall render to the Project Manager and the Commission 
such technical assistance as may be agreed upon and directed by the Commission. 

The Commission raay from time to time request of the Consulting Board 
reports relating to any aspect of the study being conducted in accordance with
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this Agreement at a cost to be agreed upon in writing by the Commission and the 
Consulting Board prior to commencement of any such report.

d. The members of the Consulting Board shall serve during the term of this 
Agreement subject to the right of the Commission to remove any such member 
•wits or without cause.

6, tBOJECT MANAGER

The Commission shall appoint a Project Manager under whose general super 
vision and control the research project shall be conducted. Such appointment 
shall only be made after the Commission has received the recommendation of 
the Consulting Board, although such recomme atiou will not Umit the Com 
mission in its powers of apponitment.

Such Project Manager shall be appointed subject to the right of the Com 
mission to remove him at any time with or without cause. The Commission shall 
fix his compensation; provided, however, that said compensation shall not ex 
ceed $30,000 per year.

7. 6TAJT

Upon recommendation by the Project Manager, the Commission may employ 
or contract for such sanitation experts, marine experts and other staff as may 
reasonably be necessary to carry into effect the purposes of this Agreement.

8. RESPONSIBILITIES, SIGNATORY PARTIES

Los Angeles, Orange County District, San Diego, Los Angeles County District 
and Venturat each recognize that the benefits to be derived from the research 
project contemplated hereby will not be realized for an indeterminate period; 
and that it is presently impossible to determine the extent to which each of the 
foregoing public agencies shall be benefited thereby. It is therefore agreed that 
the cests of the research project shall be borne, except as hereinafter provided, 
by Los Angeles, Orange County District, San Diego, Los Angeles County Dis 
trict, and Ventura in direct proportion to the flow from the sewage treatment 
plants under the authority of each signatory to this Agreement actually dis 
charged to the Pacific Ocean during the previous fiscal year.
Flows, fiscal year 1967-68: ' Million gallon* 

Los Angeles County District_________________————___ 124,10T
Los Angeles———_—_—______—_——_————______ 118,305
Orange County District___________ ___________ 42,757 

~ San Diego._—___________________________ 29,106
Ventura ___i___________________________ 6,213

It is anticipated that a part of the costs of*the research project shall be de 
frayed by a grant or grants from th.e Federal Water Pollution Control Admin 
istration. The receipt or non-receipt of any such grant or grants, however, shall 
not affect the validity of this Agreement nor any of the obligations imposed 
hereby.

The Commission shall yearly on or before the first Monday of March, adopt 
an* issue a financial report projecting the funds necessary to maintain and 
operate the research project for the forthcoming fiscal year being from July 
1 to and including June 30 of the following calendar year. Said report shall be 
made and presented to the governing bodies of Los Angeles, Orange County Dis 
trict, San Diego, Los Angeles Comity District, and Ventura. The report shall, 
among other things, contain a statement of anticipated revenue from outside 
grants for the forthcoming fiscal year.

Los Angeles, Orange County District, San Diego, Los Angeles County District, 
and Ventura shall on or before the first day of July of the then current fiscal 
year use its best efforts to pay to the Authority the net funds requested, the con 
tribution of each agency being determined on the basis of flow as prescribed 
in paragraph 8 hereof. None of the public agencies signatory to this Agreement 
shall be required or requested to expend in any one fiscal year more than its 
prorated share based on a total annual Commission budget of not to exceed 
$500,000.

In the event that any of the signatories is unable to pay its pro rata share 
of the budget expense of the Commission, then this Agreement shall terminate 
upon notification of such inability to the Commission and to the other signatory
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parties by the disabled signatory; and this provision shall be a limitation upon 
the Commission's right to contract beyond any one fiscal year.

9. SCOPE AND CONDUCT OS* 8TUDT

It is contemplated that the research program provided hereby shall be accom 
plished over a period of three (3) fiscal years and shall be prosecuted in three 
(8) phases as follows f,

Phase I—Review of Existing Data ;
Phase II—Collection of New Data;
Phase III—Report and Recommendations.
The Commission shall from time to time but not less-than once each year 

submit progress reports to the governing bodies of each of the signatories of 
this Agreement and provide ten (10) copies to each signatory to this Agreement.

Upon completion of the research project, the Commission shall submit a final 
report to each signatory to this Agreement and provide ten (10) copies to each 
signatory to this Agreement; and all right, title and interest in said report and 
all materials prepared relative thereto shall pass and belong to the signatories 
as, property in common and may be produced, reproduced and distributed by 
each signatory without limitation.

,10. AGENCIES 0» AUTHOBITT

Los Angeles County District is appointed the contracting and purchasing agent 
for the project. Said District shall set up a special account against which will 
be charged all costs to said District incurred for materials, services, rentals, 

. -orxrther expenses of the project.
Said District shall bill the Authority for its expenses quarterly and all 

such billing shall be paid within ten (10) days of receipt.
Los Angeles County District shall furnish all accounting, secretarial, purchas 

ing and administrative .services.
The administrative procedures and policies of Los Angeles County District 

are hereby adopted as the administrative policies and procedures of the 
Authority.

The Secretary of Los Angeles County District is appointed ex-ofllcio Secretary, 
the County Auditor as ex-officio Auditor, the County Treasurer as ex-offlcio 
Treasurer.

Legal assistance shall be provided by the attorney for the Los Angeles County 
District

Said Los Angeles County District along with the Authority shall be strictly 
accountable for all funds received, held and disbursed by each and shall render 
an annual report as to the same not later than August 1 of each year during the 
term, of this Agreement

11. TEEM

The terms of this Agreement and of the research project contemplated hereby 
snail be three (3) calendar years from the date hereof.

12. ACCOUNTING

The Auditor of the Authority shall establish and maintain such funds and 
accounts as may be required by good accounting practice. The Treasurer of 
the Authority shall have custody of the funds of the Authority, and disburse 
ment shall be made by the Auditor in accordance with procedures therefor pre 
scribed. Funds of the Authority in the custody of the Treasurer thereof shall 
l« deposited in the County treasury and shall be kept separate and apart from 
the funds of County and the District Any earnings on the funds of the Authority 
shall be credited to and be a part Of the funds of the Authority. 

, The fiscal year of the Authority shall begin on the first day of July of each 
y.ear and shall end on the thirtieth day of June of the following year.

13. POWERS AND DUTIES OP THE AUTHORITY

The Authority shall and is hereby authorized in its own name to do all things 
necessary and tlesirable (subject to the limitations provided in this Agreement)
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to carry out the purposes of this Agreement including but not limited to the 
following':

a. To make and eater contracts; 
b. To employ agents and employees;
c. To acquire, construct, manage, maintain or operate any buildings, works 

or improvements;
d. To acquire, hold or dispose of property;
e. To incur debts, liabilities and obligations which shall not constitute the 

debts, liabilities or obligations of any of the signatories to this Agreement; 
and

f . To sue and be sued in its own name.
The Authority is limited from issuing revenue bonds or otherwise incurring in 

debtedness as provided in Article 2, Chapter 2, Division 7, Title 1 (commencing 
with Section 8540 of the Government Code).

14. DISPOSITION OF PBOPEBTY AND SUBPLU6 FUNDS
i

At the termination of this Agreement, any and all property, funds, assets and 
interests therein of the Authority shall become the property of and be distributed 
to the signatories to this Agreement in the same proportion as the signatories 
have contributed to the total cost of the project except as otherwise herein 
provided.

15. PBIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES

All of the privileges and immunities from liability, exemptions from laws, ordi 
nances and rules, all pension, relief, disability, workmen's compensation, and other 
benefits which apply to the activities of officers, agents or employees of any of the 
public agencies which are Signatories to this Agreement when performing their 
respective functions within the territorial limits of their respective public 
agencies, shall apply to them to the same degree and extent while engaged in the 
performance of any of their functio, and duties extra-territorially under the 
provisions of this Agreement.

16. MISCELLANEOUS

The section headings herein are for convenience only and are not to be con 
strued as modifying or governing the language in the section referred to.

IT. PARTIAL INVALIDITY

If any one or more of the terms, provisions, promises, covenants or conditions 
of this Agreement shall to any extent be adjudged invalid, unenforceable, void 
or voidable for any reason whatsoever by a court of competent jurisdiction each 
and all of the remaining terms, provisions, promises, covenants and conditions 
of this Agreement shall not be affected thereby, and shall be valid and enforceable 
to the fullest extent permitted by law.

18. SUCCESSORS

This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the 
successors of the parties.

19. INDEMNIFICATION LIABILITY AND INSUBANCE

a. Third Party liability insurance naming each signatory as an additional 
insured-party, shall be carried during the entire term of this Agreement in kind 
and in such amounts as is presently being carried by the Los Angeles County 
District; the premiums shall be paid by the Commission.

b. Each signatory agrees to indemnify and hold harmless every other signatory 
to this-Agreement and each of their officers, agents and employees free from any 

' cost or liability imposed upon any other signatory, their officers, agents or em 
ployees arising out of any acts or omissions of its own officers, agents or em-
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ployees, or imposed upon any other signatory or Authority by virtue of Govern 
ment Code Section 895.2. 

Approved as to form and legality: October 17,1960.
ROGER ARNEBERGH, City Attorney., By ———, ———, Deputy. 

THE CITY OF Los ANGELES,
JJy _______. ________

President City Council. 
Attest: • ' -

Rex H. Layton, City Clerk.i By———,———, Deputy. 
Approved as to form and legality:

COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT 
No. 1 OF ORANGE COUNTY,

By Lorin Griset, Chairman. 
.Attest:

FEED A. HARPER, Secretary. 
Approved as to form and legality:

JOHN W. WOT, City Attorney, 
By STUABT H. SWEET, Deputy City Attorney. 

THE CITY OF SAN DIEGO, 
By Walter Halm Jr.,

City Manager. 
Approved as to form and legality:

GOUNTY SANITATION DISTRICT 
No. 2 OF Los ANGELES COUNTY,

By Burton W. Chace, Chairman. 
Attest:

J. R. Foster, Secretary. 
Approved as to form and legality:

J. W. Wissinger. 
VENTUBA COUNTY 

By J. N. Appleton, 
Chairman, Board of Supervisors.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT STONY BBOOK,
OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY RELATIONS,

Stony Brook, N.Y.
(Newsletter from the Florida Coastal Coordinating Council, Randolph 

Hodges, Chairman, Vincent D.-Patton, Joel Kuperberg, Tallabasse, Fla.)
(The purpose of this newsletter is to provide a clearing service for Florida 

coastal zone matters by disseminating pertinent information to organizations 
and individuals involved in coastal activities.)

COASTAL COORDINATING COUNCIL ACTIVITIES
The preliminary study on "Escarosa" has been received from the printer and 

is now being distributed to members of the Cabinet, the Legislature, state 
agencies and other interested parties.

The CCC planning staff is at work on a number of projects associated with 
the in-depth "pilot" Coastal Zone Management Plan for Escarosa. Dr. Lee 
Guernsey is compiling population and housing patterns based on the 1970 
Census statistics; Tom Walker is writing the chapter on Coastal Geomor- 
phology in cooperation with the Bureau of Beaches and Shores; and Louis 
Burney Is completing an "inventory of inventories" on Florida's natural re 
sources by counties and regions..

Assignments are being made for various other chapters of the plan. For 
example, Dr. Robert Vernon, state geologist, has agreed to write the section 
on Physiography as well as advise on the Geology chapter, most of the data 
for which already has been summarized by his bureau. Kenneth Woodburn, 
head of the Survey and Management branch of the Department of Natural
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Resources, will write the text for Protection and Preservation -of Bays, Estu 
aries and Wetlands. The Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission has agreed 
to assign Gordon Spratt to compile the chapter concerning wildlife ecology, and 
Dr. Alva Burkhalter (DNR) has taken on the assignment of composing the 
appendix on Aquatic Weed'.. The Climatology chapter has been accepted by 
James Bradley of the National Weather Service in Lakeland.

THE CCC LOOKS AT BESEABCH

The coastal areas of Florida are among the most productive areas for both 
nature and man. Conflicts between man's activities and the natural environ 
ment are becoming commonplace. It is now critical that we attain a balanced 
development, providing for" man's diverse and often conflicting coastline de 
mands while obtaining the greatest long-term social and economic benefits. 
Of principal consideration must be the maintenance or improvement of food 
productivity and environmental quality. Coastal development projects, public 
and private, should be evaluated in terms of need to be waterfront sited.

Research is necessary to provide background data for answers to coastal 
management policy questions and to indicate options for management decisions 
in protecting and developing Florida's coastal laads and waters. Included 
in the duties of the Coastal Coordinating Council is the charge "to coordinate 
and organize a continuous program of research into problems relating to the 
coastal zone." In the initial research coordination effort, the CCC is acting 
as a broker—bringing together those with research needs, capabilities and 
monies.

During the past three months, Fred Barloga of the CCC staff has been 
meeting with the designated coastal zone liaison representatives for each 
state agency !a an "effort to formulate their research needs. The stated needs 
have been consolidated into approximately one hundred statements of research 
and informational requirements: "Florida Coastal Zone Applied Research 
Needs, A Cursory Review."

Coordination of research efforts is continuing with the CCC staff meeting 
with representatives of the research community. By early summer, research 
requirements - will be finalized, research proposals from the research com 
munity incorporated and the "Coordinated Coastal Zone Research Projects of 
Florida" published.

For the future of Florida, we x»n no longer afford to leave problems un 
resolved or to overlook any problems that are pertinent to our future. The 
time lag between environmental research and its practical management appli 
cation has been estimated by various authorities to be between five and 
twenty years. Such a lag is no longer acceptable. The purpose and the inten 
tion of the Florida Coastal Coordinating Council is to make every effort to 
assure that 1 our outstanding environmental problems are resolved and the 
findings applied in the shortest possible time.

STATE ACTIVITIES

A report recently released by the State Chamber of Commerce indicates 
nearly two-thirds of Florida's permanent residents occupy coastal areas 
comprising only 23 per cent of the state's land, according to a United Press 
International news story. Other findings announced by C of C Executive 
Vice President Ronald "S. Spencer, Jr., revealed the following statistical in 
creases: (1) The rate of population expansion has spiraled to 45 per cent 
along Florida's coastal areas in the past ten years, resulting in a current 
estimated average of 35f> persons per sq. mile, as opposed to a calculated 247 
in 1960. (2) In Pinellas County, the most densely populated region in the 
coastal zone, the figure rises to an estimated 1,979 persons per SQ. mile, with 
Dade (1,213), Broward (1,015) and Escambia (819) counties reflecting the 
next greatest densities. (3) During the last decade, coastal population has 
climbed from 3.0 million to 4.4 million, compared to a growth of only 23 per 
cent in the inland areas from 1.8 million to 2.3 million.

The first ENFO Newsletter published by the Environmental Information 
Center was distributed in mid-April. The Environmental information Center 
was established in February 1971 to disseminate information concerning en 
vironmental matters in Florida. Initially, the Center is financed by a grant
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from the Conservation Foundation of Washington, B.C., and operates under 
the directorship of William M. Partington, who was formerly with the Florida 
Audubon Society and the Florida Defenders of the Environment On April 
6, Dr. Lee Guernsey of the CCC staff conferred with Mr. Partington in his 
Winter Park headquarters, for the primary purpose of establishing effective 
coordination between efforts of the Center and the CCC. Much of their work 
is performed by local volunteers who assist in gathering, storing and mailing 
out materials. At present, theT/enter is seeking both more volunteers and more 
materials to facilitate their service capabilities.

The laws controlling coastal zone land use are among the most complex 
in the entire scope of government. Protection of these productive lands requires 
a massive review of present legal entanglements. Under the aegis 01' the Uni 
versity of Miami's Sea* Grant Program, decisions on coastal region law are 
undergoing systematic and extensive research. A preliminary, analytical report 
on the diverse and interrelated legal problems of the coastal zone has been 
prepared by Dennis M. O'Connor of the U of M Law School ("Coastal Region 
Law: A Preliminary Analysis," Dallas, Texas: Offshore Technology Confer 
ence, Paper No. OTC 1182). O'Connor pinpoints the most urgent problems of 
the coastal region requiring public concern as follows: shoreline use and de 
velopment; inclusive or common uses of water areas; exclusive uses (mainly 
of seabed); and environmental protection of the shoreline, water quality and 
atmosphere. One of O'Connor's graduates, Thomas E. Kane, now ocean law 
consultant for North Carolina, has produced a comprehensive review of the 
legal implications of the new aquaculture technology (Aquaculture and the 
Law, Miami, Florida: U of M Sea Grant Program, Sea Grant Tech. Bull. #2).

ACTIVITIES IK OTHEB STATES
Washington

For the benefit of individuals and organizations who are planning construc 
tion in navigable waters, the Seattle District, Army Corps of Engineers, has 
issued specific guidelines to be met by applicants for structural permits. 
These.guidelines, listed below, pertain to all construction seaward of mean 
high water:

"Any activities located in water areas (waterward of mean high water line) 
should require water for their functioning. Such structures as piers, marinas, 
erosion protection structures and marine shipping facilities fall in this cate 
gory. Each request for a permit will be judged on its own merit and must 
meet the criteria of not being contrary to the general public interest.

"Activities which do not require water for their functioning should be 
located on dry land. Department stores, businesses, restaurants, factories^ 
residences, apartments, offices and similar uses fall in this category."

The above guidelines are significant because initial research by the CCC 
staff indicates it will be advisable to restrict our remaining unused water 
front land to only those uses absolutely requiring a waterfront location in the 
public interest Otherwise, we will soon deplete the remaining shoreline in 
uses which could have been planned and zoned for in inland locations.
Rhode Island

A study of the Narragansett Bay shoreline, completed at the University 
of Rhode Island, discloses that only approximately 11 per cent of the shore 
line remains available for further development Professor Harlan C. JLampe, 
a resource economist and chief investigator for the Sea Grant-financed project, 
contends that the authority to alter shoreline use in coastal areas is essential 
for an effective coastal management program. Lampe also recommends that 
a coastal management program should provide for periodic review of current 
uses, with the possibility of reimbursing owners of shoreline land when an 
altered use is deemed advisable. This project is one segment of a larger study 
of the Rhode Island coastal zone, designed to develop mathematical systems 
models of Narragansett Bay which would prove relevant to future planning 
and decision-making on uses of the Bay.

CONGRESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

In a concerted effort to compensate for Budget Office cuts which have re 
duced significantly the original National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
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tration requests for FX-72 Sea Grant monies, Congressional supporters have 
introduced legislation adding another $5 million to the $15.2 million asked by 
the Administration. Leading the movement to maintain insofar as possible 
the initial funding request level is Rep. Alton Lennon (D-N.C.), aided by 20 
cosponsors including Rep. Robert L. F. Sikes (D-Fla.). Sikes is the second 
ranking Democrat on the House Appropriations Subcommittee to which the 
legislation has been referred. *

* SIGNIFICANT PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED BY THE 
COASTAL COORDINATING COUNCIL IN APBIL

Alberts, J., H. Mattraw, R. Harriss, and A. Hanke, July 1970. Studies on the 
Geochemistry and Hydrography of the Charlotte Harbor Estuary, Florida..

Amidon, Eiliott L., 1966. JU1AD82 . . , An Alphanumeric Map Information 
Assembly and Display System for a Large Computer.

Conservation Foundation, 1968. Rookery Bay Area Project.
Division of Technical Assistance, Dept of Community Affairs (Tallahassee, 

Fla.), 1970. Comprehensive Development Plan for Putnam County. Florida.
Florida Dept of Health & Rehabilitative Services, 1971. State of Florida solid 

Waste Management Plan.
Florida Dept of Natural Resources, June 1970. Marine Research Laboratory: 

Li$t of Publications.
Florida Development Commission, 1968. The Changing Face of Florida.
Godell, H.G. and W. Reed, March 1971. The Potential of Remote Sensing as a 

Data Base for State Agencies: The Virginia Model.
Harvard University Graduate School of Design, November 1967. Three Ap 

proaches to Environmental Resource Analysis.
Healy, Henry G., 1971. Water Levels in Artesian and Non-artesian Aquifers of 

Florida, 1967-68.
Heath, Richard C. and E. Turner Wimberly, 1971. Selected Flow Characteristics 

of Florida Streams and Canals: Summaries of Flow Duration and of Low 
and High Flows at Gaging Stations.

Joyce, Edwin A., Jr., April 1965. The Commercial Shrimps of the Northeast 
Coast of Florida.

Joyce, Edwin A,, Jr. and Bonnie Eldred, November 1966. The Florida Shrimp 
ing Industry.

Lindsey, A. A., D. V. Schmelz and S. A. Niehols, 1970. Natural Areas in Indiana 
and their Preservation.

Morgan, W. H., July 1970. Florida Water Resources Research Center, Univer 
sity of Florida—Gainesville: Annual Report 1910*

Nugent, Richard'S., Jr., August 1970. The Effects of Thermal Effluent on Some 
of the Macrofauna of a Subtropical Estuary. t

Oceanic Library and Information Center, March 1971. Oceanic Citation Jour 
nal, with Abstracts.

Odom, H. T., A. F. Chestnut, et al., May 1970. Studies of Marine Estuarine 
Ecosystems Developing with Treated Sewage Wastes,

Plager, Sheldon J. and F. E. Maloney, 1968. Controlling Waterfront Develop 
ment.

U.S. Dept of the Interior, April 1971. Selected Water Resources Abstracts.
Wanless, Harold Rogers, August 1969. Sediments of Biscayne Bay—Distribu 

tion and Depositional History.
Any suggestions of informational items to be included in the newsletter 

are solicited from our readers. Please contact the Costal Coordinating Council, 
Room 682, Z-arson Building, Tallahassee, Florida 32304.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MERCHANT SHIPPING,
i Washington, D.C., May 6,1971. 
Re. S. .1238, Marine Protection Act of 1971. 
Hon. ERNEST F. HOLDINGS, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oceans and Atmosphere, Committee on Commerce,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR HOLDINGS: At a conference held by Congressman Alton Lennon 

and John D. Dingell at the Capital April 29, with representatives of the Ameri 
can Institute of Merchant Shipping, including myself, American Association of 
Port Authorities, Chief of Engineers' Office of the Department of the Army, En 
vironmental Protection Agency and Council on Environmental Quality relative
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to H.R. 4723, companion bill to S. 1238, Congressman Dingell asked AIMS and 
AAPA to coordinate their views and submit identical amendments of the bill.

As a result of discussions between AIMS and AAPA after the April 29 meet 
ing, the following proposed amendments of H.R. 4723 were submitted by AIMS 
and AAPA on this date to Congressmen Dingell and Lennon. These amendments 
should be deemed to supersede those contained in my letter to you of April 22, 
for incorporation in the Senate companion bill, S. 1238.

(1) Delete the following clause at the end of paragraph (2) of section 7(c): 
"unless the Administrator has certified that the activity proposed to be con 
ducted is in conformity with the provisions of this Act and with the regulations 
issued hereunder,"

(2) Add the following proviso clause after "hereunder" in section 7(c) (2): 
"Provided,, hcnoever, That the provisions of this Act shall not apply to or prohibit 
the issuance of regulations and permits by the Secretary of the Army, acting 
through the Chief of Engineers, in connection with the transportation and dis 
posal in the ocean, coastal and other waters of dredged material resulting from 
the improvement and maintenance of navigable waters, including the Great 
Lakes, or the deposit in such waters inside the United States pierhead line of 
fill material, In prescribing regulations and issuing permits relating to disposal 
of such dredged material or the deposit of fill material the Secretary shall con 
sider the views and recommendations of the Administrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency and follow the criteria established".

(3) Insert following new paragraph (3) immediately after paragraph (2) 
of, section 5 (a):

"(3) effect upon navigation, economic and Industrial development and 
foreign and domestic commerce of the United States."

In the event the above amendments are not adopted, we would then recom 
mend elimination of "dredge spoil" from the definition of "material" in sec 
tion 3(c) and insertion of the words "dredge spoil or" after the words "does 
not mean" in the proviso exclusion clause in subsection (c).

We strongly urge favorable consideration of our proposed amendments of 
sections 5(a) and 7(c) of S. 1238 for the reasons set forth in the AIMS state 
ment which I presented at the hearing held April 22, by Senator Spong. 

Sincerely,
JAMES .T. REYNOLDS, President.

EVALUATING WASTE DISPOSAL AT SEA—THE CRITICAL ROLE OF INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT *

(By Robert P. Brown,2 Bissett-Berman Corp., San Diego, Calif., and
Edward H. Shenton*)

ABSTRACT

An evaluation is presented of a 1971 re-survey of present and projected U.S. 
ocean dumping activities in terms of proposed Congressional legislation. A 
drastic reduction in ocean dumping volume has occurred along the Pacific Coast. 
Anticipated termination of the dumping of toxic materials and other wastes will 
significantly change the national status of dumping activities. The results of the 
study show that although adequate information on the subject is available, the 
latest projections for funding future regulatory surveillance and environmental 
monitoring of dumping operations are based on 1968 data which do not describe 
the current situation.

The foregoing situation reflects the present lack of an effective ocean dump 
ing information system. Potential values to be derived from an improved system 
are described and the status of ocean dumping for 1972 Is projected.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to describe the urgent need 'or accurate, current 

information on ocean dumping operations to assist persons in government re-

1 This paper Is based partially on work conducted under Contract PH 86-68-203 for the 
Bureau of Solid Waste Management, Environmental Protection Agency. 

3 Manager, Environmental Sciences Department. 
3 Consultant, 7259 Carrizo Drive, La Jolla, California.
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sponsible for making decisions. Examples are presented which demonstrate the 
inadequacies of the present system and the potential values to be derived from 
an improved system.

BACKGROUND

An appraisal of the national status of ocean dumping of solid and liquid 
wastes was conducted for the U.S. Bureau of Solid Waste Management (BSWM) 
of the Environmental Protection Agency (BPA) in 1969 (Smith and Brown, in 
press). The results of this study showed that an estimated 48 million tons of 
dredge spoils, industrial wastes, sewage sludge, construction and demolition 
debris, solid waste, explosives, chemical munitions, radioactive wastes, and 
other misfpilaneous wastes were dumped via barges and ships into coastal waters 
during t calendar year of 1968. These wastes originated from twenty U.S. 
cities including: Seattle, Portland (Oregon)» San Francisco, Los Angeles, San 
Diego, Qalveston, Texas City, Houston, Port Arthur, Beaumont, New Orleans, 
ftiscagoula, Mobile, St. Petersburg, Charleston, Norfolk, Baltimore, Philadelphia, 
New York, and Boston.
Current National Policy ,

Significant changes in national policy affecting ocean dumping operations have 
taken place since the B^^VM study was concluded in 1969. The catalyst for these 
changes was the publication by the President's Council on Environmental 
Quality report entitled Ocean-Dumpinff—A National Policy (1970). Recommenda 
tions for banning or curbing future ocean dumping activities contained in this 
report were strongly endorsed by President Nixon and subsequently have formed 
the basis for the proposed Marine Protection Act of 1971. Both Administration 
and Congressional leaders are in accord for the need for strong ocean dumping 
legislation. Hearings being conducted at the time of this writing in botn the 
Senate and House have focused on the details of which types of wastes will be 
banned or phased out, permit granting procedures, surveillance, and research 
requirements for assessing the environmental effects of ocean dumping. Re 
gardless of the details, passage of some form of Marine Protection Act seems a 
certainty before Congress convenes in 1972.
Need, for Improved Information Management

From the results of the BSWM study it is apparent that regardless of the type 
of legislation that is enacted by Congress, proper record preparation and mainte 
nance by the agencies responsible for regulating ocean dumping is an essential 
first step in enforcement and environmental monitoring of the operations. Equally 
important is a formalized reporting system which results in the preparation of 
regional and national summaries on an annual basis. In addition to the basic 
data on dumping operations, information available from each region regarding 
the legal aspects, research performed or in progress, and information on specific 
procedures established for regulating and enforcing dumping operations should 
also be included in any proposed information system.

STATUS OF THE NATIONAL OCEAN DUMPING INVENTOBY

Current legislative action and governmental agency planning activities regard 
ing ocean disposal are based on the BSWM study results presented in the Pre?! - 
dent's Council'on Environmental Quality report (1970). As nearly as can be 
determined, the status of ocean dumping has been assumed to be either static 
at the 1968 figure of 48 million tons, or increasing at some unknown rate. This 
is the direct result of the lack of an annual inventory of ocean dumping activities.
Re-tiwrvey of Pacific Coast Dumping Operations, 1971

To assess the accuracy of these assumptions the author has re-surveyed the 
status of ocean dumping for the Pacific Coast on the basis of his original BSWM 
study contacts. Dredging spoils, explosives, and radioactive wastes have been 
excluded from thi X1971 inventory because of the limited time available. The 
results of this survey are shown in Table 1 along with the reported 1968 BSWM 
dumping totals.

From Table 1 it can be seen that ocean dumping (excluding dredging spoils) 
for the Pacific Coast has decreased from a reported 1,007,500 tons in 1968 to
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23,860 tons In 1971, or approximately a reduction by 50 times. The major factors 
associated with this dramatic decrease are (1) the banning of ocean dumping 
by the Kegional Water Quality Control Boards (BWQCB) in the cities of -San 
Francisco and San Diego, and (2) the "voluntary" cessation of several large- 
volume dumping operations such as filter cake in San Diego, oil drilling wastes 
from Los Angeles, and paper mill wastes and waste oil from Seattle.

In addition to disclosing a marked decline in ocean dumping activities off the 
Pacific Coast, the present study confirmed previously unsubstantiated reports 
(American Petroleum Institute, 1969) regarding the disposal of refinery wastes 
by crude oil tankers beyond 50 miles from the California Coast Operations of 
this nature in San Francisco are under a BWQCB "cease and desist" order to 
terminate activity "by the end of 19 tl. Based on knowledge regarding ocean 
dumping of refinery wastes gained during the 1969 BSWM survey, it is clear 
that the extent of this practice should be investigated and documented on a 
national basis.
Information Exchange

During the BSWM study it was found that although many governmental 
agencies were involved in one way or another in ocean dumping activities in a 
particular city, rarely did more than one of these have a comprehensive picture 
of the total dumping activities in their city. The present re-survey of the West 
Coast dumping operations revealed that this picture has improved slightly on 
the local level, primarily because of the publicity given the subject over the 
past year. However, with respect to knowledge and exchange of information of 
ocean dumping operations on a regional basis (i.e., state, coast), the 1969 picture 
is unchanged. The ramifications of this are discussed later in this report.

PBOJEOTED STATUS OP OCEAN DUMPING—1972

Based on the findings of the BSWM study and the Council on Environmental 
Quality's report it is no exaggeration to state that the environmental effects of 
past and present dumping operations are, with the exception of those dumped in 
the New York Bight (sewage sludge, waste acid, dredge spoils) and off Cape May, 
Delaware (waste acid, sewage sludge) not even qualitatively known, much less 
measured accurately. It is obvious that if ocean dumping of wastes were to con 
tinue at the 1968 level without causing harmful effects to man or the environment, 
a major research effort in this area would be essential. A smiiiar conclusion can 
be drawn in terms of the need for Improved regulatory and surveillance pro 
cedures.
Study Assumptions

However, before research money is appropriated and spent it is advisable to 
carefully examine all of the information (including various recommendations 
made by numerous individuals and agencies) available to date on ocean dumping. 
As in most cases, assumptions must be made. For the purpose of this paper the 
recommendations of the President's Council on Environmental Quality, which 
have been endorsed by the President and the Environmental Protection Agency 
(Air/Water, 1971), provide the basic guidelines for the following assumptions:

General ocean dumping of industrial wastes will be phased out as soon 
as possible.

Ocean dumping of toxic industrial wastes will be terminated immediately, 
except in those cases in which no alternative offers less harm to man or the 
environment <

Continued dumping of digested/undigested sewage sludge is considered an 
interim measure and will be phased out as soon as possible and no new sources 
allowed.

Ocean dumping of polluted dredge spoils and solid wastes will be phased 
out as soon as possible.

Ocean dumping of radioactive, explosive, and chemical warfare agents will 
be banned.
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With the foregoing guidelines it is appropriate here to examine the projected national status of ocean dumping with respect to the major areas requiring ex 
penditures for future regulatory monitoring and environmental research. The first question that arises is how much, how many, and what kind of ocean dumping activities will be in operation if the foregoing recommendations become law?
Pactflo Coast

Let's consider the Pacific Coast first. From Table I it can be seen that at the 
close of 1971 <only four (4) of the original thirteen (13) 1968 dumping activities 
are currently in operation, namely, cannery wastes (San Francisco), toxic in 
dustrial chemicals (Los Angeles), and commercial vessel refuse and garbage 
(Los Angeles). The latter two activities fall within the categories subject to near- terra phase-out. Thus, it is anticipated that within a short period of time (ca. 
1972) the only Pacific Coast dumping operation (excluding dredge spoils) with 
any possibility of being continued consists of about 20,000 tons of cannery wastes 
which are dumped at sea on a seasonal basis (June-October).

TABLE l.-SUMMARY OF THE TYPE, AMOUNT, AND NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL OCEAN DUMPING OPERATIONS FOR
THE PACIFIC COAST, 1963 AND 1971 <

Number of 
Individual 
dumping 

1968 annual operations, 
Type of waste tonnage 1958'

INDUSTRIAL'
Spent steel pickling acid (sul- 

furlc and hydrochloric).
Refinery wastes.................
Toxic chemicals'...... _ ......
Papermilt wastes _ ............
Oifdrilling muds,.. .............
Waste OIL........... ...........
Cannery wastes^. _ ... _ ......
Vessel refuse and garbage.... . . . . 
Filter cake... .....................

41,700
164, 160

SOfi
116,534
653, 10Q

5,300
20,000 
6,200

1

2
3
1 .
1 .
1 .
1 
3

1971 
annual Number of Individual dumping operation:, 
tonnage 1971

......... Discontinued February 1971.
2, 160 To be discontinued Deimmber 1971 .500 2.

......... Discontinued 1970.
......... Discontinued December 1970.
......... Discontinued 1970.

20,000 1. 
1,200 l.« 

......... Discontinued 1970.«
Total.all wastes.......... 1,007.500 13 23,860 4.

> Based on 1968 BSWM data (Smith & Brown, In press) excluding dredge spoils, explosives, an J radioactive wastes.2 Based on private survey conducted in May 19/1.
' Includes bulk and containerized wastes.
4 Includes cadmium, copper ard cromium cyanide laboratory wastes, and other unidentifisd industrial wastes.1 U.S. naval dumping operations were discontinued in 1968 and 1970 for San Diego and Long Bsach, respectively.
' 346,480 tons of filter cake were dumped in 1969-70.

Atlantic and Gulf Ooasts
A breakdown by waste category (excluding dredge spoils) for the Gulf and 

Atlantic coastal areas is presented in Table 2. These wastes have been cate 
gorized in terms of the guidelines presented previously (i.e., industrial, sewage, etc.) From Table 2 it is clear that, on the basis of the study assumptions, of the thirty-eight*(38) known individual disposal operations represented by the summary figures, only six (6) would be in existence in the near future. These include sewage dumping (New York, Philadelphia), waste titanium processing add (New York and Delaware), and construction and demolition debris (New 
York). Based on the results of past environmental research, only the dumping of waste acid and construction debris have a chance of continuing on a regular 
long-term basis.
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TABLE 2.-SWMARY OF THE TYPE, AMOUNT, AND NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL OCEAN DUMPING OPERATIONS FOR
THE ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTS, 19681

Atlantic coast Gulf coast Total

Type of waste

Industrial:' 
Spent add wastes (sulfuric and 

hydrochloric).................
Refinery wastes ... — „ — . ....
Pesticide wastes.- — ... — . ...
Papermill wastes ——— .... .....
Others *.......................

Municipal: 
Sewage sludge .
Construction and demolition debris.

1968 
annual 

tonnape

2,673,790
124,850
67,120

163,237

4,477,000
574,000

Number of 
individual 
dumping 

operations

3
2
4

3

<2 ..
«1 ..

1968 > 
annual 

tonnage

5,000
273,850
2.61,215

35,000
116,170

Number of 
individual 
dumping 

operations

1
5
9
i
7

Annual 
tonnage

2,678,790
398,700
328,335
35,000

279,407

4,477,000
574,000

Number of 
Individual 
dumping 

operations

. 4
7

13
1

10

2
1

Total all wastes .............. 8,079,997 ',5 691,235 23 8,771,232 38

> Based on 1968 BSWM data (Smith & Brown, in press), excluding dredge spoils, explosives and radioactive wastes.
* Includes bulk and containerized wastes.
* Includes noxious chamicals, sodium and cyanide sludge, "ammonium sulfate," "mother liquor," and tetraethyl lead 

sludge tanks.
< Several different municipalities dump sewage sludge in the two designated New York and Delaware sewage dump sites, 
> Numerous independent contractors utilize the one designated New York dump site.

Total U.S. Ocean Dumping
* In terms of total U.S. dumping tonnage (excluding dredge spoils, explosives, 
and radioactive wastes), the foregoing would result in a reduction from about 
10 million tons in 1968 to 8 million tons in 1972. The number of individual dump 
ing operations would be <v vespondlngly reduced from the 1968 figure of 52 
for all coasts to a total of Sb?en (7) in 1972. It is significant to note that six (6) 
of these remaining dumping operations would be restricted to the Atlantic 
Coast, particularly the New York Bight area.

Figure 1 shows the long-term U.S. ocean dumping trends presented in earlier 
reports en the subject (Smith & Brown, in press; Council on Environmental 
Quality, 1970) and the results of the present study. The 1971 tonnage figures 
shown in Figure 1 are based on tho detailed re-survey of Pacific Coast dumping 
operations conducted fay the author. For the lack of up-to-date data, it has been 
assumed that the Atlantic and Gulf Coast dumping operations have remained 
static. Projected values for 1972 are based on the analysis presented in this 
paper.
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Figure 1. Average Annual Tonnage Dumped at Sea — 
by Coastal Area

Source: Council on Environmental Quality, 1970 (a)
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(a) See text for explanation of 1971-72 tonnage projections.



From the data shown in Figure 1 and Tables 1 an* 2 it should be apparent 
that future appropriations of funds designated for new research and improved 
regulation and surveillance procedures of ocean dumping must be carefully 
weighted in terms of the actual scope and number of dumping operations in 
volved. To allocate funds solely on the basis of the 1968 BSWM survey data 
would clearly be in error.
E ALTTATION OF HBOPOSED FY 1972 FUNDING FOB BEGTOATOBY AND ENVIBONMENTAL

MONITOBING

To this point this paper has been concerned primarily with documenting the 
inadequacies of the present practices of .maintaining accurate, current informa 
tion on ocean dumping activities for the purpose of detecting trends in U.S. 
coastal waters. The discussion presented in this section will assess future 
requirements for funding of ocean dumping research and surveillance based 
on the observed and projected trends.
Proposed Funding

The Environmental Protection Agency has stated that it expects to spend 
$2 million in fiscal 1972 on,ocean dumping matters if the Administration bill 
to control marine disposal is enacted this year (Oceanology Weekly, April 30, 
1971). About $1.5 million of this is designated for research and development 
and the remainder is for setting standards and enforcing them. Similarly, the 
U.S. Coast Guard estimates that about $1.3 million should be added to its budget 
next year if the dumping bill is passed (Oceanology Weekly, April 23, 1971). 
This amount would be for surface and aircraft surveillance of dumping opera 
tions. Thus, the combined funding proposed for FY 1972 for regulatory and 
environmental monitoring of ocean dumping would be approximately $3.3 million 
baaed solely on the 1968 BSWM assessment of the dumping situation.
Regulatory Monitoring Requirement*

If the status of ocean, dumping is viewed in terms of the projections presented 
in this paper only six (6) individual dumping operations off the Atlantic Coast 
and one (1) off the Pacific Coast would require routine regulatory monitoring 
ia 1972. At the present time the dumping of sewage sludge, waste acid, and con 
struction debris in. the New York Bight is under rigid control by the U.S. Corps 
of Engineers. The disposal of cannery wastes at sea off San Francisco is under 
similar strict""control by the San Francisco State Regional Water Quality 
Control Board.

Buelow (1968) has reported that the size of the present dumping ground 
for sewage sludge off Cape May, New Jersey is incompatible with the present 
methods of discharge. Under the present system, a brage operator must either 
discharge his load within 10 minutes at full speed, or reverse course and make 
another run through the dumping ground. In one dumping operation observed 
by Buelow, approximately two-thirds of the load was dumped outside of the 
designated area. Unless the regulatory situation has changed since 1969 no 
routine on-site inspection of dumping operations is conducted by any regulatory 
agency of the sewage and acid dumping operations.

If the foregoing situation regarding proposed funding and projected disposal 
operations proves to be correct, then, as proposed presently, $1.8 million will be 
available in FY 1972 for the enforcement of seven (7) dumping operations, four 
of which are apparently under adequate regulatory control.
Environmental Research Requirements

As mentioned earlier, |1.5 million is proposed by EPA for research and devel 
opment on ocean dumping for FY 1972. A considerable amount of research has 
already been done on the dumping of sewage sludge and waste acid at sea.
Sewage sludge

Conclusive evidence las been presented by Buelow (1968). Buelow et al 
(1968*), the Sandy Hook Sport Fisheries Marine Laboratory (1970), and 
Ketchum. ; (lS70}^ that present practices of sewage sludge disposal off New York 
Harbor have "destroyed the quality of the environment over a substantial area 
of sea bottom and caused contamination of valuable- living marine resources 
adjacent to the dumping grounds. Similar evidence has been presented by Buelow 
et al (1968 b ) for the sewage dumping grounds 12 miles off Cape May, New 
Jersey; however, this point has been contested by others (Air/Water News,

58-452 O—71——22
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April 5, 1971). Because of the large-scale nature of the sewage dumping opera 
tions and lack of better alternative methods, no near-term banning of these 
operations can be expected. Future work in these areas should be directed to 
wards minimizing future environmental damage by continued monitoring of 
the dumping grounds coupled with better treatment of the sewage sludge prior 
to disposal (Council on Environmental Quality, 1970).

"""" Acid-iron, wastes
Studies of the dispersion and environmental effects of acid-iron wastes dumped 

in the New York Bight area have been conducted by Redfield and Watford 
(1951), Ketchum and Ford (1952), Ketchum et al (1958), and most recently 
by the Sandy Hook Sport Fisheries Marine Laboratory in Sandy Hook, New 
Jersey (1970)., The disposal of similar wastes occurs about 45 miles southeast 
of the mouth of Delaware Bay and has been investigated by the Dupont Corpo 
ration in cooperation with EPA (Fader, 1970). To date, the sum of the results of 
these investigations show that the toxic effects of acid-iron wastes disposed of 
at sea are apparently minimal (Dr. Jack Pearce, Sandy Hook Sport Fisheries 
Marine Laboratory, personal communication). Future work on the acid dumping 
ground is open to question, however, the establishment of a routine environ 
mental monitoring network for this area is desirable.

Construction and demolition debris
The environmental effects of the dumping of construction and demolition 

debris at sea has not been investigated in the New York Bight Area. However, 
recent "studies conducted by the Sandy Hook Sncrt Fisheries Marine Laboratory 
(1970) and related studies by the California' Department of Fish and Game 
(1969) have shown that properly constructed artificial fishing reefs are a very 
effective means in congregating the available fish from a given area. With both 
the great increases in the numbers of sportfishermen each year (Winslow and 
Bigler, 1969) and when most of the Continental shelf within their reach from 
small craft is an unproductive, flat, lifeless, sandy desert, the utilization of 
"clean" solid waste material for the purpose ->f developing artificial fishing reef 
offers a huge potential for deriving real benefits. Commercial fishing operations 
in the coastal zone might also benefit from such a program. It has been postulated 
that artificial reefs constructed from solid waste materials could serve to in 
crease the populations of migratory fish by providing additional spawning sites 
for adults and protection and food for the "juveniles (U.S. Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife, 1968). Although it has proven possible to construct 
artificial fishing reefs from certain classes of solid wastes (i.e.,, tireb, cars, 
rubble, etc.), present practice' favors disposal in landfills or recycling as scrap 
steel. Clearly, there is an immediate and continuing need for research and devel 
opment in this area. /

Cannery wastes / 
'The Pacific Coast cannery waste dumping operation (San Francisco )is cur 

rently the subject of a research investigation by the Nation .1 Canners Associa 
tion, Berkeley, California (National Canners Asociation, 197L personal com 
munication). This is to be a three-phase study to determine (a) the detailed 
characteristics of the wastes, (b) their toxicity, and (c) the mixing and disper 
sion of the wastes at sea.

Other wastes
It has'been proposed by various individuals testifying beforef House and Senate 

committees concerned with proposed dumping legislation tha^ dumping of "com 
patible" wastes in the ocean is "highly desirable" (Oceanology Weekly, April 23, 
1971). Examples of compatible wastes were construction ana demolition debris, 
various agriculture and cannery wastes, oil well drill, cuttings, effluent (but not 
sludge) from sewage treatment plants, materials hazardous to man such as ob 
solete, noh-chemical munitions, and municipal refuse and garlbage. Various aspects 
of the first two classes of vmste have been discussed in this paper.

Oil drilling wastes.—The disposal of oil well drill cuttmgs and mud in 1968 
consisted of a single operation on the Pacific Coast KTable i). This operation was 
voluntarily terminated in 1970. Detailed information from an independent investi 
gation of this ojporator was obtained from the files of the Los Angeles Regional 
Water Quality Control Board (LARWQCB, 1971). Base* on the operators' logs 
of travel time to and from the dump site, there were nmeiy-eight (98) specific
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violations noted .when the operator could not possibly have been in the official 
dumping ground. Additionally, .these logs showed instances when considerable 
amounts of oil were noted in the wastes dumped which was in direct violation of 
the dumping permit, In view of the foregoing and the fact that the dumping of 
oil drilling wastes was a "special" type of operation and alternate disposal meth 
ods are available, the authors believe that no further research or initiation of new 
dumping operations should be considered for this category.

Sewage effluent.—The disposal of sewage effluent at sea is currently a common 
practice using submarine outfalls. There have been suggestions of barging this 
sewage farther offshore. One has only to consider the volume of these wastes 
generated daily to realize that a barging operation is out of the question. For 
example, the combined discharge from the Los Angeles Area outfalls is close to 
one (1) billion gallons per day or about 1,000 barge (1 x HP-gallon capacity) loads.

Explosives and, radioactive wastes.—Both the Department of Defense (San 
Diego Union, February 25, 1971) and Atomic Energy Commission (Oceanology, 
Weekly, April 9,1971) have announced the banning of ocean dumping of obsolete 
gas, explosives, and radioactive wastes. Secretary of the Navy John H. Chafee 
has directed that an intensive program of research and development be conducted 
to seek alternative disposal methods. Low-level radioactives formerly dumped 
at sea will be land-buried, and high level wastes will be sealed in salt mines and 
solidified.

Municipal refuse.—Another item on the list of "compatible" wastes proposed 
for future sea disposal is organic municip „» refuse. Several schemes have been 
proposed for this including at-sea incineration, bailing, and other containerized 
methods (Silverman, 1964; Dunlea, 1967; Balbi, 1968; Smith, 1968; and Na 
tional Industrial Pollution Control Council, 1971). The most recent of these by 
the National Industrial Pollution Control Council recommends conducting a re 
search investigation of baled refuse in 7,500 feet of water just beyond the edge of 
the New England Continental Shelf. The utilization of deep-ocean trenches for 
waste disposal has also been proposed (Bronson and Sherif, 1970). The closest 
such deep trench to the West Coast cities is off the Aleutian Islands. East Coast 
and Gulf Coast cities would be required to transport their wastes to the Carib 
bean area for disposal. The authors favor none of these methods, but concur re 
garding this matter with the recommendations of the Council on Environmental 
Quality (1970, p. vi): "Ocean dumping of existing sources of solid wastes should 
be stopped as soon as possible. No new sources should be allowed, i.e., no dumping 
by any municipality that currently does not do so, nor any increase in the volume 
by existing municipalities."

From the foregoing evaluation of past research conducted in connection with 
the ocean dumping activities projected to be in operation in 1972, the most 
promising areas for expenditures of proposed research funds appear to be in the 
enhancement of the marine environment (reef building) and establishing ade 
quate environmental monitoring systems. With regard to the latter there Is an 
urgent need for the establishment and monitoring of marine research preserves 
to serve as baselines from which man-made changes of the environment can be 
evaluated (Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and Resources, 1969;' 
Council in Environmental Quality, 1970).

/
CONCLUSIONS /

A drastic reduction in ocean dumping volume occurred on the Pacific Coast 
in 1971. Anticipated termination of the dumping toxic material and other wastes 
will significantly change the national status of ocean dumping activities in 1972.

Current Governmental projections for funding future regulatory surveillance 
and environmental monitoring programs for ocean dumping activities are ba^ed 
on 1968 BSWM data and do not reflect the current situation. ,

There is an urgent need for the establishment of an effective ocean dumping 
information system to assist Governmental decision makers in correctly assess 
ing trends, resaarch needs, and current activities associated with ocean dumping.
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WASHINGTON PUBLIC PORTS ASSOCIATION, 
Olympia, Wash., April 26, 1 

Hon. WABBEN G. MAGNUSON, 
Senator Offlce BuiUing, 
Washington, B.C. 
Attention of Norman Dicks.

DEAB SENATOB MAGNTTSON : We are aware that S. 1238 and its companion meas 
ure, H.B. 4723 are being considered in committees of Congress.

We would like you to be informed that members of this Association oppose 
certain aspects of that legislation and hope you will try to influence the necessary 
changes in language.

This Administration proposal, dubbed "The Marine Protection Act of 19971" 
would invest all regulatory authority over all ocean dumping in the adminis 
trator of the Environmental Protection Agency. It would require a permit for 
dumping anything, anywhere in territorial waters with limitations, restrictions, 
plus study and reporting requirements.

The measure would provide that the EPA would supercede the Refuse Act 
administered by the Army Corps of Engineers, and it has an avowed objective 
of terminating all ocean dumping. Even the disposal of unpolluted, inert, non- 
torie dredging spoils would be terminated or very strictly regulated.

Our concern lies in the fact that our marine terminal facilities future is abso 
lutely dependent upon maintaining appropriate wa^ur depths in channels and at 
pieraide. Without such provision we go out of business. That would be a blow 
to our local, state and national economy that we can ill afforcl. .For the last few 
years Washington ports have provided sufficient foreign trade to account for more 
than 30% of the nation's trade surplus.

To provide proper channel and pierside water depths periodic dredging is re 
quired. It is an unfortunate fact of our technical life that this dredged material 
sometimes has to be disposed of in coastal waters. Without impossible and 
economically fatal expenditures much of the dredged material cannot be dis 
posed of on land.

The function of providing for channel maintenance, dredging, etc., has his 
torically rested with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Theirs is the authority 
to deal with our navigahle waters and to treat them accordingly. We must get 
our permits from them for such projects, and they make the determination as 
to disposal of dredged spoils. Let it remain so. We work closely with them, have 
learned that they objectively evaluate each proposal, and we are confident that 
this objectivity does not sacrifice environmental or ecological goals. They, too, 
must satisfy many masters.

The provisions of the proposed legislation would put port operation and exist 
ence at the mercy of an agency that is jpatently not objective. Our dealings with 
them and other environmentally-oriented agencies (Bureau of Sports Fisheries 
and Wildlife, for instance) have convinced us that the narrow approach to 
contemporary problems which they follow has no place for consideration of any 
other goal or project.

We cannot and will not quarrel with strict regulation on the dumping of ma 
terial known to harmfully degrade the quality of our waters. Toxic elements, 
certain organic sludge, domestic sewage, chemicals, and other pollutants must 
be kept from waters used by man. But we do seriously question the inclusion of
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dredged spoil disposal In these measures. We sincerely oppose tbe transfer of 
the permitting authority from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 

We hope you will give our views consideration. 
Sincerely,

LEWIS R. HOLCOMB, 
Executive Director.

POET OF GRAYS HARBOR, 
Aberdeen, Wash., April 26,1971. 

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON, 
V.S, Senate, 
Washington* D.G.

DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON : We were most pleased to have you visit Grays 
Harbor on April 17th and participate in the formal dedication of the new fish 
protein concentrate plant Certainly, this event was another milestone in your 
long and continuing support of the American fishing industry.

The Port of Grays Harbor's Bowennan Field facility was utilized by your 
aircraft during your visit. We welcome the opportunity to provide ground 
transportation and the occasion to review with you the forty year history of 
this particular area. The field itself was developed by dredge spoils. Maintenance 
spoils from the. Grays Harbor-Chehalis River deep water navigation channel 
have historically been deposited in the vicinity. As we indicated at that time, we 
are aware of certain objections being voiced in opposition to continuing this 
practice in the future.

As local sponsors of the Grays Harbor navigation facilities, we are required 
to provide dredge spoil disposal areas and provide a hydraulic suction dredge, at 
our cost, to do maintenance dredging as required under direction of the Corps 
of Engineers. To fulfill the Port of Grays Harbor's commitment to the federal 
government, we have acquired some 2,400 acres in the Bowennan Field area 
for the disposal of dredge spoils.

On April 19th and 20th, I attended the American Association of Port Authori 
ties Board Meeting in Washington, D,C. I found these meetings to be most in 
formative and productive. One Issue of particular concern to ports all over the 
United States is H.R. 4723 and its companion bill, S. 1238. They are presently 
the subject of congressional hearings. The proposed legislation would shift 
the authority of issuing dredge disposal permits from the Corps of Engineers to 
the Environmental Protection Agency.

Mr. Edward Langlois, as Chairman of the Committee on Enviroaiaental 
Affairs for the American Association of Port Authorities, has testified before 
the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries in opposition to the 
proposed legislation. Mr. Langlois will be appearing before your Senate Com 
merce Committee's Sub-Committee on Oceans and Atmosphere on Wednesday 
of this week.

While in Washington, B.C., I took the opportunity of reviewing our concern 
of the proposed legislation with Norman Dicks in your office. We are also aware 
that the Washington Public Ports Association is communicating in regard to 
the concern of other ports in our State.

We feel that past practices of maintenance dredging and spoil deposits have 
played a most significant role in the growth of waterborne commerce and 
industrial activity on Grays Harbor. It is our opinion that the National En 
vironmental Policy Act of 1969, Public Law 91-390, provides the safeguards 
for proper spoil disposition in the future. We feel that dredge spoils are not 
a pollutant and passage of S. 1238 would not he in the best interest in maintain 
ing our navigation facilities. 

Kindest regards,
H. E. SOIKE, 

Manager, Industrial Development.

DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 

Washington, D.C.. June 21,1971. 
Hon. WABRBN G. MAGKTTSON, 
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This responds to your request for Departmental comment
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on S. 307, a bill "To foster oceanic and environmental research and development, 
and for other purposes".

We recommend against the enactment of S. 307.
This bill would amend the Marine Resources and Engineering Development 

Act of 1966 (33 U.S.C. 1101 et seq.) by adding a new Title IV, the "National 
Oceanic and Environmental Eesearch Act of 1971". Consistent with a declaration 
that it is United States' policy "to foster a program of oceanic and environmental 
research and development . . .", S. 307 would direct the Secretary of Com 
merce to establish a National Oceanic and Environmental Research Laboratory 
System, charged with responsibility for (1) a program of research on changes 
in ocean environmental conditions, (2) development of information and warn 
ing systems, and (3) a program for the enhancement and improvement of the 
marine environment In addition, S. 307 would make unlawful the issuance of 
any Federal permit to dredge or dispose of waste materials in ocean or estuarine 
waters without having first received comment from the Secretary of Commerce.

Section 410 of the new Title would authorize the Si crettiry of Commerce to 
assist coastal States in their acquisition, development and operation of not 
more than 15 "estuarine sanctuaries". Federal grants not to exceed 50% of costs 
would be authorized for this purpose, provided that the Federal share for any 
one sanctuary did not exceed $2 million. Section 416 would provide unspecified 
appropriation authority for each of the four separate programs (research, en 
vironmental information, enhancement, and estuarine sanctuaries) encompassed 
by S. 307.

We object to the enactment of S. 307 both because it would duplicate specific 
program responsibilities already exercised by several Federal agencies, including 
the Department of the Interior, and because it is not consistent with the plan 
for environmental organization advanced by this Administration. The conse 
quence of enactment, we believe, would be a dispersal, rather than a consolidation 
of Federal activity in the areas of environmental management and research. 
The need for a comprehensive approach to the protection and preservation of 
our Nation's natural resources is well recognized by the President's proposal for 
creation of a Department of Natural Resources, now pending before the Senate 
as S. 1431, Section 201 (c) of that bill would establish within the new Depart 
ment an Oceanic, Atmospheric and Earth Sciences Administration. S, 1431 also 
provides for transfer to the Department of Natural Resources "such of the 
functions of the Secretary of Commerce, the Department of Commerce, and of 
ficers and components of that Department, as relate to or are utilized by the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration". Said transfer would, of 
coarse, affect any new such program assigned to the Secretary of Commerce, in 
cluding those envisaged by S. 307.

Two other Administration proposals relate quite closely to the objectives of 
S. 307. The proposed "Marine Protection Act of 1971", now pending before your 
Committee as S. 1238, would vest in the Administrator of the Environmental Pro 
tection Agency authority to control dumping of waste material in oceans, coastal 
and other waters through issuance of permits and enforcement of a prohibition 
against the unauthorized transport or dumping of such material. A provision for 
consultation between the Administrator and the Secretaries of Commerce and In 
terior, among others, concerning criteria for the issuanee-of permits resembles a 
similar authority contained in S. 307. Section 405 of S. 307 would require, how 
ever, that the Administrator receive findings from the Secretary of Commerce 
prior to issuance of a dumping permit Because S. 1238 would authorize consulta 
tion with several interested agencies, including Commerce and Interior, and 
because section 405 would impede effective administration of a permit program, 
we prefer EPA5s proposal for coordination of agency views.

S. 922, our proposed "National Land Use Policy Act of 1971", includes coastal 
zones and estuaries as among those areas of critical environmental concern to 
which participating States must direct their attention. Further, it would be re 
quired that State laws affecting land use in the coastal zone and estuaries take into 
account the esthetic and ecological values of wetlands and the susceptibility 
of wetlands to permanent destruction. This proposal for coastal zone manage 
ment as an integral part of comprehensive land use planning, coupled with 
existing authority under the so-called Estuary Protection Act of August 3,1968 
(82 Stat 627;'16 U.S.C. 1222 ct teq.) would militate against the authorization 
of another program, such as that contained in section 410 of S. 307. "to gather 
data and other long-term studies of the estuarine zone of the United States".

Thus, while we share the general objectives of S. 307, we do not believe that
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enactment would contribute to their being attained. Bather, we recommend 
strongly the enactment of S. 1431, S, 1238, and S. 992 ns a means to achieve the 
coordinated effort urged by President Nixon in his Environmental Message of 
February 8.

The Office of Management and Budget has. advised that there is no objection 
to the presentation of this report from the standpoint of the Administration's 
program.

Sincerely yours,
NATHANIEL B. REED, 

Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks.
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